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MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING ACT
I ,

'THURSDAY, DECEMBER 6, 1979

Housi or RxrantorrAtivEs, AD Hoc SELECT SUBCOMM/T-
TIM ON MARITIM* EDUCATION AND TRAINING, COMMIT-
TER on MERCHANT MARINE AND PISMIRES,

Washington, DC
The subcommittee met, pursuant -to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room

1334, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Les AuCoin (chair-
man of' the subcommittee) presiding.

Present. Representatives AuCoin and Emery.
Also prima: Dan Panshin,, Leonard L. Sutter, Jr., Rots Losch,

and 8urAnneBohni
Mr. Meow. The Subcommittee on- Maritime Education alid

Wain" will come to order.
The Cliafir would like to make a brief opening Statement.

s hearing is the first of 2 days of hearings scheduled foi
-H.R. 5 51, the Maritime Education and Training Act of 1979. This
legislation deals comprehensivelywith the Federal role in educat-
ing and ding merchant matine officers.

In the 9'5th Congress, the subcommittee was chaired by my dis-
tinguished colleague, Congressman Gerry Studds of Massachusetts.
Under his astute !Leadership, the subcommittee conducted a search-

.% ing examination of 3naritime education and training in the United
States, resulting w the oversight report- on the Federal Govern-
ment's role in merchant rnbrine officer education.

HR. 5451 implements the 'recommendations "of the oversight
report and thereby attempts to accomplish two very important -

The first is a complete recodification of laws conderhing mari-
time education and training, bringing together the provisions of
various laws enacted over the years into a e4igle act.

The second objective is to incorporate of law the large number
of remedial changes detailed in the oversight report.

The MaritiMe Education and Training Act of--1979,represents the
most complete and thorough attention ever- accot4ed maritime edu-
cation and training. It if a start not a final product. I look to the 2
days of hearings to identify reflhements that will improve the bill.
If. additional hearings are needed to address'the issue adequately,
they will be held.

This legislation deal's with important and controversial issues. If
is probable, if not likely, that the final outcome will not please
every interest. But it is the subcommittee's goal and it -is the
subcommittee's. intent to produce a bill that serves the national
interest, a bill that corrects past deficiencies, a bill that provides

(1)
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for a strong and viable maritime education and training program
fot the United States. .

Thus, with these hearings, the stage is set for debate and for
discussion. On this specialized but nonetheless important issue
there are many questions that we will be examining.

For instance, whaf are the needs of the United States. for mer-
chant marine officers today? How many do we need? What kind of
education and training do we need for these officers? What should
be the role of the Fedetal Government?

The issues are many and the issues are complex. It is the task of
the subcommittee to seek the answers. These hearings- are An es-.

sential part of that prociess.
It is my belief, and think it is shared by the leadership of the

full committee and my 'colleagues on the committee; that the
United States needs -a strong merchant' marine: both in peacetime
as one of the major Seagoing nations bf the world, at well as in
time of war or in national emergency to provide the essential naval
auxiliary capability.--

A strong merchant marine requires an adequate number of well-
trained deck and engineering officers. Many of these officers come
from the Federal andState maritime academies. The primary goal
of the legislation before us is to provide for the supply of merchant
marine officers from these academies in an orderly, timely., -and
responsible fashion: 4.= 4

The hearings are intended to.'obtain a _complete record of wide .

ranging aspects of the maritime education and training., We will -
consider the Federal academy, the State academies,. and the supple-.
mental training program conducted under the auspices of the Mari-
tithe Administration.

Among th,e,major topics I intend to pursue in these hearings, are
the nominations and appointments procedures to the U.S. Mer-
chant Marine Academy, .the nature and length of the service obli-

- gationis of graduates from the Federal. and State academies, Federal
student subsidy payments to the State 'academies, and-the adequa-
cy of the supplementary training prOgrarn..

Today, before we hear from the first' witness, our -esteemed col-
league, the Honorable Congresiman Lester Wolff of Nelir York, I
would, like to insert a statement in/the record from Our distint.
guished chairman, Congressman John Murphy, along with a copy
of the bill and departmental reports.

[The material follows:] . .

STATEMENT OP MON. JOHN MUI(141Y, CHAIRMAN. MERCHANT MARINE AND
FIEHERI6 Comburrn

Thank you, Chairman AuCoin The hearings we commence today mark the culmi-
. nation of three years work by the Merchant Monne and Fisheries Committee.

At my direction, during the 95th Congress. the Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on
Maritime Education and Training, under the able Chairmanship of the Honorable
Gerry E Studds of Massachusetts (the Stud& Committee) conducted an in-depth
study of the requirements and problems associated with the Federal role in mari-
time education and training in the United Stptes today. Subsequently, a comprehen-
sive rep_ort (Serial No. 95-E) was submitted by the Studds Committee td the Mer-
chant Marine and Fisheries Committee.. -

With the advent of the 96th Congress, I again appointed an Ad Hoc Select
' Subcommittee on Maritime Education and Training, with the Honor/if:4e flies

AuCoin as Chaisman (the AuCoin Committee)! At this time, I would like to carp
mend my colleague from Oregon for undertaking to complete this vital task.

ket
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3
For months now the Au Coin Committee has,been working on draft legislation

that would implement the recommenciatons of the Studdi Committee Report H
5451. the "Maritime Education and Training Act of 1979". on which we commence
hearings this morning, is the result of their labors

This bill is the most comprehensive piece of legislation concerning maritime
education and training in the history of the Merchant Marine and Fishenes Com-
mittee **- .

-Pursuant to the Sfudds Committee recommendation, this bill recochfies the exist-
ing provisions Qf law concerning maritime education and training that are currently
set forth in the Merchant Marine Act, 1936. the Maritime Academy Act, 1968, the
Civilian Nautical School Act, and the numerous other provisions of law 'scattered
throughout Title 46-of the United States Code I am particularly pleased to note
that wherever possible Chairman AuCom has meticulously followed the wording of
the existing statutes in his recodification effort This should 'greatly simplify these
hearings by obviating any questions as to the intent of the recichfication provisions
that are in the bilk,

Additionally, Chairman AuCoin has.amendecl his recodification work to incorpo.
rate those recommendations of the Studds Committee that can be best implemented
leOslatively

The result is a first-rate piece of legislation on which we today commence full and
fair hearings:

Chairman AuCoin has assured' me that anyone who wishes to testify may do so In
, an area as important as maritime education and training, a comprehensive hearing
record is crucial if we are to complete this undertaking in a proper manner

Also. Chairman AuCoin and I are in complete agreement that none of the pro,-.
sions set forth in H.R. 5451 are cast in stone We look forward to receiving meaping-
ful yestimony so that amendments can be made as requiied

Our intent is to report to the House of Representatives a bill that will provide a
realistic and meaningful legislative framework to implement Federal efforts in the
area of,maritime education and training for many years to come. .

V
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911:31512" H. R. 5451

To provide for odueaqon and training is maritime subjects.

IN THE HOUSE OF RE PRESENTATPla

SIIPTIMBER 27, 1979

Mr. Muiptry of New York eohimself and Mr. AvCorm) introduced the following
WI which was referred to the Comrnitteeton Merchant /Wino and fisheries

/

.

To provide for education and training in maritime subjects.

A BILL

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repro-unto,

2 lives of the United States of America ill Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited' as the "Maritime Education and

4 Training Act of 1b79". I
5 SEC. 2. the Merchant Marine Act, 1936 (46 U.S.C:

'6 1101 et seg.), is amended by adding after title XII the fol-

7 lowing new title:

sw

.

12.'

IR
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. 1 "TITLE XIII MARITIME EDUCATION AND

2 TRAININO

3 "sic. 1301. It is the policy, the Uhited States that.

4 the United States Navy and the Merchant Marine of the

5 United'States 'work elosely together to promote the maxi.
. .

6 mum integration of the total stapower forces of the Nation.

In furtherance of this policy, .it is necessary and desirable

. thallippecialstepshe taken to,assure that Naval Reserve Offi,

ce Training Carpi programs for training future naval officers
,

10 be maintained at Federal and State merchant nirine.aoade-

11 ties. It is the sense of the Congress that the Secretag of the
*-- ;,

11 Navy should work withthe Assistant Secretary' of Commerce

13 fir Maritime Affairs and the administrators of the several
.

14 merchant marine academies to assure that the training avail-
-

15 able at these academia is consistent with Navy standards

16 and needs.

17 "Sic. 1302. Forfurposis of ,this title
.

"(1)- the term 'Secretary' means the Secretary of

19 Commerce; ..

, 20 . . "(2) the term 'Assistant,Secrefary' means the As-
_

21 sistant Secretary of Commerce for "Maritime Affairs

1 22 who is the head of the Maritime Administration;

23 "(3) the term 'Administration' means the Mari-

e

, .

time Administration of the Department of Comp.etce;

25 and ,
'te,e . :

.
11k.)

e.
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. 1...- ,

. ,
1 , "(4) the term 'Acute]] ly means thellinited States

2 Merchant Marini Academy at Kings Point, kew York.

.8 "Sec. 1808. (a) The Secretary shall maintain an Acad-
,,.

4 Any ifor the instruction. and preparation for service in the
V. e

5 merchant marine of selected persons as officers thereof.
, , o.

.

6 "(b) In connection with such instruction and as a part

7 'thereof, the Secretary is authorized to provide for training of

,. '. 8 merchant marine ,cadets (under such rules and regulations as
i

. , 0 prescribed by the Secretary and upon such terms as the Sec- .
.,

10:, retary may arrange) on Government-owned- and Subsidized
. N

11 vessels and (in cooperation with other governmental and pri-
.

1,2 vate agencies) on other vessels, and (for instructional pur- .'
. '
11 poses only) in shipyards, and industrial and educa-

.

4, 14 ions! organizations. Expenditures incident to such training.
15 are hereby authorized..

.
-.16 "(c) The Secretary . shall: establish minimum' require-

17 meats and a' system of competition for Selecting merchant

18 marine cadets. The system of competition shill include an

19 -assessment of the candidate's academic background, standing

20 in, competitive examinations, and such other factors as are

21, considered effective indicators of motivation and probability

..22 of successful completion of training at the Acadeiny. No pref-

28.28. erInce 'to members/of the' immediate family of Academy
- , . .
24 alumni shall be granted in selecting cadets.

.
.

:, g..
.----,

,
.:

i
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1 "WOW The competitive system shall be administered

2 annually to those persons nominated as candidates to the

3 Academy by Senators and Representatives, and by the

4 Panama Canal Commission and by the Governor of Ameri- ,

5 can Samoa to 'select persons to be offered appointment. The

. 6 number of vacancies 'allocated to each State shall be propor-
:

7 tioned to the rdpresentation in Congress It-pm that State; but1
.

8 two vacancies shall be allocated each year to the areas and

4

9 installations in the Republic of Panama made available to the

10 United States pursuantto the Panama Canal Treaty of 1977

%.1
.

11 and related agreements, to be filled by qualified candidates

12 nominated by the. Pqnama Canal Conimission from. among
.. , . -

. 13 the sons and daughters of citizens of the United States em-
9',

14 pined by the United. State% Government and residing in the

10 Republic of 'Panama, one -vacancy each shall be allocated
...

. .,

10 each year -to Guam, American Samoa, and the Virgin Is-
., OAP.' ot

17 lazfds, and fqur vacancies shall be allocated each year tohe "-z-

. 44
18 District of Columbia. In case vacancies remain after theap- ,

'19 pointments under the preceding sentence have been made,

20 the Secretary shall fill them by appointments from qualified,

21 candidates from other States in the order of merit established'

22 by such competitive system.

23 "OP A candidate nominated by the Governor ,of Ameri-

24 can Samoa shall'not be denied admission by reason bf his

25 bring a national but not a citizen of the United Stqtes: Pro-

I

f

- \
)

.
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A
5

1 vided, That such a candidate shall not be entitled to any

2 office et...position in the United States 'merchant marine by

8 reason of his graduation from the Academy until such person
4t t

6 4 becomes a citizen.

'I/

5 "(2) The Secretary is authorized to permit, upon desig-

6
..

nation of the Secretary of the Interior, not to exceed four

7 persons at a time from the Trust Territory of the Pacific

8 Islands or the Northern Mariana Islands to receive instruc- ,

9 tion at the Academy. the persons 'receiving instruction under

10 authority of this section shall receive the same pay,

11 allowances, and emoluments (to be paid from the same ap-
,

12 propriations and subject to such exceptions as shall be jointly

13 agreed upon by the Secretary and the Secretary of the 'uteri-
..

14 or); shall be subject to the same rules and regulations.govern-
. .

.15 ing admission, attendance, 'discipline, resignation, discharge,

16 'otsmissal; end graduation as cadets at the Academy appoint-

17 ed from the United States; but such persons shall not be enti- .

18 tied to appointment ,to any office ,or position in the United
. .. .$

19 States merchant marine by reason 'of thew graduation from.
/ . ...

20 ?the''Academy.
.. -.

21 "(8) In addition, the Secretary is authorized to annually
. ,

22 make a limited number of noncompetitive appointnients to

28 the Academy of qualified individuals possessing qualities

24 deemed to be of, speciiiia-alue to the Academy. In' making

.16

.1.
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o

such appointments the Secretary shall attempt to achieve.a
a

2 national demographic balance in the Academy%

3 ."(eX1) No person from a foreign country may be permit-

4 ted to receive instruction at the Academy exterp as author-
tr,

5 ized by this subseCtion.

6 "(2) The Secretary may permit at any time not more

7 than twelve persons designated by theTresident from all na-

, 8 tions in the Western Hemisphere 'o receive instruction at the

9 Academy. 0! the twelve persons hermit

tion at the Academy at any one time

not more than two may be from the a

13) A peison receiving instruc

is 'entitled to,ihe same pay And al

the lame apfropriations, as cad

are entitled to.

"(4)" Except as. the ecrelary determines, a person re-
,

ceiving instruction under this subsection is subject to the

same regulations go3erning mission, attendance, diseipline,
b.

resignation, discharge, disitsal, and graduation, as a cadet

20 from the United States; However,"a person receiving instruc-
..

21. tion.under this subsectiori is not entitled to any (Alice or posi-

tion in the United State's Armed Forces or merchant marine"

23 by reason of graduation from the Academy...

24 "(f) Citizens of the United States tlippiinteirio the Aced-
"

25 , emy. may be appointed by the Secretary of the Navy as Re-

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

ed to receive instruc-

under this paragraph,

me country.

on under this subsection

owances to be paid from

4' from the United Statis

4.
I
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1 serve midshipmen in the United States Navy and may be

, 2 commissioned as Reserve ensigns in the United States Navy

3 upon graduation from the Academy.

4 "(g) Cadets at the Academy shall receive allowances fo:ir

5 all required uniform, and textbooks (as prescribed by rules

6 and regulations) and to transportation fmeluding reimburse-
./

7 went of traveling expenses) while traveling as a cadet under

8 orders.
. -

9 "(1)(1) Each candidate for each class entering the Aid-

. 10 emy after, the enactment o4this subsection, Who is a citizen of

11 the United States, shall, as a, condition of appointment to the

12 Academy, sign an agreement committing -such. candidate- -

13 s "(A) to complete the course of instruction at the

14 A.cidemy, unless the candidate is separated by the'

15 _Academy; -

16 .-'403) to obtain' and maintain for at least six years

17 following graduation (exluding the grace period) In of-

ficer'i license in the United States merchant marine;,

19 '1' "0 to apply for, and if tendeed, accept an ap..

20 pointMent as a comimisiiiined officer in' the 'tinker

21 States Naval Reserve, and remain therein until the

22 sixth ,angivergary of graduation %from the Academy:

129 (eicept as otherwise provided in subparagraph (DXii9);

24 **, "(D) to serve the national defense or the foreign

, ,25 and domestic commerce of . the United States for _at,

1 4-U )
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1 . least five years following graduation-in one or more of

2 the following ways:

3 "a) as a merchant marine officer on's United

4 States-documented vessel;

5

6

"(ii) as an. employee in private or public

United States maritime-related industries, pro-

7 , fessions, or marine sciences (as defined by the

8 - secretary);

9

10

11

12 . tion; Provided, That 'bath -active service and any

13 subsequent" Reserve obligation in the respective,

14 service may be, 'exceprts otherwise provided by

"(iii) as a commissioned officer on active

duty in an armed force of the United States or in

the National Oce *c and Atmospheric, Adminstra

15 law, in lieu of the Naval Reserve obligation set

16' forth in subparagraph (C) of this subsection; and

\17 "(E) t` to the Secretary (at intervals deter

18 mined'by the Secretary) what such candidate has done

19 - to comply with such agreement.

20 "(2) If the Secretary determines that anx cadet or grad-

21 us,te of the Academy has lioken thei agreement specified in

22 paragraph (1), the Secretary of the Navy may order the cadet

n or graduate to active duty to serxe the unexpired portion of

24 the service provided by the-agreement (as determined by the
4

44-011 1
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V .

v .9 . .' N, .

I Secietary), but not less than thrie years.' In hardship capes,
._. 'I * '

2 the bedretarY may waive this paragraph.

8 - "(1 Under conditions prescribed by the Secretary which ..
. r

4. shall include passage of the' examination for an entry-level

- 5 merchant marine officer's license, the Superintendent of .the

6 Academy *ay confer the degree of bachelor 'of science upon

,

7 graduates of the Academy.

8 ,."(j)(1) There shall be appointed in January of each year

9. ' a 'Soar d of VisitOrs to visit the Academy, which shall consist

. 40 ot two Senators and three )fembers of the Howe of Repre-.
11 sentatives, appointed by the chairman of the committees of

12 the Senate and the House of Representatives, respectively,

13 having 'primary legislative, jurisdiction pertaining 'to' the

14 Academy (the chairmen of said committees being ex officio

15 members of the Board) and of one Senator and two Members

id of the House of Representatives appointed by the, President
, A ,

17 of the Senate a,4AhSpeaber of the House 4 Represents-

18, tives, respec elyi,Provided, That whenever a member or an
,,.

19 ex officio mehthdr is unable to attend the annual meeting

- 20 provided .in paragraph (2) of this subsection another Member
--..

4 21 may be appointed as a substitute in the manner as herein

22 provided but withOut restriction as to month of Appointment..

23 "(2) Such Board shall visit the Academy annually on a
. . ,. .

24 date to be fixed by the Secretary. Bach member of the Board

25 shall be reimbursed Wider Government travel regulations for

26
,...

',... % a

.,

)

',.
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.

,
: . ,

1 the actual expense incurred while engaged upon duties as a

2 Memberor14mb Board-

3 "(3) The chairmen of the committees Mentioned in pars;

4 graph (1) of this 'subsection are authorized to designate Com-

5 mittee staff members to serve as staff (without reimburse-
. ".

6 meat) for the Board of 'Visitors of the Academy, and to

7 handle matters such as the minutes and recommendations of

. t 8 Such Board.

9 "(k) The Secretary may appoint an adiris'ory board to

lb the Academy consisting .of not more than, seven persons of

11 distinction in education and other fields relating to the pur-

.,12 polies of .the Academy, who shall serve without ,pay. Mem:-

. .13 hers of the advisorT board shall be appointed for ternis of not

14 to.exceed three year's and may be reappointed. The Secretary

-15 shall,: ira dune of each year,- appoint one of. the members, to

16 serve as chairman. The memberi so appointed shall visit the

11- Academy at least once during the academic year on the call

18 of the chairman and may convene once each year in Wash-

19 hire; District of Cohdnbia, at the call of the Assistant Sec-

20 retary, for the purpose of examining thico se ofnstruction
,

21 and the management othe Academy ana advising the As-

22: sistant SacretarY, with a copy of such advibe to the superin-
, .

tendent 'of :the Academy, relativetheret9iThe expehses of

25 phnse of typvel, shall be defrayed from miy appropriation for

24 the: board _white engaged 'in th etie indldtling the cx;
_

.. .

9
4'
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1 the work of the Administration, under Give

ment avel regulations.

v..

"Sze. 1304. (a)(U It is hereby declared to bethe policy
. ,

4 of this section to promote the national
,
polig with respect to

5 thee United. States merchant marine,, as set out in sections 3,

6 101Land 1301 of -the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, biassist-,,

7 ing and cooperating With any Stated or Territories in -thef
8 Operation and maintenance of maritime academies or Colleges

9 for the training of merchant marine officers.

10 '412) The Governors of the' States or. Territories cooper-

11 ating to sponsor aregional maritime academy or, college shall

12 in writing identify antdesignate 'a State Qt Territory, from

13 among t1; cooperating States and Territories, to conduct the.'

14 affairs of such regional maritime modem); or cellege..Such

15 regional maritime academies or colleges shall be eligible for
. . . ,

16 assistance frofn the-Federal Government on the same basis

J7 as State maritime academies or colleges.

18, ,"(b)(1),In or der to carry out the policy set out in subsec-,`

19- don (a)(1),`the Secretary ma/ furnish any' suitable vessel

20 .under his br obtained under.,subsection"fbi(2), or
.

. 21 construct andluniis,h a:suitable vessel if suoh a Vessel is not

22 , available-avy State or Territory of the United 'States, for

23 use es'a vessel for "a maritime academy or college

. 24 meeting the requirements of this section. Any such vessel

22

O
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12 .

I "(A) shall be repaired, reconditioned, equipped
.

2 (including supplying all apparel, charts, books, and in-'

3 strurnents of navigation) as necessary for use as a

1.4 training ship; ,

3 "(B) shall be furnished only Upon application

62 therefor in writing by the Governor. of such State or

7 Territory; ,,,,

8 "(C) shall be furnished only if a suitable .port for

9 the safe mooring of such vessel is available while it Is

10 being used by such academy or college;

11 "GI)) shall be thaintaine4 in good xepair by, the
.' /

. 12 Secretary; and

- ..
13 "(E) shalt remain the property of the United

14 States.
.

'15 , "(2) Any. department or ,agency of the. United .States

. :
16 may provide to 'the Secretary for disposition under this previ-

17 sions of this sect any vessel (Including' equipment) which is

18 suitable for the purpdses of this section.,and can be spared
.

19 without detriment to the seriice to ,which such vessel has
, A

. 20 been assigned. - .
-., - ....

21 "(3) The Secretary may pay. additional amounts' to
N.

4 , 22 assist in paying for the cost; fuel oil consumed during train-

23 lug cruises of the vessels (erred to`in subsection (bX1).

24 "(4) The Secretary is authorized to provide for training
.

25 of students from maritime academies or colleges on Govern-

4.

.

I

i

ee
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1 mi.-m-614e subsidized vessels and Cm oxpention with

2 'other governmental and p'...--ilvitte at cies) on other vessels.

0
.

. , ,
1

.

.3 * "(cX1) The Secretor); may enter into melments with
.4 , ..\

4 one maritime academy or college (which meets tit quire-

5 ments of this section) located in each State or Teriitory a d

... 6 to each regional maritime academy or college (which meets.. . .

7 the requirements of this section) to make annual paynients to . -,

,
9 such academy or college, for not in excess of four years in the- . .

9 case,pf eaciSUch agreement, to be 'used for the inaintenlnie

10 and 'support of such academy or elllege. The amount of such
. ...

`.11 payment for any year to any maritime academy or college.
1-2 shall he equal to the amount furnished to such academy or

13 college/or its maintenance and support by the State or rri-

* 14 tory, in which such academy or college is lbcated or, in the
.

a4

15
t
case of a regional maritime academy or college, an mount

16 equal to the amount furnished to such academy or college for

17 its maintenance grind support by all States or. Territories coop-

, . 48 (rating to`sponsor such academy or college, except that such
.1

19 payment to any academy or college for.any year shall not

$100,000, or 825,000
.
if such academy or college

_21 doelhot meet the requirements of subsection (dX2) of this-

22 section._
23 "(2) The Secretary shall-provide to each maritime acad-

t 24 any or college guidture a nd assistance in developing courses

:
9 ,
41 `i

,
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1 on the operation and maintenance of new vessels, equipment,

2 and innovations being introduced in the maritime industry.
4

3 . "(d)(1) As acondition ie receiving any payments or the
. --, -

4 use of any vessel, under' this section, ak.aeademy or college

, . ,,

5 shall,, I.

6 "(A); provide courses of instruction in navigation
, .

7 and marine engineering- (mcluding steam and diesel.- .

-8 propulsion), the operation and maintenance of new vest

9 sels and equipment, and innovations being introduced
N

10\ in the maritime industry;

11 "(B) agree in writing to conform to such stand-

, ' . 12- aids in such courses, in training facilities, in entrance
. '.

13 requirements, and in- instructors, as are established by

14 f the Secretary after consultation with
.
superintendents of

.
. .

.

15. : matitime ecadetnies slid "colleges in the United States; ,

, .

, N

16. and "; ": , .

;17 4(0) 'require, passage prior to graduation from
, -, , ,.

' 18 such' 'academy of college of the examination for an

19 entry-level merchant intim; officer's license.

20 "(2) "Ar; :a condition to receiving 'a payment of any

21 amount in excess of $25,904) for any year under the provi-
, .

22 sions of subsection (c), a maritime academy or college shall

23 .agree to 'admit lo sudivacademy or college students residing

. 1,24 'in other States (excluding studentk from foreign countries) in
. ..

25 such numbers as the Secretary shall prescribe, except timt-

9 p.
4.1 Ij

4

)
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10

I the number of such students prescribed for any academy or

2 college shall not at-any time exceed one-third of the student
. ,

8 capacity of such academy or college.

4 .."(e) Students appointed to any maritime academy or

5 college which is assisted under any provisions of this section
i .

6 may be appointed by the Secretary of the Nevi! as Reserve

I midshipmen in the United States Navy and may be conunis:,

8 sioned as Reserve ensigns in thi United States Navy upon

9. graduation from the academy or college. .

, .

10 "(f)(1) The Secretary may enfer into agreements to
.

,'1,1 mike loanslor pot more Bran foin. academic years (at a rate '..
., ,..

..

12 not in excess of $1,2uu fey academicyear) to student ,-
.. .

13 . (who is a citizen of the United. States) enterin&after the date :
_ .

14 of enactment of this section. an academy or .college with
. .

15 which the Secretary contracts under subsection (c). The loans
.

.:-,
16 "shall be allocated among the various ac.adetnies and colleges

. .
17 in a fair and equitable manner and shall be disbursed to such

18 student (in such insfallipenti as the Secretary shall prescribe)

19 while the studeneis in attendancelt the academy or college.
:

20 Each such student shall agree--

21 "(A) to use the loan to assist in defraying the coat

22 of uniforms, books, and subsistence for such student;

23 "(B) that the loan shall commence to 'accrue on
..

24 the day the student begins his first term of work at

25 ..' such academy or college;
. .

2 G

f

.

AP

limiami
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-..
. .

.1 .. -. .. "(C) to complete the course of, instruction at the
T

2 academy' or *oliegi unless the student is separated

3 ,. from the academy or college sooner by such academy

16 --),

4 en:college;

5 . "(D) to obtain and maintain for at least six years

6 following graduation (excluding the grace period) an of-

I , ficer's license in the United States merchant marine;

8 "' "(E) to apply for, and if tendere4acciiitt"4fop.

9 pointment as a commissioned officer in the United

10 -. States Naval Reserve, and to remain therein until.the

11 .sixth anniversary of graduation, 'except as otherwise

12. ,. provided in subparagraph Rill;

19 . . "(I) to serve the national defense or the foreign

14 ,Ind domestic commerce of the United States for at
, ..--

15---- lease five years following graduation -

16 "(i) as a merchant marine officer on a United

17,

. is

19, .

20

21

22

23

'24-

25

States documented vessel;

"(ii) as an employee in . private or public

United States maritime related industries, profet

sions, or marine sciences (as defined by the Seeie.

tary); or .
. ,

"(iii) as a commissioned officer' on lc tive

dutyin an. armed force pf the United States or of ..

the National Oceanic and Atmospheric AdMinis.

troth:ire Provided, That both active service and

1.../ -

*
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1 - any subsequent 'Reserve obligation in the respec.

2 tive service may be (except as otherwise provided

8 by law) in lieu of the Naval. Reserve obligation set

4 forth in.sulparagraph (f); and .

"(0) to report to the Secretary (at intervals deter-
,

'6 mined by the Secretary) on what thi student or gradu.

7r ate has done to comply with this agreement.

8 "(2) The loin is forgiven if the student carries out all

9 the term of the loan agreement; or if the student is separat-

i0 ed from `the student's academy or hollege be-cause of sop-
,

11 demii0tilure during the first two years of the student's

'12 course of study or is separated from the academy or college

18 at any time for failure '(as a result of accident, illness, or

14 other change in physical status from date of admission) to

15 meet the 'minimum physical- tequirements for a merchant

16 marine officer's license.

17 . ''(8) Rxcept as pn;vided in paragraph (1XA), if a student

18 prior to graduation breaks the student's agre,ement.thnloans

19 to the student becOme payable at the time, of the breach (in
-

.20 such installments as the Secretary determines) with interest,

21 at the rate of r centum. per annum from the date of the

22 breach to the d te on whiclfpuch installments are paid.

28 "(4) If a graduate o( such academy or pollee breaks tho

14 employment portion of the agreement provided by paragraph

25 (1)(F) fOr any part of any year froti the date of graduation,.

L

4

Ihr J 4
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1 the student shall repay one-fifth of the total amount o 11 the

2 loans, less a pro rata portion for any quarter in which such

2 obligations were fulfilled, with interest at the rate of 6 per

4 centum per annum from the date of graduation to the date of

5 payment. The Secretary shall determine the installments of

6 such payMents.

7 "(5) If a student fails to obtain an officer's license in the,

8 United States merchant Marine or if the student fails to apply

9 for, or accept if tendered, an appointment as a commissioned

10 officer in the United States Naval Reserve (as provided in

11 paragraph (1)(E)) the loans to such student become payable

12 , with interest at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from the.

,13 date -of graduation to date of payment. The Secretary shall

14 determine the instalknents of such payments.

15 "(6) The Secretary may waive payment of the loan and

16 interest in any case in which there would be undue hardship

17 (as determined by the Secretary) and in any case in which

18 there. .would be impossibility of performance, of the employ-.
19 ment or licensing provisions'of the agreement (as determined

20 by the Secretary).

2L__ "(7) A debt which is a loan under this section may be

22 released by a discharge in bankruptcy under title 11 of the

-23 United States Code only if such discharge is granted titer the

24 five-year period (exclusive of any applicable suspension of the

25 repayment period) beginning on the date of the-commence-,
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1 went of the repayment period of such loan. Prior to the expi. ik4

2 ration of such five-year period, such loan may be released

3 only if the court in which the proceeding is pending deter-

4 mines that payment from future income or other wealth. will

5 impose an undue hardship on the debtor or the debtor's

6 dependents. .

7 "(8) Section 6 of the Maritime Academy Act, of 1958

8 (46 U.S.C., 1385) shall continue to apply to classes' which

9 entered each academy or college prior to the enactment of

10 this section.

11 "(9) When requested by the Governor of any State or

12 Territory, the President of the United States'is authorised to

13 detail, whinio his opinion such detailing can be done without

14 detriment to the ptiblic service, proper officers of the Navy or

is. Coast Guard or United States Maritime Service instructors

16 employed-under the provisions of section 1306 of this title, as

17 superintendents or instructors, or both, at maritime acade-

18 miss or colleges meeting'the requirements of this *lion.

19 Officers or instructors so detailed shall be compensated by

20 the Federal agency ordinarily compensating them for service

21 as such an officer or instructor.

22 4.'Sno. 1305. The Secretary is authorised to prescribe,

23 conduct, and supervise such extension and correspondence

24 courses as may be deemed necessary to supplement other

25 training facilities, and to make such courses available (under
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1 such rules and regulations and upon such terms as may be

2 prescribed) to the licensed and imlicated personnel of the

3 merchant marine and to cadets and cadet officers who shall

4 make application therefor. The Secretary is further author-

5 ized to print, publish, and purchase suitable textbooks, equip-

6 meat, and supplies required for such courses and to employ

.personli, firms, and corporatiOns on a contract or fee basis

8 (without-regard to the provisions of section 3709 of the Re-

9 visa Statutes of the United States (41 U.S.O. 5)) for the

10 performance ?Especial services deemed necessary by the Sec-

11 retary in the preparation and editing of such textbooks and

12 other aids to instruction and in the supervision and adminis-

13 tration

14 "Stt . 1306. The Secretary is authorized and directed,

15 under such rules and regulations as the Secretary may pre-,

16 scribe, to establish and maintain the United f3tates Maritime

17 Service as a voluntary organization for the training of citi-
,

18 zens of the United Stites to serve as licenseland unlicensed

lir *Bonner on American merchant vessels. The Secretary is

20 authorized todetennine the number of persons to be enroll

21 for training and Reserve purposes in such Service, to fix the

.22 rates of pay and allowances of such persons, and to prescribe

23 such courses and periods of training as in the Secretary's

24 discretion are necessary to maintain a trained and efficient

25 merchant mating personnel. ,The ranks, grades, 'and ratings
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1 for personnel of such Service shall be the same as are now or *e

2 shall hereafter be prescribed for the personnel of the COW

3 Guard. The Secretary is authorized to prescribe theuniform.

4 of the Service and the mks governing the wearing and fur-
,

5 nishing of such uniform of persons in the Service.

6 "Svc. 1307. Persons who have served as administrative

7 enrolleei in the United States Maritime Service and have

8 sibsilquently been appointed to positions in the civil service

9 (as defined in section 2101 of title 5, United States Code)

10 shall be paid in accordance withthe provisions of chapter 51

11 and subchapter in of chapte53 of title 5, United State.

12 Code, relating to classification and General Sehedule-Pay

13 rates, except as otherwise authorized by law, and shall be

14 subject to other laws of general applicability to civilian em..

15 ployees of the United States except that,

.16 "(1) active service performed before appointment

174 to a position in the civil service by any administrative
__I

18 enrollee in the United States Maritime Service shall be

19 considered for all purposes as service as an employee

20 (as defined in section 2105 oNik 5, United States

:21 Code), except that is computing length of service the

22 active service shall be counted either toward one pert-
4

23 odic step increase under section 5335 of such title or
,

24 toward one additional step increase under section 5338

25 of such title; and
/

32
11Ik
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1 "(2) persons converted from their status as admin.

2 istrative enrollees to positions in the civil service shall

3 not be entitled, upon conversion or subsequent sepua.

4 Lion from such position, to payment of travel and trans -

5 portation expenses which otherwise may be authorized

6 under the joint travel regulations on .separation froni

7 the United States Maritime Sii:Vice; nor shall such per.

sons upon conversion to positions by or pursuant to

9 this subsection be entitled to free medical, dental, sur-
S '

10 gical, and hospital care under section 322(aX6) of the

.11 Public Health Service Act of 1944 (42 U4S.C.

12 249(aXe. .-

13 "Sac. 1308. (a) As used in this section, the term "Civil-

14 ian nautical school" means any school or branch thereof op.

15 erated and-conducted in the United States (eicepthe Acad.

16 oily provided by section 1303, the State maritime academies.

17. or colleges provided by section 1804, and any other schools
, - .r. .. . .

i 18 operated by the United States or any agency thereof), which

19 offers instruction td perions quartered 'onboard any vessel (Or

20 the primary purpose ,of training them for service in the mer.

21f chant marine. ,

22 "(b) Each civilian nautical school shall be subject to ex-

23 23 animation and inspection by the Secretary, and the Secretary

24 may (under such rules and regulations as the Secretary may

25 prescribe) provide for the rating and certification of such

e.

L . " r.) e).
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1 schools as to the adequacy of the course of instruction, the

2 competency of the instructors, and the suitability of the

3 equipment used by, or in connection with, such school. .

4 V(c) All laws governing the inspection of. passenger ves-

5 sell' in elieci on June 12, 1940, are made apjhcable to .l1

6 vessels or other floating equipment 14 ed by, er in connection

7 with, any civilian nautical school (whether such vessels or

8 other floating equipment are being navigated or not) to inch
.

9 extent and upon such conditions as may be required by regu-

10 lations prescribed by the Commandant of the Coast Guard.

11 "(d) The Commandant of the Coast Guard is authorized

12 and directed to prescribe minimum standards for .the size,
.ft

13 ventilation, plumbing, and sanitation of quarters assigned to

14 members of the crew, passengers, cadets, students, instruc-
.

15 ton, or any other person at any time quartered onboard any

16- vessel used by, or in connection with, any civilian nautical

17, .fithool:

"(e) No certificate of inspection shall be issued to any

19 such vessel until the Coast Guard has found such vessel to be

20 in compliance with all the requirementsgof this section and

21 the regulations issued hereunder. Such certificate shall be

22 subject to revocation in the inannei prescribed by section

23 4453 of the Revise4 Statutes of the United States

24 (46 U.B.C. 435).
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24

2: . "(f) bshall be unlawful for any vessel to which this

2 sectionapplies to be used by, or in connection with, any civil-
.

3 ;an nautical school unless it is in polsession of a valid, unex-

4 pireeettificate of inspection or a valid, unexpired temporary

5 certificate of inspection.

6 lit} In the case if a 'violation- of this section (or of any

of.tite regulations issued- hereunder) .by any vessel or any
.

owner or officer thereof, such, vessel, owner-, or officer shall

t 9 be. fined not more than $1,000, and such owner or officer

1.6'ma be iniprisoned for not more than Ole year, or both.

11 Should the owner of suck vessel be a corporation, organza--

12 tion, or association, each officer or director participkting in
-

13 :the violation shall for the penalty prescribed.by this

14 sUbieetion.

. 15. "(b) The prOvisions of this iectiod,shall not apply to

16 vessels, of the Navy, the.bepartrileit of Commerce, or the

17 Coast Guard used by, or in connection with, civilian naical

16 ichoole.

18 "finc.,1809. (a) The Secretary shall establish nfich rules

20 and regulations as 'nay be necessary to carry out the provi-

21 sions of this title.

22 494, The Secretary is futhorized to yadsukplus ship-

28 board equipment to As Academy,, any inisitime leaden), or

24 college, or any other approved merchant marine training , ,
25 school for use in instructional programs.

ONO 0-.4113
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1 "(c). The Secretary, with the consent of any executive

2 department, independent establishment, or other agency ofI
lb

3 the Government cmcluding any field service thereof) may use

4 the information, services, facilitieg, equipment, officers, and

5 employees thereof in carrying out the provisions of sections

6 1303, 1305, 1306, and 1307 of this Act.

7 "(d) To effectuate the purposes of sections 1303, 1305,

8 1306, and1307 of this Act, the Secretary is authorized to
.

9 employ professors, lecturers, and instructors' and to compen- .
. .. . ,

10 sate them without regard'to the provisions of chapter 51 an&

11 subchapter 111 of chapter 53 of title 5; United States Code,

12 relating to classification and General Schedule pay ra;s.". -

13 Sens 3. (a) Section 905 of the Merchant Marine Act,

14 1936 (4 U.S.C. 1244) is amended by adding after subsection

.15 (e) the following new subsections: ,
& . --

16. "(f) The term 'Representative' shall include Delegates
. .,

17 to the House of Representatives from the District of Colum-

IS .1iia, Guam, and the Virgil islands, and the Resident Com-

19 missioner from the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

20 "(g) Tlie term 'State' shall include the District of co- ..

21 lumbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Bic% 9tutm, American

22 Samoa, and the Virgin Islands.".e

23 (b) The Act entitled "An. Act to encourage the pstab-
.

24 Jishment of Public, Marine Schools", approved June 26, 1874

25 (18 Stat..121) is repealed. ni

' a .- .s
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1
I : , .

ii.
1- (t) Section 216 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936 (40

2 U.S.0, 1126) is repealed. , 4,.

p . : (d) The joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution to au-

4 tholize the United States Maritime Commissiob to acquire
, ..

- 5 certain lands in Nassau County, New York", approved

... 6 March 4,1942 (56 Stat. 124), is repealed.

. : 7 (e) The joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution to es-

g tablish i Botid of Visitors for the 'United States Merchant

9 Margie_ icadOmy7, approved: May 11, 1944 (46 U.S.C.

10 11264 is repealed. -

11 (t) The Act 'entitled ''An Act to authorize the course of

12 instruction at the United States Merchant Marine Academy

13 to be. given td. not exceeding twelve persons at a time from

,14 the, American republics, other than the United States", ap-

15
,...

. proved August 9,1948 (46 U.S.C. 1126b) is repealed.

18 (g) The Act entitled "An Act to create an academic

17 .Advisory Board for the United States Merchant Marine

ta Academy", approved July 22, 1947 (46 U.S.C. 1126d) is

.19 repealed.

20 (b) The Act _entitled "An Act to authorize the construe-
,

2 tion of a chapel and a library at the United States Merchant

' 2 Marine 'Academy, Kings Poiit, thew York, and to authorize
p

2.3 the acceptance of private ,contributions -tb assist jn defraying

24 the cost Of construction thereof", approved April 17, 1948

25 (62 Stat..72.), is repealed.

.
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1 (i) Section 34 of the Act entitled "An Act to revise,'2 codify, and enact into !my, title 10 of tllItd States Code

3 entitled 'Armed Forces', and alb 32 of the United Statep

4 Code, entitled 'National Guard', approved August 10,1956
.

'5 (46 U.S.C. 1126a-1), is repealed. ...6 (j) The Maritime Aceemy Act of 1958 (46 U.S.C.

,..7 1381-1388) is repealed.

8 (k) The ,Act entitled "An Act to authorize the Secretary

9 of InteriOr to nominate citizens of the Trust Territory of the

10 Pacific Islands to be caded at the United States Merchant

11 lifaritle ACademy", approved September 14,'1961 (46 U.S.0

12 1126b-1)is req,all.

13 (I) Section 209(b) of the Merchant Marine Act, 1930 (46

14 U.S.; 1110(b)); is amended by striking out "Shit. Marine.

15 Schools" and inserting in lieu thereof "State inaritime acad.-

.._ -16 mies and gee" in clause (7); by striking out "under see-

- 17 Lion 216(c) of this Act" and inserting in lieu thereof "under
, . . .

18 section 1365" in clause (ffr
.

/ 19 (n) The Civilian Nautical School Act, approved June

0

-a-

20 '12,1940 (46 U.S.C. 1331 -1834) is repealed.
.. 0

4

, ,,,,4,11,,..

. . .
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United States Department of the interior
MICE Of THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 2020

Memorable Jobe H. Mitrifby

Chairman, Committee on
Marcbast Marine and ?inherits

Rouse of teprasentativet
hasbiegton, D.C. 20SIS

Dear Mr. Chairmen:

DEC 5 rag

Your Committee has :squatted the views of this Depart t on H.R. 5451,
a bill "To provide for'iducatiom and training in tine aubjects.'

We would bave no objection td enactment of t
suggested herein.

H.R. 5451, citedats the "Maritime cation and Training Act of 1979",
provides. for the maintenance of ogress -et Pederel end State mercbant
swine academies for trepan cure navel °facers,
The bill would provid at the territories of 0.141M American Samos.
and the Virgin 111 s shall be allotted one vacancy each, and the
Tight Territory-41 the Pecifielslanda and the Nortbern Mariano
Islands, four vacancies Cc' the United States Merchant Marine
Academy" Existing taw presently permitssucli appointments. except
_that the Norther* Marisa. 'shads is not at this time,.specifieslly
mentioned.

ill if asenSed as

bit recommend two clarifying amendments.

First. upon terkinstion of the Trusteeship Agreemint, presently
'tatgeted for 19814 the trust Territory of the Pacific Islands will
cease to exist. At the same tine; however, the Notthernlitriane
Iblaede will become a Commoowealtb of the United States end,
therefore, under the proposed provision in subsection (d)(2) would be
allowed foul vacancies in the academy. It would seem mote approptiate

to ;ewe the Northern Mariana islands fronubsection (d)(2) end
place it is subsection (4)(1)(A),

Secondly, we note that American Samoa will Se represented in the
. DDItsd State* Congreag0 a delegate as a result of the enactment

42
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efOnblie Inv.% -SSC That delegate will firs$ take his seat is
1441. It would, therefore, *eon appropriate to slinkets, sftir

.'\ tinferred'vedpr /*gest* 60(1)06). iesertiog appropriate
IMO. the Oovanot of Same s sppoietuont 'which would be

i Isogon., beeriest Panes h-rspresentstivs in the Nouns of
Representstives would begin nominating Smashes genos's
ts04Adste when he takes office in 1481 as do the dslegsses
ken Ana end the Virgil Islands.

Therefore, we rettmeiend the following asendsents in order to.
resolve the issues raised with regard to the Northern harks*
Islands and AseritelSesoas r

Settles 1103(4(1)CAW

On page 4, line 4, delete the votd "sod"
and issert in lise thereof the words
", and (until the non-voting Delegate"
to tps Monts of lepr ives from
Aseritee Samos tskeeoffitsr- * and

Ost pegs 4, line 16, insert after the
lord "Seto*," the vows "She Worthen
Miriam Weeds"; 444

*tette° 1303(41)(2): on Pitp\-S, line Spdststs the
woods "or the llortUrnIVriess Islaeds".

OP The Office of lUmagesent sod gadget hes advised that therm is no
&joules to the priuntstios of thle report from the standpoint

' of the Adsiei ion's program. -.

Siecsrsly,.

A

A. foss*
ART
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Mr. AUC0IN. Mr. Wolff, I would like you to know when I visited
the Academy located in your district, your office extended hospital-

' ity to me, and I wish to thank you.

STATEMENT OF HON. LESTER WOLFF, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. WOLFF. Mr. Chairman, we thank you very much for the kind
remarks

t in the Academy.
t you have made, plus the fact that we thank you for

your inter
I have served on the Board of Visitors of the Academy now for

some little over 10 years and I appreciate this subcommittee's
activity in looking into various ways in which we can strengthen
the mission of the academy.

I come before the subcommittee today to speak on behalf of H.R.
5451, the Maritime Education and Training Act of 1979.

The United States has always prided itself and has depended
heavily upon commerce of the high seas. Today, the United States
is in great need to maintain merchant marine training which is so
vital in meeting the demand of U.S. commerce. There is a patent
necessity for this country to become self-sufficient in all activities,
and maritime training is certainly one of them.

I'fmd it disgraceful that the United States must suffer the degra-
dation of its merchant fleet to the advantage of foreign carriers.
One has only to look at the growing number of foreign passenger
lines that pace our American harbors to understand this malaise.

Private industry is increasingly subject to dealings with-foreign
lines because the United States does not provide the services so
vitally needed. Foreign oil tankers ,spill oil onto our shores. This
could be avoided if the foreign carriers had the high standards of
regulation already established by Americmtinaritime law.

We have the know-how and the resources, where is .the
manpower?

Mr. Chairman, manpower is found in the training of prospective
officers at the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy. The merchant
marine officers of tomorrow must be well versed in all aspects of
maritime commerce. It is necessary for the Academy to engage in'a
well-rounded curriculum in order to insure successful competition
with the foreign carriers.

The areas of containerization, interniodal, chemical tranaporta-'
, and environmental concerns are highly aced technical

_ asoect4 a maritime commerce. The academy assumes responsibility
for the' ininetion of such information to the future officers of
marl commerce.

. ' Eduai 'on in the area of onshore posts as well as offshore duties
is essential. Moreover, the education' and experience of Academy
graduates is crucial to the effective Management of private Chip-
ping find maritime concerns.

The Academy also assumes responsibility for an integral part of
the defenbe of Our country. Upon graduation, cadets are designated
officers in the Merchant Marine/Neyal Reserve Officer Training
Corps,' In the event _of war, officers present onboard- our
merchant ships.

H.R. 5451 addressea the need to continue an effective structure
for maritime education and training. jt is necessary that the U.'

.44
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Merchant Marine programs be maintained for the continued essen.-
tial training of our future maritime officers. This training must be
carried out at the Federal and State merchant marine academies.

The legislation gives a congressional mandate to direct the Secre-
tary of the Navy to work closely with the Assistant Secretary of
Commerce for Maritime Affairs and the varieus directors of the
several merchant marine academies to assure that the academy
curriculum is appropriate to the standards and needs of the mer-
chant marine.

As Congressman of the Sixth Congressional District of New York
State, I am fortunate to have within my district the U.S. Merchant
Marine' Academ3, at Kings Point. The Academy is a permanent
institution and has been authorized by the Congress to award the
bachelor of science degree.

It is an accredited college, militia), in character, and prepares
selected young men and women to become officers in the U.S.
Merchant Marine, with corollary qualifications for commission in
the U.S. Naval Reserve. Entrance requirements are similar to
those of the four other Federal academies.

The Academy.offers to young men and women from every State
and territory the opportunity to secure the education and training
to vilify them as deck or engineer officers in the U.S. Merchant
Marine. -

There are.three Major curricula of study at the Academy: nauti-
cal science for the preparation of deck officers, marine engineering
for engineering officers, and a dual license Which provides certifica-
tion in both nautical science and maritime engineering.

The education of outstanding individuals in these areas of sci-
ence and engineering is crucial for the United States. After all,
these men and women will become key elements of a healthy
maritime industry.

Shipbuilding and ship - operating industries must meet the
demand of successful competition with their foreign counterparts,
both in the public and private sector. The U.S. Merchant Madne
Academy has met these demands laudably since .its. inception'in
1948 under the Maritime Administration of the Department of
Commerce.

A Board of Visitors, consisting of two Senators and three Mem-
bers of the House of Representatives, visit file Academy annually.
Asa member of this Board, I have had the opportunity to observe
firsthand the work that is done at Kings Pdint. Such observation is
nec any in making legislative recommendations with regard to
the A demy.

In addition, the Secretary appoints a seven-man advisory board
fo the purpose of examining the course of instruction and the
m ap, ment of the Academy.

uch professional assistance is necessary to supplement the mili-
training. As a result, the Academy has successfully provided a

nded and thorough knowledge of maritime operations for our
future merchant marine officers.
. Recently, the Academy has been criticized for failure to uphold
the standards maintained by the other U.S. military academies.
For example, methods of selection and service obligation have been
questioned. H.R. 5451 addresses and corrects these issues.

A r'"
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As mandated by H.R. 5451, the Secretary is required to set up a
system of evaluation and testing for the selection of prospective
candidates. Academic history, in addition to entrance examination

---knd extracurricular activities, must be considered. It is necessary
fdit the, selection to be as impartial as possible in order to insure
the higbest caliber of student potential at the Academy.

Nominations for acceptance to the Academy must be conducted
likewise, using methods that will insure a national demographic
balance at the academy. The number of vacancies allotted to each
State will be given on the basis of their representation in Congress.

If vacancies remain from that State, the Secretary will decide
who are the more worthy candidates from the other States. This
decision is based on the order of merit established by the proposed
competitive system.

Provisions for service obligation have been included in the legis-
lation, to insure the commitment of candidates to national service.
Graduates of the Academy are required to obtain and maintain an
officer's license in the UPS. merchant marine for at least 6 years
after graduation.

TJie obligation can be fulfilled in threeli<as: First, as a mer-
chant marine officer on a U.S.-documented vessel second, as an
employee in private or public U.S. mlaritimerelated industries; and

'third, as a commissioned officer on active duty in an armed force of
the United States or in the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration.

I believe that such requirements will once and for all settle the
ongoing dispute regarding a service obligation at Kings Point. H.R.
5451 explicitly states how the maritime cadet must serve his coun-
try at the time of graduation. As a result, taxpayer money is
invested wisely into the seapower forces of this Nation at the
Academy.

In conclusion, I wish to point out that the Merchant Marine
Academy offers a comprehensive examination to evaluate the pro-
fessional competence of its senior students ,before they are gradu-
ated and commissioned. Of .,the four other Federal service acade-
ink.% only the Naval Academy offers a similar Method of evalua-
tion.

The, graduates of the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy are quite
capable of taking their places in the demanding profession of mer
chant marine officer. Studies pursued in the clastiroom are rein
forced by the actual experience at sea. The U.S. Merchant Marine
Academy at Kings Point makes this realization possible. wish to
extend my support for H.R. 6451.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr: AuCotrt. Thank you, Congressman Wolff. .

I know you have a busy schedule this morning, but let me ask
you a couple of questions, if I may.

Mr. Wour, I would be delighted.
Mr. AuConv. You have been a member, as you pointed out; of the

Board of Visitors for a number of years. Can you tell the commit-
tee and indicate for the record what the real function, authority,
and purpose of re Board of Visitors is and has been?

1.1;;.
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Mr. Wow,. The authority is limited. The purpose is to oversee
the programs that are engaged in at the Academy ana to exercise
the oversight responsibility which is Congress.

We have met there over a period of years. Some of thiawetings
have been well attended and others have not I know I have been
at every mftnng that has been held up there. I do find it very
enlightening to have the faculty and the commandant of cadets
come before a branch of the Congress rather than just within the
administration itself to make an annual report-

This repOrt is then _ circulated to the members of the Board of
Visitors for correction and for any implementation that they be-
lieve necessary and a final repOrt is then made to the Congress.'

Mr. AuCoIN. With an Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on Maritime
Education, and other subcommittees of the Merchant Marine and
Fisheries Committee, would that.not be tiart of the function of the
full Committee or its subcotamitteee

Mr. WOLFF. This committee is *supposed to have a representative
on the Board of Visitors -and it does each year. But similar to
others of the service academies, the Arrned$ervices Committee, for ,
example, does not oversee West Point nor does it oversee Annap-
olis.

There are- Boards of Visitors for each one of these academies.
Unfortunately, the-Merchant Marine Academy has not been treat-
ed 'as a service academy, federally 'funded and responsible to the
taxpayeri of the country.

I do believe there has been cavalier treatment of the Academy in
that many of the perquisites that are offered to others of the
services academies are not offered to the that they are
offered at the Merchant Marine Academy.

I think this is basically because the Uni States has not had
the impetus nor the interest in preserving what is a very valuable
resource and asset of this country, our merchant marine.

Mr. AuCom What is your, feeling about the nomination proce-
dure for the Federal Academy at this point? It is possible, as you
well know, for a person who wants to be nominated to Kings Point
te.., shop around among Members of Congress. A person from
'tame may go to a Member of Congress from New York, New
Jersey, California, or Louisiana and collect as many nominations as
possible.

What is your feeling about that? Is that an area in which you
think perhaps there ought to be change or is it a good system at
present?

Mr. WOLF. Yes, I do think it should be changed because here,
again, when the nominating procedure was set up, it was not set ,

up for this type of ekcess. it I don't think it is peculiar to the
Merchant Marine Academy.

We ought to examine each of the academies and their nominat-
ing process. I know that when I came, into office a number of
people came to me and said that they were on the nominating
committee of my predecessor and they told me that because I was a
Democrat and because they happened to be good Democrats: that
as a result they should have an opportunity to serve on my com-
mittee.
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I think that one aspect of appointment to service academies is
that it is too politicized today in many cases. I don't hold the
Merchant Marine Academy here as the sole example of that. I
think that it is done everywhere. I know of a number of Members
from time to time that look up the party registration of the various
people who are applying for nomination to the academies. I think
that is a horrendous practice. I think this is one area that should
be examined.

I have an examining board in my district. Many Members have
this now. it is composed of veterans of various organizations and
various civic organizations. They sit in judgment. They make the
recommendation to me, and I pass this along to the academies.

We also do something else. Instead of taking a principal and an
alternate designate for the various academies, we present to them
five people in each category and let the Academy make the choice.

I think-our objective here should be to see to it that we get the
best qualified people for this particular spot. After all, it is a great
advantage to an individual to get this type of free education from
the taxpayers of this country. I think that we deserve the best
people we can find.

But I do think that there have been .excesses in the Merchant
Marine. Academy. I think that this bill addresses those excesses.

Now, there was one point that was made that former officers or
alumnae of the Academy had first call. Now if you will examine
the overall educational process in this country, this is true of
virtually every private' nstitution or public institution that I know
of where an alumnus of an Academy doe( have a certain advantage
over one who has not come from that particular school.

But I do not think that that should be the delineator of how we
make the selection, nor do,' think there should be special interests
that provide for the designatiori based upon their connections with
the Academy.

I think this is a very .serious problem that has existed in the
past. I think that it can be addressed in the future through this
type of reform that has been suggested in this bill.

Mr. AuComi. Mr. Emery?
Mr. EMERY. I really have no questions, Mr. Chairman, except to

say that from now on only Republicans are going to get in the
Maine .Maritime Academy.

Mr. Wow. With the gentleman's permission, I would like you to
know that we don't even know what the designations ars of the
men oh our selection board. We do not look up their registration.

Mr. AuComi. If my colleague from Maine wants to revise and
extend his remarks, he is welcome to.

Mr. EMERY. I think the gentleman will simply revise his state-
ment to agree with the gentleman that prior designation relied on
registration and that it was a backward method. Certainly any
changes we might be able to make in the law to eliminate those
practices is certainly to the benefit of the taxpayers and is certain-
ly fair and reasonable.

I thank the gentleman for his statement. *.
Mi. Wows. Mr. Chairman, if I may for just a moment, I do

believe that.what you are doing here should be begun in the other
service academies as well, in other words, revising the designating

3
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' procedures, because I do think that similar situations exist with
-the other academies.

There are and have been over the years athletic scholarships and
athletic interests that have been seined, and I don't find _ this
objectionable. But I do think that there should be an examination
into the overall selection process of our academies today.

The education today in our country is beyond the means of most
' of the people of this Nation. When they get a free education, I

think it should be done on an impartial basis.
I thank the chairman.
Mr. AuCong. Thank you, Congressman Wolff, for your testimony

and f for your willingness to stay on and answer our questions.
I want to point out, however, that the Federal Maritime Acade-

my is different from the other service academies in" the nomination
procedure because no other academy allows'a potential nominee to
go to Members of Congress from other States, and collect nomina-
tions from those other States. That is a mitqu feature of the
Maritime Academy.

Mr- %mot?. I hate to contest the chairman wlio obviously has
spent quite a bit of time in looking into this matter, but there are
avenues for cadets to register, and sometimes falsely, their address
in another State and to provide them with the 'opportunity .of
entering these academies.

This is a practice that is not limited, I. feel, in the specific area
that you mention however, that it is entirely possible without
doing that in the Maritime Academy.

Mr. Anemic That would be an illegal procedure?
.Mr. Wu,. It is not an illegal procedure if someone registers

their address somewhere elsa,and they hais a legal address in that
area.

Mr. AuConk..Thatik you, Coagressnian Wolff,
I would- like to call to the witness tablet the Honorable Samuel

Nemirow, Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Maritime Affairs,
Department of Commerce. He will be accompanied by Arthur
Friedberg, Director, Office of Maritime Labor and Training, Mari-
time Administration, and Howard Casey, Acting Superintendent,

. U.S. Merchant Marine Academy:

STATEMENT OF SAMUEL NEMIROW, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF .
COMMERCE FOR MARITIME AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF COM-
MERCE, ACCOMPANIED BY ARTHUR FRIEDBERG, DI ECTOR,
OFFICE OF MARITIME LABOR AND TRAINING, MARITI E' AD-
MINISTRATION, AND HOWARD CASEY, ACTING SUPER' D-
ENT, U.S. MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY

Mr. Maim& Thank you, Mr. Chairman, ,

It is a pleasure tope here today at your invitation to present they
views of the Maritime Administration on H.R. 5451.

I
Wolff who been such a strong' supporter' and *dye-

I also, consider it a pleasure
hs

to follow at this witness table Con-

cat*" on behalf, of maritime training in the United _States fir a
number of years and is a particularly strong advocate today..

As you have indicated, am accompanied by Howard Casey,
Acting Superintendent of the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy at

4c.6.)
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Kings Point, and by Arth r Friedberg, Director of the Maritime
Administration's Office of aritime Labor and .Training.

Mr. Chairman, your subcommittee is extremely important in its
role of reviewing the many individual maritime training activities
in the United States and in providing a forum for develdpment of
cooperation_ and coordination among the Federal, State, and indus-
try activities. You have presented a unique opportunity to address
the entire body of statutes pertaining to the Federal programs in
maritime training.

I have submitted a detailed statetrient on our views on the mari-
time bill. This statement is 21 pages long. I. would like to request
your permission to submit that for the record.

Mr. AvCom. Your request is granted..
{The prepared statement follows:]

STATEMENT OP SAMNA. B. NEMIROW. ASSISTANT SECRETARY POE MARITIME
AFFAIRS. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Mr. Chairm an and Members of the Subcommittee, I am pleased to be here today,
at your request, to present the views of the Maritime Administration on KR, 5451,
a bill designed to modify all maritbne education and training statutes and to enact
a number of amendments in key areas. The Maritime Administration supports the
intent of H.R. 5451, We do have some comments and recommendations that we wish
to submit for further consideration by the Subcommittee.

Our comments will be keyed to specific provisions in the bil l and with the
exception of Section 1301, which I will. comment on last, I will proceed in sequence
through the bill.

in reviewing Section 1302, which begins with definition of several important
time used in the bill, we note that it does not define such crucial terms as
"Merchant Marine Officer" and "Maritime Academies or Colleges." We would mg
gest that the following subsections be added after line 2, page 3:

"(5) the term "Merchant Marine Officer" means any master, mate, pilot,
engineer. radio officer, or operator licensed by the U.S. Coast Guard to serve
aboard Merchant 'vewels of over 100 gross tons; and

"(6) the term "Maritime Academies or Colleges" means any State, territorial
or regional academy, college, institute or vocational technical school or pro-
gram, whether degree granting or not, funded by any State or territory and
operating under the authority of a State or territory, for the purpose of instruc
tiori and preparation of citizens for service as merchant marine officers."

The definition of "Merchant Marine Officer" is intended to clarify the scope and
intent of the authority contained in the bill for the mission of the United States *

Merchant Marine Academy at Kings Point, and for the purpose of establishing and
clarifying the limits for the State or territorial institutions eligible for assistance
under Section 1304 of the bill. It is not intended as a definition applicable beyond
the scope of this Title. For example the Great Lakes Maritime Academy in Traverse
City. Michigan, trains deck officers for service on the Great Lakes who are licensed
as First Class Pilots for service qn the Lakes.. and are not licensed for ocean service
as are the deck officer graduates of the other Academies. Further, officer graduates
of Kings Point and of the State schools are employed "afloat service bbroadly in all

. sectors of the maritime industry. This definition of "merchantmerchant marine officer" will
:clarify the acceptability of such service as within the mission of the schools. I would
like to add immediately here that although the definition includes "Radio Officer,"
it is not our intent to initiate a federallysupported program' for Radio Officer
training, but the explicit authority is warranted for possible mobilization or other

cy needs. Radio Officer training would not be initiated without careful
colesriu :bon with the industry. including the unions representing Radio Officers.

In section 1303, we fully support the modifications made to the text of the existing
,statute, particular] with reference to a system of competition for admission to

Kings Point (page 3. lines 16-24), the specifis authorization for a limited number of,.

obligation for Oak* (page 7, line 9 ss), all of which carry out recommendations
(pogo 5, line 21 ss), and the establishment of a service

made by this Subcommittee in the last session of
With regard to admission of persons from tri4:14=st. Territory of the Pacific

blends or the Northern Mariana Islands. there appars to be a typographical error
in the text on page 5 lines 12 and 14. which inadvertently changes the meaning of
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the existing statute The parenthesis beginning on line 11 should be ended after the
word "appropriations" in line 12 by inserting a closing parenthesis, and the closing
parefithesis and semi-colon should be deleted from line 14 This returns the meaning
so.that of the existing statute (46 U SC. 1126b71). Lines 11 through 14 on page 5
should then read:
-"allowances, and emoluments (to be paid from the. same appropriations) and

subject tp such exceptions as shall be jointly agreed upon by the Secretary and the ,
Secretary of the Iliterior shall be subject to the same rules and regulations gover
, Turning to Section 1403, subsection (el on page six of the pnnt of the bill, we have

a few comments on this part, which deals with, the training of foreign nationals at
Kings Point. .

Paragraph 1303 (eX2), lines 6-11 on page 6, has been drafted to reflect the existing
authority in 46 USC 1126b which

be
current permits a limited number of foreigncurrent

to in training at the Academy e existing authority states that these
foreign nationals are to be "from the Am can republics?' The text in the bill uses
the phrase "from all nations in the Western Hemisphere." It is our understanding
that this has the effect of expandirg the list of eligible flattens to include Sour
neighbor to the North, which the legislative history of the currentastatute indicates
is not included under the current statute We have no objection to this change.

Further, we propose that subsection 1303(e) be amended to provide for the train-
ing of a limited number of additional students to further U.S.-international rela-
tions. We are recommending that paragraph (4) be relabeled (5) at line 16, page 6
and the following new subsection (e) (4) be added after line 15:

"(4)in addition, thelecretary is authorized to permit upon designation by the
. Secretary of State as'sponsor, not .more than 30 persons at any one time from

foreign .countries to receive instruction at the Academy. A foreign country
sponsoring a cadet at the Academy under this section shall reimburse the

. United States, at a rate determined by the Secretary, for the cost of providing
- -such instruction, including the same ,pay. allowances and emoluments as re-

ceived by persons appointed from the United States unless a written waiver of
reimbursement is granted by the Secretary."

if the Subcommittee concurs in the recommendation it will then be necessary, to
revise subparagraph (3) by changing the words "this subsection" on line 12 to.
"subparagraph (2) in order to limit entitlements to students receiving instruction
under subparagraph (2).

We also prop.* that in subparagraph (3) the words ."the same pay and
allowances" in line 13, page 6 be deleted and the words "equivalent uniforms and
textbooks" be substituted. This will conform the bill td existing adminrative
procedure while at the same time recognize that there maybe some cliffece in
uniform insignia. '..

The language in sqbsection 130s(f) concerning the midshipman status of appoin-
tees to the Federal Xcademy and their subsequent commissioning upon graduation,
should be revised to reflect the fact that the operative program is the Merchant
Marine Reserve, US. Naval Reserve. The subsection beginning on line 24. page 6.
should read. .

"01 Citizens of the United States appointed to the Academy may be appointed by
the Secretary of the Navy as midshipmen in a Reserve component of the United
States Navy and may be commissioned as Reserve ensigns in the Merchant Marine
Reserve, U S. Naval Reserve upon graduation from the Academy."

The Merchant Marine' Reserve, U.S. Naval Reserve is the specific component in
the vat Reserve, created for eligible actively sailing merchant marine ofRcer The
Depa ent of Navy policy is that these officers will not be recalled involuntarily to
active uty in the Navy during* notional emergency or in time of war' Instead they
will co tinue to serve aboard merchant ships in their regular merchant marine
officer mployment, utilizing their special training received in this program to
coordin te merchant marine activities with our ArmedTiorces The Maritime Ad-
millet ten considers this policy of t Department o Navy with regard to the
Merchant Marine Reserve, U.S. 41,1a.ye Reserve, to be essential in terms of any
program to promote Naval Reserve s tus for actively sailing merchant marine
officers ,

Turning to subsection 1303(g), page 7, lines 4-8, we propose that this language
dealing with uniforms, books and travel of Kings Point cadets be revised for admin-o.
istrative purposes to read:

"iv Cadets at the Academy shall receive all required uniforms and textbooks (as
prescribed by rules and regulations) and transportation (including reimbursement of
traveling, expenses) in accordance with the joint travel regulations while traveling
as a cadet under order* Cadets at the Academy shall receive no pay from the
Secretary

WOO 0-110-1
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This change will conform the bill to existing administrative procedure Uniforms
and textbooks are provided through the Ship's Store, a non-appropriated fund
instrumentality established when the Academy was created, which provides all
uniforms and textbooks on a voucher basis. Prior to the vouchering system, the
Academy had used individual cadetg accounts into which persongi funds and appro-
priate funds were deposited for the cadet's benefit. The Ship's Store also provides
other items of necessity or convenience primarily for the cadets who generally are
restricted to base by virtue of the military curriculum mlae at the Academy

As to the service obligation in subsection 1303(h), a number of comments and
revisions are in order. It is our understanding that "separated by the Academy" in

.... line 14. page 7, encompasses acceptance of resignations in instances where such
action would be in the best interests of the Government and the candidate. Para-
graph 0) (b) page 7, lines 16-18, requires that the graduate either upgrade or obtain
one renewal of license so that the sailing capability of the graduate will be main-
tamed even if employed in another m itime industryarea

Also, in keeping with the earlier mment on the Merchant Marine Reserve, US
Naval Reserve program. subpar aph (1) (C1 should be amended by inserting in
line 20, page 7 the phrase "Merchant Marine Reserve," before the term "United
States Naval Reserve." At the same time, we want to stress that this is not meant
to foreclose the acceptance by graduates of commissions in other components of U.S.
Naval Reserve if offered by the Department of the Navy The exception contained in
this subparagraph makes it clear that active duty and any subsequent reserve
stet other branches of the Armed Forces or in the National Oceanic and'
Atm ric Administration in an acceptable substitute.

With and to the five year service obligation options on page 8, the following
language should be added to line 4 (delete the semi-colon) to insure that public
vessels are clearly intended: "or as an officer on a vessel owned and operated by the
United States or by any State or territory:".

The same addition should be made in line 17, page '16. The existing language does
not appear to cover service on Public Vessels The change will correct this. We are
of the view that the shoreside maritime service option for Kings Point graduates
(page 8, lines 5-8), should be strengthened to require at least two years of afloat
employment even as part of this particular option, and further, that the Secretary
be able to suspend this service option entirely if circumstances reqruet this in the

hnational interest, h ther in peacetime or declared emergency. We mmend that
bethis option and renumbered as (iii), and that the existing option (nil on

page 8, lines 9-1 renumbered as lit). The revised service option should read'
"(iii) as an employee in private or public United States maritime-related

industries, professions or marine sciences (as defined by the Secretary), provided
however that this option will be accepted to fellfill only three (3) years of the
five (5) year service obligation unless the Secretary determines that service as
an officer in vessels of the United States is not available and provided further,,
that the Secretary may at any time suspend this service option both for gradu-
ating classes and for graduates serving under this- ion, when the Secrete*
determines that the minimum service in (i) or (illitiof this subparagraph is
required of all graduates in the national interest; and"

In connection with the threetptions in subparagraph (Dl we have given consider-
ation to the necessary implementing regulations, which will provide for an appropri-
ate monitoring and enforcement and review process and will clearly spell out what
is considered acceptable and unacceptable marine related employment. At this
stage, we would consider positions of operational and management responsibility in
the following marine related areas to be deemed general b, acceptable under the
shoreside service option' the Federal Government (civilian), steamship companies,
stevedoring companies, vessel chartering and operations, cruse terminal qperations,
naval architecture,shipbuilding and repair, municipal and- state port alithorities,
port development, marine engineering and tug and barge companies.

The following are examples of what might be considered acceptable positions:
Acceptable positions
Federal Civilian Employment (Administrative/Management): Maritime Administra-

tion, Navy, Coast Guard, and NOAA.
Port Captain/Operations Manager
Assistant Port Captain.
Marine Surveyor.
Terminal Operations Surveyor
Traffic Manager (Marine).
Container Maintenance Supervisor.
General ManagerDomeatie Terminals.
Man4ement Trainee (Stpamship Company).
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Cargo Supervisor._
.
. .

Tanker Operations Analyst.
',

Marine Superintendent , , . ..

vessel Coordinator. .
Marine Engineers: Test, Design;' Structure; Supervisor of Engineering; Me-

chanical; Electrical; Las Pre/ahem; Ship Maintenance:
hitmosediate (e.g. trainee) positions leading to any orthe above. .

The above list is not all-inclusive and is only intended to provide examples and as
a general guide.

As these suggestions of acceptable' positions shows, then impaientation ofi,the
sbdreside service option nts.potentlak a considerable administrative problein,

In addition to the hardship provision on page 9, lines 1 and 2 of the print,
we feel that there should also be a memo fon deferments in exceptional cases for a
period not to exceed two years. We recommend that the following subsection (h) (3)
be added after line 2 on,pege 9 . . .

"(3) In exceptional cases. the Secretary may grant a deferment of all or part
. of the service obligations underperagraph (1)(b) for a period not to exceed two

years for graduates for the purpose of engaging in a graduate course of study at
an gmoe 'graduate school. Such deferment, if granted by the Secretary,
shall not edamd to the'Naval Reserve obligation set forth in subPawranh (C)
of this subsection or to service requirements thereof, ,unless watid by the
Secretarx of the Neve . ,,

WANT to Soctim 1804 which ariticeetwe the State schools, we recommend that the
=t:Igin sulaection 1804(dX2) (page 14 of the print) dealing with out4tptate

tittiat the State Maritime Academies and:Colleges should be revised .to specify
that the number of such students" as the Secretary shall preecrille" (p. 14, line 25) is
related to the she of the entering class rather than to the 'school's student "capac-
ity." In our judgement it is more appropriate to tie the upper limit of the prescribed
number of outof'.tate students to the number of students 'welled," rather than to
the -school's total student "capacity."2vkicli may or may not be fully utilized.
Aklitionally, a clarifying statement 'Wild; be added to the effect that the upper - .
limit for outctstate students applies to the c ii umber which the Secretary may

schools.

prescribend not to teynumber the academies may admit. Actually, they may

I-

exceed this number if do desire, and this would particularly bear on regional

The following language change is, proposed; delete all of line 3,epage 16 and ,
1

substitute "enrollment at nuch acadetny or college. A maritime. academy or college
madvidv,:lentiterily exceed the aumbeeprescribed by the Secretary.

Subsection 1304(e) on_pagaiSrlikes 4-9, should be amended to be, consistent with
the Merchant Marine Reserve, U.S. Naval Reserve program at the academies. It
should be reworded to read.as follows: "Students appointed to any maritime acade-
my or college which is assisted under any psovisions- of this section maybe appoint-
ed by the secretary of the Navy as Midshipmen...Merchant Marine Reserve, in the
United States Navy and may be commissioned as Ensigns, Merchant Marine Re-
serve, U.S. Naval. Reserve upon graduation from the academy or college.' This is
not meant to foreclose the aeoeptance by State school graduates of commissions in
other components Of the U.S. -Naval Reserve if Wered by the Department. of the ..

subsequent -reserve status in any other Minch of the Armed Forces or in NOAA
Navy. SithparagraphX1?) (iii) on page 16 oleo makes it clear that any

Officer Corps will satisfy the service obligation and substitute for the Na Reserve
status obligation. -

....'

As to the service obligation for State Academy cadets in -subsection 1304(0, we
recommend the following revisions:

1. The phrase "in a, fair and equitable manner" (page le, line 17) should b!
revised to read "in a lair and, reasonable manner as determined by the Secretary.'

the Administration would want to keep some element of control on the total
numipsr of loans provided, we' would, siork out the distribution of the loans in
consultation with the schools. ,

2. The language in paragraph (1XE) should more accurately reflect the type of
commission granted. The phrase "Merchint Marine Reserve," should be inserted
(page 16, line 9) before the ten* "United States Naval Reserve."

3. There would appear to be a typogrephical error and an ommission of a phrase
in subparagraph (F) at line 16, page 16, whichahould read "least five years follow-
ing grail/mien in one Or more of the following ways." This chimp will make it .
conform fo the wording in subparagraph (D) page 8 lines .1 and 20, -

4. The marine related employment option in subparagraph (FXii).(page 16,1ines r
18-21) should be strengthened to limit elkoreside service to three years of the total'

. . .

'Li Ai,
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five year service obligation as we propose it be done for the Federal Academy
graduates. The following should be substituted

"hi) as an employee in private or public United States maritime-related
industaies, professions or marine sciences (as defined by the Secretary), provided
however that this option will be accepted to fulfill the service obligation for
only three (3) years of the five (5) year obligation unless-the Secretary deters
mines that Service as an officer in vessels of the United States is not available "

Because of the difference in degree of federal relationship to State Academy
students as compared to the Federal Academy. we have not proposed the same
authority for the Secretary to suspend the shoreside service option for graduates of
the State Academies as we propose for Kings Point The federal service obligation
should reflect the difference in federal support which is given to students. and we
feel that this does that to some degree

5 The phrase "paragraph (INA)" in line 17, page 17 should be replaced with the
phrase "paragraph 2 of this. subsection (f)" since the intent is to have students pay
back their loan with interest if they resign at any time or if they are separated from
an academy or college because of academic failure after the first two years of their
course of study

6 TRe word "student" in line 1, page 18 of the print is inappropriate and should
be replaced with the word "graduate The individual addressed at this point is a.
"graduate.'

7 A new paragraph should be added authorizing the Secretary to grant limited
deferments of all or part of the service obligations under paragraph inn for a
peped not to exceed two years for graduates for the purpose of entry after gradua-
tiontion into a graduate course of study at an accredited graduate school. The text we

-4 propose is exactly the seine as the language we have already proposed for Kings
Point

To accomplish this, we suggest that subparagraph (61 on page 18 at line 15 be
renumbered (6)(Ai and that the new text, numbered 6(8) be, inserted between lines
20 and 21 The text ,to be inserted is as follows. ,

"(601) In exceptional cases, the Secretary may grant a deferment of all.or
part of the service obligations under paragraph (1XDI for a period not to exceed
two years for graduates for the purpose of engaging in a graduate course of
study at in accredited graduate school Such deferment, if granted by the
Secretay shall not extend to the Naval Reserve obligation set forth in siabparte
graph IC) of this subsection or to service requirements thereof, unless waived by
the Secretary of the Navy

8 The term 'proper officers" and "officers or instructors" in lines 14 and 19 of
page 19 should be replaced with the ter "personnel" to provide for the assignment
of either officers or enlisted persons as a ropriate to the function and agreeable to
the parties In connection with this, a od should be placed at the end of line 20
and the text ofime 21 should be dele as unnecessary.

Section 1305 corresponds to paragraph 216(c) of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936
las amended) and is the authority under which we conduct the supplemental train-
ing programs in radar, firefighting and other training in our Regions, as well as the
slow speed diesel short courses offered to licensed officers using jacilities at Kings
Point In our view the supplemental training programs of the Maritime Administra-
tion are highly cost effective since they address very specific needs of actively
sailing merchant marine officers and are conducted in a tightly structured short
course framework We do not propose any change in this Section as drafted

Section 1306 on pages 20 and 21 of the print carry forward the existing authority
for the US Maritime Service as a voluntitry training organization At present this
exists only in regard to the State Schools and the uniformed facitfOxand staff at the

S Merchant Marine Academy. At the State schools, the subsidized cadets are
enrolled in the US. Maritime Service, the Superihtendent or President of each
school is enrolled, and the Master of the government-furnished training ship is also
enrolled In the past there l a been rare enrollments of outstanding individuals in
the maritime field with in v commissions (i.e honorary) as a recognition be-
stowed by the Administration 1 is worth recalling here that all others in the U.S.
Maritime Service were 'rele and rendered inactive in the period after World
War II with neither obligations nor benefits whatsoever as to either the inactive
member or the Government The U S Maritime Service does have a place in our
mobilization contingepcy planning and should therefore remain in this bill

Section 1307 is intended to preserve in' this bill certain residual protection and
conditions applicable to a number of our employees who were administrative enroll-
ees, that is, staff as contrasted to trainees, in the U.S Maritime Service, at the time
that administrative enrollees were converted to civil service status. Carry-forward of
these provisions is considered necessary to preserve the protections and conditions
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which still apply. The bulk of the legislation pertaining to the conversion is no
longer applicable and had been deleted. However the language in this Section needs
to be modified.

wee changed
As-the system of employment and pay or

by Public LaW 87-93, effective
who served administrative

enrollees in the U.S. Maritime Service
January 1, 1962; to the competitive on.excepted civil service with pay in accordance
with the General Schedule or Wage Grade system; except in the case of faculty
members, for whom a pay system was established by Section 216(e) of the Merchant
Marine Act, we question whether it is necessary to repeat in Section 1807 so much
of the provisions of Public Law 87-93. We think this will be shown by Public Law
87-93 and its legislative history. In the absence of other appropriate statutory
authority, agencies would have no alternative but to pay employees under the
pvernment-wide pay system, e.g., General Schedule or Federal Wage System.
Therefore, it appears most of Section 1307 should be eliminated. '

Section 1307 of the draft bill appears to provide that U S: Meichant Marine
Academy faculty members would be subject to the General Schgduie or Wage
System although that interpretation would conflict with Section 130%d) of the draft
bill.

In Section 1307, page 21, we recommend eliminating lines 18, 11, 12 and all except
"shall be" on line' 13. If these lines were left in, they would conflict with the
provisions contained in Section 1309(d) of H.R. 5451, which is essentially the same as
the provision now contained fn Section 216(e) of the Merchant Marine Act for
compensation of faculty members. 1

As Section 1307 is now worded, it appears any agency employing a former admin-
istrative enrollee would be expected to employ the person under the General Sched-
ule or Wage Schedule. Such employing agency may have other pay authorities, such..
as Foreign Service, Marine Wage or another compensation authority, such as we

inow have for faculty members. It is considered essential that U.S Merchant Marine
Academy faculty-members continue' to% compensated without regard to Chapter 51
of title 5 of the U.S. Code, which governs General Schedule positions, and Sub-
chapter 53 of title S Cade, which relates to wage schedules.

The General Schedule is not considered suitable for U.S. Merchant Marine Accede-
sly faculty members due to the limited salary ranges of the General Schedule grade
levels and the fact that the present salary ranges applicable to faculty ranks do not
correlate with any single General Schedule grade or combination thereof. Also, we
do not believe that the General Schedule would provide the degree of flexibility
needed to hire apd retain the best qualified faculty mullion that is provided under
our current system

In view of the foregoing, it is recommended that Section 1307 be reviseeto read as
follows:

"Sac. 1307. Persons who have served as administrative enrollees in the-United
States Maritime Service and have been or are subsequently appointed to positions
in the civil service (is defined in section 2101 of title 5, United States Code) shall be
subject to other lain of general applicability to civilian employees of the United
States except as otherwise provided by or pursuant to law including Section 1309(d)
of this Act and except that

"(1) active service performed as an administrative' enrollee in the United
States Maritime Service before appointment to a position in the Civil Service
shall be considered foe all purposes as service se an efnployee (as defined in

' section 2105 of title 5, United States Code); and
"(2) persons converted from their status as administrative enrollees to floe-

dons in the civil services shall not be entitled, upon subsequent separation fiom
such position or other position in the Federal Service to payment of travel and
transportation expenses which otherwise may have been authorized under the
joint travel regulations on separation from the United States Maritime Service:
nor shall such persons following such convention be entitled to free medical,
dental, surgical, and hospital care under section 322(aX6) of the Public Health
Service Act of 1944 (42 U.S.C. 249(aX6) by virtue of having been administrative
enrollees in the United States Maritime Service."

As the conversion referred to took place in 1962, the second paragraph of Section
1307 above has been revised to eliminate the "upon conversion" provision, but to
continue the provision that employees who were brought into the competitive or
excepted service by Public Law 87-98 and who are still employed are not entitled to
transportation "home" on separation from their positions at the U S Merchant
Marine Academy. P

Section 1308 of the bill repeats the "Civilian Nautical Sihool Act" of June )2,
1940 (54 Stet, 346) We note the addition of vessels of the Department of Commerce,
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to the exclusion in paragraph 1308(h) in line 16, page 24. On careful review we
recommend deletion of the "the Department of Commerce," from that paragraph.

Section 1309(d) on page 25 beginning at line 7 of the draft bill provides for the
employment of faculty members without regard to Chapters 51 and 53 of title 5.
This authority is needed as the General Schedule under which' faculty members
otherwise would be employed does not provide sufficient flexibility in rates of pay
upon employment, to make. it a viable system. Thus, the agency needs to retain its
present statutory authority for the.compensation of faculty members,

To clearly show that the Secretary, or the person to whom he delegates, this
authority, is solely responsible for the determinatiorPas to faculty salaries, it is
recommended adding an appropriate provision to Section 1309(d) of the bill, by
adding the following after the text of line 12 oh' page 25. "Notwithstanding ,any
other provision of law, the.Secretary is authorthed to establish such compensation
schedules without further authorization or negotiation " This is not intended to
change the Secretary's practice of establishing schedules similar to those of the
Naval Academy.

There appear to be a few typographical errors in the remaining pages On page
25. line 13 should begin "Sec 1310. (a)" rather than "Sec. 3. (a) ', on line 14 the
Mahon in parenthesis should be "(46 U S.0 1244)." On _page 26, line 1, the citation
in parenthesis should be "(46 U.S.0 -1126) " Also, the definition of "State" beginning
on line 20, page 25 should be _modified to include "the Northern Marianas '

As a final item I would like to address the epening Section 1301 which preserits
specgil problems as presently worded.

' The view. that a special step needs to be taken .tti assure . that Naval Reserve
Officer Training Corps programs for training future naval officers are maintained
at Federal and State merchant marine academies is really an outgrowth of the
sense of Congress as expressed in a Defer* Department awromeation bill of
several years ago. At the time. Navy wanted to deactivate the ROTC units at the
Maine and New York state academies and Congress, viewed it in the national .
interest that they be maintained. ,.

'o
We consider it highly appropfiate that the-openingsectini of this bill refer to the

necessary close relationship' between the Navy a)ul the merchant marine and to the
role of ;the various maritime training institutIona, in 'fostering this relationship.
However the appropriate program established to cOoonplish is relationship. How-
ever the appropriate program established to aocoMplith is is the Merchant
Marine Reierve, U S Naval Reserve'program and this wept the most appropri-

- ate refOrence to use in this important section. At the sametime the reference by the
Congress to thd NROTC at the State maritime academies and colleges could be
preserved by an insert Sulrparagraph in Ski.* 1304(a) of this bill.

It is important to note thatgib primary interest of the Navy and MarAd is to
have the graduates, in their capacities as merchant marine officers cooperate with
Navy-in peace, war or national` emergertcy-,, To that end, 'among other actions, the
Merchant Marine Reserve, U.S. Naval Restive program has been litablished. Mid-
shipmen at the Federal Academy and ciikintat five. Of the State academies are I
required to take a program of naval science courses and to apply for and accept, if
offered, a conimiesion as Ensign, U S. Naval 'next enter-, mg classes the specific Naval Reserve comp,onent which w ap y under this
requirement will be the Merchant Marine Reserve. U.S;ttlaval e.. Section 1301 on page 2 of the print should be changed by rewarding lines 8 and 9
to read: "that special steps be taken to assure that Naval training programs for
training future merchant marine officers.' ' ....

The insert of the Congressionalreference to NROTC prevail * for training future
naval officers might appropriately be accomplished in Sec. 1304(a) on page 11 by
relabeling the existing subparagraph (2) on tine 10 as (3) and inserting the following
after line 9

- "42) It is hereby declared to be the polity of this section to_promote the
maximum integration ofellte total seapower forces of the Natiqn. To contribute
to this policy it may be desirable. to maintain Naval Reserve-0111*w Training

°I` programs for training future naval officers at appropriate State maritime
academieserases and colleges It is the sense of the Congress that the Secretary of
Navy should work with the Assistant Secretary and thadministfators of the
maritime academies and colleges to assure that the trawling available in these
programs at these academies and colleges is consistent with Navy standards
and needs:' - ,

Since students in the NROTC programs are committed by separatetagreement to
service as Naval Officers and receive financial support from the Navy they would
nbt be eligible for the loans or subject to the service obligation let forth in Sec:1304.
These students. although sharing facilities with marine cadets at the two

.
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State schools,which currently have NROTC programs. have a status distinct from
the cadets in terms of their goals and their sponsorship

We would be pleased to cooperate insofar as we are .able concerning NROTC
programs at Ow State schools, but we recognize that the basic Judgment concerning
the training of Tuture naval officers rests with the Navy

°, I will be pleased to answer any questions.

Mr. NEMIROW. I would propose, in the interest of time aqd con-
venience of the committee and yourself, to not read the entire
statement but rather summarize its major points an( go into any
issues in any type of detail you would care to address, after I
conclude the summary remarks.

H.R. 5451 is designed to recodify all maritime education and
training statutes and to enact a number of amendments in key

. areas. This effort is a major contribution to updating statutes
which Were enacted many years ago under different circumstances
and needs...

We strongly support the intent of this bill. The text follows the
excellent work of the previous Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee and we
welcoine the direction it takes.

Most of our comments on the bill are recommended language
changes for clarification and greater precision. I will 'not.. repeat
this type of detail, although some very important points are treated
such as the Navy relationship with the academies. But let me point
out those of our proposed modifications which affect the sUbatance
of the bill as it has bein drafted.

First, we propose the addition of two definitions to section 1392'
of the bill. These added definitions- will Make it clear that the
mission of the Federal Academy and the purpose of support for
State schools is not limited to training officers for the large, deep
sea 'ships, but extends to afloat employment as officers in other
maritime sectors as well.

The proposed changes also acknowledge that Federal support to
State. schools may extend to nondegree vocational/tecVeical
schools. The `bill as drafted is unclear on these points and we feel
that they should be addressed explicitly.

Second, we propose a modest broadening of the authority to
provide training at Kings Point for foreign nationals, provided that
this additional authority is exercised only as part 'of our interna-
tional relations program as determined by the Secretary of State,
and then only on a reimbursable basis.

I would .like to point out that in our international maritime
relations, we share a concern for the quality of officers on foreign
ships which call at our ports or wIlich our own ships encounter in
their voyages. A limited authority to cooperate in Maritime train-
ing with other nations is appropriate and we urge your serious
consideiation of this proposall. ,

Third, we strongly support the statutory service obligation for
cadets but have a number of changes to offer! We propose that the
shoreside 'maritime employment option be tightened by requiring'a
minimum of 2 years afloat employment even under the option.

For Kings, Point graduates we propose an additional authority
which would enable this shoreside employment option to be sus-
pended entirely if circumstances require this in the national
interest. .

P..4
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Mr. Au Com. Where in your testimony are those. recommend
tions? I am looking at your text at this point. .

Mr. NEMIROW. I believe It begins on page 8.
Mr. AuCom. Would you repeat those recommendations?
Mr. NEMIROW. Basically there is one technical change we have

suggested and that is that the language *does 'not appear to cover
employment afloat on public vessels and we suggest that that

c change be made.
We also recommend, without getting into the specifics of the

language, that the shoreside maritime service option for Kings
Point graduates be strengthened to require at least 2- years of
afloat employment even as part of this option, and further that the
Secretary should be able to suspend this service option, this is the
shoreside service option, entirely if circumstances require this in
the national interest, whether in peacetime or Jo the course of a
declared emergency.

There would basically be three options set forth in the new
subparagr&ph, and we have given consideration to implementing
regulations which would provide for an appropriate monitoring and
enfortement and review process.

We intend to clearly spell out what is considered acceptable and.
unacceptable maritime-related employment. I could list some of
them for you at this point if you would care

employment.,
include them in the

record.
Mr. AuCong. I would like very much for you to do so.
Mr. NmeRow. .We would consider positions of operational and

management responsibility in the following marine-related areas to
be deemed generally acceptable under the shoreside service option:

Thole' -would be employment in the Federal Government in a
civilian capacity such as employment in the Maritime Administra-
tion or the Department of the Navy or the Coast Guard, and that is
not anexhaustive list; shoreside service with steamship companies;
stevedoring companies, vessel chartering concerns, cargo terminal
operations, naval architecture, shipbuilding and repair, municipal
and State port authorities, port development,' marine engineering,
and tug _and:barge companies.

I wdild egpect that in the process of implementing this legisla-
tion, upon its adoption we would be publishing regulations which
would be quite detailed as to what shoreside employment is accept-
able and which shoreside employment is not acceptable. We would
be coordinating our views on this matter with- the State schools
and we would publish them for comment by the industry and.
public at largeprior to their implementation.

We have also included in our proposal a small modification, we
believe, but I think an important one. That would permit us, in
appropriate cases, to defer' he service okligation not <to exceed 2 to
3 years in order to permit cadets to 0 on to graduate studies.

This is intended to be a limited deferment only and the full 5-
year service obligation would still apply.

In administering the Federal program in support of maritime
training, it is our position that industry-firianded opchools have a
definite role in our national maritime training posture, including

. our emergency planning,
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Both management and labor have responded to meet training
needs in the industry, particularly in areas not directly addressed
by Federal programs. We encourage efforts to support an integrat-
ed national maritime training program based.on joint cooperation
and coordination of the Federal, State, and industry activities.

Before I conclude this summary statement, Mr. Chairman, I
would like toand I am most sincere in thiscommend our respec -,
tive staffs for the close cooperation and dedicated work that they
have shown in this endeavor over some period'of time now. .

I am sure that as this bill moves forward through the committee
and as its various provisions are redrafted in the course of markup,
we can expect this same fine cooperation to continue.

As I indiCated at the outset, I would be pleased to address any of
the specific items in my summary statement or the detailed state-
ment or go on to answer any questions you or the other members
of the committee might have at this time.

Mr, Au Comt. Mr. Nemirow, I appreciate yoir testimony I do
have a number of quOstions I would like to ask. ,

You haws read, I am sure, the lengthy critique of Kings Point in
a Philadelphia newspaper over the course of this year. I am won-

,dgring if,you would tell the committee what your general impres-
sions were of that coverage, to what extent you think the series of
articles' were on point, and to what extent you think that perhaps
they were off point?

I would like to give you some time to respond to what has to be
the lengthiest critique I have seen in the press of the academy. I
would point out .that the theme of the articles, as I am sure you
will remember, is "An Academy. Off Course."

Mr. NEMIROW. As you may recall or may have had an opportuni-
ty to see, I did send a Jetter to the Philadelphia Inquirer and it was
published as an op cid piece. That letter was dated September 10.

In that letter, we went into some detail in our belief that we are
dealing with a reporter or perhaps a.newspaper, that is bfrcourse,
as much as with an academy with certain problems, very well
defined, and understood by those of us engaged, in this process.

We found nothing in the Philadelphia Inquirer articles to be
. new. We found certain accusations to be completely inaccurate.

Significant, unwarranted innuendoes prevailed throughout that
piece. ..

Without going into them in detail here, I would like to submit
for the record a copy of my September 10 letter to the Philadelphia
Inquirer. I would just like to say that we consider the attack in

. that series of articles on the Academy to have been unwarranted.
[The following was received for the record:]

U S DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE,
ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR MARITIME AFFAIRS.

Washington, DC. September 10,1.979 .

Mr EDWIN GUTHMAN,
&thy, Philadelphia Inquirer
Philadelphia. Pa -

DEAR MR GUTHMAN I had intended to respond to the Inquirer's recent'. six-article
6 attack on the U S Merchant Marine Academy in a letter to the editor However,

since it is impossible to address even a portion of the many charges and allegations
contained in a 4000word series in h brief letter, I have cast my reply as an OpEd
piece

Nt

I_ r 0 ,
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1 believe that as a result of the deceitful and unprincipled manner in which yowl...,
staff writer &Mailed the Academy. you have a responsibility to publish this response
in its entirety.

Sincerely,
SAMUEL B Nestmow,

Assistant Secretary for Maritime Affairs

Op-ED RESPONSE TO INQUIRERSILUES ON U.S. MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY

(By Samuel B. Nemirow, Assistant .,Secretary of Commerce for Maritime Affairs)

We in the Maritime Administration are both disturbed and incredulous as a
result of the vicious and heavily slang attack madeti he U.S. Marine Academy
in your recent six-article series.

It Is incredible that a newspaper of your standing would devote front-page prom-
neve and over 1,100 column inches to a series that stirred the coals of the Acade-
my& 40-year history to dredge up virtually every allegation, grievance, and criticism
to depict the Academy in a most sensational and derogatory light.

We respect the right of the media to evaluate the mission and administration of
any federal institution, and,fully cooperated with your staff writer in her investiga-
tion. However, her "expose," for the most part, consisted' of heavily slanted rewrit-
ing of previously published news abcounts gleaned principally from themorgue of
the Long Island daily Newsday, and a reiteration of dissident or self-serving view-
points of Academy critics.

About the only positive comment contained in the series was a fleeting reference.
'that Kings Pointers served their nation with great valor and distinction during the
'hazardous voyages and enemy attacks in World War 11

The consolidation of vintage accounts, the accumulated aliegations.and grievances
involving past and present Academy employees, innuendos and, in a number of
instances, outright inaccuracies and extraneous Mattet..presented a distorted and
decidedly unfair portrait of the U.S. Merchant Marine Akademy.

If Ns. Pornabeiro had approached her subject objectiqely, one might wonder why
she didn't even mention the significant and highly publicized voluntary decision
which opened the gates of the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy to 1914 to females
two yews before the Congress enacted legislation compelling the four ottter federal
service4cadeiriies -(Navy, Army, Air Force and Coast Guard) to admit females.

Countless other positive observations could hac4 'been made about the academy
but, of course, that would have provided a semblance of ba to the series and
interfered' with the intent of&your staff writer to cast target in the worst .
poesible light.

While it is exceedingly difficult to respond to a vituperative attaek that aggregat-
ed some 54,000 words, I want to briefly rebut some of the major allegations and
assumptions encompassed in this series.

(1/ Ms Pombeiro charged that the Academy "was in ded to be a temporary
World War Il facility. It watt made permanent by bureaucrat c stealth."

Ma. Pombeiro's faulty assumption apparently was reach by lifting selective
excerpts from the book "We'll Deliver;" a history of the Academy written byliBrad
Mitchell and published in 1977 by the alumni association. This same history states
that a shoreside training site for officer candidates training /was sought prior to the
outbreak of World War IL In fait, the dust jacket of this book proclaims: ,

"Although Kings Point had been founded in peacetime as a permanent national
institution on a par with its sister academies . . . its very *success in furthering the
war effort bred a misconception in some quarters. ,following Japan's surrender, that
it was a 'war agency' and should be dismantled as such."(Emphasis added.)

(2/ She repeatedly referred critically to the 542,000 in taxpayers money spent for
each student's four-year education at the US. Merchant Marine Academy. It seems
strange that your staff writer failed to mention that a 1975 study by the Comptrol-
ler General of the United States, which was brought to her attention, revealed that
the comparable costs of the four other federal service academies amounted to 175
percent to 260 percent of the costs of training at Kings Point.

(3) Two of the series' six segments were devoted to long-winded, gdiltbi-associ-
ation, accounts in which Ma. Pombeiro sought to link the administration and
operation of the Academy to the tax-exempt Kings Point Fund and the private

affairs of the nonpaid legislative representative of the Ki int Alumni
Association.

ft. While your staff writer clever! y implies that the iation's tax-exem t
,Kings Point Fund engaged in illegal transactions, the act remains that the 1RS,
after a thorough examination of its affairs, has taken no steps to revoke its tax-
exempt status. As Mo. Pombeiro well knows, there are literally 'hundreds of such
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funds opetated by the alumni and friends of other institutions of higher learning
throughout the country.

If she disagrees with the tax codes benefitting such funds let her criticize them
per se. We believe it was deliberately and blatantly unfidr to single out the Kings
Point Fund for such an insidious attackparticularly when she knew that the lits
had not found the fund to have operated in violation of theta* codes.

Additionally, while your staff writer expresses great concern over the expenditure
of tax dollars for the operation of Kings Point, she somehow fails to emphasise that
the substantial sums end equipment donated to the Academy in just the last four
years by the 'fund have saved the taxpayer nearly $1 Miti011o For example, 'the
donations ((Oiling vessels and funds for the athletic program conserved hundreds
fithousands of government dollars that would have been expended for these. pur

The use of stigma and sensational, though irrelvant information, to discredit the
Academy is highly uestionable for a newspaper that purports to be dedicated to
high ethical

(4) Ms. Pombeiro charged that Kings Point graduates do not respond to their
"moral obligation" to go to sea. Although she knew that the numerical contraction
of the fleet in 1970's, and concurrent actions of the officer unions to curtail the
opportunities-available to Academy graduates to obtain shipboard billets were the
major obstacles to their seafaring employment, this fact was played down. The fact
that only about half of the graduating classes in 1973,1974 and 1975 found irnmedP
ate shipboard employment .can be attributed to the depressed condition of the
shipping industry and union job placement procedures.

thq time of nation has risen from 60 percent in 1977 to 77 percent in 1978 to 94
Die of Kings Point graduates holding firm, shipboard commitments at

'percent in 1179. Here, agqin your staff writer chose to ignore the much improved
record of shipboard employment of Kings Pointers in recent years.

(5) It was charged that there is a declining need for officers in the U.S. merchant
marine. The facts are that there is already a shortage of officers for Great Lakes
vessels and that all training institutions, Kings Point, the State academies and
union schools, will be hard-premed to meet the demand for oceangoing officers in r.
the early 1980's..

This tight officer supply projection is due to the expected retirement of a major
proportion of the seagoing officer force which will be eligible for pensions during the
next several years.

(6) Your staff writer promotes'the view that Kings Min graduates should serve ,
their entire professional careers at sea. While &any graduates have sailed continu-
ously over a period of 25 or 30 years, it is illogical, to make such service mandatory.
For example, West Point graduates do not remain field commanders indefinitely,,
nor do Annapolis graduates spend their entire.careers aboard ship. ,

Most of the other service academy graduates progress to "desk" positions of
increasing responsibilities to expand and better utilize their talents.

Similarly, Kings Pointers, because of their unique blend of shipboard experience
and broad educational background are particularly well-suited to spume manageri-
al positions within the maritime industry. The managerial skills of shoreeide man:
agurnent are as vital to the American merchant marine as .well-trained ships
mem

(7) It was charged that training at Kings Point was so poor that barely four of 10
'graduates in 1976 pained the third mate licensing examination.

It is significant that all of the Kings Pointers in the Class of 1976 passed the
examination prior to graduation and that virtually all members of subsequent
classes passedyon the drat attempt in the past three'yeara.

It should be emphasized that in other professional fields, such as engineering Aid
law, it is not unusual for some candidates to be unsuccessful in their first attempt
to pass certifying examinations.

Although Ms. Pombeiro was aware that the difficulty initially encountered by
most of the Kings Point deck officer candidates in the 1976 exam was unique, not
experienced before or since, the article inferred that this instance was characteristic
of the calibre of training provided by the Academy.

As I not, it is exceedingly difficult to respond in a jingle letter to the mutipl
allegations and charges contained in your 64,000-word attack.

We are not trying to whitewash the Academy, which, in several instances, kn be
justifiably criticized. Extremely poor judgment was displayed by the Academy
it inquired about the private lives of two of its employees. The action of a form
Academy official

into which student funds were channeled other example of poor iudg-
fficial in setting u p a "yearbook" bank' s sole signsxiiimount under In

meet. although an investigation revealed none o these funds were expended for

t
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the indivi ual's personal use. And. finally, the Academy's admissidns procedures
which were corrected last yearalso were prone to criticism.

In summary, r believe that this series, rather than being based upon a responsible
and objective assessment of the Academy's mission and administfation, was heavily
slanted by inaccuracies, faulty assumptions and allegations..

As a consequence, in addition ,to giving the taxpayer a distorted view of the
Academy, it also has adversely impacted on the morale of the midshipmen.

Mr. NEMIROW. We know of no major defect or illegality at the
Academy that was brought out by those articles. There was noth-,,
ing there that was new. There was nothing there that wall; any-
thing except sensational. It made nice reading for people who felt
like reading that in the Philadelphia Inquirer.. .

We' are very satisfied and encouraged and pleased with the
record of the Academy and we look forward through this process of
improving that record. We do have shortcomings and we intend to
rectify them. We were not partictilarly excited by those articles,
but we were just concerned by the nature of the reporting.

Mr. Aucool. What is your opinion of the nomination procedure
to the Academy, which I referred to in the colloquy with Congress-
man Wolff?' Do you think that is an area in which there should be
change, improvement? Ink-other words, is it really the best proce-
dure to allow a perspective Midshipman to go to any Cbngressman
anywhere in the country to gather up nominations in any number
in order to gain access to the U.S. Academy?

Mr. NEMIROW. No. We believe that is absolutely not the right
procedure. We have taken steps through new regulations which
will be in effect, and actually have been in .effect for this entering
class, but even more directly in effecttor the next entering class, to
modify the nomination and selection process. We have put each
applicant on a competitive basis with the other applicants from his
home State. The method of competition will apply even though he
may go to a Ccingressman from a separate State to seek a nomina-
tion.

Mr. AuCool. You probably read in this series of articles about
the notorious example of one Member of Congress trading his 10
nominations for 25,000 Gpiernment brochures about farming.

That is the kind of problem, if true, that can be caused by such a
procedure, wouldn't you agree? ,

Mr. NEMIROW. I -would' agree that that is the type of problem
that can occur, I have no evidence or real facts as to -what hap-
pened on that occasion and I would not, if you would indulge me,
like to comment on how Congressmen allocate or permit people to
be nominated over their signatures or with their recommendations.

Mr. AuCom. Another charge that came out over the summer
was that maritime training is so poor that barely 4 in 10 graduates
in 1976 passed the third mate's licensing examination on their first
attempt.

What is your response to that? Is that an accurate statistic? And
if so, how can that be defended? And if not, what are the figures?

Mr. NEMIROW. My understanding without going into too much
detail is that in that particular year, the nature of the examine- -

tions which were being taken was changed dramatically and it took
many of the cadets by surprise and they were unfamiliar with the
form of examination.
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There wag an aberration in that year in terms of the number of
people who qualified through the examination process. However, it
has been my understanding that since that j*e year, 100 pereent
I always like to coVer myselfat least 99 'Mw-nt of the midship-
men who took the examinations passed the examinations.

Mr. AuCons. How does the 4 in 10 figure compare to other
graduates of other academies who faced the same test at same
time? Do you have that information?

Mr. Nmanow. I once asked that question and I don't recall the
answer I received. Perhaps Mr. Friedberg would recall.

Mr. &Cons. Mr. Friedberg, you act as if you know the figures.-
Mr. FRINDISERG I have the exact numbers but I don't have them

handy. I think it would be best to submit them for the record.
[The following was, received for the recordl
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Mr. AuCom. Is it your recollection that that is roughly the same
as the other aoeclerny graduates at that time in the year when the
new test was employed?

Mr. Fatensinta. In the year that we are talking about here,
where the figure of 4 in 10 was used in the Philadelphia Inquirer
article, it was a unique situation, unique to that class at Kings
Point that has never been repeated nor was it preceded by any-
thing similar. It did not apply to the other academies.

Mr. AtiCom. Isn't this the standard Coast Guard- examination
given to anyone who seeks a license after graduating from any of
the academies?

Mr. FRIEDEOG -It is not the identical exam even within a year.
Mr. AuCoIN.. Well, I would hope not. But those changes take

place year after year. As I understand Mr. Nethirow's comments,
Tare ialkfng about, a basic change in the form of the exam -

on.
What I am saying is: In that year when the Coast Guard decided

to change the basic form of its examination which it applied to
graduates from all academies, what was the experience with other
academy 'graduates taking it? Do you recall?

Mr. FRIVIBERG. Well, as I stated, thei same unique experiences
we had at Kings Point did not occur at the other academies.
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Mr. AuCoIN. ,Did not occur? I want you to submit the specific
figures, but since you won'the_back here at that time, can you tell
the committee why Kings Point graduates had a unique difficulty
with the new examination?

Mr. FRIEDBERG. I think it is necestpry to stress that it is not so
much the complete -change of examination and format at that
particular year. Frankly, I don't have an answer to that question.
We have asked and tried to develop what exactly happened.

Mr. AuCong. We have had 3 years to find out.
Mr. FRIEDBERG. It was an extraordinary set of circumstances that

I n't have an answer to.
r. AuCom. Mr. Nemirow, do you hove an answer to that ques-

tion?
Mr. NEMIROW. No, I think as I indicated when I suggested that

Mr. Friedberg might have one that I did not, I don't have an
answer to that.

Mr. AUCom. Mr. Casey, you are Acting Superintendent now.
You were not the Superinteqd at the timet but you have had an
affiliation with the institut Do you have an answer to that
question?

Mr. CASEY. I do not have an answer to the question of the
comparison between Kings Point and the other schools.

Mr. AuC(ou. We know, though, it is not a comparison but more
of a contrast. -I am wondering what attempt has been made to find
out the reasons for the disparity? We have had 3 years to look at
this

Mr. CASEY. I cannot answer the question specifically with respect
to 1976. With respect to 1979, for example, I can provide you some
data with respect to how. King's Point graduates did on the deck
examination. We had a total of 130 who took the examination; 109
passed it the first time through; 21, all the remaining, had partial
passing grade. They" did not pasthe entire qit, but they passed
enough of it so they could take a reexamination.

On the second examination, 18 of that 21, passed; there were 3
who failed the second examination. Those three, to the best of my
knowledge, passed the elimination after graduation so they still
got their license. They would not have gotten their degree at the
time of graduation. Similar statistics apply to the year 1978.

Mr. AuCoiti. Mr. Casey, before getting into all those statistics,
' let me mention, we do have a Coast Guard witness who has been

asked to provide information.of that kind and we will bring that
out at that time.
--' I am just curious: as to what kind of self0exarnination took place
within the institution when that occurred 3 years ago.

Mr. NEMIROW. Mr. Chairman, if I might, I would simply like.to
suggest, that I do not know and apparently my colleagues don't
know of any specific investigation of the problem that occurred in
that year.

However; I think it is important and I think it is frankly much
more important to note that the percentage of the passage of the
examination has increased dramatically to the extent where nearly
every midshipman who takes the examination patine.,

J would rather assure that kind of a situation than ivorry about
what happenedin 1974 or 1976, $vhichever the year was. If you
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would like us to look into it in more detail, we will certainly be
glad to submit information to you.

Mr. Au Cont. I have heard a number of figures. What is the
rough value of the price tag of the education, at Kings Point today?
Is it approximately $42,000?

Mr. Niestmow. Approximately. It is $32,188.
Mr. Att Com. OK.

-Mr. Nxrdutow..I err not being too facetious on that. There is an
asterisk next to the number I am looking at because we have not
included in that number any effort to try to amortize the cost, of
modernization of some of the facilities.

Basically, the fully allocated costs, excluding modernization ex
penditures now being incurred, is $32,188.

Mr. AuColti. Is that a cost totally borne by the taxpayer?
Mr. NEMIROW. Yes, it is.
Mr. AuCoiN. The student doesn't make a contribution?
Mr. NEMIROW. Correct -However, I might indicate'that a study

was done of the yarious service academies by, I believe, GAO,
within a most recent time frame of perhaps 4 to 4 years which
found that the most cost effective per graduate cost of all -1:4 the
trervice academies was Kings Point.

Mr. AtiCont I beg your pardon.
Mr. NEMIROW. I will put it another war If you compare the cost

of a graduate, the budgetary cost of each graduate from Kings
Point with the graduating cadets from other academies, the least
expensive to the Federal Treasury is Kings Point ,

Mr. AtiCont. On what basis was that finding rendered?
Mr. NstAntow. I think we can summit that study to you for your

review and that of the committee and its staff.
[The following was received for the record:]

BREAKDOWN OF THE COST PER GRADUATE

Primly -
GloOlabot dais

19)6 1917 1918

Air force sum $45,200 8101300
Wary. 101,200 126,200 ' 106.200

Naval . 82,500 84.800 91300

Coast Gmed " 71,900 77,400 84.100

Nichol Mime , 36,100 36.100 37.800

A
n.6 cost sm *stoned sue to The kw muses -141 Mots dons* from tho can of 1917 pfd 95 ol Mom r000ttoot Die Ow of

IN

[The General Accounting Office report entitled "The Five Service
Academies: A Followup, Report" from which the above figures are
derived has been placed in the subcommittee files.]

Mr. AuCour. Counsel , suggests that the figure that you just
quoted with regard to the cost of an education at Kings Point may
exclude seatinie which is of course, pet of the training, at Kings
Point.

Is that true? Does that figure exclude those costs? --
Mr. NEMIROW:: We have a table here which addresses those costs

as well as oncampus costs. Let me have Mr. Friedberg address that
question, if I might.
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Mr. FRIEDBERG. The on-campus costs, that is, the annual budget
allocation for the operation of the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy,
minus the amount for the rather extraordinary 'building modern-
ization program or the rehabilitation program, is divided by the
number of cadets on campus.

Now, this has the effect of counting, a person on Campus for 3
years, a smaller number of people on campus.. The sea year is
included in the direct costs of.the sea-year portion. if he is not on

'campus, he is at sea and his sea-year costs are included in this
calculation..

The on- campus costs for operating the Academy are divided by
the total number of people on campus. Actually, if we put the sea-
year people into that calculation, we would come -up with a lower
per-student figure for the on-campus costs.

Mr. AtiCopi. There are seagoing costs, are there not?
.Mr. NEMIROw. And they are in.
Mr. AUCOIN. Is it correct that they are included in the figure you

are giving me?
Mr. FRIEDBERG. Exactly.
Mr. NEMIROW. As I understand these numbers, Mr. Chairman,

we take the budget of the Academy divided by the n ber of
cadets-On campus. There is a deduction for those who r ot, there,
who are at a. But we include in those num direct costs
related to' t cadets who are at sea, such as transportation to

o meet vessels not on-campus costs for those cadets who are not
on calnpus.

There are direct costs even though they are not on campus,
particularly travel. Those would be included.

Mr. AUCOIN. Why wouldn't it make sense to require some mini-
mum, individual financial contribution to the costs of education at
Kings Point,given the fact that not all graduates go into the direct
maritime duty for the complete 5 years?

Mr. NEMIROW. In the graduating Class of 1979, I believe 92 per-
cent went to sea. There have been periods of time in the past when
seagoing berths were simply not available.

Mr. AuCdmi. For 5 years?
Mr. NEMIROw. No; 1979,

,Mr. AiiCoirr. Did you say 1979?
Mr, NRMIROW. Yes, the class of 1979. There have been periods of

time, particularly in .the early seventies, when se4ciffig berths
were not available. it was very difficult to burden a cadet, and the
fact of the matter is, he may have applied for a position and no'

. positiOns were available.
ai projections for the eighties are that there will be seagoing

berths available and we contemplate that all of the graduates of
Kings Point, as well as of State schools, will be able to find employ-
ment afloat.

Mr. AuConi. As a principle, though, why Auld it be wrong.to
have, on the part of the midshipman, some individual financial
contribution to the cost °this or her education?

Mr. NEMIROW. The question is, What is the nature of Kings
Point and is it a Federal academy? We believe it should be contin-
ued to be treated as a Federal academy. We believe that the
Merchant Marine Academy does provide the kind of human re-
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sources necessary to have our mercliant marine serve as a naval
auxiliary in times of national emergency. ,

We think the country is getting what it is paying for at Kings
Point, and as a Federal academy we do not see any- rationale for
payment of tuition on the part of the-cadets.

I will say in this day of discussion of user charges and having
everyone pay for what they get from, the Government,. the,same
rationale could.apply to any Federal academy. Naval. Academy, :
West Point, Air Force Academy, Coast Guard 'Acadern,y4 -

Mi. &Com. I will yield to my colleague from Maine afar this
question and then come back for additional quistioni.

Following up on that, in the Vietnam era when this Nation was
beginning to respond militarily to a military situation in Vietham
and we needed additional merchant marine capacity, what was
Marad's fotperience in getting those with a moral obligation or
some other type of obligation to the merchant nutria to go back
into the service after they had received a rings Point education at

, the cost that we described?
Mr. Nmuitow. I believe in that period of time, 99 percent of our

graduates found employment at sea. Also, in the activation of some
forer. fleet ships, we called upon former merchant mariners and

graduates of Kings 'Point to provide service in order to
provide the kind of support needed for the military operations in
Vietnam.

As you will recall, I am sure well over 90 percent of the supplies
that were moved to Vietnam to support the confrontation thee
moved on U.S.-flag vessels maimed totally by U.S. crews,' and a
very substantial portion of the officers of those vessels were Kings
Point graduates.

Mr. WADI. Were they active officers at the time or were they
those in maritime-related industries who were asked to come back
to serve and whit did serve?

Mr. Nitramovi.,1t was a combination.
Mr. AuCorsi. Mow satisfactory was the response in the latter

category? -
Mr. MUIR° . The onshore, nonoceangoing, marine - related?
Mr. tarCoi Marine- re &ted onshore.
Mr. at . I would say the response was quite satisfactory:

We had old r vessels operating out of the reserve fleet that re;
quired a s ial training capacity and we had a great, response
from peopl, who had been out of the merchant service for some
period of to fill those seagoing berths in order to be able to

rve on ose vessels. The response wits most satisfactory.
Mr. A SIN. I would like to have for the record specific statistics

indica how many Academy graduates who, serving in mari-
time-re tea fields onshore at the time, responded to that call and
filled t t need. 4

Mr. Niciamow. We will provide that to the extent that it is
avail le in that detail and we would.be glad to go over what type
of we have if it le not available in that detail with you or with

staff.
[The information follows:]

War 0-40---6
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RESPONSE OF GRADUATES

At the outset of the fleet buildup in support of our armed forces in VietnamNite
. then MaritiMe Administrator sent letters to past graduates of all of the maritime

academies urging those who were not actively sailing, to return to sea to meet the
increased need for merchant marine officers There are no statistics on the number
of shore-employed graduates who did, in fact, leave their shore employment to
return to sea. We are particularly aware that our own efforts through Federal
procedures to have the maritime industry declared essential, which would have
insured reemployment rights for those in shoreside jobs. was unsuccessful Never
theless the record of Kings Point-in responding to the need at that time is consid-
ered outstanding with 91 to 99 percent of all the graduates of the classes during the
Vietnam fleet buildup period going directly into afloat employment as merchant
marine officers --

Mr. Au Cong. You understand the significance of the question
because we are talking about a free education which gives more
than just a license to serve on a ship. It also gives a 4-year college
education for free.

If the country has a need of those who serve in a maritime-
related field and industry, maybe at a desk in a private company,
their failure to respond'easts a shadow over that question.

Mr. NEMIROW I would just like to say that I welcome the oppor-
tunity to show on this recordand I think we will have the oppor-
tunitytheVontribution made by graduates of Kings Point to the
Nation in time of national emergency.

I think it is an outstanding record, and I would like to establish
it fully on the record.

Mr. Au Cong. That is exactly the purpose of the question, and the
purpose of the hearing as well.

Mr. Emery.
Mr. EMERY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
In 1977, the Maritime Administration presented the "Deck and

Engine Officers in the U.S. Merchant MarineSupply and
Demand, 1976-1984."

Is that study still current? Do you have any refinements or do ,./
you still hold to the projections that were made in that document?"

Mr. NEMIROW. I can't say we have had an ongoing review but we
have underway at the moment a review of that study. It is still at
this point our planning tool and our expectation as to where re-
quirements will be in merchant marine and maritime employment
into the 1980's.

We are at the nitrit taking another look at that study to see if
it can be reinforced.

Mr. EMERY. There are a couple of proposed changes in the legis-
lation, one of them is administration s bulk package and the deep
seabed mining bill which, with the Senate's "Man American Re-
quirement," for the mining vessels and one transportation. vessel
per site and also the omnibus bill's goal of 40 percent U.S.-flag
carriage of our foreign commerce;

How would you expect each of those three developments in turn
' to affect manning requirements?

Mr. 'NErentow. If you would tell me which ones of these bills will
be passed in this session of Congress, I will tell you how many
seagoing workers we will be requiring.

Mr. EMERY. Make the assumption for the moment they are all
going to pass. At some time we may have to modify that.
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Mr. NEMIROW. If the bills were to pass in their current form, we
have done some analysis and the numbers o vessels required to

. comply with the provisions of the bills available.
testified before the Merchant Marine Subcommittee in Septem

ber and I supplied them with that information. I believe under one
of the scenarios we are talking about a requirement for 1,000 ships.
You can. expand from that the number of officers and the amount
of seagoing employment that would be provided.

I would like to submit that information for . you. It is quite
detailed both in terms of dollar costs and in terms of number of
vessels: We can try to apply to that increase in employment num-
bens' by some projection as to what kinds of crewing we would

on those vessels.
. EMERY. Do you expect that your recommendation or the

p.rojwti ions made in the study that I just cited would be substan-
tially changed by the fact of the passage of one or more of those
bills, or do you think the study is going to'be pretty much on target
even if those bills pass?

Mr. Islinantow. I think that the study-showed that there 1111 be a
small shortfall in the number of people available to fill seagoing
jobs. We expect that would be exacerbated if the bills were to pass,
04 that is no reason to not pass the bills. We believe the training
programs can be implemented in order to accomplish the filling, of
positions on these vessels and we would welcome an opportunity to
undertake that effort. .

Mr. Etannir. If you would supply that additional information for
the record based on these three pieces of legislation, we would
apweciate that very much.

infoonation followil
Woax Foams Nixon)

Work force estimates have been developed for the Administration's! Bulk Paclustes
If enacted immediately. it is estimated that approximately five new bulk vessels will

over the fo levels within the study, the fleet would gain approximately two
be delivered each beginning in 1982. However, due to accelerated retirements

vessels in both 1982 and 1983, three vessels in 1984 and five vessels in 1985 and
hopefully five vessels per year for the remainder of the decade. This would lead to
an increase in officer demand by the folloging amounts through 1986 with the
increase continuing thereafter as the bulk fleet continued to 'Bereave:

1981

.
1983
1984

1485 . .

/*Ski-18 *es Wen
kto/4640)

MOW wow akin
8,4868/8

0 0
+16 +16
+32 +32
+$6 +56
+96 +96

Workforce estimates have not been developed for the Omnibus Maritime Bill or
for, the Deep Seabed Mining bill. The uncertainties concerning their final form,
economic conditions at time of enactment and thereafter, impact of potential intern
national agreements, industry response and other variables preclude the possibility
of reasonable projections. Any sob tee would be so highly speculative at thin time
as to be unusable and misleading In the context of current decisions
affecting maritime trading programs. For example one estimate of the additional
number of vessels required for forty (d0) percent trade penetration is $32 additional
ships. This represents more than a doubling of our entire fleet. However, it is not
possible realistically, due to the uncertainties 1 have mentioned, to produce a time
phased projection of the fleet increase which could serve as a useful belie for
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projecting increased workforce demand. Clearly an expansion of this extent, increas-
ing bflicer demand by as much as 14,000 and unlemnsed demand by 26,000 would
have a major impact on all niaritme training programs. Employment would increase

. roughly proportionately to the increase in size of the fleet.

Mr. EMERY, Admiral Rodgers, Maine Maritime Academy, in his
statement, which he has not yet presented, suggested that there
wotild be benefits in classifying the training academy ships as U.S.

4.: public vessels.
What could you see as the impact. of that move? Would you.

supliort it?
' Mr. Eptiaow.,The most direct impact I suppose would be on the
paymedt of tolls. There are certain burdens which are borne by the
Stateacademies which are not recoverable, as you know full well,
through, the Federal process.

I would encourage devices or mechanisms or methods such as
this which would alleviate some of these burdens against the
people who are required to operate State schools and State vessels.

I wottld -not personally have an objection to that. I have not
looked, into it from the administration point of view but as far as
the Maritife Administration is concerned we would,' not object.

Mr. EMERY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. J have no
further questions at this point

Mr. AuCong. Mr. Nemirow throughout your testimony you have
referred to the Merchant Marine Reserve-U.S. Naval Reserve.
Cbuld you amplify what you are suggesting here? Then, I .have
some additional questions.

-Mr..Nemmow. I would be happy to but, frankly, Mr. Friedberg
has been working for many months with the Navy in fleshing out
the Merchant Marine Reserve program and is working on a weekly
basis in trying to get this program' into effect for the academy this
year.

Since he is one of the most knowledgeable people in Washington
on this area I would like to defer to him.

Mr. FR1EDBERG. Mr Chairman, the Merchant Marine Reserve-: U.S. Naval Reserve is a relatively new and very unique reserve
status specifically designed for actively sailing Merchant Marine
officers, specifically, deck, engine, and radio officers. It is a coopera-
tive effort between the maritime industry and the Department of
the Navy in which' a totally separate organization structure has
been created within the Naval Reserve separate from other por-
tions of the Naval Reserve. It is specifically deigned to provide a
training'base structure, a training base organization, for merchant
marine officers to get the knowledge and those additiOnal skills
that might be necessary of a Merchant marine officer to operate
his merchant ship in conjunction with the Armed Forces under any
mobilization or peacetime conditions requiring joint operations.

It hat unique charaCteristics in that first it is not a source for
Navy acquisition of naval officers. It is a reserve unit specifically to

' maintain the merchant marine officer in his position on a mer-
chant ship but with the training that he will acquire through this
program for joint operations with the Navy.

That is. the key thing between the ,officer on the job in the
merchant marine and the Defense Establishment.

Mr. AuComt. You are working on this program currently with
the Department of Navr

I
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Mr. FRIEDBERG. That is correct.
Mr. AuCoiN. When do you anticipate having this proposal com-

plete?
Mr. FRIEDBERG. The proposal is complete. It is being advertised to

merchant marine officers. They can currently apply. It is in exist-
mice.

Mr: Au Cow, How long has it been in existence?
Mr. FRIEDBERG. It was promulgated this past spring. Proniulga-

tion is one thing in terms of a directive by a Government agency:
We were able to send out leaflets on the program which we hope
will reach every merchant marine officer. We were able to send
them out within the past month and a Half.

At the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy the program does not
come fully into effect until the next incoming class because the
existing classes have signed an earlier training and service agree-
ment. But the Nigher classes have the option now to switch to the
new program.

Mr. Au Cam This is a totally voluntary program? Can a person
opt in or opt out at his choice?

Mr: Ramapo. Not under the proposed-legislation nor at Kings
Point under existing arrangements, nor necessarily' at the State
academies under existing regulations. It is not totally voluntary for
the cadets. '

Mr. AuCont Is it mandatory? Are you suggesting you have the
authority through regulation to mandate that any graduate of a
U.S. academy serve in this Maritime Reserve?

Mr. FRIEDBERG. At the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy we re-
quire that .the Midshipmen be midshipmen USNR a on gradua-
tion accept, if otherwise eligible, a commission in t Naval Re-
serve as ensign.

At the State maritime academies we require, for those,cadets
who receive the Federal student allowance that they sign an
ment to apply fol., and if offered, accept a commission in thne.t.
Naval Reserve. These commissions, with the next incoming classes,
will be commissions in this new Merchant Marine Reserve, Naval
Reserve' program.

. Mr. AuCour. Will all of the commissions in the Naval Reserve
program be of this nature?

Mr. FRIEDBERG. All of the cadets at the State academies and the
Kings Point midshipmen ;0411-go into the new Merchant Marine
Reserve program. That is, the subsidized cadets.

Mr. AuCoor. How long does that basic obligation last?
Mr. FRIEDBERG. I might say there are certain exceptions.
Mr. Maus. Then it is not all?
Mr. Pilaf/BERG. It is not all. A peison can go to active duty

another line of the Navy or can opt 'to go into the NOAA Corps, br
into the Coast Guard. They have options that allow for substitution
of service in other uniformed services.

Mr. AuCOIN. Tell the committee once more. what the essential
purpose of the Maritime Merchant Marine Reserve is. Is it basica'=
ly for retraining?

'Mr. FRIEDBERG. Let me go back a little bit.
Mr. AuCotx. You don't.have to give an extensive response.

L,
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Mr. FRIEDBERG. The merchant marine has been engaged in de-
*tense logidtics support throughout its history. This is the first pro-
gram that js a solid, conscious effort to see to it that the officers
aboard U.S. merchant ships have the particular training that they
need for that 'defense mission as distinct from what they would
normally have. . .

Mr. Au Com. I understand that, but what about the fellow who
graduates from the cademy, goes to work for some firm in a*
maritime-related fi ld, d sits in 411, cushy chair behind a desk.
Does he have an oblige ion to serve in this. Merchant Marine
Reserve that you are talking about?

Mr. FRIEDBERG. The graduate, yes, for a 6-iear period.
Mr. AuCon4. He must come back for retraining?
Mr. FRIEDBERG. He has certain obligations ashore with regard to

maintaining status in the Naval Reserve, including ace duty.
tigirere are certain active duty requirements, and these are particu-
ly applied to an individual who is not actively sailing,

Mr. AuConi. Why then is the 5-year service obligation required?
Mr. FRIEDBERG. I think one reinforces the other. The service

obligation is aimed particularly to service in the industry and to
seafaring services. We would like particularly to see it with active
duty Navy as an option. The Reserve status,' which is not active

4 duty. in the Navy, is something that covers as a blanket all the
obligations in the statute,

Mr. AuCtaN. If this had been in existence during the Vietnan
conflict, would it have been, possible to bring Ac,ademy graduates
into active merchant marine duty to ,respond to the Nation's need
to a greater degree than was the case then?

Mr. FRIEDBERG. It would have been (possible' at that time if we
had nationalizedthe ships, painted them gray and put numbers on
them, to have called into active duty the graduates of any of the
academies who were not actively sailing but were ashore and had
Naval Reserve status. ,

It would have brought them into the Naval Reserve on active.
duty.-

Mi. AtiConi. Why shouldn't 'there be a Merchant Marine Re-
serve

'cult

get at the problem and the criticism that has been lodged
against hose graduates serving in maritime-related fields, a term
very di cult to define?

You indicated you wanted to viork very carehilly, and you give
us examples on the kind of jobs that would qualify for maritime-
related fields. The regulation), however, will be extremely difficult
to bring out.

Why not have a Merchant Marine Reserve which enables people
to be called op at a time of. national emergency, whether or not

. they are sit4ing in cushy chairs.
Mr. NEMIROW. I think under the program we have been discuss-

mg they would eligible to be called up in the Navy through the
Navy Reserve p m.

/ . .1 think the earings before the Subcommittee on Merchant
Marine, paiti ly in the full committee, in recent years has
brought out th very direct Concern of this committee for an en-
hanced relationship between the merchant marine and the Navy
and between the activities of the Maritime Administration and

,

fry
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ose of the Department of Defense, particularly the Department of
the Navy..

We this is an example of the kind of cooperation that is
necessary peacetime in order to have the kind of labor force that
is going be required in the event of a national emergency. We
think that this program as an adjunct to the. Navy program in
peacetime provides the kind of coordination and the kind of back-
ground pd experience that will serve us well in time of national
emergency.

My regction to your suggestion is, given some of that baclP:
ground, and given the requirement to serve as a 'naval auxiliary, j,

' think, an independent Merchant Marine Reserve doesn't answer\-. enough of the problems. I think the course that we are now pursue
ing is a more appropriate course. .4 ,

Mr. Anemic Let me turn to,another subject. As you know from
reading the bill, section 1304(f),, provides for loans to students at
State maritime academierto replace thoutright grant of $1,200 to
the students at the academies. .. ,

4

In 'this regard, I would like you to tell the committee how you
would implement the Studds committee recommendation set forth
in 1304(0(I) that states the loans shall be allocated among the
various icademies in a,fair and equitable manner:

Mr. NEMIROW. The question of allocation of loans and allocation
of subsidies to the various State schools, as you know, has been a
very sensitive one. We have established quotas at each school, and
those have been kept in force since the -period I believe beginning
around 1971. ..

We at this paint would intend that that allocation systeiL would
continue in effect and that the loans would be made available
basically on the same ratio.

Mr. &Cong. On the same ratio as they are now.
Mr. Nxinaow. That is our current thinking. (-----
I was discussing with Mr. Friedberg before coming over hike this

morning, whether or not we shoiild set up a meeting with the
representatives of the various State schools to go into the alloca-
tion process more fully and talk about how the loan program might
be implemented and how the subsidies might be allocated in the
event of passage of this bill. - -.'I think it would be a useful exercise and I would intent -t4 do
that.

Mr. Anemic You were saying that the current allocation sys tem
roughly one that you -think you may stay with. However, you.

, it might be a reasonable thing to meet with the Sta acade-
my directors and discuss it further? is that tur testimony or did I
miss loomething? . ,--

Mr. NJ:miaow, It is the way I hear you charaCterking t testi-
mony; but let me say this: I would expect if this bill w to pass
today and we were required to implement the provisio = of the
bill

Mr. &Colic The language I just read.
Mr. Nesiniow. Yes, We would continue the allocatio on the

current basis. That is the way we would implement the I laden.
We obviously don't contemplate that the bill will be p today

and there have been some difficulties in the past with the
% ,
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tion of these subsidies if we can call them that. It was in keeping
with my discussion with Me. Friedberg earlier today that I suggest-
ed we might went to t*e a new look at the allocation program and
discuss it with the State academies in contemplation ot" passage of
this bill. .

Mr. Au Cott/. Let's be a little mqre direct. Do you not tee this
language as representing some sort of message to MarAd about the
allocation of these funds? Do you not see the language, "The loans
shall be allocated among the various academies ima fair and equi-
table manner," as saving some purpose?

In other words, Congress made a finding through the Studds
committee and the committee that produced this bill. There is
something in this somewheredon't you see this as marching

-Norders of some sort?
\Mr. NEMIROw. There seems to be an assumption in what you
have said they have not been allocated in a fair and equitable
manner.' If that is the case, yes, that is a directive or a strong
suggestion on the part of the committee.

Mr. AuCom. Without making the point that any of the figures 1
am abut to give you are, necessarily representing something unfair
or unequitable, let me teed you some statistics from the Stud&
committee oversight report.

I am dealing with 1977-78 quotas, grants, numbers versus the
numbers of students who were eligible for them in the period 1977-,
78. California Academy received 110 grants. There were 161 eligi-
ble freshmen.

The New York State Academy, 251 grants out of 252 eligible
freshmen.

The Great Lakes Academy had 50 grants out of a total number of
eligible students of 52.

Maine Academy had 150 grants out of a total number of eligible
freshmen of 179.

The Massachusetts State Academy had 77 grants out,of a fresh-
man population eligible for those grants of 267:

Thy Texas State Academy had 35 grants out of an eligible popu-
lation among the freshmen of 89.

I think when you see figures such as 77 versus 267 in the case of
one academy, as opposed to 251 oht of 252 in the case 'of another
academy, there is reason to at lealt examine the allocation system.
Don't you agree?

'-4.,-.411XNElonROW. I think those numbers don't tell the wholestory. I
ha o objection as I have indicated, and I would encourage a
review of the allocation system. Those numbers do not result from
an historical accident. When the allocations program was put in
place, basically the Federal Government it that time was saying. to
these academies that this is the level at which we can subsidize
your student body. This is the number of positions we would con-
sider to be within the Subsidizable quota.'

Some of the scho6ls maintained their enrollment at about .the
same level as the quota which had been established. Other schools
engaged in a significant program of expansion after that decision
had been made. They knew that the quotas would not be available

. and that the allotments had already been made. The muhbers

*.
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reflect those deCisions as well as the earlier decision of the Govern-
ment to subsidize a limited number of students.

Mr. AuComr. Is that the major explanation for the ratio 277 to 67
at the Massachusetts Academy, the most draniatic case I have
cited?

Mr. NEMIROW. That is my understanding. I had looked into that
question. I hhd been given that as the reason for a disparity, the
allocation to the academy in Massachusetts was at the number of
77. Their class at the time wasI can give you the number. I think
somewhat less than a hundred. They increased their enrollment
and our allodation has not increased at Massachusetts Maritime
Academy. -

Mr. AuComr. Has MarAd ever reviewed its allocation with the
idea of making changes and redistribution?

Mr. NEMIROW. Yes. We looked into the redistribution question
and we have to take into conAleration the fact that certain of
these institutions created certain of these problems, 'these dispari-
ties. Let's not call them problems. That was a decision that they
made.

We al*ays are confronted with the question of why should we
take from Peter to pay Paul, particularly when each knew what
they were getting when the prograiii began. We could reallocate
but then the disparity would exist in another area and the problem
would not be with Massachusetts, it would be with California or
some other school. That is the kind of problem we have in this
system.

Mr. AuCom. In the case of the New York Academy, has there
been an absence of the kind of extension you refer to as a result of
these disparities?

Mr. NEMIROW. Basically r believe that -the level of enrollment
has' remained about the same in this period of time, at least that is

_my understanding.
Mr: AuConc About the same?
Mr. NEMIROW. About the same. I can give you specific numbers; I

just don't have them at my fingertips.
Mr. IN. Please provide them.
[The formation follows:]

CLASS ENROLLMENT

ter C.Olcola Mame 61.mo/14401s New fork Itas 60* tots

1967 ( 9 161 98 212 46 I')
1968 124 161 103 228 88 V)
1969 112 167 113 ns 86 6

1970 94 202 115 250 80 34

1971 101 149 183 243 65 34

1912 108 120. . 221' 176 53 43

1973 127 145 229 147 49 46

1974 141 206 260 196 64. 45

1915 131 223 no 207 58 51

1976 177 H2 260 236 59 50

1977 163 180 213 i 233 62 51

1918 143 184 265 231 8$ $2

1919 ., ., 159 194 263 223 90 86

Nou baasoie
n* coit toes haane AG*** was ellabashed m 1963

Soots SWe Mottle acadeotiod cakes
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Mr. Au Com. We will have to interrupt the hearing. because of a
vote. We will adjourn temporarily and reconvene as soon as possi-
ble.

[Brief recess.]
The commit qe will come back to order.
Mr. Neminilk, we have a time problem. I know you do, too. I

believe vou have an engagement at noon. The committee is going
to have adjourn at approximately 11:50. We will come back at
1:30 and proceed for the rest of the day to accommodate the entire
witness list.

You are one of our most important witnesses today, and I have a
number of additional and extremely important questions to ask
you and the two associates you brought with you this morning.

I ptopose that after you meet-your commitment at noon, that
you return so that we can proceed with the balance of these ques-
tions.

Is that s itable?
Mt. NE ROW. I would be pleased to do that.
Mr. Au IN. I appreciate that very much.
Mr. NEMIROW. When would you propose reconvening?
Mr. AuCom. I would like to reconvene at 1:30 if that is possible.

Is that possible?
Mr. NEminow. Yes, that would be fine with me.
Mr. AuCoiN. I appreciate that.
I think we were talking about the allocation policy of MarAd.

You have explained to me how some of these figures get distorted
in terms of grants given versus eligible midshipmen. I understand
that. . .

. But, surely from time to time there is an attempt on the, part of
bur agency to reevaluate and see what changes in the reallocation

',system ought to occur. Can you describe to the committee how
MarAck goes about this or in your judgment, ,is this an area in
whiOkyour agency candidly ought to be doing a 'better job?

Mr.-NEMIROW. We do from time to tine undertake a. review of
the allocation ,of these iiirious quotas. The problem is that there is,
I would .suggest, a substantial bias toward maintaining some rela-
tionship to the quotas that were established in 1971.

There is a 'rtallociticin. There are not an infinite amount and
number of subsidies. They`cannot be made available to all entering
cadets. We try to be as equitable as possible. They are reallocated.
We cannot move all/of the subsidies to one particular academy
becatise it has inc its enrollment three or four times what it
was seven or eight y ars ago(.` .

Without creating, at kind of bias, we try to reallocate them on
an equitable basis. I think that we cannot expect that everyone will
be satisfied, but that ii the nature of the business, that is what
allocationof limited resources is all abOut. .

Mr. AUCOIN. Let me turn to another questionwhich deals with
the criticism I heat at Imes from critics .of the U.S. Merchant
Marine Academy. I ha N heard thatfor a variety of reasons the
midshipmen ther4 are getting a very rich education at taxpayer's
expense, an eduiation going well beyond what is needed for them

A
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, .

to carry out their duties and what is needed to obtain a 4-year
degree

refer specifically to a finding in the Studds committee
oversight report which questioned the appropriateness of the ,U.S.
Merchant Marble Acadany offering such courses, such elective
subjects * oceanographic research, astrophysics and numerical
analysis.

. The oversight committee felt that courses of that kind 'which are
conducted at an expense to the Academy, are ones that do not
materially add to the qUalifications of a deck officer or any of the
graduates who go into the merchant marine. .

I amasking you If you have looked at the part of the oversight
report that I refer to, and daYou agree that perhaps there is' an
enrichment here that may be unwarranted?

Mr, Nzsozow. We have a process of continuing review of the
curriculum t the academy. I must say that it those are the most
egregio examples of excesses in the curriculum' that could be
identifi by the committee, it gives me some comfort.

Yam not particularly concerned about having an elective course
in oceanographic.research if, among other things, we are preparing
cadets for the possibility of service as uniformed officers in the
service of the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Adminis-
tration.

I really don't consider that an excess. Frankly, I don't know very
much about astrophysics.

Mr. AUCOIN. How many seagoing officers do you believe need to
apply that skill or know anything about that?

Mr. NEMutow. Afitrophysios? ,
Mr. AuCoist. Yes.
Mr. NEMIROW. Not knowing anything about it myself, I can't

comment on what value it might have to a seagoing officer.
Mr. Casey, are we teaching astrophysics?
Mr. AoCoist. What about numerical analysis?
Mr. NEMmow. I was aboard a vessel 2 weeks ago which was

about tt be delivered and, the engine room and the cargo facili-
ties it was a tanker vesselwere very heavily computerized.

I have not addressed this specific course in:the curriculum, but it
seems to me it is a very logical thing to be addressing, given the
technology of seagoing equipment today. I think it is verycompati-
ble with the requirements of a senior officer aboard a vessel.

le. Aucom Is it your testimony that knowledge of the. subject
matter in any of those three examples that I gave is necessary for
the midshipman graduate to pass the examination that entitles
him' to his license? .

Mr. Nztuaow, No, I, am not sure it, is necessary in order to pass
the 'examination. And I also not do not agree that preaaration for
assing the license examination is the sole objective of the

Vicademy.
Mr. AuCting, Is it necessary for the accreditation of the Acade-

%r..Nzstutow. I think 1t contributes significantly to the accredi-
tation of the Academy.

Mr. AirCong. Is necessary for the accreditation of the Acade-
my?

-
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Mr. Ngstutow. I on't know what goes through the minds of
people who are in t e business of accrediting institutions. I would
probably, agree; if this is the nature of your question, that the
accreditation would not be lost if those 'courses were not taught. I
think that the courses are probably not. necessary in the absolute
sense. of that word. But they are also not unrelated and that is why
they are elective courses.

Mr. AuCon4. The significance of the question again goes to those
graduates who do not go to sea or stay at sea once they graduate
from the academy. If It. can be shown t)tat an enriched college
education is provided at taxpayer's expense, and that ,we have a
loosidefinition of maritime-related industries which graduates can
enter, an arguknent can be raised. that this is just one big piece of
Cotton candy for those fortunate enough to get their education in
this 'way.

Mr. Nptntow. I think that can. alwaYs be argued anyway. We
have learned to suffer through thole arguments.

Mr.4AuCon4. Maybe the day is coming to an end.
Mr. NEMIROw. In which that issue can be argued?
Mr. AuCon4.,That you can endure those kinds of criticisms with-

out some changes in the institution itself.
Mr. Ninsutow. t did not say endured, I said suffered. I think

there is a relationship and it is not illogical to teach some of these
courses if you are 'tramin cers for seagoing employment. I
don't know about astrophysics.

I do know that the other cou have been talking'
'.about do bear a relationship to e mission o e demy. I
discussed this with the faculty the ther day. I am conce ed that-
the Academy inaintatn as its c objective the training mer-
chant marine officers and that he mission of .the school of be ,

broadened directly or indirectly by a desire to turn it into. a 1 ral
arts institution. That is not our objective.

However, I think you have to broaden the background of some of
the cadets. You could have a vocational school where you spend all
of the training of engineer officers down in an' engine room, but 1
don't think you produce the kind of .officer you want in the mer-
chant marine or to serve in Lime of national defense in the naval
auxiliary.

Mr. Atieoni Of course, that very rich and extravagant education
would be easy to defend if each graduate committed time t_ o the
Nation's service at sea in a maritimefield.

To the extent that is not the case, the issue is what the ,prOblem
becomes in the eyes ,of the taxpayers, in the eyes of members of

committee, and in the eyes of a growing number of the Ameri-
can public.

Mr. INIEsiiaow., I think the bill which is now.before the commit-
tee, particularly bn the service ObligaVon portions; would certainly
address the concern that you just mentioned. I might.commum-cate.

Mt, AuCoul. We are trying to tighten up the service obligation.
There is no question that we--

Mr. NmAntow:I might communicate, if 'you would indulge me for
a moment, that the Maritime Administration has had this concern
for some time as to the nature of the obligation. I believe that in
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the initial draft of this bill, that provision, the service obligation,
was prepared by our staff in coordination with your staff and it has
been a number of years now that we have been trying to .see
enacted a service obligation for graduates from Kings Point.

We have absolutely no question- about that, We think it will
enhance the Academy's role and clarify its responsibilities. We
encourage that and we have endorsed it for a number of years. We
are very pleased that the Congress is now prepared, we hope, to
adopt that measure.

Mr. Anemic Of course, my concern, and I hope it is your con-
cern, too, is that in the service obligation language we do have the
technology "maritime related." Defining what that means is the
potential loophole which raises the possibility of criticism along the
lines I have just pursued.

I think y'ou understand what I am saying.
Mr. Nzuntow. For the graduates of Kings Point, in our testimo-

' ny this morning we proposed a 2-year sailing requirement as a
minimum.

Mr. AuCong. I did note that.
Mr. NEMIROW. We take that as a very serious concern. In order

tormaintain the status of the Academy, we would expect thit that
would happen.

Mr. AUCoIN. Mr. Nemirow, one last question before our 11:50
point of departure: Section 1306 deals with the U.S. Maritime
Service. I have arrays been mystified by this service, and the
explanation you give for the service in your testimony on page 14
is, in my judgment, far from complete.

.1 would like to hear from you a blear, crisp, concise explanation
of the current status of the U.S. Maritime Service.

I would like to have the numbers and titles of people who are
currently eiftolled. Although I know you cannot provide that today,
I do want that for the committee.

I would like to know for the yecord what the function of the U.S.
Maritime Service is in times of peace and also in times of national
emergency. At this point it is a complete mystery to me and I
think many Members of Congress. What is it? Who are these
people and what do they do?

Mr. NEsurtow.. As much as I hate to do that, given the direct
nature of the question, I would like to defer to Mr.. Friedberg who
has tried to enlighten me and hope can enlighten you.

Mr. AuCong. Mr. Friedberg, it is 11:50. If you want to defer that
until we come back, I would be pleased to do that, or if you would
like to answer that, that would be fine as well.

Mr. FIUEDBERG. It is up to the pleasure of the Chair.
Mr. AuCong. Let's defer until we reconvene at 1:30..H1ve a good

answer for me because I want to know what this ent1re situation--ik
a We stand in recess until 1:30. e

[Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon-
vene at 1:30 part the same diyi

AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. AuCturg.. The committee will come bacetibrder.
Sam, we are appreciative 'to. you and yo t colleagues for your

willingness to come back this afternoon. t

of
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Let me pose these additional questions. I wanted some clarifica-
tion, an end to the mystery, if you will, on the U.S. Maritime
SerVice.

Mr.. Friedberg, you promised to give me a definitive, clear, con-
cise, crisp explanation as to who these people are, what this. group
does, and what its function is. I am waiting with great interestto
find out.

Mr. FRIEDBERG. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I will try
to make this as brief as possible.

But I do have to tell you first witlit it was. It was the largest
maritime training activity ever accomplished in the United States
and possibly in the world. It was in its hey-day during World War
II when it trained thousands of merchant marine personnel from
ery ratings to senior officer levels to 'complement the massive
sMpbuilding program that we had during World War II.

The activities of the U.S. Maritime Service continued as a train-
ing operation after the war, tapering down to a final close of what
was a dozen or more USMS installations around the country, final-
ly-going out of business in 1954. That is what it was.

There are people in this room and very many in the industry
today aboard ship and senior union officials and industry officials
who got their licenses through that training organization.

What, it is now is fundamentally broad maritime training author-,
ity in statute. It does not exist as an operating organization at the
present time.

We propose in our comments to maintain the authority as it
currently exists without change and point out that it has a place in
our -mobilization contingency planning and should therefore
remain in the bill.

What it is not, because there seems to be a misconception about
it, it is not a shipboard employment status organization. It is not a
working shipboard service organization. It is strictly a training
organization. There are some current vestiges.

In order to identify the subsidized cadets at the State maritime
academies with their Federal role, and as a part of their Federal
subsidization, the subsidized cadets at the State academied are
currently enrolled in ,USMS for status and identification.

Similarly, the superintendents or presidents of the State mari-
time academies are enrolled in the U.S. Maritime Service as rear
admirg0. The masters of the government-owned training vessels at
the Sfate maritime academies are commissioned as captains,
-USMS, all inacti*tatus.

For uniform purposes of the faculty and staff at Dings Point,
USMS enrollm-ent is used to provide the basis. for the wearing of
the uniform EK Kings Point. These are the vestiges.

I think I cbverW what it was and I hope I have described well
what it is.

Mr. AuC,oug. You indicated that it remains for the pu s of
training of personnel as well? I want you to go back over our
testimony just for a second. I thought you began to say tha his
was an organization- for t tainjag purposes. Then, as you concluded
your. remarks, it sounded U-nfe as hough it was a holding mecha-
ninth for masters, faculty Id staff', ,superintendents, et cetera.



Doei it have any training functions at all as an organization
separate from the institutions we are talking about today?

Mr. FRIEDBERG. At the present time, the USMS, organization is
n$ in existence as an operating organization. Its o y involveiment

, at the present time in these vestiges that I have ed about are
with the other training organizations such as the academies
and Kings Point that are currently in existence.; Mr. AuCom. Why .is it necessary to have supetdtendents of the
academies, masters of the academy vessels, faculty and staff of the
U.SAcadetny, part of the U.S. Maritime Service? Those.are three
of the vestiges you just mentioned.

Why is that necessary? Why continue the U.S. Maritime Service?
Mr. FRIED/MG. Why continue the vestiges? Identification is the

primary reason, identification of the individuals. First of all, the
cadeti, as I have mentioned: as being federally subsidized.

Mr. AuCour. Let me ask 'you something about that. I was a
former college administrator. It was important for the dean of
admissions, the registrar, and the business office at the colleges I
worked for to know who had, and who didn't. They
didn't have to wear a uniform."They didn't have to be a member of
son* service.

So what do you mean by identification?,-Why is this particular,,
kind of identification necessary in this- instance, the one you just
mentioned?

Mr. FRIEDBERG. If you use the word " necessary," I think that it
may net be absolutely necessary.

Mr. AuConi; Why is it desirable?
' Mr. FRIEDBERG. It is desirable because in our discussions as we
try to mutually work through arrangements with the academies it

lir been found tq be desiral)le and therefore we are doing it.
Mr. AuGont. That answer"doesn't answer anything for tiTe. I

on't know what, you Bose)* arrangements. Tell me about the
identification,-what thMrrangements are, and why it is desirable.
Just name me ode of these vestiges ,that you mentioned, the one
dealing with subsidized cadets, those cadets who receive the
subsidy.

Why-is that necessary? Why is it desirable, and *hat are the
arrangements that you are talking about?r

Mr. FRIEDBERG. I won't say it is necessary. It is desirable because
these cadets have a Federal link that gives both the' Maritime

. Administration and the cadets themselsies a link to each other in a
uniformed organization. .
' We do require all the State academies to maintain a system of

discipline. This is one of the disciplines.
Mr. AuCoiN. So you are saying the the State academy cadets

who are subsidized by virtue of this *stige wear uniforms and
others don't have to.

Is that the link that you are talking about ?'
Mr, FRIBOURG. No. The individual academies can specify their

CIWII unifbrm.
My. Auccxx: What is the link ? Isn't the subsidy a pretty tangible

thing? What other link are you referring to?

-
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Mr. FRIEDBERG. The identification of an individual being able to
say I am a U.S. Maritime Service cadet and having a clear under-
standing of an association with a Federal training program.

Mr. Au Com. What more is gained from that than being able to
say, I and a cadet at a State academy who receives one. of these
genet subsidies from the Federal Government, one of these
grants? What is the difference?,

Mr. FRIEDRE%G. We are talking in the area of perceptions, Mr.
Chairman. There is no strong argument at all that makes USMS
enrollment of the cadets at the maritime colleges and academies an
absolute requirement. The identification has been found to be of
definite value, a moral issue.

Mr. AuCon4. We have a vote on and I am sorry to cut you off,
Mr. Friedberg. Why don't you respond more fully for the record? I
think you can understand the nature of my question.

I would like a more definitive answer than you have given in the
brief time that you have had here. We do have other witnesses and
it would not be fair for them to pursue this particular question
further at this time.

Mr. Nemirow, I notice that in your testimony you supported
subsection 1303(0 which is. one of the _Studds committee recom-
mendations. 'I would like to ask you how you would implement the
final sentence of that subseCtion which reads, "No preference to
members of the immediate family of academy alumni shall be
granted,in selecting cadets."

I guess fitessence w heel am' asking you is how you contemplate
defining the immediate family?

Mr. NEMIROW. I really am not sure I understand the question.
What we are contemplating is that there will be no preference
given because of relationship to the Academy by soleone's family,
that that not be an identifier or a measure against which to consid-
er competition for positions in the Academy.

How do we 'intend to do it? We dOn't intend to include it as a
point of consideration.

Mr. AuCom Daughters, sons, second cousins, will play no role in
the selection process?

Mr. NEmmow. That is our intention.
Mr. AuCom That is your testimony as shtig -

NEMIROW. Yes.
Mr. AuCorn. Mr. Nemirow, you- lso support the Studds commit-

tee recontmendation for a limited number of noncompetitive ap-
pointments to the Academy as provided under the bill's subsection
1303 d3. I assume I would address this question either to you or to .t-) .

Mr. Casey.
I would like a description of what you would consider noncompe-

titive appointments? a
Mr. CASEY. Competitive appointments would be stlictly.bTherit,

in order of merit. First, it would be done on a State basis, against a
ttate quota -To the extent that ,any of those quota positions were
not filled, qualified candidates would be considered 4.om a national
list and wou be selected 100 percent on a merit basis. .;

This woul account for ell of the quota positions that are, allotted
to the Aced my; a total of 313 quota positions would be fated
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strictly in the order of merit, first by State and then by p national
list.

Any other appointments would be under the authority of subsec-
tion 3 which authorizes a limited number of noncompetitiCre
appointments.

Mr. Aueoni. What does the limited number of noncompetitive
appointments mean in your judgment?

Mr. CASEY. It is to accomplish what the Section provides for
qualified individuals. Tirst, they, have to be qualified, -and second
possess qualities deemed to be of special value to the Academy.

Mr. AuCotri. Would that be a football player?
Mr. CASEY. It could be.
Mr. AuComr. Why would that be n
Mr, CASEY. I think in- terms of ter Ed?emy, that having an

efficient athletic program is a very desirable element..
Mr. At/Com. Is this what the language weans?
Mr. CASEY. No, you asked the question as to whether the football

player would possess a quality deemed to be of special value to the
ACadelnY

.Mr. AXICOIN. What would be another example?
Mr. CASEY. As it says, to maintain the demographic balance in

the Academy. That to me means many things. It would not include
athletics. Demographic would include minorities, females, and a
wide geographic distribution.

Mr. AuCteN. You don't see athletic competition in the language
anchere,do you?

. Casmt I see in the language "possessing qualities deemed to
be of special value to the Academy.? I tIkk athletics is an essen-
tial element of the Academy.

Mr. AuCom. In the opinion of the chairman, it is not. Since we
are discussing a bill and establishing legislative intent, I would
indicate that the acquisition of a football player under this lan. ,

guap is not an essential characteristic for the Academy,
Mr, Nemirow, did you want to speak to that?
Mr. Nsaow. Yes, I would only have one comment. It is obvi.

ously very important that we have a clear underitanng as to
iwhat this committee intends in adopting the language set forth in

that provision.
If it is not the intention of the committee to have tl*t provision

fairly broadly interpreted, I think the language should be narrowed
and the committee might well consider .specifying what. kinds of
applicants would fall within the provisions of that section.

If it is specifically not intended that athletics be taken into
account, perhaps we should limit the list to nonathletic items
because Lam certain in the future there may be some misunder-
standing.-

Mr. AuCout. I appreciate that comment.
At this point we are going to have to stand in recess. In order to

get the remaining questions of the Maritime Administration wit-
nesses done and Mr. Casey and Mr. Friedberg, I would like the
committee staff director to follow up with the remaining verbal
questions. He will then ask you to submit answers to the written
questions.

N.12$
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4, 'This is out of courtesy to the witnesses waiting long time. I
may not see you when I return, gentlemen. I want to thank you for
your testimony today.

'Mr. NEMIROW. Thank you very much. We certainty thank you for
your interest in what we consider a vital program.

Mr..PAtbunt4. Let me continue the questing in the noncompe-
titive category for a moment.

The present wording in the proposed, bi is "limited number."
How would you, Mr. Nemirow, interpret., the .words "limited
number"?

Mr. NEMIROW. I don't at this point have any specific number in
mind. I would think the most appropriate way to define that
phrase would be to do it by percentage, perhaps no more than 10
percent of an entering class would be an appropriate measure.

I don't know what the Congress or the committee has in mind
when it says limited number, the same way they. don't know what I
have in mind. I would sky 10 percent seems reasonable, but I would
like to turn the question the other way and see if the committee
has something specific in mind.

They might want to include it at this p oint so the legislative
history' would be clear.

Mr, PANSHIN. I think the committee does not at this time. If you
care to select a percentage or a number other than the one-you
mentioned, would you provide it f6r us in writing?

Mr. NEMIROW. Yes. 4.4

Mr. PANSHIN, I have another question: One of the State acade-
Mies in testimony we will hear- later today has recommended that
seatime aboard a U.S.-owned, but foreign flag, vessel should count
toward satisfying the 5-yearat-sea obligation.

Would you bare to comment on this?
Mr. NEIROW. I don't believe that that would be appropriate. I

think our purpose is to create a body oroffi6ers capable, competent,
and indeed engaged in U.S -flag merchant marine activity. I believe-
that sailing aboard foreign-flag, US.-owned vessels is not the objec-
tive bf the Merchant Marine Academy, nor should it be the objec-
tive of the State schools.

. Mr. PANSHIN. As you knbw, section 1309(B) deals with surplus
equipipent and would implement a Studds committee recommenda-
tion. A number of the State academies will be commenting on tbiti
provision, but I note that you have not.

Are we to 'assume that the Maritime Administration supports
the subsection as it.is presently written?

Mr. NE10411ThOW. Yes, you can make that assumption. We had some
techniial suggestions and the second problem we had,itfl going over
the testimony last night-was that we may want to suggest a broad-
ening of that anguage to the committee, but we wanted to have
some additional internal discussions about that.

The way the language is currently drafted and the sugges tion
that surplus marine equipment could be made availible to *State
schools is not objectionable to 'us. Wehiiire some, draftting language
we would -like to present to you and we may wish to present a
suggestion for broadening that authority. ti

7
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Mr, PANSHIN. The committee would be hop; to receive that. I
do have one more question, but I would like to defer to minority
counsel first.

Mr. Loom. Mr. Nemirow, Mr. Emery made the point that
Mar Ad's projections of Office of Supply and Deinand indicated that
in' the early 1980's there would j)e a demand that exceeded the
supply of deck and engineering officers and that furthermore de.
studies show at the same time period the supply of Great Lakes
officers, officers to serve on the Great Lakes as first-class pilots,
would be iit about 50 percent of the demand level.

In light of those statistics and, a course, that ass the status
quo for the U.S.-flag fleet or just a small growth

r
he fleet and

not the omnibus bill, the mining bill provisions or e administra-
tion package, in light of those statistics, we are faced with a ques-
ion of what is the most cost effective way of meeting this demand.
In order to more fully evaluate this, we are going to need the

most recent statistics on the amount of moneys that flow through
the subsidy programs to the union on the private schools.

The most recent statistics we had were from 1977. I think it
would be helpful if you would update' those statistics and indicate
the amount of moneys which are flowing through the ODS pro-
gram to the various union schools, both the per-vessel consider-

. ations and the special oonsiderations. I.

In that rqard, one of the recommendations of the standards
committee was that the subcommittee audit the training trust
funds of the various unions so they would have some idea as to how
these moo r were bbing spent and whether or not they compared
favorably the expenditures of Federal funds through the more
direct subsidy .programs to the State schools, or to Kings Point.

Have you conducted those audits?
Mr. NEMIROW. As you know full well from ,discussions we have

had before, not on this specific subject limit-1 related subject, the
Maritime Administration makes no payments to the pension trust

'funds of maritime. unions. We have no direct relationships with
these trust funds at all. A

We have submitted to you in the course of a series of requests bt
you and certain Congressmen do the committee the data that has
been made available to us. We make subsidydpayments to U.S.-flag
steamship companies in accordance with the provisions of title VI
of the 1,P36 act. We do not trace dollars and we have not been
required to trace dollars and I don't know whether we could trace
dollars.

We Have made available to you those audits of the trust funds
which we have been able to obtain. We have requested the opera-
tors to make them available to us and we have requested them of

, the unions.
I. To the extent we have mops to them, you have dccess to them.

We have no direct responsibility in this area.
Mr.`Loscx. I will recognize that-you don't directly pay moneys

into the trust funds, but it is a passthrough thieugh management
as a result of the collective bargaining agreement, is it not?

Mr. Niimmow. Management makes a .lot of payments out of
general revenues. , /

Q
k..d ;_,,

.. f r)
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Mr. LO. But you know-precisely what the moneys are id' the
collective bargaining agreements?

Mr. Nsrsmdw. We know what the agreements provide.
Mr. LOWE!. Don't you have printouts in Mr. Friedberg's office

which show other contributions pursuant to these collective bar-
gaining agreements?

Mr. lirsmow. No. I believe we have a measure of what our
estimate would be of the mandated costs of these various contribu-
dons. I am not really trying to create a debate here. I' believe, and
I will ask )4r. Friedberg to address it directly, that we do not have
the kinds/of precise information that you ice talking a 'ut. We
would be happy to make available to you the information t we
do have either through our computer program or through a 'ts
made available to us.

I have no reluctancee making that information available to
you, but I think you
not have at this time.

Mr. LOSCH. I do have schedules of those numbers from 1977 that
were supplied by the Office of Maritime Manpower. If you could
tipdati that schedule in any way that you might be able to, we
would appreciate those numbers.

In addition, going. back to the issue of audits of various trust
funds, it has come to my attention and the committee's attention
that several of the trust funds cross - subsidize. For ekampler" the
Transportation Institute trust fund pays moneys to the Seafarers
International Union School at Piney Point.

Do you have any details on the amount of moneys that are spent
ikthat regard and could you compile those figures as well?
Air. NEMIROW. One, I have no information atthis time.
Two, I doubt whether .the information is now - available inany

form of the Maritime Administration.
Three, we will look into that question and make a _vailable to yoti

whatever we do have. This issue has not been.rdned with me at
any earlier time and I am frankly not familiar /ith it. But I would
be happy to look into it.

there is certain information that we do

Mr. Loscx. I can show you the statistics we:have on these specif-
ic _problems.

Mr. NEMIROW. Can I ask you the iource?*.
Mr. LOSCH. Yea, it is the public inspection copy of the Transpor-

tation Institute tax return from 1978.- t ,
Mr. NEaurtow. OK. We will pursuethe samq source and'ime,ift we

can give you some additional informdtion.
Mr. LOSCH. It is all a matter of public. reeold as a

tnopprofit

corporatiesiesTaft-Hartley, section 302, requires audits of all, union
trust funds. These audits are required to. be made available for
public inspection. '

Mr. Nrstrtow. By the Department of Labor aild by the trust Tulul
laws of the States. I hope you are not suggesting that Is a responsi-
bility of the Maritime Administration.

Mr. Looms. No, but I am suggeiting -that that information! is
available to the Maritime Administration. What I am sugostiiiig is
how'much does the Federal Governmerit pay for the various ode
miss, public, private and State-Aperated,WeNneed to gef a dle
on which are cost efficient and where wb should put .the ederaf
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moneys in order to' meet the demand which is scheduled to be very
serious in the-mid-1980's, especially if we pass this new maritime
legislation, -, .

I am not arguing with the proffriety of these cross-subsidations. I
-- -- just think we should all knovhow much money is flowing from the

Federal i-coffers into these varying programs. The lack of supply of
officers in the eighties also raises the question of seatime require-
ments and:training of these officers.

The new IMCO convention of standards 'of training and watch-
keeping requires, I' believe, 1 year of sea time. Wh-en will that
convention come into force?'
.__Mr. Naasadw. I don't know what the current projections are It
depends on the rapidity 'with which various countries ratify the

vention. I suspect it will come into force within the next 2 to '3

,Mr.'Ipsnit. In a speech you made this past year at the Maritime ,.
' Research Center in New York discussing the CAORF, computer,

you mentioned that new regulations Would have to be written in
order to bring .the United States into conformity. with the require-
ments of that convention. :.

I understand you have been working with the Coast Guard on
'. those. regulations?
' . Mr. NEMIROW. Yes, 'we have. There, are serious questions under-:-

the convention when and if it does come into force .when-they
discuss the issue brisquivalency, one year of seatjme or its equiva- -

lencA what would be defined as equivalency.' - -
Mr. Loam. In Your opinion, will simulator time be one of these

equivribmcies?
Mr. NEMIROW, That would be our proposal. In our opinion, simu-

lator time is valid experience of an equivalent nature and should
be taken into account. .

Mr: Loom. We are facing a severe problem with respect to this -

sea time requirement and the aging of the present schoolships. Ras
the Maritime Administration done various studies on which would
be the best soliition to fulfill this lea time requirement and have. ,
you used simulators in this evaluation?

Mr. NEMIROW. The answer to the question of have we done an
evaluation, is we have done o e and we are in the process. of
completing that evaluation. we use simulators in order to
reach these conclusions, the is We- did not use simulators in ,
the effort we have u en to date, but we do contemplate -the_ - -
use of simulators for t mg purposes in lieu of sea time, if that is :
the question. . -

Mr. Loam That was m question. ..-

Do you believe the Maritime, Administration will get into the
procurement of simulators for training similar to the procutement
of training vessels? Or will this be the State school responsibility or
the private school responsibility?

Mr. Nehuadik. That is a very interesting questionn. My think* .
at the moment %would be that we should test the simulator mechrl.
nism on a -entailer scale than CAORF rand to see Orouglk that
experiment how effectivd that kind of training can be to substitute
for sia time. ,.*
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It is our belief that five simulators in the near'term will be
necessary to meet.the, simulator requirements df the', convention.
We are trying to calculate the cost and look at the budget implica-
tions of that: . *-

It would be our expectation at the moment that these would be
made available .to the States through a Federal program. I think
we will have ari opportunity to discuss this further as our autkOri-
zation bill finds its way to this committee. .

Mr, LOSCH. Who will make the determi9ation as to whether or
not simulators are equhalency or will meet the equivalency re-
quirements? .

-
Mr. Njutow. The ultimate final deteriAination, ih my under -

standii, is that of the Coast Guard, and that is rightly the case.
Mr. Loscit. The Coast Guard would make that determination and

IMCO would honor it? .
114. NEMIROW. I believe under the current convention, States are

pernlitted latitude in determining what they will accept as equiva-
lency. I cannot be spetific on that. Perhaps you might want to
address that to the Coast Guard.

Mr. LOSCH. If I might follow up on a question regarding sailing
on 'foreign-flag, U.S.-owned vessels; if a situation arose where *e
had a greatersupply of officers than a demand for seagoing billets.

.... would that change your attitude about seagoing on U.S.-owned_
foreign:flag vessels, or do you believe that the alternative of allow--
ing them .to have a shoreside billet in lieu of them 'fulfilling their
seagoing obligations was preferable?
1 Mr. NEMIROW. You have me going back and forth.

`The last question had to do with aft inadequate number of men.
Now, you are asking about an inadequate numker of billets given-
an adequate number of en. li

which *ill be specified if his bill is adopted, that service.obligation
Our position continues to be that as far as the service obligation

ihouldi-k focused exclusively on U.S.-flag, U.S.-owited vessels..
Mr. Losat. If we were to make the U.S. vessels a real reserve,

force, what would be your opinion regarding paying these Maritime
officers a salary similar to those of other Federal academy gradu-
ates during their period of active duty in lieu of the normal scales.'
paid?; .

. A -
.

What I, am suggehting is,,if you took a scholaiship or grant from
the Federal Government and had an obligation to serve, say. 2
yeArs active duty in the U.S. merchant,marine, should they bb paid
the normal scale or should they be paid something equivalent to
what.a militaa officer gets graduating from another Federakacad-
emy? .

Mr. NEMIROW. As you know, the rates of pay are nbt set by the
Federal government and neither are the bills for these officers",
services paid by the 'Federal Government. 7 believe that theiissues
that you \are raising ire issues which are con rontect in -tine collec-
tive bargaining

,ministration
I think it. behooves th the Congress and

the Maritime A at this point n t to engage in collec-
tive bargaining. .

I don t see that as a responsibility of the Maritime Administra-
ion unless you make Wk.. .

Mr. ILosch. Thank you, Mr. ChaIrman.

4'
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Mr. NEMIROW. Majority counsel hadnne addition'al question. .

.Mr. N148/11N." I had an additional series of questions on the
proposed IMCO standards, but for the sake of time I will submit
. them to you for written resborjse.

Mr. ikt.TCong. Gentlemen, thank you .for your testimony. We look
.foiviard to your responies to our written questions.

Thank you again.
[The following was received for t);e record:)

Quasinoss OF COMMITTEE AND ANSWERS BT MARAD

Question Na I. It would be helpful to have a complete list of maritim
4
education/

and .traiiiing.facilities provided by the Maritime Administration and by he various
mailne unions, both licensed and unlicensed. For each such facilit please pro-
vide-the name Of the organization operating the facility, the name d location of
the facility,-and a general description of the courses offered. -

- -Response. Attached is a comprehensive listing of the various no root maritime,
siducation andlraining facilities in the United States... _ ...

..
pONPROFIT MARM4 EDUCATION AND TRAINING PACILITIES IN `THE UNITED STATES

. A. MANTISES ADMINISTRATION 4MARAD) FACILITIES

=,...1...U.S .Merchant Marine Academy
Superintendent

- ' . .U.S 'Merchant Marine Academy
,

...
Kings Point, Long Island, New York 1104' (

i - - Operated by MarAd, the Academy offers a four-year program leading to a license
3. ''... as.ihmerchiult.manne deck and/or engineering officer, a commission as ensign in

,the United States Naval Reserve and an accredited Bachelor of Science Degree.
Th r curriculums are offeredNautical Science for the preparation of deck-
officer:4 ne Engineering for those interested in becoming engineer officers and

, a combination of the two, the Duat4cense curriculum, which leads to a license in.
. eadrenedialty. There ike also several elective programs id such areas as manage-

ment 7-Marine petroleum operations, nuclear engineering and naval architecture.
2. Maritline Administration Regional Radar Training Centersi . -

.:Eastern Region Radar Observer Training Center .
. 15Siate Street c- -

New York, New York i10004 . , ...

Grekt Likes Region Radar Observer Training Center
933-35 Summit Street " '
Toledo. Ohio 43604
Central Region Radar Observer TraininCerker

, 6th Floor', Unit 1, Section "A" - . .
4400 Dauphine Street
New Orleans, Louisiana 70146
Pacific Norttwest Are Radar Observer Training Center
2228 Elliott Avenue
Segtle. Wash' n 98121 . e
Western Yogi n Radar Observer Training Center

. Building 317. Pier 1, Fort Mason
'San FranciscorCalifornin..

A comprehensive collisioi evidence Fader training program for ship's 'deck offi
. cers is offered at all five locations.. Program components include radar theory,,
bperation and capabilities_of rzianne, radar systems, radar plotting end interprets-

., tion of radar idormation. Practical training is conducted on typical marine radar
display unite iffilizing an eketronically simulated visual display. Courses on other

. `types of modern electronic navigation equipment such as LORAN and gyrocompass.
- .- are also made available.' -li

3 Maritime Adrzilustration RiAnonaI Fjre Fighting 'Paining Program:
Military gealift Command Fire Fighting School
RD it 2,. Highway 33
Freehold, New Jereey.07728

Q 1 .4
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Naval Technical Training Center
Treasure Island. California

k VIA Commander MSC Pacific ,

Naval Supply Center
Building 310
Oakland. California 94625

Through MarAd. fire lighting training is offered for U S. merchant seamen: cadets
and trainees at the Military Seaton Command MSC) facilities in Earle. New Jersey,
and Treasure Island, San Francisco.,California By the close of fiscal year lt140 two')
additional MarAd fire fighting training facilities will be operational in New Orleans
and Toledo Also, new joint training agreements with MSC will improve and expand
on the training, facilities offered at Earle and Treasure Island. Our fire lighting
training' expansion is in step with anticipated Coast Guard regulations on Tanker-
men which will require fire fighting training
-1 Marine Diesel Engineering Continuing EduCation Progriim

Contintiation Education Coordinator
U S Merchant Nlanne Academy
Kings Point. Long Island. New York I 1024

At Kings Point. a five week training program for actively sailing marine engi-
neers is conducted in order to ensure well-trained diesel engineers for the medium
and slow speed diesel shipsentering the fleet, Theprogram also includes one week
short courses for Masters. chief mates, managers. port engineers and others con.
cerned with the operation- of these more economical vessels Speefal courses of
varying lengths may be tailored to meet specific needs of the maritime industry

STAFE MABITIME ALADEMES

I State University of New York Maritime College:
Rear Admiral Sheldon tiKinney. U$ MS
President
State University of New York Maritime College .
'fort Schuyler. Bronx. New. York 104631 . .

aerated as a unit of the State University of New York, the Ma 'lime College
offers a lour year program leading to a license as a merchant rine deck or
engineering officbr. a comnitsmon tn' the puled States Xaval rve 'and an
accreaTed bachelor of science or.engineering degree Majort incled marine trans-
portation. marine engineering, marine nuclear science, meteorology. anoggaphy.
computer science, electrical' engineering,,naval architecture and ocean engineering
Also a graduate program grants a masler of science degree in transportation man
agement and a complementary graduate program in transportation engineering is
betng developed . .5

.1^

2.) Maine Maritime Aeadem-f 4 -
. ,. .

-

Rear Admiral Edward i% Rotige;S. USMS,
Superintendent .
.Marne Maritime Academy -

o Castine, Maine 04,12.1 '' . - -

-As an independent state.,9perateclinstitution. the Academy riff
pre/gram leading to,atlicense ag 'merehairt marine deck or engin
commission in the ,United $lates,"Naval Reserve and an accredit , bache of
science degaee in n awl science roc. deck officers and in Marine enginetring for-
engineering officers Shari courses are also littered car sabjeci,s 'such as rider. ad-

, vanced.ships medic e, marine maitagenKnt bystenikand human factors to experi-
enced officers and efpni *up company persot4nel

r,$ Texas Marit e College.
,1

.

° Rear* miralEennetl*G.Ilayn'es. USMS
Deer]. exas Maritime Collegd

kai AtirM,Universiti.at paiv.i.s` ton
x1675 I

G tort. Texas 77553 ' . ....

Atka so ponent 157-Ahe 'Vexes A&M University at GalVesto , the college offers a
four Jen r p am leading' to a license as. a merchant marine deck or engineering
offkw. :; a lesion in the t3 S Naval Reserve and art accredited bachelor of
science Majors include marine transportation. marine biology, marine set-! ence. marl engineerfng and marine systems engineering, Special courses on radar
an4 oil titian Control ale also available

* chusetts 'Maritime Academx . .
. N..

r year
itig o er. a
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Rear Admiral Lee Hatrington, USMS
Prev/led
Massachi.wits Maritime Academy
Buzzards May, Massachusetts 02532

Operated by the Commonwealth of Massackuvits, the Academy offers a fotir year
program leading t'o a lion,* as a merchant marine deck or engineering officer, a
commission in the US. Naval Reserve and an accredited bachelor of science degree
in manhe transportation or marine engineering. Separate courses in oceanography,

easengineering and fisheries are also offered..

California Maritime Academy:
- Rear Admigil Joseph P. Rime, USMS
President
California Maritime Academy
Vallejo, California 94591

Operated as an independent educational facility of the State of California. the
Academy offers a (our-year program leading lo a license ac a merchant marine deck
or engineering officer, a commission in the U.S Naval. Reserve and an accredited'
bachelor of science degree in marine engineering technology or nautical industrial

. technology. Marine related adult education courses are also made available in the
evenings and on weekends.

6. Great Laois Maritime Academy:
. 'Rear Admiral George B. Rector,. upms

-Director i -
Great Lakes Maritime Academy
Northiestern Michigan College.
Traverse City, Michigan 49684

As a division of Northwestern Michigan College, operated by She State of Michi
pnt.the academy offejs a three-year program leading to a license as a Pneat Lakes
deck officer dot class pilot) or engineering officer and an associate of applied science
degree. Study are include navigation, marine engineering, marine electronics, ship
construction, cargo stowage, refrigeration and marine traffic regulations. Practical
experience, in deck and engine operations is acquired on Great Lakes commercial
vessels.

C. MARITIME LABOR OPERATED SCHOOLS \

Alm

, -
1. Calhoon MEBA Engineering School:

Direc*r
' Calhoon MEBA gngineering School

9 Light Street .
Baltimore. Md. 21202

Egtahlished under terms .of the collective bargaining agreements between the
Marine Engineers Beneficial Association. District le-PCD and its contracted compa-
nies, this school prepares entry level applicants to become qualified marine en s-
neers with a U.S. Coast Guard 3rd Assistant Steam and Diesel Licenselafter comp
tion of a comprehensive three year course which includes trainingsat sea on van .
U.S. merchlint ships. n addition, active MEBA members are offered separate

patcourses in license pre tipn. shipboard electricity. welding. liquefied gas, electron-
ICE, refrigeration/air con itioning, medical care and diesel engineering. Additional °
facilities located in Easton, Marylandrare used for lifeboat and firefighting training
in addition to the use of MarAd facilities at Earle, N.J. The school's diesel labora-
tory and other will be moved from Baltimore to the Easton
location when constructione a new dormitory-classroom building is completed 590
personnel, including 120 n ngineers, finish training heie annually /
2. Maritime Institute of Technology and Graduate dies:

Director
Maritime Institute of Technology and,Gradu Studies
5700.Hammonds Ferry Road . .
Linthicum Heights: Md. 21090 ,-?

Financed through a trust fund, from contributions hy companies having union
contracts with the International Organization of *asters. Mates and Pilots
f/OMM&K union members are offered several courses which relate to the needs of
the contemporary deck °Meek. License' upgrading: radar and collision avoidance. system training and recertification, law/ships business, cargo, (including liquefiel
gas and liquid petroleum products). engineering for the deck officer/. and shipboard
medical care, are the principal areas covered 900 personnel complete training
annually 1

. .
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8. The Harry tundeberg School:
President
The Harry Lundeberg School

Mary's County
Piney Point, Md. 20674

Operated by the Seafarer's International Union, the primary mponent of this
echool is a three month basic training course for high seas and licensed
'entry level applicants. Courses are also offered to members rtification as
lifeboatmen, able seaman, tankerman, fireman/oil/water tender (FOWF), qualified
member of the ewine department (QMED), cook/baker and towboat operator. A
high school equivalency diploma (GED) course, 1st Aid/cardiopulmonary resuscita-
tion training dnd fire fighting training (using MarAd facilities at Earle; N:J.) are
offered. College credit& are available for all courses. 2,800 personnel, including over
1,000 high seas and towboat trainees, receive training here annually. '

4. NMU Upgrading and Retraining School:,
. 'Director of Training

NMU lipgradini and Retraining School
346 West 17th Street
New York, N.Y. 11011

This school, which is operated by the National Marftime Union (NMU), prepares
members, through, a variety of unlicensed skill level courses, for the deck, engine,
and stewards department. Courses in emergency/safety areas such as flit fighting
(using MarAd facilities at Earle, N.J.), lifeboat surAval and first aid are also
protrided. 345 personnel complete.training ahnually.

5; MEBA, No. 2 at AMO High Seas School; , -, Director of Training
'MEGA No. 2& AMO High Seas School r
672 4th Avende
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11232

This school, operated by the Mariiie Engineers Beneficial Association (MEBA)
District No. 2/Associat5d daritirne Officers' (AMO) union 'provides three to four
month license preparation training courses for engine and deck personnel who sail
on the high seas ships under contract to this union. Special courant in lig
natural gds (LNG), refrigeration, electrical, &Owl and firefighting are 'also avarligo
165 personnel are trained per year.

6. MEBA No. 2 & AMO Great Lake; School: ' : /
Director ofTraining
MEBA No. 2 & AMO Great Lakes School
933-35 Summit Street \ .

ng

.Toledo, Ohio 43604 - ; n
Operated by the Marine Engineers Beneficial Association (MESA) District No. 2/

Assoicated Maritime Officers' %MO) uniqn, this school provides three to four, month
license preparation courses air Beek a4 engineering personnel who sail, on the
Great Lakes ships whicolvotne under this union's contract. Special upgrading train-
ing for steward departat personnel is also available. 140 personnel are trained
per year. . ..

7. ARA TIME Training Program:
Director .. IrS'.; t
ARA Technology Institute for Maritime Elect '' .,
826 West 42nd Street
!few York, N.Y. 10036 4 .

Operated by the American Radio Association (ARA), members are trained at the
Ameriaan Radio Association Technology Institute for .Maritime Electronics (ARA-
TIME) in modern marine electronic equipment maintenance and repair by comhin
ing correspondence with residence courses. A Radio Electronics Officer (REO) course
and other. specialty upgrading courses are offered. Approtimately 800 personnel
receive this training annually. ".

-
8. ROU Training Program: 4

t
44

Directqr
ROU in' Program ,
P.O. Box 508, Route 5 Easton, Marylang.21601 .. -

radio officers is offered. A.Radio MectronicsOfficer (REO) course and her special.
Ai operated. by the Radio Officer's Union (ROU), entry training tarospective

lg. upgrading training courses are also provided by combining residence and corr.-
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spondcrice courses. Approximately, 150 personnel, including 24 new radio officers,
complete training annually.

D. OTHER MARITIME TRAINING FACILITIRS

1. Lake Carriers Association.
Lake Carriers Association

,1411 Rockfeller Building
Cleveland, Ohio 44113,,

'During the winter months. license preparation courses are'Vered to deck officers
in Duluth. Unit:eased upgrading courses for Able Seamen and Firemen /Oilers are
offered periodically throughout the, year in Cleveland. Average annual output is 110.
This includes dearly twenty deck officers from the winter program in Duluth There
are no fixed facilities Use 9f 1 school clapsrooms or other lotations is made as
can be arranged.
2. National River Academy of e United States of America:

Executive Director
National River Academy of the United States otAmerica
Drawer No. 827
Helena, Arkansai 72342

This academy is financed by a number of river towboat companies as a manage-
ment initiative. An entry level deck bend course and upgrading courses for all
categories of vessel operating concerned with the inland waterways are
offered. An effective recen Won to the school is a Tankerman &large) Training
Simulator. 560 personnel, Inc uding 265 new dockhands, are traine011nually.

3. Seattle Central Community College:

1

Seattle Central Community College
Marine Technology
4455 Shilehole Avenue, NW
Seattle, Washington4+8107-

Operlited by the State of Washington. a two year associate degree in marine deck
or.enfruni. technology oriented towards the commercial fishing, towboat and ferry-
boat' industries is offered. Some graduates- have found employment on U.S.., flag
tankers. Some sea service credit for this training has been approved by the Coast
Guard. 75 students complete this program per year.
4. Southern Maine Vocational Technical Inititute:

Director
:2

Southern Maine Vocational Technical Institute
Fort Road
So-uth Portland, Maine 04106

Thischool is part of the State ofMaine Vocational Technical Education System.
At this facility, a small number of entry 10%1 applicants participate in a three year
cs1Sleocria program which has funding from Gulf Oil Company. Sea training is pro-. on Gulf Oil tankers. Students graduate with a 3rd Mate or 3rd Assistant
Engineer license. A two year associate degree ,program leading to employment and
Iiieensing as mate or engineer on uninspected oil and mineral industry vessels is also
available. The annual output, divided between the two programs, is 35 graduates.
5. The Seamen's Church institute of New York Mercnt Marine School:

Director
Seamen's Church Institute of New Yort
Merchant Marine School
15 State Street
New York, New York 10004 ,

This school is operated' by the Sramen's Churcb.Institute, an activity of the
Episcopal Church in the Diocese of New York. License _preparation courses are
provided for practically all categories Woman and Inland personnel. There are also
separate classroom courses on WEAN. Gyrocompass, Omega and Fire Fighting.
Annual output is 270. The school also offers a number of general studies coureetfor
the benefit of merchant/I/Semen of all nationalities.
6. LouisianaMarine and Petrolkum Institute: -

Director
Louisiana Marine and Petroleum Institute

.. P.O. Box 236

t
Chauvin. Louisiana 70344
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This is Louisiana's state-financed marine training school for vessel operating ,
personnel involved with development of marine related resources of the Gulf Coast.
Wcordingly, it offers deck and engineering preparatign for limited licenses, units.
specter towing vessel operator, trinkerman, able seaman oiler and deckhand
courses. In addition, a core program will be initiated soon which will provide entry.
courses for, prospective mates and engineers of offshore mineral and oil vessels and
mobile drilling unit& tinticipated annual output is 450 personnel.
7. Brainsport College.

Braksport College.
P.' Department of Oceanic & Marine Technology

500 College Drive
Lake &whop, Texas 77566
shoo, of peat of the State of Texas education system. A two year associate

degree pprrocggrr which contains a variety of marine oriented applications is oflbred
Small num bere of oil and mineral vessel operating personnel take 'operate tanker.
man; able seaman, and license preparation courses. Ai nual marine related output is
25 itersonnel.
8. Charles F. Chapman School of Seamanship and Martime Arta:

Aistrator
Charle&F;Chapitian School for Seamanship and Maritime Arts

. 1755 S.W. Mapp Road.
Palm City. Florida 33490

This school depends on funds via a Depariment of Labor, tomprehinsive Educe.
tion' and Training Act (CETA) contract and the Department of Education of the.*
State of Florida. -0 and sinall vessel operating courses are offered. Enroll.
went is small and students normally fi nd employment on yachts and oil and
'Wirral vessels. Annual output is nearly 50 gradates.
'9. Marine Fire Fighting and Emergency*Training School:

Chief
Fire Protection Training Division
"ens Engineering Extension Service
The Texas A&M Univerility Stystem
F.B. Driver K

OperateC°111% the Texas Engineering Extension Service, a part of the ,Tegas A&M
Station, Texas 77843

University System, a five day marine fire fighting and emergency training-bourse is
offered. Extensive handsn training utilizing marine - related mock-ups is provided.
Annual output is approximately 500.
10.Ketchilcan Community ddlege:

Ketchikan Commuity College
. .President

Ketchikan, 9 9901
7th & Madison

This ichool id fund by the State `of Alaska through the University of Alaska IP
community college item. The main course of instruction is a sixty hour lifeboat.
man course- by the U.B. Coast Guard. Other areas of instuction include
deck officer license preparation, able seamen, diesel mechanics, electronic naviga-
tion, and wecial offerings tailored to the local needs of Alaska ferry and commercial
fishing vessel personnel- Approximately 200 persons receive training anhually.
Nearly 100-of this number receive Iifeiroat training.

Nova This Kilning is not exhaustive. In addition to the above nonprofit schools;
there are several commercial schools loaded. in several U.S. ports which offer
license preparation courses to seafarers who have accumulated requisiteoft expert.

litMeliest No. S. As you know, we ay have a problem. concerning the Interna tion.
al Convention on Standards of Training, Certification dnd Watchlceeping for Seafar-
ers. with Annex, 1978, done at London, July 7,1978.

(a) What role did, the Maritime Administration play in the formulation of the
Convention?

&sponse. The Maritime Administration served in an advisory role both in the
U.S. working group of labor . management anvernment representatives formed
by the UR Coast Guard to develop -United aWposition papers, and as part of the
U.S. delegation in London. The objective of the MarAd role was to influence the
US._ position to insure that a practical text of the convention would result which

would not dontlict with U.S. practices. For example, on the 1 inonth sea time issue,

r"
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the U.S position firmly protected the procedures used by the state acadenlies and
this was reflected in the draft Convention prepared by the IMCO Subcommittee qn
standard cif Training,and Watchkeeping approved by the IMCO Maritime Safety
Committee, and submitted to the IMCO Conference as the basis for preparation of
the final convention language. When this issue was Ironed at the 1978 Conference e
itself, filarAd supported the effort of the U S Delega to defeat a move to require a
two year minimum- sea time requirement, but the U S Delegate we unable to
prevent the one year minimum from carrying

(b) What role will the Maritime Administration play in the implementation of the
noon?
pone. ing ratification of the Convention by the United States, the,

Ide ministration, as the Federal agency responsible for the Government's
role in maritime education, will work closely with -Retitral, state and industry
training progr administrators, and in coordination with the U.S. Coast Guard, to 6insure that (We requirements of the Convention are met by approved training `,
programs, subject to any conditions or reservations attached to U.S. ratification For
example, we are currently addressing the "12-month, seatime" issue which affects
Kings Point.

(c) Is the Maritime Administration generally satisfied with the provisions con-
tained in the Convention? Why

Response. In general, we considdlOthe Convention to be a major first step in
establishing minimum international standards fol. the professional competence of -
merchant marine personnel of-all flags. As with any Oocument created by group
composed of diverse interests, the final product is bound to have areas of difficulty
for many of the parties, and areas in which a particular participant can see room
for improvement. - %

The "twelve-month 'satin*" issue for new licensed deck officers is an obvious
area of difficulty, which the Maritime Administration is addressing in conjunction
vdth the ncadhaues and the Coast Guard, for a solution within the context of the
Convention. Regulations in the Convention pertaining 'to officers on ship. alas
than 200 gross t r tons raise serious lanes concerning the need for formal
training plogrpm n the sectors of the U.S.,maritime industry where ships of this
size predominate. ,

From the standpoint of the Convention's training and certification standard for
crews of large ships engaged in international trade, we are generally satisfied with
the Convention as a firdt s tep in establishing minimum international' standards.

(d) What initiatives is the Maritime Administratio4 taking with the federal, state
and union schools to carry out its responsibilities with respect ,i) the Convention?

Response. The Maritime Administration imMediately supplied copies of the Con-
vention to the Iteademies and has completed a comparison of applicable regulations
in the Convention to the curricula of the academies. We also insured that all union
schools had copies 4 the Convention. In meetings with representatives of the
academies and the3nion khotils and reiview of the curricula, it was concluded that
the "twelve-month seatime" issue was the critical point for officer training. Other
factors such alft firefighting training, medical-care training and physical standards,
while, requiring attention, were considered resolvable within activities underway.

&
The Maritime Administration initiated meetings with U.S. Coast Guard on the

" twelve -month seatime:' issue and in cooperation with the academies has in prepa-
nation a detailed prd'posal. under Convention Article IX, Equivalentchicb will be
stihniitted to Coast Guard as a proposed solution.

(e) Do you believe that the Coast Guard is taking a realistic a ache to the
Convention? Why? . .

Response. With the exception of the "twelve-month seatime' issue affecting the
academies, there are no crucial issues raised by the Convention affecting existing
Federal, state end union schools In light of the time interval to when the Cohven-
tam nr4ht come into effect\ we believe that Coast Guard is acting realistically in its
approach to the Convention by giving, the training institutions and the Maritime
Administration ail ,adequate interval' and opportunity to propose solutions to the
seatime issue.
. Question No. .. As you know; the Studds Coinmittee Report made,a number of
recommendations concerning the U.S.' Naval Reserve

(a) The first recommendation is that legislation authorizing the Secretary of the
Navy to appoint cadets at the State Maritime Academies as Reserve Midshipmen in
the US. Navy would be acted upon in the early days of the 96th Congr. As ou
know, the legislation referred to in this recommendation is H.R. 1091 95th
green. This provision has been incorporated into the bill as suNwtion 1304(e). Woul
you inform doe Conimittee as to the difference between the language implimenting
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the Studds Committee recommendation and the language of subsection 1304(e) as
amended by the Marithne Administration and the reasons for your positiofi?

/, Me only difference between subsection 1304(e) as currently written in
51 and our language is the specific reference to the Merchant

Ma Reserve1 U. aval Reserve. The designation of students at the maritime
academies as Midshipman, Merchant Marine Reserve. U.S. Naval Reserve, is in.
tended to lead these students, who are receiving Federal assistance to become
merchant marine officers, irito the specific component of the Naval Reserve which
has been designed for actively sailing merchant marine officers,

The Merchant Mqrine Reserve, U.S. Naval Reserve is the specific component in
the Naval Reserve created for eligible actively sailing merchant marine officers, The
Department of Navy policy is that these officers will not be recalled involuntarily to
active duty in the Navy during a national emergency or in time of war. Instead they
will continue to serve aboard merchant shim id their regular merchant marine
officer employment, utilizing the* special training received in this program to
coordinate merchant marine act) 'es with our Armed Forces

The designation of .8 student as Midshipman, Merchant Marine Reserve,
Naval Reeerve,_ does not change the "none or obligations of the sludenesince, on
greduat ...iontbigestudent still has that:option to apply for active duty in a differept
Naval Resell/ (or other uniformed service) as provided in I304(1)())1FXni)
of the bill. Further, those graduates who do not pursue a sailing option would
ultimately be transferred administratively by the Navy to a different Reserve
Program (e.g. Surface Combatant Program).

Our proposed amendment would give recognition to the existence of the Merchant
Marine Reserve, U.S. Naval Reserve and make the provision consistent with the
program at the academies. The revision %vault not foreclose the acceptance by
Federal and state school graduates of commiasons in other componnts of the U:S.
Naval Reserve if offered by the Department of the Na. Ad you know, certain
provisions in the bill (subparagr 1803(hXI)DXiii) and 130440 IXFXiiii) provide
hat active duty and any subeeq reserve status in any other branch of the
Armed Forces or in the NOAA will satisfy the service obligation and
substitute for the Naval Reserve stat Lion.

(b) Another Studds Committee recto ation I would like yyoouu to comment on is.
the one which provides that the so-call servicq obligation I legislation to be pro-

. posed by the Administration is expected to be submitted to the Congress fore the
end of 1979: and it should be acted upoiLin the early days Of the 96th Co As

know, the legislation referred to is H.R.603 and H.R. 604. Pursuant to the
udds Committee recommendation, the provisions contained in these bill have'

been incorporated into H.R. 6451 In this regard'.
U.S Merchant Marine Academy. Section 1303(h)(1)(c) of the bill requires candi-

dates "(Cr to apply for, end if tendered, accept an appointment as a commissioned
officer in the United States Naval Reserves:`:':_..

As you know, the Secretary of the Nairy is current y authorized to appoint cadets
at the Academy as Reserve Midshipmen in the Naval Reserve (section 1309(f) of the
bill).

State Maritime Academies. Section 1304(f)(1XE) of the bill requires student loan
recipients's-0M to apply. for, and if tendered, accept an appointment as a commis-
sioned officer in the United States Naval Reserve, . .

The Maritime Administration has seen fit to propose an amendment to both of
these provisions of leis(' What would be the effect of your proposed amendments and
the rationale for them,'

Response. The irate It of our proposed amendments is to specify that the normal
component of the Naval Reserve into which graduates at both thFederal and state
academies would be offered Naval Reserve commissions, is the Merchant Marine
Reserve, us. Naval Reserve component Since thiii is the Naval Reserve component
specifically created by the Navy for actively sailing merchant marine officers, the
proposed ch, If accepted, would add to the stress in the bill on sea service as
the primary

ai
ctive of the academies. These change. do not affect the options

available to the graduate or to the Navy if the graduate seeks active duty in the
Navy. For active duty 'ce under the provided in the bill the Navy Would
administratively the commission r. to a different Navy Reserve
component designator.

On the other hand, a tenon o tuition in a Naval Rewrve component
other than the Merchant e , U.S. Naval Reserve, worT M work to the
detriment of an actively sailing merchant marine officer since he or she would then
have to compete with a broad spectrum of Reservists under conditions in which an
actively sailing merchant marine officer would find it difficult to rqeet the different
Reserve 'training requirements. This has, in fact, been the past experience prior to

41
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establishment of the Merchant Marine Reserve. U.S. Naval Reserve, as a specific
Naval component for merchant marine officers.

Question No. 4. Please detail the different types and amounts of federal assistance
that are provided to the state academies.

Response. Actual fiscal year 1979 obligations by the'Maritime Administration to
support the state academies were:

, SI* Grit Odd asursco
Tams to

_mialorance tae
Net

Woes 8100,000 5445,731 6379.842

100400 621.000 1,036.569

Masuctaseitt ' . , 100.000 402,239 160:029

MV01144.... 100.000 125.638 in
New York. 100.000 852.329 498.807

lexas - . j00,000 137,303 - 378,848

tot* 800,000 2.584.240 2.354.095

goods dome to olidrate taws soussta.
* m soneseiz Dees ivsmi 1s sR 1601444 ages

w4

Our fiical year 1980 budget provides the following in the way of assistance:

Grants $600,000
Allowance payments for uniforms, textbooks and ausbaiatence of cadets. 2.600.000
Maintenance and repair of the training vessels 3,585.000

, Reactivation of a training vessel for Massachusetts Maritime Academy . 3,500,000

Total v 10,285,000

Note: Actuarditributios of the student allowance and maintenance and repair funds during
the year are subiect to such variables as student attrition and current maintenance and repair,
rolitimmenta at the individual' academies.

Question No. I On what basis is the $1,200 annual student support payment to
the state academies determined?

(a) How often is it reviewed for adequacy?
Of) Has it ever been revised?

The basis for the $1,200 figure 18 found in the Maritime Academy Act of
19588 (Public Law 85-672). Section 6(a) of the Act provides, in part, that "The
Secretary may enter into agreements, with each academy or college with which he
contracts under section 4 to make payments. at rate not In' excess of $1,200 per
academic year per student. to such academy or college, with respect to each student
attending such academy, or college."

When the Act was approved in 1958. the figure was set at $600. Since then it has
undergone periodic review and in 1977 it was increased to $1,200 when the Act was-
amended by Public Law 95-173.

Question No. g Why do you propose to change federal student subsistence pay-
ments to the state academies to loans?

Response. Converting the student allowances to forgivable loans will provide the
Government with the necessary lever to enforce the service obligation proposed for
state academy vaduates. The enforcement mechanism differs from that proposed
for the FederafAcadinny where graduates may be called to active duty by the
Secretary of the Navy since Navy has indicated that they may not have the capacity
to accommodate both Federal and state academy graduates. Further since state
academy studebts receive only a monetary benefit for part of the cost of ,their
Wining, the leaner benefit is -better reflected in a lesser sanction, in this tom a
monetary eanetect ekind the monetary benefit. than would be applicable to -
students at the Foam academy.

Question No. 7. On'page 3 of your statement; discussing the inclusion of the term
"Radio Officer?" within your proposed defined term for "Merchant Marine Officer",
you state

"I would like to add immediataky here that although the definition includes Radio
Officer, it is not our intent to initiate a federally-supported program for Radio
Officer training, but the explicit autbotity is.warranted for possible mobilisation or
other emergency needs."

I think thefiearing record should be very cleat as to what you are proposing here:

97
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(a) How woulda,the conclusion of the term "Radio Officer" give you explicit
authority for possible mobilization or other emergency needs?

(b) Would this so called explicit .authority extend to the Federal Academy, the
state maritime academies and supplementary training provided by Section 1305?
Just what would be the scope of the authority you are reaching for here?

(c) Why do you need this authority?
Response If no definition of "Merchant Marcie Officer" is included in the.tal, we

would clearly have authority to train Radio Officers under Sections 1203, 1304, 1305
and 1306 of the bill,since Radio Officers are licensed merchant marine officers. If a
definition is to be included, as we recommbnd, the list should include "Radio
Officer" to prevent exclusion of authority to train Radio Officers if necessary in
emergencies..The explicit authority in our proposed definition extends to the Feder-
al Academy (Sec. 1303) and the'etate mantic academies (Sec. 1304) where the term
"Merchant Marine Officer" is used. Section 1305, covering supplementary training
and Section 1306, covering the U.S. Maritime Service do not use the term- "Mer-
chant Marine Officer" but instead refer to "licensed" personnel. Exclusion of "Radio
Officer" from the definition of "Merchant Marine Officer" would,. at the least, raise
a question of the intent of Congress with regard to the authority in sections 1305
and 1306, since "licensed" is equated to "officer".

TheMaritime Administration is of the opinion that addition of the definition -
improves the bill be clarifying and making explicit the intent and scope of the bill.

The addition of the two definitions proposed by the Maritime Administration is
intended to make it clear that the mission of the academies, the service of their
graduates, and the scope of Federal assistance in maritime training, extends to All

isectors of the maritime industry including limited licenses and small tonnage ves-
sels. Under mobilization or emergency conditions, the Maritime Ad ministra oq
should have available the authority to augtnent the work force to meet any large-
scale demand including a need for radio officers created by reactivation of the
National-gefense Reserve Fleet or bran emergency shipbuilding program ,

Question No. S. You have indicated that the parenthesis on lines 11 and 14 of pep
5 of the bill changes the meaning of the provision of law set forth in 46 U S.C.
1126b-1.

(a) What is the intent of the existing provision of law?
(b) How does the parenthesis ehange.this intent?
Response. The precise wording of this sentence in the existing statute is
"The persons receiving instruction under authority of this Act shall receive the

same pay, allowances, emoluments, to be paid from the same appropriations, and
subject to such exceptions as shall be jaunty agreed upon by the Secretary of
Commerce and the Secretary of the Interior, shall be subject to the same rules and
regulations governing admission, attendance, discipline, resignation, discharge, dis-
missal and graduation as cadets. . .".

The intent of the words in the existing statute is (1) to indicate that expenses for
'students from these areas shall be paid from the regular appropriations -for the
Academy, and (2) that the Secretaries of Commerce and Interior may agree: on
exceptions in the treatment of such students regarding standards of admission,
attendance, discipline, etc. -

The phrase "and subject to such exceptions as shall be jointly agreed upon by the
Secretary of Commerce and the Secretary of the Interior" as written in the statute
applies to the rules and regulations governing admission, attendance, discipline, etc.
and not to the phrase "to be pdid from the same appropriations." And therefore, the
closing parenthesis should come after the word appropriations" and the closing
parenthesis and the semi-colon should be deleted from line 14 on page 5 of the bill.

We wduld like to note for the benefit of the Subcommittee that this special
conaideration for admission,of students from the Trust Territory of the Pacific and
the Northern Mariana Islands is being reviewed as part of the negotiations intended
to lead to termination of the U.N. Trusteeship and agreement on a Compact of Free
Association which will establish a new and unprecedented political status for the
emerging states of Palau, the Marshall Islands and the Federated States of Micro-

. nesia. As soon as details of these negotiations are completed, the Subcommittee will
be informed of any proposed changes affecting this subsection.

Question No. 9 Your recommended amendment to line 13 on page 6 of the bill
that the words "equivalent uniform and textbook" be substituted for the words "the'
same pay and allowances" would apdear to be-a part of your recommendation that
subsection 1303(g) be rewritten as set forth on page 6 on your statement. Am r
correct in this? .

(a) In both instances you say that such changed will conform the bill to existing
administrative procedures. This would appear to raise the question as to that legal
authority you are operating under at the present. time
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_ (b) hi both instances 'your rationale for the proposed amendments is far from
specific. Just what are you reaching for here? At the prbsent time, have any cadets
not received all required uniforms, textbooks and official transportation expenses'

(c) What is the current status of your rules and regulations in this regard" Are
they up-to -date'

(d) Every year ,we autharize-eand appropriate Hinds for the Academy If your
proposed amendments are enacted, what would prevent u from amending your
rules and regulations so as to increase the liability of the nited States beyond the
amounts appropriated?

Response The two proposed amendments are related in that both are concerned
with the issue of uniforms and textbooks The distinction being that subparagraph
1303(e)(3) deals with foreign nationals and Section 1303(g) covers United States
citizens The following paragraphs are keyed to the specific questions abovf

(a) The authority for the existing administrative procedures can be found in
Section 216141 Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended; covering citizen cadets,
and Public ,Law 79-701 and 46 U SC 1126b covering foreign nationals and U S
territory cadets While the existing statute speaks.to allowances, the existing proce-
dure and the intent of, the statute, is to provide uniforms and textbooks at no cost to
the individual We are issuing al) the required uniforms and textbooks in She most
efficient and economical manner possible The foreign nationals enjoy the same
benefits as do citizen cadets (see 46 CFR Section 310 64).

Ibi Opr intention is to make it clear that the Government proviles the actual
uniforms and textbooks No midshipman. has ever been denied the required int-

, forms, textbooks and official transportation expenses ,

(c) The regulations pertaining to the Academy are currently being updated and
. will be promulgated in the t'ederal Register in the near future Any, changes

necessary,due to passage of H.R. 5451 will be effected promptly.
(d) Within the amounts appropriated for'the Academy arefunds for uniforms and

'textbooks. The House "'Appropriation and Autlioiization Comtnittees permit us to
'reprogrant either up or down 15 percent or $250,000 whicheyer is less of a budget
line item without further reference to Congtess. This has at times been' done to
permit operating unite to meet minor program changes usually related to price
changes, If a greater sum is required the Agency has to submit a reprogramming'
action to the Appropriations Committee. A copy of this. is provided-to the Aiithoriza

) lion Committee If the cost change is a permanent one it also has to be addressed in
I the next budget submission Therefore, there it adequate Congressional oversight of

reprogramming actions above the established threshold .

Question No: JO. On page 9 of your'statemeqt, you 'indicate that the implements-
tiorof what is or is not "marine related employment" provided by subparagraph
1303(h)(1XD)(h) "presents potentially a considerable administrative'problem '

( ) Will this be handled -on an ad hoc basis, or do- you intend to set forth in
reiulotions what are acceptable pointions?. ,.

) What sort of criteriaavilf you use in determining so-called "acceptable employ-
ment" for this purpose?, "

Response. The implementation of the shoreside service option willnot be done on
an,ad hoc basis. Rather, our regulations till establish criteria for acceptable Marine

_ , related positions A primary briterion will be that the position:makes a contribution
' to the development and/or Maintenance of the American merchant marl 'e or is

directly involved in the waterborne commerce, of the United States.
We will consider acceptable, positions of responsibility of an opergti l and .,

management nature in such marine related afeas as: _the Federal gay nment
(civilian, capacity), steamship companies, stevedoring companies, vessel c artering
and operations, cargo terminal ,operations, naval architecture, shipbuil mg and
repair, municipal and state port authorities, port development. marine e neering

-and tug and bargecompanies.,
Question Nd. 11 On pages 4 and 5 of your statement; ydu recommend tJiat a new

paragraph be/ added to subsection 1303(e), generally authorizing an ad itional 30
foreign stiidents'to attend the Federal AcadeniY.

. As r recall, the, Studds Committee recommendation i* this vegar generally
provided that the. question of foreign students from countries other than those -
specifically authorized by law shouldbe settled before it arises again, provisions

. should beAdopted similar to those which apply to the admission of fo gn students
to other Federal academies. Subsection 1303(e) generally follows th admissions
procedure for foreign students at the U.S Naval Academy.

I. (a) In view of the Studds Committee recommendation, what would b4 the justifica-
tion for,prqviding for an additional 30 foreign students at the Me pant Marine -

' Academy when the Naval academy does not appear to have a simile provision? Or ;
am I wroO?

I I
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(b) I do note, however that the Naval Academy provides for the admission of four
students from the Philippines, whereas, your authority in Ms regard has expired.
Would you want to have this-authority again?

Response We do not draw a,paraliel between the U S Merchant Marine Academy
and the US. Naval Academy oh the point of foreign students at Kings Point since

'the objectives of the two academies differ and the international relations aspect of
4 training foreign nationals at these two academies are significantly different. Never

theless, we do n haze any objection to the bill's language in Paragraph 1303(ei
which is b on the authority (10 U SO 6957) for foreign students at the U.S .

Naval A emy and adds students from Canada to our existing authority
Our recommended 'additional text would enable the Secretary of Commerce to

cooperate with the Secretary of State in permitting foreign students, without speeif
is statutory restriction as to nation, including additional students from. Western.
Hemisphere nations, to attend the Acadelny in 'the interest of promoting good
international relations The additional text would cover situations such as the
Philippines if that were found to be in the interests of U S. relations with that
country. Further the additional text provides for reimbursement for costs by the
foreign country unless waived in writingby the Secretary for any student admitted
under the proposed authority 'The limit of 30 persons was chosen' as a practical
up-per limit based on available facilities and translates to an average of less than
eight per year if done on a regular basis. The Maritime Administrationviews the .
proposed additional text as enabling the Academy, is a limited way, to be a resource
in promoting, international cooperation particularly in the areas of trade and
shipping.

Quesiton No. ii Onpage 10 of your statement, you recommend an amendment la
subsection 1304(d)(2),that would tie the Upper limit of the prescribed number of out
of-State students at any one State Maritime Academy to the number of students
enrolled rather than to such school's total student capacity which may or may not'
be fully utilized. . i

(a) What is the problem that you are aftempting to resolve with this amendment9
(b What would be the effect of this amendment on the existing six State man-

time academies?
Response We are attetipting to clarify the piovision in the bill dealing with out-

of-State students and establish a realistic basq for setting the upper limit The
existing language is too vague concerning the basis on which the upper limit is to be

* determined The wording "one-third of the student capacity" can be interpreted to
mean one-third of the entire student capacity or one-third of the freshman capacity.
The amendment would give the academies the assurance that the upper limit will
be within reasonable bounds Except for establishing a more specific basis,. our
proposed change no effect on the State academies additional to that which the
current statute has .

Question No. 13 ith respect to the service obligation provisions set forth in
subsection (h)(1)(1)), on page 10 of, your stItement, you state that "In addition to the
hardship waiver provision on page 9, has 1 and 2 of the print, we feel that there
should be a provision far deferments in exceptional cases for a period not to exceed
two years."

(a) What would you,consider, to be a hardship case' Could you give me some '
examples' .

(b) What would you consider fo be an exceptional case. Could you give me some
examples? ,

(c) Would you please. explain the effect of your proposed language ip subsection .
(ha) which reads as follows "Such deferment if granted by the Secretary, shall not
extend to the. Naval Reserve obligation set forth in subparagraph (ci of this subset-
tion or to the service requirements thereof, unless waived by the Secretary of the
Navy " , ,

Response la) Examples of hardship cases would be instances of impossibility of
performance of the licensing or employment provisions of the agreement dueA,
accident, illness or other major change in physical condition, o ,severe fami#
related hardships such as sole support of a bed-ridden parent. l "

(b) The reference to "exeeptional cases" is in connection with a proiisiori for adwo
year deferment of all or part of the service obligation ao that the individual may
pursue giaduate studies The intent ,of the words "exceptional cases" is to establish
the statutory basis for a possible regulatory requirement that the individual should
be required to make application for such deferment and demonstrate that, the
deferment, if framed, will be igi the interest of the country.as well 'as the individual.
The term is also intended to indicate that this fkoposed authority or the Secretary is
not to result in an automatic grant' of the de ermesit on any request, but is to be
based on, an evaluation an each instance.
'



AC) In "proposing thin authority for the Secretary,.'wethave been careful not to
extend the authority of the Secretary of commerce into areas under the authority

,of, the Secretary pr the Navy. The impharnt,would have to seek any additional ;%s
waiver regarding -the Naval Reserve service obligation from the Secretary of the
Navy as maybeconsid.ered neceesary...

; Orption Na 14. On page 11 of your statemept, coneerning the allocation ofstate
academy student loans, you reco nd tht rase "in a fair and equity
manner' set1forth on page 15, line of the bill shouldbe amended to read' In a

fair and equitalkberdantier as *term ed by the Secretary."
Ai- I recall, the Studds Committee Report found that the distribution of so-caned

assistance quotas among the wader& ve been arbitra , violate section 6(a) of .r
the Maritime Academy Act of 19581 as amended (46 ifS 1385(a)), and are not
property incorporated into agency, regulations The report went on to find that the
Maritime Administration should immediately end its improperly adopted quota
system, and seek legislative authority if it.continties to believe that restrictions on

_ the number of the students receiving subsistence allowandis are necessary;
Your proposed amendment would continue tot rive the Maritime Administration

the authority to continue the practices condemned by the Studds Committee As I '
.mentioned in my opening remarks, I am not wedded to any of the language in the
bill and the hearing record will remain open. If you still wish .to amend the phrase
"in a fair and equitable manner," I need draft language so that we,ean work on a
suitable.amendment for inaertion in the hearing record.

Response. We must respectfully advise that we do not agree with the assessment
in the Studds Committee Report that the distribuiton of the freshman subsidy
quotas viola* the Act The authority by which theMaritime Administration limits
the number of students that may receive subsistence payments under Public Law
85-672, the Maritime Academy Act of'1958, 46 U.S.C. 1981 et seq., is derived by

; reading Section 6(a) in taddem with Section 4 of the referenced Act. These sections
-allow two forms of financial assistance to state marital* acadeidiesSeciton 4 of the .
Act authbrizes rump sum payments not exceeding the amounts specified therein per ,
academy ok,college; Section 6(a) of the Act authorizes. payments not exceeding a
' specified amount per.student. Both sections provide that the "Secretary may enter
into agreements. . 2 ' (emphaiis added.) Given its plain- meaning, the word "may"
denotes discretionary or, permissive authority to enter into agreements. The Sec-

' retary, is not obligated to enter into an agreement. However, should the Spbretary
eater into an agreement, there are no statutory conditions for the agreement other
Irian the specified ceiling mbount& 4

Since the Secretary has the authority to withhold Federal financial assistance
from a maritime academy and all of its students, it necessarily follows that the
Secretary oleo hair the authority to grant aid to only a limited number of students.

The students selected, to be paid allowances en entry continue to be paid subject
to the terms of the Federal regulations (46 CFR Part 810, Section 810.7) during their
attendance at the academies. The Federal regulations dearly indicate that "The
Administration 'will notify an academy of the number' of students of their entering
class that May start to receive financial benefit allotments of allowances kir um-
forms, textbooks and 'subsistence in a given fiscal year." Further, the regulations
specify that there can be no substitution for students removed from the list of those
receiving allowances. The number of students paid reflect attrition estimates. We
are currently in the process of updating the regulations and will also include in
Section 310.7 the subsidy numbers for each academy or college heretofore only
referenced in the regulations but contained in separate letters,

We ire still of the opinion that the phrase "in a fair and equitable manner" on
page 15, line 17 of the bill should be revised to read ;'in a fair and equitable manner
as determined by the Secretary". It is nocemary to keep one element of control on
the total number of loans provided from the standpoint of precluding the uncontrol-
lable outlfow of funds, and the language of the bill should be clear regarding who
has the authority to exercise this control. Our proposed additional language "as

to the phitise "in a fair and equitable manner" if it is so !wear
determbied by the, ecretary" is intended- to make tals.clear. Wg have 11$0 objection

' Question lite15. With respect to the supplemental darning authorized by Section
1305. Would you pleads sub.qgt for the record a concise explanation of where this
training is conducted, the reedlike .involved; the courses offered, the number of
People trained, the cost of such training, the benefite,to the United States, and any
other information you think appro riate. What we require is a clear: concise state-
ment as to supplemental training t is currently provided.

(a.)in addition, what plans do u have for future expansions of course offerings?
(b) What criteria do you use,in deciding what courses to offer?
Response. (See attachment.)

.
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RECEIPTS TO TREASURY FOR TUITION- FEES 'COLLECTED FOR .FISCAL YEAR 1979

Courses

.9--
San Name

New York ' dew Colas Nub Neap Pointawl Seale

139,190 331.550 330,950 29.10
345.500

The following are descriptions of the coursers that are offered in the Supplemental
Training Program:

(8).consecutive working days and'the length of the course for Inland W
1. Basic Radar Obsegar for Any Waters m e" htCative*10;46063Lufailyeallin ;

(5) consecutive working days. CoUrse delivery locations are New York, New Orleans,
Tol4o, ,San Francisco and Seattle. Topics include. radar theory, °petition and
capabilities or marine radar systems, radar pl and interpretation (Any Waters
or Inland Waters. as appropriate). collision ayes' and navigational mantis,
Tactical training is _conducted on marine radar lay units utilizingen electrom:

:. lab simulated visual display. Prior to course completion Students will be required ....
v to satisfactorily demoistrate their "ability to operate a marine radar display unit.

plot" radar contacts and determine actions to avoid collision by. utilizing motion '
rapid interpretation technique learned during the course. The subjects reqUired for -
U.S. Coast Gulsrd radar observer endorsement for U.S. deck officer licenses, listed in
?Ale 46 Code of Fed* p dons tubsection 10.05(b), are covered in each come. ,

2 Radar Observer E free er The length of the course is three (8) comm-
. tiye Working days. Course delive A locations are New York, New Orleans, Toledo,

S.& Francisco and Seattle. Ref ice include radar plotting and interpret&
' tion, collision avoidance and navila exercises. Practical training is conduct6d.
1,en marine radar display mks u en electronically simulated visual display.

Prior to course cow letion students be required to opera a marine radar .
display unit, plot.. radar contacts, and e actions to avoid lliaion by utiliz-
ing relative motion rapid interpretation techniques reviewed d the course. The
subjects required for us. Coast Omni' radar observer endorse is for U.S. deck

7
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officer licenses, listed in Title 40 '(ode of Federal Regulations, subsection 1005=
46(b)(3) and (41, are covered in this course.

3 Radar Observer Recertification Exercise CourseThe length of the course is one
(1) day Course delivery locations are New York, New Orleans, Toledo, San Francis-
co and Seattle. Topics niclude radar plotting and interpretation, collision avoidance
and navigaticoal exercises. The recertification exercise is conducted on marine
radar display units utilizing an electronically simulated visual display Prior to
Verse completion students will he required to operate a marine radar display unit
Plot radar contacts and determine actions to avoid'collision by utilizing relative
motion rapid' interpretation The, euibjects. required for U S Coast Guard radar
observer endorsements for 'U S. deck officer licenses. listed in Title 46 Code 9f
Federal Regulations, subiection 10 06:46(bS3) and t4i, are ,covered in this course

4 LORAN -- The length of the course is five (51 consecutive working days Course
delivery locations are New York. New Orleans, Toledo, San Francisco and Seattle
The course in New York is conducted by the Seamen's Church Institute Merchant ,
Marine School for Admmistration applicants and other persons, and.* taught' by an
approved Instructor Courses in the ether cities are conducted by the Admimstra-

: Lion iNote l'he..LORAN and Gyrocompass course are combined into a single, five 15)
day course in toledo to. reflect- special requirements of Great Lakes navigation )

, Topic -include LORAN theosy, operation and capabilities of LORAN and C
n equipment and LORAN interpretation and plotting Practical training
is given on LORAN receiving equipment utilizing and electronically simulated'
LORAN - readout Prior tecourse.completton students will be required to satisfacto-

.. rily demonstrate thew ability to operate a LORAN receiver, taterpret groand waves
versus sky waves and plot LORAN A,and C lines of position using tables and charts *

5. Gyrocompass. -'The length of the course is five 151 consecutive working days
Course delivery recant:ins are New York. New Orleans. Toledo and San Franclaco
The course in New York is conducted by the Seamen's Church Institute Merchant
Marine School for Administration applicants and other persons, and 4S taught by an
approved Instrubtor Courses in the, other cities are conducted by the Administra-
tion (Note: The Girecompass and LORAN courses are combined into a single, five
(51day-course in Toledo to reflect special requirements ofGreat Lakes. navigation)
Topics include gyrocompass theory, operating prince 1 , start-up and basic mainte-

completion students will ,be required to satisfacto demonsfiate their ability to

mainte-
nance. Practical traininf is given on an operattoria gyrocompass Prior to course

start-up and orient a marine ,gyrocompaiMo the desired heading. complete assigned
maintenance tasks according to schedule, and perform troubleshooting and e$er-
gency evolutions .

6 ADF/Fathometer The length of the course is one (1) working day and is only
conducted in Toledo Topics include automated direction finding. radio direction
finding and fathometer operation Practical training is givenren a fathometer and
on operational radio direction finders Prior to COugif completion students will be
requited td satisfactorily describe equipment cambilitl, demonstrate ability to oper-
ate same and interpret data form these navigatronal aids

7 Basic Fire FightingThe practical marine fire fighting field exercise training
, course is available in Ear)e, New Jersey and Tilesure Island, California. Similar

programs will be available at New Orleans and Toledo in late 1980 The cos is
designed to equip, U S licensed and unlicensed merchant marine personrWand
Others engaged in waterborne commerce with an awareness of the causes, of fire in
ships and the precautions whichfshOuld be taken to prevent its outbreak, a knowl4 '
edge of the leaturNi, mainteitance and operational procedures associated with fire
Fighting equipment and breathing apparatus aboard ;ship. an experience in the
physical and psychological effects caused by the elements of tbp environment associ-
ated with fire situations, particularly when wearing breathing apparatus; and,

-a practical skills in the use of fire fighting appliances to extinguish fires in ships,
including the use of breathing apparatus, fixed and stationary fire fighting equip-
hient, survival, and basic search, rescue aad first aid techniques .

8 Diesel Propulsion Systems for Marini Engineers The length of the ,course is
five (5) weeks. The only location at which the course is offered is the U S Merchant
'Marine Academy, Kings Point, New York The course brings to the marine engineer
fundamentals and modarnfiractices in the field of marine diesel enginee,rdig. oper-
ation, repair and control The latest state'of the art methodologies and equipment
are used The course combines theoretical foundations of engine design Ind con-
stcuction information with considerable practicer training, Control systems, engine
maintenance, operation and trouble- dhooting are emphasized The course was devel-
oped with the seagoing, steam marine engineer in mind The course will blend the
steam experience with pertinent diesel engine practice to help make the steam

..1
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marine eninneer a diesel marine engineer The course also Intended for
thosedesiruig to upgrade rii motor licenses tp first and chief engineer.

9. Fundamentals of Monne l Systems.This one week course includes topics
on diesel engine construction, c cyyccles, two (2) and four (4) stroke engine consid-

'erationd, combustion systems, fuel ms, cooling and lubrication systems, puriti
cation systems and the pneumatic. electronicacontrol systems as they apply to
medium and slow speed ,plants This course is intended for managers, ship's superin-
tendents, port engineers and others who need a .basic overview of marine diesel
operation. .

10. Diesel Ship Operation and Control for CliiirMates and MasteraVhis one
week course gives deck personnel the necessary engineering information required to
operate diesel powered %easel!. Topics include an introduction to the diesel engine,
discussion of fuel and lubricating oils. preparations for arrival in port and getting
underway, operating *Peed ranges, methods of securing diesel plants, routine main-

. tenance and times requffed. engine casualties, pollution. vessel matieuvering, per-
sonnet considerations and -predictions of vessel performance.

Benefit* of Suppkmental TrainingThe benefits of this training cgn,be slimmed
up by saying that the program is designed to produce Radar.certifiefi deck officers
who can safely operate ships in order to avoid collisions at 'sea, damage to their'
ship/cargo, loss of the lives of the crew or harp to environment. This also applies to
those personnel who have completed the Firefighting Training Program and re-
ceivdd the appropriate' endorsement. The' estimated cost of the bee of one ship
would be more than the operational costs of the entire Supplemental Training
Program for years- to come. The diesel training p supports a national pro..

. gram fen increased,fuel efficiency and encou'raieme use of fuel efficient diesel
plants in an Industry traditionally 'Vented to urbine propulsion systems.
The Supplemental Training Program isavailable I qualified U.S. seafarers

Additional response items:
Attire courses under consideration'

Automatic Radar Plotting Aida. At present this training is being .offered at the
Eastern Region Radar Observer Training Center as part of the overall Collision

.Avnidance Navigation Training. It is 'being evaluated for its use in all region
schools

Sateibte Navigation.To faniiliarize deck officers with the theory and operation
of the equipment, operating brincitdes and limitations. It would become part of the
LORAN course.

Omega Naviation.To familiarize deck officers with the theory and operation of --
the equipment, operating principles and lim,itations. This would, also become part of
the LORAN,course.

Advanced Fighting Course.To train deck officers and certain unlicensed
in fire party leadeiship and management.

Marine Chemist ProgramA formal course bf instruction to be conducted at the
US. Merclont Marine Academy for the purpose, of upgrading the professional
qualifications of practicing marine chemists. 'A marine chemist is a pinion quailed

determine whether construction, alteration, repair andshipbreaki of vessels
can be undertaken with safety in accordance with the pmvisions of N tonal Fire '
Protection Association No. 306 Standard ter the Contril of Gas Hazards' Vessels.
The U.S. Coast Guard motion 16 CFR 35.01-1 requires lliat thi p ions of
NFPANo. 306 shall be followed in conducting the inspections on such is and
for:the iasuances of certification. This pfoject holfirt greet promise of benefit to the
maritime industly add its 'work fbrce and one, that Is-needed, to upgrade and
improve the training of psxeent and future marine chemists. It may be extended to
include other populations such as cadet/midshipmen, oerre* ship officers, USCG
inspectors, Nan, personnel, shipyard "competent perso%" and others concerned
with marine safety.
The criteria used in deciding what arse* to offer are as foliates First and foremost

is the contribution of a pro course to safety of the ship, its crew, *rim and
the environment Secondly, courses that are in the national interest; that are
not currently offered by existing facilities; and that must be available to all
industry personnel Thirdly, courses that will result in improved engineering
efficiency and econonly to the operation of the U.S. Merchant Fleet

Question No. .16 On March 11, 1977, Secretary Blackwell testified that "in addi-
tion to the training provided at Federal and State academies, the Maritime Adriiin-
istration has for a number of years provided safety 'related training. consisting of
courses in radar, loran, gyroomPass and ffre-fighting which are available to all
active and entry rating merchant seamen and inland waterway personnel, at our
regional training centers".

e-



98 I.
(al 'Am I correct tliat your statutory authority for this is set forth in section 216e

of the Merchant Mgrine Act, 1936, as amended (46 U S.0 1126ich, winch has been
incorporated as section.1305 of the bill9
' (IA If this is correct, then 'it would seem to me that the current statutory language

could be rewritten to clearly set forth the mandate of the Congress in this regard .
For example, where' is your statutory authority to pay for the operation of your
regional training centers?

Response. You are correct in'that the statutory authority to operate the regionql .
training enters under what we'currently call Supplementary Training, comes from
Section 2I6(c) of the Act. In addition our supplementary training, activities are
specifically set out in the detail of our adthonzation and appropriation submittals to
the Congress .

We agree that the language could be improved to make it explicit that this..., .
authority includes supplementary training for merchant marine personnel in areas
of safety, the protection of the environment and improved efficiency of operation
when the offering of such cotirses is considered in the national interest

Question 17. Section 1306 pertaining to the U S. Maritime Service 1 have always
been mystified by this service, anh the explanation on page 14 of your statement is
fir from complete Therefore please furnish a clear, concise explanation of the

.history, current status (including the numbers and titles of the people who are
currently enrolled), and futictieri of theU S. Maritime Service in times of peace and
national emergency.

Response. The formation of the United States Maritime Service as a voluntary
training= organizition began with extehsive hearings heldprior to the of
the Merchant Marine Act of 1936, which set forth in,itl Section 101 the declaration
of policy "that the United States shall have a merchilnt marine manned with a
trained and aria t citizen personnel " The hearings reflected the necessityfor

that many untram and undisciplined personnel with littleappteciation for safety
Maritime training a national policy The major problem at that time was concern

..et sea were crewing our ships and jeopardizing vessel, passengers, crew and cargo.,
. The disasters of the Mono Castle,- Mohawk end Vestres demonstrated the effects of

lack of proper training, order and discipline and were highlighted in Senate hear-
ings during the 74th,and 75th Congresses. ..

) . The Mantime Commission was directed by the. Congressto submit a survey for.
further clarificatioh of crew problems. The "Economic Survey of the American
Merchant Marine" was submitted to the Congress in November 1931 The magni-
tude of the problem ,of crew discipline, inter -union rivalry and lace of training was

tsb severe, that hearings were renewed Although the Commission recognized that
Section lel of the Merchant Marine Act stated the basic authority for the establish-
inent of shipbodird personnel training propams; the Commission was of the opinion
that direct Congressional, approval should be obtained to clarify the authority before
such programs were established which would require substantial expenditures.

House and Senate hearings were held during 1938 which led to the passage of 52
Slat 953, June 23,1938, creating the United States Maritime Servos, and directing
the Maritime Commission to report to Congress on the training of merchant marine
personnel by January I, 1939 t ,

I It should be noted that the concept of a uniformed maritime service was not new
in 1938. A major training and recruiting effort was initiated in 1918 for the recruit-
ing of officers, training personnel and trainees bath. for licensed and unlicensed

-positions in the merchant marine, to instill leadership, discipline and seafearing
skills aboard merchant vessels to meet the World War I emergency .personnel
demands. Training facilities were established across the country producing 4,000 ,

persons a month to meet the manning levels required for the war .efforts. This..,

training effort was of short duration and the extent of training was minimal.
Factors considered in formulating the World War I uniformed maritime training

program were the concerns for instilling leadership in officers, discipline for ships'
crews, and improved skill levels for all shipboard personnel The concern for in!

proving officer leadership and crew discipline was the basis for creation of a uni-
formed service le encourage improvement of skills, personnel in 'training we
_provided pay and allowances

Consequently, the basic approach reflected in the creation of the Maritime Service
took these historical factors into consideration When the Maritime Commission
issued General Ordef 25, July 14. 1938, establishing the ,Mantime Servide, the pay
and allowance factors were specified for personnel in accordance with ranks and
rates of pay equivalent of the U S Coast Guard The Maritime Service wasto be
operated initially by the Coast Guard until the Mantime Service was able through
the training program to provide qualified merchant personnel who could %prate

1
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the program The Coast _Guard operated the Maritime Service Training Program
until 194a .- . I

The "Report to Congress on Training of Merchant Marine Personnel" submitted
in 1939 clearly indicated the significance of crew training, to efficient vessel oper-
ations iitime of peace as well as a national emergency The extent of any training
programs clearly was to be correlated with the supply and -.demand for shipboard

-personnel. - .
-

.
When the Maritime Service was formed, three shore-side training steons were to

he opened and one training ship was supplied. The plan was to be able to triiin
annually 300 licensed and 3,000 unlicensed personnel The new Maritime Servige
would be in addition to the existing cadet system of the state nautical schools and
the progtam fbr cadet training aboatcl subsidized ships . .

As the ship construction program expanded to provide the sestet capacity.for
military logistics support for World War 11, the tramiag illrograms of the Maritime
Service expafided to meet the new manning requirements,

'A military service deferment policy, through the War Powers. Act:, went into effect
as had been done during'WWI to ensure sufficient civilian manning for the sealift,
requirements

The Maritime Service established approximately 40 enrolling offices throughout
the country to bring in new reCruitsefor both licensed and unlicensed training and
to encourage in skill and rank

The Maritime Service enrdled .persons meeting the qualifications as defined by
the 'Commandant. These included certain physical requirements, and specific course
requirements for up-grading or an increase in rank .

The Maritime Service defined its.personnel as active or inactive Personnel not
involved in formal training at a training site but who were serving on ships, who
applied and enrolled, were designated inactive and were,permitted to wear the
Maritiine Service uniform . ,-,

The active category divided into two parts. FirSt, the,stadents participating,in the
formal training programwere considered active and remained in active states with
Any allowances which encouraged their returning to USMS training sites for up-
grading in order to receive a higher rank and rate of pay _Secondly, training and
support personnel were described as administrative enrollees (Further discussion of
administrative edliollees is contained in the }response to question'18 1 The Maritime '
Service, from Its inception in 1938 through 1953, when most of the training stations
were closed, trained over 300,000 peisons. -
'The congress appropriated as much as $76,000,000 in 1943 in support of the

training effort to meet the emergency requirements The appropriation and enrollee
levels corresponded to the war effort with major reductions following, the war
'The U.S Maritime Service was initially developed to meet peace-time require-
ments. The historical profile of the Service.demoiistrates its capacity co meet emer-
gency requirements. Because of the magnitude of the Maritime,Service training
program he it expanded to meet the WWII requirements, a i of'personnel was
available to face the needs met in the Korean and Vietn seahft operations

In 1953 the appropriation level for all training was under $3,000,000 Shipping

obal

,corropaniee and the maritime unions were requested to cost-share the training pro-
grams' There Wqs a generitl Unwillingness on the part of the industry to do this
Consequently, the Maritime Service training facilities were deactivated with the
last school, in Sheepshead Bay, N.Y., closing in 1954 The training staff was cori:e-
spondmgly reduced. -

The. only parts of the Maritime Service that rememed after 1954 were the admin.
. istrative enrollees staffing the United States Merchant Marine Academy, who were '

formally converted to Civil Service Atom in 1942, and the cadets enrolled at the
state maritime schools. We currently also enroll the Superintendents/Presidents of
the state schools and the masters of the training ships

At present our officer training programs are meeting the demand requn' ments.
However, if a newemergency occurred or a major shipbuilding program was under-
taken, there would again be a need to undertake additional training programs The
existing enrollment of presently subsidized cadets at the state schools ,Could be
increased. Modifications could be made to produce officers in less than four years at
the Merchant Marine Academy as well as the state schools. However, if a'major
emergency requirement for both licensed and unlicensed personnel were to,occur, it .
is clear that the Maritime 4Vininistration would need the existing statutory author-
ity,

...

which is subjett to Congressional funding authorization and appropriation, in
order to produce the personnel thatmight be required .
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Current Enrollmeni.°U.S Maritime Service
hat

(1) U.S. Merchant Marine Academy
Acting Superintendent
Academic Dean . ' . . ... .
AssoCiate Dean.. ..... .
Registrar .4. ...... ..... . .

Assistan tear t. . .
DirectQf Office of External Affairs ........... ..
Direefor of Admissions . .

A istant Director.of Admissions .

erector of Candidate Recruiting. . . ....... .

/ Placement Officer . . . .
Commandant of Midshipmen. .

Asistant Commandant of Midshipmen . . .

Director of ........
Battalion Officers...

..

3
Training Administrator ... . ,... ., . 1

Regimental Affairs Office*. : . .... .. .... .. - 2
rOperations Officer ..... .... ... . , . t. 1

dshipmen Personnel SpeciNf
Clerk-typist (Commandant's ..... .. .... ... IS

1

I
..

Faculty and Heads of Departments ....CI.. .... 68
'Chief Librarian 1

Coordinator Shipboard Training .. ...... . . . . 1

Academy Training Representatives... .. .... .... ... ... ........ . 3
Security Force Members . , .. ...... ... . . 10

Total...., / ....... , d 105
(2) State Maritime Academies:

Cadets... ... ... ... .. .. ........... . . . .. . ...... . . .. . . . . . .. 3,111.
Rear Admiral--Superintendent/President -..... ..... . . 4, 6
Master, Training Vessels.. 5

(3) Honorary enrollees:
Admiral .. . . . . ., ..... . 1

ViceAdmiral.. ., ...... l .... 1.. .. . ... .. 4
Rear Admiral . . .... 6,6 2
,Captain .. ..... ........... 1

Commander ... . ......... ..... . . ... ...... ............... . ...... .............. .... .... 1

(4) Other enrollees
Note We cannot calculate hoe, many could technically be considered currently ''enrolled" in

inactive status based on approved enrollments of persons who were actively sailing and made
application for this status Since the reduction in the organization was so abrupt and our
records of this period incomplete. it would appear that many of these persons could assume they
are stilt enrolled We have failed to find any record that a general notification of disenrollment
was ever sent to individuals who were inactive enrollees as of 1954 when the USMS schools
were abruptly closed It is important to note that ha obligation was imposed on persona granted
inactive status .

Question 16: On pages 14 and 16 your statement, yolt discuss a proposed
amendment, to Section 1307, concerning led Administrative Enrollees

(a) Just what is an Administrative En Ilee?
(1)1 Why were such Administrative En1pllees converted to Civil Service status?
(c) How many Administrative Enrollee that were converted to Civil Service

status are currently covered by the statute, and what positions do they hold at the
present time? .

(d) On page 15 of your statement, you say that Section 1307 appears to provide
that the U S. Meiant Marine Academy faculty members would be sulkiect to the
General Schedule or wage systems. I don understand how you reach this conclu-
S1011

4e) Please furnish for the record a cl r concise explanation of the history,
current status (including the numbers and titles of the people involved), and the
need for your proposed amendments Upon receipt of this information; I will have
the stall...work with you and your staff to develop suitable language

Response. (a) Administrative Enrollees as defined by the U.S Maritime Service
were such persons enrolled to perform duties of staff, instructional or operational
nature on behalf of the Maritime Service Administrative enrollees includea instruc
tors at the training sites or tbe crew complement operating training vessels on

..

Number

1,3
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behalf of the Service, recruftment,staff at the enrolling offices and the respective
. support staffs. The Administrative enrollees had ranks and rates of pay the same as

those prescribed for the U.S. Coast Guard and received corresponding allowance" as
may have been prescribed for U.S. Coast Guard personnel. Administrative enroliCes
were designated as "active" in the Maritime Service. The "activet designator for
administrative enrollees later changed to "inactive" after the closing or all
training sie Consequently the designator for staff persons currently enrolled in
the Maritime *Service is "inactive." . . -

(b) Adminietritive enrollees in the U.S,,Maiitime.Seryjce were converted to Civil .

Service status as they were determined' to be Federal civilian employees. Legislation
was needed to effect the change in order to "avoid undue personal hardahip or
inequity to the empldyees" and "di 'avoid any adverse effect upon the efficiency of
the Academy." (Senate Report No 177, 87th Congress, 1st Session of Apill 20, 1961)
Public* Law 87-93 was enacted to darify their status and to establish suitable
personnel policies for such personnel. The Attorney General, in an unpublished -0

illinion, ?April 24, 1452, had ruled that administrative enrollees were civilian eat=
aYees for the pur¢ose of the Cavil Service Retirement Act. At that time; Civil
neat retufations were not tense applied to them. However, the Department of:

Commerce and the then U S. Chid Service Commission subsequently agreed that
appointment vacancies ,atThe loderdiantManne Academy beginning September
1957 would bsnade in Iccordaiice with Civil Service rules, relationa and proce- ,&trek and that employees avow be dbrapensated. under the Genera! Schedule or
Wage Schedule, with the exceptiort of the faculty.

(c) Appointments of - administrative enrollees at the U.S. Merchant Marine Acad-
emy were cohverted to Civil Service appointment/ on January 1, 1962, pursuant to
Public Law 87 -93. It is estimated that less than 40 former administrative enrollees
are currently employed at the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy. Those who are still
employed at the Merchant Marine Academy hol faculty, General Schedule or
Wage Grade positions. Some may be employed by other Federal activities, under
any pay system such agencies have. The °illy way to determine the exact number of
former administrative enrollees who are currently covered by the statute would lie
through a comprehensive search through personnel files of all current civil service
employees to determine wHo may have been employed by the US. Maritime Service
prior to the conversion to Civil Service statue in 1962.

(d) On reviewing,.again the draft bill, it appears that line 13 of section 1307, page
21, does recognize in general language (i.e.,

appears
as otherwise authorized by law')

the statutory exception for the compensation of faculty members.
-*The administrative enrollees, as has been noted, were'entitled to the: ranks,

rates of pay and allowances of that of the U'S. Coast Guard. However, the U S
Maritime Service statutory authority Sec. 216(c) made no reference to retirement
benefits' or to other such benefits as mey have been prescribed for U.S. Coast Guard
personnel. Subsequently, the 1952 Attorney General.ruling stated that the adminis-
trative enrollees were civilian employees for purposes of the Civil Service Retire-
ment Act.

There were bille.introdui-ed from time to time after World War II that recom-
mended Maritime Service personnel'be uniformed personnel in the same manner as
the Armed Service personnel, U.S. Coast Guard and NOAA. These bills had been
defeated, which meant that administrative enrollees had no protegion or benefits

to military or Civil service personnel, especially in regard to retirement.
The passage or Public Law 87-93 clarified the position of the Administrative

enrollees with respect to their status in the Civil Service.
Presently employed persons who had formerly been administrative enrollees are

Civil Service employees and are subject to the rules; regulations and benefits as are
others employed in the Federal system.

, Without exhaustive research into jawspnnel jackets of the Maritime Service which
are not available in Washington, wkare not able to state how many persorts seen
actually administrative enirolless. Mere are less than 40 individuals vfho were
converted and are presently at the Academy.

Ve will be pleased to work with your staff on the technical issues of this portion
of the bill.
. Questwn No. 19..0n page 18 of your statement, you recommend an amendment to
subsection 1308(h) so that vessels of the Department of Commerce would be included
rather than excluded from the provisions of the Civilian Nautical School section.
What is the rationale for this proposed amendment? -

Response. Our recommendation 'regarding subsection 1308(h) restore/ the original
language of the Civilian Nautical School Act. If the Department of Cdfiutierce were
to lend a vessel to a school as defined in Section 1308, we would want it subject to
inspection by the Coast Guard for safety purposes...

!lb
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Question No. SA On page 13 of ybur statement you recommended that subsection
13040)(9) on page 19 be amendedly generally substitutinjohe word "personnel" for
the words "proper officers" and "officers or instructors". -

(a) Is the purpose of this amendment to conform the statute to !xisting.practicit?
(b) Your rationale for this amendment is "to provide for the inent of either

officers or enlisted persons as appropriate to ther function andreeable to the
parties". As a practical matter, -if we accept this amendment, "agreeable to the
parties" would have nothing to do with it, would it?

Response. The change which we have recommbnded to subsection 13049(0(9) is not
for the purpose of conforming the statute to existing practice. We know 'of no
exercise of this authority at the present time. We recommend the change Solely to
remove a statutory restzation which mikht hamper effective use of this authority if
only officers of. the Navy or Coast Guard could be detailed and the function to be
performed could be satisfied by enlisted personnel. Certainly there would have to be
agreement by the parties if effective use is to be made of this authority.

Question No. 21. During the 1977 hearings, Secretary Blackwell submitted for the
record your most recent projection with respect to'luture noble for , deck* and
engine ng officers. This study, entitled "Deck and Engineering Officers in the U.S.
Merchant Supply and Demand, 1976-1986," found that "An overall short-
age of deck and engine o were beginning at the turn of the decade is a distinct
-possibility. Pot the dee section . . . shortages beginning in 1981 may occur even
if all Coon IttEBA School and all hawsepipe officers and 80 percent
of all academy _graduates (other t OreatLakes Maritime Academy) t'deep
sea employment on graduation. The project shortage is More pronounced 'for deck
officers than for engine officers."

(a) Hays-you updated this study since then? If so, please submit it for the record?
(b) What your current best estimate of the dippW/dernand situation for deck

and e *peering officers in the U.S.-flag merchant marine?
(c) Why are we encountering problems crewing vessels on the, Great es and

what can be done about it?
(d) Why are we encountering problems in the offshore oil industry in t e

Gulf, and what can we do about it?'
Response. (a) We have recently updated our "Deck and Engineering Qt9icer

Supply and Demand Study" and are herewith submitting a copy for the record.
(b) Our best estimate with regard to the current and projected supply/demand

situation for unlimited license deck and engine-officers is that an overall shortage
remains ,definitely possible with ,the impact on the several sectors of the industry
varying as they compete fOr officers. Crucial to our projections is the rate of
retention in sailing )atatus of gradUates from the academies since the academies
collectively represent the largest source of deck and engineering.officers. Our con.
tensions are set out in detail in page* iii and iv of the study.

(c) The Great Lakes officer problem arose from a combination of factors including
a low rate of upgrading unlicensed personnel* to officer status, slow growth of the
Great Lakes Maritime Academy, and an increase in vacation time off taken during
the shippinir season. Within the past two years there has .been a positive reaction by
the Great Lakes operators to recruit aggressively at the salt water academies and
the Great Lakes Maritime Academy hat increased its enrollment. If this effort
confines and new officers can be retained in the workforce, the situation,on the
Lakes should improve considerably.

Our "Great Lakes Manpower Requirements Study," produced in late 1978, covers
the situation on 'the Great Lakes. A copy is enclosed. Since that study there has
been Significant action by the industry on the Lakes, and the section on the Great
Lakes in our most recent "Deck and Engineering Officer Supply Demand Study"
provides a brief update which takes into account these recent industry actions

(d) The situation in the offshore oil industry is discussed in our recent study
entitled "Workforce Stipply and Demand Study, 1979-1988 for the Offshore Oil and
Gas Exploration Support Craft Industry." A copy of the study is enclosed for'your
inforthation

The growth rate of this maritime sector, the low retention rates for lower level
..personnel such as deck hands and ordinary seamen, and difficulties in upgrading
these personnel to higher ratints and licenses, are-the basic reasons for the problem
in this sector of the industry. The offshore oil support craft industry workforce is
characterized by on-the.job training, heavily dependent on upgrading through the
ranks Both the mistime requirements and the lack of vocational training programs
to re candidates for examination are major contributors to the upgrading
difficulties being expenenced.

Question No 22 (a) How many loans do you propose to provide to the state
academies?
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(b) Will this be any increase over the number subsistence allowances currently
provided?

lc) How will the loans be allpixiied among the state academies?
(d) If a loan is repaid, where will the funds go'
Response. Our starting point for the number of loans provided to the State

academies would be the number of freshman subsistence allowances we are current-
ly providing. ,Since 1911 we have been providing 673 allowances for each year's
entering classes. The initial'allocation of these allowances has remained unchanged
since 1971, however, the actual allocation has varied from year to year as some
academies (mainly New York) have not utilized their allocations and other schools
(mainly Massachusetts) have had freshman enrollments in excess of their allocation.
We have annually redistributed any unused allowances. The following table shows
the initial allocation and the final actual distribution of entering class subsistence

- allowances since 1976:

State SCAM
*elm"

kiwi *Wallin

I91S, 1916 1107 1911 1919

Calicos 110 114 114 113 112 1l3
150 156 151 150 152 152

Illastahuseas 77 103 86 '90 90 89

*Atm 50 50 '48 50 46 51

New Yak 251 211 237 233 235 229

Tess ...* 35 34 37 3/- 38 39

Total . 673 673 673 673 673 673

^

This allocation procedure has been a regular subject of discussion. with the facade
mies in our Annual meetings. Unfortunately, there has not been any consensus
'among the academies on a change in method which would be satisfactory to all of
the schools within the existing total number of allowances we are providing.

We would want to maintain some element of control on the total, number of loans
provided and this would occur through the normal budget protein, subject to author-
ization and appropriation actions by Congress. We Would continue our attempts to
Work out the distribution of .the loans in consultation with the academies and
colleges, and endeavor te provide, if approved, a limited number of additional
subsidies which would assist in accommodating the views of the academies. Loans
that are repaid would be general receipts to the Treasury.

Question No S8 The shoreside option presentlystands on an equal basis with the
seagoinernaritime prvice and active duty options. .

(a) Please comment on why this optibn should be OW an equal basis rather than as
an option which ma, be exercised onfy if employment in the other two categories is
not possible.

(b) What is the 'rationale for your recommendation that the Secretary may sus-
pend this option "if circumstances require this -in the national iritereit?"

Lmpnee. We do not feel that the shoreside gervice optien should' stand.on an
- equal basis with service and for this resign we heave recommended ab j""art

of our Statement at the 'her 6, 1979 hearings, that at least two years of afloat
employment or active duty in a uniformed service be required even as part of this
option The rationale kir having a shoreside service option, limited to maritime
related employment, is to recognize that the industry has a need forpersonnel in its
shore establishments with the type 'of education and training provided by the
academies and further, that there will always be instances in which some graduates,
due to their special talents or inclinations, can better serve the national 'purpose of
support of this indestry and repay the Federal benefits they have received through
this type of employment. We would expect the number in any class at the time of
graduation to be in the minority, particularly if seafaring motivation, which should
be actively promoted at these schools as part of their program, is effective.

U it is the intent to' provide some level of option for shoreede maritime-related
employment, we consider that the best approach is along the lines we have recom-
mended, namely, the incorporation of at least two years of afloat employment, and
the ability of the Secretary to. suspend this option completely "jf circumstances

irequire this in the national interest.' A major surge in demand for actively sailing
merchant marine officers, for instance, such as occurred during Vietnam, would
warrant the Secretery having the authority, to completely suspend the shoreside
service option. Our rationale for providing a suspension of this option is that
seafaring service is the primary objective of the Federal support for the academies
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and in the case of a critical need, the shoreside service option should not interfere
with that primary objective

The alternative of making shoreside maritime employment acceptable for even
one graduate, only if a finding can be made that seafaring service or Uniform
service is not possible, would require a very far-reaching finding whwould

verypossible only under ve infrequent or unusual circumstances This would make the
acceptability of any 'shoreside service by any graduate in the five years after
graduation, extremely, rare and exceptional. Our proposed wording limits this type
of finding only to the possibility of waiving the remaining two year sea service
requirement within this option as we propose it. At the same time, our proposed
wording for Kings Point graduates would permit the Secretary to suspend die
option Entirely when the Secretary considers it "in the national interest." This
provides much broader basis for the Secretary's decision

The major point at issue appears to be the method by wbich shoreside maritime
employment can be recognized in the bill We hale taken the approach of limited
recognition incorporating at least two years of seafaring service or uniformed serv-
ice under any normal circumstance. Further, if large numbers of graduates begin to
avail themselves of this option to the detriment of the primary objective and
national interest, the Secretary would be in a position to close this option entirely

Tbere are problems in constructing a workable statute which would give proper
baMce to this option and we' would welcome further discussion of any alternatiye
izinituage-

.

Hon. DAVID P. EMERY,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.0

DEAR MR. Emmy: Your letter. of DeCember 12, 1979, requested the Maritime
Administration's response to nine questions related to matters currently before the
Ad Hee Select Subcommittee on Maritime Education and Training.

Enclosed are our responses If we cam be of further aseustaxibe to you, pleas& let us
know

Sincersily, . .

SWIM. B NEKIRow,
Assistant Secretary for Maritime Affair,.

Question 1. Please provide your updated projectionslor the supply and demand of
deck and engineering officers during the next five years. Include projections demon.
strafing the impact of enactment of the (a) Omnibus Martime bill with its 40
percent cargo carriage goal; lb) Administration's bulk package; and (c) Deep Seabed
Mining bill as presently before the Senate:
, Response We are providing for your Information a preliminary draft of our latest

Aker supply and demand atudyentitled, "11.8. Merchant Marine Workforce Supply
and Demand Analysis, 1979-1988, for unlimited License Deck and Engine Officers.
The study does not consider the iact of passage of the Omnibus Maritime
the Bulk Package of the Deep Seaba Mining Bill.

Workforce estimates have been developed for the Administration's Bulk Package.
If enacted immediately, it is estimated that approximately five new bulk vessels will o
be delivered each year beginning in 1982. However, due to accelerated retirements
over the forecasted levels within the study, the fleet would gain approximately_ two
vessels in both 1982 and 1983, three vessels in 1984 and five yessels.in 1985 for a,
total of twelve vessels by the end of this period. This would lead to an increase in -

officer demand, dyer the levels forecasted in the study,, by^the following amounts.

Ackoboal dal tams /Mika %gm
otkers(sumulpbe)N

1981 _ 0
.

0
,

'1082 +16 +16
1983 +32 +32
1981 +56 +56
1985 +16 a +96c,

0 Workforce estimates'have not been developed for the Omnibus Maritime Bill or-
for the Deep Seabed Mining bill. The - uncertainties concerning their final form,
economic conditions at time of enactment and thereafter, impact of potential inter.
national agreemints, industry response and other variables preclude tbe possibility
of reasonable projections Any estimates would be so highly speculative at this time

,
7.
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as to be unusable and potentially misleading, in the context of current decisions
affecting maritime training programs

1
Question .1 Has Mar Ad done any similar projections of supply and demand for

unlicensed personnel? If so, please provide your projectibns for the recoed
What would be die rnpact on the supply of unlicensed personnel of enactment of

the ial Omnibus Maritime bill with its 40 percent cargo carriage goal. (IN Adminis-
tration's bulk package, and ici Deep Seabed Mining bill as presently before the
Senate'

Response In 1978 the Maritime Administration jointly with the Military Seal&
Cornmand,'produeeAl a study which included a short range projection of supply and
demand for unlicensed personnel The study was titled "Civilian Seafaring Manpow-
er Requirements in Peace and War, 1978-1984" The study covers only the deep-sea
and defense reserve fleet requirements The study shows a continued surplus of
unlicensed personnel agarfist peacetime deep sea fleet demand through this period

For the same reasons as listed in question 1, manpower estimates have not been.
made for the Omnibus Maritime Bill or the Deep Seabed Mining bill However,
estimates have been developed for the Administrati ritiiii3ulk Package Currently it,
is estimated that if this package is implemented, t anpower demand will in-
crease by the following

UntertSed
DetVoreerliteel

Unhaente (*Mt
IChhtutttoti

'Sierra* deelneteet
Seumelehvt1

1981 ." o 0 0 s

1982 +32 4-20 16
1983 :6 64 .40 -. 32

1984. +112 +70 4-56

1985 4 192 +120 .96

Question J Please provide estimates of the amount Of funds flowing annually to
each, of the training trust funds established by the vitreous union collective bargain-
ing agreements Please include totals for subsidized vessels and unsubsidized vessels

Response Payments to each of the various training trusts established by union
collective bargainipg agreements vary m year to year For subsidized operations.
a Maritime Administration review of perator costs indicates the following actual
payments for calendar year 1978'

SUBSIDIZED OPERATOR TRAINING FUND CONTRIBUTIONS, CALENDAR YEAR 1918

Union Donna* OM
Per man* Pet vessel Other Total

MMP

MEBA

NMU

$1.263.2l1 12'
1.174.462 64

1.140,16106

$154.000 S1.417,21117

-..._,M01).__;141.206.131 37 2.549.594 01

1.140,16106

STU 1.681.21916 1.681,219 96

MFU 164.750 164.750 40

MCS/STU 72.37 5 72.373 45

SUP li 00 ...,.... 15.085 00

k
total 5.511.263 63 323.000 1.206 131 3/ ' 7.0404305 05

When en MEGA **to invitee( n cannel for treeing in lieu of o norm* =wee 340 Assistant Engineer, the erate Monne ono 111
taw benefit motrOtions site *WO he been fee of -me 3r0 Assistant vow on board are of to the MEBA hieing trust

Note M On re wee ow,* mos me in erect for boong pogrom of lilt AXIOM 114.0 Assonen (ANAL or the Roo 011os
too irt00) s

The Maritime Administration Ades not have actual yayment figuies for non:
subsidized operations The following are our latest estimates for calendar year 1979

Estimated nonsubstelized operator Ira:ping fiend contribiatoos, calendar year 1.979
Union Taal

MMP. 1,650,600

aR
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Mal
MEBA7,D 1 1 3,819,000' MEBA, D.g-AMO, 44 1 t . ' 1,266,100 .
NMU ' '1'

. .. 2,300,100
. STU I.

MFU
.9,706,700

107,100
MCS/SIU,..
SUP

175,90000

; ' ' t
k Question 4. As indi6ated daring the hearings,. it has come 6) the Committee's..

attention that transfers of funds have,been, made between the various trust funds- established by union collective bargaining agreements. Specifically, the Transporta-
tion Institute has been transferring funds to the Harry-Lundeberg School. In coin-
piling your answer to the previous question, please identify, and include all funds
which have been transferred te training trust funds or the operating budgets of the
various training institutions. In this regard, what is your legal.opinion regarding
the propriety of transferring funds ,between trust funds?.

Response: At this time we have no information onsuch fund transfej other than
the instasice cited by a minority contisei involving payments by the Transportation
Institute to the Harry Lundeberg Semi in 1977-78 for expense' in connection with
use of the Dustless by the Transportation Institute. --'

The Department of Labor and the Internal Revenue Service have been requested
to provide 'copies of the latest public inspection reports of the Transportation Insti-
tute, the Joints Maritime Congress and the vinous' industry training trusts. These
reports will be forwarded immediately upon arrival. With regard to our opinion
concealing the propriety of transferring funds between the trusts, the Maritime
Administration considers the Department of Lablir and the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice as the appropriate Federal agencies authorised by the Congress to oversee these

. trusts. ,

A main goal of the Merchant Mai:ine Act of 1970 Was removal of the Maritime
Administration/Maritime Subsidy ,Board from the collective bargaining arrange-
ments of operating-differential subsidy contractors. We have no authority to oversee
contractor arrangements under collective bargaining agreements, much less admin-
istrative arrangements between trust funds established by such agreements.

question S. Proposed section 1308 recodifies the Civilian Nautical School Aet How
many Civilian Nautical Schools are currently in business? Should ihis,.law be
reenacted? Why?

Response: There are currently no CiVilian Nautical Schools as defined in Public
Law 76-606. The legislative history of the Net makes it clear that the Act was
passed to eliminate the condition of students being quartered on board unsafe
vessels that were not subjeetto U.S. Coast Guard inspection and defined safety
standards. Failure to reenact this law would reopen the door to ttie use of vessels to
quarter on board students for nautical training under circumstances in which no
:safety inspection or safety standards would apply.

Question S. What is the Administration's position on classifying training ships as
"Public Vessels of the United States"?

Response. -The five federally owned training Ships provided to the State schools
have been classified as Public Vessels as far back as our records disclose. Each of
these ships is provided with the following statement, sealed and aftested `by the
Secretary; Mash* Administration: `
`"Tb Whom It May Concern:

,
"The training 'Vessel ,,,,,,, is an undocumented vessel owned by the ehited.

States of America, on loan to the State 'of by' the United States Department
of Commerce, Maritime Administration,.for the purpose of training, young men and
women to become officers in the Merchant Marine of the United States and, while
opera* by the State of under the 'jurisdiction of the Department of Com-

..merce,
Maritime Administration, for such purposes, is a public vessel of the United

States?'
Notwithstanding any benefits afforded to these valets by other Federal agencies

or foreign governments, the Maritime Administration will.always insist that Coast
Guard inspection, use of pilots, and other safe operating practices will continue to
be dsed by the Academies in the interest bf safety, especially the safety of the
studente ;oh board, even. though Public Vessels may be considered exempt from
certain requiementsAuch as the use of pilots.

The Maritime Administration, in approving the voyage itinerary of a training
'ship, notifies the DeVartinent of State Which in turn notifies each host country of

intendedntended poet call. At our request, the Department of State requests host
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countries to. extend. the courtesies of a Public Vessel of the United States to the
training ship. .

Question 7. What is the Administration's position on allowing State maritime.
academy students to train on subsidized U S.-flag vessels? On U.S. military vessels?
On Jones Act vessels?

What problems would be encountered if each option were implemented? How
many students could he trained under each option? Have these options been consid-
ered when evaluating, the IMCO sea time/training vessel problem? If not, why not'

Response- We do not object to State academy cadets sailing on subsidized or non-
. subsidized (including Jones Act) vessels or for that matter on Military Sealift

Command vessels when berths are available. As a matter of fact our regulations
permit a maximum of 2 months of training on board commercial vessels as a
substitute for 2 months of the specified schoolship tithe which currently is 6 months
for the saltwater academies. Arrangements are made by the State academies direct
ly with steamship companies on a voluntary basis

We$only have control over cadet berths on subsidited vessels Availability of these
berths is not even sufficient to accommodate the Kings Point cadets for whom they
are rhierved by agreement with the subsidized operators. The Federal Academy

ledfinds necessary to place a considerable number of its cadets also on board-non-
subsid vessels

The' 'ill commercial sailing option for State academy cadets has been reviewed in
the context of the IMCO.sea time /training vessel problem and determined not to be
a viabl solution at this time. Legislation would be required to enable the govern-
ment place State academy cadets on all vessels benefiting from the provisions of
the Me pant Marine Act of 1936, as amended Additional berthing would have to
be pro ded in all new construction and in the existing fleet The Operating.
Differential Subsidy Agreements would have to be reopened to permit the carriage
of State tkcademy cadets. And even then sufficient berthing could not be provided to
cover th. needs of the present program levels of the Federal, State and industry
schools ptior to the phase out of t e last of the schoolships. We are of the opinion
that the ong term solution to the hoolship problem for the State schools lies in
construct n of new replacement train ships.

Questa° k Has MarAd evaluated e option of using training simulators to
satisfy a ion of the anticipated IMCO requirements for sea 'time" Has the Coast
Guard involved these discussions? Do you believe simulator time will be
considered n acct le substitute? If so, do you anticipate that a simulator would
be requi at eac major training facAuy? If simulators are to be used, do you
anticipate at the Federal Governmail would subsidize the purchase of these

'simulators? f so, to what extent' Has this option been considered in your evalua-
tion of requirements for new training vessels?

Responses We have been carefully exploring the concept of bridge simulator .

training bo to raise the standards of training for.deck officer candidates and to
serve as an iuvalent for a substantial portion of the increased see time required
by IMCO. t Guard has given us tentative approval for training on bridge
simulators a substitute for at least three or four months of the twelve month
pastime requbment. '

Our plans ll for the installation of bridge simulators at all of the academies
during the 1 -1985 time period and their use as part of a careftilly developed
training p It is important for ell of the academies to have simulators since
,this type Of tr 'nin g meet be fully integrated into the curriculum and this cannot be
achieved if ets have to travel a considerable distance to .anollber academy or 1 '
instittitiOn for uch training Considering the geographic dispersion of the academi01
it would be q to time consuming and expensive to have cadets travel.repeatedly to ''
another instit ion that has a simulator.

Because of r operating cost and compleinty we would envision that the Feder
al Governmen would procure the simulators and turn them over to the schools to
operate. We uld of course need the legislative authorization to do this. The.
acElemies w be expected to provide the site and operate them.

The p of exercises offered to cadets would be approved and monitored by
"MarAd and Guard to insure the quality of the program and its seatime

ltevalency. ll
%..

inittativis of bridge simulators and constructing two new training vessels are
distinct from Itch other and are both essential to our continued ability to melt our
responsibili of insuring an adequate supply of wen-trained merchant Mann*
officers. The vision of simulators to the State academies (a) makes it economical-

, ly feasible f the academies to meet the increased sealraining requirement, (b)
significantly nhances the quality of the training provided, (c) assists in the imple-
mentationy the Porte and Waterways Safety Act of 1978 which calls for simulator

, .
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based trainingt and (di avoids disruption of the academic schedules at the
academies.

The provision of simulators will in no way affect the continued need for training
vessels Full- commercial sailing, as discussed in our response to Question No 7, is
not a viable solution to the schoolship replacement issue The long term solution to .
the schoolshipissue is in construction of replacements

Qa non .0 -What is the administration s position on the appropriate inspection
st ards fir training vessels* . .

Are all training vessels subjected to the same standards, e.g.. state training ships
iboth major treating ships and smaller training shipsi, commercial vessels used for
training. Coast +Guard training vessels IUSCGC EAGLE and smaller training yes.
selsP If not.'why not" . t

Response It is the Administration's policy that all training vessels owned by the
Department of Commerce should be inspected Inspection is in fact. requiredtby. 46
U S C 36:3 The large State Academy training vessels currently. fall within this
category and are inspected by the Coast Guard With regard` to smaller state.owfled
training vessels, the Maritime Administration feels strongly .these vessels
should be required to meet some inspection standard The p tem at arises is
that the U S Coast Guard regulations established for Public N utical ool Ships
do not apply-to' these small vessels since they are not owned b the, Depar edit pf
foinmerce..Due to the lack of specific applicable reguiatio States are le
the situation where any small vessels they aciluire must meet some form of passen-
ger vessel regUiations, a difficult if not unpossibleilrctimstance The Maritime
Administration and Coast Guard are jointly, addressing this problem and are en-
deavoring. to find a solution whereby vessels in this category will 1::e required -to
meet appropriate safety standards.

Commercial vessels that train limited numbers of students toincidentil with their
commercial service are required to meet the inspection standards a plicable to

and o er militaryvessels in their particular commercial service. US Coast Guard.
training vessels meet safety' and inspection standards established by t e respective
military servicd Military vessels are not specifically required to meet the standards

4 piteriulgated fox public Nautical School Ships or commercial vessels. ..This apparent incongruity. where evariety of vessels with a.common purpose,are
subject to different regulations and inspection requirements, is the result of the
various laws which authorize their examination. 4nspection of military training
vessels is the responsibility of the respective military service and inspection stand-
ards for these vessels are riot specified in-federal regulations Inspection standardi
for Civilian Nautical School Ships are adequately covered in current regulations as
are thossfor Public Nautical School Ships owned by the Department of Commerce
The one problem area that remains is the inspection standard applicable to training
vessels that are State ov/hed Without specific authorization to establish standard§
for these vessels the-Coast Guard applies passenger vessel re)gulatjons to these
vessels A partial solution to this problem would be to include specific authorization
in H R 5451 for the creation of regulations bysthe U.S -Coe*. Guard applicable to -,..
State owned training vessels An such authorization should .include the guidance
that regulations developed r this authorization should take into account the
size of thb vessel and the nchtions under which it is to be operated. We will be
illeased to assist the Su mmittee staff in. developing language,on this if desired

DEP 'WENT OF CbMMERCE, MARITIME ADMINISTRATION,
U S. MEREUANT MARINE ACAORmY.

. . ' k i n g s Point. N.Y , January 4, MO .
Hon Las AvCoiri. .

Chairman, Ad Hoc $elect Subcomniittee on Maritime Education and Training.
Washington, DC ,

. Demi MR CAIRmAN This is in response to your letter of December 18th' regard-
ing the recommendation of a series. of amendnients to H R 5451, the "Maritinie 4
Education and Tratnieg Act of 1979." to implement the Merchant Marine Reserve.'
US Naval Reserve (MMR, USNID Program. made by the witnesses for the Marie'

..- time Administration chid the Department of the Navy before your Subcommittee.
These amendments were closely coordinated with me and my staff prior to their

submission If incorporated, they will serve tp.more clearly 'define certain aspects of
the MMR, VSNR Program, emphasize that the Program is designed to train officers
for the merchant marine who are knoldledgeable in have) matters, enhance the-
already close relationship of the Academy with the Navy, and clarify certain tectirik, ..
cal language

The amendments will have no eflett on the Naval Science courses provided at the
. U S Merchant Marine Academy. however, they serve to ensure a continued drhpha-

1.141. t)
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lit on developing Adis needed by officers sailing merchant ships which will permit '
. 'effective operations with the Navy in time of peace, national emergency, or war. -

The Naval Science curricuitim at the Academy, recently revised to more appropri-
ately supprt theMICHt, USNR Program, consists of four courses which are taught
to ad midshipmen: Fundamentals of Naval Science, Naval Weapons Systems and

. two courses In Naval Operatiohs (1 and.11). Ad of these courses are designed to equip
the merchant marine officer more effectively operate 'merchant ship in a navel
environment. and to understand wartime operations. As an example, the 'Naval

. Weapons Systems course includes a thorough examination of the problems posed by
nuclear, air and subsurface threats to fleet and merchant *thinning. One elective
course, tbe Advanced Naval Science Seminar, is taught only to students who have
elected to serve on.activeuty with the Navy. It is designed to belter prepare the
candidates for active naval service. Currently, 175graduates of the U.S. erchant
Marine Acidemy are serving on active duty with the Navy in all ranks from ensign

"rear admiral.
The proposed amendments will ensure that H.R. 5451, and the recently instituted

MMR,
proposed

Program are in consonance..One import/1m aspect of the new MMR.
USNR Program is that an option is included,which permits participants to voiun-
tiler for and, if accepted, serve' on fulltime active duty with the Navy for three.
consecutive years. Clearly, just as there is a need for merchant inane officers
knowledgeable inpaval operations, there is, similarly, a need within the Nivy ex%
nevalofficers -familiar enth operations within tifessaritime industry. This option
provides for a means of establishing such a base. Other improvements to the naval
reserve program are the requirement for two weeks of active duty for training

manually dad the provisions that each U.S. Merchant Marine Academy graudate
sail on his license at pea for at least four months during each, two consecutive
anniversary years for a period of six years after being commissioned. The former
requirement ensures at leaf* two weeks exposure to active duty naval personnel and
operations annually throughout the six 'year reserve committment, 'while the latter ,

ensures that the graduate will continue to sail in the merchant lnarine on his
license. It may be noted qiett, while four months at sea' over a two year period is a
minimal requirement, it"has the practical effect of keeping the graduate at sea, it. .
permits participation in graduate study grograms if desired. and it provides a .
certain amount of leeway to the individual if seep* employment is difficult to
obtain. . N

In summary, the proposed amendments support and reenforce The intent of H.R.
5451 and, if adopted,'wilI materially assist in retaining highly talented and skilled

-merchant marine officers in 'the profession. for which they were trained es, well as
impneve the vital Nayphierchantidarine relationship.* . t .

It is hoped thatihe foregointimtisfactorily responds to your request. . .

Sincerely. ,
Howaeo F CASEY,

... Acting Stateriniendem.' .."-. , .

Mr. AuCoiN. Vice 'Admiral Scarborough, Vice Commandant of
tUb U.S. Coast Guard. .

.
..

'STATEMENT OF 'VIDE 'ADM: ROBERT' H. SCARBOROUGH, VICE
- COMMANDANT; U.S., -COAST :GOARD, ACVOMPANIED BY

,',. %COMDR.' LEONARp ALCANTARA, CHIEF, MARITIME AND iN .:

TERNATIONAL 'I.AW DIVISION COMDR. scan' D. pIrCOWAN,
. CHIEF; MANNING BRANCH,' MERCHANT 'VESSEL PERSDNNEL
IiIVISION ". : :,, ,

''' ' . 71,1fc.AuCcitNA Wilconie, AelMiraf53arborough.
: . Admiral SCA1039R000He you, Mr. Chairman. - ,

1-haveswith me here toda my left, Comdr. 'Lenard .P. Vain-
thra: who Willa Chiet our Maritime 'and International' Law . ..

v Division, and, on i t, Comdr. Scott 1). McCowen, whe-is Chief
of the ranc Merchant. Vesiel.Personnel DivIsion, pre- .

-Aously jn-theAs .- of-MerbhantMiripeSateq
-.' I AM Vice Adm. Robert H. Scarborough, ice Commandant of

the U:8. Coast Guard. . - .- , -. - . -, '
I am pleased.* appear before $oti toctaY.to- discuss. H:R. t451, a

'bill to provide .4.: education and training in smaritiine subjects. -
A
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The C Guard has no overall objection, to this bill; 'however, I
app to this :Opportunity. to express several of-our concerns and
recoin endatiorls pertaining to the following areas in the propoded
legisla n:

In section 1303 of the bill provides that candidates to th
my sh
mere

I am
merch
officer

m
I ,su

simple
of ins
the

A
'1

Ace
1 not be entitled to any, office or- position in the U.
t marine by reason of their graduation iron; the Academy,
assuming that the phrase "office or position, in the U.S:
t marine" means a Coast Guard license to sail as and
the merchant marine. it

statement I propose more precise wording. - .

that the purpose of this section is best served a
uirement for the possession_ of a current valid certificate

ion issued in accordance with regulations prescribed by
ry of the Department in which the _Coast Guard is

1303 and 1804 contai n' requirements for appointees Ao
my and students receiving Federal loans to remain ip thh

rve Until the sixth anniversary of graduition. Thil,ef-
recludes them from participating in.a Coast Guard 'Re- ,

tive commission program.

operatin
Secti

the Aced
Naval
(actively
serve In

The
number
on inacti

There

t Guard Reserve does have occasion to acclui re a small
Maritime Academy graduates for commissioned service

e duty through interservice transfers from' the Navy.,
a desire to eliminate the associated -adibiniatrative .

burden of such transfers by amending this legislitiori to qilow for
direct co issioning into the inactive Coast Guard Reserve.

Section 304 lists conditions for the prevision of training Vessels,
to State time 'academies or colleges by thSecretary of ,Com-

'mem: I ngly recommend that a specific requirement for Coast
Guard ins t ion fild_certificatign be contained in this section: The
wording o his requirementnhoulde,identical to that which I am
recommen for vessels operated by Civilian nautical schools.

Section 1 08, also states that the pnArisions shall not apply 'to
vessels of t Department of Commerce use by or in connection-
with civili nautical schools. This removes .ineffect Coast Guard
authority to inspect school ships furnished brthe Maritime Admin-
istration. exemption shnuld be. restricted to subsections (c),
(e), (f). and ) of 1308 which all deal with inspection of nautical
school vease *) , -

Mr., Chai an, as you have heard, the aril:A:of my testimony.
has been rat er fechriical in nature but I trust the poihts I have .

covered will of assistance to you and your committee in address-
. mg the mariti é education and training queStion. '

I would be ppyto answer any questions you may have.
Mr. AuConi Admiral, thank-yod- very much for your statement,

or your eetions, and we will consider them. .

.' Le me ledd -with a question having to do,with information I ,

,requ fiom your service. For these hearings L asked through ,
my s for tw i different sets of statistics. One of them had to do
with the statist copcernmg pass-fail rates at various Maritime
State Academies well as the Federal Academy.

The other set statistics I .asked of your service was for a base
period of 1974 1979 and in that base period I asked for the

t-
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number of graduates from the U.S. Merchant:Marine Academy.
who took sea duty and stayed in such duty.

_

. .
I was given the statistics for the .first part bf my question list

night - prior to these hearings. But I have not yet received an
answer to the second part ofqny,question. I want tnxtress my need
"for the sea-duty -information, and trust. that the Coast Guard will

. work with my staff to provide it as soon as 'possible. : . . .

Admiral SCARBOROUGH: All I can say, 'Mr. Chairthan, is that I .
-apologize. I watt unaware until this morning that you had asked for ,, -

' that awancLcatekory of information. The only defense I have is
than-can agree that it is difficitlt to obtain. , . ..

.

We *ill,.of course, have to furnish it to you- not on a nime-by ,
name basis but rather in terms of totals or by class *some-other -

category that would protect 'the privacy. .
,

, Mr Aveotw. Exactly. I don't want the names.. The committee -,
... has po interest in invasionof privacy. The committee has an inter-
:,,, est in knowing what the 4gOres rally are. We have an interest in

knowing what the at-sea figures are; we have an interest in know-
ing what the duration of that -at-sea experience is. .

I think Your understand cothpletek the thrust of my inquiry.
. . , Adthital SCARBOROUGH. I do, indeed, and I am sure it can be

*obtained lionl'our 'records Init will pave to be massaged more or
less individually because we.tkin't have computers keyed to simply
spit ouethis sort of information. - ia .. ,-

1° I can only apolagim. It Must .have been a misunderstanding.
I Mr. AcCom..Your assurance the information will be provided to.

the subcommittee as rapidly as possible is an acceptable .apology to
.

.
...

. me. ,
Admiral SCARBOROUGH. I certainly !will. As tar as the initial

information,. t do have- that in front of me. I tissume it self -
ex planato. ', ' - ' . ...

Mr. AICo1M. I have that as well and that InforMation floes .deal
- with pass-fail rates at State academies and the Federal Academy
and I think at thispoint I will, without objection, have that.insert-'
ed iii the roc*:. (The information fofirs:1. ..

. . .
v

,.
' 1.4CZNSE EXIOUNATION RIM/Lie .. .

r .. . , , P,
NOTES

i.<- s ".
o -

.1. Almost all .academy graftage take the combined stotatand motor mamma:-
. don. Tbereforesthese are the results presented in' the ditachedtibkts. V -'.

2. The numbers shown are 'numbers of examinations taken not numbers of people.
That is, s given persorr could be included more than lace in a single year if he or
she parbi4lly nr tbtally failed the examination the first time.

*THIRD ASSISTANT NEER EXAMINAtION RESaTS 1974-79NW Cada% ,

Omni stew ;-i mkt Alter Itplum

Ps; s'ali itsm Pas so km Pass Fsi low

1974
MIA.. ..... .. ..... .

'aft tlantS;- ,. ......

So Ylk Mistime ,.. . .e......
Tams /C 8 W. .. .... , ....,... .. ,

38 31 12 87 U 1 12 25 13, 3
14 13 5 82 3 .,.. 3 6 16 . .

4
.... 12 8 .
.t..y.,.

t

41

22
1

20
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THIRD ASSISTANT ENGINEER LICENSE EXAMINATION RESULTS, I974-79,-Cedinued
. -

Crow stem mai Ws West Watam

P3SS Fro Irm two Pass Fad lots. Pass rari .I NI toll

. .
24 2 26 t '

Croat Likes'llantine .. , ..

. Calko MENA Waken Sctcol., . ... *56 Ill 2 76 2 - 2 13 3 '3 19,

197f -
AlS4114A., .. Wt.. 85 5 15 105 14 1 15 5 2 1 8

Mar Marlboro . . 18 39 51 2 1 3 4 28 " 9 5 42
lissachusolls'Oantme . .. 23 39' 8 70 ', 19 40 25 11 2 44

. 14pr Yak 160* ' ' .4 c-,. 6 1 7 2 . 3 1 9 16 ,
Texas&bll ....... .. . 4

Urine *nisi_ ' l' ."` 5 24 '. 1- _ . .
Croat la* *Moot . ._ .. , ' a

..
r

USINIAt. . _ , .. ...,:., 110. . 18 ., 98 ''1.8 - ^1 19 4... , . 1 -1
1976 , ' (4 ,,,'' y . . v
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*re liboline. .. . ..-..., ... , U 30 I 11( 63 11 "' 4' 14_, 3 3
. Aassactroseitt *More . . , 43. p'7. 19 68 ' 11', 6 , '23- ..5 4 -7 lf
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_13

CilOomo WOOF, _... . ... 4.- 33 - 2 11 ' 46 7 . 1 t It, 1; -5rt : 2*

Gig& laketiladme . .' . --v._ . 3 . . ' 2 5 1 _ ..1' '''_ ,...
11111oto MEGA Entreenng*School - 0 .. . ...,2 68 ',..

... .
. . ..0.,

'
1 1977 . ,

. WARN ..... ,.... '. . . 52 2 ' 56 110 37 '13 48 : 3 1 : 3 7

16 2" A. 66- 38 ,;,6 . 44-, .. 1 , 1 . 3 4 .
Ihrsactioults WON* . . A. .... 85 '2 17 104 19 '2 48.. "'3 . 3 .
New York Marton ... ., .. . .', 8 -13 34 55 6 18 21. t ,,1 ' .1 '., * ,

;Collo* Mx** . ... 1 1 . . - -,.. " ,
Groat Lakes Nimble , ,
Cab000 MEGA Emmons Sikora. - . . 43 1 30 74 4 2 .6., 1 . , , .1

1973 . *,4 ,

, Mare Manta. . ,... ", '77 (1-f 711' 17 9. 10 19 . 2': -..0 7, 4

, USYNA, . ... . .4r 5 49. 99 '42 . II 55-* 12 1 5, 18'

JOHIR:flusitli Alifttune ; . 96 . 1St 132 r I, , 3'. 9 4),a. . 2 .73 ;

. New Wakaantime. ,. ,.. . . -34 ' 10* 39 '83 Al 27 31 1 '10 12 23 '.
Team & b 81 , . ... -- _ . 1 .a
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1979
1

i
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Mr. AtiCom. Admiral, how many Kings Point graduates are
currently on active duty with the Coast Guard?

Admiral SCARBOROUGH. 1' believe in the year 1978, which is the
last full year, we had 56 Merchant Marine Academy graduates.

- Mr. AuCom, That is the Federal Academy?

123 4
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Admiral SCARBOROUGH. No, sir. That would only be the U.S.
Merchant Marino Academy figure.

Mr. AUCODI. That is the Federal Academy?
Admiral SCARBOROUGH. Yes, sir.
Mr. AuCong. Now many State academy graduates?
Admiral SCARBOROUGH. I understand that involved in the mer-

chant marine safety and ports and waterway safety programs, our
tWo programs most nearly related to merchant marine activities,
we have about 76 frorkthe combined State.institutions, 49 from the
Merchant Marine Academy-iii these particular programs, which ,

wouldNobviously contain the bulk of those from the Merchant
Marine Academy, for a total of about 123

Mr. AuCortg. What I am asking here is how many active duty
personnel you ',have in the Coaiit Guard who come from State
academies as opposed' to the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy.

Admiral SPARBOROUGH. I don't have the exact figure. I can fur-'
Wish that fOr the record. I. have it broken down in two different
ways at the present time. Most, of the graduates of both Kings
Point and the State acaderhiei are involved in these 2 p

- that I mentioned and that total in those 2 programs is 1257rtisa%
additional 80 officeo-Nm other sources that I don't have identi-
fied but quite Probablysould include some such graduates.

e can research ouelmrds and furnish you for the record the,
precise figures by exact source in any way that you desire but it

;4 will take hand massaging of our records.
The approximate figure in total would be on the order of 165 to '

175 - officers currently On actiV duty in all Coast Guard programs. _

Mi..AuCtux. programs
. ;Admiral Scashunouun. Yee, air. '

Mt.)A6tims.:Ikinithatinchideyour merchant marine safety and
andports and waterlaxs? ..

6 Adibilal.SOpiisonnuon. It would. - . .

Mre Avegm you'. would provide that information, Admiral, I
would, appreciate it. . ^ .

-Meer to .questions ' 30 and, 81 submitted in writing by Mr. . -

AUCoin on,-,"pagq 122.]
AuConr. 'Air -you know, the Mpritime Administration has

recommended that -section- 1802 of the bill be amended' by the
addition Of the deemed' term "merchant marine officer" to read as
follows: "Any master, mate,. pilot, engineer, radio officer or opera-
tor licensed by the U.S. Mast Guard, to serve aboard merchant

"., Oesaels of over 100 gross fora."
MY (motion to your Goes the Coast 'guard have any problems

with that definition?
4 Admiral SCARBOROUGH,- lai.:C'haltTORG, our only problem would
be indluding thewcird."Opertifte in that. I think, in our traditional
interpretation of the;word, `We use the word-"operator'.' in a differ-
lent sense when we are loan* documents or licenses. We would

- generally not include that ,temp as 'being a "merchant marine
"

far as being, a maste4mate, pilot or engineer or radio officer,
these are terms that I believe we .traditiosapy would consider as
being "Meichant 'Marine = .
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Mr: Au Corm Does the inclusion of the term "operator" cause yoli.
some specific problem? (

Adtnir al.SCARBOROUGH. It is largely semantic, but we do issue a
license that is called a motorboat operatot's license. I will admit
here to some extent we have a contradiction in our own'ternsinol- '
ogy in that usually a license is issued to an officer, a licensed
officer, there being an exemption where we listed it for motorboat
operators carrying passengers for hire.

It perhaps is a legally semantic question and I am sure if you
desire to word it in any way, we could accommodate it.

Mr. AUCOIN. As you know, the .State maritime academies gener-
ally use training ships for their at seat training. What is the respon-
sibility of the Coast Guard with respect to those training ships?

Admiral-SCARBOROUGH. We proiide regular annual materibl in-
spections for the ships, and similar matters, for certificate of in-
spection for operating the dhip.

Mr. AuGorri. In those inspections, what-standards.are applied by
the Coast Guard to judge whether -a vessel is steaworthy?

Adjniral SCARBOROUGH: We apply the 'standard requirements
;that we would apply to passenger ships of the. same category,

modified somewhat, I am certain.
Mr. AuCASIN, U.S. cargo vessels?
Admiral Sealksogovati. U.S.-flag passenger iesselit; yeses*
If I May go back to your previous qUestion,sir, if you do include

- the language recommended by MarAd to include operator in the
phrase "Merchant Marine ,officer" it would' probably be helpful to

, us in Other:areas in the future ro,slietify that the definition applies
only, for thmrpose of this act., .

Mr..AuConr. Coming back to the last question .1 dsked you; the
It. standards that you apply are similar to thlbse.ofU.S. flag passenger.
e veaseki: Are-those the same standards you apply to your own

training vessels? r
Admiral SCARBOROUGH. Mr. Chairman, yoll obviously are on.-a

Very sensitive point with us. We do not inspect our own'ships using
the same people or the same procedures which we use to inspect
merchant vessels Or training vessels or vessels belonging to other
government agencies which we handle through our merchant
marine inspection program

I say it is sensitive to us. I 'alb sure you are aware wedid lose a',
training vessel this year with loss of life:

This has been thoroughly investigated and remedial action is
Progress.

A simple answer to your question is no, we, dal not .inspect our
own training vessels by the same standards and have not tradition-
ally done so and will not do so in the future for a variety of very
practical reasons. We will attempt to make them safe by other
means.

The barsiF reason, therefore, is that they are not designed by
merchant vessel standards. They .are not compatible with merchant
vessels, whereas, the training vessels generally used by the State
maritimeacademies, by private training organizations are compat.---
ble or weA constructed under laws relating to marine inspection/
and this sort of thing.
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Mr. A LiCOIN. Admiral, I am a little bit at a loss to understand
why that is such a major distinction in the application of the
standards when you are dealing with training of' midshipmen in
one case and the training of your own personnel in another..

I think that strikes me as a very academic distinction.
Admiral SCARBOROUGH. Yes, sir; I can Bee how it might be diffi-

cult to understand.
Mr. AuCoie. bit difficult for you to understand?
Admiral ScAnsoaolimit No, sir; not at all. The net result is, yes,

we are both training people. %

Mr. AuCom. You think it would be difficult for the State acade-
mies to understand? .

-

Admiral SCARBOROUGH. I do'n't think so; no, sir.. YOu will have to
. ask them.

Mr. AuCom. Un tand to.
. Adal SCARBOROUGH. But I wouldn't think it would be cliff'-

. cult, become we don't inspect Navy ships. Our ships relate more to
Nam ship's than they do to the commercial? type hulls that are
used by the State maritime academies. That is the difference. The
difference is in the way the ship is brought along. To some extent
we have traditionally inspected at the request of other government
agencies ships that are not normally subject to inspection because
they ask us to do it as a service to them.

I am thinking now about the itaiy Sealift Command ships,
Army transport ships, this sort of thing. We provide a service for
them because the hulls are similar to the merchant vase' hulls for
which we have an expertkie and a responsibility both in the con-
struction, setting safety standards, and inspection in accordance
with international standards.

There are no international standards per se for military vessel
constructibn. There are naval engineering and naval architectural
principles which are followed and built in.

for example, our primary training Vessel is a sailing ship that
was built Germany and Adolph Hitler was present at the corn-

, rnissioningthe Coast Guard training barque Eagle. To -attempt to
apply, commercial vessel standards to that ship at this point would
be inappropriate. We do try- to install good safety practices and
lirocedures
- Mr. AuCon.i. Are you are applying U.S.41ag vessel standards as
opposed to 'cargo vessel standards to the training ships of the State
academies? .

Admiral SCARBOROUGH. YOS, sir because I think essentially in
the early stages they are considered along that line. They are

large numbers of.people, much larger numbers than they
ve normally earned in the service for which they are

designed if originally designed as a cargo ship.
Mr. AuCoiri. Admiral, I think we will visit at grdoter length

about this. I completely fail to understand the distinction.
' Admiral Smuusonotioe.'Let me try it a different way.

Mr. AuConi. Let it go at that because .there are people waiting to
testify. Let it rest with the observation of film Chair that I am just
'not-satisfied with that response pr that distinction.

With regard to the Coast Guard licensing examination for deck
and engineering officers in the ILS.-flag merchant marine, who has
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the responsibility for preparing those examinations? Where is that
within your service?

Admiral SCARBOROUGH. Within our organization it is done out at
our Coast Guard Institute at Oklahoma City.

Mr. Au Corm. What are the criteria that you use in formulating
the questions asked on the examinatipn? This is a whole subject of
elimination itself that came up as an issue at our hearings earlier

A y.
Admiral SCARBOROUGH. They are,based on the published require-

ments for the document being issued.
Mr. AuCoiN. How often have you had a change of form of the

examination?
Admiral SCARBOROUGH. Of the licensed exams? If I understand

your. question correctly, I think you are asking when we shifted
.from essay type to objective-subjective to objective.

Mr. AuCotN.Yes.
Admiral SCARBOROUGH: Basically, it has been one time In' the

whole history with thedpossible exception of one time they shifted
frOm completely oral interview type exams which when I started
the business were given to the unlicedsed peop/er/from an essay
type to an objective or multiple choice type exam ?AI that occurred
in the early seventies. .

Mr. Aunq. Can the Coast Guard account for '$he trainipg fail-
uie rate of la% Merchant Marine Academy midshipmen in 1974
when you mare the change, as opposed to State academy midship-
men who were tested at the same time?

Admiral. SCARBOROUGH. The system was new and quite frankly, I
'can't explain.. the *difference between Kings Point and the .other
schools indeed there was one.

Mr. AuCotri. Was there a difference?
Admiral SCARBOROUGH. -I don't have it in those terms right'here.

I have a 5-year period here which doesn't show what your question
implies, that suddenly in 1974 there were a larger number- of
failures at Kings Point proportionately than there were at the
other schoolsif that is what I understand' yout question to be.

These figures I have are for a 5-yeai periods 1974 to 1979.
I can' understand why perhaps the failurerate increased when

we shifted the general type. of examination.. I think it is common
knowledge in the' industly and perhaps in any other professional
examination that there are people who help prepare people for
examinations based on experience of typical types of questions,
samplequestions and po forth.

I think this is probably true in the CPA exams, State bar exams,( medical exams and so forth.' When you change completely the type
of question, the cramming, if you will, for those exams changes
form and content. So I think that probably explains it. If there was
a difference in Kings Point and the State maritime academies, I
can't explain it except perhaps it could be7-and I am hypothesis-
ingat one school:or the other the instructors or the system or
cadets anticipated a change and concentrated their studies in 'a
little different format or perhaps rehearsed people in taking multi-
ple choice exams.

I can remember many years ago in a civilian college I happeried
to have a friend who was a psychology professor who tested exams

.1. 44.,
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and he asked me to take his exams and thereafter I could tradc-
tionally do better on a multiple choice exam thali my, own knowl-
edge of the subject indicated because I knew how exams were
structured and knew what to look for. ,

It has been a little thing that has helped me through the years.
Mr. AuConv. Thank yqu for your ,testimony. I have some addi-

tional questions which I-will submit to you and I will appreciate
your responding in writing for the record.

Admiral SCARSOROUdli. I would be happy to do so.
[The information follows:]

DRPARTURNT OP TRANSPORTATION.
U.S. COAST OVA*

Washington, D.C, March 11,1980.
Hon. Ins AuCoug,
Chairman, Ad Hoc Select Committee on Maritime Education and Training House of

Representatives, Washington, D.0 - . . ..

Dana Ms. CuAmMAN: In response to your letter of 18 December 1974 I am
forwardin4 responses to-your question concerning HE 5451. the Maritime Educa-
tion and Trainuig Act of 1979.

I hope this information is responsive to your needs.
Sincerely, ,

J. M. Foulness,
Captain, U.S. Coast Guard '

Chief, Congressional Affairs Staff.
Enclosure. .

Question 1. On the. first page of your teethiony, you say that the Coast Guard has
no overall objection to the bill. That's rather a negative statement. Subject to your
proposed amendments, do you generally favor the legislation? Why?

Answer. Yes, the Coast Guard does favor the legislation. In particular we find
that the general tone of the bill clearly em bonzes the maritime professional
aspect* of the institutions rather than the academic consideration. With regard to
our proposed .amendments, these are technical in nature and could .subject to
discussion by a meeting of the Committee staff and Coast Guard representatives.

Question S. As you know, on August 10_, 1979, the President transmitted to the
Senate the International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and
Watehkeeping for Seafarers, with Annex, 1978, done at London, July 7, 1978.

What role did the Coast Guard play, in the formulation of the Convention?
Answer., The Coast Guard was an active participant in the subcommittee estab-

lished by the .Intergosernmental Maritime Consultative Organization =CO) in
1971. Its objective was to develop standard, to improve the training and strengthen
the professional qualifications of seafarers as a means to enhance safety at sea and
protection of the marine environment. Mena** of the Coast Guard headed the U.S.
Del dons to the preparatory meetutge and to the 1978 Conference. Support for

the U.S. poidtions was obtained through national working group meet-
lap with the US. Maritime Administration, the Federal Communications Commis
sion, labor unions and the maritime industry. The US. delegations also were come
Pond repreeentatives from those segments of the government and the privateP

Question .What role will the Coast Guard play in the implementatiois of the
Convention?

Answer. The Coast Guard, as the licensing authority of the government, will
implement" the specific provisions of the Convention when it enters into force by

fishing proposed rules in accordance with the appropriate administrative proem-
urea. In preparation, the Coast Guard will review its present requirements to

ascertain tbefilited for changes in light of the international standards. Any such
changes will be worked out in consultation with all affected interests.

Quarries 4. What le the current status of the Convention? -
'i'At present, the Convention has a long_ way to go before it enters into

force. During the open period for signature, (12/1/78 to 11/89/79) representatives of
nineteen countries have signed the convention on behalf of their governments.'
Only one of these signatures is not subject to ratification, acceptance or approval.

1H'
list of cotatries that have ratified the eeavention has been placed in the subconunittee

s.

4
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Twenty-five states, with not leis than fifty percent of the gross .tonnage of the
wqrlde merchant shipping, must ratify, accept, approve or accede m order for the
Convention to enter into force. The IMCO organization is undertaking a strong,

' effort to encourage States to deposit the necessary instruments.
'The Convention was signed, subject to ratification, by Rear Admiral henry H.

Bell, U.S. Coast Guard on behalf of the United States on 25 January 1979. --

Quatro* 5. What effect will the Convention have on the training provided by the
US. Merchant Marine Academy?

Answer. Rwiation 11)4 of the Convention will require' that a training course for
a license as Third Mate wet include 12 menthes/mg service training. The U.S.

L Merchant, Marine Academy will be affectel by this requirement in that at the
present time the 12 months sea service training provided for its cadets, in the last
half of the second and third years, can be shortened h few weeks due to travel time
to and from available ships, unscheduled changes in the ships' voyages, or cadet
illness during these periods.

Question a What effect will the Conirention have on the training provided by the
state maritime academies? if there is a difference among academies, please specify.

Answer. The 12 months sea service training requirement of Regulation II/4 of the
Convention will also affect the Third Mate Straining programs at all of the state
maritime academies in that the state maritime academies presently provide only 6
months sea service training for their cadets.

Question 7.' What effect will the Convention have on the training provided by
maritime union school

Answer. The Convention will have no effect on ;the 'training provided by the
maritime union schools.

Question IL Will the Convention require a substantial revision of the'Curriculum
offered by any or all of theme abode?

Answer. The Convention will not require a substantial revision of the curriculum
offered by any of these -schools. Only minor changes in certain subjectreas will be
needed to comply with the provisions of the Convention.

Question 9. Dow the Coast Guard believe that the United States should ratify the
Convention with the least disruption to existing training programs, or should exist-
mirsumiLirograms be modified to accommodate the Convention? Why?

exist -
mg /

Coast Guard helieves that the United States should ratify the
Convention. Whether, or to what extent this action will disrupt existing training
programs is subject %o further evaluation. The principal divergence from exiting
training programs are in the length of sea service included in the training courses
as indicated above. However, the Convention'contains provisions which allow Ad-

. ministrations latitude.to introduce other educational and training arrangements,
provided these ensure a degree of safety and pollution prevention effect eq ivalent
to the convention requirements:

Question 10. In either event, what initiatives is-the Coast Guard takin with the
federal, state, and union schools to carry out its conclusions in this rega

Answer. The Coast Guard has consulted with the Maritime Adnim"on and
the affected'maritime academies and will review any newly developed ucational
and training arrangements which may be substituted for all or part of required
additional sea time. We are aware of proposals for bridge simulator raining and

for a struct.Zied training program which includes service aboard small
vowels. -We- automate that thew, al* otherq not yet oped, will be
well in advance of any date the Convention will be fully a lied.

Lion. 11. In the event the Coast Guard' believes that exist g training pre- ,
gram* should be modified to accommodate the Convention, why such programs
currently deficient, and why hasn't the Coast Guard done ething about it
before?

Answer. The Coast Guard considers that thejezieting tam' programs at the
US. Merchant Marine Academy and the state maritime muss are basically
satisfacWry. The Coast Guard has assigned a Coast Guard Wow officer to 'the
Maritime Administration whose duties include working_with Maritime Adminis-
tration toward improving the training provided at the U.S. rchant Marine Acade-
my and the state maritime academies. Even though our ing training programs
need to be modified to comply with the provisions of th Convention, most other
countries do not have the minimum standards as pfeee ly provided by our mari-
time academies. The practical aspects of existing trai g programs have lagged
behind the ship technology that has produced larger and more congestion in
coastal waters and harbor approaches. This became nt in the rash of tanker
accidents in U.S. waters during the winter of 197 . In the US. initiatives of
March 1977, President Carter called for improved dards for training and qualifi-
cation of seafarers. This was considered to be of the global problems which
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required international solution. Coast Guard. and U.S. Maritime Administration
efforts were directed toward such agreement. The Convention requirements are the
result of negotiation with the traditional maritime nations.

Question IS. How serious does the Coast Guard perceive the training problems
generatedby the Convention to be? Willethey require minor modifications to exidt-
tag training.programs, or a complete restructuring of the federal role in maritime
education and *amine

Ammer. The Coast Guard believes that adjustments to existing training programs
can be achieved without a complete restructuring of the federal role in maritime
education and training. As indicated above, some adjustment is necessary to provide
additional sea time either before, during, or after the academic calendar or develop
such training equipment ar aids which gives equivalent experience.

'Question a What are the recommendations of the Coast Guard as to how *these
minor modifications or Major changes to existing training programs should be
implemented. Would legislation be required? If so, is the Coast Guard in a position
to submit draft language for the consideration of the Committee? ,

Answer. The Coast Guard believes that with the cooperation of the U.S. ?Strain)*
Administration and the state maritime academies an accommodation On be
reached which will meet the intent of the Convention with respect to providing
properly trained and qualified-seafarers. The dual provisions of the Convention, i.e.,
the "equivalent" and the five year "transitional" period after the entry into force,
will permit orderly accomplishment without undue impact. Additional legislation is
n ot necessary for these purposes.

Question 14. On page 2 of statement, you recommend that the wordy g of
Section 1303(1) and Section 1304(dX1Xci be changed to require passing a Batista ry
examination for the highest level merchant marine officer's license for whit the
applicant is qualified. My should such language, preclude application for a re
restricted license? What is the problem that you are attempting to avoid'

Answer. The present wording of the two referenced Sections requires
prior to graduation from such academy or college of the examination for an entry -
level merchant marine' officer's license. Unless an "entry-level merchant marine
officer's Hoenig)" is defined (which it is not) this wording is considered to be lotoe
and posing a potential for mischief. For instance, a cadet could technically comply
with the provisions of the bill by electing to be examined for a lesser limited license
rather than.** unlimited license for which he was trained. One suggested reason
for this election may be to stay close to home and avoid prolonged absences from a
family during the pay back period proposed by this bill. Should this be successful
and large numbers of cadets take this apparent loophole, U.S. taxpayers would not
be getting full value from their tax dollar. The loophole could also have an adverse
effect on the manning of ships on international voyages as well as a deleterious
effect on the U.S. Navy/Coast Guard Programs. If we are training for, paying for
and expecting 3rd mate and 3rd assistant engineer unlimited licensed merchant
marine officers, from these academies, it is suggested that we so state in this bill or
at least in its legislative history remove any dqubt.

Question 15. On the top of page 2 ofirour statement. you would appear to propose
an amendment to Section 1803(dX1M and Section 1303(dX2). If this is correct,
WCAlla ru be more precuts, and furnish specific language with respect to. each
subaection.

Answer. The Coast Guard recommends that Sedion l303(d)(1)03). be -changed' to:
"(B) A candidate nominated by the Governor of American Samoa shall not be
denied admission by reason of his being a national but not a citizen of the Uni
States. A candidate so appointed does not thereby become "a citizen of the ited
States" for the purposes of qualification for a license issued under Title 6 of the
Revised Statutes of the United States or Acts supplementary thereto. "and Section
1303(d)(2) page 5, line 17-20, be changed to: '. . .ed from the United States but such
a person dose not thereby become a citizen of the United States for the purpose of
qualification for a license issued under Title 62 of the Revised Statutes or Acts
surpliimentary thereto."

Question It Please briefly describe the Coast Guard Reserve. How many people
are now enrolled in it?

. Answer. The Coast Guard Reserve's primary mission is the maintenance of a
trained manpower to augment the'rqular forces in peacetime, in domestic emer-
gencies, and in wartime. All program management efforts are directed toward
enhancing the ability of the Reserve forces quick] and competently supplement the
regular *'.east Guard forces in these instances. don plans, for tasks assigned
by the Department of the Navy, establish wartime personnel requirements across a
wide spectrum of mission areas. Present plans call for utilization of early response
Reserve persgnnel in the following mission areas: 74 percent port security, 17
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perciiit daft support, 5 percent vessel augmentation, 3 percent search and rescue
and 1 percent merchant yam.), safety. Augmentation training, peacetime support Of
regular service activities, is the principal mobilization training mode ibr our
reservists.

The table below hats the personnel strengthftir each category of the Coast Guard
Reserve as of 61 October 1979:

Selected Reserve (drill-pay status)
Individual Ready Reserve (non-chill)

Reserve (non-drill).
.

Reserve .

Extended Active Duty

..

t
°

.
1E717
8,072

858

'
2,2911

. Total 1'
Question 17: You go on to ear "There is a desire to eliminate the associated

administrative ,burden of such transfers by amending this legislation to allow for
direct commisaoning into the inactive Coast Guard Reserve." Please furnish specific

1r=iti support of it.
that would amend the bill in the, way you want, and a, concise written

Answer. The Coast Guard recommends that Section 13030) be changed to "Citi.
sans of the. United States Wanted to the Academy may be appointed by the
Secretary of the Navy as lieskrve Midshipmen in the United States Navy, and as
Reserve officers in the United States Navy or ,the United States Coeht Guard upon

=re from the Aaidemy.".Likewise, change Sectioit 130300(1M* line 21"....f
avid Reiterve and remain therein until the . , Section 1308(hX liteOileinveuni

gric8d,
line 15,"., law, in ljeu of the Naval Reserve or Coast Guard

hoe sett., . and.Section 1304(e) line 8 ",it _sioned as Rtervevensigns in dip
Uni States Navy or the United States Coast . .

Presently, Maritime graduates can transfer to the Coast Gush Reserve- after
entering the Naval Reserve, The suggested amendnienta would ell rate the admin-
istrative burden of joining the Naval Reserve and then obtaining an inter-service
transfer for those desiring to enter the Coast Guard Reserve.

Question fit I think the final page of your statement leaves a little to be desired.
Insh, what are you trying to say here?IierEngli

. Section 1308 greatly alters the present statutesjtt U.S.C. 1331 -1384)
dealing with the "civilian- nautical schools and the n of their vessels.
Subsectipn (e) requires that some undesignated agency or person determine that all
of the requirements of this Section have been complied with prior to the issuance of
a Certificate of Inspection to the vessel. The Coast Guard's only duty under the
present, statutory arrangement is to inspect and approve the vessel. I believe this is
lig=rarrangement, and precludes potential inteltagency jurisdictional problems.

, Subsection (h) reMoves any civilian nautical school utilizing a Coast
Guard, Navy, or Department of Commerce owned vessel from jurisdiction of eitlier
the Secretary of Commerce or the Secretary of Transportation t(Coast Guard.) I am
sure this is unintended.

Question -19-With respect to the Coast Guard licensing examination for deck and
enimesering offid6Wilia the U.S ..flag merchant marine:

Who has the raiptinsibility_for preparing the license examinations for deck and

eirtverinligTh. liceAinsill eta' 1)4Aleg_prineepared, distributed end red by tie officers
attached to the Merchant Vessel Personnel Division t the U.S.

hold
Guard WU-

tuta The maiority of these CoestGuard officers themselves hold merchant marine

al specialista. --
licensee- They also have appropriate su including education.

.Question 20. What criteria are used ,in formulating questions asked in the
examinations?

Answer. The examinations of all licdnsed officers take into consideration the
specific duties, experience and overall responsibility of each licensed position or
capacity. The subjects for each deck officer license are outlined in 46 CFR 10.05 -
45(b) and subjects for each engineer license are outlined in 46 CFR 10.10-4(b).

The aims assigned to the licensing functions whenever time permits, make
short seagoing voyages as observers aboard the various type; of U.S.flag merchant
vessels.

Question 21. Do these criteria include recognition of rapidly changing technology
in the machine industry? For example, an applicant passed the examination for
third mate, would the Coast Guard him qualified to serve as third mate on
a passenger vessel? If not, what additi nal training would be required by the Coast
Guard?

`23,821

1.'-°)
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Answer. The examinations for all grades of licenses are under continual review

and new questions are added to the bank of questions for each examination on a
daily basis. 'This review and addition of questions takes into consideration the
modernization of the entire marine industry; including new. types of vessels, cargo
handling, machinery and electronic navigation equipment and methods. Textbooks
from which any material icextracted are those which are published in the United
States and can be readily obtained or purchased by a license applicant.

When a third mate completes and passes the license examination he is considered
qualified to serve in that capacity on steam and motor vessels of any gross tons
upon oceans. He is considered qualified to serve in that capacity on any vessel,
including r vessels.

Question p. t curriculum guidance, if any, does the Ciost Guard provide the
various training institutions for third mate and third assistant engineer with re-

to the technical competence required in those areas deemed essential by the
Guard in order to quahfy? '".1

Answer. The officers assigned to the preparation of the examinations frequently
visit the various maritime educational institutions to obtain the faculty viewpoint
on examination content. The officer has in his possession 'ample blocks of questions
of the type ifound in the examination. These questions are examined with the
faculty to determine the validity in lation to a_particular slibjt.

The Coast Guard also publWiee Specimen Examination for merchant marine
officers, both deck and enguseenng booklets contain examination specifica
tions,aam le questions and general: information. This publication also contains the
study bibt phy for license candidates.

The Guard also publishes monthly the "Proceeding of the Marine Safety
Council" n which appear sample questions both deck and engineering and on
occasion articles on the license and examination process. .

Question 21 As you know, the State Maritime Academies generally use training
ships for at-sea training. What is the responsibility of the Coast Guard with respect
to these/training shiPle

Ansefer. These training shine are currently inspected by the Coast Guard, and
issued .Certificates of Inspection under the authority of 46 U.S.C. 363; and are

Qr to be manned and operated in accordance with Coast Guard regulations.
uestion Si. With respect to vessel inspection, what standards are applied by the

Coa4 Guard to determine if the vessel
for S. flat peasenger vessels? Should

Answer. The standards applied by
161Public Nautical School Ships. Th
those a lied Sto U..-

as a basis. Thflag
passenger v

e Coast GuardAudievee that the regulations must be unique
ize the unusual character and Missions of the these vessels. The passenger

standards contemplate a great deism of safety designed to protect a person
no knowledge of the see, while the cargo vessels standards are designed to
a professional seafarer with a reasonable. degree of safety. Blending these

two standards yields a degree of safety which recognizes the capabilities of the
/persons mannini_ the school shipe.

, Question ,Shat responsibility, if any, does the Comic Guard have in determin
mg whether thrdesign of a vowel is suitable for use as training ship?

Answer. accordance with 46 CFR 167.15-15, the owner or agent of a new
nautical school ship or of a vessel intended to be converted to a nautical school silt
mqt make application to the Coast Guard for the approval of contract pia&
specifications. Before a vessel may be used as a nautical school ships it must be
inspected by the Coast Guard to determine that the hull, boilers, machinery, equip-
ment, and safety appliances comply with appropriste regulations. The suitability of
a vessel to serve as a training ship, as diett from safety, is a matter subject to
determination by the Maritime Administration and/or the individualachool. The
Coat Guard will, and has, provided advice on the question of suitability urn
request. The Coast Guard liaison officer assigned to the Maritime Administration
provides assistance in these determinations.

seaworthy? Are they the same as applied
be unique to training vessels?

Guard are contained in 46 CFR Part
col ship regulations are not the same as

is, though the passenger vessel standards

.

Question M What responsibil ty, if any, does the Coast Guard have concerning
the at-sea training actually received by students on training ships? How is this
training monitored'

Answer. The Coast Guard has at-sea experience requirements as a prerequisite to
obtaining _a license to sail as an officer in merchant marine. There are no particular
responsibilities on the part of the Coast Guard concerning the actual content of at-
sea training. The time spent in the Mom training periods are not curricular
specific. Thai period is primarily to expose the cadets to the marine environment
with qualified instructors assisting in the overall program.

12, 0
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i Question V. As you know, the Maritime Administration has recommended that
Section 1802 of the bill be amended by the addition of the defined term "Merchant
Marine Officer" meansany master, mate, pilot, engineer, radio officer, or operator
licensed by the U.S. Coast Guard aserve aboard merchant vessels of over 100 gross
tons;Does

the Coast Guard have any problems with this definition? ,
Answer. Only to the extent that the Coast Guard does not consider an "operator"

to be a "Merchant Marine Officer" in the sense of a master, mate, pilot, engineer, or
radio officer. This is not meant to demean the status

as
tus of the operator, but to reflect

the statutory treatment for an uqperator under RS 4427 (46 U.S.C. 405)
to licensed officers.

ion. St Could it be improved upon in any way?
. Placing the definition in ..ion 1302 as subsection (5) will be tisf

tay as the entire section is limited to "the purpose of this title." sa Ile.
Oration M. If a cadet at the Coast Guard Academy leaves pria' to graduation,-

what actual,cluty obligations does he or she incur? ,-....,-."-8 ,r--ir
Answer. According to a recent policy change, Coast Chard Academy cadets do not

incur any active duty obligation until after he or shp'has completed final examine-
-) tions at the end of the nit Class year, If a carrot declines a commission after

completion of all academic requirements he or she shall be Transferred to the Coast
Guard Reserve as a QM2 with a four year active duty Obligation.

Question A How many Kings Point graduates are curreptly on active duty in the
Coast Guard'?

Answer. There are fifty-five graduates from Kings Point on active day in the
Coast Guard.

QuestRvi N. How many state academy graduates are currently on active duty in
the Coast Guard? -

Answer. There are efghty-two graduates from academia, currently en active
dieV in the Coast Guard.

Wation JS. How many federal and state a .y graduates serve in your mer-
chant marine safety and ports and waterways programs?

Answer. There are one hundred thirty-two federal and state graduates in the
merchant marine safety and ports antwaterways programs.

Question 47. In what other Coast Guard programs do maritime academy graduates
serve?

Answer. Maritime A y graduates serve in any Coast Guard program fort
which they have or .11 the necessary qualifications. Presently there are marl -
Limer/radiates serving in almost all programs, line and staff, throughout the Coast

Queition Si. How tvell qualified are maritime eicademy graduates for Coast Guard
service? .,

Anilwer.-biticitimeoAcademy graduates, in `general, are very well qualified for
Coast Guard wide* and particularly well suited for duty in the Commercial Vessel
Safety Prograckby virtue of their specific background. .

Mr. AuCon.i. I would appreciate it if you would take another ltok
at our on training VON*

al SCARBOROUGH. Thazik:f6u very much. /----S- 1,

Mr. AuCom. I would like :.to call Admiral
much,

of the New
York State Academy.

Admiral, I would like to ask you to summarize your testimony in
the interest of time.

STATEMENT OF REAR ADM. S. H. KINNEY, USN (RETIRED),
PRESIDENT, STATE. UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK MARITIME
COLLEGE, FORT SCHUYLER, BRONX, N.Y.
Admiral KINNEY. Mr. Chairman, I will be pleased to do so.

Thank you for letting us appear.
Your committee has the full testimony and.I will be very glad to

just point out those items of particular concern to the State Uni-
versity Maritime College at Fort Schuyler.

Mr. AuCong. Your full testimony will appear in its complete
form in the record. .

[The information follows:]
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PREPARED. STATE MINT or Rua ADM. S. H. KINNEY. PRESIDENT or THE STATE
UNIMEITY or New Yoke MARITIME COLLEGE

' .

Mr. Chairman and. members Of the subcommittee, I am Sheldon Kinney, Prem
dent of the Maritime Colter of the State University of New York, located Fort
Schuyler. where the East River joins Long Sound: The State Universe
aoer .wiat the oppprtunity to appear before Your Committee to testify on H.R.

The Maritime College is deditaied to the preparation of Cadets to serve in the
Merchant Marine and the Maritime Industry. We are here today to testify becaute

on the United tee Maritime Services Cadets who are our students. and on the
the Bill in its form impacti both favorably and. unfortunately, unfavorably

taxpayers of the State of New York who p̀rovide the great majority of the funds to
educate these students.'

New York has a long tradition of educating for this profession. One hundred and
five years ago, the first formal schooling to prepare personnel for competence in the
Merchant Marine had 'its inception with our school, when the Congress and New
Yor inflated this joint venture with the Act of 20 June 4874, -"to encourage the

ishment of Public Marine Schools." That Act remains a Federal Statute, but
r 71477t171 be repealed l:or, the legislation you are now considering.
I With your permission. Mr. Chairman, I will identify the specific provisions of the

Bill which we believe merit comment.
Sec. I.W1 (page 2, line 8)Policy . .6 to assure that NRO7C programs for

training future naval officers . (emphasis added).
This proposed policy speaks to a particular naval officer procurement program

which has its own- anlectrox process and schedule of payments to or in behalf of the
participant. Nowhere in the proposed legislation is, there a statement of policy
which confirms and continues the previously stated intent of the Congress that the
Federal government be a party to encouragement in various ways of the education
and training of Merchant Marine Officers.

The several State schoohruaw operate under former policies of the Congress that
encourage those interested to establish and maintain specialized maritime colleges
or academies, with' special support from the Federal government. Indeed, after
enabling ration in Able epint, the naval ,sloop st MARY'S reported to New
York in 1874 to establish this.ftrst lschoolship program. The 'ship was federally
manned and U.S. Naval iiersoonel Conducted the. educational program. That school
ship today is, the Maritime College, a specialized College of the State University of
New York.

Fort Schuyler. as we are usually called, has a specific mission: to educate and
train its students for eirvice in the U.S. Merchant Marine and the Aniericap
Maritime Industry. This is a clear New York State se to a Congressional
policy a d a perceived need. The College has an NROTC program and hosts an

officer contingent "for training Muse naval officers." We are proud of our
and graduates do well in the Navy. But this training is not our primary

purse. It is a significant oversight, in our opinion not to enunciate clearly the
policy of theiCon with respect to "Maritime Education and Training (Title
KM of Merchant ine, officers, antkunderthat policy, to delineate specffice that
will encourage the several states thit ahpport Modem& to continue their tradition
of cooperation.

For completeness, I mutt- ricil that a corscurrent program element in the
Merchant Marine officer i.quence is qualification for a naval reserve (inactive)
officer commission:In fact, the Federal and State schools ate the primary
scum of college'level educated Merchant Marine officers holding reserve officer
commissions. It is of mutual benefit to the US. Navy and the private Merchant
Marine that some of these Federal and State- graduates volunteer for active
service in the Navy, lard numbers have served are serving with distinction
in *Very rank from Ensign to Olag Grade. y important, those commis-' Waned but not on active duty are well-q to also serve when the nation
faces an anierffinc1.

- Sec MOSDefimtions.
'Nacomment.
Sec. MSMaintain a Federal Academy.

authorise the intrusion of the Federal Academy into areas of purpose.
We do not support the enlargement of the enablements pined that would

Fir example, in PeragniPillb) expenditures are authorised for instructional pur-
r:um shipyards, (industrial) plants, and industiial and educational organiza-
tions." Under similar omnibus .authority, the Naval Academir could educate and
'train shipyard managers and defense contractors; the Mr Force Academy could
educate and train the aerospace leaders who might be needed in emergency or for

MOS 0-00-5
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current defense contractors; and the Mil tary Academy could educate and train foi
all civil engineer and municipal city en eer positions. We do not believe that this
authorization is consistent with the pu stated in paragraph (a), and is, instead,
an inappropriate expansion of the missi n of a Federal school in preparation for
private industry.

Set 1804 (page 11, line 3)"policy . to promote . . . Sec. 1301 . . ." "by as.
slating and cooperating with any states territories in the operation and maint

officnonce

of maritime academies or colleg for the training of merchant marine
ers?'

This statement of policy to assist and operate with states for Merchant Marine
officer schools is to promote the nati, al policy of the proposed Sec. 1301. This
seems an inversion o .the proper priont as for monism schools. Sec. 1301 relates to
NROTC training of naval officers which is to be promoted by a Sec. 1304 policy for
assistance in training Merehant Marini officers

(Page 12, line authorizes that a training ship be equipped
(including . . instruments of navigation), while page 12, line 17 allows loan of
"any vessel (including equipment) " aad so line (3) should include "instruments and
equipment)

(Page 12, line 211 -13) The Secretary may pay additional amounts to assist in
paying for the mot of fuel oil consumed during training cruises."

We would hope that continuing this existing authority would lead to actual
appropriation and.fi iand.tinancial assistance as clearly intended. The authorizing lid
bon to assist has so far led to increasing burdens on the states and scarce evidence

. of a determination to effect the will of Congress.. One might suggest that the
Governors of the assisted states be invited annually td report their taxpayers'
cofitribution for fuel oil consumed during training cruises, and the amount received
in accordance with this paragraph, and that the appropriate administration oil the
Secretary report over the Secretary's signature his five-year planned level of sup-
port. To date the support has been zero.

(Page 12, line 24)(4) authorizes the *notary to provide for training on ships.
This paragraph should include afithorization for reimbursement of travel ex-

penses while traveling as a Cadet under orders, the same as page 7, lines 6-7.
(Page 13, line 3) enables tha.Secretary to enter into agreement* for State schooll,

and authorizes payments "to be used for the maintenance and support" of the
schools, and "shall be equal to the amouni furnished . by the State .
except that the,payment shall not exceed $100,000.

It would seem, to read these words, that someone thinks $100,000 might
commensurate with the extra state costs for operating a maritime school., It would
be more, appropriate to remove the brave words or to increase the $100,000 to
perhaps $100;000,000.

What does $100,000 of aid offset?
Fort Schuyler would perhaps be' required to enroll 300 out-of-state students (me

15, line 2). The out-of-state tuition differential of $600 per year (not collected) would
mean that the state was contributing $180,000 of tuition differential only partially
offset by $100,000 grant.

The minimum permanent crew and minimum augmented crew for training
cruises cannot be hired for $100,000.

The Mel oil consumed during the training 6ruiee costs more than $100,000.
The cost of as few as four full-tame professionals to coordinate and teach license

preparation, for example, two licensed engine, and tow licensed deck officers, would
require at least a $100,000 budget line.

so it goes: The $100,000 limit is not realistic compared to the state contribu
tion for the' particular expense attributed to this specialized education. The State of
New York appropriateaiibout $51/2 million annually for this, os on the ratio of 55 to
1 to the Federal government. This is not a partnership. the limitation should be
lifted and the Federal portion governed by the term "shall be equal to the amount
furnished by the state." If the.Congress believes that the Merchant Marine serves a
national purpose, then it should recognize that the State academies serve a national
need far beyond the state borders and shorelines, and support the purpose financial-
ly in this light. The cost per graduate to the Federal government will still prove its
most economical source for educated Merchant Marine officers.

(Page 18, line 28) which directs the Secretary to provide guidance and assistance
in developing courses, would be most welcome if it includes supplying equipment,
models, simulators, training aids, and similar tangible assets that have net been
provided.

license examination prior to graduation This ira gkohjectionable in the
(Page 14, line 17) is a proposed condition for aseistee that each school require

passage of
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strongest possible tarns as being discriminatory, an intrusion on State* Rights, and
impractical of impartial enforcement.

Lawyers, doctori, 'nurses, publii accountants, engineers, and many Others gradu-
ate withotit a specific requirement to a test by an outside agency. Why should
the rules of this, profession be tory? Does a law school condition gradua-
tion on passing the bar?

The various states establish d .wi4 requirements and enforce one kind or another
of program registration. The authority to grant an iieademie degree in a state is a
matter of State Folucation Law, not Federal Statute. There is a different jurisdiction
between a.Stetie school and the Federill Academy whose degree authority is based in
Federal Statute.

The U.S. Coast Guard currently requires that candidates Must have graduated-
before they maybe licensed. The proposal that this sequence be reversed confronts
us with the dilemma of the "chicken and the eggz-

The U.S. Coast Guard examinations are muiti-part national examinations subject
to all the vageries of standardised teats and shifts of emphasis likely in a regulatory
authority. While we prepare a student to understand and to pass a typical test,
there is no sure way to prepare a student to pass the test. Furthermore, the
prerequisites to even taking the test vary from time to time and, on °Cession, the
preatiptions have changedabiruptly. If our state system and our educational judg-
ment cannot control the graduation requirements, we cannot administer the proc-
eat, nor enforce it..

It should be noted, however,. that the Maritime College certainly expects its
graduates to obtain the license (if they are U. citizens) It is rare *Mn one does'
not so qualify, The College requires each Cadet in the seniof year to pass "license
seminaesuccelefut completion of which is the, school's seal of approval that the
Cadet is fully qualified to sit for license.

(Page 16, line 2) limits the number of out-of-state students prescribed by the
Secretary to one-third capacity of the school, and is taken from carient legislation
(MA. Act 1968, Sec. 6(b)). Fortunately, no Secretary has jet prescribed any factor
approsching one currently General Order 87 stipulates ten percent. The stu-
dents/Should be idehtified as "qualified" for admission as they are in General Order
87.

(pep 16, line 10, paragraph (0(1)) enables the Secretary to inake loans of up to
81,990 per academic year to an allocated selection of students

The shift to loons. from the present alloporsce is a very significant change. The
proPosed legislation does not provide any reasoning for the cMaga from an ilea-

. tire allowance to just 6ne more complicated system of government-controlled stu-
dent financial aid. Under the allowance System, Cadets are, in effect, "paid" a
modest $1,200 per year (calendar, not oco4emic) to help defrat the extra costs of a
maritime education thpt they would not bees otherwise. Our students are required
to wear uniformi, to undertake certain instructiOn *ith costs, to be residents in a
structured academy, and to tomb mm--of-4M,. student employment opportunities

-otherwise available. The "pay" of $L200 -,1n1y ley than one-third the t4al
cools In facts a student who would otherwise commute 'as a nonuniformed dey..
student is penalised well over $1,200 for the privilege of undertaking this special
form of education that the Congress is tryingfutnd.o encourage. :Now this stipend. is

* pro= to become just one more student kaa
t loan funds of various *Inds exist already. Loeb funds are costly to '

administer, and are perceived in different way& To add eke mon:lven fund without
some compelling purpose is an administrative bureaucratic oveation Without a per -
suasive intent. How will the Congress mtinvorankrecruit and assisk the student who
elects, insteadA different govenunent and consequently isfree of the

CPrdarpose °Abet proposed Title XM is to so& the State schools and, through
Act and the encumbrance of all Rules the &cretary4s.to.generatra

Ahem, to recruit and encourage young Americans heeime highly qualified, attar
level Merchant Marine officers The loan system is a detenant to recruit -

and a step beclorird. The ye subsidy *Bohan°e should be retained:
are the State school dudes* singled out tereceive lame of up to 84,800-for

four year; while the Federal_ emvernment underwrites the cost orthe Federal
Academy at far mom than $4,800 psi student in one , arid the Federersubsidc
motley paid, to training Ponds is only vaguely idea in the Subcommittee

Why a loan system be limited to 0* $1,200 psi academic yeetr?Vst
about the costs of summer sea trainW cruiser Pangraph (A), line 21, says to deh* %
"the cost of uniforms, books, and sgm a." What about tuition, menditer=
room ree and -incidental mamma allowed in other loan Program.? The Na
Defense SaWnt Loan and Guaranteed &Went Loan programs, which are not

/
(/
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exclusive, between them allow $120500 for four years. Is $1,204 per academic year a
reasonable incentive?

Administering loan programs will be costly to the government It should be clear
that the Federal program cannot impose another burden on the State schools Who
will collect the loans? Who will make the judgments about the forgiveness' Who
will maintain the address file? Who will pu he delinquent" The States cannot
uniformly perform this service, and there is a 1 mate claim for administrative

. es to support any clerical effort at an, as in er financial aid programs.
Ina ergally, would repaid loans, with interest, revert to pitalize the-loan fund, or
is that somehow a significant general kevenue offsetting administrative-costs?

We have' federally sponsored NROTC Scholarship Midshipmen at Fort Schuyler
They receive $1,200 per calendar year and uniforms and books and tuition and
mandator), fee allowance. This is an incentive But, even so, the Navy periodically
reviews the perception to the student of the "value" of that "scholarship

periodically
as seen in

comparison to other "scholarships," to keep the Navy ppogram competitive. The concept of the proposed $1,200 per academic year loan as an incentive to sign
the articles is destroyed by Paragraph .(BI, page 15, line 23"the loan shall com-
mence to accrue on the day the student begins his first term of work." Neither the
NROTC nor'the Service Academies expects any repayment or obligation for the first
two incentive - building years. Exacting this obligation of a 17- or 18 -year old high
school graduate for enterin a program in support of national, policy, is unreason-
able. The first two yeprs o the Incentives are free in similar programs. Yes, it is
true, as you say, that other loan prtigrams accrue as the proceeds of the loan are
expended: But that is my point: they are identified as loan programs and not
designed as incentioes.forepecial recruitment. If it is the intent of Congress to assist
the states in preparing Merchant Marine officers, then transfer of the subsidy
"payment" to a student loan servicejd a mistake If the concern of Congress is- to
respond to criticism about obligation, then we suggest that the answer lies in
establishing appropriate obligaesons, not destroying incentives.

The loan will be perceived by'students, parents, and observers as a heavy burden.
The "escape" to forgiveness is something that the Federal Maritime Administrators
dannot in fact legally offer as a condition of the loan agreement: The loan recipient
will carry the burden of the loan And be subject to the uncertainties of employment-
policies and contracts, and at the mercy of strikes, or under penalty when the
economy turns down. Just when the student graduates and walks toward "forgive-
ness" the possibility of the Avenues closing will be brutally evident, and the bill
collector will remind huh regularly.

(Page 14, line,11 continues the 'Unrealistic conditions of the loan, "to complete the
course of instruction." This statement totally *ions the, overwhelming ,evidence
from every post-secondary institution about their attntion College curricula are
designed as ne ly as possible to be general for the first two years It is not in the
Federal or state hooi interest to ask a 17- or 18-year old boy or girl from high
schohl to sign ii-sta nt that agrees "to complete the course of Instruction." In
the words of an academic, counselor, this is an invitation to he and to cheat

(Page 16, paragrt (Dl) expresses a six-year requirement to hold a license whose
'term is five-years. e Mtn proposes, (page 16, line 151 that forgiveness of a maxi-
mum of $4,800 or an unspecified minimum loan. can be earned by five years of
obligated serq.e. The exact same-five-year obligation (page 8, line 1) is required of a

Ergraduate
frpm the Federal Acadenly. We are conscious of the gross inequity of

nancial help received for federal vs. State school graduates It seems this would
ley on the maximum burden and with minimum reward.

On a rational basis of costs, we estimate that if it is the will of Congress to exact
five yeare obligated service to repay Federal Academy costs, then the state citizen
should in all fairness be required to serve about two months Perhaps, if the ratio of
costs is as low as ten-to-one, then the obligation should be as great as one-half year .
We need to see on the record some compelling rationale for terminating the Cadet
payment as an incentive, and tooverc.ome the obvious inequity in obligated service

The need for highly qualified Merchant Marine officers varies from time to time.
You cannot Write a job order to create them after e need is clearly evident: It
appears that the proposed legislation includes ral provisions that will work
inexorably to reduce ,any. expWdFstions the nat may safely' retain about future
reserves of qualified officers

.(Page 18, line 7) addresses an inconsistency: a graduate who failed to obtain a
license would not be a graduate, according to the proposal, of page 14. line 17.

Sec. 1$05 (Page 191The Secretary is authorized to intrude into continuing,educa-
don as 'deemed necessary" for both licensed and unlicensed personnel A,nd he is
authorized to spend money to print and publish and to puychase textbooks, equip-
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v meat, and. iniploy lemons and make contracts (without regard to
certain law) to

automation
stiVerVierand erinsinister these courses.

This is a authorization for the Federal government to do as it pleases,
while continuing to' a tips* sichificant actions that would nuiterially support
'the 'State *hoofs or, private inttiatives. Continuing education for an
industry is not a Federal

Sec. Me (Page 2(0Reestablishes the Maiitime Service, and besides the reestab.
lishment opens the authority for the Secretary to spend Federal money in support
of this "voluntary organization" for training of licensed and unlicensed personnel.

'Rates of allowances; nd tarnishing of uniforms (page 21, line 5), together with
the preceding section, puts that the Federal government could nationalize the
Merchant Marine, with licensed and untie-weed officers trained and upgraded in
Federal establishments of the U.S Maritime Se ice.

Sec. 1101 (Page 21). No comment.
Sec. 1108 (Page 22). No comment.
Sea 1109 (Page 224, line. 22) The authority of the Secretary to lend surplus

equipment should extend to excess equipment as well; i.e., "surplus and 'excess
shipboard eAulpraent."

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, thank you for the privijege of com-
menting. the Maritime College of the State University of New York - ires that
HR $451 *add have far-reaching effect on education and training for The Merchant
Marine, if enacted. Since the State academies are the largest source of new officers,
we hope that serious consideration will be given to the flaws that have been pointed
out, in order that theAct may accomplish improvement rather than inflict harm on
the recruiting and education of young Americans for this vital profession.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you for the
privilege of commenting: The Maritime College of the State Uni-
versity of New York recognizes that HR. 6451 would have a far-
reaching effect on education arid training for the merchant marine,'
if enacted.

Since the State academies are the largest source of new officers,
we hope that serious consideration will be given to 410-"Mits that
have been pointbd out, in order that the act may accomplish ins-
!movement rather than inflict harm on thi recruiting' and educa-
tion of young Americans for this vital profession.

There. art many excellent features of thib bill. I apologize for
.rizetaking the time only to point out those specific items that we

lie% can be improved.
Mr. AuCcor. Thank you for your testimony,
Let. me sisk you a few questions in rapid fire order so we'can get .

'back to our regular sequence of witnesses. z

What is the impact of fuel oil on your training at your academy?
The impact is to become a pevesefiriancial

burden to the State University of New York.
Mr. &COD/. ,What does "severe" mean?, Can you quantify the

problem?
Admiral know. We have a minimum sea time which we must

meet for the Coast Guard license so there is no question of shorten:*
lag the . We also have a requirement that this be true
underway , it can't be swinging around the hook at anchor.
While we can economize in fur' speeds, we can only save 4 specific
amountof fuel. The net result is devastating financiallyraLtha cost
per barrel goes up. We were talking not many years ago about
$100,000 for the summer cruise and we are over $200,000 now.

Mr; &Com We know that the price of fiiel oil has gone up. I
am just curious as to iltow. that is affecting your operational capac-
ity as an educational institution?

If.):`ti
z."
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Admiral KINNEY. We be the time will come when the State
will be unable to meet the uel costs, particularly if the IMCO

ation is effected by our vernment and the sea time doubled.
net result is that the tate University of New York would

not be able to qualify its graduates for the minimum sea time
required for licensa^

14r. AuCoui. Turning to your statement on the proposed require-
ment that there be a, passage of a license as a prerequisite to
graduation; you couldn't be clearer as to how you feel about that
proposal. I am wondering if you draw any distinctionp between
students who receive Federal assistance and those who do Nit.

Do you oppose any such requirement ie either of those two
cases?

Admiral KINNvi. No, sir, I cannot draw`such a distinction simply
because the degree granting authority will not by a State be dele-
gated to an outside licensing agency. I don't mean that we don't
make every effort to see that our graduates receive their license
and it is rare when one is not licensed, but I don't believe the
faculties nor universities will tolerate that provision as a Federal

uirement.
quite different frorp the Federal Academy whose degree is

granted not by its faculty and university, but by the Congress.
Mr. AuCong. You have indicated that the Federal Government

should not be in the business of. offering continuing, education
courses. That means, I assume, that it is the responsibility of the
State academies.

Admiral KINNEY. New York Maritime College's p articipation in
this area is quite limited, Mr. Chairman. In general we 'are in the
business of preparing students for their initial license. We do have
a graduate program. It is not a uniformed (program. It relates in
effect to the business administration of the sea.

It is a master's degree in transportation management.
Mr. AuCotti. If you don't do it and the Government doesn't, who

will do it?
Admiral KINNEY. We are no t in the business of upgrading li-

censes which is done primarity by the unions.
Mr. AuCoiN. So you think that is a function that ought to be

shared by the unions?
Admiral KINNEY. Those nip receive that instruction are mem-

bers of the unions and the unions take the responsibility to educate
them for their advancement.

AuCom. I am asking you whether the State academies or
the Federal Government or the union academies should have a role
in this.

Admiral KINNEY. Our particular college does not aspire to a role
in it at the prepent

-AuCon4-., As an administrator in one of the institutions, you
, have some sense of overall maritime education in the United
States. How do you feel abou it?

Admiral KINNEY. With *the Federal Academy or State
schools?

Mr. AuCong. With respect to both. You have indicated the Feder-
, al Government should not be involved. Is that a burden that should

be picked up by the States or do you think this is something that

JP
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should be laft.to what we have now in the union with the. labor
union academy?

Admiral Kneen. I think a State acade my that wishes. to under-
- take this instruction has every right. to do so.

Mr. AvConi. Do you see a public responsibility. for trying to
NOM where continuing education is happening in the United

, States and that public assessment would have to come to you from
the Federal Government or State governments, and if a shortcom-

-pig is foundf to move in and make sure that continuing education
_ ?

Know. Continuing education and graduate education
is certainly a very vital part of the lifeblood of public and private
education m'the United States.

Mr. sAuCom. How can the States do that better thin the Federal
Government? The Federal Government would hate a better oppor-
tunity to review the state of the art on a national basis,, would it
not/ e

Admiral ICnviny. Mr. Chairman, the ory of the Uni States
with respect to education has been that this matter is
industry and the States Anton there is a clearcut national need
that only the Federal Government can AMIE For example, the
graduate school of the Navy, the service academies, edu-
cation . that is required by. the Government for a c purpose.

1 'do not belie% that is the case when we are about the .

industry called the merchant marine.
Mr. AuCom. Thik International Convention on Standards Train-

ing, 'Certification ed tWatchkeeping for Seafarers has been dis-
cussed in the.hearing by a nuniber of *hawses. Do you anticipate
this having a major impact on your institution and on other State
institutions?

Admiral Komar. Very much so. If it were enacted fully and soon
I think it could mean the end of some State maritime schools,
perhaps ours included. The requirement to sandwich 6 additional
months into a 4-year curriculum that is jampacked and really
amounts to 5 years, the costs of maintainingt provisioning and
fueling the shipsfor the double time is lhiproactical.

Some other means will have to be obtained to, achieve that ma
time.

Mr. AuCoiw..Are you opposed to the convention?
Admiral linear. I am opposed to it because naive something

is being forced on the United States against its
and contrary to the national interest. We have very excellent -
laden of our safety at sea and prior to IMCO's involvement in
the U.S. Coast Guard, which wee the judgment authority, conclud-
ed thah t

third
'months sea time in school Chips produced an adequateand somate.

Thais/is nothing in the history of cotillions and founding! to
indicate our graduates have been ether than safe. There aro no
statistics. to show we are running-an operation that doesn't
a qualified officer. If this is forced on our training grogram

provide

it is adopting an unnecesary requirement that will impair 'our U.S.
mmehant marine capability.

I believe that we are quite conscious of piety at sea and I don't
believe our Nation has to apologise to anybody. The conditions
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under which we train and the standards that we meet are, so far
different from those of foreign nations that t see no reason why we
should try to meet a standard imposed by other nations that has
relatively little bearing on our own operation.

Mr. AtiCa/4. Admiral Kinney, your time is getting very close to
your plane departure. I appreciate your testimony and, as I indict+
ed, the full text of the testimony will be in the record. Thank you
for coming today.

Admiral KINNEY. Ttiapk you, sir.
[The following was re6eived for the record:]'

STAY'S UNIVERSITY OP New YORK,
Warms Cowing,

Fort Schuyler, Bronx, X Y., February 8, 1980.
Hon. Les AuCcarr,
Chairman, Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on Maritime Education and Training. Con-

gress of United States, House of Itepresentattves, Washington,- ne.
DRAB CoN01111111AN AuConc Following my testimony in .Washington. D.C. con.

corning H.R. 5461, you forwarded to me the teetimony Of a U.S. Navy spokesman
with a request for comment I appreciate your giving us the opportunity to contrib-
ute further to the hearing record. Our comment on the testimony of Captain
Leopold is enclose&

Sincerely,

Enclosure.
As you know, both these witnessesrecommended a eerie, of amendments to

implement the Merchant Marine Reserve, U.S. Navy Reserve, and I would appreci
ate receiving you comments with respect to this proposal.

For example, what effect, if any, would these amendments have on the Naval
Science courses currently provided at your school? What effect, if any, would these
amendments have on the active duty and reserve service options of your graduates
es officers in the U.S. Navy? What f am atte ping to determine is the broad effect
of these amendments on the federal and sta nuirithise academies.

The referenced statements seem to be the current state of the evolution which
began in late 1976. A Mission Statement for Departments of Naval Science-at
Merchant Marine and State Maritime Academies was developed by the Maritime
Administration and the Navy and forwarded, to the schools in December 1976.
Subsequent) semester curriculum was developed and forwarded to the
schools in 7. It is our understanding that the tweeemester curriculum was
ado at I the State Schools, including New York of course, but not adopted at
the FWeral Academy.

The mission statement, witomphasis added, in
1-10 teach Naval SCiIIIICI courses to yoting men and women at the United States

Merchant Marine Academy and at the several State Maritime Academies and
Colleges. This instruction is to provide to officers whO will actively' sail aboard
merchant ships or who wililts'associated with the maritime inaustry the specific
skills which will permit effective operations with the Navy or in sone cases in the /
11(tyy_in time of peace,'national emergency, or war."

O *dives were included with the mission statement, and pe MarAd.Navy joint
Memorandum stated, with emphasis added:

"It is our judgment that aticceaskl achievement of theie objectives, when coupled
with the successful completion of the core course of instruction at the laaritime
institutions, meets the basic professional educational requirements for a ReserveComm"issim"

With this background, I can reliant to your questions as Mows;
The ProPeeed amendments would have no effect on the Navel Science courses

currently provided at Maritime.
The proposed amendments, by being specific to the Merchant Marine Reserve are

much more restrictive then is our interpretation of the Mission statement, and the
judgment of the objectives and core's:terms as meeting requirements "tor a Reserve
commission." The mission, the judgment of the objectives and core coulees, plus our
historical perspective, lead us to believe In the Navy" with a "Reserw&comniission"
shotiki be interpreted as broadly as possible. We understand that the Navy current
thinking is Merchant Marine R.e inrve. It has not always been so. Constroint to the
MMR should not be enforced for all graduates; to do so would differentiate graft.

SHILDON Kamm
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ates who volunteer for active duty from other active duty officers. and could restrict
the Navy's own initiatives in times of greater need.

STATE UNIVERSITY or NEW YORK,
MARITIME COLLEGE,

Fort Schuyler. Bronx, MY, February 8. 1980.
Hon. Las Au Com,
Chairman, Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on Maritime Education and Draining, Con-

gress of the United States. House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Cosortasertmi AuCots: I appreciate the opportunity afforded me to testify

at the hearings concerning H.R. 5451.
The questions sent to us on 18 December ask for further clarification and ex-

change of views on the proposed legislation. and we welcome this opportunity to
contribute to the hearing record Our responses to the questions are enclosed.

Sincerely,
SHELDON Ktmmay.

Enclosure.
Question 11a1 What is the primary function of the (State University of) New York

Maritime College?
Answer. The Maritime College is a specialized College of the State University of

New York dedicated to its MissionTo educate and train qualified young people to
become licensed officers in the American Merchant Marine.

While licensure alone does- not require a college education, It is the specialized
nature of the Maritime CollegeTo prqvide a sound undergraduate and graduate
background by,combining a nautical educatidn with the courses of a college curricu-
lum to prepare the Cadets for successful careers in the maritime industry, afloat
and ashore.

The unique combination of a fully accredited baccalaureate curriculum and the
licensing prothisional education is conducted in a structured organizationTo edu-
cate and train the Cadets in leadership and to instill in them an abiding sense of
honor, discipline, responsibility, and mature citizenship

The traditions of the College and the traditions of the sea service are not ends
themselves, but drawn uponTo develop in the Cadets a pride in their profession,
and a determination to uphold he finest traditions.

Graduates are qualified and encouraged to pursue the dpportunities and personal
regards of the seagoing profession. They are prepared to become leaders in the
broad industry afloat and ashore, as the College curriculums are developedTo

a sound academic program so that graduates may take their places in the
ess and professional world.

Question 1(b). Overall, do you believe that you have been successful in implement-
ing this primary function?

Answer. Yes.
Question *at. What service obligations do your graauates now have?
Answer. Cadets who receive the federal subsidy and required to complete two

courses- in Naval Science which lead to eligibility for commission in the Navy
Reserve (Inactive Duty). They are required to apply for the commission prior to
graduation and to accept it if offered by the Navy. Those commissioned incur an
obligation which may be fulfilled in one of the following ways:

1. Participation in the Merchant Marine component of the Ready Reserve
(USNR-R) specifically for the Merchant Marine Officer who follows the sea as a
profession. Members must: a) sail on their license for et least lour months during
each two anniversary years 'folio-wing the acceptance of the commission, unless
waived by the Chief Naval Personnel, and b) serve two weeks of Active Duty for
Training during each anniversary year Mier/jug the acceptance of the commission.
unless waived by th 'ef of Naval Reserve.

2. Particspa Ready Reserve as an unrestricted line officerfor those not
meeting the professional requirements of No. 1. Members generally attend reserve
media(' one weekend each month and perform two weeks of Active Duty for
Training each year. ,

8. Request active duty for (generally) three years.
Alternatively, graduates .may fulfill their obligations by active duty as commis-

sioned officers in the Coast Guard or the Commissioner! Orrps of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

firer.
1101. What would you suggest in the way of an appropriate obligation?

. For the small subsidy now received by Cadets, the existing obligation
seems appropriate. If the subsidy were substantial* increased, the obligation could
be proportionately increased.

Question Sid Would such obligations be enforceable?
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Answer. Enforcement of an employment obligation in the maritime industry
afloat and ashore would be, difficult. As a diverse segment of an independent
economy, the maritime industry does not have a constant or controllable *wand
for professional employees. An industry presents a far different circumstance than
the Armed Forces.

Question 1. What are you reaching for with respect to your remarks concerning
Section 1301?

Answer. 1 am reaching for a more explicit statement of policy regarding the
intent of Congrbee that the federal government encourage the education and train-
ing of merchant marine officers and in particular to assist and cooperate with the
States in'ope tion and maintenance of academies or colleges for training of mer-
chant mann officers. Following this it would then be appropriate to define the
naval interaction.

Let me illustrate: The Merchant Marine Act of 1936, Title I, Section 101, is a clear
Declaration of Policy that "It is necessary for the national defense and development
of its foreign and domestic commerce that the-United States shall have a merchant
marine . ."

That Act of 1936 does not now state policy regarding cooperation with and
assistance to States. There is such a clear statement in the Maritime Academy Act
of 1958, Declaration of Policy, Section 2. That section declares policy to promote the
Act of 1936, Section 101 (to have a merchant marine) 'by assistin, and cooperating
with the States . . for the training of merchant marine officers.'

That clear statement in the Act of 1958 to assist and cooperate would be repealed
.by the proposed legislation being considered by your Committee, page 27, line 6.

The proposed legislation would bring into the Act of 1936 the new Title XIII
entitled "Maritime Education and Training." Naturally we would hope for affirma-
tion of the existing policy, and we are making the point that it is not there. It is not
in the present wording of Section 1301 or Section 190e.

Section 1801 addressed-Navy-Merchant Marine cooperation and NROTC officer
program. Whatever merits that section has, it is not in the same spirit as the
policy of the Act of 1958.

Section 1304 address,e support. of Sections 101 and 1301 (Navy-Merchant Marine
cooperation and NROTC officer programs) by assisting and cooperating with States.
That section again fails to convey a policy equal to that of the Act of 1958, that the

wants to promote 101 (having a merchant marine) by being a partner withCongress
in education and training of merchant marine officers.

Other witnesses (Assistant Secretary Nemirow Ead Captain Leopold) have pre.
seated recommended changes that ere not inconsistent with our view. I do not
believe, however, they go quite far enough.
.I suggest that the first section of the new title on maritime education and

training put filet things first. NROTC is not first, nor is the Merchant Marine
Reserve.

It is the policy of the Congress (I hope) to support Section 101 (having a Merchant
.Marine) by active support and participation in maritime education and training of
merchant marine officers

(e) by establishment and operatioq of a federal Merchant Marine Academy,
(b) by assisting and cooperating with States and territories in the operation

and maintenance of maritime amdemies.or colleges,
. (c) by establishing jurisdiction of designated Civilian Nautical &hook, and

(d) by asigning to the Secretary certain authorities air ay be necessary or
desirWe to carry out the provisions of this title.

Further it is the policy of the Cosigner (I hope) that the United States Navy and
ft* Marine of the United States work closely together to promote the
maximum etegration of the total seapower of the Nation. In Itirtherance of this
policy,.: sal steps are necessary and desirable in integration of United States
Navy training programs and Maritime Education and Training programs, under the
provisions of this title-

00 by maintaining naval training programs appropriate to future merchant
marine officers at Federal and State merchant marine schools,

(b) by maintaining Naval Reserve Officer Traiiiing Corps programa at selected
merchant marine schools,

(c) by providing access to the Merchant Marine Reserve component of the
U.S. Naval Reserve for qualfiiedigraduates of the merchant marine schools, and

of
by close cooperation of the ..etary of the Navy, theAmistant Secretary

of Commerce for Maritime Affairs, and Admipistrators of the academies and
colleges to assure training available at the schools is consistent with Navy and
Merchant Marine standards and needs in peacetime and in preparation for
emergency demands on the total seapower forces.
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(a) Your statement on the bottom of page one that "Nowhere in the proposed
legislation is there a statement of policy which confirms and continues the previous-
ly stated intent of the Congress that the federal government be a party to encour-
agement in various ways of the education and training of merchant marine offi-
cers.' Do you believe that the language contained in Section 1304(aX1) is ilia
equate? Why?

1 hope you see from my statement above that I would not say that the language of
1304001) is "inadequate' For example, it would be restored to the original wording
and intent of Congress as expressed in the Declaration of Policy of the Maritime
Academy Act of 1958 if the words "and 1301" were stricken from line fi, page 11 of
the propelled section.

The effect of striking "and 1301" would be that we are told it is Policy to have a
Merchant Marine (Section 101) and to promote that by assisting and cooperating
with the States to train merchant marine officers (Section 1304 as modified). That
plain and simple primary policy is what we strive to implant in the Bill now, and
would prefer not to see it diluted.

I would also recommend that the amended paragraph be moved to the first
section under Title XIII. "Maritime Education and Training."

(b) On page two of your statement, you say. "It is a significant oversight, in your
opinion, not to enunciate clearly the, policy of the Congress with respect to Mari.
tune Education and Training', etc.' What sort of amendment, if any, are you
recommending with respect to Section 1301?

My statements above intend to make clear that in my opinion the present word-
ing of Section 1301 and the implied emphasis it commands as the first section of the
new Title, "Maritime Education and 'Training" are a significant departure from the
present sequence of Policy in the first sections of the Acts of 1936 and 1968.

From the viewpoint of the States, it in vital to have set forth in statute the United
States' policy on having a merchant marine (Section 101, 1936) and, to assist the
States to train merchant marine officers (Section 2, 1958). 'After that can come
further policy Oh Navy-Merchant Marine cooperation, which is not our primacy
concern, and the place of naval training in the merchant marine curriculum, which
we can do; and the acme of our graduates to the U.S. Navy or Naval Reserve,
which changes from time to time as peace and emergencies come and go.

The training of qualified, competent officers for our merchant marine is an
enduring need. The curriculum of nivel training of merchant marine officers is
subject to fashion. The recruitment and assignment of merchant marine officers to
warships or auxiliaries, or whatever,k history tells us is nearly unpredictable. Thus
we urge a clear, enduring, and primacy policy on the first, and a more flexible
a h to the latter.

on 1801 should be amended by rag as a prior paragraph, wording of the
Po icy from the Act of 1958; that is, proposed section 1304 as amended above.
Then the present langgreof Section 301 could be amended as proposed lay the
Navy. e. and " ' ham lines 8 and .9, page 2, and Melee*
"naval" with "nie t marine" in line

After this amendment, some additional 'words about NROTC unite and Merchant
Marine Reserve training, and access to the U.S. Naval Reserve are appropriate as I
outlined above.

(c) Then on the bottom of page 2 of your statement, you say "For oampleteness. I
must add that a concurrent program element in the Merchant Marine officer
sequence is qualification for a naval reserve (inactive) officer commission." Just
what are you recommending here; another amendment to Section 1301?

After the primary statement of policy on training merchant marine officers, and
assisting the States to do that, it is appropriate, I believe, to give some policy
guidance on naval training for future merchant marine officers. One reason is
bees= we are 'doing it now in the curriculum, and our graduates are doing it:
going into active duty in the Navy, or to inactive duty in the U.S. Naval Reserve.
Further, I don't believe history would support a policy which restricts all our
students to only the Merchant Marine Reserve. Just ask the Navy about their
activation and assignment of our students as Reserve Officers during the Korea
action.

I harbor some doubt that we know the future of volunteerism, the future of
manpower registration, or the draft, or of the manpower needs of the Navy. Korea
reminds us that wholesale numbers of Cadets and Midshipmen were called to active
duty and-assigned to other than merchant ships. Navy testimony tells now "Navy
policy is that these merchant marine reserve officers will not be recalled involuntar-
ily to active duty during a national emergency or in time of war." That may have
been policy the day before Korean action started. Thus I do not support any
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restrictive wording in a, policy implied by limitations to commission only in the
Merchant Marine Reserve. The needy of the Nation may dictate otherwise.

I have suggested in my response above that policy might include:
maintaining naval training programs at schools,
maintaining NROTC programs at selected schools,
providing access to (but not limited to) Merchant Marine Reserve.
directing cooperation to assure training consistent with standards and needs

in peactime and in preparation for emergency demands on the total sea
needs

forces.
Question 4. The Maritime Administration has recommended tying the upper limit

of the prescribed number of out;oktate students to the number enrolled at any
academy rather than the school's capacity.

a. What would be the effect of this amendment on the New York Maritime
College?

The State University of New York Maritime College is fully enrolled and the
amendment would, therefore, not affect . the number of out-of-state students we
would be required to accept.

b. Do you favor or oppose this amendment? Why?
This amendment accomplishes the purpose of allowing a state college or academy

to maintain the instate enroilmenit character that is appropriate for a state institu
tion New York has testified that, fortunately, the Maritime Administration has
never set a requirement approaching the legal limit. It is unrealistic considering the
millions of state dollars invofted in annual support of ape College by the citizens of
New York.

QuestionS. The. Maritime Administration has proposed that Section 1302 be
amended by inserting a defined term for "Merchant Marine Officer," which would
include the term "M officer." Do you have any comments?

Since the State University of New York Maritime College does not offer radio
officer license preparation, it has no comment on this amendment.

Question 6. As you know, the Maritime Administration has recommended that
Section 1302 of the hill be amended by inserting a definition for "Maritime Acade-
mies or Colleges." Do you believe that this is suitable definition, or could it be
improved upon?

We understand the intent of the definition as applicable to Section 1304. It might
be convenient to borrow a shorthand from General Order 87, paragraph 310.3(b)
where maritime academies and colleges are "hereinafter called the Ichools'."

Perhaps "called the Schools in section 1304." -

Question ?. I don't understand what you Mean on page 8 of your statement where
you say "Th

der
e students should be identified as 'qualified' for admission as they are in

Co:petal Or *87."
To a sensitive faculty, the present wording of Section 1804(dX2), page 14. line 20,

says that the price of a grant of more than $25,000 is to admit students residing in
other States without regard to normal admissions procedures or qualifications.

General order 87, paragraph 810.3(02), after similar wording, protects the aca-
demic standards by adding a "provided,. however" that the students apply and are
qualified for admission.

smtgest substituting on page 14, line 23, "qualified applicaits" for the word
"students." Then qualified applicants residing in other States can be admitted as
students in routine fashion.

Question 8. What effect, if any, will the Intrernational convention of Training
Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers have on the graining provided by the
New York Maritime College? /

A doubling of the supervised sea time required for licensors would preclude the
possibility of completing the academic and licensing requirements within four calen
dar years. Such a requirement would, in all probability, increase the sea training

MC:costa
beyond the level supportable by the State University of New York.

initiatives has the New York Maritime College taken to accommodate this
convention?

None. The U.B. Coast Guard has not yet informed the Maritime training commu;
nity what their rule-making will be.

Mr. AuCotn. Captain Leopold, U.S. Navy, head of the Sealift
Mobility and Maritime Affairs Section, Office of the Chief of Naval
Operations, Department of the Navy.

A
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STATEMENT OF CAPT. ROBERT K. LEOPOLD, USN, HEAD, SEA-
LIFT MOBILITY AND MARITIME AFFAIRS SECTION, OFFICE
OF THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS, DEPARTMENT OF
THE NAVT, ACCOMPANIED BY MICHELLE LEWIS, CIVILIAN
PERSONNEL OFFICER,MIWTARY SEALIFT COMMAND
Mr. Au Cow. Captain Leopold, I understand you are accompanied

by Michelle Lewis, Civilian Personnel Officer.,
Captain .Lacipow. That is correct, Mr. Chairman. She is here for

the purpqme of responding to an .questions concerning the man-
ning of Military Sealift Command.

Mr. AuCorer. We iveltine-you to the committee.
Captain Lsopow: Thank you sir.
Mr. Chairman, we hate submitted-in writing specific comments

on the proposed legislation to your subcominittee. With your per-
mission, I will summarize these comments and explain some of the
points I know are of interest to yourself and your subcommittee.

Mr. AuCow. That wpuld be fine.
Captain LIOPOLD. As you know, Mr. Chairman, the men and

women of the U.S. merchant marine and of the U.S. Navy have
navigated together. across the world oceans in support of our na-
tional interests since the first deys of our country.

. The Merchant Marine Act of 1986 provides "That the United
States- shall have.a merchant marine capable of serving as a naval
and Eatery auxiliary in time of war or national ememency."

The Navy-strongly supports the intent of the proposed legislation
H.R. 5451; we consider it essential that the U.S. Navy and U.B.
merchant marine work closely together to promote the maximum
integration of the total seapower forces bf our country. The state-
ment presented by Mr. Samuel Nemirow has been fully coordinat-
ed with the Department of the Navy. The Navy concurs in that
statement and stands ready to assist the .subcomittee in providing
for education and training in maritime subjects.

M by now you know the Navy, in Cooperation with the Maritime
Administration provides for naval science training at all 4-year
State and Federal maritime academies. In a recent initiative we
have reached- an agreement with MarAd and the Maritime En7
mere Beneficial Association; District 1 engineering school to pro-
iide naval science training to the cadets, of that school, the Cal-
houn School. We welcome similar initiatives at other industry
schools.

The Merchant Marine Reserve, U.S. Naval Reserve program was
reinstituted last spring. This reserve program is des4ned to in-
crease mutual support and interfhce between the U.S., merchant
marine and the Navy by providing specialized naval training for
qualified men-chant marine officers.

All merchant marine deck, engineering, and radio of ficers sailing
on their license who presently hold Naval Reserve commissions in
an active status are eligible for participation in the program.

Additionally, a reserve commission in this program can be ob-
tained upon graduation from Federal and State mari-
time academies, or for those already through direct ap-
pointment. Graduates of industry an union supported schails are
eligible for direct appointment to the program upon receipt of their
licenses. Navy policy is that these merchant marine reserve officers
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will not be recalled involuntarily to active duty in the Navy during
a national emergency or in time of war. Instead, they will continue
to serve aboard merchant ships in their regular licensed employ-

, ment and use their Navy training in coordination with the fleet.
The one exception to this policy would be in the event that

merchant ships were to be inducted into Navy service as a commis-
sioned ship. Naval Reserve officers serving on board would be
mobilized with their ship; 43 ships were so inducted during World
Wir II. ,

With your permission, sir, if I might anticipate a couple of ques-
tions, I would like to digress momentarily and explain the differ-
ence between the old program for merchant marine officers as it
was run and the new program as we are proceeding now.

The Merchant Marine Reserve program has had a number of off
and on false starts during the years. Primarily what has occurred
has been that it has been absorbed into the overall Naval Reserve
program. The Naval Reserve program requires that individual re-
serve officers drill monthly, a little bit difficult when you are in
the Persian Gulf for 6 months at the time, and meet other fairly
rigid performance and attendance standards.

We have not had, up until recently, a good functioning central
point 9f contact with the Merchant Marine Reserve, and there was
no ability for the merchant marine officers to logically participate
in any kind of reserve program as long as they were competing
with the shore-bised'officem.

The difference today is that we have structured within the pres-
ent naval reserve a special program' which recognizes the distinct
requirements placed upon a ,merchant marine officer. It does not
require monthly performance in drills per se. It provides three
openings for participatingand getting retirement points and drill
credits, one of which is iweek active duty" training period each
year; the second of which is their correspondence courses; the third
of which is drilling ashore with Naval Reserve units.

We are also planning within the near future to implement a
fourth provision for drill credit for ship board projects such as
surveys of ships and harbors in farflung places of the world which
could benefit both the country and the Navy.

Perhaps this key difference between the old program and the
new program is that we hive provided a structure configured
within the Naval Reserve to support these merchant marine offi-
cers. This structure consists of selected reserve units, one on each
coast, the east and the west coast, and the gulf, which will handle
such functions as recruiting and training for the individual ready
reservists. We have established a merchant marine desk at the
Chief df Naval Reserve Headquarters with a toll-free number
whereby officers may call in at any time and inquire about the
program.

We have placed the program sponsorship under the Deputy Chief
of Naval Operations for Logistics within the Office of the Chief of
Naval Operations.

I think Mr. Friedberg covered in detail the means by which
officers are commissioned as an ensign, Merchant Marine Reserve,
U.S. Naval Reserve upon completion of their training at the
schools.
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Unless you would' like, I don't feel any need to go into that
detail.

I have dwelt on our Navy and MarAd recent initiatives hi this
area to set the stage for my discustion of H.R. 5451. The Navy
views the primiry goal of the Federal and State maritime acade-
mies as being that of turning out licensed merchant marine officers
who will man and operate the ships of the U.S. merchant marine.

In order to further the intent of the 1936 act -that the United
States shall have a merchant marine capable of serving as a naval
and military auxiliary, we, as mentioned previously, provide naval
science training at the maritime academies. This naval science
training is designed to train cadets who can be commissioned as
ensigns in the Merchant Marine Reserve, U.S.-Naval Reserve, upon
graduation and receipt of their merchant marine license.

There is also some input into the Activb Navy from Kings Point
and the NROTC units at Maine Maritime Academy and the State
University of New York Maritime College; graduates from these
sources commissioned as ensignst U.S. Navy or U.S. Naval
Reserve, d serve on active duty upon graduation. An agreement
between vy and MarAd limits active duty accessions into the
Navy to 1 5 percent of the total graduates of the 4-year Federal
and State schools, with an additional limit of 10 percent from any
one school.

As mentioned earlier, we fully support H.R. 5451. We have rec-
ommended procedural changes in the legislation which would
direct the majority of the subsidized graduates of the maritime
schools into the Merchant Marine Reserve. We have also recom-
mended changes which would expand the options for subsidized
graduates to serve the national defense or the foreign and domestic
commerce of the United States for atleast 5 years following gradu-
ation.

These changes are designed to permit service on the ships of the
Navy's Military Sealift Command and aboard other vessels owned
and operated by the United States, and to encourage service in
seagoing rather than shoreside employment.

As I just mentioned, specific changes have been discussed and
provided to your subcommittee in writing and I am prepared to
answer any questions you might have.

Mr. AuCont. Captain, the Merchant Marine Reserve has. been
instituted by regulation. Is it correct that the Navy and MarAd is
asking this committee to put that in statutory form using this bill
as the vehicle?

Captain Lao ow. Yes, sir, that is correct.
We would like to have the Merchant Marine Reserve statutorily

implemented and we feel that this will serve both the best interests
of the Navy and r country.

Mr. AuCoiN. Ybur statement says the Merchant Marine Reserve
was reinstituted. Had it ever been in existence?

CatStain LEOPOLD. It had been in existence but, as I tried to
explain earlier, under a different configuration. It was sort of a
thing whereby any Reserve officer could serve.

"Yes, here I am. I am in the Merchant Marine Reserve and I sail
on ships and I want to be a merchant marine reservist."
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In truth, they were not treated any differently than any other
naval reservist.

Mr. Au Cow. Are all the graduates of the academies inducted
into the Naval Reserve?

Captain LEOPOLD. We are in a transition period right tiow. With
the entering class this fall of 1984, our plan is toand this is a
plan we have worked out in conjunction with MarAdto insist

.T: that all qualified cadets be signed on as members of a Naval
Reserve component and commissioned as midshipmen, U.S. Naval
Reserve, with an eye to graduation and commissioning. I say quali-
fied cadets because the physical standards for the Naval Rfterve
are somewhat different from Coast Guard and it is conceivable that .
some of the cadets may not be able to qualify.

Mr. AuCone. When you say "qualified," you are talking about
physical qualifications?

Captain LEOpou). I am, essentially, because a college degree is
not a prerequisite for a commission as an ensign in the merchant .
marine, U.S. Naval Reserve.

Mr. AtrCom. You indicated that Navy is such that while
merchant marine officers will not be ,11ed involuntarily to .
active duty in the Navy during a national emergency or in time of
war; they will continue to serve aboard merchant ships in their
regular licensed employment and use their Navy training in coordi-
nation with the fleet. That of course, speaks to those who are in a
seagoing capacity. How does-the Merchant Marine Reserve and the _

Navy Reserve affect in this sense those graduates of the academies
who are not engaged in atsea activity?

Captain LitoPoui. A slightly complicated answer. I will tick it oft
'in three points.

First, the Reserve obligation only goes on for 6 years. After that
it is voluntary.
Miring the 6-year period shoreside personnel are required or
obligated to continue with this Reserve activity.

Mr. AuComr. I am talking about a callup situation.
Captain LEOPOLD. In a call-up situation, the shoreside types. who

are called up we would prefer to assign to merchant ships. What is
perhaps of more interest is the large body of people who graduated ,

from the academies and who sailed for a while and who are now
out as brokers and bankers or whatever, and yet have seagoing
experience.

The question is, can we utilize these-people in time of emergency.
If they have continued as an active Naval Reservist, they will not
be part of the Merchant Marine Reserve; they will be part of the
regular Naval Reserve and can be called up and placed on either
merchant marine os Navy ships depending on their experience.

Mr. AuConc Your statement indicates that in a calltip period
you would deal only with those graduates who are at sea. There is
no reference to what happens to those graduates who are in the
Merchant Marine Reserve who are not at sea.

Captain LEOPOLD. That is perhaps more oversight than intent.
Mr. Worm Again, what do you intend to do with those people?
Captain !Aroma The ones who are ashore?
Mr. AuCom. Yes.

TV.
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Captain LIOPOLD. As long as they are physically capable we
would call them up in times of callup. To continue in the Merchant
Marine Reserve and to meet the requirements of this bill, they
must be licensed officers and be sailing, and one of our recommen-
dations is that the shoreside option be acceptable only when there
are no nag jobs, so we are talking about a very small number
of people; Moe that could not sail or did not sail would not be mrt
of the Merchant Marine Reserve. They would be part of the ot-r.

Mr. AuCoDt. Those who could not and those who did not sail?
Captain LEOPOLD. Yoh sir, that is correct.
Assume a man can't get a jo at sea: He is working for Water=

man and he has been ashore f 4;11 years. He is not a member of
the Merchant Marine Naval rve, but he is a member of the
overall Naval Reserve, and is subject to callup.

Since he was trained at the Amdemy, he could conceivably be
assigned at sea. However, he would need to be licensed if in fact he
ever had been licensed in the first place. If he was not licensed, he
would be called up just like any other naval reservist.

Mr.,AuCon4. How many Kings Point graduates are currently on
active duty in the Navy?

Captain LzoPow. 175.
Mr. AuCotti. Him many State academy graduates?
Captain LEoPou). 211. 4,
Mr. AuCom. What are the Ntivy's for maritime academy

graduates? .

Captain LzoPoLD. If I understood your question, it is how are
these graduates that are on active duty with the Navy utilized?

They are treated just like any other unrestricted line officer.
They command ships at 'sea; they serve ashom and into
the same rotation as the graduate of the Naval emy or
NROTC program would go into:

Mr. AuC0114. What is yqur judgment as to thestandard'qualifica-
tions of maritime academy graduates in the U.S. Navy?

Captain LKOPOLD. As compared to what, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. AuCon4. As comwed to all . other sources of officers, all

other. programs that produce officets for the Navy.
Captain IssbPout. Pretty much equivalent. I say. pretty muoh

because I would have to add that we have found that the quality of
these graduate, has improved considerably over the past several
years.

I think you could level your question at the State superinten-
dents, but I think there are few people in these schools who could
qualify physically who would not also be qualified academically for
a naval communion.

Mr. AuCoDt. One of the State academies has recommended to
the committee that seatime aboard a U.S.-owned but foreign-flag
vessel should count for satisfying the 5-ye arat-sea obligation;

Do you have a comment te make on that?
Captain LioroLD. Yes; air, I do.
The Navy views the effective U.S. control fleet, that is, that fleet

owned' by U.S. companies but operated under foreign flags as im-
portant to the United States in a strategic sense.

It hauls a lot of the oil and bulk cargo that comes into this
country these days. While we- would prefer that graduates sail on
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U.S. flag ships, we consider it perfectly appropriate that licensed
officers serving aboard U.S.-owned, foreign-flagships could eatis
their obligation in that manner, particularly if:amPloyment on U.S.
ships were not available.

haveMr. AuCoul. What plans does the Navy have for e4a4ablishing
NROTC unite in those State academies that don't now Have such
programs?

Captain LEOPOLD. Right now, Mr. Chairman, the Navy has no
plans for establishing NROTC unite at any school. There is pe
before the Secretary of .the Navy a study of the overall NROTC
situation; do we have do we have too many, what is the
caliber, and where should ey be?

Until such time as at study reports out and the Secretary
makes a decision on the recommendations of that study, there is no
action contemplated.

Mr. AuCont. Captain, we thank you for your testimony. I appre-
ciate your responsiveness to the questions. If we have additional

itIns, we will be back in touch with you.
k you again.

Captain LEOPOLD. Thank you for the opportunity to appear.
(Theiollowing was received for the record:]

thleAaTialliv Of TIM NAVY,
Orriat or rtia Caw Or NAvAt. OraltAllONs.

Washington, D.C, February 4,1980.
Mr. Las Ave.-ohc,
Chairman, Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on Maritime Education a ?}wining.

DUI MIL AuConi: Your letter of December 18, 1979 fore ed questions for
written response and insertion in the printed hearing record H.R. 5451, the

Maritime Education and Training Act of 1979.
Answers to these questions are attached.
Please let me know if I can hoof any furtheir assistance.

Sincerely,
Roam. K. Lioroul,

Captain, U.& Navy.
Attachment.

Qin:MOM or Ma. ALCMS( AND Miliwalialla NAVY Dr.rAavAtorr

1. M you know, Section-1301 is the policy section of the Maritime Education and
Training Act. This section would restate the language enacted as part of the
Department of Defense Authotization of Appropriations Act of 1977, that is current-
ly et forth in 46 U.S.0 1126-1.

Does the Navy Department support this policy section of the Act?
If not, please give your specific ob*tions.

2. In your statement, you say that tine Navy "provides for naval science training
at all 4-yaaffstate and federal -maritime academies".

(a) Ju4 what. is naval science training?
(10 besb,ch training different for a student who is a Reserve Midshipmen in the

U.S. Navy, and one who is not?
(c) WhablOrt of naval science training is required for a student to be commis-

sioned as a Reserve ensign in the U.S. Navy upon graduation? Whets is such
training currently provided?

3. In your lest/stony you repeatedly refer to the Merchant Marine Reserve, U S.
Naval Reserve.

(a) What is the present Naval Reserve program at Kings Point?
(b) What is the present Naval Reserve program at the state academies?
(c) how does the proposed Merchant Marine Reserve program differ from the

existing programs?
(d) Under the proposed program would graduates of Kings Point and tbe state

academies be eligible for commissions in the Navy other than in the Merchant
Marine Reserve?.
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(e) How Will the new Merchant Marine Reserve affect the Naval 'Science programs
at the federal and state academies'?

4. Just bow many Naval Reserve _programs do yyoou offer? Would you ere us a
brief deseiption of each? Would the Merchant Marine Reserve, U.S. Naval Reserve,,
be hi addition to, or in inbrititutio'a for, other Naval Reserve Programs?

6. As you know, the 'Studds Committee Report made a number of recommenda-
tions concerning the US. Navy.

(aPThe first is that legislation authorising the Secretary of the Navy to appoint
cadets at State Maritime Academies as Reserve Midshipmen in the US.- Navy
should be acted upon in the early eye of the 96th Congress.

As the legislation referred to in this recommendation is H.R. 10k-
99th The provisions in this bill have been incorporated into the bill as'
section I e) which provides: "(e) Students appointed to any maritime academy or
ellep which I. assisted under any provisions of this section may be appointed by
dm &meaty of the Navy as Reserve Midshipmen in the United States Navy and
may be cothmissioned as reeve ensigns in the United States Navy upon graduation
from the Academy or college".

Wocild you inform the Committee as to the difference between the language
implementing the Studds Committee recommendation, and the language of subsec-
tion (e) as amended by the Navy: and the lessons for your position?

(h) The second Studds Committee Report recommendation I- would like you _to
comment on is the one which provides that the so-celled service obligations la-
tion to be moped by the thist.' ratim Is expected to be submitted to the
Coignes the end of 1918, and it should be acted upon in the early daSps of the

AsC°111=tv. the legislation referred to is H.R. 608 and H.R. 604. Pursuant to the
Sudds Committee nicornmeolleirtion, the provisions contained, in these bills have
been into H.R. 6451. In this regard: US. Merchant Marine Academy.
Section, 1XC) of the bill requires,candidates: "(C) to aniiply for, and if ten-
dered. accept an appointment as a commissioned officer in the United States Naval

Asyouyou know, the Secretary of the Navy is currently authorised to appoint eadete
at the Academy as Reserve Midshipmen in the Naval Reserve (section MOD of the
bill).

State Maritime Academies. Section 11104(f)(1XR) of ti0P bill remains student loan
recipients: IMO to apply* and if tendered, accept am appointment as a commis-

Aloud armor in the united iltates Naval Reserve, .
The Navy has seen fit to propose an amendment to both 'of these provisions of

it?
law. What would be the effect of your proposed amendment, and the rationale for

(c) The next Studds Committee recommendation that I would like.you' to comment
on follows: "In addition-to the new redefined naval science courses at the Maritime
Academies and the reinstatement of its inoo. Naval Renfro Program fdr merchant
marine officer*, consideration shit= green to the further step of establishment
.of a Naval Seem program for tly licensed reediest e. re who hre no
longer actrtely

what'In this regard, what is the state of establishment of this Naval Reserve program?
(d) The Studds Committee also recommended that "Sane limit on Navy recruiting

of maritime academy graduates icaecemery to permit the academies to meet their
purpose of training officers of merchant vessels. However, consideration
given to raising the recruiting limits Mummer* during any figure periodrfiF shortages for merchant marine office*" What has been done in this regard?

If midshipmetrat the Nark! Acedemy leaves prior to graduation, what active
duty obligations dote he or she incur?

7. Plea* describe the Military Sealift Command
(g) How many remits do you own?
4b)ljp.w many additional versals, if any, do you clierter?
(a) What ie the employment status of the crews MI these vestals?
(d) How many federal and state academy graduates 4 you employ and in what

sapecitiedf
AMMO TO FoSsooirin QuierioNa

I (a) The Navy supports Section 1301 subject to modification of wee 8 and 9 as

fs:P" . that special steps be taken to assure that naval drainiA.programs for
training future merchant officers . . ."

Raton: The policy section
marine

should reflect the primary mission, of the maritime
schools.
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as.

2 (Id Naval science training is training -in selected Navy subjects such as naval
administration, operations and engipeenfig. It is designed to provide prospective
merchant marine Meets with a general familiarity and competence with Navy
procedures and Aperations in order that they be capable of operating with the Navy
when and as required.

2 (b) All -year maritime academy cadets both those who are reserve miclehip
meet ar4those,who are notreceive such training..

2 (c.) training or naval science training as presently offered at the 4 ear
maritime schools are prerequisites for commissioning as aw'ensign,' U.S Nasal
Reserve upon graduation. This training is offered at the 56 NROTC schools and the
six 4-year noaritime schools.

3 (a) Four naval science courses are given at the U.S. Merchant Marine Acinlemy.
Cadet. may either accept inactive duty commissions in the naval reserve, or go on

iactive duty in the Navy:
3 GA Two or three navel science courses are teight at the state academitie. The

options upon graduation are the same as at Kings Point .Graduates can decline to
accept a naval reserve commission.

34/ Under the new Merchant Marine Reserve !retreat. 4-year maritime school
gradisates who did not pursue the active duty option would receive inactive duty
commissions in the Merchant Marine Reserve. U.S. Naval Reserve instead of in the
normal Naval Reserve. The Merchant Marine Reserve Program is a reserve pro-
gram epecifIcally tailored to meet the unique requirement' and special situation of
pcnvely sailing merchant marine officers. In this program officers.have less ?tetras-
Itye requirements for drills, will be Able to owlet, correspondence courses and

-Pipboard projects while sailing. will go oh annual active duty for training, and will
compete for promotion only with their merchant marine counterparts rather than'
-with We entire spectrum of reserve offices" based ashore. During mobilisation or
times of national emergency these officers will continue to sail on their license
rather than being recalled to &toe duty aboard Navy ships and stations.

3 (d) qualified paduates of ffinp Point and the state schools will be eligible for
scare duty commissions as ensigns, U.S. Naval Reserve or with another Service or
government agency.

3 (e) The new Merchant Marine Reserve Prop= will not alter or affect the
naval science programs at state and federal maritime schools.

4. There are 37 different programs within the Naval Reserve. These are:
Submarine Forces

ine Fortes
Mobile Logistic Forces
Surface Combatant Foroes
Mr Forces
Cargo Handlin4 Forces
Construction Forces
Amphibious Forces
Marine Corn' Forces

f,=l2aNirfa're Forces
"ffilForce Command

Major Unified /Joint Shore Command
Support of Allies
Telecommunications
Security Group
Iiitellience
Naval 'feather Service
Ocean opaphy .
Military sealift
Naval Control of Shipping .14t4
Bases and Stations
Naval Material 02mnd
Air Systems Com., e
Electronics Systems inland
Facilities Engineering mend
Civil Defense

.Sea Systems-Command
Supply Systems Command
Merchant Marine
Medical/Dental
Training

. 'Personnel Systems
Public Affairs '50

s

4
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leraplains
Research
Selective Service

The Merchant Marine Reservt. U S Naval Reserve Program, while a part of the .
overall Naval Rearve, is distinctive from the other aforementioned programs

5 Ito Midshipmen (regular and reserver at
other

'Naval Academy and in NROTC
units meet the qualifications (less the .degreel to be commissioned as active duty
ensigns (regular or reserve) upon graduation Some of the maritime school gradu-
ates cannot_ qualify to be commelsioned ensign, U S Naval Reserve Tice primary
goal of the Merchant Marine Reserve. U S Naval Reserve Program is to produce.
mqrchaat marine officers who will also be naval reservists in order to enhance the
capabilities of the U S Merchant Marine to operate with the Navy in time of war or
national emergency The present language of H R 5451 would not differentiate
between NROTC contract midshipmen and cadets at the maritime schools Tice
language recommended by Navy would create a special type of midshipmen and
reserve naval officer to achieve the aims of the Merchant Marine Reserve Program

(bi The Navy recommendation to modify Sections 1303i hXlsei and 1304(fkl x Et
of H R 5451 is made for the reasons detailed' in paragraph 5(a) above This amend -

iflent would set up a specialized reserve program as detailed above, rather than
incorporate maritime school graduates into existing reserve programs

5 ic) There is no need to establish a Naval Reserve program for currently licensed
merchant marine officers who are,no longer actively sailing Under the provisions of
the Merchant Marine Reserve Pftram. such officers automatically revert to arr
existing reserve program. the Surface COmbatant Forces Program

5 dr If it should become desirable or necessary to raise the Navy recruiting limits
at maritime schools, such action can be easily and routinely accomplished by memo-
randum of agreement between Navy and MARAD The currently effective memo-
randum of agreement now permitsoiravy to take up to 121/s percent of,maritime
school graduates who request active duty with the Navy. however. this limit has not
even been closely approached in recent history

6 The active duty obligation for U.S. Naval Academy midshipmen who leave
prior to graduation is as follows.

tal Active duty source must have two years pbligated service to report to the
Academy)

After two yearstwo years enlisted service
After three yearsthree years enlisted service
After four years (complete year but not commissioned) four years enlisted

service.
(b) Civilian source Same as above.
(ct All entering midshipment have a six year total obligation. the remainder of

which is as a_Naval Reservist
7 Military Sealift Command,
(a) 71 ships owned
tb) 42 ships chartered
10'53 ships ate manned by civil service crews Commercial contract mariners man

and operate 60 ships
(di Employment sources-

Deck officers
0 Kings Point . .

State schools. . . .

Other sources (including union schools firld ex-Navyi
\.\

Total

Engineering officers.
Kings Point .. .. ..... .
State schools . . 1
Other sources (including union schools and -Navyl.

. .

.

,

,

.

i
:74:33:82:

13
50

397

-too

Mr. AuCom. Rear Admiral RiZza of the California Maritime
-Academy.

Admiral Rizza, welcome.

'Figures will change slightly from month to month duty as of January 11. 1980
st

15.1
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STATEMENT OF REAR ADM. J. P. RIZZA, USMS, PRESIDENT.
CALIFORNIA MARITIME ACADEMY. VALLEJO. CALM

Admiral Rizz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for
inviting me to testify from the west coast. I will address the partic-
ular points of the bill.

We at the California Maritime Academy strongly urge that the
House of Representatives support this legislation for the improve-
ment of the merchant marine officer programs at the State mari-
time academies.

Section 18040)X8) of H.R. 5451 provides that the Secretary "may
pay additional amounts to assist in paying for the cost of fuel' oil
consumed."

I feel very strongly, we all do at the academy, that the entire
amount of the fuel oil cost for the annual training cruises should
be paid by the Maritime Administration as a fair-share contribu-
tion to the cost of educating officers for the U.S. merchant marine,
our recognized fourth arm of defense.

The State academy training fowls are U.S. public vessels con-
ducting officer's training for young men and women who will be
licensed officers of the U.S. merchant marine. Most of them also
will be officers of the U.S. Naval Reserve.

The individual States are encountering increasing difficulty in
financing the rapidly escalating cost of fuel oil. The committee also
must be aware that U.S. support of the International Maritime
Consultative Organization agreement doubling the existing U.S.
Coast Guard sea training time requiretoent poses even more severe
financial problems for our State academia in the immediate
future. -

Along with some f my other colleagues,71,would like to see our
training ships designated in the law as U.S. .public vessels. This
designation Would be ,.of tangible assistance in facilitating our
access to the' ervices of both U.S. and foreign ports.. This addition
should be made to paragraph (bX1XE), section 1804,

Mr. AUCOIN. Let me mterruptjwit long enough to jump ahead in
your testimony and ask you yob have commented in your testi-

criteri
on the proposed provision in' which
on or requirement for graduation., the of the license

testi-
mony thpsevould be, as a

examination.
How do you feel.about that?
Admiral Rizzo.. Ylpt we have commented tosthat.
Mr. AUCOIN. What is your feeling?
Admiral RIZZA. In our case, we feel that our midshipmen should

take.the examination before they graduate. We consider it part of
our academic program. These people go into a license seminar as
part of the curriculum The examination for that.license seminar is
the Coast Guard license examination. If they don't pass that, they
don't graduate. That is part of the academic program.

Mr. AUCOIN. is that the way it is, working in the California
academy?

-Admiral RIZZA. That is the way it is working right now. We want
to continue it that way as far as California is concerned.

Mr. AUCOIN. Why is that?
Admiral RIZZA. It works very well for us. I think this is the way

it should works myself. t

152,
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Mr. AUCo1N. I want.to be clear On that, You think that is good
policy?

Admiral RIZZA. Yes, I think that is an essential policy. Continu-
ing with my testimony, in a financial vein, I would like to point out

4that the annual Maritime Administration contribution of $100,000
to the operation of the State academies. Section 1304(cX1) is woeful-
ly inadequate to offset the cost of accepting out-of-State students.
The amount should be raised at once to $'200,000 if it is intended to
fairly recompense our States expenditures for these students. Fur-'
hermore, it should be raised annually, based on an appropriate
inflationary formula.

Fortunately, to date we have been able to meet a Maritime
Administration quota of 10 percent out-of-State students for our
incoming classes. This has been accomplished through a best-quali-
fied selection process without recourse to an inherently discrimina-
tory quota selection system. The State ,legislature so far has not
objected to this mandated out-of-State quota despite the economic
inequity of the Federal contribution (section 1304(dX2)).

We also support the provision under paragraph (dX1XC), section
1304, which would require passage of the U.S. Coast Guard entry
level examination. I have addressed that so I will not talk about it
further.

The provision to change the current $100 per month subsistence
allowance for U.S. Maritime Service cadets from the status of an
unqualified grant to that of a loan (section 1304(0(1)) meets our'
approval as a basically fair provision.

Those graduates who sail on their license or -accept positions
with the U.S. maritime industry will have the repayment of their
loans waived. Those who do not meet their service commitment
will pay the loan back upon graduation or upon separation from
the program.

However',- the amount should be increased annually to reflect the
current costs of subsiitence, uniforms, and books. The text should
read as follows:

The Secretary may enter into agreements to make loans for not more than 4
academic years, at a rate sufficient to defray the current cost of subsistence. tint.
forms, and books, to any student. et cetera.

In view of inflation costs and the change from stipends to loans,
the academy feels that the permissive amount should be adjusted
anntially.

Following the above line of reasoning, the California Maritime
Academy would like to see these subsidies made available to all
midshipmen. Practically all studefits in other colleges are now
eligible for federally insured tudent loans at no interest until
graduation.

In the case of education majors, the loans are forgivable if the
individuals fulfill certain teaching requiremebts over a span of
years. This policy is similar to the forgiveness provision for marl.'
time officers in H.R. 5451. It recognizes the need for financial
-assistance but imposes an obligation for service.

We also believe that the punitive provisions relating to early
separation from the program, section 130400(2) must be modified.
As constituted, H.R. 5451 provides that within. the first 2 years
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only academic failure will provide release from repayment of
loan.

We recommend deletion of the words "because of academic fail-
ure." The paragraph will then read:

The loan is fOrifivenif the student carries out all theterms of the loan agreement,
or if the student is eeparatethy reason of academic railurs or voluntary restiMation
from the student's academy or college. during the first 2 years of the student's
course of study or

As written, the paragraph encograges a student to flunk just to
have his loan forgiven. We do not think this is proper motivation.
If a student doesn't adjust to maritime life, we don't think he
should be ehcouraged to deliberately fail academically.

The California Maritime Academy strongly supports the provi-
sion of the bill, section 1304(e), which provides our Maritime Serv-
ice cadets with the status of Reserve Midshipmen, U.S. Navy. This
Provision is extremely important in the event of a national emer-
gency, as our source of officers to man the ships of our merchant
idanne should not be im_paired ,by_ the actions of individual draft
boards acting within the Selective Service System.

In. this connection, we support the U.S. Maritime Administra-
ion's recommended change to section 1304(aXI) which would en-
courage the Secretary of the Navy to establish NROTC units at the
various State academies. Since a U.S. Navy instructor group al-

- ready is assigned to each campus, the cost of this program would
be negligible. Entering students would then be eligible for NROTC
scholarships and commissioning as regular officers ot the U.S.
Navy upon graduation.

I would also like to take this opportunity to support other
changes which, I believe, have been recommended by the U.S,
Maritza* Administration:

The sid4itiort of paragraphs (5) and (6) to section 1302 providing
eiwnded-deliCriptions for the terms "merchant marine officer" and
"Merchant Marine Academy" respectively.

(5) the term 'merchant marine officer 'means masters, mates, pilots, and engi-
nears licensed to serve aboard vessels more than 1,000 gross tom

(6) the term 'Merchant Marine Academy 'means State, territorial, regional acade-
mies, colleges and institutions or voctitionr technical programs funded by any
State or territory and operating underthe Merity of any State or territory for the
purpose of imp ucUng citizens for the purpose of b -mining merchant marine offi-
cers.

The addition of additional qualifying merchant marine positions
and maritime-related industries to paragraphs (hX2XD) (i) and (ii) of
section 1303.

(i) U.S.-documented vessel or as an officer on a vessel owned and operated
by the United States or any State or territory.'

(ii) ' or marine sciences, as an employee in private Or public U.S. maritime
related industry programs (as defined by the Secretary): Provided. however, That
this option will be accepted to fulfill the service obligation for only 3 years of the 6-
Year obligation unless the Secretary determines that service as an officer in vessels
of the United States is not available. -

We also recommend the addition of graduate school status in
paragraph (hX2) of section 1308 as a basis for waiver of action by
the Secretary for a period of 2 years and the expansion of authori-
zation for the Secretary to make excess or surpins Government
property available to approved institutions under the provisions of .
section 1309(b).

7-,
. ,
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Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Ad Hoc Select
Committee, I thank you for the opportunity to present our views on'`
this important legislation. Realizing that my remarks may not
have touched on your specific areas of interest, I will be pleased to
respond to any of your questions.

Mr. AnCon4. Admiral Rizzo, I want to thank you for your testi-
mony. It is thoughtful and interesting in a number of respects.

I could not help but, notice, of course, that you have not only
differed with your colleagues on the license examination passage
requirement for graduation, but also that on page 3 of your testi-
mony you indicated that you approve of, as a fair provision, the
transference' of the subsidies going to students from subsidies to
loans. You note that the bill waives the payback of the loans if the
service obligation has been met.

You go on to say that you would like to see the subsidies availa-
ble under those terms available to all midshipmen in all acade-
mies. That may be a large order.

I wonder if your support for that provision is contingent upon
that subsidy indeed extending to all midshipmen?

Admiral RIZZA. Yes. If it is changed from a Subsidy to a loan, we
feel it should be given to all midshipmen.

Mr. AuCom Would you support the provision that does make
the change in the absence of.it being, extended to all midshipmen?
That is what I am trying to find out.

Admiral RIZZA. In the absence of a loan being extnded to all
midshipmen, I would not support the loan.

Mr. AuCO1N. A subsidy in the way of a loan or what?
Admiral Rtzzk. If it is not a loan, I think midshipmen should get

a subsidy. However, I recognize that there is a need for limiting the
number of people in these schools. We can't. ,just continue to in-
crease the numbers and then increase tile subsidies. There must be
a limitation somewhere.

Mr. AuCotri. Let me see if I understand what you are saying,
You would like to see subsidies transferred into loans and the

repayment can be waived as provided by the bill, but you would
also like to see that new form of financial aid extended to all
midshipmen?

Admiral RI72.A. Yes to all miashipmenat the Academy.
Mr. AuCom. If it cannot be, do you still suppOrt that provision of

the bill that changes the subsidies to loans?
Admiral RIZZA. No. I would like to see the loan extended to all

entering midshipmen.
Mr. AuConi. What is your evaluation of the current allocation of

the subsidies.' You were here, I believe, when I went through the
figures comparing the number of subsidies to the number of eligi-
ble. freshmen.

According to the oversight report that Congressman Studds and
his committee put together in 197'748, California had 119 students
receiving grants out of an eligible population of 161.

The other end of the spectrum, the high end of the spectrum is
the liew,York academy which has 251 out of a total of 252 nfidship-
men receiving the subsidies.

I don't know what that one fellow feels like who doesn't have the
subsidy at the New York academy, but every midshipman but one
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in that academy receives a subsidy. You heard all the other 4ures
in between.

What is your opinion of the allocation system?
Admiral RIZZA. I feel that all cadets should get a subsidy, but at

the same time I recognize that there must be a limit set on this or
the academies may expandto proportions that are not reasonable.

The California Maritime Academy has always had 110 subsidies.
We have gone over in the number of people coming in. We do get a
few subsidies that are left over from say, New York when they
can't fill them all.

If we rearrange these subsides, I feel the California Maritime
,academy will hurt because I think we will get less, unless the
subsidies are oa greater number.

Mr. AuCotN. You would agree basically with Marad's testimony
that the result of what might appear to bedisparities here really
represents a 'management decision in the case of each of these
institutions a decision to expand rather than some other form of
discrimination or unfairness?

Admiral RIZZA. That is the problem. ,

Mr. AuCotN. WO, now, answer my question, is it because the
academies have expanded or because Marad is not distributing
these subsidies fairly?

Admital RIZZA. I think Marad at the time they distributed the
sttbsidies distributed them fairly. Since thjt time there have been
academies that have grown in population.

Mr. AttCotN. So is that what you feel, the result of what appears
to 'Ile a disparity?

admiral RIZZA. Yes.
Mr. AuCout. I have a couple of other quick questions and then I

will ll yield to my friend from Maine.,
Who presently pays for the cost of fuel oil for your training ship

at your academy?
Admiral RIZZA. The State of California pays for the cost of fuel

oil. .1
Mr. AtiCottli. What is the cost annually?
Admiral RIZZA. Right now with the price the wky it is, it is

around 6300,000.
Mr. AtiCotN., What has been the cost to y6ur institution in the

last 5 years?
Admiral RIZZA. It has been rising gradually, depend] on the

cost of fuel oil,
When I first came to the academy in 1972, fuel oil was about $3

er $3 YR a barrel. Today it is $22 a barrel. We consume about 14,000
barrels of fuel oil for a cruise. That is the difference in the past 5
or 6 years. The price of oil continues to go up and it is raising very
serious questions in the State of California as to the continued
existence of the academy.

it is unfortunate if that happens. I think it is too much for the
States to fund. The States are funding a major proportion of the
education of these students now. The Federal proportion has not
gone up in ratio with t State pPoportion and ,therefore as it rises
in the State eyes they ale looking at why isn't the Federal portion
rising at the game time.
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The "burden is getting heavy and the burden on fuel oil is ex-
tremely heavy. If they force kus to go into the provision of 1 year at
sea, I seriously question the existence of our academy at California,
although I. do not, agree with that consultive, organization decision
that we made.

Mr, AoCon4. Do you support the convention?
Admiral RIZZA. No, sir, I definitely do not. I think the convention

is inappropriate and wrong. I think they have the emphasis in the
wrong area. You don't improve quality by time at sea. If anybody

44as had experience in training, that should be bbvious.
Mr. Ausi. Doesn't the California academy hbve a fairly well

known p of continuing education?
Admiral RizzA. Yes.
Mr. AoCom. In your opinion, is continuing education a proper

activity for the Federal Government?
Admiral RizzA. Our -continuing education program funds itself.

We are providing a vital service to the industry at little or no
expense to the State or Federal Government. There is no need for
the Federal Government to become directly involved in providing
such a service in direct competition with established institutions of
maritime education and training.

Mr. AoCon4. Do you see a Federal responsibility here?
Admiral RIZZA. Well, I think the Federal Govenrment could

enter into something like that if the courses were not available
from other educational or training sources. However, that is not
the case on the west coast where we can continue to 'meet this need
at little or no expense to the taxpayer by using the facilities of the
Maritime Academy

Mr. AuCom. If the Federal Government does take that responsi
bility, do you see that as a proper function for Marad?

Admiral RIZZA. l.think it is a proper function for Marad, but we
are in the training business and we can also do it. As long as it
doesn't cost the State or the taxpayer any 'funds, I think we shduld
continue to do it. That is the only way we could do it anyway.

Mr. AtiCots. Are you a graduate of a maritime academy?
Admiral RIZZA." Yes, I am a grsduate of a maritime academy. I

have served in the merchant marine and I am a licensed master
Mariner.

Mr. AuCong. Mr. Emery?
Mr. .EMERY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I wonder if you could tell us a little bit about the condition of the

training vessel that you use in California. Is it in pretty good
condition? Do you have any problems with financing °Wintry
maintenance of the ship? Do you think -you will be needing major
improvements in that vessel?

Admiral RIZZA. Our training ship is an old World War II attack
transport. Unlike the other academies, the midshipmen live in the

hold With bunks in tiers. What we need, and Marad is
%e.g.:ring on it, are improvements in the habitability of the training
ship.

I think it is a good training ship for training purposes. It does
not ave to be luxurious because, lifter all the people go on the
cruise only 10 weeks-8 months. But a need on our training
ship is a program to improve the habi ility of the training ship
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to life for. midshipmen reasonable in this modern day and
age for midshipmen.

On the training ship at the California Maritime Academy, the
bulk of that work has been done by cadets and faculty. Now, our
cadets and faculty should not continue to do the amount of work
that we are doing my, 'because we need to spend more time in
classes, but in the alisence of adequate fiinding, that is the only
way we can keep the maintenance 'up..

Looks that blared has increased our money to improve the
habitability of the program, the living conditions onboard the
training ship. But I must say that that training ship has been put
into excellent condition today primarily through the efforts of stu-
dents and faculty.

Mr. EmmY:Habitability is important to moral and a worthwhile
improvement. One of the things I am interested in, though, is
whether or not these older training ships were built before 1940,
that is a pretty old vessel. At some point in time sooner or later

that ship is going to run out of useful life.
At some point in time it will need major renovations in order to

remain safe and seaworthy. Also, at some point in time I would
imagine that modern technology is going to leave that ship some-
where behind the times.

The question that-I am really getting at is whether you see that
it will be necessary to provide these State academies with more
modern vessels which are more like those that young merchant
marine officers are likely to serve on, qr whether you think be-
cause of the increased oil costs and the expense of maintaining
these ships, et cetera, that at some point in time it might be
necessary for a change of policy and maybe rely to a greater extent
on commercial vessels in merchant marine service through private
industry or depend on 'the U.S. Navy for some of the onboard
training.

Do you have any particular thoughts on that?
Admiral ItizzA. Yes, I have feelings about that. Some time in the

future the training ships will have to be replaced by other training
ships. I don't think the training aboard a merchant ship the way it
is today can come near the training that these people get on a
school ship supervised by a maritime academy.

The training is very intensive' n all phases. You cannot do that
aboard the'merchant ship when you put a cadet pn board. He is an ,

observer. Their mission is to go from point A to B and carry cargo.
They cannot go through all types of training. You cannot atop the
ship, break down engines. You cannot go through casualties on a
merchant ship as you do on a training ship where they are going
through this continuously.

So the best training in my view is' a rd a training ship super-
vised by the school itself. Then the p am is attached to the
academic program. The faculty is also part of the ship crew and
staff. They go with the midshipmen. They are tied in and measured
in very well.

But there is no comparison between the type of training that one
gets on a training ship under a school vis-a-vis the training on a.
merchant ship as other cadets do. *
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Mr. EMERY. Well, if you follow that line of reasoning, and I.think
I agree with you for the reasons that you ted out, is it advanta
geous or disadvantageous to modify an o Haag vessel of some
kind or should there be maybe a specially designated and con-
structed ship for training purposes?

Do you have any particular thoughts?
Admiral RIZZA. What you are saying is very desirab would

be nice to have, but I can't see spending all, that mo ey. It wduld
be nice to' have. If we had unlimited resources, I would sal we
shoat) have a brand new training ship built for training, btft the
cast is just tremendous.

Mr. EMERY. What are the costs usually associated with the modi
fying of a military vessel for merchant marine training?

Admiral lbw,. Well, our ship was a military cargo-transport
ship. Howeyer, I don't think you could modify a military combatant
ship into a training ship for merchant marine officers..

A training ship must be a merchant-type hull. A Navy ship will
not satisfy the training for a merchant marine officer. It is a
'combatant ship. it is a totally different mission and different sys-
tems.

Mr. EMERY. What do you think it would cost to replace your ship
with one that would be

Admiral RIZZA. A brand new ship? .

Mr. EMERY. No, a modified military transport or some vessel like
you were d = - bmg.

Admiral v I think it would cost to convert one, at least $3
million. If you are g to do that, I would say put the $1 million
on our ship and m e- irk it and it will be good for another 7
years. Of course, that only applies to our training ship, the Golden
Bear. The other academies have differentitypes of vessels.

Mr. EMERY. What do you see as a desirable policy for require-
ments for service in the merchant marine after graduation in
exchange for the Federal loan or Federal subsidy?

.Admiral Razz. ',agree with what we have itr the bill here now
as far as service. Yes, they should serve in the merchant marine or
the maritime industries for the length of time that this bill pro-
vides for, which I think is reasonable.

Mr. EMERY. Do you see any opposition maybe among graduates
or do you think they are generally interested in doing exgctly what
the 'requirement says? Have you had any feedback?

Admiral lbw,. As long as they getting a subsi and assist-
ance from the Federal Governmen think they s uld. I think
that since our mission is to provide merc e officers, we
should adhere to that-Our graduates at our academy all go to sea.
They wouldn't take shore jobs. They have shore jobs offered to
them but they are motivated to go .to sea and they are very disc
tainted if they can't get a ship and have to take a shore job.

We don't have that problem. In my experience we have not had
-that problem. They go to sea. They like going to_ sea. They are
highly motivated. They pay to go to this school. Their objective is
to come out and become a merchant marine officer.

Mr. EMERY. You commented inryour testimony 'relative to out-of-
state students attending the California academy,

Do you have any foreign nationals?
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'I Admiral RIZZA. No. We have one person from the trust territor-
ies, but now that they are territories of the United States he is not

i II foreign national. We are thinking about admitting a couple of
foreign nationals, if it does not interfere with our prograin or our

Mr. EMERY. Do you have any thoughts about foreign nationals at
the State academies?

Admiral RIZZA. I don't think the legislature of the State of Cali-
fornia would look kindly on us taking in foreign nationald in any
number when we are denying California and west coast students
the opportunity to go to school because we are unable to take all
the applicants that want to come to school.

I think two or three or four or five should be, in our case, the
limit if we take any at all. But we would run into trouble, I 'think,
with our taxpayers. We would be denying people from California
and we get 4, 5, or 600 applicants that are qualified. We can only
take 150. We cannot justify taking a larger number of foreign
nationals, particularly whe ey don't pay the full cost. They pay
out-of-State tuition, but t doesn't cover the full cost.

/f we took foreign stu nts out, I would suggest to the State
legislature that we charge them the full cost. _

- Mr. EMERY. I personally agree with that. Earlier today repre-
sentatives of the Maritime Administration indicated, according to
manpower studies that have been done /uid tat they expect may
be updated, hopefully the passage of some kislation. There may
be a shortfall in 'the number of graduating merchant marine
officers. .

Do you anticipate that if that happens, you would be able to 'or
you would desire to increase the enrollment of the California acad-
emy, and if so, by how much?

Admiral Raza.,If that happens, we can and we have provisions
to increase enrollment at the academy.

Mr. &taint. Wharls your enrollment now?
Admiral RI.72.A. 485 students. Temporarily, we could take in other

students and hoUse them onboard the training ship because *e
have no more facilitieii at the shore. But we could take them on a
temporary basis to fulfill a requirement like that, yes.

We do have two and three job offers for each graduate. I think.
that the officer shortage is getting sort of worse each year here,
and the shortage will be particularly bad if we ever have an
accelerated departure of people that are at a retirement age.

Mr. EMERY. I thank you very much for your testimony, Admiral.
I appreciate your coming to share your views With us.

I have no further questions at this time, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AuCoiN. Thank you, Mr. Emery, , .
One final question: You may have heard my colloquy with Mimi:"

ral Scarborough of the Coast Guard with regard to vessel inspec-
tion on training vessels. We found that the Coast Guard doesn't
apply the same standards to its training veSsels as it does to your
training vessels. You also heard his explanation.

Do' you have anything to state to the committee in response to
what you heard? ..

Admiral RIZZA. I can only state, my own experience. We re not
having any trouble passing the Coast Guard inspection for our
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training ship. I don't know what the other problems are so I cannot
comment on them. They probably are valid, but I don't know whe
they are. We pass the Coast Guard examination every year before
the ship goes on a cruise and we have no problem.

Mr. Au Com. Do you have any advice for the Coast Guard, re-
garding standards that might apply to its own training vessel?

Admiral RIZZA. On the IMCO requirement., yes. I think that the
'requirement to rake our people go to sea for 1 year to improve
standards or quality, as I understand is. the purpose, is totally
wrong. You don't improve quality by punching a time clock at sea.
It is the quality of the program.

If we want to improve quality, we can make our examinations
more comprehensive and tougher. If we cannot, then not only
should we have written examinations, but I think we can put
people through problems on simulators of all kinds and make them
very realistic to supplement the written program.

That would do a great deal to improve quality be4ttuse then they
would really know their business, but not 1 year at sea.

As indicated by the IMCO agreement, you put a man on a
Jkinerc nt ship for 1 year. We think we can do more in 6 months in

ype of training than you can do aboard a merchant ship for 10
or 11 months.

Mr. AuCout In 1974 when your graduates took the new Coast
Guard examination, what was the pass-failure ratio on the first
examination?

Admiral RIZZA. I think it was about 96 or 97 percent passage.
Mr. AuCoiN. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Admiral RIZZA. You are very welcome, sir. Thank you for invit-

ing me.
[The was received for the record:]

CALIFORNIA MARITIME ACADEMY,
Vallejo. Calif.. January 3. IMO.

Congressman Les AuComi,
Chairman, Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on Maritime Education and 7)-aining.

Cannon House Office, Washington, D.0
DEAR CONGRESSMAN AuCots. Thank you for your letter of December 18, 1919. In

reply
intended

the questions you posed on the amendments contained in -H.R. 5451 which
rewentendetl to improve the Merchant Marine Reserve and U.S Navy Reserve, we

do support these amendments. However, allow me to address your questions individ.
ually.

The California Maritime Academy stronirly suppports the provision-of the Bill
(Section 1304(e)) which provides our Maritime Service Cadets with the status of
Reserve Midshipmen, U.S. Navy. This provision is ectremely important In the event
of a national emergency, as our source of officers to man the ships of our Merchant
Marine should not be impaired by the actions of individual Draft Boards actinic
within the Selective Service System. In this connection, we support the U.S. Mary
time Administration's recommended change to Section 1304(aX1) which would en
courage the Secretary of the Navy to establish NROTC Unitat the various State
Academies. Since a U.S. Navy Instructor Group already is assigned to each campus,
the cost of this _program would be negligible: Entering students would then be
eligible for NROT scholarships and commissioning as regular officers of the U.S.
Na upon graduation.

We also support the amendments to H.R. 5451 which were proposed to the
Committee by the Assistant Secretary ibr Maritime Affairs for the purpose of
clarifying the U.S. Navy Rwrve Component status of 'U.& Merchant Marine OM.
cers. These changes to Su5eections 1303(1) and 1303001 appropriately identify the

as "Merchant Marine Reserve and U.S. Naval Reserve."
Pmdeither H.R. 5451 or the amendments proposed thereto *Quid have any effect on
the Naval Science Courses taught at this Academy. Only two Naval Science Courses
are required: NS-100 and N8-200, Naval Science for the Merchant Marine Officer,

1 6.!
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and II. three credits each. Five additional option courses are offered by our Naval
Science Department (Enclosure 1)

Section 130411X1XFO (i thru iiil of H R 5451 deals with the Active Duty and
Reserve Service options available to State Mantime Academy graduates The Mari-
time Administration has proposed some changes in these options which are designed
to more accurately reflect the variety of positions in the U S. Merchant Marine and
the U.S. Maritime Industry in which our graduates now serve We support both
H.R. Bill 5451 and Marad's proposed changes

For your information. I have summarised the minimum requirements of these
Service Options into three categories; t11 Current-Requirements. 12o H.R Bill 5451.
and (31 Marad Proposed Changes. '

Current 60) NAM amps

I Sad on horde la 6 months each year

la 3. consecutive years

2 Sad on license for 4 monihs each year
to 4 consectuve years

3 G o en owe duly. US Naval Reserve
fee 3 comechme MSS

Serve US for Is years

(If AS a Merchant Marine Officer on a
US documented vessel.

M- an employee in a Private or
Pubic U S maritime related industnes.
PtMeSSIons ot mane sciences (as

defined by the Secretary), a

4 Serve Achve Duty. for teaming on (w) As a commismoned Aar on atria
. t o a d a US N a r y S h i p lot 30 con. duty in an wood lace of the U S 'or

secnhve days exh 3 consecu NOM Provided

trve Pan

0) Same. Oleo a as an afar on a
vessel owned and operated by the U S
or any State or Tendon/

dal Same. plus provided. however that

this option ill be' accepted to Iulfdl
Ike service chin/Atm to only three
years ot Jhe live year obligation unless

the Secretary determines that service
as an officer m vessels of US
not available

(Cu) Same

The net impact of H.R. Bill 5451 is to extend the normal required period of U S
Merchant Manne Service from the current three years to live years. The changes
proposed by Marad would broaden the base of the service option to include those
positions which we regard as integral parts of the industry itself. I, threfore. support
both the original language of H R. Bill 5451 and the changes proposd by Marad
Likewise. I support the.clarifying language of the amendment proposed by the VS.
Navy

These amendments will not pose any problems for the State Academies in terms
of alterations to our curricula or in terms of future recruiting for students

Sincerely.
J. P RIZZA.

Rear Admiral. USMS. President
Note. All enclosures with this letter have been placed in the subcommittee flies

° CALIFORNIA MARITIME ACADEMY,
Vallejo. Calif:, January a. 1980.

Hon. Les AuCoia.
Chairman. Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on Maritime Education and Training.

Washington. D.0
DEAR CONGRESSMAN AUCOIN This letter contains my responses to the questions

posed in your letter of December 18, 1979 I appreciate the opportunity to develop
our thoughts on these important topics for the printed hearing record.

1 "What is the primary function of the California Maritime Academy? Overall,
do you believe that you have been successful in implementing this primary func-
tion' Would the Bill as introduced generally assist you in carrying out your primary
function?" 4Response Our primary function is clearly defined in the Education Code of the
State of California, Section 7000 " to provide instruction on the nautical sci-
ences, marine engineering and related field& including all those necessary for
providing the highest quality licensed officers for the American Merchant Marine
and California Maritime Industries " Inherent in this mission are the following
objectives
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To educate each Midshipman in an accredited college program in Nautical
Industrial Technolop, Marine engineering Technology and related fields.

in
train each Midshipman in the skills and' knowledge essential to licensing

in the Merchant Marine of the United States, and as commissioned Naval
Reserve (Akers.

To develop in each Midshipman a strong sense of duty, honor and service to
Country and instill a pride in the profession; and

To develop in each Midshipman a sound body and the physical attributes
'necessary to succeoftilly meet the rigors of the sea.

I believe that mg modernized pproro of instruction and trainins together with a
wide range of specialized Meritimegroppttions has produced a qualtty graduate who
will meet the present and future demands of the highly sophistidated and techno-
logically advanced U.S. Merchant Marine standards and who will be able to keep
abreast of the rapidly changing Maritime technology. However, all California Man.
time graduates go to sea and are sought after by the Maritime Industry. We suffer
heavily from the recent upward spiral of costs. The Bill as introduced has our
enthusiastic support. As I stated in my personal testimony, there are features, such
as the level of federal financial support, which should be further improved in -
support of our programs.

Z "You have heard the testimony of the witnesses from the Navy, Coast Guard,
and Maritime Administration. Bo you have any comments to make with respect to
their testimony?'

Response: As I stated in my letter of 3 January 1980, the California Maritime
Academy supports the recommendations on the sections of H.R. Bill 5451 which
relate to the State Academies presented by both the Maritime Administration and
the U.S. Navy.

3. "As you know, the Maritime Administration has recommended an amendment
tallpesction 1304(dX2) that would tie the upper limit of the prescribed number of
ollr6f-state students at any one state maritime academy to the number of students
enrolled rather than to such school's total student capacity; which may or may not
be fully utilized.

a. What would be the effect of this amendment on the California Mar itime
Academy,

b. Do you favor or oppose this amendment? Why?"
Response: The net effect of this Amendment on the California Maritime Academy

would be insignificant, as we are now enrolling each year the number of students
required to meet our current capacity of 468. Emaitially, we favor the amendment
because it ties the quota to the realities of current enrollment If we had excess
capacity under the present law, blared conceivably could muire us to enroll a.
higher quota of oubofetate students than instate students. However, we would
have serious objections to any move by the U.S. Maritime Administration to impose
an out-orstate enrollment quota higher than the current ten percent target.

Fortunately, to date, we have been able to meet the Maritime Administration
quota of ten percent out-ofitate students for our incoming classes. This has been

through a best-qualifiegi selection without recourse-So an in-
herent discriminatory quota selection system. State Legislature so far has not
ob' to this mandated out-ofetate quota despite the economic inequity of the
Federetcontribution. If the out-ofetate quota were increased above 10 percent and -
we we then forced to enroll out-of4ate students less qualified than in-state
*Went", I would expect serious objections to be made by the State of California..
The minimum federal subsidy to cover octets of out-oretate students in 1980-81
would be $6,600 per student per year of$300,000 total per year.

t "What effect, if any, will the International Convention on Standards of Train-
in& Certification, and Watchkeeping have on the training ;provided by the Califor-
nia Maritime Academy? What initiatives, if any, has the California Maritime Acad.

taken to accommodate this Convention? '
We are not. pleased that the U.S. Coed Guard is imposing the IMCO

requirement that State Academy cadets must spend one year at sea training rather
than the sixmonths which have always been considered adequate in the-past. The
Oast Guard, in my opinion, has not given adequate weight to the vast experience in
maritime education and training which is available for the asking from the State
Maritime Academies. This failure- to consult the State Academies lies, in my opin--
ion,got us into the potential position of possibly having to double our ateea time,
and, consequently, doubling- our fuel oil consumption to meet the new 11400 re-
quirements creating anvimpossible financial burden on the State Academies. The
California Maritime Academy feels that if the International Convention on Stand-
ards of Training Certification and Watchkeeping are properly interpreted by the
Coast Guard to allow a variety, of training on simulators, training on schoolshipe in

115-038 0-80 11 163
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port. and training on smaller vessels, the result can be an improved quality of U S
Merchant Marina Officer For instance, there is no doubt that six month's inteasive
training underway aboard a training ship is equivalent in training at least one
year as a cadet observer abroad a commercial vessel. In the past, the Coast Guard

/always has recognized that six months' sea time for a Cadet aboard a training
schoolship was equivalent of a year's sea time as an observer aboard a merchant
ship On board 0-training school ship. the Cadet actually performs functions, rather
than only observing them He can maneuver the ship, anchor the ship. and moor
the ships A training ship can spend time stopped, conducting boat drills and ship-
handling drills, while a ship making money cannot afford to stop. Casualty drills,
disassembly of equipment, and- maneuvers can not safely or practicably be per-
formed on a merchant ship whose mission is cargo port to port. There is no
comparison between the time spent in an organized and Intensive instructional
Program aboard a training schl ship and time spent merely observing watch
routine aboard a commercial vessel.

Aboard a echoolshipt there is a 24 hour per day program dedicated Co intensive
and comprehensive training and instruction, all under the critical eyes of competent
licensed instructors In the course of the three cruises a cadet goes on, he or she
moves through the ratings fromseaman to watch stander This training provided at
sea includes a prelimina period of intelisive shakedown training and subsequent
advanced underway trial ng. Various schoolship training activities, such as emer-
gency and boat drills, an overboard, deck damage control drills, abandon ship.
Williamson turns, radar &wanton, engine maneuvering, engine change bver from
maneuvering to cruising and vice versa, rubber docking, anchoring and getting
underway, towing, linehandling, signaling, steering, piloting and celestial naviga-
tion, lookout watch, electronic navigation, various casualty exercises, and a host of
other training operations which are conducted with the objective of achieving mas-
tery of those subjects and tasks, rather than merely satisfying operational or inspec
non requirements.

The tong ocean legs are filled with a daily routine of supervised watch standing
drills, simulated crises situations, and a full schedule of professional instruction
Seniors serve as watch officers with a licensed faculty member in the background
for safety purposes. Other &Wet responsibilities include operation and maintenance
of the vessel and its power plant repairs when necessary, and the supervision and
training of underclassmen.

Our midshipmen are assigned by divisiOn daily to do maintenance and repair on
the ship. Underclassmen perform the routine tasks and seniors plan, coordinate,
supervise, and otherwise act in a management role While a division is on watch,
the students are learning the proper way ^to stand a watch and all it entails,
keeping tract of their positioh. speed course made good. set and drift, traffic,
communications, weather,,laokout. azimuth, ancitompass checks

Every effort is made nsure that midshipmen develop the competencies re-
quired be a competent merchant marine officer An indication of the thorough -.r nese of the program may be gained from the following list of subjects and tasks
which are taken up and in which students get handson training.

Explain watches and duties;
Demonstrate ability to light off or secure the gyro compass;

- Explanation of noon slips, dispatch reports and voyage abstracts, .

Explanation of CO, smothering system on ships;
Classes of firdrand gear utilized in containment and extinguishing techniques,
Firefighting films;
Supervise under the direction of a designated ship's officer the duties of

utility personnel engaged at forward or after docking stations while the vessel
is docking or undocking.

Demonstrate a working knowledge (tell bridge electrtinic equipment;
Demonstrate a thorough working knowledge of the rules of the road,
Take a turn at conning the ship fora Williamson turn, raising. spotting,

using and lowering the cargo booms;
Lecture on the lifeboat radio and how to use it,
Demonstrate ability to take charge of launch. serve as boat officer/coxswain

underway, and recovers lifeboat under existing weather conditions;
Detail lifekoat nomenclature and commands;
Drop and raise the anchor;
Take turn at each mooring station;
Demonstrate proficiency in piloting by performing as a member of the train-

ing navigation detail;
Steer by the various means, both on the bridge and aft and Bente from iline

to another:,

I 644
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Demonstrate a thorough knoivledge of visual and electronic signaling prate-
dune &Mamba, to merchant ships:

Use flares, smoke bombs, and hna throwing apparatus;
Tour cargo spaces, point out items of ship's structure and how cargo is

stowed;
Prepare comprehensive stability project, including theory of moments, trim

and rolling period;
Demonstrate a working knowledge of tank sounding procedures and tables;
Conduct, blinker classes;
Lecture on watertight doors integrity, including hatches, sideports, watertight

doors and fire screen doors;
Demonstrate weather mapmaking ability;
Lecture and film on MAW. and USMER with etudeIita required to prepare

messages;
Demonstrate working knowledge of line handling and !incline spike seaman-

ship.
A careful evaluation of the facts will show that the training experiences on board

a schoolship dedicated to training far exceed those arising in the same time on a
commercial vessel dedicated to'uninterrupted trade. And, therefore, the conclusion
is inescapable that the six (6) months of schoolship time is worth much more than

.six (6) months on board as commercial vessel. In our view, six (6) months on a
-

vschoesseolship
equates to at the very least nice (9) months on board a commercial

The California Maritime Academy has proposed to the U.S. Maritime Administra-
tion and the US. Coast Guard a compromise solutiona comprehensive program of

_"equivalency" which would satisfy the IMOD Regulations. We intend to use our
torrent 30 weeks (7 months) of sea time in conjunction with a period of intense
simulator training, practical training on smaller, more economical vessels and labo-
ratory periods aboard the training ship and o ships to meet the requirement.
We are convinced that the above approach will produce a far more skilled and
experienced officer than one who merely rides and observes. Furthermore, doubling
our sea time would result in an inefficient increase in our consumption of fuel of
resulting in an impossible financial burden on the State and making it impossible to
include the extension within the four year

Several types of simulators and modelsTill rbatused to accomplish the one-year
sea time equivalency. A radar simulator will be used to give the students training
and experience in collision avoidance, coastal piloting and rules of the road. A
computerized tanker loading simulator will be used to train and give experience in
the loading, discharging, stability, trim and stress of the bquid cargo. Models and
ship's cargo gear will be used to aid training in cargo handling aboard dry cargo,
container, lash, and Ro-Ro ships. A low.speed Diesel Engine Room Simulator will
provide training for Engineers and orientation for the Deck midship
men. The use of the above simulators and models will allow the student much more
opportunity for real coot effective and efficient time training and experience than
many times the same period of routine exposure aboarr a ship. In addition, no
environmental dangers exist, so the student will be totally responsible for the
activity.

Training and experience aboard smaller vessels and tfttmts is the most efficient
way to develop seainanship skills and shiphandling ability. Vessels from 30 to 90
feet in length are excellent for the training of young officers. With smaller vessels,
skills and techniques can be developed over a period, of time by repeat' various
maneuvers, while building up in vessel size. The student can be comp in
control as there is ao danger of significant damage, as is the case with a large ship.

The California Maritime Academy already has taken initiative to add the re-
quited simulators, lengthen its training cruise to the aforementioned 7 months and
improve the quality of practical training. We have no doubt that this program
meets the intent of the one year or equivalent provisions of the International
Convention. The California Maritime Academy, therefore, concludes that much
more effective and cost effective training can be accomplished in the combination of
activities described above math than maintaining a strict adherence to the stated

t of one year at sea.
rel:aillirslenbeen apparent f ral years to the California Maritime Academy that
changes in educational and training requirements would be initiated by the United
States and by IMCO. We also that the maritime industry has achieved
rapid technological advances. Our Drt,t of Adult Maritime Education was
established in 1974 to accomplish our fundamental goal of devil o a complete
program of continuing maritime education and technical training. Thimmic growth
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has been experienced in the first five years of this program, building up to a total of
43 classes presented in 1979.

Early in 1979, with the assistance of the California Maritime Academy flound a-
tion, the shipping companies. and a neighboring electronics Arm. the Academy
developed its computerized tanker loading/discharging/ballasting simulator This
unique device is a computer driven cargo and ballast console designed to reproduce
tanker cargo handling operations It effectively conveys a comprehensive under-
standing of tanker operations on board an automated 70,000 DWT tanker

The tanker simulator is used in training our midshipmen in tanker operations
e We also have developed a 5-day seminar for junior officers of the tanker companies

Additional computer capacity is being added to the tanker simulator to make
.possible the development of an advanced, sophisticated, tanker senior-officer course.
which will be offered to the maritime industry early in01980.

Also nearing completion. is the installation of a radar simulator laboratory By
"mid 1980. a Radar Observer Certification course will be offered to the maritime
public

A Diesel Engine Operation and Maintenance course is currently offered two to
three times a year This course will be improved by the completion of a Marine
Diesel Engine Room Simulator in 1981

Two popular courses presented several times a year are the "Lifebostman Certifi-
cation Course," which is approved by the U.S. Coast Guard. and "Emergency Medi-
cal Training for Seagoing Personnel." which is approved by the U S. Public Health
Service Graduates receive the certification. respectively. of those two federal agen-
cies.

Another course which is presei,ted several times a year is "Tankerman Training,"
, which is designed to prepare maritime personnel to successfully pass the U S. Coast

Guard examination fof "Tarikerman" endorsement on their seaman's papers.
"Maritime/Admiralty Law," "Marine Terminal and Stevedoring., Operations,"

"Marine Machine hop Practice:* and "Marine Welding and Burning" are a few of
the other classes offered A sample brochure of the program for 1979 is enclosed.

5. "With respect to the training ships used by the state maritime academies for
at-sea training:

a In lieu of the provision set forth in section 1304(bX3), you recommend that
the federal government pay the entire amount of the fuel oil cost for the annual
training cruises About how much would this additional cost amount tol"

Response: At the current price of $21.00 per,barrel in San Francisco (plus barging
and 6 percent state sales tax), the cost of an optimal 13,000 mile cruise is $296,270
for our training cruise For the last three years, we have found it virtually impossi-
ble to estimate the increase in fuel cost a year in advance Past experience would
indicate a 15 percent increase could be expected.

b 'What would be the practical advantage of designating the various training
ships ts public vessels of the United States?"

Response The training ships are currently operated, de facto. as public vessels of
the United States Including a public vessel clause in the law. and having MARAD
accept full responsibility (less crew) for the cost of operation of the training ship
would have several advantages to the individual State Maritime Academies. All
ship maintenance and support items, consumable or otherwise. would be purchased
by the Federal Government. Cost of services, clearance and dockage in foreign ports
will be reduced and facilitated as a result of legalizing oiii status as public vessels of
the United States The primary result of this type of legislation would be to shift
the cost of the training ship operation from the individual states to the Federal
Government We feel that the Federal Government should' finance all operational
costs of the training ships, with the exception of the crews, which are provided by
the States

c "What are your views with respect to sharing a training ship with one or
more other state maritime academies? Why?

Response The California Maritime Academy uses its training ship on a year
round basis for the practical laboratory training of our Cadets If we did not have
the use of a trainig ship as a dockside laboratory, the Academy would have to build
on shore at exorbitant costs the marine plant, and ship's machinery and equipment
equivalent to a shipboard laboratory The use of the ship in this fashion on a daily
basis is one of the primary means which we will utilize in order to meet the IMCO
requirement for one year at sea Sharing of ships causes divided responsibility,
which- would reduce both the life, the reliability. and the safety of the vessels.
Therefore. we do not favor-the sharing of ships .

However, should training -Ships be constructed "from the keel up designed for the
purpose of training and the current training ships be left alongside at campus for
the use of tl?e Academies as laboratories, the California Maritime Academy would
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be willing to accept the sharing of this 'concept. We must point out that several
problems will exist in the execution of the sharing concept. A small permanent
Federal crew would have to be augmented by State Academy personnel for each
training cruise. Also, additional operating %eta will be incurred in moving an empty
ship between Academy home ports or, altern atively in transporting state crews and
cadets to the vessel.

6. "On page 3 of your statement. you recommend that the amount of the loan
authorized by Section 1304(l) 'should be increased annually to reflect the current
cost of subsistence. uniforms,_and books; and that such subsicliegn made available
to all midshipmen.

a. What is the current cost, of subsistence, uniforms and books per student per
academic year?"

Response: The cost of subsistence, uniforms, and books per student per academic
year is as follows:

k
0o1681 1119-

80
tstmo101
1880-81

Subs itence . $1.395 $1.605

Wont no 300

150 - 165

total 1.015 2.010

8100slert cal Ono tot *tide vitThIll Mott

b. "About how much additional cost would be involved if such loans were
extended to all qualified students?"

Response: Subsistence Allowance$1,200 per' year, additional cost to include all
(60 more) eligible cadets-472,000/yr. subsistence Allowance-32,000 per year addi-
tional cost to include all (60 more) eligible cadets-3120,000/yr.

7. "On Pages 3 and 4 of your statement, you recommend that Section 1304(1X2) be
modified so as not to encourage studepta to flunk out just to have the loan forgiven.

a Am I correct that you are recommending an amendment that permit
a student to voluntarily resign within the first two years ithout penalty." ,

Response: You are correct. We do recommend that studen permitted to
voluntarily resign without penalty during the first two years. owdver, if the
stipend is changed to a loan, the loan should remain an obligation due. Encouraging
students, to flunk for any reason is not acceptable pedagogical philosophy. Some
students find, after a year or two, that they are not suited to a nautical career, and
they should be permitted to withdraw without stigma for their own good and for the
good of the pftfeettion ' ..

b. "Why wouldn't such a provision be the 'subject of abuse by students who
resign, and transfer to another school?"

Response: Abuse of the above priirilege is a possibility, but not a likely one. Even
with stipend, a student must pay approximately $2500 per year for room, board,
tuition and uniforms. A student seeking only general education courses at CMA for
transfer could do so much more economically at other state colleges and with many .
fewer disciplinary restrictions. As yqu know, generous federal financial support is
available to students who can show financial need.

As an accredited college. CMA courses will transfer to all other colleges, but the
maritime technical courses do not fit well in most others academic majors, hence
only the general education courses would fit degree requirements at other coil es.
Thus, intentionally enrolling at CMA specifically to transfer to another colleg in
another discipline is not a viable economic or academic option.

I hope our answers to your questions have been helpful to your analysis Wilt
important legislation. Please contact me if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely
J. P. RIZZA,

Rear Adminll, USMS. President.
Note: All enclosures with this letter have been placed in the subcommittee files.

Mr. &Com. Rear Admiral Rodgers of the Maine Maritime
Academy. a
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STATEMENT OF REAR ADM. E. A. RODGERS, USMS, SUPERIN-
- TENDENT. MAINE MARITIME ACADEMY. CASTINE, MAINE

Admiral RODGERS. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and Congress-
man Emery. .

Mr. Au Com. We are pleased to have you, Admiral. We look
forward to your testimony.

Because we are running late, I would appreciate it if you would
summarize your testimony and help accomodate the other wilt
nesses. Your testiffionwill be printed in its entirety in the record.

[The prepaiecl statement folloWsj

STATEMENT OF REAR ADM E. A. RODGERS. USMS. SUPERINTENDENT. MAINE
MARITIME ACADEMY

Mr Chairnian. distinguished members of the Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on
Maritime Education and Training. May 1 express my appreciation at being invited
to present my thoughts to you regarding H ft 5451, the proposed Macitiiite Educe-
tailion and Training Act of 1979 In general, I applaud the efforts of the committee
and staff in drafting this legislation and recognize that the draft represents a
significant improvement over the present legislation which governs this important
area of national concern I trust that you will consider the comments. suggestions
and questions herein presented in the spirit of constructive clarification of problems
experienced or perceived. which otheCwise may continue to interfere with our
mission in the years to come.

At the outset. I would like tb state that I have no objection to the concept of
linking the monetary assistance granted to maritime cadets through the provisions
of this act to requirements for future service in the merchant marine or arm
services I do not believe that society owes higher education to iny individua
despite the existence of many programs today which in effect do exactly that. I
seems justifiable that some service to country or society in, return is only. +roper. I
do question. however. whether it is practical to create the newbureaucratic estah-
fishment in the agency of the Secretary of Commerce for the purpose of collecting
reimbursable loans in those instances in which the individual fails to comply with
the service requirement Neither do I want to see the individual academies obliged
at sorne future time to become the agents for such collection Furthermore. adoption.
of a loan concept would jeopardize very seriously existing effective disciplinary
-measures now in use at the academies.

Whole I heartily endorse the concept of a service obligation, I have great difficulty
ID equating a high paying civilian position in the maritime industry with an
obligation to society I consider that those students who are assisted financially to
qualify for such positions are pnviteged and that anything done, to detract from the
sense of appreciation and responsibility they should feel. would amount to further
and nnecessary erosion of our society I have no quarrel with accepting a broad-
ened ission for federal and state academies to include management positions an

' the itime industry ashore. but I do not believe that under normal peacetime
conditions we should instill in the minds of young people a correlation between this
type of employment and obligation What is the problem the proposed obligation is
attempting to correct' The problem stems from the fact that we have not had and
do not have a merchant marine reserve program that can be.called upon to provide
manpower during a national eme ency or lesser incident of critical need

This was the situation during e Vietnam buildup, when for political reasdns the
maritime industry was not decllaared a critical industry. This being the case. men'
who might have responded to the call for licensed officers were not afforded the job
Protection they should have had in their employment to return to after the emer-
gency ended The present concern over imposing an obligatioa on academy gradu-
ates has grown from the criticism directed toicaclemy graduates for not responding
in greater numbs to the call for officers during the Vietnam conflict A merchant
marine reserve uld have solved that problem and could solve it in' the future.
This basic proble seems to hnve been lost sight, of in the process of determining
the forms of ob ation repayment proposed in this bill The US Merchant Marine
Naval Reserve been reestablished recently and i believe .a satisfactory method
of utilizing tha reserve can be incorporated within the framework of the bill in a
way tharwoidd broaden and strengthen the reserve significantly.
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I would p that all eligible studentaat both the federal and state academies
be.given statuesimidtansoisly of Cadet USMS and Midshipman USNR after
signing an agreement along the following linen

1. To and pass successfully the required naval science progrini designed to
f a commission in the naval merchant marine reserve and to apply for and

OW*, ivoonunission.
2. attempt to obtain and to maintain for at least six years following graduation

an officer's license in the U.S. Merchant Marine.
t Asa condition of remaining in the program, at the beginning of the junior year

of training to enlist in the naval reserve and to qiialiff for seaman's papers in the
merchant marine.

1. To accept one °film following service requirements to discharge the obligaldn
created by acceptance of the financial moisten°e under this bill:

(a) Active service in whatever qualified category achieved (officer, enlisted or
unlicensed) aboard a U.S. documented vessel or in the armed forces for a

. specified period of time to be determined by a formula based on the amount of
financial support regeived, but with ik minhnum of two years

Re
ny case.

(b) Inactive status in the' U.S. Naval.Merchant Naval Marine serve ino
whatever category qualified (44fficer, enlisted or unlicensed) for a specified
period, belted on a ratio of three-to one for inactive status is copmered with
active.

(c) A combination of the above. -
The seagoing option would provide al incentive to sail on the license and the

enlisted or unlicensed service possibilit would assure an incentive *Squiffy for the
litense and commianon. Considering the differential in linen support given to
cadets at the federal and at the state academies,. it would a reasonable to
impose It two year active service (six year reserve) obligation on state academy
students and a four year active service (12 year reserve) °Nigel on Kings Point
graduates. This cle would provide for a merchant marine rve component
that would be av le iis case of future need and would lve most of the
problems with the presenplaw and the potential problems envisioned in the pro-
posed

I believe, also, that this concept would simplify the proposed legislation by elimi-
nating the loan. provision for state academy student* and the requirelbent to pass
the license examination as a requirement for graduation. The legislation Should give
the Secretary of Commerce or the Secretary of the Navy the means to call up the
merchant marine reserve component in times of need short of declaring a national
emergency.

My sjsecific comments on other aspects of the text, keyed torth...sections as
written, are as fellow
Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on Maritime :Education and Training

Sec. ISOSAXIXcl and Sec. 1JO.theb. It would appeer.that a specific provision be
made here to insure that anyone not given a commission be required.to fulfill the
obligation in an enlistedntatus.

Ser. 1J04a0aX). I would recommend that the training ships supplied not only

the law as Public Vesseis of the United States in order to facilitate their a 'on
remain the iproperty of the United Statm, but that they be designated

both In us. ports and foreign ports with a minimum of red tape an re

Pallerridilb)(4) and Sec. 108 (c) and (clOoraewhere or other in the provisions for
the training on such other vessels as ma/ be supplied or otherwise become available
to the several state institutions, provision should be made to authorize the acade-
mies to operate thole vessels not ordinarily characterized as passenger Is under
Coast Guard regulations, such as small Navy escort le er tug, wit out having

with existing Coast Guard regulations gove pasioein;tia:gr vemiels. The poten-
tial benefit from operating these craft in a training made f outweighs

to them to expensive and often self-def

any minor risk involved, butit is totally Impossible to expose cadets to is type of
experience if the outmoded regulations of the Coast Guard continue to enlbrced
without reprd to the proper mission or purpose of the type of involved.

Sec. 1504(401XCA I recommend that the requirement for prior of the
liWitifile license before graduation be stricken from the law. Very b tly, I do not
consider it serves any useful purpose. It imposes an ea= f rule over
acadersicerreedom of the' institution without in any ma way teeing
fulfill:me of the personal obligations of the graduate.. The granting academic
degree should be ultimately dependent on.the criteria of the institution, Cognizant
of its respribdsty to maintain its academic standing amongst its Pam t should

4?
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not be the province of the federal government to dictate what those criteria should
be

Sec 1.104011 Instead of expressing the cadet subsidy as a fixed sum of money
i$I,2001, might it be possible to stipulate that the loan shall be the same amount as
the monthly allowance provided reserve officer training cadets under the NROTC or
ROTC programs This would make unnecessary the separate legislative efforts the
academies have had to undertake in the past wren they sought to haysethe amount
of student subsidy raised to match that given other student cadets. In addition, it
would be desirable for the powers of the secretary to allocate loans to the venous
schools and academies to be more clearly spelled out than the expression, "an a fair
and equitable manner," so as to protect the interests of the institutions and stu-
dents from abrupt cuts in supported positions due to short term cyclical fluctuations
in demand Experience has shown that in order to preserve a viable institution. it
must be able to count on a stable student body and not be subjected to sudden
variations in numbers Furthermore, we have seen in the last ten years two contra-
dictory projections of long range forecasts for manpower needs in the maritime
industry, winch if the former had been acted upon precipitously, would have disas-
trously affected the availability of manpower for the industry today, and might well

N_have spelled the demise of one or more of the existing institutions.
Sec 1.104034 I am unable to understand the import of the exception expressed in

the first line of this paragraph, i.e, "Except as provided in paragraph MM. ."
Sec. 1804(1) (ii, (4), 1.5). and 10 These sections fall under alb strictures expressed in

my opening remarks. If it were not possible through no fault of the graduate to
his service requirements. and he thereby faced a requirement of mandatory

service in the armed services, instead of being required to repay the loan, it would
not necessarily eliminate the possibility that he might be excused on hardship
grounds by the secretary.

As an additional aside, in Section 1304n1XF)(11. the service obligation 'as mer
chant marine officer is limited to a United States documented vessel. I believe that
this stipulation is unduly restrictive. In the recent past, graduates have been unable
to obtain positions on Amencan flag vessels, because of economic and, in some
cases, political problems, yet have gope to sea on U.S. owned foreign flag vessels
These individuals can gain the time and experience necessary to raise their license
and then sail on U S. flag ships where there is a perpetual shortage of higher
licensed officers. If this circumstance occurs in the future, there should be no
penalty attached to the graduate who is willing to accept such employment

Sec. 1$09(b). It is recommended that this section be rewritten as follows
"The Secretary is authorized to lend surplus and excess shipboard equipment, -

small vessels and floating equipment to the Academy, any maritime academy or
college, or any other approved merchant marine training school for use in instruc-
tional programs

It would appear that Chapter 40, United States Code, Section 483 should be
amended accordingly

Once main. Mr Chairman and distinguished members of the Ad Hoc Select
Stibcommittee, I thank you tor having given me this opportunity to appear before
you today to put my remarks on the record. I trust that you willrfind them to be
constructive and helpful in your future deliberations on this important matter

Admiral RODGERS. I would like to do that. I would like to make a
general comment on the State"maritime academies and call to your
attention that it is the oldest form of. formal training for maritime
officers. It goes back to the New York school which started well
over 100 years ago.

Throughout the century there has been a tradition developed of
a partnership between the Federal Government, the States and the
students. That partnership was formalized in 1958 when at that
time the sharing of costs was pretty much ape-third and one-third
and one-third.

As you know, the Federal share has deteriorated. I would like to
bring that out fox the record.

The first point I would like to make is on the financial side,
along with my colleagues here, to say that our most critical need
right ,now is additional Federal support and certainly getting the
Federal Government tb pick up the cost of fuel oil-for our training
ships.
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I note that it is in the authorization bill and it is in H.R. 5451. I
hope appropriations will follow shortly. It is extremely critical. I
also agree that.we need to get an increase

Mr. AuCoui. You are aware, too, are you not, Admiral, of the
work that Congressman Emery has been doing in trying to secure
that?

Admiral RODGERS. I certainly am. We have an excellent relation-
ship and I appreciate what he is doing for us.

Mr. EMERY. The Admiral is welcome to make those comments at
any time.

Admiral RODGERS. I let the people back home know that, too.
Mr. AUCOIN. Moving right along.
Admiral lkotionts. We also need an increase in the annual grant

from the present $100,000. Incidentally, at the Maine Maritime
Academy it is costing out of our budget roughly three-quarters of a
million dollars to operate the training ship for salaries, fuel, con-
sumables, et cetera. fw -

The third thing in my statement is'the cadet's subsidy. 'I recom-
mended, that the $100 per month or $1,200 per year be pegged to
the ROTC. I say that simply because it took us 10 years to get from
$50 to $100 after the Defense Department increased it for the
ROTC program..

Coming down to the next item here, I would like to philosophize
a little bit on the concept of the obligation.

In the first place, I am pleased to see the concept included here
in other words, I am all in favor of an obligation in return for
Federal support. As a matter of fact, I will go so far as to say I
hope it catches fire with of the HEW, programs, BEOG's, and .
SEOG's, and all the other five programs..It would not be a bad idea
to have some public service obligation.

Beyond that, I- question the concept of linking a service oblige-
tion to-the opportunity for a high-paying civilian job. I have no
objection to the academy missions, whether Kings Point or the
State academies, being broadened in order to serve the maritime
industry, but don't think we have to tie that- mission to the
obligation.

I would have a hard time to stand up in front of students saying,
you have an obligation to take this high-paying job in a civilian
shoreside capacity and stay there for 5 years.

It is my understanding that the reason we subsidize the mari-
time industry is for national defense reasons. I would like to see
obligations on our people tied into.some sort of a national defense.
I don't believe that the sacalled service obligation in the maritime
industry as is proposed in this bill remedies the problem that I
think we are trying to remedy, . .

-If ybu will give me the time, I would like to indulge in 2 or 3
minutes of a historical perspective here.

It just so happens that I arrived in the Academy in 1964. I have
been there for 15 years. I went through the Vietnam period when I .

came down to hearings here. At that timeI flay have been in this
very roofnI came to a hearing in which they were trying to get
through a bill to declare the maritime industry a critical industry
because for political reasons we did not, want to declare'a national
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emergency. For political reasons they didn't declare the maritime
industry a critical industry either.

The purpose of that was because they were having a difficult
time getting previous graduates of the academies to come back to
meet the demand for the ships coming out of the Reserve Fleet.

The pPIem really was that they were trying to get job security.
,In other words, if the maritime industry had been declared a
critical industry then someone from General Electric who came
and served on the ship would have had job security to protect him.
Well the (federal Government didn't provide that job security and I
therefore Iltult the Government for some of the problems. ..

Looking into the future it seems to me, and even back then if
there had been a Merchant Marine Reserve and the Secretary of
Commerce had the authority to call on these people in the Me
chant Marine Reserve during a perod of crithcal need but not
necessarily a national emergencyI think that is the kind of thing
that can come up more often than not when for political or other
reaso we may not want to declare a national emergency. That
timefi di come up during Vietnam and that could be solved in the
future we tie it into the Merchant Marine Reserve.

Mr. AuCom. Are you referring to the kind of Reserve that was
proposed by the Navy witness?

Admiral RODGERS There is a difference. I am in favor of what
they are doing. I don't think it goes far enough. As you have heard ,

today their concept is in case of a national emergency. I am only
saying I think we need some authority short of a national emergen-
cy where the Secretary of Commerce, looking at a critical need imp

% the maritime industry to serveti flare-up in some part of the
worldwould have to get ships out but for reasons you and I may

. not haVe any control over, may not want to say national
.. emergency.
. 4 A Reserve with some authority on the part of the Secretary of

Commerce could solve these problems.
Further, I feel that I don't like to see the Federal Government

grow any more than it should and the type of obligations you are
proposing in this bill as well as with loans, as well as service, just
keeping track of all that is going to require. a staff of people over
and above what is normally required for the Navy-Merchant
Marirke Reserve.

I prefer to see it tied in with the other.
Mr. AuCom. You would not want to see the Federal Government

grow?
Admiral RODIRS. That is correct.

mMr. AuCo. ut you'are willing to come to us and ask for more
than $100,000. -,.

Admiral RODGERS. I hope I am not adding anybOdy to your pay-
s roll-by doing that. V it is. in the interest of the Government to have

a merchant marine and we have a partnership, then I think the
Federal Government should carry its share- in that partnershlip.

Mr. AUCoIN. This is the second warning on a record vote on the
House floor. We are going to have to stand in recess long enough
for Mr. Emery and me to go to the floor, vote, and come right back.

[Brief recess.]
Mr. AuCom. The committee will reconvene.
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Admiral Rodgers, you had not completed your statement.
Admiral Roboxas. Yes, sir: I can't resist the 'temptation to add

one more comment to a question you asked a moment ago about
my coming down asking for increased support.

I would like' to call to your attention that the State acadefily
program is the oldest and is the most (lost effective from the
standpoint of the Federal Government.

In other words, it costs a lot less per graduate than any other
industry school or Federal academy. It is worthy of note.

Mr. AuConi. Your comments will go into the redord.
Admiral RorGras. I have a few comments on some of the ques-

tions. Perhaps I am anticipating. First, you have asked several
qUestions on allocations, and I would simply like to say since I was
there that in 1965 the studies of the Maritime Administration
indicated a growing shortage of merchant 'marine officers.- They
were raging us to graduate early, they were anticipating the
bill 'ch finally came out as the Merchant Marine Act of 1970.

In ther words, the State maritime academies were encouraged
during that peirod of time to actually increase their enrollments to
meet this anticipated demand.

By 1970, a couple of things had happened. New studies came out
which showed the supply was going to exceed the demand. The
industry school had started up, and they were supplying a number
of people. So the Maritime Administrator at that time in 1970, in
an effort to ho'd down the enrollmentsthey had increased, in
other words, fro?) 1965 to 1970 at the encouragement of the Feder-
al authoritiesin 1970 word came out that they were going to
curtail them by withholding all subsidies from freshmen.

We fought back on that and a change was made, and the Mari-
time Administrator then said we will roll back the allocations to
the 1965 level. That is how those -odd 'numbers came in. That
happened in 1911.

I think if there is any reallocation at least it ought to be on the
basis bf the 1971 numbers and not 1965.

Mr. AuCong. I would like you to pinpoint the major points you
would like to bring out in your testimony at this point 'noting that
we have three other witnesess from Texas, Michigan, and Massa-
chusetts. I knew Mr. Emery has a number of questions he wants to
ask you. Perhaps the data will come out in the questions..

Admiral Ronoass. Yes, sir.
One other thing during the seventies, there were a lot of U.S.-

owned ships sailing foreign flag. U.S. officers serving on these ships
i. could raise their license, that is the reason it is in in my statement,

mit to tvizet4:01111:eilbe
VOdiZeeforeignnts with regIrds. to training vessels, particu-

IT the smaller training vessels. I was pleased to hear your ques-
tion of Acrmiral*Scarborough.o, the standards. I would like tosive
youa little experience at Maine. Maritime Academy. We bid a
Navy tug for 3 sears, a YTN, that operated around the world.
After 3 years we gavebp because we could not get the Coast G
to certify it as a training vessel. They said since students at ari-
time academies pay tuition to go to school they must be consi red.
as a passenger fdr hire. '

. .



They have only ine standard for training vessels, passenger.type,
and particularly on small vessels I think it is ridiculous.

With regard to continuing education you asked some questiotts
on that. I am pleased to say that Maine Maritime Academy is
deeply in that field, As a matter of fact, I am in the process of
raising money for the creation of a center for advan(ed maritime
studies. We think that is a very legitimate role for the State
academies. I think wherever it can be done at a JoCal level it is
better:

166

With regard to the 'IMCO agreement Think the basic agreement
with the exception of the 6-month sea time for deck cadets on
training sta4dards is good but that sea time is.absolutely unwar-
ranted. .

I find no evidence in 15 years of reading accident reports' to
indicate recent graduates are contributing to the casualties at sea.
Most of the casualties are attribhted to someone with 15 years sea
time.

I £hink the money would be much better spent to have some kind
of refresher training.

Those are the highlights of my testimony, sir, if you would like
to ask some quesjions.

Mr. AUCOIN. Thank,you.
Mr. Emery.
Mr. Emig. thaiik you uch, Mr. Chairman:
Admiral Ftodgers, can you us an idea of how your depend,

ence on oil has varied over the last '? e ou had any
significant increase or decrease n the amoun of consumed?
What has the costjactor been? ve you had curtail of your
training mission foi that reaso

Admiral RODGERSi, The cost of fuel has increased rou= ly five
times since I have been there. It used to be that our budget was
around $50,000 10 years ago. Now it is over $250,000. I should say
that Maine Maritime Academy is different than the other State
academies in that vie.operate somewhat independently. We are
State assisted. The State. of Maine just doesn't automatically pay
the bills.

If we have to go on a training cruise for 2 months, which we
have to do ttt meet the Coast Guard requirements, and get the fuel,
then the Stile of Malne'doesn't automatically provide that ftiel, we
have to raise tuition money and do. whatever we can.

What we have done is to cut down the speed, we have 00 down
the, distances and things of that ;nett to cut every corner we could
and still give a legitimate training. But the overall cost id killing

/us.
I would say again if they increase that time to 1 year, I doubt

very much Maine Maritime Academy could survive.
Mr. EMERY. Have you had problems obtaining the oil or merely

railLng the money to pay for it?
ARImiral RODGERS. Strictly money;
Mr. EMERY. You go into mime detail on what you consider to be

anequitable program for service in the merchant marine in ex-
change for the Federal assistance. I .think you have made some
very good points with respect to service in exchange for the Feder-
al assistance.
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I. wonder if you might give us a bit more detail about the propos-
al that you have presented in your testimony and elaborate a bit
on your comments relative to the loan program as opposed to the
present subsidy program. Those points are verygood.

Admiral RODGERS. In the first place, I am, not opposed to the _

obligation. I do think the loan program is more trouble to adminis-
ter than it is worth. Most of the students, I am sure, are going to
complete their obligation. That is why they go to school and pay
the money so you set up a whole bureaucracy for a few pennies you
collect.

But I think the obligation would be better tied into a Merchant
Marine Reserve. I made a recommendation, and I suggest perhaps

4 at the level of the junior year that if the students were brought
into the Naval Reserve, similar to the platoon leader program in
the Marine Corps where they enlist during college years in the
Reserve, then they get a commission. ,

I see a few loopholes. At the Federal academy obligation which is
tied into the Reserves, if the individual doesn't get a commission
there doesn't seem to be any provision for service.

so I think that we ought to look at either the unlicensed or the
enlisted type service there. I do think that if we could tie that in at
the junior year level they would then incur an obligation and
therefor we would not need to worry about whether he passes the
license exam before graduation because he would automatically
have a service obligation in an Active or Reserve status. The Croy- /
ernment doesn't have to get in and regulate some of those thiags.
. Mr. EMERY. As I understancrdur proposal, this would merely be
a proposal whereby you could call up any Merchant Marine Acade-
my graduate who was qualified to serve for any emergency oper-
ation thadmight be required. . 4 4

Would you explain how you think that would work?
Admiral Ronwiss. My concept is that it should be a Merchant

Marine Reserve and the Secretary of Commerce would be author-
ized to call them up as contrasted with the Secretary of the Navy
so it isn't going to Navy duty. unless he doesn't get a license or
doesn't respond to the call.

Thepoint .1 was trying to make is that I envision more incidents
where there would be a critical need short of a national emergency,
and I really believe that is why we are even talking about this
subject here tqday. The problem came up during the Vietnam
period, and there has been a lot of criticism directed against the
academies about the number of graduates that didn't come back on
service. The fact of life is that if there had been .a Merchant
Marine Reserve we wouldn't have had that problem: '

Mr. EMERY. I remember a couple of years ago ire hada particu-
lar problem with the Maine Maritime Academy in that" the Navy

as trying to.deetnphasize the naval, NRGTC program and trying
to indicate that they wanted a greater ;umbe of their Reserve,
officers 'to come from nonengineering or nonmerchtuit marine ori-
ented academic background; which was a decision I could not begin
to understand.

Could you comment a little bit on thal.-Zd comment on the
relationship the Maine Maritime Academy has with the .Navy and

4 4 *.
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comment on whether or not you think the Navy would be receptive
to this kind of compensatory service that you recommend?

Admiral RODGERS. As an ex-naval officer, I often find it difficult
to understand why the Navy doesn't grab the opportunity because
we graduate a lot of well-qualified people and I read in the newspa-
pers about the All-Volunteer Forces and the difficulty of keeping
people. I have never understood why they don't take advantage of
that.

Ai far as the NROTC program, Maine was the first maritime
academy to get a unit. Two yearslater the Navy, very arbitrarily,
discontinued the program. Without any forewarning we got a letter
saying it had been discontinued for the reasons such as geographi-r
cal location and things which when you look at them didn't make
any sense because they used a form letter. Basically they were

4oing on a Department of Defense criteria that required something
like 17 in the junior year.

We had only had the program for 2 years, .but thanks to the
Maine delegation, New York and Maine got the naval ROTC pro-
gram back.

I am happy to report both this year and last year we had better
than 25 percent of our freshman class .Inrolled in the NROTC
program so it seems to be thriving.

Mr. EMZRY. I have only one final questionI know we have a
time problem with three more witnessesI am interested in the
advanced studies program at Maine Maritime and proglams that
may exist at some of the other academies.

What doryou envision as a future for advanctl studies? Do you
see a need for the operation or purchase of simulators such as,
loading and unloading tankers and other vessels, a future for nu-,
clear reactor programs and satellite navigation?

What do you see as the scope of the advanced programs and hoir
deeply into such programs can a State academy like Maine Mari-
time Academy expect to go with the financial constraints that you
have?

Admiral RODGERS. I see a continuing growth in these programs. I
think the IMCO agreement on Standards of Training and Watch
Keeping, is going to dictate that. Many things have already been
put into operation. Today at Maine Maritime Academy we have 11
officers going through an advanced ships medicine program. Last
weekend we had one company with five officers going through a
special program in radar and rules of the road, et cetera, These are
grwing.

have 'in fro*I of me two little pamphlet's I am wing for fund
raising for this very 'purpose.

At Mainraritime Academy we are engaged in the creation of a-
center for` dvanced maritime studies. When it comes to equipment
like a simulator, we want to use them, but when you get into a
bridge 'simulator as I think you are talking about for equivalency

. for seatime, then you are talking about $4 or $5 million, th is out
of our ball park.

The only way we can do it is for the Federal Governmen to do
it. Whether or not it itnissary, I think we could argue for a
while,
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Mr. EMERY. I am not going to take any more time since. we do
have three more witnesses. I very much appieciate your cdming.to
Washington and giving us your views. I am su e committee will
take your recommendations to heart and hopef most of them
will be incorporated in the legislation that the su omittee re-
ports out. -

Thank you very much.
Mr. AuCom. We apreciate yOur testimony.

gal Ronogas. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The following was teceived for the record:]

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS CONTAINED IN CONGRESSMAN AuCones Imrrea DATED
Damn= 18, 1979

Question 1. What is the primary function of the Maine Maritime Academy'
Overall do yo'u believe that you have been successful in implementing this primary
function?

Answer. The pnmary function of the Maine Maritime Academy is as set forth in
the statement of mission as follows:

The mission of the MaineMaritime Academy is to Carry on Maine's heritage of
the "sea by providing for young men and women. as U.S. Maritime Service cede% a
comprehenswe course of instruction and training in a professional, intellectual and
military environment, which will qualify them for leadership as officers in the U.S.
Merchant Marine and in the 1 S. Naval reserve and as responsible citizens in
eccie.

The
tyrules.

regulations and routine at Maine Maritime Academy are totally dedi-
cated to the preparation of young men and women to become officers in the
merchant marine. In addition, go beyond thaw minimum remrirements in order
to prepare students for 3,n/rival or Coast Guard commission. This later objective
dictates a degree program which is consistent with' the fhtereits of the state and of
students who together pay 75 percent of the operating costs of the institution.

With regard to naval service, I am enclosing as Exhibit A' a copy of a letter
recently received from the Navy Recruiting Command. In my opinion the Navy
would be well adviaed to establish an NRO Unit at all degree granting maritime

gcstabcademies/coUps.
The success of Maine Maritime Academy in implementing these &actions fs well

lished both by statistical records and reputation. Surveys have consistently
shown that a higher of Maine graduates continues in sea going profes-
sions than do'graduates of er academies and professional schools.

Quest On the first page of your etatement, you say that the bill "represents
a significant imyrovemelt over the prose* legislation which governs this important
area of nationhl concern." Why is this?

Answer. The silmificant improvement referred to in this statement is twofold:
The significant improvement referred to in this detained is _twofold:

a. It incorporates the concept of an obligation which is lag overdue.
b. provides recognition of the financial 'plight of the state academies by

making provision for the federal government to furnish fuel oil for the training
ships.

Thew are important store in the right direction, but actually do not go far
.enough. With regard to the obligation I have Pncommended the establishment of a

' merchant marine reserve that would be available in time of need short of a declared
national emergency. With regard to the fuel, I would like eventually to see the

ifederal government enter into a more foimal partnership with the state wherein
the federal government would assume the cost of the training 'mission with the
stake and students carrying the cost of the education Program. Enclosed as Exhibit
B is a breakdown of the direct costs of maintaining and operating the training ship
for laical year 1979.

Aside from the positive aspects of the proposed legislation, there is another
related issue which should be investigated by your committee for consideration as
future legislation. This matter will be set forth at the end of this questionnaire.

Question J: As you know, on August 10 1979, the President transmitted to the
enate the International' Convention on Standards of Training. Certification and

Watchkeeping for Seafarers, with Annex, 1978, done at London, July 7, 1978.

All "White included with this tdstimony have been placed in the subcommittee files

1
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a What effect, if any, will the Convention have on' the Training provided by
the Maine Maritime Academy/

b What initiatives, if any, have the Maine Maritime Academy taken to
accommodate this Convention)

,,,,.Answer a It is difficult to provide a firm lawyer to this question at this time,
use the Coast Guard has not translated the provisions of the International

fg;vention into specific 'requirements However, it appears that the only major
problem is the pending requirement to increase seakime for deck cadets from six to
twelve months In the first place it would be virtually impossible to maintain and
operate a training ship and include this extra time within the four-year program
Secondly, it would be financially impossible for this Academy to assume the extra r--1"
costs involved.

I see absolutely no justification for this increase in time, since there is not a shred
of evidence that the academy graduates are not qualified presently and performing
well in service Actually the Coast Guard long ago recognized an additional sea time
equivalencydor cadets aboard training ships, when the six months' sea time was
authorized as the equivalent of the year's sea time requirement for license candi-
dates who gained their experience as an observer aboard merchant ships I recom-
mend that your committee have the Coast Guard, provide a record of ship casualties,
where human error was involved, along with the sea experience time of the
person(s) contributing to the casualty I contend that this wilt show dearly that
there is not a direct relationship between safety and Sea time. but rather there is a
need for periodic refresher training for officers Tinfe and money would be spent
more wisely in this area

b Maine Maritime Academe has taken initiatives in two areas (a) our undergrad-
uate cadet Program and (1:) the creation of a Center -for advanced Maritime Studies
for refresher and upgrade training for ships' offaiii

With regard to our undergraduate program. the following protramsareon effect
at this time.,

The Academy has a radar simulator, a collision avoidance radar system,
and all modern electronic navigation equipment The Coast Guard has certified
our oeuee'and all deck students are required to complete satisfactorily the
requiremehts

(2) All students complete the firefighting course For several years the Navy
has extended this privilege to us and we use the ,facility at the Naval Base
Norfolk, Virginia.

,(3) We have upgraded our medical course so that all students now qualify is
cardiopulmonary resuscitation

(4) Acquisition of a diesel simulator training aid to improve abilities to handle
increasing numbers of motor vessels.

With regardeto refresher and upgrade programs Maine Maritime Academy started
a few years ago, in anticipation of the IMCO convention, to offer such programs for
ships' officers We are now committed to expanding that effort through the con-
struction of year-round facilities and an administrative organization to support a
Center for Advanced Maritime Studies During J980 the following programs will be
offered.,

(a) License upgrade
(t)) Radar Observer Recertification, '4:-. N....L._

Ship's Medicine
(di Oil Spill Prevention Seminar
lei Shipboard Management

Literature on a few of these programs is offered as Exhibit C
Queshon 4 With respect to the training ships used by the state maritime acade-

mies, you h e two recommendations both on page 4 of your statement
a first would amend section 1304(beISE) to designate such vessels as'-1

Public easels of the United States What would be the net effect of this and
how would it assist you'

b The second recommendation would generally relax Coast Guard inspection
of such training vessels What is your problem in this regard andrhy shbuld it
be resolved legislatively/

Answer a Customs officials in various U S and foreign ports tre our training
ships in different ways and frequentIT we are required p enter and c1 r the port as
a commercial vessel In one instance. when we carried a cou e of cr of portion's
of an old wrecked sailing vessel as a favor for the Maine S to Museum, the U S
Customs °Mewls in, Portland. Maine levied a tonnage f the vessel Efforts to

Sresolve the ubfic status of the training vessels have been unsuccessful as can be e
seen from xhitnt D... a letter from the Customs Division of the US Treasury
Department ..
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b. This recommendation refers not to the training ship per se, but to small vessels
which can be used for training purpoees. For the sake of better definition, let us say
vessels under 300 gross tons. Coast 'Guard inspection standards do not distinoish
adequately between the larger ships and smaller vessels such as a tug boat. .since
our students pay tuition for their training, they are considered by Coast Guard
regulations 'as passengers for hire and as a .result inspection standards for all
training 'vessels, regardless of size, are required to conform to those for passenger
vessels. For instance, one requirement is for single compartment subdivision and
tug boats with large engines are not constructed so as to meet this requirement.
Maine-Maritime Academy attempted for three years to' have an' ex-Navy YTM (100
feet) with 30 years of proven seaworthiness certified for training in restricted
waters, but finally abandoned the attempt, because of the inflexibility of Coast
*Guard regulations.

If there were more flexibility on the part of the Coast Guard authorities, it should
not be necessary to resolve this problem through legislation, but all other efforts,
including congressional assistance have failed.

Question 5. How Ina* of your students receive federal financial assistance? How
many do not? What type of federal support do your NROTC students receive?

Answer. Only 150 members of the incoming freshman class are eligible for the
mantime subsidy. Since entering classes number more than 180 students, there are
initially 30 or more who do not benefit from this form of assistance.

Of our prerient student body of 643, there are 89 who do not receive subsidy. These
include all eleven NROTC students and five foreign students who are ineligible.

With reference to the various forms of 'federal student assistance, such as
"SEOG, NDSL and College Work Study, eligibility is based on federal guidelines

common to all higher educational institutions. Approximately 270 of our students or
42 percent receive aid from one or more of these programs. The maritime subsidy is
included in the computation for eligibility for aid from these programs.

NROTC students receive the standard program packages of tuition and fees,
uniform and book allowance and $100 per month. They are not eligible for maritime
cadet subsidy and their eligibility for additional federal aid from the various pro-
grams listed above is determined by federal guidelines taking the NROTC benefits
into account.

Question. 6 You take exception to the student loan provision set forth in section
1304M for a variety of reasons. In this regard:

a. It is not clear to me what you mean on'the first page of your statement where
you state: "Furthermore, adoption of a loan concept would jeopardize very seriously
existing effective disciplinary measures now in use at the academies.' Why is this?

b. If you are a maritime academy that trains students to become merchant
marine officers, how can you recommend that the required passage of the Coast,
Guard man prior to graduation be stricken from the bill as serving no usefultfu?

crpose.On page 5 of your statement, you indicate that "In addition, it would be
desiiable for the power of the secretary to allocate loans to the various achools'and
academies to be more clearly spelled out than the expression.; in a fair and equita-
ble manner,' so as to protect the interests of the institutions aril students from
abrupt cuts in supported positions due to short term cyclical fluctuations in
demand." What is your problem here, and what sort of language would you suggest

' to remedy it?
d. I understand that there is currently a shortage of inerchanb marine officers on

the Great Lakes and in the offshore marine industry. Therefore, I don't understand
how you cap recommend that the service obligation as a merchant marine officer
not be limited to U.S. documented vessels?

Answer. a. At the present time Genera! Order 87 authorizes the withholding of up
to six months of cadet subsidy as a disciplinary measure. If theaubsidy is converted
to a loan, we believe that it would'detract from its effectiveness as a disciplinary
tool.

b. In the first place instances wherein a student fails to pass the license examina-
tion,. if not on the first then on subeequent attempts, are very isolated. Secondly, as
a matter of principle, ive do not feel that the federal government. should dictate
fundamental academic policy, matters at state or private institutiona And particu-
larly not as a legally binding. mandate. As stated in my testitnohy, we,are strongly
in favor of the government. imposing a service oligation on students who accept
federal assistance and my recommendation is that students be required to join the
naval reserve at the beginning pf the junior year. with the agreement that those
who get a commission and/or license\ serm their obligatiOn as an officer in the
merchant marine, U.S. Naval Reserve and those who fail to get a license or commis-
sion serve their-obligation in the naval reserve in an enlisted status.

16411 0P-11 1.79
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c This statement is conditioned by the way that the pp t allocation of cadet
subsidies came about in 1970. In the mid 1960's, the academies were encouraged to
expand enrollments based upon a manpower study that predicted a shortage of
officers through the following decade.

In 1970, a new study indicated a surplus of officers and the Maritime Admmistra- 1

for arbitrarily rolled back the number of cadet subsidies allocated to each state
acadenty to the level of their freshman, class in fall of 1965. This has created
severe hardships on some of the State academies such effort was made to absorb
some of the burden by reducing the support (e ment) at the federal academy.
furthermore. the government has been providing extensive financial support indi-
rectly through the operating differential subsidy program to sb-called industry
schools with no control over enrollments or obligations. In other words the state
academies became the political pawns and there was nothing fair or equitable in the
way we were treated I recommend that as an adminstrative matter the allowances
should be adjusted to the level of fhe entering freshmen in 1970, the year in which
we were told that a limit was to be placed on the number of. cadet subsidy
allowances With regard to legislation. I recommend that the following statement
(predicated on the readjustment to the 1970 freshman enrollment) be included

"Except by mutual agreement between the state academy/college and federal
government any reduction in the number of cadet subsidy (loan) allowances will
provide at least three years advance notice in order to give such schools adequate
time to adjust to the change. Furthermore, reductions will be effected equitably
between the state and federal academies"

d Service on a foreign fl al vessel is not normally an attractive alternative when
jobs are available on US. flag vessels. Therefore, except in possibly sane isolated
instances, we will not find U S. licensed officers serving on foreign flag vessels.
Except as noted below, this is the case today; but in the early 1970's, when the
major maritime unions either closed their books or through the manipulation of
shipping rules made it virtually impossible for academy graduates to find employ-
ment aboard vessels under their -contracts, some graduates did electlo sail on .
foreign flag vessels Those who elected this alternative obviously were dedicated to
the maritime profession and were able to raise their licensee and bring that expert-
ence back to U.S flag ships. when opportunity permitted The most serious shortage
of officers is usually in the higher licenses, so 4egislation should encourage gradu-
ates to take advantage of opportunities to gain experience and raise the license.
Since all eventualities cannot be foreseen, it Ivould be better not to close doors to
opportunities through the legislative process.

' An example of a current situation in which American licensed personnel are
serving on foreign flag vessels is the Ei Paso LNG carriers manned by members of
the Marine Engineers Beneficial Association union. See Exhibit E.

Question 7 As you° know, the Maritime Administration has recommended an
amendment to Subsection 1304(dX2) that would tie the Ulmer limit of the prescribed
number of out-of-etate students at any one state maritime academy to the number
of students enrcilleTrather than to such school's total student capacity>, which may
or may not be fully utilized.

a What would be the effect of this amendment on Maine Maritime Academy?

Answer a As a matter of policy, Maine Maritime Academy annually enrolls --Ib. Do You favor or oppose this amendment? Why')

approximately 25 percent out.of-state students, so the amendment would have no
serious effect on us

b. We are neutral toward this amendment. .

Question 8 With regard to the last amendment propose,you ppose, what is thediffer-
ence between 'surplus and "excess" .

Answer The terms "surplus" and "excess" as applied to federal property are
federal government terms expressed in federal regulations The Mantune-Adminis-
tration can make surplus property available to the various academies and should be
encouraged to play a more active role in thisprocess By extending to the academies
eligibility for receipt of excess property through the Maritime Administration, eligi-
bility of these institutions would be raised above other non-profit institutions among ''
which on a national basis they must compete now .
Additional unsolicited comment

Although not directly related' to H R 5451. I to/Quid like to take the opportunity to
express my views on an area of federal involvement in maritime training.that is a.
matter of concern to me ..

Indirect Federal Support to So-Called Industry Schools Seteral millions-of feder-
al dollars are included in operating differential subsidies to shipping companies to
reimburse them for payments made to maritime, labor for training as a result of
negotiated contracts It appears ironical that these large sums are dispersed with no

'.. a- ..,
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controlpver the schools or obligations placed upon their giuduates. This is inconsist-
ent with the position held toward the state maritime academies. While this, is
disconcerting, my primary concern is with the inonopoly power that this fosters in
the hands of maritime labor I am not opposed to maritime labor operating schools
for their members, but I question the wisdom of providing go.vernment subsidies,
even indirectly, which makes it possible for a union with cloigeffshop contracts and
control over pension funds to also conduct the education for an initial
license, and`then be able to formulate job eligibility rules w ic favor their gradu
ales. For several years, during the 1970's graduates of the federal and state acade-
mies were effectively blocked from jobs aboard a major portion of the ships of our
merchant marine through the exercise of the union monopoly .power. To add insult
to injury, the labor officials, who managed to block the employment of these
graduates: then were quick to produce statistics and critize them for not going to
Sea.

Althodgh the job market is open equitably to licensed off at this time, the
power to unilaterally close it remains intact. Anti-trust laws applied to industry
are designed to prevent concentrations of power, because su concentrations are
not considered in the best interests of or country. Is it in the best interest of our
country or our merchant marine for the government to support financially a system
which a contrary to our basic concepts of open competition?

MAINS MARITIME AEADEssT,
Castine, Maine, January 2, 1980

Hon. Lai AoCom.
Chairman, Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on Maritime Education and Training. Con-

gress of the United States, Washington. D.C.
Disk CONGREBRitAN AuColm: As requested in /our letter of December 18, 1979, I

have reviewed the proposed amendments to H.K. M51 submitted by witnesses for
the Maritime Administration and the Department of the Navy and di\ not foresee
that they will have any appreciable negative effect upon the program or students at
Maine Maritime Academy.

By virtue of having an NROTC unit,. at this campus, all poesible options are
available to our students. That is. those who are interested in active duty in the
Navy can. join the NRQTC unit. Actually, a student who did not join the NROTC

't can still request active duty in the Navy upon graduation. AU students are
aired to take and pass the naval science courses as a condition of graduation and

tinder the proposed new regulations those who do not go on active duty in one of the
armed services or NOAA Corps will receive the Merchant Marine Reserve, U.S
Naval Reserve Commission.

Aside from the lack of any effect. on the Aca4onty21 question very seriously
whether the proposed role of the Merchant Marline, V. Naval Reserve component
to serve in time of need would adequately meet the problems we face. Witnesses
state that these reserve officers will not be called to active naval duty in tune of
emergency. but rather can be called for service as merchant marine officers aboard
merchant ships. Therefore, the purpose of this reserve is simply to have officers
aboard merchant ships who have some familiarity with naval procedures, so that
the shipsth serve on can more effectively operate with the Navy during emergen-
cies. One MARAD witness at the 6 December hearings stated 'that the only time
thate officers holding such reserve commissions. bat employed ashore, would be
ordered to an active sea going duty status would be to serve aboard ships that were
painted gray and brought under the Navy.

Who would man ship* brought into service from the Ready Reserve Fleet in time
of need short of a declared national emergency? This is the situation that we faced
during the Viet Nam buildup and in my opinion it is the type of situation that is

iMost likely to occur in the future. This s why I recommend that the legislation
Wtheanthe Secretary of Commerce with authoriiy_bractivate members of the

t Marine U.S. Naval Reserve for up tom evict years' sev1ce in a sea going
capacity (with job security provisions), during periods of national need short of a
declared emergency. This provision In OM law would not only solve the basic
problem, but it could also elinuneW the need for the administtptively complicated
systems of obligations as propoad) It would also eliminite the need to convert the
state academy student id to a loan, since the graduates would be required to
fulfil( this reserve obligation. raduates of.the federal or sate academies who fail to

.,, maintain the EleEemiary quail ed reserve statue should lose their commissions and
be subject.taenlisted service in the navy.

Finial,, this reserve concept would provide a pool of officers readily available to
man ship. owned'by U.S.'corporations but sailing under a foreign flag (referred to
as the Effective Control Fleet) in the event of emergency needs. At the present time
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there it serious doubt as to thebelependabilitv of foreign crews to'serve U6
a
inter-

ests. In sum. all of these potential needs and problems can be met more efficiently
by the obligation to maintain a qualified status in the Merchant Marine. U S Naval
Reserve for a specified perioclef time.

Sincerely,
e E. A RoDGERS,

RADM. IJSMS. Superintendent

Mr4AuCo1N. Admiral flitrrington of the Massachusetts Maritime
Adademy. '

WelcOkrie, Admiral. *otAld you identify your colleague?

STATEMENT OF BEAR ADM. LEE HARRINGTON. USMS. MASSA-
CHUSETTS MARITIME ACADEMY... BUZZARDS BAY. IV $.. AC-
COMPANIED BY CAPT. WALTER ENO, ADMINIST TIME
STAFF
(The yrepared states tent follows:]

STATEMENT or PRESIDENT Le HARRINGTON, MASSACHUSETTS MAJUTIME ACADEMY

Mr, Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee. I am Lee Harrington. Prest
dent of the Massachusetts Maritime Academy. It has been my privilege to offer

, testimony before the House Committee on Merchant Maine and Fisheries concern-
ing maritime officer education on two previous occasions, in November 1975 and in
April 1978. My predecessor, A. Sanford Limoure, also offered testimony on the
subject of maritime officer education before the Committee on Merchant Marine
and Fisheries in 1966. I am Plemied and honored that you have again given me the
opportunity to address this vital topic, especially since the significant legislation
under consideration today (H.R. 54511 embodies the recommendations of a.compre-
hensive two-year study of the Federal role in maritime education and training
prepared and submitted by our esteemed Representative. the Honorable Gerry E.
Studds, in whose. Congressional thstrict the Massachusetts Maritime Academy is
located. v)
opportunity

presenting the highlights of my testimony I should like to take this
i:ortunity to give you a few facts and figures ronceroing the twasetrit condition of

t school over which I preside Two important indicators of an institution bf higher
education's state of general health --applicants for admission and graduates finding

iemployment have never looked better in the case of the.Massachusetts Maritime
academy Approximately 1,800 young men and women applied for the 250 or so
ffpenihvs in the class which recently entered. and virtually.) of the 190 members

, of the Class of 1979 are.gainfully employed, most of them aboard deepdraft ships of
the U.S Merchant Marine With an enrollment of 875 students our school has been
for the past several years the largest-single non.Federal source of new Merchant
Marine officers in this country Construction Jes well uaclerwayon a new 35.5 million
classroom building, the final link in the $20 million facilities master plan started
1965 This building will have a radar simulator, itself costing half a million dolla
which incorporates the latest technological innovations. The quality of bur !tit
is on the upswing despite a drop in the national SAT score averages. their mativa-
tion is strong, and their esprit is encouraging in these difficult time Finally. I am
extremely pleased that we will be acquiring a new training ship. the foriner IUSNS
GEIGER, in the early summer of 1980 as si dirett result of the interest and support
of the House Committee on Meichant Manne and Fisheries It would be most
ungrateful of me were I not to acknowledge their effdrtaan our behalf

1 am agesmaged to note that the opening paragraph of H R 5451 (Section 13010
calls for the maintenance of Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps programs at the
State academies as well as the Federal academy The U S Navy was spawned from
the American Merchant Marine Our maritime history, illustrates the nation's de-
pendeace on the Merchant Manne as a naval and militarY 'auxiliary in time f war
or national emergency. Since this school's establishment in 1891 hundreds of adu-
ate!) of the Massachusetts Maritime Academy have served with distinction i the
mitritime components of our armed forces. Despite their contributions the st us. of
the Merchant Marine Naval Reservist has deteriorated in the face of all nimen
sense and experience and despite the statutorLprovisions of the Merchant Marine
Aet of 1936 In a paperprepared several yeart aga,Rear Admiral G Miller. U S,
Navy. observed that "The maxim that eve body's, business is nobody)) business
seems to have payticularApplicatiois to the t state of readiness of he Amen-

.can Merchant Marine for sea warfare contmgen " As one positive towards
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ret;ietlying a or deficiency in our present defense posture, I urge that NROTC
units be established at the State maritime academies and that students at State
acedelifies be accorded Midshipman, IJSNR. Statue. -

Sections 1304(0.1i, Sections 1304(r.Xli, of this bill reaffirm the policy of the Feder-
al government with respect to assisting and cooperating with the Sta Terri
tortes in the operation and maintenance of maritime academies forte framing of
merchant marine officers Although I applaud this language. it is w h noting so

_that a nearly identical provision in Public Law 85-672 (the "Maritime Academy Act
of 1958"l did not have the practical effect of the Federal Government contributing a
fair and teasonable share towards the operation and maintenance of the individual
schools during times of skyrocketing inflation, the demands of an increasingly
sophisticated maritime industry. and students' changing expectations and lifestyles
Our small corner of maritime education has been increasingly aided by the States

'concerned while Federal contributions have declined dramatically, as evidenced by
the following-tabulation .

MASSACHUSETTS MARITIME ACADEMY

Tot

hotrai To41 State
talr4044 wort Pktome

A-
A B

1945 128.000 1122820 201
1950 25 000 266.769 68
1955 new 348.900 12
1960 75.000 452 894 16 5

1965, 11,000 550 S23 13

1970 75.000 135.150 898
1975 75.000 2.684.300 219
1919

"NI
100.000 3620.000 216

ince 1966 the Commonwealth of Massachusetts has also invested about $235I
ma on in capital construction for this school to comply with directives' of the
Ma time Administration that each State maritime school have adequate shoreside
foci ties. Inasmuch as the primary educational mission of the State maritime
academies is to prepare young men and women for careers in an industry which is
frequently referred to as our "fourth arm of defense." it is ironicif not comfort-
mgr.-to compare this level of Federal support with that enjoyed by our oldest and
most prestigious university. whose mission is in no wise constrained by national
interest considerations The hallowed institution is currently funded by the Federal
government to the extent of 35 percent of its annual $345 million budget. or more
than three times the corresponding amount ip the fifties The question of Federal
commitment goes to the very heart ol the existence of the State academies The
training ships. the paramilitary regimen, tie specialized curriculum. the license, the
commission. and to a large extent the job opportunities after graduationevery-
thing stands like an invested pyre d on the pinpoint of Federal support. If the
support is too little, or if there is no at all. the academies fall If the relationship
between the Federal government he State academies is to be sustained on an
equal partnership basis, it is pa un that the financial arrangements be shared
more evenly To this en 1 adv to that the current annual maintenance payment
of $100`,000 be increased a matching minimum equivalent to ten percent of the
annual stateappropriated funds

Section 1304(bX3) prove es that "The Secretary m pay additional amounts to
assist in paying for the of fuel oil consumed durii training cruises As I
have stated previously, Ms administrative and fiscal policies of the Maritime/ Ad-
ministration -have not been responsive to the rapidly escalatibg cans ofoperatIng-a
maritime college. A technical college costs more to operate than a liberal arts
college. and a maratitite college (with a ship) costs more to operate than most
technical colleges. Although the administrative and fiscal policies of the Mantiran
Administratetn has been defended under the shield of budgetary constraint, I have
frequently questioned the logic es well as the motivationfor such policies in the
light of increased Federal support for other segments of mantime education and
research The'cost of providing fuel oil for us' mg cruises imposes amtpereasing
hardship of the State academies. This is an ea where the vaunted partnership
management betaveen the Federal governme and the State academies can be
given tangible Expression I concur an the mendation of my chief-executive
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officer colleagues of the other State maritime academies that the costs of fuel oil for
annual training cruises should be borne by the Maitime.Admiffistration as a fair-
share contribution to the costs 'of educating future officers for the American Mer-
chant Marine ..

Section 1304(6e4) provides authorization for training of students from State mari-
time academies on -Government-owned and subsidized' vessels and abroad other0.. vessels under certain conditions. Although expenses incident to such training are
authorized for cadets at the Federal Academy, sitnnar.financial support may not be
extended to cadets at thi State academies as this bill is written On the'premise
that both the Federal and the State academies produce licensed officers with identi-
cal qualifications, I suggeqt that this bill be amepded.to include authorization for v
the Secretary to defray expenses, incident to each training for cadets at State
maritime academies. The expenses attendant tcrtstich training will be offset in
future years by reduced repair and Overhaul costs es the school hips on loan to the
State academies are selectively retired from acee service The need for more
extensive use of commercial ship training will become more critical with the imple-
mentation of the IMCO convention regulations increasing the sea time requirement

... for deck officer candidates.
Section 1304(0(21 of tins bill refers to the reaponsibility of the Secretary in

tarnishing aseutance to State maritime academies in developing training courses on
new vessels and technology. The language of this section should be broadened to N
assure Federal support ift the purchase and installation' of automated information
display equipment at the State schpols The State maritime academies are presently
grappling with the problem of how to incorporate an additional sea time require-

ment for deck cadets in accordance with the new IMCO treaty. One of the
proposed is to substitute equivalent training on. full-mission shiphandling simulators
for part of the additional sea time. This approach has been discussed with h the
Commandant of. the U S. Coast Guard, who is disposed to consider this type of
equivalent training provided it results in increasing the skills and competencies of
eleckofficer candidates The Maritune Administration has prepared a detailed train- ,

. ing program for cadets using this sophisticated equipment. This proposalNentem-
plates installing simulators at one or rake of the State academies during the 1980 -

e 85 period The cost ofpurchasing and installing a single shiphandling simulator hes
been conservatively estimated at $4.5 irallitp. My close reading ,of 'this bill does not
disclose any language authorizing the expenditure of funds by the Maritime Admin.
iseratitin for such purposes. The State academies have eptressed grave concern as to
the operational and fin vial turmoil that would impact their schools as thea
result of any abrupt ini moil of the doubling of the sea time requirement. To
preclude the need for elev nth-hour legislation to authorize Mantime -Administra-

s tion purchase of, costly and ntricate full-mission shipsimulators at State academies,
I propose that enabling language be inserted in this bill ht this time.-

Set-lion 1304(dX1XC) of this legislation proposes that each student at a State
maritime academy pass the examination for original license prior to graduation. in
the light of the. "service obligation features of this billwith which 1 am i

III complete eireemebtel view this provision as redundant In testimony submitted
the House Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee on 20 November 1975 L., .
indicated thatcadets at the Massachusetts Maritime Academy are not required to
sit for the licetise Sor to graduation, althodgh 100 percent of the graduating class
of the past several years hadin fact done so. The goal of a license continues to be

, the' strongest motivating factor in each student's educational piogram 1 also stated
4 at that time that a prior requirement to sit for the license before graduation had

been dropped as the result of successful court challenge of this iseue by two collets1 who had beea dismissed for disciplinary reasons after successful completion of the
academic program This provision in the bill also raises, questions coacerning the
academic freedom, and integrity of the State academies as institutions of higher
learnin It ,is my considered opinion that this requirement represents an arbitrary
and u icessary intrusion into areas of institutional control which ire the pi;oper
domai of the State authorities and the individual academic communities, I urge

. that tlas clause be deleted from the legislation. . - e
Section 1304(dX2) of this bill stipulates that each State mentimethcademy sgall

agree to enroll out-of-state students, to a miaximyili of one-third of the school's
capacity as a condition td receiving an annual mai tenance payment in excess of.
$25,000 Until such time as the Federal governor nt 'yenning to make a more
substantial financial commitment to the operation of the Massachusetts Maritime
Academy, I believe that the one-third figure is unreasonably high Applications to
this school are currently running at the rate of 5 to 6 applicants for eaoh opening in

.the freshman class The overwhebeing majority of these applications are -from
students whose sponsors are te$PaYing residents of the Commonwealth. The phras-

i
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ing of this bill also implies that the State schools wauld not have control over thl
. standards; for admitting such out-of-etate students. Although I agree with the con-

- cept that each State academy should strive'to promote national as well as regional
interests, I am of the opinion that there should be a bajencing of interests in
proportion to the financial burden assumed by the respective parties,Arcordingly,

that the percentage figure be reduced to not more than 20 percent and that
the be amended to insure.that each school determines its own adinissions
criteria.

As many of you on this committee already know, the 1971.decisiSn of the Assist.
ant Secretary of Commerce for Maritime Affairs to invoke the so-called "1965 level
of enrollmept rule" with regard to cadet subsistence allowances impdcted m
gravely on the Massachusetts Mantitne Academy. For the past e' ht years is
school has been allocated only seventy-peven $600 cadet subsidies ually, des to
the fact that for each of the past three years we have produced m ;than two
licensed officers for each subsidy received. The 1978 Oversight Repo of the Ad oc
Selebt Subcommittee on Maritime Education and Training co nted that the
"Distribution ofvsbiJent subsistence allowance quotas among a mit* was arbi-
trary, theirimpoktion was not permitted by the wording of the 1 w, and the quota
policy has not been properly incorporated into ncy regulatio For these rea-
sons I am enema* interested in Section 1304(1) as it aff !students at our
school. share the views of my predecessor, A. Sanford Limouze, who in a hearing
field& this comnittee in 1966 first proposed that cadet- subsidies be offered as
echolarshipe M that the recipient agree to sail on his/het license Ibis a period of
time as a guararitee of return to the Federal government. I would much prefer that
this financial assistance be continued as scholarships rather than changed to loans,
as proposed in this legislation, with an updated and equitable forma i for the
distribution of such scholarships. Should the loan concept bi retained, I earnestly

12"that
each student in attendance at the State pcademies be eligible.for the

antnual loan of 81,200. An overall ceilingon the ni(mber of such loans should be
deteriniaed on the basis of current enrollments at the State academies. Students
ensued in a number of professional progr in colleges and universities through.
siut the country enjoy across-the-board entitlement to, Federal education loans
having forgiveness features for poet graduation service.

. "H.R. 0461 represents a significant btep forward in _clarifying and redefining the
vital role of the Federal and State academies in raising the quality of the merchant-
service by im the educe on available to the people who will man the skips.
Tiit enactment oft legislation will provide a measure of sadly needed stability to
theindustry. May I take 9tis opportunity to extend my congratulations to this
couiinittee and their staff for their fine 'and constructive work.

Admiral klaaamorow. Yes, I will? .,
I am Lee Harriqgt.on of the Massachusetts Maritime Academy,

with me is Callk, Walter Eno, ti member of my administrative
who played a key role in the acquisition of our new training.

vessel this peat year.
Mr. At4CO)N. You are the academy that has the least number of X

subsidies versus the'population of eligible freshmen..
Admiral HARRINGTON. You are absolutely COrript. You have

made my dky, you.iia made my weeks and you have made my
. year. Yo p have made decade in which I have served as prem..
dent of the. time ,my.

The lasVreference in m statement is to this subsidy distribution.
I should likepto make so e comments at that time on it. If my
comments do not cqpidr the questions you asked of Admiral Rizza,-I
hope you will ask me the same questions.

' lir. AuConi. Good. We.still do have the time problem I men.
' tioned`witth the other witnesses. I

and
you that your complete

statement will be- in the record and you can emphasize major
points that y_ou would like to bring forward for iiiscussion.

Admiral iliamorovel. I will do this.' My statement is relatively
brief, buti will attempt to condense it as I move along. t

I and pleased and honored that you have given me the oppo
ty to _address this vital topic, especially since'the significant 1

X
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tion under consideration today, H.R. 5451, erhboclies.the recommen-
dations of a comprehensive p.-year study of the Federal role in
nlaritime education and training prepared and submitted by our
esteemed representative, the Honorable Gerry E. Studds, in whose
congressional district the Massachusetts Maritime Academy is
located.

Before presenting the highlights of my testimony, I should like>to
take this opportunity to give you a few facts and figures concerning
the present condition of the school over which I preside.

Two important indicators of an institution of higher educatitm's
state of general health, applicants for admission and graduates
'finding employment, has never looked better in tisk case of the
Massachusetts Maritime Academy.

- Approximately 1,800 young men and women applied for the 250
or so openings in the class which recently entered, and virtually all
of the-190 members of the class of 1979 are gainfully employed,
most of them aboard deep-draft ships of the U:S. merchant marine.

With an enrollment of 875 students, our school has been for the
past several. years the largest single non-Federal tkurce of new
merchant marine officers in this country. Constructimi is well un-
derway on new $5.5 million classroom building, the final link in
the $20 million facility master plan started in 1965. ,

This bonding will haYe a ra4r. simulator, itself costing half a
million dollars, which incorporates the latest technological innova-
tions. The quality of our .,students is on the upswing despite a drop

hthe national SAT score averages, their motivation }s strong, and
eir espritis encouraging in thesadifficUlt times.

lam extremely pleased that we will be a uiring a new
training ship, the former USNS Geiger, in the ea q summer of

-1980 as ri direct .result. of the interest and support of ttiet'llouse
Committee on Merchant Marine and 'Fisheries. It 'would be most
ungrateful of tee were 1, not to acknowledge their. efforts in. our
behalf. .! .

1 am encouraged to risoteAat the opening paragraph of H.R.
5451, section 1301, dalls'Idr the maintenance of ;Naval Reserve
Officer Training Corps programs at the State academies as well as
at the Federal, academy.

1 would tell..the chairman -and the members oftbio mittee
. .. .

'that in an effort to- bridge the gap hetween the ItlaVy aii,c1 the /
merchant ma 'ire 'I spent -the firs 3 years of `iny, tenure 'as presi
dent attempti g tt bring,in an NI OTC unit to our State maritime
academy in M6 aechusetts. That iti 3 years effort failed.

I still to is-day cannot 'understand, as a product of an NROI'C .#
unit fro Holy Groat why the Navy .chooses to establish NROIC

its a liberal arts :colleges and denies the , opportunity for an
N unit to be established at a school. wh mission is not only
to merchant marine officers, but whose scondary mission is

re naval Officers in time of emergency.
4 13044X1'), sections 1304(cX1), of this bill reaffirm the
I the Federal Government with respect 'to assisting and

coo ing with the States and territories in the operation and
main Nice of maritime academies for the training of merchant
it ..

e offic ers.
-.....

."
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Altholigh I applaud this language, it is worth noting that a
nearly identical provision in Public Law 85-672, the Maritime
Academy At of 1958, did . not haiie the practical effect of the
Federal Government' contributing a fair and reasonable share
toward the operation and maintenance of the individual schools
during tines of skyrocketing inflation, the demands of an increas
ingly sophisticated marine industry, and students' changing expec-
tations and life styles.

Our small corner of maritime education has been increasingly
aided by the-States concerned Ohne Federal contribUtions have

'dedlined dramatically, as .evidenced by the following tabulation.
will not read the chart exceptto point out that the cash that

finds its way into the general treasury of Massachusetts was
$25,000. The total State budget to operate Massachusetts Maritime
Academy that year was $122,000.

Mr. AuCong. Admiral, for the record we can see thatfrom 1945
the percentage of the Federal contribution has gone from 20.4
percent to 236 percent, so I .understand what you are saying.

Admiral HARRINGTON. Section 13040(3) provides that, "The Sec-
retary may pay additional amounts to assist' in paying for the cost
of fuel oil consumed during training cruises * ,

As I have stated preViously, the administrative and fiscal policies
of the Maritime Administration' have not been responsive to the
rapidly escalatink costs of operating a maritime college., A techni-
cal college costs more to operate than a liberal arts college, and a
Maritime college, with a ship, costs more to operate than most
technical colleges.

Although the admihistrative and fiscal policies of he Maritime
Adininistration has been defended under the shield budgetary
constraint, I have frequently questioned the logic, as well as the
'inotivatioti, for such policies in the light of increased Federal sup-,
port for &her segments of maritime education and research.

The cost of providing fuel oil for training cruises imposes an
increasing hardship on the State academies. This is an area where,
the vaunted partnership'arrangement between the Federal Govern-
ment and the State academies can be given tangible expression.

I concur in the recommendation of my chief executive officer
colleagues of the other State maritime academies'tliat the costsfof
fuel oil for. annual training cruises should be borne by -the Mari-,
time Administration- as a fair-share contribution to the costs of
educating future officers for the American merchant marine.

Section 1304(bX4) provides authorization for training of students
from State maritime,. academies on Government-mimed and subsi-
dized vessels and al rd other vessels under certain conciticms.

Although .exlenses incident to such training are authorized for
cadets at the Federal Academy, similarnancial support may not
be extended to cadets at the State acadeies as this bill is written.

produce licensed officers with identical qualifications, -I suggest
that

the premise that .both the Federal and the State academi

that this bill be amended to include authorization for the Secretary
to defray expenses incident to such training for cadets atState
maritime academies.

The expenses attendant to such training will be offset in fututre
'yews by reduced repair and overhaul costs, as the school ships on

1S7
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loan to the State academia are selectively retired from active
service. The need for more extensive use of commercial ship trainr
jog will beame more critical with the implemenititiot of the IWO
convention 'regulations increasing the sea time requirement for
deck officer candidates.

I, Section /304(cX2) of thii bill refers to the responsibility of the
Secretary in. furnishing assistance. to State maritime academies in
developing training courses off new vesseliand technology.

I would like to turn to the subsidy distribution. many of you
on the coMmittee' know, the 1971 decision of the Assistant Secre-
tary of Commerce for Maritime Affairs to invoke the ,a-called 1965
level of enrollment role with regard to cadet subsistence
allowances impacted most gravely on the Massachusetts Maritime
Academy.

For the past 8 years this school has been allocated only 77 $600
cadet subsidies annually, despite the fact that for each of the past 3
years we have produced more than two new licensed officers for
each subsidy received. '\

You read some figures today which spobl*hted that fact. While I
have been president of the Massachusetts Maritime Academy, the
New York Academy has been receiving 250 subsidies, and Maine

dies. These are the figures you accurately re .

has received 100 subsidies and Idassachusettsp*received17 subsi-

Yoli could have gone a step further and mul p *ed the 250 subsi-
dies by $1,200 and then multiplied that by 4. If .you did that, you

. would see New York get 1,200,000 dollars worth of Federal mai.
dy. 'If you do the same far the Massachusetts Maritime Academy, -

you will come out with a figure of $369,600.
So over a 4-year period of time some $830,400 more of Farrel

taxpayer dollars are going into the pockets orjNew York cadets.

as to why the Maritime Administration not take a current
Yotileard Mr. Nemirow in .answer to this morning

look, they are titlkiiig about a 1965 level f enrollment. We . are
almost in 1980. 4

He told you that the reason' that that distribution subsidy Was
put into effect was tbet.in 1970 a manpower study indicated that
there was going fo be an oversupply of officers during the decade of
the seventies and that there was an attempt on the part of the
Maritime Administration to limit the number of graduates coming
dut of the State academia: _

. What he - didn't tell you-Rd what I *II been trying tp tell"
people in all the time that I have come o here talking about \
this unfair distribution formula is,that the State of Massachusetts,
the leaders of the legislative and executive branch, made the deci-
SiOlt to invest $20 million 4 years' prior to the 1970 instructions
from MarAd to limit the number of graduates coming out of the
school.

Maisachusetts decided/in 1966 toinvest $20 million to build a
school that would accommodate 850 cadets. That was in light of the
.1965 study which you just heard Admiral Rodgers talk about that
predicted a shortage of officers It is a good thing that we didn't
pay any attention to the 1970 manpower. study of MarAd because
every subsequent study has indicated that there will be a shortage
of officers. ,
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Sorthe investment was -made by the time that the MarAd gave
the word to the academies to limit the enrollment. We could not
very well in Massachusetts, build a $20 million school that was
designed for a maritime academy and then limit it to 250 cadets
rather than the 850 cadets. The per capita cosfs would have been
astronomical..

It was not possible for us to have a school of 256 and a liberal
arts college of 600 because the whole concept okthe design of the
buildings, the spiertan dormitories, the technologiailJaboratories in
our science, building, were ell designed for a maritime academy.

So I submit to you, Mr. Chairman, that' the subsidy distribution
is terribly unfair. Fifteen ears aftet the enrollment level, you are
right, it is time for the ritime Administration to take a look at
the subsidy distribution TTTTormula.

Now, the problem is, of course, that there is a ceiling on the
number of subsidies which Congress gives MarAd. I can well under-
stand the attitudes of my fellow presidents, Admiral Rodgers and
Admiral Kinney, in not wishing to release any of the subsidies that
they have over the years since the distribution formula has been
put into effect, have been able to award their cadets.

I probably would be taking the same position if I wee president
of those ticademies. What I don't understand is the failure of the
leaders of the Maritime Administration to effect a change in that
distribution formula.

Mr. Chairman, I will baonly too glad to answer any questions on.
other+ parts of my statement.

_

Mr. AtiCom Thank you, Admiral. I think you have certainly
made clear your view about the allocation system of MarAd and I
Am going to ask the majority counsel to pose some questions on,
that subject and some others as well.

different
would like to ask you a couple,of questiOns, on a somewhat

different subject. .

In 1974, during this period of time in which the Coast Guard
changed its examinations, what was the pass-fail ratio in your
academy? ,.

Admiral HARRINGTON. Up until 1,974?
Mr. AUCOIN. In the year 1974 when the new Coast Guard licens-

ing examination was applied,
Admiral HARRINGTON. Right. I think it was (n 1975.
Mr. AuCoin. I might be incorrect.
Admiral HARIUNGTON, I am sorry, I tlipk it was 1975.. Even in

that' year I think they gave the cadets an option of taking the
regular essay type in addition to the objective. It was a year of
trial. But let me tell you that the performance on .the part of the
cadets at Massachusetts was very poor.

Mr. AtiConi. How poor?
Admiral Haalutgarorr. In the first year, in the very first taking

..- of the examination, and mind ou, up until that year there was 100'
, percent passing, but in that year when they changed it, it was very

poor with an av*age of. 30 percent passing it on their first try. .

. Although Au heard .testimony from Mr. Friedberg in an opposite
position, I tell you that it was the change in format of the license

.. examination that caused that drainatic turnabout in the rate of
passing the examination. , .I,

6
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Mr. Au Com. A change in the format?
Admiral HARRINGTON. Yes.
Mr. Abeam. The change in format would dictate the amount of

difference in the amount of knowledge a gtaduate had?
Admiral HARRINGION. Indeed it did. -

Mr. Au Com. That is hard for me as a former college administra-
tor to understand. You either lame something or you don't A
change in fbrm may possibly throw you, but to have a change for
pass-fail of that magnitude is rather remarkable.

Admiral HARRINGTON. The license examination is ready a com-
prehensive examination over the 4 years that the cadet is at the

--aeadarny. %Tat before the examination is conducted, an intensive
seminar As carried out by the professional licensed instructors at
the academy.
. For years they went over the questions traditionally asked year
in and year out in the essay type examination. Now - the Coast
Guardshanged thaexamination to an objective tygiexamination. I I.
would like to give credit to the Coast Guard for c the style
Of an examination to keep the graduates of the aca gmy on their
toes.

I don't think this ifs the,reason that prompted the change. I firer
what prompted" the change was that it is much cheaper to conduct
aid objective type examination and the'people that correct an otiec-
tive type 'examination really don't have to have any knowledge at
all.

But where it might surprise you, that that change in formai,
that I claim that that change in format did cause the dramatic
drop in the passing rate, nonetheless that was the fact of the
matter.

Mr. AuCone. Are you training _midshipinenlo be "resgpfisite to
.the fprm of an exam or are you training midshipmen to equip them
with-knowledge to hold a job'? ,

Admiral Haaarnarom.The latter, of course, Mr. Chairman. But,
nonetheless, you fall into the trap when you and prepared for the
type of standard examination just as young high school students all
over the country take courses in how to get by the SAT tests and
the achievement tests, the structure and the type of examination
enters into it very importantly.

Mr. AuCoth. It certainly entered into it as extremely important
in the, case you cite. I don't know what that means in terms of
what kind of instruction that has been given.

Admiral HARRINGTON. Nov, of course, the pendulum has gone
the other way. We are now back at 100 percent passing 'of that
license examination in the last 2 or 3 years.

Mr. &Jew/. One hundred percent? ,

Admiral HARRINGTON. Yes, 100 percent.
AuCone. That probably suggests something, too, doesn't it?

You have a zero failure rate? s
Admiral HARRINGTON. We have a zero failure rate.

AbCone. I would say that probably suggests something as
well.' That probably means they axe intimately familiar with the ,

kinds of questions.
Admiral HARRINGTON. Or that we have done what you suggested,

turnedouta very fine professional 'product.

TThe. 1 9'CO, to
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. I might add that another problem--
Mr, -Au Cow. If no one fails, that says something for the!--
Adiniral HoluNGron. They should not fail the comprehensive

examination given for the litenses. After 4 years at an academy
such as ours there should not be a failure.

Mr: Au Coil. People graduate from law school an fail three
times to pass the bar exam.

Admiral HARRINGTON. It is .not analogouswat all. The school at
one point in our history, we were an 18-month school. We were
preparing cadets to pass the license examination and hod 10 per-
cent passe w rates when we were an 18-mlifith school. We are now 6a 4-year ^0°1. All of our cadets should get by that comprehensive
examination.

I might add one other componeht to why that change in format
that first year. There was a great deal of questioning as to the
validity of the questions tha were in that examination. My profes-
sional people insisted thatinhe Coast (Guard were using incorrect,
nonvalid questions or incorrect answers to certain questions.

Mr. AuCom I think your midshipmen were using the wrong
answers. They are the ones that failed the exam.

How do you feel about the proposal in the bill to change the
subsidy to a loan, the repayment of which can be forgiven if there
is a service obligation?

Admiral HARRINGTON. Mr. Chairman,1 would prefer to Mee it
remain as a iubsidy and the subsidy.presents quite an attraction. It
comes andenhe heading of a scholarship.

However, if the lean part would put together an unfair subsidy,
if the loan arrangement, will present loans toreverybody under
current enrollment coming into the academy, I would support it.

The most attractive phrase in the bill to me wao the words' "fair
and equitable" on page 15 with regard to that loan provision. you
will note that the Maritime Administration testified this morning
that it is their current system and feeling and current position that
they are going 4o stay with that distribution formula pending a
meeting with-leaders of the various State congressional delegations
with regard to this academy.

But I would prefer totibve it a subsidy. If it is going to be a loan,
would support the loan provision if it means an equitable. distri-

. bution of the lean.
Mr. AuCont. Majority counsel has a couple of qu 'dna to ask.
Mr. PANVIIIN. Returning to the subject of the :tibia ns, an what '

ways would you propose that a.revised national reall Lion system
lie established?

Admiral Haaaneuroio. -The decision first has to be made that
that is proper with manpower studies as to how many graduates
coming out of the State academics and Federa) Academy the mer-
chant

.
!nimble can absorb. That is the starting point, to find out

how many cadets we should be admitting.
In the case of Massachusttts when the $20 Milian investment

was made and the accompanying master plan of enrollment was
drawn up it was drawn ,up 'with the feeling that 850 was the
saturation point for graduates going into the merchant marines

I have been approached because of the great (placement record
we have liad in th4 past 3 years by State leaders in Massachusetts
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with the possibility of increasing our enrollment and ;Maya said.

\1:p 850 should be our maximum enrollment. This is where I intend
stay. Once the enrollments at the academies are fixed as to what

We think the merchant marine in a particular decade could absorb,
I would simply add up the enrollments, take the number of subsi-*
dies that you in your wisdom decide, or loans to 'give to the acade:
mies, and have them apportioned in accordance with the propor-
tion of enrollments of the State academies to the total enrollments
in the system.

Mr.'PANstm.,Thank you. I believe the current numbei of MarAd
subsidies is 673 on a naional basis. Based on the information you
have on manpower reeirements, do you feel that is an adequate
number or do you think it should be increased or decreased?

Admi al `HAinuNuTort, I/think it is an adequate number but I
don't)illve the manpower study, at my disposal to make that judg-
ment at this moment. What I do say is you should take the 673;
you. should take the total enrollments of the State academies as of
the moment, .total ,them up and then set a fraction of each enroll-
ment in each, academy over the total enrollment times 673.

I think they should be apportioruild in the light if current enroll-
ments.

Mr. PANAWN. Have &ou made that calculation for Massachu-
.setts?

Admiral HARRINGTON. ve many times.
Mr. PANSHIN. What WO at number be?
Admiral HARRINGTON. I uld increase our subsidies from at

present 77 to up to 150.
Mr. PANSHIN. I do have questions in'other areas.
On page 4 of your statement you recommend that th current

annual Federal maintenance payment of $100,000 be incre to a
matching minimum equivalent of 10 percent of annual State appro-
priated funds:

If I read' your table correctly, in 40979 for Massachusetts that
would amount to$362,000. Is that correct?

Admiral HARRINGTON. Year-
iltraANSNIN., Wouldn't such a procedure, if adopted, then mean

thai different amounts, different levels of Federal support, would
be provided to the six different State academies?

Admiral HARROiGTON.% Yes.
Mr. PANSHIN. Is that fair and equitable?
Admiral HARRINGTON. I don:t think it is unfair. It is in relation-

ship to what this State is contributing to that particular Maritime
Academy.

Mr. PANSMIN. It would end up with different amounts for differ-
ent State academies and it would cotivel the Federal Government
to follow the lead of State government. Does that seem a reason-
apie basis opivhich to proceed?

Admiral
be complication, hat would be awoul

1
complication

GTON. n't thought of that aspect of it but it
might well b
deterrent.

Mr. PANSHIN.. I,also have a question for you on the proposed 0
IMCO standards.'

Admiral HARRINGTON% Yes.
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Mr. PANSHIN. What effect, if any, do you see this having on
Massachusetts Maritime Academy? .

Admiral HARRINGTON. If, again repeating the testimony of both
Admiral Rims and Admiral Rodgers, a year required sea time goes
into effect' for our deck cadetsmaybe down the road for our
engineering cadetsthe chances of getting the amount of money
from our State government to sail a ship for that period of time
Within 4 years would be, in my opinion, imposfrible to obtain.

I think it would carry with it the destruction of the State
academies. '

As of the moment currently in my fiscal 1979 operating budget 1
have $500,000 in my fuel account. Exactly $250,000 went for fuel
for our last summer cruise which was in this fiscal year.

We have two campuses in effect, unlike the othfr colleges in
Massachusetts. 'We have a land campus and we have a sea campus
with our-ship. Two years ago oil was costing us $13 a barrel. Now it
is costing us approximittely twice that.

% If I.may make a comment on the IMCO regulation increasing
this sea time from 180 days to 360 days, I simply don't underitand
why the Coast Gtiard doesn't reinforce its position when they origi-
nally approved the 6 months for the State academies. They did so
on the ground the intensive training provided by the State acade-
mies resulted in 6 months being the equivalent of a full year. ;
served on a merchant vessel.

It would seem to me they have already established that policy. It
seems to me that all they have to do is repeat what they are saying
in the area of equivalency that 6 months is in fact the equivalent
of a year, which is what the IMCO treaty is calling for.

Mr, PANSHIN. Your comments are very clear and well taken. ,
I have one final question. On the bottom of page- 2 you urge that

NROTC units be established at the State maritime academies and
that students at 'th4 State Academies be accorded midshipmen
USNR status. Are you urging that NROTC units be maddatorily
established at all State academies?

Admiral HARRINGTON. The word mandatorily bothers me a bit. I
would say yes to' that, assuming that all academy leadership, as in,
the case 'ofMassachusetts, very ,much desirei a naval ROTC unit.
The printery reason that I would lobe to have an NROTC unit is
that I think there is a need for cadets in an NROTC program who
are going to be naval officers haying an understanding of the .

. merchant marine end .vice versa.
I can think of no better place to bring the merchant marine and ..

the Navy, which for the40 years of my adult life have been apart
in their philosophy, closer together.

Mr. PANSHIN. If such a unit were established at your school,
would you foresee that all of your students would belong to that
unit or just some? ,

Admiral HARRINGioN. Oh, no, just some. 4
Mr. PANSHIN. On a similar basis to that presently in effect at

Maine and, New York?
Admiral HARRINGTON. Yes.
Mr. PANSHIN. Thank you. )

1 93 -
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Mr. AuCoiN, Thank you for your testimony,- Admiral. We-appre-
date your coming and aNe certainly appreciate your patience in
waiting to get to the witness table. .

[The following was received for the record:I

RESPONSIM 0? MASSACHUSETTS MARITIME ACADEMY TO QUESTIONS OP ME AuCoiN

Question 1. What is the primary function of the MassaChusetts Maritime Acade-
my? Overall, do you believe that you have been successful, in implementing this
pnmary function'?

Answer. As stated in the current catalogue, the primary mission of the Adassachu-
setts Maritime Academy is "To offer a young man- or woman of sincere ambition an
education that will ,qualify him /her as ttn officer in the United States Merchant
Marine." Secondary objectives, also stated in the catalogie, are To provide him/
hdr with an accredited academic background iii order that he/she may be intellectu-
ally capable of acting as a representative of the United States throughout the
world,' and "To train him/her in naval procedures that will enable him/her to
serve with the United States Navy whenever the need arises."

Consistent with this missiog, this school offers only two courses of study.. one
leads to the baccalaureate degree in Marine Transportation and eligibility to sit for
the Third Mate's license upoa graduation; the other leads to a baccalaureate degree
in Marine Engineering, and eligibility to sit for the Third Assistant Engineer's

. license upon graduation /
The Massachusetts Madame Academy has consistently aimed at producing mer-

chant marine officers wl)b meet the exacting standards proposed by Mr Joseph P.
Kennedy, architect of the Merchant Marine Act of 1938, and first chairman of the
U.S. Maritime Comm' on, who declared that You can have a merchant marine
with first-claes men even if they sail second-clais ships, but second-class men can't

ships afloat." The true measure of this school's performance
81-year record of achievement and the continuing demand

rvices of its graduates. Distinguished alumni include Captain
S.S. Mongolia (Massachusets Nautical Trains School Class of
ed the first American ship to sink a German U-Boat in World
al Richard McNulty (Massachusetts Nautical School Class of
e U.S. Merchant Marine Academy at Kings Point ", and Mr.

assachueetts Nautical School Class of 1942), first Assistant Secre-
tor Maritime Affairs Our graduates have established this school's

on aboard deep-sea merchant ships, in the seagoing components of
, and in other maritime-related fields.'

neers can be turned out in crash programs. We aspire to produce
of skilled, disciplined 'and knowledgeable maritime leaders, capable
managing today's complicated and expensive ships We believe that
of producing the latter type of mariner over the many years that

been in existence speaks volumes as to our adequacy in fulfilling our

be trusted on the
in this regard rests o
for the professional
Emery Rice of the
1897), who corn
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Mission.

Question What effect, If any, will the International Convention of Training,
Certification nd Watchkeeping for Seafarers have on the training provided by the
Messachuset Maritime Academy" What initiatives has the Massachusetts' Mari-

. time Acade y taken to accommodate this Convention" Why do you believe that now
is the time to take this action, when no one is sure when this Convention will go
into force,,anci what requirements the Coast Guard will implement pursuant to it"

Answer. Implementation of Regulation II/4 of the International Convention of
Training, Certification and Watchkeeping fdr Seafarers, 1979, as regards increasing
the sea ti a requirement for deck officer candidates from six months to twelve
,months, w uld pose grave, possibly insurmountable, financial and programming
prhblems r the Massachinetts Maritime Academy A doubling of the present sea
time requ ment would probably double the cost of carrying out the present cruise

. -training ram, which is conservatively estimated at half a million dollars for
, 1980 Dou ling of the sea time requirement may also increase the current four-year

program four and orie-half years unless 'curriculum adjustments could be made
which vi uld not jeopardize educational quality or degree accreditation In any
event, ad itional expensesprobably to be borne by the student or the school will
almost i vitably ensue

This a ministration of the Massachusetts Maritime Academy, in concert, with the
preside* ' superintendents of the other state maritime academies, have had corre-
sponden e and nieetingi with representatives of the Maritime Administration and
the U S Coast Guard looking towards a resolution of this problem As you probably
know,t g Coast Guard is thevoice" of the United States in IMCO deliberations
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and degiaion. In a meetiIng with Admiral Hayes, Commandant of the U.S Coast
Guard, in Washington, D.0 , on I May 1979, the preiudents/superintendents'of the
state maritime academies were unanimous in their position that the structured and ..
closely monitored six months of sea time which has long been recognized by the
Coast Guard and the maritime community -as sufficient to produce competent
watchstandere is equivalent to a unstructured and largely informal sea time

rerequirement of twelve months. has been rip evidence presented to date which
calls the quality of graduates of e academies in question, norm there any availa-
ble evidence which otherwise-justifies an increase in the present sea time require-
ment. Our basic position is that the special mode of training at the state academies,
including schoolship sea time, is significantly different from the training regimes of
other maritime nations, which rely on simple sea-experience standards for certifica:
tion of deck officers in charge of a navigational watch These differences lend
themselves to qualitative evaluation rather than quantitative measurement. If mere
experience determined competency, grizzled corporals rather than West Point
shavttails, wound command soldiers in combat.

In the event that the Coast Guard will not accept the ,premise that existing
. schoolship training arrangements are sufficient to meet ihterriational maritime

eafety.atandards, alternative suggestions have been offered to satisfy all or part of
the proposed increase in sea time. As indicated in thy testimony of 6 December, one
of the'options proposed is to substitute equivalent training on. full-mission ship

. handling.simolators for part of the additional sea time Another option is to substi-
tute equivalent training on "auxiliary" schoolshtps, or small craft, suitable for
coastal or kcal' training. A combination of two or more of these options has been 1

mentioned as an "equivalency package," to satisfy IMCO requirements.
The Massachusetts Maritime Academy is strongly opposed to imposition of Regis-

. lation 11/4 of the International Convention of' Training, Certification and Watch-
keeping for Seafarers, 1979, it' this 'regulation has the practical effect of requiring
that deck officer candidates acuure an additional six months of sea time.

Question 3. On-the bottom of page 3 of your statement you say that "Since 1966 I

the Coinmonwialth of Massachusetts has also invested about 23$ million dollars in
capital construction for this school to comply with directives of the Maritime Ad-
ministration that each state' maritime school have adequate shoreside facilities "

(a) What is the authority of the Mantiine Administration to make you engage in -
this building program? 'r

(lit giv0 the Committee a brief history of what you are talking about here.
Answer The Federal Register for 25 March 1967 contains a reprint of Order No.

87 which lets forth the natare of the contract between the Maritime Administration
and the state academies. This directive apparently emanated.from Public*Law 85
672 "The Maritime Academy Act of 1958. Under Subpart A of General] Order No.
87, " lotions and Minimum Standards for State Maritime Academies and Col-
'. 1Section 310.3(b) prescribes General Rules for operation of academies and
co , as follows: .

(1) The State Maritime Academies and Colleges, hereinafter called the "Schools"
shall maintain adequate berthing, housing and classroom instruction facilities

)ashore, or hive in preparation such plans ind intention to establish same at the
earliest possible time, unless prevented from doing so by acts of war, acts of God,
fire, force mitteure, or conditions beyond the control of the school: Provided, howev-
er, in such case the school shall be conducted on the trainingvessel.

The foregoing set of conditions, originated by the Federal government and admin-
istered by the Maritime Administration, is the basis for the construction at Massa-
chusetts Maritime A my of dormitories, classrooms, dining hall, library, power
plant and sewerage .s ni with a total capital investnient of some 23.5 million
dollars. This consider& le investment was undertaken in "good faith pursuant to the
requirements expressed.in the General Order, which is still in effect. Except for a
temporary classroom building, .which had been constructed for a waterfront pawn-
ger-freight shed, none of the shpreside facilities required by General`Order No. 87
were in existence prior to 1969, the date of completion of the first building con-
structed in compliance with the directive.

General OrdearNo. 87 fudherepecified (1) a minimum period of training of three
years, and (2). that certain courses be included in the curriculum, These require-

- taints mean
(2)

the, Cqimnonwealth has been required tchengage professional
faculty, many of 'whom have acquired tenure, in older to comply with the require-
ments of the General Order.

Qiestion d. As you know, the Maritime Administration has recommended an
amendment to Subsection ;304(dX2) that would-tie the upper limit of the prescribed
n umber of out-of-state godints at any one state maritime academy to the number

at-Ote

11.
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of students enrolled rather than CO such school's total student capacity. whicir may
or may not be fully utilized . :: '

(al What would be the effect of this amendment on the Massachusetts Maritime,
Academy' . e .

(W.Do you favor'or oppose .this amendment" Why"
. Answer Whether Subsection 130-9621 of H R 451 is amended to tie the upper

limit of the prescribed number of out-of-state students to the school's ,enrollment
rather than to'the school's capacity-appears to be of little moment at this school as
presently enrollment is vi Ily synonymous with capacity My response to this
question would be co rably different if the term "enrollment" were somehow or
other retroactively related to the so-called 1965 "level of enrollment rule." which is
the rationele_for the present subsidy distribution formula

Question i What are vou proposing then. on pages 4 and 5 of your Staternirit, .0
that Section 1304(b113r be amended to specifically provide that the Secretary shall
pay for the cost of fuel oil cchisumed on training cruises
-la) Am I correct in this'
(1)1 Would a limit on 'the amount the Secretary is obligated to pay serve a useful

purpose? ,
tel What is your estimate of the additional annual cost if this amendment 'is

enacted' .
Answer My testimony does include a statement which proposes that the Secre-

tary should pay forthe costs-01 fuel oil consumed on training copses to emit the
state academies in keeping pace with the skyrocketing costs of maintaining and
operating the schools and training vessels An upperlimit of the aniount that tie
Secretary would be obligated to pay might properly be set on the basis of estimated'
fuel consumption for an annual training sruise,not to exceed 10.009 miles for each ..
training ship Predicated on a fdel cost of $30 per barrel, and a calculation of one
barrel per mile efficiency factor,. the present auntiel cost of fuel oil for each state
academy is roughly estimated at three hundred thousand dollars. (The schoolships
of the three East Coast state academies each Consume something on the order of 1.2

e of 13 barrals.per mile ) ,
Qtieitton 6 With respect to the student loan provisions set forth in Section 1304ifl
(ai Why would you "much prefer that this financial assistance be continuedas

scholarships rather thanchang,ed to loans"
(b) What"would you consider to be "an updated and equitable formula for the

distribution of such scholarships"- .
Answer In testimony before the Ad Hoc Select Subcommitteeon Maritime Educa-

tion and Training the 'President of the State University of Npw York Maritime
College-presented cogent reasons why the present subsistence-allowances should not
be changed to loans I agree wi -his statement that "the shift to loans from the
present allowance is a very signs want change," and that the proposed loan system
will be a deterrent to recruiting Although some may claim that the change is
merely semantical, I am disposed to believe otherwise0n allowance. or scholarship,
is perceived eve patitive incentive, as a grantin.aidi .to motivate a student to
.undertake aqd complete a program. A loan On the other hand. has a pejOrative
'connotation fin the dictionary sense of "money lent at 'Merest"), whickh, will be
Perceived ifs an encumbrance rather than as an encouragement. I support the
concept of the so-called "service obligation" after graduation, but I have not heard
any compelling reason to change the allowance's to loans, particqlarly when the
scholarship concept can be maintained without 'impairing- the "seA,iee obligation"
features of this bill Briefly, I think that this is a case where "a rose c

An u

called' by
another ame is not as 'sweet " .

,

ed and equitable formula for the distribution of such scholarships I Mar
Ad student subsistence allowancesfthould, in mj, view, 11) reflect current-1980, not
1%5enrollments at the state academies, 121 be allocated qa proportion to current
enrollmerits, 13) be tailored to the overall officer supply-demand irequirements of the
maritime undustry as prpjected -over a five lo ten year period, (41 assure,a re
able degree of stability in the operation of_the state academies by allocating schol r-
ships over a minimum 'five-year period with a "no-cut" provision during this um

With. respect to points (21 and (3), above a Maritime Administration Manpower
Study published in 1970 contained a recommendation that "Commencing with the
nett budget Cycle Federal supPort.arid encouragement c training programs for
merchant marine officers should be reduced ilom present levels and directly related
to demand (Emphasis supplied i Unfortunately for the Massachusetts Maritime
Academy: the first part of that recommendatibip was abruptly implemented in .1971
(effecting the so-called "1945 level of enroltment*:), but the second part was appar-
ently "rendered 'inoperative". to repeat a cynical expression of that era My re-

tk
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sponse, incidentally, to your oral questions bekre the subeimmittee on December
embodies points (1), (2), and (3) abovi

`Question 7. With respect to the out-of-state student requirement set forth in
Section 1304(02r

(a.) Why do you feel that "The phrasing of this bill also implies that .the State
Schools would not have control over the standards for admitting such out-ofstate
students"

(b.) How- did you arrive at the figure of 25 percent, rather than the one-third
provided by the NIP

Answer. My- conclusion that "The phrasing of this bill also implies that the state
eihbols would not have control over the standards for admitting such out-of-state
student" is predicated on a lack of specificity:in the bill as to whether such students
would have to meet entrance requirements estalished by the imvidual schools, e.g,
secondary school grades, rank in graduating class, aptitude, SAT scores, and person-
al qualities inclusion of appropriate language in the bill to assure that students are
qualified in accordance with each school's admissions criteria will satisfy this objec-
tion

In my written testimony of 6 December I indicated a maximum figure of twenty
percent, not twenty-five percent, as you question states I also indicated that a
ceiling of twenty percent on out-of-state admissions would be more commensurate
with the present level of Federal support than a ceiling Of thirty-three and one-third
percent.

Question' 8. On page 5 of your statement, you recommend that .Section 1304(bX4)
be amended "to include authorization for the Secretary to defray expenses incident
to such training (on Government owned or subindked vessels) for cadets at state
maritime academies

(a.) What would be included in "expenses incident to such training"?
(b) Do you have any idea how much this would cost the federal government')
Answer. Amendment of section 1304(bX4) "to include authorization for the Secre-

tary to defray expenses incident to such training ion Government owned or subsi-
dized vessels) for cadets at state maritime academies" is intended to authorize
reimbursement of travel expenses only as a cadet under orders to and from a
commercial ship, the same as for cadets of the U S Merchant Marine Academy, as
provided in Section 1303(g) of this bill At the present time this school_ places
approximately 100 cadets annually aboard ships of The American Merchant Marine,
as part of our Commercial Ship Training Program Using a $300 travel cost for each
cadet, the, cost to the Federal government at this time would be about $30,000
annually

THE COMMONWEALTH of MsssitcHuserrs.
MASSACHUSETTS MARITIME ACADEMY,
Buzzards Bay, Mass., December 10,'1979.

Hon. Les AuCour,
Chairman. Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on Maritime Education and Training, Con-

gross of the United States, Washington, DC.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN AvCoui: I appreciated the opportunity to appear before your

subcommittee and to offer testimony on H R. 5451 the "Maritime Education and
Training Act of 1979" on 0 December 1979. Despite a serious reservation about
proposed allocation of cadet loans, I am pleased with the overall thrust of this
important and much-needed legislation, and I am encouraged by the atmosphere of
candor and objectivity which characterized last Thursday's hearings

Your questioning of several witnesses centered on the present allocation of feder-
al cadet subsidies (subsistence allowances) to the state academies. Since the Massa-
chusetts Maritime Academy has been most seriouslyand, in my judgmerit, unfair -
ly-affected by the so-called "1965 level of enrollment rule." I was deeply disapoint-
ed in Mr. Nemirow's testimony to the effecthat it is the Maritime Administration's
present intention to continue application of the current subsidy formula despite a
recommendation of the Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on 4farittine Education and
Training that "The Maritime Administration should end its improperly adbpted

'tmota system ." and the clear mandate of H.R. 5451 (Section 13440)(1) that
The loans shall be allocated among the various academies and colleges in a fair

and equitable manner . " I cannot fathom the logic by which the Maritime
Administration seeks to perpetuate a fifteen-year-old formula which allocates subsi--
dies to more than 90 percent to the freshmen class at one maritime academy while
allocating less than 30 percent to the freshmen class at another academy, both
academies having comparable enrollments.

The rationale-tor the imposition of the "1965 level of enrollment rule" was a
Marinate Administration Manpower Study published in 1970. Thisstudy noted that

If
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"With the advent of new ships built under the proposed new maritime p;-ogram
reaching the expected level of 30 ships a year by 19T.3, officer jobs should improve
but present, indications are that there will be a continued surplus of men peer jobs
throughout the next decade".(Emphasis supplied) This study_ wenVon to point out
that "Even with the plan for a modernized and expanded U S. Fleet , by the
end of the next decade the will still be about thirty percent more men, than
indicated jobs" (Emphasis s plied) Every Maritime Administrition manpower
study completed since has ind trued a 180-degree reversal of that forecast' In fact,

iMr Robert Blackwell, Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Maritime Affairs testi-
fied before the House Merchant Marine and 'Fisheries Committee on 13 March 1973
that "I would think in a year or so it may be appropriate to do something to
encourage increased attendance at these schools (State academies) This
study also included a recommendation that "Commencing with the titxt budget
cycle Federal support and encouragement of training programs for merchant
marine officers should be reduced from present levels and directly related to
demand."

The letters sent to the five seacoast academies on 19 January 1971 implementing
cadet subsidy quotas at the respective schools contain the identical statement in the
secirid paragraph. "The enrollment- id many stale academies was substantially
expanded over 'wpast several years and certain academies are indicating continual
major eicpfinaion plans regardless of whether industry demand can sustain this level
of production " Since the onus of this pronouncement affected. this Academy most
severely. I should like to cite data from the 1970 Maritime Administration manpow-
er study reflecting student enrollment at the State academies, as follows

AVERAGE NUMBER If STUDENTS

90011 1960 1969

Cantons.) , 221 40
Mask 265 410
Missachssetts 190 194

raw Yak 136
tekas e . 21 '1W

o

ohs clan 001.0disatti unto 1966

Although this data clearly-indicates that enrollment at the Massachusetts Mari-
time Academy reniamed stable during the ten-year period, 1960-1969, this school
was singled out and penalized as being the most flagrant example of "reckless
expansion" durjg this period The record shows otherwise.

I have enclosed other cor pondence gortinent to this nagging problem for con-
sideration by your commit ,f would hope that the final draft of 11 R 5451 iSection
1304(ft 1) would include ale and binding language to assure Maritime Administra-
tion allocation or these 1 s to the state academies in a truly fair and equitable
manner.- ,

Thank you for the oppo unity to be heard on this very important' matter.
Sincerely,, -

` ,, . ... LEE HARRINGTON,
. Rear Admiral, USMS, Prisident

Note All.enclosures ith this letter have been placed in the Subcommittee files

'
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASEACHUSEITE.

MASSACHUSETTS MARITIME ACADEMY. .,

/
*

Buzzards Bay, Mass. December 10, 1979

.° gliitasr
iv Las

,

uColN.
Ad.H' Select Subcommittee on Maritime Education and 7'raining, Con.

. of the U tied States, Washington. DC.
DEAR C.c.imoi MAN AuCou4. I am pleased to submit my comments herewith with

, rasped 'to the = endments to H R o451. "The Maritime EducatiOn and Training
Act," as pr by the witnesses for the Maritime Administration and the US.
Navy l

Based on a arefut reading of the proposed amendments in companson with the
bill. I believ that these amendments will not adversely affect the, active duty and

. reserve sery ce options of state academy graduates It seems to me that both state
and nation 1 interests will. be served by

graduates
of these amendments.

:.--
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.."

which,brohdly speaking, clarify and reinforce the long-stariding relationship be-
tween thestate academies and the Naval Reserve

Thank you for the opportunity to. present my views on this legislation
Sincerely.

LEE HARRINGTON,
Rear Admiral. USMS. President

Mr. AuComi 'Admiral Rector of the Great Lakes Maritime
Academy.

Welcome, Admiral..

STATEMENT QF REAR ADM. GEORGE B. RECTOR. USMS, DIREC-
- TOR. GREAT LAKES MARITIME ACADEMY. TRAVERSE CITY,

M1CH:
-

Admiral tscroa, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
am George B. Rector, director of Great Lakes Maritime Academy
in Traverse City, Mich. My comments todayare a summary of the
more comprehensive testimony jhat I submitted when this hearing
was scheduled about 1 month earlier. . .

In a general way, the Great Lakes Maritime Academy ,endorses
H.R. 5451 with onlya few suggestions for change for your Consider-
ation. .

Under section 1301,'we support the concept of Maximum integre-
tion of the total sea power forces of the Nation.

Because ours is a 3-year program with an associates degree, we
question the Nav3ea. interest in a NROTP program .at the Great . .
Lakes Maritime AcadeMy. If it does exist, we would hope that
participation would/be Voluntary and that requirements would not-
circumscribe our recruiting efforts.

Under section 1304(aX2) the concept of a regionarricaderny is new
and viable. It effectively addresses the high cot of maritime train-
ing by discouraging unnecessary duplication, I applaud facilitatin
regionalization in this bill.

Under section 1304(a) and 1304(3)' my academy asks y
eration for assistance in maintenance and fuel for sm ,training
vessels we have that were not provided by any eral agency..

Under section 1304(dX1Xc) it is noted that 'p e of the 1,1.S.
Coaat Guard exam for entry level merchant marl e officer's license
is required before graduation. We believe this is unfair to the cadet ,
and to the institution. Any cadet who has succesfully mee3nstitu- ;
tional degree, requirements Should not bd deprived the degree so
earned.

Section 1304(0(1): It iiknow, and has been, aconcern of mine that'
government student, grants are allocated in limited nilibbers. Thik
has created administrative and 'disciplinary probleina. I .am iri
agreement with requiring some control over cadets' performan,ce
during.and after graduation.

I am in total agreement with that. It is my belief that the
Government, the merchant marine and the Great Lakes Maritime
Academy should be better served if the loan were offered to all -
cadets enrolled. ..* 4

And, finally, no mention is made o ship handling simulators as
a training device. It has been proven merchantr.marine training
that simulators are a superior aid. in raining. Great Lakes Mari-
time Academy strongly ,suggests speci provisions for simulation

, equipment and maintenance in lieu o f t raining vesselswhere ap
propriate,

-
$
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With the changes recommended; H.R. 5451 has the endorsement
and supportof the GreatLakes Maritime Academy.

Mr. AuCom. Admiral "Rector, *on page 2 of your statement you
suppo'rt Ole_ concept of the, regional maritime academy. That is a
new concept to me. I would suspect it conies from your region of
the Country.:

f

I would ,also appreciate some additional comments .concerning-it.
. Just what do you envisionby a regional maritime academy? How
do yod envision it would be funded and Wow do you envision, at
this point, the applicants being. selected from 'the, severl States
involved?

Admiral REoToR. Mr. Chairman, with regard to the funding I
don't envision any, change in current Federal participation in fund-
ing. 1 think under the 1958'act it might not be possible. for the
Federal Government for fund the Great Lakes Maritime Academy
to the extent of $100,000 as yOu, do now if we were a regional: -
academy and not a State academy.

Why 1 applaud this concept is 'because this tit:41d enable the
.Federal Government to continue to support the Gieat'Lakee Mari-
time Academy at the currant rate in spite of the fact that we may ..
be designated as a regional academy.

With regard to, enrollment and geographic distribution: from
which we would attract our students there are, some limitations
now. We are talking up to a third at the moment, or 18 Percent, of
My people come. from States other, than Michigan. But the Great

'Lakes is a region. There are more States involved in it:than .
gan,, and we believe that cadets who come limn the other States,
shodki be reated the same as if they came. fi* the State of
Michigan.

Mr. AuCoiN. Does the proposed language or the.bill under sec-
tion 13011(02) give ample authority, in your judgment, to set up
and operate a regional maritime academy of the type ypu endorse?

Admiral RECTOR. Yes, sir; I think so. . , z.

Mr. AuCon.T. You Oppose requiring passage of it Coast Guard
license in order to gradupte. The oversight report issued by the
Studds committee indicated 'that the Great Lakes Maritime Acade-
my already requires.passage of the Coast Guard licensing examina-
tion:prior to graduation:. .

Why do you oppose such a requirement? '
' Admiral Riteros". Actually, Mr..Chairman, we have a review 'of
the efforts 'of ,the entire program 'shortly befor?the exam. As -1
matter of fact, it is the last term before graduation. We have made
the taking,of the exam a part of the requirement or passing that
coulee. It is a little bit different than the way, you stated it.

Mt: AuCong. You make them take it, but if they fail'as long as
they have taken it they'still graduate?

. Admiral RECTOR. Yes; ir.
Mr. AUC0IN. I see.
Admiral Rwroi What I am trying to avoid is cadets coming to

this program and acceptinglhe support of everybody that supports
us under the guise of wanting to become a merchant marine officer
when, in fact, their real goal's are an academic education.

I don't want that to happen at Great Lakes Maritime Academy
and for that reason we did that..

V ,
2
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COIN. With regerd to one of the other ,issues that is of
to State academiti; %oh' is your feeling on .changing the

y to a loan, the parfient o Rich can be waived if there is
ce Obligation?

Admiral' RECTOR. It IS my belief that a high .value is not placed
n anything that is free and I would support the change to a loan. I

would support an obligation placed on gradjiates of. the Great
.Lakes Maritime Academy in recognition of the support that they
have. . .

Mi. Meow. One final question. In the year the Coast Guard
. changed its licensing exam, what was the pass-fail ratio at your
. academy?

Admiral RECTOR. Mr.. Chairman, I don't knoW how represIntative
it would be becaUse in that partidular year- I had six engineering
students takingthe exam. The six passed.

At1Con4. 100 percent? -

that
Rscroa. 100 percent passed, but I want to hasten to say

that they didn't pass the first time around.
Mr:*AuCom. That was my question.
Admira Rams. The first time around? Four. I think you under-

stand that there is 'er, retake privilege there.
Mr.AtrPong. Yes.
Admiral RECrOR. I td not .have any fail but I had t o who had

to take retakes. .

Mr, AuCong.. Partial failure, two out of the six.
Admiral RECCCOIL. Yes, sir. :
Mr. AtiCoirr. Four- out of the six went thrOugh the first time?
Admiral RECTOR. Yes, sir. I sin not sure about other laces but I

. Might add that change in examination format does not poly to
deck offiCers, only to engineers.

. AuConi. The change in.format of the coast Gua,fd examine-
- tion? . . ,

Admiral Rscroa. Yes: It applies .to only engineers at my acade-
my. I am not sure that it applies* deck officers at others. You see,
we don't graduate and train mates.

"Mr. AvConi. I would like counsel to follow up on that
Mr. SUTTER. Perhaps you would like to elaborate oft that.
Admiral Ritoroa. On the distinction I am making?
Mr. Surma. No. I don't think it is clear to the committee exactly

what you are. saying. Are you saying in that year, ypu only had six
engineering students who took the exam, period? of

Admiral REcroR. Yes.
Mr, Surma, Or did you have x students who toolb a separate

exam because they were being trained for Great Lakei).for some-
else? ,

Admiral Ramat. Yes. We had decal students, traditionally our
decleofficer classes are larger than our engineering classes.

Mr. SUMER. In this particular year, if I `under stand the chair- .
Inan's question gorreetly, did they- take an exam that was not
changed or was different than it would be for the deep sea segment
of the-merchant marine?, .

Admiral Rec-roa. You see the reason we are having trouble with
this question is because I don't know what they did on deep sea for

201 .
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the deck officer. We.train first class pilots and that exam did not
aknd has not changed over what it has been for many years.

Mr. Au Com. I understand and appreciate your answer. I also
appreciate the testimony and your willingness to come _before the
committee today and offer yciur thoughts a4 recommendations to
US.

Thank you for your patience.
Admiral Racron. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
[The fotlowing'was submitted:] !-

Dim/dynamo, MARITIME TRAINING,
THE GREAT LAKE MARITIME ACADEMY,

71-avese City, Mich., December 12, 1979
Hon. Lim AuCoiN,
Chairman, Ad Hoc Select Subeornmitteq on Monne Education and Thuning,Wash-

ington, D.0
DEAR CONGRESSMAN AuCons: Tliank you for the opportunity 'to testify on HR 5451

on December 6, 1979.
I noted that there was a diversity of opinion among State Academy supennten.

dents on whether passing p LJSCG merchant officer's liceitsipg exam be a condition
of graduation

A simple resolution is available. I would like to submit it foi your consideration
Let the matter be an option resolved as each Academy sees fit. Whichever choice
they make has very little impact on the intent of H.R. 5451. The requirement to sail
remains unaltered in that the loan becomes payable if a graduate does not sail.

The above suggestion would allow some flexibility for the young man or woman
who'successfully completes a program but simply can't face that arduous Coast
Guard exam immediately. If he or she writes later, loan repayments can be halted
as long as he or she continues to meet the sailing requirements.

I'm interested in a resolution that is satisfactory to ell, as I know you are. This
suggestion may be worth your consideration. This solution applies only if loans are
made available W all cadets.

Sincerely.,
GEORGE B. Rscroa,

RADM, USMS, Director.

1. What is the primary function of the Great Lakes Maritime Academy? Overall,
do you believe that you have beenlauccessful in implementing this primary func-
tion? Would be proposed legislation, H.R. 5451, assist or hunger you in this regard?

a.The primary (and only) function of the Academy is to provide the Great Lakes
shipping industry with the beet qualified licensed 'ship officers ito be found any
where.

b. This question can be answered with a qualified yes. Direct feed back koin
Great Lakes shipping companies indicate that this Academy is the preferred source
of new officers. We are presently in the process of expanding our program by a
factor of three to meet the increased -need for new officers on the Great Likes.

c; The provision in H.R. 5451 to establish a regional Academy would mist us in
meeting the expanding needs of the Great Lakes shipping industry Please refer to
our response to question No 3 for more detail Certain aspects hf H.R 5451 regard-
ing Naval Reserve Commissions and NR.O.T.C. programs would be inappropriate

- for this Academy. Please refer to our responses to questions No 5 and No. 6.
2, You indicate that "it appears desirable that this legislation should additionally

address the more economical option of simulators to provide some part of the 'sea
time' required for an approved curriculum". M you know, on Augtst 10,1979, the
President transmitted to the Senate the international Convention on Standardp of

, Training, Certification, and Watchkeeping for Seafearers, with Annex, 1978, done at
Landon July 7,1978. .

ti a. What effect, if any, will the Convention have on the training provided by the
w-k1 Great Lakes Maritime Acaderay9

It is our understanding that the Convention has no effect on training programs
for eneneering officers and first class pilots.

b What initiatives, if any, has the Great 'Lakes Maritime Academy taken to
Accommodate this Convention?

Singe it is our understanding that the Convention has no impact on us, we have
taken no initiatie to accommodate it.
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Because our deck officer program fs set up to train first class pilots whose Maier,
responsibility is stiiphandling in restricted waters, a shiphandling simulator a even
mare appropriate than a training vessel It must be underatood that all of the Great
Lakes and connecting tributanes are restricted wig& Therefore. should you see fit

, to address the matter of ahiphandlmg simulators in this legislation, this Academy
would bt an ideal location for an early installation The pay back in terms of safety
'of Went sea would be greatest here since all of the Great Lakes are pilotage waters

3 On. page 2 or your statement, you support the concept of a regional maritime
academy As fins concept is relatively new and would appear to have come from the
Great Lakes, rwould appreciate your comments concerning it.

a. Just what is a regional maritime academy?
Because of the unique geography of the Beat Lakes, the economy of states herder.

mg them is more directly impacted by commerce on these waters than applies to
salt water. Traditionally, persons Who sail Great Lakes vessels are natives of Great
Lakes Basin States. Therefore, it is appropriate that this Academy sho$i not only
serve Great Lakes commerce but should also draw applicants from all the Basin
States Regionalization of the academy would enable us to meet these goals -

b. How would it be funded'
H.R. 5461 would establish the bails. for us to pursue direct financial support from

other Great Lakes Basin States as well as to ensure the continued Federal support
at the current rate.

c. HOw would the applicants be selected from the%everal states'
Applicants from the Basin States would be equivalent to "in-state students"

according to current regulations. Applicants from all other states would be consul-
ered "out-state students.' .

d. It is our opinion the regioneliz,ation would have no i ct on staffing
e Will.our proposed language set forth, in Section 1304 X2) give the authourity

required to set up and operate a regional maritime academy? . ,
We believe that the language set forth in Section 1304(aX2) of H.R 5461 is

adequate for us to pursue regionalization.,
As you know, the Maritime Administration has recommended an amendment to

Subsection 1304(dX2) that ,would tie the upper limit of the prescribed number of out-
of-state students at any one state maritime academy to the .number of students
enrolled rather than to such school's total student capacitywhich may or may not
'be fully utilized.

a. What would be effect of tl* amendment on the Great Lakes Maritime Acade-
my?

We have Bever had excess capacity, nor do we foresee the time when we will'
Therefore, we have always addressed the question of out state percentages in terms
of enrollment. This amendment would have no effect'on the great Lakes Mar4time
Acadeiny.

b. Do you favor or oppose this amendment? Why')
We favor. it since it reflects our current practice.
6.0n page 4 o your supplemental statement, you take strong exception to Section

1304(e) because you believe that It places the burden of Navy recruiting and the
requirements of an N.R:0 T.C. program.on the Academy."

a. Have you dismissed this with the Navy?
No. We have very little contact with the Navy. This lack of contact may be due to

the fact that this Academy offers a three-year associate degree program rather'than
a four-year bachelor degree. ,

b In view of the previous testimony by other witnesses, do you still take this
potation?

Yes. The strong exception taken in my written testimony is predicixted on the lack
of clarity as to whether N.R.O:T.C. and Reserve Officer requirements are mends-
tory. If N.R.O.T.C. requirements are mandatory, we feel that it will have a detri-
mental effect.

do you consider the establis nt of a N.R.O.T.C. program at the acade-
miss is unnecessary, wasteful, and ly to cause a drop in desperately needed
enroUment?.From your ex 'ence this situation peculiar to your school, or do
you think-it generally appl /to state maritime academies?

My position is predicated unique program at the Great Lakes Maritime
Academy. I do not mean to imply that it should cover all other state academies.
believe it would be restrictive at the Great Lakes Maritime Academy because more
than half of our applicants am older "career change" penions with no interest in a
naval career option. The prciposed merchant marine reserve program would be
enthusiastically embraced'by this academy.'

.
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On page 2 ortota aaplemental statement, you indicate that Section 1:10hbooll
metlude eau from acquiring .unable training ships from priv ate,sources In this
regal d

a Realtstteally are plameources a %obit. tame for the training ship or ships
that you requite;')

Y.. The small i.essel that we need cot slap handling and pilotage training are
available Irma private sources that we have cultivated

b What would prevent a1proate soureit from donating a Yessel that, you wanted to
the Secretary of Commerce so that it would fen under ht,. jurisdiction Wage I I.
line 201 Would that solve your problem')

No We believe that private sources donating vessels to the Secretary of Com-
merce does not serve our needs As the training demands chalee we would like to
hare the flextbditY of selling a yessel to acquiure a more suitable one or other
"Ironing equipment The course you suggest does not allow us the flexibility to

1/4 quicklv address changing training requirements
We 'believe that it would be easier for the legislation to contain languaglithat

would allow Marad to supply maintenance and fuel monies to designated training
yessels without regard for original &Moe

Congt essman 1.1a. AcCots,
Chairman Ali 11Th Se1ett Subcommittee on Maritime Education and Traitring, .

Wiishingion. 1)C
Mak CoNowssmaN AuCoist Thank you' for your letter of December 18. 19SO,

imitmg comments with respect to a series of amendments to implement the Mer-
chant Marine 'Reserve, VS- Navy Reserve that were put forth by representatives
from the Maritime Administration and the Department of Navy Y6u asked.what
effecCO any would these amendments have on the naval science courses currently
pro% tded at your ichool At this Academy we offer no naval science courses, Posse
bly. the lack of interest in the Navy is due to the fact that Was is the.onlystate
academy that has a three year associate degree program rather than a fourtyear
baccalaureate program With regard to the Merchant Marine Reserve, U S Navy
Resttile. it IS me personal opinion that this arrangement makeist very .viable option
to fulfill mandritory requirements placed on graduates as a result of having received
a goyernment stipend during their years of training at an academy

There does appear to be some inequity in imposing the satte requirements 6n a
graduate of a state maritime academy and on a graduate of the,federal academy at
King's Point The reason. I think this, is the vast difference at the support that the
state academy's cadet receives compared to the support received by a fedetsal acade
my cadet I thank that the requirement should be commensurate with the federal
assistance received by the cadet whether he graduates from a state academy with a
three year program, a state academy with a lour year program, or the feder4,1
academy where the subsistencecoyers everything.
. Thank you for the opportunity to comment with respect to this proposal

Sincerely.
LeconaE B
RADM. USMS. Ptrector

Mr. AtiCatm Our final witness is Admir 'I Haynes of the T.exas
Maritinie College.

STATEMENT OF REAR ADM. KENNETH G. HAYNES. USMS,
DEAN. TEXAS MARITIME COLLEGE, 'GALVESTON. TEL

Mr AuCom. I under Land you have asleady condensed your
testimony and if you would like to read It feel free to do so.

[The prepared statement of Adm Haynes follows:)
STATEMENT OF REAR ADMIRAL KENNETH G flaysais,

Mr Chairman. Distingished Members of the Ad bloc Select Subcommittee on
Maritime Education and Training, I join with my colleagues in expressing apprecia-
tion for the opportunity to be heard by he Subcommittee on -the very important
subject of Maritime Education and Training Copies of H R 5431 were distributed to

NORTHWESTEN MICHIGAN COLLEGE.
.. DEPARTMENT OF MARITIME, TRAINING,

THE GRF NLAKE0 MARITIME ACADEMY.
Trt ,.CIty, Mich February 19 1,980
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the faculty, staff and students of the Texas Maritime Coll and the responses
have been highly supportive of the bill. with some exceptions e wish to thank you
for the excellent effort invested in drafting the bill and consider it to be a notable
improvement over current legislation on the subject

We at the Texas Maritime College are particularly displeased with the number of
Mantime Service cadets to whom we may award the Unifoim. Textbook and Sub,
sistence allowance As you may know, Texas is restricted to awarding no more than
.35 per year to first term cadets This selection wilt be made from a field or 74 cadeti
for the academic year 1979-1980 An additional number of cadets will en r in the
spring semester, usually 8045, which means that About one third of eac year's
first termers will receive the allowance. It is our view that this is both meg stable
and unfair H IZ 5451 appears to address the inequity, if the interpretation o lair
and equitable manner "as used with allocation of loans in Section 1304iftll resul = in
most, and possibly all, Maritime Service cadets being eligible to apply for the lo n

Section 1304(cl)i1X0 would require riassage of the entry level merchant marl
officer's license prior to graduation The philosophy of the provision is understanda
ble, but aside from issues of the rights of 'the States and their public institutions to
define curricula, the provision is impractical The individual may be required to sit
for the examination, and may be expected to pass either on the first attempt or in

r subsequent reexamination The student's graduation, i e , awarding the degree will
depend. upon satisfaction of the degree requirements -as defined 11 the States
educational authorities. It is my recommendation that this provision be stricken and
the requirement included in the administrative details of the loah agreement

Reference has been made to "fair and equitable" as used in Section 130401(1) in
th'e allocation of loans. `I am less concdrned about tightening repayment provisions
than I am about making additional financial assistance available to' prospective
MantimeServiCe officers It is my view that all Maritime .Service cadets Should
have (he opportunity during their first term to apply for the loan Quotas, if
established, should reflect not only current enrollment but the established goals of
the institution To do otherwise is to continue the currently unacceptable practice of
developing two classes of students For instance, there will be as of mid-January
1980, 112 Texas Maritime College cadets of a total yf 240 receiving the Maritime
Administration's Uniform, Textbook and Subsistence allowance As of the same
date, 54 percent of the Maritime Service cadets are from out-ofstate

The-payback provisions as currently defined in the bill are supported with the
conviction that cadets will honor their commitments, i e , obtain and maintain their
licenses, work in the industry and if required to `:payback" for some reason or
other, will do so. I continue to believe that it is appropriate td require Maritime
Service cadets to apply for and accept a commission in the Merchant Marine
Reserve, LI.S. Naval Reserve, and I am not of the opinion that a call to active duty ti

should be considered a form of punishment Consequently it is not appropriate that
it should be considered in lieu for the who fail to honor their commitments

It has been a privilege to appear before the Subcommittee and I wish you much
success in the endeavor to improve the state of maritime education and training in
the United States.

"4 Admiral HAYNES. First, it has bt.en quite an education today and
I appreciate that.

I could not add to the eloquence of Admiral Harrington on the
subsidy so I shall not try. tou know our views on that. We consider
it inequitable and unfair. We understand the reasons but that is
the way we petceive it.

We are very much in favor of an obligation of service but we do
not'l)elieve it is appropriate to hold up a call to active duty as some
sort of sentence, if you will, in the view of the all-voluntary nature
of the Armed Forces.

We face the same fuel cost problems all other schools do. Our
summer cruise will require the expenditure of 8,000 barrels of fuel
which we have bought at $20. We don't know the price at which we
will buy the next 8,000 barrels.

The State of Texas at this time funds 66 percent of the annual
cost of the Texas Maritime College. The Federal Government funds
21 percent and the remainder is made up by the students and
private enterprises.
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We are a part of Texas A. iM. University at Galveston. We are
accredited by the Southern Association orUniversities and Colleges
as a regional institution, and we perceive that to mean that we
offer an educational experience adaptable to the gulf coast regional
environment.

We also would perceive that means if there were some intention
to expand the role of Texas Maritime College it would not there-
fore be necessary to build a separate institution, say, in Louisiana,
Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, or Georgia.

I would like to make note at this time 50 percent of the 240 .
cadets in the Texas Maritime College are from out of State. So ,I
think that speaks very highly for the regional character of the
institution.

We charge $5 per semester hour to all maritime service cadets in
or out of State.

We are adamantly opposed to making the successful pa ssing of
an entry level merchant marine' officer examination 41 part of the
graduation requirement. There are a number of, I would suppose,
legal requirements, but a number of practical circumstances also.
At the 'university the individual, must be enrolled as a student in'
the semester in which he or she graduates. Obviously, if he or she ,

takes the examination and fails one part the flashing -light or the
rules of the road, then they must reregisterI am sure you are/"
familiar with that problem.

So we think it highly impractical and we are very much opposed
to k

We are also? opposed to simply changing the grant to a loan if in
fact there is no significant increase in the numbers allocated, We
don't think we would be any better off with an inequitable loan
situation than we are with an inequitable grant situation.

I believe, sir, that constitutes the most essential points of my
testimony.

Mr. AuCom. I can understand' hat setting a license requirement
for graduation could pose some practical problems for your univer-
sity. It would seem to me, however, that we could either amend the
bill, put report language in the bill or give clear instructions to the
agencies to take into consideration that, special set of
circumstances.

Setting aside the practical difficulty with your udique situation
for a minute, are you opposed to the principle of requiring the
passage of the license examination prior to graduation as a gradua-
tion requirement?

Admiral HAYNit3. I am opposed to it as a graduation reqUire-
ment. Our board of regents would not adopt it. We would- award
the degree whether or not the student passes the license 'examina-
tion because that is within the purview Of the State to do so.

On principle, I recognize the need to require that theyou real-
ize that there are a large number who do not draw a subsidy. In
the case of those who are subsidized, I think it quite appropriate to
require something in return for that subsidy.

I suggested in n1 testimony that that should be in the adminis-
trative details of the loan agreement. In other words, they make
some sort ofI don't know how the loan agreement will be worded
but is it not possible that, they could simply sign the contract and
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say. if I don't pass my license examination I owe you this money at
6 percefit and take it out of the realm of the State's responsibility
in defining degree requirements?

It is a contract between the individual and the Federal Govepi-
ment.

Mr. AuCom. What is wrong with making the contract for sub&
dized students a requirement before graduation?

Admiral HAYNO. It simply would not be adopted by the board of
regents.

Mr. MiCoer. At your college?
Admiral HAYNES. Yes, sir.

AuConsi. On what basis?
Admiral HAYNES. On the basis that the board of regents has the

right to define the degree requirements.
Mr. AuCoiN. In other words, it is not the Federal Government's

business?
Adsniral HAYNES. I think that may be overstating the case

slightly.
Mr. MiConsi. But it comes pretty close to that?
Admirril HAYNES. Yes.

"Mr. AuConi. And the Federal Government can take its subsidies
and give them-perhaps to Massachusetts?

Admiral HAYNES. I think probably, Mr. Chairman, if it came
down to the wi)ef about' whether or not, we would require the
individual: to sit or a license as a part of that Texas A. & M.
d , I have an idea which way it would go.

AuCom. You have a better idea than I have. You are
making it pretty clear, for the record.

Admiral 44AYNB13. That is what I have in mind to dO: We havi
checked this out with our board of regents and we know where
they stand. We would be very disappointed if this should work t9
the disadvintege of our cadets. We don't want that to happen if
that is at all possible.

Mr. AuCong How did your cadet graduates do on the Coast --
Guard exam?

Admiral HAYNES. Fifty-fiie took the exam. All. of them passed ,

but 44 had to be. reexamined on on part or another. The first time
that weans 55 teas 44.

This is in Congressmtui Studd's subcommittee report, by the way.
Did you know that? It is in there.

Mr. AuCong. That may have been one detail I missed. -
- Admiral HAYNES. It is on page 43. -

AtiCong. Why don't you Just read it for me?
Admiral HAYNES. Fift y-five took the examination. Forty-four

failed one or two parts. They all passed on the secondstry.
Mr. &Com. How many elements of the examination are there?
Admiral HAYNES. I hope someone will correct me if I am wrong

on this. I believe there are eight. The one that hangs up an awful
lot of people is the rules of road section of the exam in which they
must make a passing grade of 90. We had an instance last summer
when 32 took the exam and 30 palled, 2 failed partially and each
failid one rules of the road question, thereby failing that section of
the examination. -

There are some of us who think that 90 may not be realistic.
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The other one that causes real problems is the flashing light test.
If you have not seen' the .flashing light test it might be a good
ideaI don't mean to be presumptuousthis is a little black box
with flashing lights in it that bear little, if any, resemblance to the
actual flashing light at sea.% have not yet foundthat is an
exaggeration; very few third mates have to send messages by flash-
ing light but that is a part of the examination and until they pass
that they may not get their license. They have 6 months in which
to pass the flashing light test and if within that 6 rnQnths they
have not, passed' that -test they must take the entire examination
over. .

This has just happened to one of our cadets.
Mr. AuCoot What is your feeling about the double standard in

the training vessel inspections the Coast Guard applies in one case
to the academies and irrthe other case to itself?

Admiral HAYNES. Double standard is your term.
Mr. AuCom. That is right. :

Admiral HAyNES. I am not sure, that it is a double standard. I am
very new, on the block.

It is my perception thal the inspection techniques used by the
Coast Guard adequately reflect the needs of the merchant service.
living spent so many years in the Nally, the inspection standards
of the Navy, fleet ships, if you *ill, ere considerably different. I
won't say they are any higher or lower, they are 'just different.

'We have had no difficulty with Coast Guard marine Inspectors in
the. inspections of the Texas Vlipper, which is a 34year-old training
Ship.
lMr.'AtrCom If they are good enough for you, do you think they

be.. good enough for the Coast Guard to apply to itself?
Admiral }lamas.. I go to sea every summer and you may be
ured I don't go to sea in anything that is not safe. I have a_very

rsonal interest in the safety of that.ship.
Mr. AtiCom. What is your response to, my question. Should the
me standoils applied to your vessel inspection be applied to

t aihing ships of the Coast GUardin ydur judgment?
Admiral HAYNES. In my judgment, should the Coast Guard apply

the same inspection standards that--$
Mr. AtiCom. You have indicated to the committee you have no

difficulty in living with the standards it imposes on you..
Admiral HAYNES. Thetis correct.
Mr,. AuChor. Yon also know .from the testimony That the stand.

ards are less for the: Coast ,Gtiaid's own training ships. As an
impartial observer and an obeerVer who is informed, would you
offer the advice that perhaps the Coast Guard would do well te r/
apply those same high standards you live with to its own training.
vessels? That is my question.

Admiral HAYNES. I am not trying to equivocate now, but I don't
know that much about the tragedy in Chesapeake Bay. I, would say
that the standards that they have used for their training ships are
obviously inadequate.

Now that was a 92-foot cutter or something.The Texas Clipper is
473 feet long and 14,500 tons. It is like comparing a row boat and a
yacht. I don't think it is probably accurate to draw that compari-
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son. It is obvious they need improved inspection training standards
for, their training ships.

Mr. Au thi. I would like your opinion about changing the subsi-
diesdies from ants to loans.

Admi YNES: My opinion is that it would be an improvement
if thereby ,a larger number of Maritime. Service cadets were eligible

financial assistance. If not, we would be opposed to changing it
to a roan.

In other words, we receive 35 a year now, _35 subsidies. If we
were to receive 35 loans, that would appear to be no improvement
to us.
'Mr. AuCom, Well, I am not talking in terms of enriching the

amount of Federal assistance that ponies to you. I am talking about
the f9rm'nf the Federal assistance. That is the question.

So my question is: Do you support the idea of having the funds
come to students on the basis of loans the repayment of which can
be waived, if there is a service obligation met?

Admiral Morriss. Yes, sir, I do.
Mr, &Con& I have no further questions.' .

Minority counsel has been sitting, patiently. 'Do you have any
questions at this time? .

' Mr Losoi.-No, sir.
Mr. AuCo1N.. Admiral, thank you for your testimony and we

appreciate the thoughts that you have given us. We stand in ad-
journment. .

,

[The: folloWing was submitted for the record:] '
Tries A. & M. UNIVICSSITY AT GALVESTON,

Be Galveston, Tex.. January 1, IMO
Cobgreasman Las AuC0IN,

f Chairman, Ad Hoc Select oSubcommittee on Maritime Education and Training,
Washington, DC

DEAR CoNoassaetAN AtiCorie I am pleased to reply to your letters of 18 December
and trust my response will be of use to your subcommittee.

The' amendments to the Merchant Marine Reserve, U S Naval Reserve program,
will be complementary to the changes incorporated in the Naval Science offerings
at the Texas Maritime College, and reflect the goals of the Navy and the College.
Specifically, courses relating to fields of endeavor in the fleet which the Merchant
Marine Reserve Officer will not require in his career have been deleted from the
inventory. "New" course offerings tailored to the needs of the merchant service
outer and developed by the Navy in cooperation with the College will be offered at
appropriate times in the prospective maritime service Alai's undergraduate educa-
tion.

We are very favorably impressed. with the Merchant ReServe Program, and be -
lieve that it will have a positive' influence. The is considerably more
relevant totcneeds of the individual, and agrett esiertexgg than
poorly

neeieni
active duty or reserve service options currently available to our graduates, and I
expect considerably greater acceptance of the reserve program than has been our
past experience.

My answers to your questions may be found in the attachment. iPktiase let me
know if 1 may be of further assistance.

'Sincerely.

w.
KLNiETEIG. HAYNES, p

RADM, GSM% Dean,

Question. 1. What is the primary functionof the Texas Maritime College? (*era
do you believe that you have been successful implemental:this primary function?

Answer. The primary function of the Texas Maritime OSI)ege is the education and
training of men and women for careers in the maritime industy. The T iitgpirMar
time College administers degree programs in Marine Engineering, Marine'llskispor-

4ation, and Maritime Administration. The College plans and carries ouistshe summer,
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training cruises conducted each summer in the 'Training Ship Texas Clipper. The
- majority of the licensed officers sailing in the Texas Clipper are on the faculty of

the Texas Maritime College and the Dean, Texas Maritime College, embarks as the
f Senior University Representative Deck and engine cadets complete the theory and

practical application required by the deck and engine cadet cruise training manuals
under the careful supervision of the embarked licensed officers. Senior cadets are
given responsibilities ordinarily associated with those of the Third Mate or Third
Assistant Engineer.

We have been successfUl in implementing the primary function of tlie College as
attested to by the fate reputation gained by our gradua now working in the
industry and by the significant increases in enrollment in ur license option pro-
grams.

Question 2 What effect, if any, will the International Convention on Standards of
Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers ave on the training pro-
vided by the Texas Maritime College? What initiative if any, has the Texas
Maritime College taken to accommodate this Convention?

Answer A change to Regulation 11/4. paragraph 2(c) of e draft report of the 14
June-7 July 1978 international Conference on the Trai ing and Certification of
Seafarers resulted in a proposed requirement for 12 months seatime for certification
of deck officers With this significant exceptionfithe IMCO standards would have
little or no effect on the training provided by the Texas Maritime College Should
the 12 month seatime requirement be literally interpreted and implemented by the
United States, the effect on the Texas Maritime College would be ,very serious and
could resift. in 'the discontinuation of Maritime Service Cadet training at this
institution. The doubling of seatime requirements, and the concomitant increase in
operating -costs borne by the State, and the license option students, would result in
fewer applicants applying for admission to Maritime Service Cadet programs at
significantly increased costs.

The Texas Maritime College, in consultation with our colleagues arittthe industry,
has consistently upgraded curricular offerings in the degree programs offering the
license option to reflect the needs of the industry and the individual. The training
capabilities inherent in the Texas Clipper have been improved as time and money
have permitted. The College, as an academic component of the Texas A&M Univer-
sity at Galveston, bas pursued a vigorous recruitment program to seek out the best
qualified, experienced licensed officers to serve on our faculty and the program has
been successful to a notable degree. In that the Texas Maritime College, as well as
our colleagues, has' been much aware of the need to provide tie resources for the
adequate training and education of the professional manner, IMCO generated ini-
tiatives have been unnecessary. Consequently, we have taken issue with the positicin
that an extension of seatime is necessary to improve the capability of the graduate
of United States' Maritime service training.and education institutions

Ship handling and engine room simulators as well as cargo handling simulators
would contribute to the improvement of maritime service training and should be
made available to the State maritime academies and colleges as soon as possible
The Texas Maritime College will continue an active dialogue with responsible
elements of the United States maritime industry In order to insure, in so far as
possible; that our institution provides -the prospective mariner with an education

' that will serve botilthe individual and the industry in the most effective manner.
"troubling" the seatime requirement for prospective mates is considered to accont-
aliak little else for the Texas Maritime Cqllege than to double the costs of the
summer training cruise

Question' 1 As you know, the Maritime Administration has recommended an
amendment to Subsection 1304(d)(2) that would tie the upper limit of the prescribed
number of out-of-state students at any one' state maritime academy to the number

4 of students enrolled rather that to such school's total student capacity which may
or may not be fully utilised.

(a) Whet would be the effect of this amendment on the Texas Maritime College'
Answer. This would have no effect on the Texas, Maritime College at the present

time As the College commences the Spring semester of the 1979-80 academic year.,
120 of the 211b Mantime Service Cadets are registered as being out-of-state.

(1)/ Do you favor or oppose this amendment? Why'
Answer. The amendment is opposed as being restrictive and burdensome. There is

no objection to a percentage being defined, using as a base the expected maximum
enrollment,of the institution Ten 'percent, used in the current Jew., is considered to
be an adequate guideline.

Question 4. 1 have read "with interest your comments with respect to Section 1304
f (LIMO, that requires passage of the entry-level merchant marine officer license
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exam prior to graduation If I understand you correctly, you are recommending that
this requirement should come under the student loan provision of Section 1304(f)

(a) Am I correct in this?
Answer. You are correct.
(b) In other words, this would be one of the conditions for a student to receive a

loan'
Answer. That would be one of the conditions; however, it is to be noted that a

student at this University will be granted a degree at such time as he or she has
satisfied the degree requirements as defined in the catalog under which the student
first enrolled.' ..

Question 5. You say that you are not of the opinion that a call to active duty
should be considered a form of punishnient Consequently, it is not appropriate that
it should be considered in lieu for those who fail to honor those commitments Just
what do you mean by this'.

Answer The proposal that the individual who fails to carry out the repayment
provisions of a loan be ."drafted" into the Armed. Services of the United States
places that in the same general category with other forms of redress for loan
forfeitures, and implies that service in the Armed Forces is punitive in nature
Were the proposal to be implemented, it would place the culprit in the ranks of
those who have chosen to serve their country by virtue of a personal commitment.
and is in discord with the philosophy of an "all volunteer force " The payack
provisions in the draft bill are considered to be appropriate.and adequate to cover
foreseeable contingencies and. involuntary orders to active duty, in the absence of a
declared national emergency, are not necessary

[Whereupon, at 5:35 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned.]

I
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MART ME EDUCATION AND TRAINING ACT

\ TUESDAY, DECEMBER II, 1979

HOUSE OF,FZIRESENTATIVES, AD HOC SELECT SUBC9MMIT-

.

TEE ON ME EDUCATION AND TRAINING, COMMIT
TEE ON-M MARINE AND FISHERIES,

Washington, D.C.
The ad hoc select subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:65

a.m., an room 1 Longwbrth House Office Building, Hon. Les
AuCoin (chairman the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Represen tives AuCoin and Evans frOm the Virgin

Also present; Dan' ,Pdinshin, Leonard L. Sutter, Jr., Ron Losch,
and Suzanne Bohn.

Mr. AuConi. The ubcoriimittee on Maritime Education and
Training will collie to rder. 4. .

Today we the second day of hearings on the Maritime
Education and in Act of 1979. The first witness is Mr. V. J.
Gianelloni, r of he Louisiana Maritime and Petroleum/ill-
stitute.

Sir, will you come fo ard. Welcome to the committee. We look
forward tohearing your PY

STATEMENT OF Y. J. LLONI III, DIRECTOR, LOUISIANA
MARINE PETROLEUM INSTITUTE

to show that the commit has a copy of a letter from the Gover-
nor's

GIANELLONI. Mrs. AuCoin. I would like the record

office verifying that am speaking in behalf of the State of
Louis a. '

Mr. AuCost. Yes, it is no
Mr. GIANIILLONI. Mr. Au sin and other members a the select

committee:
The State of Louisiana a MEdor maritimeindustry. Our State

is unique in many ways, one of which is the diversity of its marine
industry. -We have large employment in all sectors of the marine
industry. We have three major deep-sea ports. Two of these are on
the Mississippi River, which provides water transportation for 40
percent of the continental United States. These two ports naturally
serve as a transfer point from the domestic river fleet to deep.draft
vessels. I understand that New Orleans has just passed New York
as the largest port in the Nation in terms of tonnage shipped.
River and Intracoastal canal Wiring tonnage is very significant in
this regard..

We also have a large and vital fishery industry. In fact, Louisi-
ana ranks first in tonnage of fish landed and third in value of
catchtaken from "Fisheries of the United States," issued April

(29.5)
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1979. This places our State ahead of many of the trpditionaj fisher-
ies States.

However'', the Most unique characteristic of the Louisiana marine
industry is the marine operations in support of offshore energy
exploration and production. . .

The U.S. Departinent "of Commerceis Office of Maritime Labor_
and Training recentlySeptember 1979completed a worjE force
supply and demand study,. 1979-88, for the offshore support sector
of the marine industry.

The study establishes the size of the fleet of this sector at 2,851
vessels: Even more importantly, however,"it found that there is
currently a 8,567-person shortage below the legal minimum man-
_fling levels. -

It further states on page iii:
.

- If the U S COast Guard rigorously enforced its minimum staffing requirements
for this marine sector, approximately 36 percent of the entire offshore M. & 0.
fleetor 1,028 veaselscould be Iaid-up.

. i do not believe that'this Nation csui to lerate the relulting'de-
- Crease in our domestic energy production.

My poin in reviewing the Lousiana marine industry. and the
results of 'that Federal study is to focus on the proposed new
section 1301 of the Merchant Marine Act,. 1936.

That proposed section contains the phrase "total seapower forces
of the Nation.' We in Louisiana interpret that phrase to. mean all
types of vessels, not Just deep draft Vessels. 4

This subcommittee should recognize that this phrase oncom-
the vessels that operate in coastal waters, estuaries, "wet-.

rdessand inland waters, such -as canals and river systems. Train-
ing for the operation of these highly specialized and technically
sophisticated vessels is not addressed in the present bill: The River-
ine Forces and Operation Market Time in the Vietnam conflict, as
well as the necessity of bringing large nunibei of river personnel
into aptive military serrvice during World War II, to deliver vessels
built along our extensive river systems, are evidence of this fact.

Much of the 0:lave was brought to the attention of this select
committee during the hearings held during the last- Congress, That'
testimony is to be found on pages 318 through 326 of the. hearings
testimonyserial No. 95-26.

We were very upset when not one word was mentioned in the
subSommittee's oversight report concerning the unique marine
training problems faced by the Sttite of Louisiana. HoWever, we
concur with a number of the recommendations inthat report. In
addition, with some minor modifications, we can fully support the
4resent bill.

The following _willbe our analysis of the various sections of the
proposedtitle XIII of the Merchant Marine Act of 1936.

Section. 1301discussed above.
Section 1302we believe that. two 'definitions should be added.

The term 'merchant marine officer" needs defining and thelerm
or phrase that is used to identify the schools covered by section
1304' Should be specifically defined. We would prefer the term
"maritime schools" rather than the phrase "maritime academies or
colleges" as used in the bill..This is due to the fact that academy
and/or college implies 4-year degree granting institutions.

t 13 at.
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e have been assured by personnel in the Maritime Administra-w
Lion that their intetpretation of!the bill's language would not ex-
clude nondegree vocational-technical schools and/or programs.
However, we would much prefer that the act establish, on its face, It
that a degree program is net requited under the act. Therefore,
would like tity recommend the following definitionekbe added. to
section 1302: e ,

(5) the term Maritime Se/10010)r "ItikaritiMe academies or.tolleies" if it is desired
to retain heat phrase) means any State or regional academy, co lege, instituteo.or
yocationaechnical school or program, whether degree granting or not, that it is
approved uridtLSection 1304 of this title;

16) the term Merchant Marine Officer means any.master, mate, pilot, engmeer,
radio officer, or operator licenped for service on Merchant Vessels of the United
States. t'

Section 1803 ` -Deals with Kings Point, not approp iiate fo> our
comments..

Section 1304We believe use of the phrase "maritime a mies
Or colleges" throughout this section has a connotation of a degree-
granting institution and would exclude vocational-technical 'train-
ing programs. We have suggested solutions to this problem under
section 1302.

Section 1304(a), (b) and (c)No objection except for the e terninol-
o'raritime Academy or College as discussed above.

1304(dX1XA)The requirement fbr training in steam-is
superfluous for persons seeking licenses' of limited tonnage. NO
.vessel of under 1,600gross tons under U.S. fag is steampowered, to
my knowledge. Yet vessels in this class outnumber steam vessels
by at least 10 to 1.

Section 1304(dX1XB)NO objections p 'ovided the standards are
professional in nature, rather than academic, and have no relation
to a -requirement for an academic degree for an instructor, unless a
pro*ssional requirement., such as a marine license is lin alterna-
tive.he term "superintendent" -should be amended to superin-
tendent, or president or director, or defused as including such.

Section 1304(dX1XC)Very necessary provision. Obtaining a
,cerise should be the end.result of any 'merchant marine officer"
training. Anything less it evidence that the. institution is stressing
academics over professional training. .

Section1304(dX2)No objection.
Section 1304(0No objection provide) this provision is not oblig-

atory.
Section 1304(t) No olkjection.
Section 1305 through 1307No objection.
Section 1307Unless the modifications suggested under section

1302 and 1304 are made, then State - operated, nondegree vqcation-
al-technicalprograms would be subject to this section. The State of
Louisiana has obtained a surplus Navy vessel. I understand the
State of Massachusetts also has such vessels. They are all but
impossible, due to cost, to convert to the Coast Guard's comniercial
vessel standards. Yet presumably they were adeqUate flat the
Armed Forces and .the possibility of operating 'in lutetile e viron-
ments, including 'combat.

Some provision should be mane for the use of surplus m itary
vessels by State-operated vocational-technical schools and/o pro-
grams without having to become a "State Maritime Acade y or
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College." The cost of converting surplus military vessels, to corn-
merdial standards is prohibitive for the States. Reconditioning to
the standards when built should be sufficient. If this is not done,
then no State could afford to offer Marine training at a lower level
than as a State maritime academy or college.

Section 1300Modification needed to include excess equipment
and also gear and supplies. Other legal actions such as donations,
gifts, charters, et cetera, should be included in addition 'to loans.

Mr. Chairman, my testimony today was on behalf of the State of
Louisiana. We are embarked upon a multimillion-dollar marine'
vocational training program. This is not because we do not recog
nize the.need to train deep-sea personnel, we believe Kings Point

'rind the State maritime academies are meeting that need.
However, no public institution'is providing comprehensive profes-

sional training for the smaller diesel-powered vessels that ply our
harbors, canals, and rivers and support activity on the Outer Conti-

' nental Shelf, including fishing. .

This is the void'that keuisiana is attempting to fill with the
Louisiana Marine and Petroleum Institute.

We hope that you will recognize this vital need and the national
interest involved therein and modify H.R. 5951 so that Louisiana
can obtain Federal assistance and recognition in its attempt to
provide this training.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify today. I hope I have
helped you understand the importance of this billQn developing the
total seapower forces of this Nation, and certain modifications that
must be made in the bill to accomplish this, in the opinion of the
State of Louisiana. .

Thank you. Any questions?
Mr. AuemN. Thank you. Are you familiar with H.R. 5164?
Mr. GIANELLONI. Very much so. '4
Mr. AuCorN. Which has been considered by the 'Coast Guard

subcommittee of the full Committee on Merchant Marine?
Mr. GIANELLONI. 1 testified before that committee also. .

Mr. AuCorN. Then you are aware that most of the problems,
unique problems, that you have testified to really are the subject of
that particular piece of legislation?
. Mr. GIANELLONI. I do not agree sir. That bill primarily addresses

A B's. it does not go at all into the regulatory requirements for sea
time to any of the licenses. In the committees opinion, that was
within-the egulatory authority of the Coast Guard, and Coast
Guard has indicated nothing to us that they intend to change Any
sea time requirements for limited licenses.
. The main advantage, as we see it, in meeting the needs as

outlined in the Department of Commerce study, is that as a State
maritime school, and being apprgyed, as such, we will be able to
produce the mates that that study says we are about 3,000 short, in
2 years instead of the 4 to 6 years it takes under, present Coast
Guard service requirements, so we are talking about No. 1, and I
feel, being in the particular phase of the industry,.Vam in, training,
providing comprehensive training for the industry, which is toliiiiiy
lacking now, .

It is not beinemet by Kings Point or the State maritime schools.
Nobody is meeting it, so No. 1, providing comprehensive training

, 1'
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and, No. 2, providing these people in a shorter period of time to
meet the needs of the industry. That bill addresses primarily A, B.
That is the first step in the ladder, but we also have got a problem
all the way up the w_hole ladder.

Mr. Au Com. I don't serve on theOitst Guard Subcommittee,
__,and so I am not, in a very strong position to discuss your impression

of that bill with you today. Maybe majority counsel would like to
do that. . .

Mr. Surma. Sir, I ihink one of two things should be clear for the
hearing record aethis point. Do you or do you not agree that the
fundamental problem that you are fated with down in your area is
so-called excessive manning and licensing requirements of existing
laws, Coast Guardimplemented, which are written primarily for
the deep-sea industry?

Mr. GIANEPLONI. That primarily, but there is also the problem of
B1C0 training and watchkeeping which will increase, and I am

re the State maritime schools made you aware of that, of certain
uirements even for their programs to get licenses.

Mr. Surrra..Perhaps we can touch on lMCO just a little later.
At this point, did you or did you not when you testified before,

Chairman Biaggi's subcommittee, testify that these excessive man
ning and licensing requirements by the Coast Guard were the
primary problem that you are faced with? .

Mr. GIANELLONI. Primarily, yes, sir.
Mr. SLITTER. The bill that has been reported by the Coast Guard

subcommittee, with the committee amendment, is a very complex
piece of legislation. I do not have the technical expertise that the
Coast Guard subcommittee has, but as I understand it, it does
ddress the qualifications for licensed officers with restricted li-
rises, which you call vessel operators or masters oh crew boats.
is bill does address those problems, does it not, sir?

r. GIANELL0111. This bill solves the conflict between 396 and
404, hich require engineers on all vessels over 15-gross 'tons,
which is another probleaLouisiana has in operating ferries.

,Mr. Surma. The point the chairman. is trying to make, is that he
is very sympathetic to your problem, but heels that you' are in
the wrong forum. If Chafrnon Biaggi i$ currently considering this
bill, and it will be reported Out, glen that is really, the proper
fothin, is it not, sir? . ,

Mr. GI uoin. On that issue; but the reason I an here, is that
we have pro .. , . s before both the Coast,Guard and theMatitime

the reason
riii..i,_,- . oval as- a State maritime-academy. That is

e fear in the State:of Louisiana that the
language, pri arily he use of the terminology Maritime Academy
and College will lock in, will have a connotation of a 4-year grant-
ing institution or at least 2 years, like Qriat Lakes as opposed to
vocational-technical training. ,.., .

The State of LoOsiana is seeking, and has been for the last 18
months, approval as a State maritime scleol. That is the reason we.
are at this committee, to make aura that the bill, or to let the
committees know that we, have concerns that language in this bill
may preclude our acceptance and approval` as a State maritime
school, with the ific,, mission that needs to be done in the
national interest. That is why we are here. .
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Mr. SMITE. TA that extent and I cannot speak for e chair-
man your testimony v4,11 be taken into consideration, ut ''as a
staff man we havi to remind you that the chairman is attempting
to implement legislatively the recommendatiorissif the. Studds cam,
mittee report, and you very clearlt set out, . i

We were very upset when not a word was mentioned in the subcommittee's
oversight report concerning the unique maritime yanking problems faced by the
State of toutsiana.

Mr. GIANELLONI. Yes, sir.
Mr. Sums. And so you can see the- position that the chairman 'is

in. You are really before the wrong forum, sir.
Mr. GIANELLONI. In that committee last year we made the com-

mittee also aware, sir, thitt vie were seeking approval as a State
maritime school, and that is my point in being here today. We are
seeking, the State of. Louisiana is seeking, approval as a State
maritime school. All the °flier schools at various times in their-
history were not degree-granting- institutions. We are nOt. We do
not plan on being degree granting, and we are just trying to
Protect the *ntereats of the State of Louisiana, that this bill does
not preclud our school from getting that approval, by impliedly
requiring a for State maritime academy approval:

Mr. AtiCong. Mr.' Gianelloni, I think you have made your point,
and the committee appretiates it. We do have a jurisdictional
problem, and I think you can be sensitive to that. I have to be.sensitive to that.

Mr. Gisimultn. I understand.
Mr. AtiCong I do appreciate your testimony. It,is noted that you

are delivering it .in behalf of the Governor, and I want to thank' .
, you for being here. I hope that you will convey my best wishes to

the Governor of Louisiana. -
Mr. GIANELLONI. Thank ru, Mr..kuCoin

.

-

Mr. AuCong. I would like now to oall Mr. Cannaliato, chairman ,
of the advisory board ,of the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy..

STATEMENT OF VINCENT CANNALIATO, CHAIRMAN,..U.S.
MERCHANT. MARINE ACADEMY ADVISORY BOARD

Mr: CANNALIATO. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommit-
tee: I am pleased to be- here today akyour request, to represent the
views 'of the advisory board of the U.S. Merchant Marine Acade-
mjthe Academy,,on H.R. 5451, a bill designed to provide for
educatidn and training in maritime subjects and to enact a number
of amendments to existing legislation in key areas.

Since.June of 1978 I havebeen chairman of the adviiiory board to
the Academy. Prior to becoming chairman, I served for 4 years as a
member of the advisory board. Professionally, I am employed as' a
vice president and stockholder of the investment banking firm of
Kidder, Peabody & Co, Inc., headquartered in New York City
where I am in charge of the firm's activity in asset and lease
financing, including supervisory responsibilities for the firm's fi-
nancing activity on behalf of the U.S. maritime industry..

In the course of my participation on the advisory board of the
Academy and its chairman, as well as in my professional activity, I
halt had the opportunity to make regulAr visits to the Academy to
review various aspects of the curriculum and have become ac-
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quainted on a personal basis with a -number of students at the
Academy and recent graduates. Kidder, Peabody has . also Von-
cored a number of 3d and '4th yearstudents on an internship basis
to work on special protects involving financial aspects of the. ship-

. pipg industry. As a result of these internships, my associates and 1

. have developed a high regard for the mission of the Academy and . ,

for its ability to train graduates who are-able to make significant
contributions to the maritime industry shortly after they leave the
Academy.

Accordingly, 1113. 5451 is of great interest to the advisory board,
which considers the Academy graduates to be 'a fiery valuable
resource. We wish the subcommittee to know that we support the
aim of H.R. 5451. We also Wish-to state that we .support those
comments and recommendations presented in the statement of
Samuel.Nemirow, Assistant Secretary for Maritime Affairs, which
-the Maritime Administration has submitted for further considers-
tion by the subcommittee. Wewill cheese to focus our-comments op

. selected aspects of the bill which are most germane to the experi-
ence of the advisory board.'.., ,

-In partictiat we would like to provide additional support for,
and perspectives, on, changes proposed by the Maritime Adminis-
tration with .regard to definitions, selection criteria, and the 5-year
service.obligation of students in Federal and State roaritimejtcade-
mien. in the balance of my' testimony I will address these isites as
they.occur sequentially in the bill.

We support the Maritinie Administration's suggestion (hilt sec-
tion 1302 define thelerin "merchant marine officer" to encompass
"` $ any master, mate, pilot, engineerf radio officer, or operator
licensed by the U.S. CoSst Guard to serve aboard, inetchant vessels '

of over 100 gross tons." We feel that a definition of this breadth
will better tecognize the widevariety of afloat services in which
'officer, graduates at Kings Point and the State schools presently
are employed and will prevent the mission of the schools being
narrowly construed as a training ground for officert in predorni-
nately,large ship service. In my contacts with the maritime indus-
try, I see the growing importance of such specialized sectors as
inland waterways transportation, and offshore drilling and mari-
time construction.

While these May not have been traditionally theIriclustry sectors
emphasized by the schools, they should nonetheless be encom-
passed within the scope and intent of the authority contained in
the bill for the Mission of the Merchant Marine Academy at Kings
Point and for the State academies.-

In section 1303, we fully agree with the modification made to the
existing statute, particularly with reference to a system of cpropeti-

, tive a4nissions to Kings Pointpage 8, lines .16-24. While the
advisory board recognizes the need for certain minimal academic
and physical standards uniformly applied to the applicant pool, we
particularly endorse the subcommittee's position that the system of
competition should include and, give due weight to an assessment of
such other .qualitative factors considered to be effective indicators
of motivation and probability of successful completion of training
at the academy. The broadest possible assessment of the individual,
we feel, is desirabitto identify those qualified persons with natural

*
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inclinations to certain sectors of the maritime industry who might
otherwise be denied admission

The advisory board feels that the 5-year service obligation op-
tions could be strengthened in ways which will benefit the 'mari-
time industry.

We are in support of the view of the Maritime Administration
that the shoreside service option of Kings Point graduatespage 8,
lines 5-8should be strengthened to require at least g years of
afloat employment even as part of this particular option. Further-
more, we feel that the Secretary should be able to suspend this
shoreside service option entirely, if circumstances require this in
the national interest, whether in peacetime or declared emergency.

With regard to the strengthemn of the requirement for afloat
service, it is fair to note that within the advisory board, we have
many members whose involvement in the maritime industry re-
flects the management and financial shoreside aspecth of the busi-
ness. All of us have been impressed with the number of highly
competent graduates of Kings Point who have been able `to rapidly
assume significant positions of responsibility in the management
function of shipping companies, and recognize that for graduates of
Kings Point this is a particularly attractive career strategy for -

participating in the industry. - .

However, our board shares the concern of Assistant Secretary
Nemirow, that in recent years, the graduates of Kings Point and
the other academies have too often limited their afloat experience
to their formal academy curriculum, thereby depriving the indus-
try of much of the contribution of their perspective and education
in seamanship.

Recognizing the need for graduate education and its importance
in the technical or management function of the maritime industry,
we would also want to support the Maritime Administration's pro-
posal that the Secretary grant deferral of all or part of the service
obligation for a period not to exceed 2 years for graduates for the
purpose of engaging in a graduate course of study in an accredited
graduate school. We think this maintains the most logical sequence
for the highly motivated student of undergraduate education fol-
lowed by an advanced degreethat is, masters in businest adminis-
tration, masters of science or even a law degree in admiralty law-
and does serve to make the graduates of the academy better pre-
pared when they ultimately discharge their afloat and shoreside
obligations.

We would propose that these modifications in-the service require- ..

ments be made for the State academies' cadets, as well as the U.S.
Merchant Marine Academy. graduates.
, I would be glad to expand on any of the points ikhich have been
...iraised and am pleased to answer any questions which the subcom-
'cntittee may wish to.ask. :

Mr. Anew. Thank you, Mr.. Cannaliato. I want to compliment
you for a mery constructive 'statement. It is very useful td this
subcommittee, and I appreciate it very much. I have a series of

. questions to pursue, but prior to doing that, I wanted to make that
observation.

First of all let me explore for the purposes of the recordand
. frankly for the subcommittee members and myself, the precise
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function and purpose of, the advisory board. Kings Point has a
board orovqrseers. There is an alumni association at Kings Point.
There is also an advisory board and maybe other entities as well.
What, is the 'precise function of the axlvitiory board, as you under-
stand it?

Mr. CANNALIATO. The adivosry board is appointed by the Secre-
tary of Commerce to advise the Secretary on the academic curricu-
lum, mission of the academy, and all aspects of the academy. The
members of the advisory board are usually industry leaders. We
cover all the industry .parts, and we rotate those positions from
time to time by bringing new members on it. But our priinary
function is to advise the Secretary on changes to be made, pointt
that should be strengthened, and problems that may arise at the
school. It is a very active board. We get involved in academic and
morale problems, as well as the admissions requirements and
standards.

I personally am very concerned about the graduates of the acade-
my and what. functions they provide in the industry. One of the
reasons that I originally went on the advisory board is I felt that
the maritime area management needed better qualified executives
in the senior levels, and I felt that you had to start that at the
junior level, to develop those kinds of, management- that not only
understood the problems of managing, but understood the indus-
tryfrom sailing on shi right onup. I think that that is critical
for the industry to surf lye and to be competitive in the world
situation.

Mr. AUCOIN. Se you function principally as a resource to MarAd?
Mr: CANNAtIATO. Yes.
Mr. AUCOIN. Not as an advisory resource to the administration

at Kings Point?
Mr. CANNALIATO: That is right.
Mr. AuCom. To what extent are you a recommendation agency?

Of course, you must serve two functionsyou react to ideas, policy
considerations, proposals from MarAd, but you must ,also initiate
ideas as well, based on your experience with the institution and

_your members' own expertise. To what extent do you initiate policy
recommendations to MarAd?

Mr; CANNALIATO. Ovei the 6 years that I have on the board,
our primary function has been to interface with the midshipmen,
the faculty, and the administrators at the academy, to find out how
we can improve the educational background of the midshipmen in
the marine area, how we can improve the shipboard training that
the midshipmen receive and also to better prepare the graduates
for the industry.

We get input from the midshipmen, the faculty, the administra-
tors,ias well as the industry on what changes should be made, and
we make these recommendations to the Secretary. Most of the
recommendations we have made to the Secretary are very detailed,
and a lot of them are implemented. I would think that a majority
-of our functions flow from the acitclemy up to the Secretary as
opposed to the other way around.

r., AuCoiN:Who sets the agenda for the advisory board?
Mr. CANNALIATO. I do.
Mr. AuCom. You as chairman set the agenda?

' .
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Mr. CANNAUATO. Yes.
Mr. Au Com. Is that in consultation with Mar Ad? '
Mr. CANNAUATO. Mar Ad is advised of the agenda.
Mr. &Cont. It is an inforisational communication?
Mr. CANNAUATO. Yes. I sit the agenda and send it up to Mar Ad

for publicationit is sent br the chairman.
Mr. Au Coni. Have there been any instances since you have been

chairthan in which MarAd' has changed the agenda?
Mr. CANNAUATO. No. /
Mr: AuCont. Has MarAd ever asked you to change the agenda?
Mr. CANNALIAO. No.
Mr. AuConr. Can you give the committee some specific examples

of recommendations that you have made to MarAd, having gath-
eied input from midshipmen, from the faculty and from the admin-
istration, examples thfrt are of some consequence and That have
gone into effect?

Mr. CANNAISATO. We have several recommendations that are
being looked at at MArAd right now.

Mr. AuCong. How/ about ones that have been implemented in the
past?

Mr. CANNAUATO-. -One of the things that we proposed in previous
years was in the admissions area. One of the things we were
concerned about was that there were some criteria that we felt
prevented proper competition fdr admissions to the academy. For
example, in the past students that applied whose fathers had grad-
uated frord the academy, had received extra credits in getting into
the.academy. That was one area that we strongly felt should be

ed, because we wanted to get, not only the most academically
qualified individuals, but the most motivated individuals.

We felt that the fact that his family was involved in the mari-
time area would help him in general, but we certainly should not
make that a consequence, a fact that it should happen automatical-
ly. That should be obtained through interviews, when we interview
the Midshipmen, and those kinds of motivative input should go into
the evaluatiOn, but it should not-be automatic.

Mr. AuCow That was a recommendation you made to MarAd?
Mr. CANNALIA#0. Yes. We made other recommendations.
Mr. AuCkei. That were implemented?
Mr. CANNALIAd. Yes,, about 11/4 yeais ago.
Mr. &Cont. The advisory board supports that section of the bill"

before us that puts a similar dictum
Mr. CANNALIATIO. Yes.
Mr. AnCong lcoiitinuingl. Into the statute?
MT..CANNALIATO.:Our. mission is to get the most qualified individ-

uals into the schools,'So we can produce the greatest graduates that
will support the i

Mr.
was this something, tha MarAd indicated that it was contemplat-
un

to say

and wanted your advice on?
Mr. CANNALIATO. t was a proposal we supported.'That was

something that we looked into. MarAd was also concerned
about it. I would thin ,that both parties supported that proposal.

ht

Who initiated it I cotif 'not say.

iC
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Mr. Au Com. Could you Just think for a moment and give the
committee an example on the part of the advisory committee that
it brought to Mar Ad's attention on its own initiative, that has some
consequence, that MarAd has implemented?

Mr. CANNALIATO. Three years ago we' suggested to the Maritime
Administration that we should consider getting accredited as an
engineering school, which meant that we had to add a few engi-
neering courses and beef up our engineering staff to get the ac-
creditation in this area. We have worked in the last 3 years- to do
that. We hope that in 1983, the class of 1983 will qualify as an
accredited engineering school. That was a proposal we supported
about 31/2 years ago, which is being implemented right now.

Mr. AuCottr. That was an idea born within the advisory commit-
tee?

Mr. CANNALIATO. At the advisory .board at the academy, right.
Other things that we have suggested, a lot of times the suggestions
that the advisor), board comes up with are given to the administra-
tors at the academy, and we hope to have those implemented at
the acadenty level as opposed to going to the Secretary and having
it come back down,,if the Secretary agrees with it. A lot of the
things that we have come up with, strengthening certain parts of
the curriculum, have been implemented by the dean in the past.

Recommendations on plant expansion have been implemented,
on updating a lot of the administrative parts of the academy for
the midshipmen. That has been implethented by the academy, and
we have gotten pretty good support in the past from the academy
in implementing a lot of our recommendations.

Recently we hid some of our recommendations over the last
couple of years receive a lot of resistance from the academy admin-
istrators, and in those particular instances we have gone up to the
Secretary to ask for his support in implementing them.

Mr. AuCott4. What were the results of those?
Mr. CANNALIATO. It is a little early' to tell. One of the areas that

we discussed at the last board meeting and at several previous
board meetings, is the establishment of the pub, located at the
academy.

Mr. AuCont A pub?
Mr. CANNALIATO. A pub; pubs are available at all the other

Federal academies, and, in 1979, we lost two midshipmen in a car
accident that hit a tree coming back to the academy. In 1977, we
lost one midshipman in a car accident. That accident was caused
by drinking by the midshipmen. We felt that if the academy had a
pub located on campus, that might lower the probability that that
would happen in the future. That is now being proposed to the
Secretary, and I understand that the academy is now reviewing
that, and may implement that in 1980.

We are also looking at the medical facilities at the academy. The
board has received, over the last 2 years, complaints by the mid-
shipmen that the medical facilities available to the midshipmen
have not been adequate. At the last board meeting we went into
great detail in reviewing the medical facilities, tind we have asked
the Public Health Department to also do an audit, and review it,
and advise the board of the plant facilities as well as the medical
facilities available to the midshipmen.
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We feel that the review procedures that we set up will review
the medical facilities; and if necessarysome of this may not be
necessarychanges will be made, and that is again, we feel, a very
important part of our' function, of looking into the welfare of the
-midshipmen as well as the education of the midshipmen.

M'r. Au Com. So it is really more accurate to say that your
adtiisory function is not exclusively to Mar Ad; you also advise and
consult with the administration, and in some cases, when met with
resistance on something which you feel strongly about, you then
take it to the agency. Is that accurate?

Mr. CANNALIATO. That is correct, Mr. Chairman. We only go to
the Secretary when we Can't solve the problem.

Mr. Au Com. You have indicated some resistance on the part of
the administration at Kings Point in the recent past. Can you
elaborate on that a little bit more? How would you describe the
receptivity that the advisory board has experienced on its recom-
mendations to the academy itself and to the administration of the
academy, in the last few 'years, overall? This really is a serious
problem. It is not meant to be a hostile question; and I need as
much candor as you can give the committee.

Mr. CANNALIATO. We have received, in the lest couple of years, a
ldt of cooperation from the administration at the academy, in
maintaining improvemepth and ip-re xiewing recommendations.
Some of the recommendations that-lye look at, we change our mind
on after we get all the facts, but we want to get/ those inputs so we
can make a logical and, an educated recommendation to the Secre-
tary, as opposed fo making an observation that comes from one
source.

We have gotten a lot of cooperation in the past. I have seen,
since I joined the board, which is 6 years ago, a tremendous im-
provement in their cooperation. When I first joined the board, the
board's primary function was to go and have a dog and a pony
show. They would have presentations from each of the departments
of the academy, have a nice lunch and go away.

Mr. AuColn. And full per diem and expenses at the same time?
Mr. CANNALIATO. Per diem and expenses were paid for the advi-

sory board members. I have personally never put in for any ex-
pensea or pr diem since I havebeen on the board.
' Mr. AulN. Per diem and expenses are there for a real reason?

Mr. CANNALIATO. ht.'
Mr. AuCom. And if somet is being accomplished, obviously

that purpose is being served. You indicating that you have seen
an improvement in the substanti discussions of the advisory
board, when they meet under those c oes?

Mr., CANNALIATO. Right.
Mr. tAuCong. And that has been over a period of what time?
Mr. CANNALIATO. I have been on the board for 6 years now.
Mr. AuCong. Are you a Kings Point graduate?
Mr. CANNALIATO. No, I am not.
Mr. AuCom. Are you a graduate of a Sta my?
Mr. CANNALIATO. No, I am not.
Mr. AuCong. How many graduates of any academies are on the

board?

223
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Mr. CANNALIATO. We have one member, Joe Scroggins, who is a
Kings Point graduate on the board. The previous chairman of the
board, Ed Heine, is also a graduate. We would like to at least get
one member of the board that is a graduate, not that that is a
requirement.

Mr. AUCOIN. The statute states that the Secretaty of Commerce
may appoint an advisory board to the U.S. Merchant Marine Acad-
emy consisting of not more than seven persons of distinction in
education, and other fields relating to the purposes of the academy.

Looking over the current memberlikip of the board, I find one
person in education, the rest from industry, if I am correct in the
document I have before me. Is it your . feeling that that is in
keeping with the statute?

Mr. CANNALIATO. There are two members of the board that have
education backgrounds. Peden is a professor a the University of
Washington and. was a recent appointee in 1977, I believe.

Mr. AUCOIN. That is the one individual that caught my eye.
Mr. CANNALIATO. Also in the education field I was an instructor

at the University of Maryland and taught mathematics, and am on
another advisory board for a privately held school in New Jersey.

Mr. AuCom. It would be your interpretation that that configura-
tion is not in harmony and in keeping with the statutory language
I read?

Mr. CANNAUATO. Yes. We plan on adding another generalist. We
hat one full-time person in English. We would like to get one in
humanities.

Mr. AuCom. What would be the valde of having someone from
the humanities?

Mr. CANNAUATO. We feel that the school.providesshort-term as
well as long-term leaders in the maritime area. Last year the
graduates of the Merchant Marine Academy, 94 percent of them
.sailed, and we have found in the last-- 't

Mr. AuCong. Lath year's graduating class?
Mr. CANNALIATO. Kings Point.
Mr. AuComi. That would be the June graduates?
Mr. CANNALIATO. I think by September. A lot -of the graduates

take the summer off.
Mr. AuCom They graduated in June and were, sailing by Sep-

tember?
Mr. CANNAUATO. By September we had 94 percent actually sail-

ing on vessels, and since I have been on the adviso board, and I
-when the jobs have lable thecannot go back into history,

midshipmen, ,bdth male and female, have sailed. We I k at the
function of the school short term as 'Well as long term. We also look
to some of .thesellidshipmen filling senior management roles in
shipping inctiistrieN in running shipping companies and serving the

- management role lBeyond just in sailing later on. I think that
strengthening the academic background .of the individuals is cer-
tainly one of the missions, certainly not the most important mis-
sion but one of the missions of the academy.

Mr. AUCOIN. Can it be argued that a person filling that kind of
job could be educated just as well going to a standard college and
paying his own rather than having somebody train for manage-

0
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meat in an industry at taxpayerVexpense? This is an issue, as you
well know.

Mr. CANNALIATO. I agree in general, with that statement, i-Ait.1
would like to see senior management in the shipping industry be a
person that bah sailed for maybe ,10 or 15 years, and has sailing
ability as well as the academic background. I think that the man-
agement of shipping industries should have the experience of actual-
ly sailing on-vessels and performing 'Unctions on that vessel, hope,
'fully all the way up to being a captain on that vessel, so I would
think that bringing a generalist who does not understand the par-
ticular nature of the maritime area would not serve that function-
very properly in the. long run.

Mr. AUCOIN. As a spokesman for the advisory board, how vigor-
. ously committed 'are you to a very tight and strong service obliga-

tion.
Mr. CANNALIATO. Very much so. We feel that the midshipmen

should sail. That is the purpose of the academy.
.:; Mr. AuConi. The maximum possible extent?

Mr. CANNAUATO. Absolutely.
AUCoIN. And if it was possible to make that for 5 years at

sea, as opposed to the maritime-related industries during that serv-
ice obligation; would that suit your highest preference?

Mr. CANNALIATO. We would not totally object to that, yes.
Mr. AuConi. 'You

We
what?

Mr. CANNALIATo We would not object to that.
Mr. AuConi. How vigorously do you endorse the idea?
Mr. CANNALIATO. We think that there should be some exceptions

to that,, but we endorse that. We think that there pie certain
circumstances that the Secretary should have discretionary powers
with particular individual.

Mr. AbCom. Then I would take it that, with few exceptions-
MT. CANNALIATO. Yes.
Mr. AuCOIN (continuing). You strongly advocate that? ,
Mr. CANNALIATO. We strongly advocate that position.
Mr. AuCom. A sea service obligation to the maximum possible

extent?
_ CANNALIATO. Yes.

Mr. AuCoiri. If graduates, after meeting that obligation, dhbose
as they do at the other Federal 'military academies, to go

ismanarment. business, law, or whatever, then obviously there s no 71

ion on the part of the advisory committee board?
Mr: CANNALIATO. If.1 may comment
Mr. AuConi. I ust say, there is no objection on my art either.
Mr. CANNALIA 9' I think the correlation between l irtgs Point-

and the her military academies, such as West Point or Coast
Guard.A demy or Annapolis or the Air Force Academy, is slightly
different. ce a West -Point graduate gets out of the service and
enters civi an life, and he can do that after 5 years, he is usually
not in a re ted industry, as opposed to a graduate of Kings Point if
he goes out and sap for '5 years or 10_years, he usually Winds up in

'the Indust in a management role. He does not totally get out of
the mill as a Wes Point graduate would. I think that is valua-
ble asset that you realittluantify as to what that is worth to the
industry.

o,
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Mr. An Com. How often does the advisory boarld Meet?
Mr. CANNAL1ATO. We meet four times a year officially.
Mr. Au Com. Four times?
Mr. CAMNAUATO. Four times a year, but we have other interfaces

with the academy, with Mar Ad, and with other parts of the indus-
try I personally visit the academy probably on three or four otter
occasions at other than board meeting times.

Mr. An Copt. Where are the formal meetings usually held?
Mr. CAN, N#LIATO. The last meeting was held in Washington. We

have held- a meeting
Mr. ALIC0Iii. I don't need to have a complete list. Where are they

usually held?
Mr. CANNA! IATO. The Majority of them are held at the acaclem.r.

Some are held in Washingteh. Some are held in New WilE.
) have held meetings in St; .Louis.' e

Mr. Aye...Om-Would there be any locations that are unusual for
meetings of the advisory committee'?

Mr. CANNALIATO. The only meeting that was unusual --
pii.,Atrern. Offshore?,

7 Mr: CANNALIATCil
AtleciN. Soap 'here in the Sun Belt?

Mr, -CaNtiawetti:NESW. York does not qualify. I wish it did.
Meow. Nor does'Oregon.

Un page 3 of your testimony, you indicate that the advisory
board supports the proposed amendments submitted by the Man-
time Administration. Do you support some or all of the proposed

statemenC
trying to figure out what you mean by that

; Mr. CANN . Some of the amendments that the Maritime
Administration presented to the subcommittee were very technical,
and we did not feel we were qualified to comment on these. We

:commented on the ones we felt that we had the ability to comment
on, and make constructive criticism to support that particular posi-

'tion.
Mr. AuCum. Do you support all of the nontechnical amend-

,. ments?
Mr. CANNAL1ATO. That is a. hard question to answer, because

,some 'technical amendments I am .not that familiar with.
They may. not just be technical. They may have some other
cations that I am not aware of. In general, we support the ones
that we feel we are qualified to.

Mr. AuCom. You have been on the board for 4 years?
Mr. CaNNaliazo. Six years. '
Mr. AuConi. Six years. You are chairman?
Mr. CANNALIATO. Right.
Mr. AnConi. And I am sure ymi recognize the implications or

potential implications of long-range significance to what would
appear to be a technical amendment. So of the amendments that
you would judge to be non-technical, does" the advisory board

Mr. CANNAL1ATO. Yes.
Mr. AuCoul (continuing). Support all of them-- -
Mr. CANNALIATO. Yes.
Mr. AuCoul [continuing), Or some of them? And if so, which

ones? All of them?

010--16
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Mr. CANNAUATO. We support all of them that are not techrdeal
in nature..

Mr. Worm. What input did the board have in developing the
recommendations that the Maritime Administration brought for-
ward with respect to this bill? Were you consulted ahead of time?

Mr. CANNAUATO. As far as the board was concerned, we have
had input to the Maritime Administration on some of the points.
For example, in severld board meetings we supported having an
obligation to sail can. vessels, and that was eta* in our minutes of
those board meetings. That was submitted to MarAd at those
times. We did not prepare anything to MarAd on the bill that they
reviewed before submitting their position, but if you go back to our
previous minutes, and our preyious recommendations over the last
couple of years, a lot of the points, like having a requirement to
sail, have been positions of the board that were made to MarAd at
that time. But we did not submit anything recently.

Mr. AuConi. Looking at the advisory board topics for what I
believe to be the period 1977 through 1979, among the subjects that
yoti considered were minors and electives, tuition, and midshipmen
morale. I gather that the last category is the category in which you
discussed the pub, admissions, placement of graduates in Merchant
Marine Reserve. What is your opinion of midshipmen morale at
this point at Kings Point?

Mr..CANNAUATO. Well, We
Mr. AuConi. Is it a problem? Is, it a crisis?
Mr. CANNAUATO. It is not a crisis. We have had problems with

morale. Some of this,was due to certain problems that developed at
the Academy from time to time. The morale question is a question
that I, as chairman, constantly look at and get input from the
midshipmen. The morale, for example, was petty low in the medi-
cal area. Not being qualified in the medical area to comment on
the validity of their complaints about the .medical facilities, we
initiated at the last board meeting a proper review from the medi-
cal superiots, which is the Public Health. Department, as well as
the Academy in coming up with reviewing that, to see if there was
any justification in the complaints that we had received as a board.
Morale has gone down from time to time, and has peaked from
time to time. That depends on the problems that have come up.

Right now there are a few things that the midshipmen were
upset about. One of them was the medical facilities. Another one
was having the, ability to have a pub on campus. There have been a
lot of different kinds of things.

A couple of years ago pne of the big morale problems was they
could not find jobs sailing. There were no jobs available. They just
couldn't sail. They were upset about that. They wanted to sail and.
they couldn't. The problems change each year, and it is something
that I personally stay up on and try to maintain.my rapport with
the midshipmen so I can get that kind of feedback, and sort out
what is real and what is just imaginary.

Yon have people complain as a habit. young people have that
ability more than older people.

Mr. AuConi. Have you ever recommended to the administration
that it try to improve morale 'by taking whatever appropriate stein
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are available to increase communication between. the administra-
tion and the midshipmen.

Mr. CANNALIATO. Yes. I have made that recommenmdation to
the former superintendent of Kings Point on many, many occa-

,sions. That area was really never corrected, and obviously you
can't order that to be corrected, but that recommendation was
made to the previous administration at the Academy. As you know,
we are now looking for a new superintendent, and hppefully that
communication barrier between the midshipmen an the superin-
tendent, which causes 80 percent or 90 percent of that problem,
will be eliminated.

Mr. AuCom. Do you consider that one of the major problems in
this category?

Mr. CANNALIATO. Yes.
. Mr. AuCoor. On the bottom of page 6 of your testimony you have

indicated the following, and I quote: "We would propose that these
modifications in the service requirements be made for State acade-
my graduates as well as for U.S. Merchant Marine Academy gradu-
ates.'. A number of witnesses have suggested that it is not equita-
ble for the graduates of State academies to have identical service
obligations as graduates of the Federal Merchant Marine, Academy,
on the basisrthat they receive less Federal assistance.

I am wondering whether you agree or disagree with that conten-
tion.
. Mr. CANNALIATO. There are different classes of institutions that

fit into different categories. We feel that graduates of State Acade-
mies as well as the Federal Academy should be required to sail,
and I think that the feedback that I have gotten from the midship-
men in generalobviously there are exceptionsthat they want to
sail when they graduate, and that is the reason that they are
there. You do have exceptions from time to time, but the midship-
men feel an obligation to sail when they get out of the Academy.
We feel that the State schools, which are funded partly by the
Federal Government, but in part by the State governments, should
have anobligation to serve the industry in a nib* position, which
is the primary mission,of a midshipman. Now maybe the require-,

ment should be identical. Maybe it should be item on a pro rata
basis.

Mr.-Aueom. On what'asis?
Mr. CANNALIATO. Pro rata. For example, if you had a 2-year

basis, maybe that should be part of the requirement of a' 4-year
curticulum. But we think the requirement should be,there for all
the schools in one form or another.

Mr. AuCoin. Doesn't a moral obligation for a service require;
went fundamentally stem from a Federal expenditure to the stu-
dent

Mr. CANNA/AP:iv. Yes.
Mr. Allem/4.. For that student's education?
Mr. CANNALIATO. Yes.
Mr. AuCom. If that is the case, can it be argued that if there is

less in the way of Federal support for that students education,
there should be ,Aess in the way of a service obligation to that
student?
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Mr. CANNALIATO. From the Federal point of view, yes. But I
think from the State's point of view, the States are supporting
those schools and qe expending funds" to educate those inidship-
men to sail, usually in their area, and hopefully will get service
from a State point of view in that industry.

Mr. &Cons, Of course, it is our business to deal with the bill
before us? , / ,-

Mr. CANNALIATO. Yes.
Mr. AuConi. Which approaches it from the Federal point of

view. .

Mr. CANNALIATO. I agree. .

Mr. AuCoir. So you would not be opposid to the concept, at
least, of a varying scale on the service obligation?

"Mr. CANNALIATO. Yes, sir.
Mr. AuConi. In reviewing Kings Point admissions policies during

the advisory board sessions over the last couple of years, have you
found serious problems that you have felt a need to bring to the
attention of the Administration, or to the Secretary, beyond the
points you have already made in your testimony?

Mr. CANNALIATO. Yes, we have. We have found a lot of problems
that should be corrected, and some of which have been corrected.
For example; we have found midshipmen or prospective midship-
men applying from as many as 30 or -40 different States, soliciting
nominations from Congressmen throughout the United States, even

... though they are not residents of those .States,__io_increei4P t.his
chances of getting into the Academy. I felt, and I worked with
Catkain Jenkins; who is the head of admissions at the Academy,
fori.motiple of years in trying to get that changed, and we are
loolung into that, and some of those changes have been imple-
toe.nted. . .

_ Mr. &Cow. That I believe, was a recommendation of this cam-
.' mittee under the chairmanship. of Congressman Studds, and is

embodied in the oversight report of his subcommittee; It is not
. embodied in the bill before us right now: but, obviously, it is an

.. issue before this Subcomnlittee at this time.
Mr. CANNALIATO. Yes, I know. .

. Mr. AuCons. Hoer- serious of an error, in your judgment would it
he toomit such a requirement, such a prohibition?

'Mr. CANNAiiiera: In other words, not--
.; ..,Mr. At5Coni. Omit a prohibition. - 1

. Mr. CANNALIATO. I think that that preventaqthe Academy from
tin* the best graduates when. they g out. I .think we have to

in the beet students to start out th program that are both
emically and physically as well as ha tho motive to go into

tlyi industry. That should be the primary consideration. I think
13160 doing it by States where the students could apply to many,

... ..
many States eliminates some of the competition :of getting the best

. students, and I support changing that.

. Mr. AuCons. Then on the strength of that, hOviserious air error
do you think it would be if.this legislation passed Without a provi.

. Sion of the kind recommended -by the oversight report?
Mr. CANNALIATO. I would think it is pretty serious, because you

. / are not getting the best students.,
Mr. AuCons. So, do you think that is a major issue?

.
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, Mr.,,Camtautero. Yes. . .

',,- Mr: &Carr. Did the advisory-board blow. of and make any
', obligation on the 'basis of the waiver of minimum standards for

three students n the class of 1983 at Kings Pant in the. noncom.
,petitilie rniWons category? . .

Mr.Castrtauvro. No.
Mr. AuCoor. Ne to both questions?
Mr. CANNALIATO. Yee -

Mr. &COLN. You did not know of it, did not know that
occurred.

of
- ' . s

Is this the fait time you have heard lb*?
Mr. CANNAUATO. Yes. .-

. Mr. AuCoor. What is your opinion of the waiver of the minimum
standards. for thitt category. known as noncompetitive admissions
students?

Mr. Csbarauazo..Pireanally? Well, that is itn" area we have
talked about. The particular case you mintioned, I wasn't aware of,
but it has clime up Pi the past. We *ire Mt, at least' I have felt
personally, and I am not speaking for thereat of the board, becauite
I have not polled their opinions on that point. But a lot of times in
"the pint I thought that the.jiglimentS used by the Administration
at the Academy Was not proper in admitting some of the midship-
men that did not meet the minimtun requie,ents. I realize that
Provision was put in for 'a wholly different, a whole multitude of
purposes, because you wanted to have some ftexibilitY, and 1 Plink
you need that for special cases. 4

Mr. AuCow. As I. ;
Mr. CANNALIATO. But I do not think .theY were implemented with

proterju . :4.. ent in all cases. 1 ,
Mr. A 'Dr. But I think we need to be: clear, as I am sure you

and I know, that the noncompetitive sdmissions entries to the.
. Academy still must meet a minimum ktandard for admissions?

Mr. CANNALIATO.-Yss, sir. . .

Mr. AuCoZN. Unless it is waived.
Mr. CANNALIATO. Yes. .

Mr. &Cons. In the case I et involviitg three 4udents it was
waived.by the former Superintendent: So fie are not talkiiig about
the noncompetitive admissions policy as, at this moment. We

!- are talking about the waiver of even minimum standards. This is
the first time you have heard of that? L . .

M;. CAIOTALIATO. Of those three, yes. ....1 . ,
Mr. AuConi. Have you heard of any other Instances? , :.

Mr. CAINTALIATO. In the past we have talktf- about that happen -
i ing in 1977, I believe it was another case. We think that they

. ! should not be waived.
i -----;---- MrAT.Com. A single case?
' Mr. CANNALIATO. I believe.it was a single case. I have to go back

to nky notes.
lile.'AuConi: Are those the only instances?

_ Mr. CANNAUATO. That I am aware qfiphere may be others that I
" am not aware of.

Mr. AuConi. Did the advisory board object in that instance?
Mr. CANNALIATO. Yes. .-
MrrAuCom. To the administration? ,

Y .1
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Mr. CANNALIATO. The objection at that time went I believe to the
Superintendent and the admissions officer, in that one particular
case in 1977.

Mr. Anemic Did it ever reach the Maritime Administration?
Mr. CANNALIATO: No.
Mr. AuCom. At the tirnethat you approached the administra-

tion, were you assured that it would not happen again?
Mr. CANNAUATO. No, we were not assured that it would not

happen
Mr. AvComi. But you failed to take it forward to the Maritime

Administration?
Mr. CANNAUATO. I reported it to the chairman. I was not the

chairman at that point. I do not know if the chairrnanat that point
qalked to Mr. Blackwell, who was then the Assistant Secretary for
Maritime Affairs.
:

Mr. AoCom. Was that a subject of discussion at the boaid meet-
ing _at that time?

Mr. CANNA[JATO. No.
Mr. AuCont It was your individual knowledge. You took it indi-

vidualy to the chairman. Why not bring it up at the advisory
board?

Mr. CANNALIATO. I brought it up to the chairman.
Mr. AuCom. Why not bring it up at the meeting of the advisory

board?
Mr. CANNALIATO. I have to go back to my notes. There may have

been a reason that it wasn't brought up, depending on the agenda
at the time.

Mr. AuComi. Flow is staff support provided to the' advisory
board?

Mr. CANNALIESTO, There is no staff support whatsoever.
Mr. AuCom. What about the minutes?
Mr. CANNALIATO. I take that back. I apologize: At the board'

meetings we do have sec taking minutes, and that kind of
support. We have no s upport. I use my ownisecretary for my .
own rrespondence and administrative procqures, except the
actu board meeting', we do have secretarial support available
from rad to take notes.

Mr.,AuConi. Going back to a point we touched on earlier, I noted
that onages 5 and 6 you stated:.

Our boar, i shares the concern of the Maritime Administration that in retest
years the graduates of Kings Point and other academies have too often limited their
afloat experience to their formal academy cuniculum, thereby depriving the indus-
try of much of the contribution of their prospective education in seamanship.

Could you'tell us what you mean by that statement and clarify

Mr. CAN;IALIATO. In the past we found that some of the gradu-
ates not stay at sea very long, and if you go back several years,
we ha found that there were some graduates that did not elect to
sail, n when there were positions available, and I am going back
prior myself joining the board. 0

Mr, Aitirt. A long way.
Mr. CANNALIATO. A while back. Recently we have had a pretty

good percentage sail, depending on the jobs available, but we would
like to see that as a requirement. For example; during the Vietnam
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war periodI wasn't on the board at that eI understarid ihei
' the total number of graduates that could e sailed did not, when

there were sailing positions available d those years, during
the Vietnam crisis, and 'feel that that sho be an obligation of
the graduate, even during national emerge It should not be an
election on their part.

Mc!....kuCong. What figures do jbu have relating to that point
that you just made? Do you have percentages of people who re-
sponded at the time of the Vietnam crisis and at the time the .

Government issued a fairly urgent call for maritime officers? I am
talking now about graduates of Kingi Pkint who were not already
at sea. Do you have any percentages; .

Mr. CANNALTATO. No, I don't.
Mr. AuCom.*Did the advisory board ever look into this? -

.Mr. CANNALIATO. No.
Mr. &Cow. You just have a general impression that it was.

satisfactory in thetboard's judgment?
Mr. Catraisuiro. The input we had gotten from .the academy

personally whin we looked at the .nailing positions, and I first
thought, to look at that when there were no sailintpositions availa-
ble going back about 3 or 4 y` and the graduates wanted to sail
and they could not One of the coinntents that we received fro the
industry was that when there were sailing positionsthis was not
a great majority, but there' were some sailing positions available
during the years during the Viethatn crisis that were not filled
with graduates that could have filled those poeitiOns.

In asking at the academy people like the admissions head, lbe
dean,. as well as the Superintendent, the. indication I had gotten
back was, yes, there probably were some graduates that did notsail
that could have sailed: that upset Me, because I thought that
it should be a requirement, especially during nationat emergency,
for a graduate, of a Federal academy especially, to sail as an
obligation. But -I' did not go back, because it would not have served
any purpose.

Mr. AnCon4. I understand.
CANNAUATO. To have that statistic.

Mr. &Cont. I understand.
Whig is yourpnerel opinion, though, based on what you have

seen, learned, and have known about the Zings Point and. its
graduates? What is your general opinion ,lbout the response per-
formance? Was it some or was it far more, than some? Some Bounds
as if it was a very limited problem. Do you think it was more
seriousthan that terminology would euggeet?

Mr CANNALIATO. Mr. Chairman, I couldn't be qualified to com-
ment on that without going back and looking at the statistics, and
then' ou really cannot mad a quantitative judgment because you
are not going Ito really ma out ,,whit the job availability, was.

Mr. AuCom..-,But you do share the concern of the Maritime
Administration

MT. CANNALIATO. Yes.
Mr. &Com [continuing]: That in recent years graduates of

Kings Point and other academies too often limited their experience
to their formal curriculum?
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Mr. CANNALIATO. Yes. Maybe I was personally prejudiced when I .

heard that, because I was, a Vietnam veteran, and obviously I felt
that support in any national emergency should have come auto-
matically from the industry, especially from Kings Point graduates.

Mr, AlkoIN. If that were true, and this committee has not come
close to establishing whether it is true or false, that there was a
wholesale neglect on the part of graduatei at Kings Point to re-
spond to that call, would that be a serious matter in your judgment
with regard to the institution?

Mr. CANNALIATO. I would think.it would be a matter that should
be changed if it were true in a great area, and I think this bill
implements that requirement.

Mr. AtiCoul. Did the advisory board, when it heard_tti those
criticisms at that time and shortly after ever examine the validity
of this criticism?

Mr. CANNALIATO.NO.
Mr. AuCoul. Wouldn't it be a proper function of the advisory

board?
Mr. CANNALIATO. The advisory board on many occasionsan

this is a matter of public record have talked about having that as
a requirement. The advisory board is more concerned about cor-
recting the situation, if it existed or not, because we felt it should
exist, and we feel the role we perform is not to go back and find
out. if it existed manA years ago, as opposed to making sure the
problem doedn't exist in the future.

Mr. AuCorm How about at the time the crisis was on us and the
call from the Government was out and the criticism began;

, wouldn't that be a proper item of consideration of the advisory
board in its function?

Mr. CANNALIATO. Absolutely.
Mr, Avant. But you are indicating there was no
Mr. CANNAukro. I was not on the board at that time.
Mr. AuCoul. As chairman of the advisory board, what is your

impression of the policy role of the alumni association at Kings
Point? <

Mr. CANNALIATO. I am not aware of any formal policy role of the
alumni.

Mr. AuConv. If I am not mistaken, the statute gives no formal
policy role to the alumni association. Therefore, I am asking the
degree to which there is a policy role on an informal basis. To what
degree is there an informal policy role on the part of the alumni
association? You have been there for 6 years and should be able to
tell the committee, and it is a question I think can be factually
answered.

Mr. CANNALIATO. I can only give yoti the Board's impression of
the alumni association and its interface with the alumni associ-
ation. On several occasions the alumni have asked to appear at the
advisory board to make positions.. Some of the positions they
wanted opposed were service obligations, and the advisory board
welcomed the alumni to make presentations to the Board. .

The Board is inteiested in all the input we can get from all
facets of the industry, the industry itself, the local communities,
the alumni, the midshipmen, as well as any other industry leaders
that we solicit.

23j
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The alumni has on mese occasions made presentations to the
board, and their recommendations and their suggestions and their
comments were noted by the board.

On several occasions the board has not officially or unofficially
agreed with the alumni .on certain particular points that were
made, but their inputs have been available in the past, and we
have followed some of them, if we agreed with them, and in other
cases we flatly disagreed with some of the positions. .

So I am not aware of an official pdlicy by the alumni, but we
welcome their inputs as well as anybbdy eise's input.

Mr. AuCom. I think it should be stated that any alumni associ-
ation is composed almost by definition of proud individuals, proud
of their institution, and they have strong feelings about the destiny
of their 'institution. There is nothing inherently wrong about
having influence on the policy of the institution that has given
them their educatiOn.

On the basis of Your experience what is the extent to which the
alumni association has been influential with, let's say for starters,
the administration. Let's compare that influence with the influence
you feel you have had as a member of the advisory board. Would
you say the alumni association- is at least as influential on policy
questions with the administration as the advisory board?

Mr. CANNALIATO. That is hard for me to answer.
Mr. AuCona It is a judgment, but I think it would be aii>in-

formed judgment. ,

Mr: CANNALINTO. I would think that the advisory board, espe-
cially in recent years, is a very influential body_ that takes an
"CUTS, not a passive, role with the Academy..,Mie' alumni has"onus,

taken a.very, very active role with the administration, and
I think the administration has relied on input from that bcidy for
many years, and should.

As you pointed out, I think they are a concerned body, and
obviously tMir main interest is, and should be, with improving the
Academy. -

But we are not in competition with the alumni association, and I
did' we are. an official body of people who volunteer their serv-
ices.

Mr. Auamit.Over the span of thn last 5 years, which- body has
been more influential on the adminTstration?

Mr. CANNALIATO. I would think that the advisory board on the
issues- that we talked about, yes. To give specific examples- -

Mr. AuCou4. Iii-the interest. of time, how about one geocbbne?
Mi. CANNALIATO. I will ?ive one example: I think the position of

the Maritime Administration that I experienced in the recent past
when we were tn_ opposition to the alumni association, the secre-
tarytan,' hart supported the advisory Ward position as opposed to sup-
porting the alumni association position. For example, one of the
positions that was presented. on several occasions, to the board,. to
me as chairman, twice came from the alumni association in writ-
ing, and it also went to the Maritime Administrationto have the
president of the alumni association automatically appear on the
advisoryboard, no matter who that person is in the future.

Our position on the board was that we don't oppose having the
president of the alumni association on the board if we feel that
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person, as an individual, served the advisory board and nerved the
Academy constructively and that that person should be considered
along with other candidates for the advisory board, and the best
person selected, but it should not be an automatic position. The
Maritime Administration has supported us on that position in the
past and recently. -

Mr. AuCon4. Very well. I want to thank you for your testimony
,again and also for your responsiveness to the questions I have
asked. I think you have made a good contribution to the subcom-
mittee, and we appreciate the time you have taken today.

Mr. CANNALIATO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AuCopz. Thank you.
The Chair would like to-note the presence' in the hearing room of

the former chairman of the Merchant Marine and Fisheries Com-
mittee, the Honotable Edward Garmatx. We are glad to see you,
and we welcome you today.

I would like now to call Mr. Donald G. Brown, manager, Marine
and Industry Coordination of Gulf Trading and Transportation Co.,
to the witness table.

Mr. Brown, welcome, and we look forward to your testimony. I
have been told that you testified before "the Studds. subcommittee
and contributed to the deliberations that led to the oversight
report.

Mr. Baovn4 I didn't personally testify; my predecessor did.
Mr. AuCoiN: Well, I am Mr.. Studds' successor, so I welcome you

On that basis.

STATEMENT OF DONALD G. BROWN, MANAGER, MARINE AND
INDUSTRY COORDINATION, GULF TRADING AND TRANSPOR-
TATION CO.

Mr. BROWN. Thank you.
I would like to take the opportunity to thank the committee for

this opportunity. Gulf currently owns 17 U.S.-flag vessels totaling
approximately 930,000 deadweight tons, and we employ 265 li-
censed officers aboard these vessels, and, of course, are very keenly
interested about their professional training.

We maintain that the maritime academies do an excellent job
and graduate capable licensed officers on an entry level. The grad-
uates have received well-balanced educations in both professional
and academic subjects. Consequently, they have a foundation to
serni the maritime industry, both in a seagoing capacity as well as
in shoreside areas. .

The curriculum of the veral academies are maintained on a
very current level, meet' the requirements of today's industry. I
am not sure this criticism, but we find that the Academy-
graduate is so well ned, he is very attractive to other indus-
tries, and the maritime industry tends tollose him by competition.
Notwithstanding, we are well aware that there have been vast
technological changes in the 'mist decade in our industry, and there
is every reason to believe that we may .expect this progress to
continue; therefore, with this in mind, there should be no .relax-
ation of the current academic and professional ruirements.

The academies, of course, are undergraduate educational institu-
tions and produce an excellent graduate.. However, only recently
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has there been any attempt by continued education, retraining, or
specialized courses to meet changing industry requirements.

Prior to this, further education had been left to the officer him-
teelf, the maritime unions, and, in some cases, the employer. Unfor-
tunately, with the incidence of accidents that are attributable to
human error, it seems our efforts to date. are insufficient and at
times the performance of some of the shipboard personnel is at an
unacceptable level.

With this in mind, .I think there is a clear need to :continue
formal upgrading and trACm for license; requirements, as well as

odiml retraining as required, and this can best be done by the
rnment within the framework of the existing academies.

There is tremendous pressure on the maritime industry to have
an accident-free record, particularly in the environmental area.
"The Standards of Training and Watchkeeping," the direct results
of numerous meetings of the committee within IMCO, demands
that we maintain a high level of professionalism. This, of course,
puts a tremendous responsibility on the U.S. Coast Guard, which is
responsible for licensing, and on the industry, itself, to make sure
that the licensed officers meet the minimum standards.

However, we must be most careful in this, regard that we in the
United States do not implement training and retraining require-
ments that may accrue to an educational overkill at the expense
and detriment of the private steamship operator, and, more impor-
tantly, the taxpayer.

We cannot overlook the need for ongoing training in the interna-
tional arena. Many nations lack the resources and expertise to

provide for themselves; therefore, if we are to have a meaningful
maritime safety program, it will require that developed nations
either make their facilities available to the Third World nations or
very actively coordinate with them in developing thei, Tin facili-
ties. The international minimums must be realistic and attainable,
and they must he applied uniformly throughout the industry.

We believe that the United States may be able to take the lead
in establishing good basic education, as well as upgrading and
retraining esafarerl using the existing facilities of the Nation. This
would .provide internationally acceptable standards as opposed to
unilateral programs that would place Amefitan-fiag vessels at an
even greater disadvantage.

As I mentioned earlier, we employ some 265 licensed officers.
Some 200 of these are academy graduates, and the others teve
received their educations from various sources.

.., In addition, we be some 50 graduates presently working in
shoreside positions.

On an entry level, we use the graduates, of course, as third
mates and third engineers, which would start their careers at sea.
Shoreside personnel are hired at entry level positions as trainees or
analysts or recruited from the maritime department after they
have acquired sufficient training and experience.

From a career viewpoint, the seagoing personnel are em loyed as
captains and chief engineers and other senior officers. hore-
side positions vary from a senior vice president to a refine man-
ager and * any number of middle-management jobs within the
corporation.
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In this regard, we do find that there is a requirement on the part
of the shoreside manager to understand the maritime industry,
and, therefore, a maritime background is rather essential.

We fmd that the academy graduates are basically well prepared
academically, but require orientation during the first assignment
aboard a vessel in order for them to obtain a good on-hands under-
standing of the vessel's actual operation.

If, as a cadet, the graduate has had the opportunity to sail
aboard tankers, we fmd that this is a great advantage to him. We
do try to cooperate with the several academies in their cadet sea
training program, but we only have a limited facility aboard our
own vessels.

A continuing education program should be directed toward li-
cense upgrading, meeting the professional skills that are required,
such as radar use, proper cargo handling, and continuingthe famil-
iarization with a myriad of today's rules and regulations and meet-
ing technological changes. In contrast, the officer must maintain
his skills in such things as firefighting, and first aid, lifesaving,
and other basic techniques.

In conclusion, we strongly support a good educational program,
and we do not see the other sources of maritime education as
capable of producing the number of licensed officers required if tie
academy system were to be reduced in scope or, let worst, termi-
nated.

Thank you.
Mr. AuCoiN. Thank you, sir. I appreciate your testimony.
Are you an academy graduate?
Mr. BRowN. Yes.
Mr AUCoIN. Which academy?
Mr. BROWN., Kings Point.
Mr. AuCom. I am fascinated with your comment on page 3 in

which you indicate, "We must be careful in this regard," and I am
using your words:

That we do not implement training and retraining requirements here in the
United States that may accrue to an educational overkill at the expense of and
detriment to the private steamship operator and. more importantly, the taxpayer.

What do you mean by that?
Mr. BROWN. First, as an operator, we recruit our officers, and we

must meet the U.S. Coast Guard requirementsthe officers, ac-
cording as to their licensing. The tendency is in this regard in the
international arena that minimum requirements have been estab-
lished through such groups as IMCO, and in the 'United States
there seems to be a tendency, when implementing these, we up-
grade' them somewhat, and not only somewhat, considerably for
our own reasons, pressures on the Coast Guard, this type of thing,
because they think if one is good, two is better, and three is
perfect, which doesn't necessarily work in the private industry.

Second, the academiesI will take Kings Point, being basically a
professional institutionhave made themselves an academic insti-
tution, and in order to justify its existence, they have had to grow,
which is fine, and they have moved from nondegree-granting insti-
tutions to a degree-granting institution, and now we are looking at
giving an engineering degree, and I am sure If they thought it was
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possible they would look at it as being a graduate institution if
they could get away with it.

I am a graduate, but as a member of industry, I don't think this
kind of training is necessary, and that we, the United States, as a
leading maritime nation, should be very careful when we set stand-
ards, that these standards are realistic and are attainable, and
they could be uniformly applied and not create an economic dived-
vantage. to the Ankerican-flag steamship operator, or vessel opera-

?Ur. &leo grt. You make that statement as a member of industry.
Do you make the statement as a member of the Alumni Aasoci-
ation of Kings Point?

Mr. BROWN. No; I have some basic disagreements with our
Alumni Association. I will let the Alumni Association testify in
those regards.

Mr. &Cow. They will.
Mr. BROWN. I am ure.
Mr. AUCOIN. Can you give us more to go op. Speaking from your

point of view , in industry, what do ypu see as the overtrauung,
overqualification of the people that you hire? What can yoy/tell us
that gives us a more concrete idea of the problem you...I-peak of?

Mr. BROWN. You have a conflict, and I am not sure I can answer
it; between what we would like as a professional employee, a man
who is well trained to meet The license requirements of going to
sea, and fleshing that outer be given the academic requirements to
meet the degree requirem.

ate who is not totally at a career at sea. A few of the
This you need a differently motivated gradu

naturally , and I am saying that we have men who
have been with us 25 and 80 years in a seagoing capacity.

The State schools tend to look more toward the professional
approach, and we feel we need a mix of these people, but we look
at the State school graduate as more career oriented probably from
the first, a more professional man, in looking at his job onboard
the ship. He is looking at the job immediately and not planning
where he is going to be 5 years from now, or looking down thea
as to a possible ahoreside job.

Mr. AUCODI, So is it your testimony, then, that the more sophis-
ticated educational course work that is offered at the academy
invites the kind of 'student who is most apt to go on into something
else, some other field of endeavor?

approach. 1 think this is not peculiar to Kings Point or Fort uy-
Mr. BROWN. I will say it certainly encourages, I feel, that of

ler. I think the other Federal academies tedd to see this tre , too.
Mr. AuCom. What would your advice be to this subcommittee,

then, in that regard, to be cautious and not encouraging to the
Secretary of Commerce and to the institution in this move for mdre
and more educational professionalization for that reason? Is that
what you would recommend?

Mr. BROWN. I would recommend that the committee be careful in
its recommendations. I feel that there is definitely a strong need
for good professional education, meeting the license requirements,
and if it is the decision of the committee, and since the academy
does give a degree, that professional requirements be held in pm

I
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mary requirements or given the priorities and that the academic
skills be moderated accordingly.

We still need a good, well-trained, well-rounded seagoing officer.
Mr. Au COrN. But let me rephrase my question, because I think

used the wrong term. I said professional education; I meant the
more academic course work. My' question is, would it be your
advice, based on personal experience, that the committee be careful
to encourage the acceleration of more academic course work devel-
opment at the expense of a more professionalized Kings Point
education; the reason being a greater emphasis on an academic
curriculum may invite the kind of students who ultimately go on to
bigger and better things in other fields? Is that your advice?

Mf: BROWN. Yes, I can agree with that. You are going to have
competition, and you are going to have transfer; there is no reason
to say these people should be locked into one industry. This is
certainly not the intent.

Mr. AuCoug. In your firm, can you tell the committee what your
experience has been in the retention rates of State academy gradu-
ates versus the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy graduates? ,

Mr. BROWN. We don't really keep them on that regard. At one
period of time, we were very inclined to hire what was then the
New York State School ship graduates. Because of the changes in
the education program and emphasis within that group, we have
moved to Maine and the Massachusetts School ships and the Mer-
chant Marine Academy graduates.

The more senior men now probably come from Massachusetts
with Kings Pointers, I will say,?in the minority. However, our
seagoing personnel are pretty equally divided among Maine, Mas-
sachusetts, and Kings Point.

Mr. AuCom. You are describing the distribution of your current
employees, but what 1 am trying to ask is, what is the conventional
wisdom, even though you may not have absolute statistics?

Mr. BROWN. We don't see much differenceif they have stayed
to sea 3 to 5 years, we have a pretty even mix from the several
academies.

Mr. AtiCong. What about those who don't stay 3 to 5 years?
Mr. BROWN. This is our biggest area of employment. The third

mates and third enlineers are the biggest turnover.
Mr. AuCorN. Where is the turnover greatest, based on your

experience within your own firm, from those persons who come
from State academies, or those persons who come from Kings
Point? Even though you may not have the statistics, what is the
conventional wisdom within the management of your firm on that
point?

Mr. BROWN. I can't really answer that correctly. I don't have a
feel. We recruit from the three academiesMaine, Massachusetts,
and, well, Texas now, and Kings Pointpretty regularly.

Mr. AuCoiN. You must have some basis on which to make the
statement you made.

Mr. BROWN. We like a mix from the academies because of their
background in training. Although they all come out with the same
license, we do feel that there is a difference in the philosophy of
one graduate from, say, Maine or Massachusetts, as compared to a
Kings Pointer. And in this 'Yard we have even gone to set up a
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vocational training school with the South Maine Vocational Tech-
nical Institute to even encourage a greater mix.

Mr. Anew,. On page 2 of your statement, you state, "The Acad-
emy graduate is so well trained that he is very attractive to other
ndustries'and the maritime industry tends to lose him by competi-

tion."
So isn't that an answer to my question, then?

' Mr. Bsoww. Yes, he does; we do. The third mate . or the third
engineer, after 2 to 3 year!, is where our biggest turnover is. When
I say academy, I am refernw to all of the academies.

Mr. Anew,. On page 2, 4n in your statement, you seem to be
saying that the current system of continuing education is not ade-
quate, and that the Federal Government should assume the respon-
sibility. How do yule; envision the Federal Government continuing
education program tO be implemented using the framework of the
existing institutions. Do Do you have any ideas on that?

Mr say Maine has, itself, set up certain seminars
to meet changing eeds or specific needs. Certainly at Kings Point
you have the C RF simulator, which is an outstanding piece of
equipment and training facility.

However, looking at all the rules and tions we are facing,
such as inert gas \ equipment being onboard, crude oil-
washing procedures, there is no program that I am aWNVe of at this
stage in the United States to meet this kind Of reqiirement that
the industry can use to send Its personnel to, to get this kind of
training or education.

We are having retraining programs when it comes to radar or
the basic navigational skills, and the other international rules and
regulations, which both for environmental or safety are coming
down the road, will require other types of courses or programs.

Mr. AnConi. How do you envision the continuing education pro-gram
Mr. BROWN. With the basic facilities that are available at the

several academies already, these should be also usedand I use
this word carefullyon a postgraduate level to meet certification
requirements when it comes to licensing or operating requirements
when it is on a fee basis or some sort of cost basis, as CAORF, or
the other courses that are already organized. I think the union
schools in this regard are probably a geed- example of meeting
license requirements or certification requireorients.

Mr. AW..oni, On pits* 4 of your statement, you sey:
If, as a cadet, the graduate has had the opportunity to sail aboard tankers, we

find this is a great advantage to him. We do try to cooperate with the several
=Wends) in the cadet lea training progrim, but we do have limited facilities
aboard our vessels.

How many cadets actually sail on your tankers each year?
Mr. Baowx. We probably have six to eight from the various .

academies. We don't go out and recruit them; they come to us.
Mr. AuCoix. Total?
Mr. BROWN. This is all the facilities we have, because in our

South Maine (group we also have to make room for another 124 and
with that we Ault pretty much use up our facilities onboard.

Mr. AuComt. The other 12 come from where?
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Mr. BROWN. South Maine Vocational Tech 'cal Institute, which
is in Portland, which is a program that we sjiecifically have with
them.

Mr. Au Com. So from six to eight cadets sail on your tankers
each year? -

Mr. BROWN. Yes.
Mr.

tankers?
How much time do the cadets usually spend on

those tankers?
Mr. BROWN. This is a matter of discretion somewhat. We feel a

minimum of at least kor 8 weeks for any sort of real experience,
probably better to a month or 6 weeks, but this varies with the
schoolwe don't administrate their assignments; we cooperate .
with whatever institution they come from in this regard.

Mr. AuConi. You have 17 U.S.-flag vessels?
Mr. BROWN. Yes, sir.. But we have limited living quarters. We

might have additional third mates or third engineers which take
up some quarters or other persons onboard for maintenance pur-
poses, and this is the reason.

Mr. AuConi. As you know, the bill we at* considering would
authorize both Federal and State Academy graduates to receive at-
sea training on merchant vessels.

Mr. BROWN- These were Jones Act-built vessels, except for two of
them; they were not built with any CDS or have operating differen-
tial subsldies,.and there are no cadet quarters per as on 15 of the
vessels.

Mr. AuCom. So out of the 17 vessels you have, the best-you can
do is to accommodate six to eight maximum?

Mr. BROWN. Yes.
Mr. AuConi. No more than that?
Mr.-BROWN. Ten, but the quarters are certified for the number of

people you can put in them, and they have to have proper study
environment, and this type of approach.

Mr. AuConi. I have no further questions.
Minority Counsel has a question or two.
Mr. LORCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Brown, the Chairman began to discuss the continuing educa-

tion program. Specifically,, you are a nonunion company. Do you
have a company union on your ships?

Mr. BROWN. Our licensed officers are nonunion.
Mr. LOSCH. So you are responsible,. yourselves, for this trebling;

you cannot send them to the schools; is that correct?
Mr. BROwN. Yes, we do not have access to the union schools per

se.
Mr. LORCH. Where have riu been able to find this post-graduate

training?
Mr. BROWN. We have provided some of it in-house, certain educa-

tionalwell, Maine has en some facilities over the years. There
are some upgrading rich. , such as at the Seamen's Church Insti-
tute in New York, these types of programs.

Mr. Loam. 'You mentioned the use of CAORF training. Do .you
send many of your licensed officers through upgrading training?

Mr. BROWN. Yee.
Mr. Losmt. That is on a coat-sharing basis. You pay the operating

cost to the unions?
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. Mr. BROWN. Yes.
Mr. LOSCH..Do you have a regular program of sending officers?
Mr. BROWN. Yes.
Mr. LoecH. How iliay per year?
Mr. BROWN. We emphasized at during the last 5 years in

- anticipation of the two VLCCs that were built, 'but we have been
sending approximately 20 to 25 people to the CAORF program in
the last 4 years.

Mr. LOKI!. That is total over the 4-year period?
Mr. BROWN. No it is on an annual basis.
Mr. LOOCH. Do you make use of any other simulators for this

training, or have you explored that?
Mr. Blount. We have compared the one at:LaGuardia, and at the

moment we feel the one at Kulp. Point is better for what we are
looking for, provides a better trajning program.

Mr. Loam. In conjunction with this training, are your officers
required to participate in any research program& or is it simply
your own use of the facility?

Mr. BROWN. No, we have not participated in a research program
as such.

Mr. LoecH. So it is purely training? ,

Mr.. BROWN. Right.
Mr. Lowe. Who runs the training program? Do you bring in

supervisors, or use CAORF personnel?
Mr. BROWN. CAORF personnel.
Mr. Loom. That is on a cost basismain?
Mr. BROWN. Yes.
Mr. Loom Would you have any specific recommendations as to

upgrading your Jones Act vessels to allow for more training on-
board? Do you have any estimate of what that might Coot, or if
there would be an opportunity to ship more students onboard /bur
vessels?

Mr. BnowN:ActuallY negatively, the other way around; it would
push toward separate living quarters and individual Hying quar-ters

Mr. LOOM. For the students?
Mr. BROWN. Well, not only for the stude'nta, but for the officers,

and I will make an interefsting comment, that according to our
agreement the officers are entitled to have their wives onboard,.
and this again has cut into the facilities that we have on our
vessels.

Wer have looked at renovating quarters and, in fact, have been
doing it at a cost of approximately about $500000 per ship. To add
rooms structurally, and physically it is almost impossible.

Mr. LoecH. So unless you reduce manning onboard the vessels,'
you-are not going to have facilities available?

Mr. BROWN. No; not on the existing vessels that we have in the
fleet.

Mr. Loom. Thankyou very much.
Mr. AuCone. Mr. Brown, thank you very much foi your testimo-

The committee is going to recess now until the hour of 1:30. At
that time, we will resume the hearing.

We stand in recess:
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[Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon-
vene at 1:30 p.m. this same day.1

AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. AuCom.qhe subCommittee will come back to slider.
The panel that we bring forward now is Capt. Harold Muth, vice

president, government relations, of the American Waterways Oper-
ators; William Mayberry, executive directof orthe Offshore Marilee
Service Association, and accompanying Captain Muth will be Capt.
William Figari, president of the National Propeller Club. Will you
gentlemen come forward, please. Welcome. -

Mr. Muth, why don't you begin.

PANEL CONSISTING' OF CAPT. HAROLD MUTH, VICE PREM-
.

DENT, GOVERNMENT RELATIONS, AMERICAN WATERWAYS
OPERATIONS; CAPT. WILLIAM FIGARI, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
PROPELVA CLUB; AND CAPT. WILLIAM MAYBERRY, EXECU-
TIVE DIRWTOR, OFFSHORE MARINE SERVICE ASSOCIATION

-Captain Mum: Thank you, Mr. Chain:ban. it is our pleasure to
be-here today. I appreciate the opportunity to come up and testify.

Mr. AtRoor. We are delighted to have you
Captain .MUT/r. My name is Harold Muth, vice president for

government relations for the American Waterways Operators, Inc.,
the national trade association representing the interests of the
barge and towing industry. With me is Cat* William V. Figari, a
corporate vice president for operations of Crowley Maritime Corp.
of San Francisco, Calif. Captain Figari is also the current president
of the National Propeller Club. Captain Figari is a graduate of the
class of 1942 from Kings Point.

The towing industry of the United States is a vital element of
our merchant marine fleet. Over 1,800 companies use 25,543 miles

waterways and . the coastal waters surrounding this Nation to
move in excess of. 650 million tons of cargo annually. Additionally,
the tugs within seaports and harbors provide the larger oceangoing
vessels with lightening Service, mooring and unmooring service and
other logistic services..

The industry is an economically viable force that has its own
opportunities for a' rich and full career for those mariners who
wish to engage in an active and thriving seagoing occupation.

We mould like to see the Nation take advantage of those opportu-
nities through a recognized training program for merchant marine
maritime cadets at Kings Point and -the various State maritime
academies.

Currently, there are some of out industry companies on both
coasts and in the Gulf of Mexico that employ maritime academy
cadets 'during the summer nimiths. These cadets are afforded out-
standing training grounds to learn navigation, piloting, seaman-
ship, and are exposed to the intricate" maneuvering necessary in
towing barges both in the restricted waters of the harbors and in
the open oceans. This type of training is something that cdnnot be
gained on larger oceangoing vessels or maritime school training
vessels. It is done on vessels that have licensed officers on board
and the necessary Modern-day navigation equipment.
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Unfortunately, the enthusiasm for this type of seagoing experi-
ence on the part of the cadets is dampened by the fact that the
time spent on board towing vessels is not always creditable toward
a merchant marine license.

While there has been a program for training of cadets from the
Maine Maritime Academy on boardlOwing vessels in effect for the
past 10 years, we understand that this program perhaps will termi-
nate on December 81, 1979. We earnestly hope that it can be
renewed. More important, however, is the need to expand this
program to include the other maritime State schools and the Na-
tional Academy at Kings Point.

Training on board the smaller yeas* would be in keeping with
requirements of the U.S. Navy for the' purposes of national defense.
Salvage vessels, deep sea and harbor tugs, swift boats, amphibious
assault craft are some types of naval vessels that go toward the
making of the "total seapower forces of the nation" mentioned in

action 1801 of the bill. Those Merchant Marine Academy cadets
that accept < < liissions as reserve enbigns in the U.S. Navy upon
graduation the Kings Pointy Academy would be better
equipped for service involving auxiliary craft had they gained'some
experience on vessels engaged in towing operations.

We believe that the insertion of the words, "including training
on board towing vessels and other small commercial vessels" after`
the words "on other vessels" in section 1308, line 12 on page 3, and

- in section 1304, line k of page 18 of H.R. 5451, would clear the way
for the Coast Guard to approve the training as creditable seagoing
experience toward the granting of a merchant marine license,Wid
would encourage merchant marine academies to make better ude of
an available and valuable training area that is currently neglected
and underutilized.

The opportunity to submit our views is appreciated. We would be
pleased to answer any questions you may have.

Mr. AuCong. Thank you, Captain Muth. Captain Mayberry?

STATEMENT OF CAPTAIN MAYBERIV
Captain MAYBERRY. Yes, sirj am William Mayberry. I am the

executive director of the Offshore Marine Service Association. The
Offshore Marine Service Association is pleased to have this oppor-

-tunity to make a statement on H.R. 5451, a' bill to provide educa-
tion and training in the maritime subjects. The Offshore Marine
Service Association represents the owners and operators of nearly
2;500 American flag vessels engaged in the offshore oil support
industry. The associdtion .members employ approximately 21,o00
Persons who are directly engaged as seamen or licensed officers
aboard this equipment. It is believed that none of these personnel .%

would be affected H.R. 5451 as presently drafted.
The Merchant Marine has recently released, a stub entitled

"Workforce Supply and Demand Study', 1979 -1988, ,Offshore Oil
Support Industry,' - which shows currently there are nearly 8,000
persons serving in capacities for which they do not 'hold the re-
quired license or certificate of service. These figures include not
only the licensed deck and engineer officer but required certificate
ed.personnel including able seamen.

ti
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This industry does not stand alone on a shortage of seamen; the
MMA also has recently released a study of-the Great Lakes, which
shows a steadily increasing shortage of licensed officers. Further, it
is a well' known .fact that the deepsea fleet, those vessels of over
1,000 gross tons, face a serious shortage of able seamen. This, when
combined with the knowledge that the median age of seafarers
aboard deep sea vessels is in the late fifties, would lead to the
belief that there has been no special emphasis placed either on
appropriate maritime training or more importantly that seafaring
is a desirable or worthwhile profession.

It is likely that the apathy, the disinterest in seafaring, may be
laid directly to the fact that the United States has no viable
national maritime policy. It is hard to persuade today's youth that
a satisfactory career exists in the merchant marine, when the
current size of our international fleet shrinks at a regular -and
steady pace. This was the case with the Federal and State mari-
time academies over these past recent years where graduates could
not find employmentaboard d p sea vessels. The offshore indus-
try, recognizing 'that these h g ly qualified young rnen would
indeed -fulfill our steadily gro ing manpower requirements, there
was special effort made with th State and Federal maritime acad-
emies to establish courses and electives in towing and offshore
work .-"

Most of the schools adopted this suggestion and cadets from some
of the academies served a 1; or 2month period at sea aboard the
vessels. This provided two immediate benefits. It gave the cadet
"hands-on" skills in maneuvering that he would not acquire in his
present system, but more importantly it gave the young man a
chance to look at our industry.

This project was epthusiastically received but was soon to fall in
frustration, through an entirely different source. The U.S. Coast
Guard ruled that the sea service acquired as a cadet aboard towing
vessels or offshore industry vessels would not be accredited as valid
sea service for the issuance of an _unlimited license because of their
small tonnage. This, despite the fact that the general consensus
was that service aboard small vessels of this type- would greatly
enhance the practical-qualifications of the cadet.

Further, as graduates of the State and Federal maritime acade-
mies are now aware that sea service aboard such vessels would not
apply for the advancement of their license they are reluctant to
embark or try careers within thetie. industries. In other words,
although jobs were available, there is a great reluctance on the
part of the young men to giVe these smaller vessels a try.

Accordingly, we would- wish the language of sections 1303 -and-
1304 be expanded to permit service and training on vessels of less
than 1,600 gross tons. It is believed that such trainim as a part of
the cadet's overall, training would enhance his qualifitations for his
Naval Reserve obligations Certainly the offshore service equip-
ment is equivalent -in size to those vessels operated by the National'
Oceanic and Atmospheric' Administration and many Coast Guard
vessels.

It is fervently hoped by the association that the U.S. Government
ivill establish a national maritime policy that will lead to the
expansion of the U.S. merchant marine, either through a cargo
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preference plan or a bilateralism scheme shat would order the
carriage of snore exports aboard American hulls and the construc-
tion of a significantly sized American fleet.

In the meanwhile, the offshore industry and the American
towing'industry has been expanding 'at at least al percent growth
rate per year. Yet, despitE its growth, and the opportuhity for
advancement, manpower resources are not readily available to
these industries. In today's economy the competition for available
manpower is at its highest. Again, we feel that because there had
been no declared national maritime policy, young men cannot be
persuaded to make the sea a career. In the industry's effort to man
the# vessels, we face two subitantial problems. First, the sea serv-
ice requirements established by the Coast Gttard (or small vessels
fail to effectively establish a career pattern for most young men.

Second, there is limited training available. Most seamen use self-
study or the limited upgrading schools and on-the-job training.

Our present shortages clearly establish that these systems do not
work. Accordingly, it urged that the committee consider expanding
section 130§ or.other appropriate sections to include as other train-
ing facilities, vocational technical training and/or nonacademic
progiams to be. administered through State or private organize-.
tions.

At this moment, the Senate of the United States has before it,
for its consideration, the international Convention on Standards of
Training, Certification, and Watchkeeping for Seafarers, 1978. This
convention will increase not only the sea service requirements, but
the, practical, professional, and technical requirements now de-

* mended of an officer seeking a license in the Merchant marine.
The requirements, although demanding for deep sea vessels, no-

where approach the more stringent requirements laid down for the
smaller vessel of less than 1,p00 gross tons. Without-new and vital
training programs that can be establish* within the framework of
H.R. 5451, the companies operating thelle small vessels will in no
way be able to coMply with the proposed terms of the convention.
Should the United, States establish a national maritime policy and
one that would advocate an expanded U.S. merchant marine, seri-
ous consideration must be given to the establishment of additional
meaningful training programs and through Government programs,
studies, and support that there is assurance that manpower re-
sources would be available.

Thank you.
Mr. PANBHIN. Captain Mayberry, thank you for your testimony.

The chairman asked me to explain that it was necessary forliim to
proceed to the floor for a vote, and in view of our very full hearing
schedule, he asked that cowael proceed with the questioning, so
that we hopefully may complatle witness list today.

Captain Mayberry, approxima ly how many academy graduates,
Federal and State, does the offshore oil support industry employ at
this time?

Captain MAYDERRY. We believe there is about 300.
Mr. PAN$HIN. In what sort of capacities would they typically be

employed?
Captain MAYBERRY. AS mate.

9
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' Mr. PANSHIN. Are some of them also employed in shoreside
positions? .

Captain ILtrisaitr. Yes, there are. They have sailed as -mate,
and when they abquire the appropriate time they have served as
Masters, a great many of them have come ashore as industry
middle-management representatives.

r. PANS/TIN. Typically, how well trained do you find the acade-
m r graduates to be for employment in the industry you represent?

ptain MAYBERRY. Academically, they are capable cf almost any
4 function within the company structure, but they have to have

certain periods of training aboard the vessel, because they have no
backgrounds at all in the maneuvering and the particular require-
ments of the smaller craft, maneuvering up close to platforms Ad
towing offshore drilling units.

Mr. PANSHIN. Thank you.
As I ariusure you have noted, orie of the important provisions of

the legislation befoie us is the section for both the Federal and the
Slate academies dealing with service obligations of graduates. Oiie
of the options proposed for satisfacticin of that service obligation
would be maritime-related occupations: Would you propose that
employment in your industry count as one of the ways of satisfying
the maritime-related option for tire-service, obligation?

Captain MAYBERRY. We certainly felt vk were qualified from just
the language of the statute or the proposed law right now. We are
maritime, we are maritime-related, We thought we were fully
qualified under that definition, and the work should be counted.

Mr. PANSHIN. In its testimony last week, the Maritime Adminis-
tration pointed out that they axe-in the process of trying to put
substance to that third option, indicating both qualifying and non-
qualifying jobs, and one of the purposes of a number of the wit-
names we have today is to attempt to. draw out both for our own
benefit as well as for the Maritime Admigistation this distinction
between so of the qualifying ways of serving as opposed to
nonqualifyin And I appreciate your comments in that regard.

You have ted that service and training should be permitted on
vessels of I than' 1,600 gross tons; What tonnage limits do you,
recommend or ould you recommend in its place?

Captain MA Eltit. The Coast Guard has. I 'think arbitrarily
selected 1,000 gross tons as the median. Any equipment below 1,000
gross tons has been deemed not to be eligible for the unlimited
license, and I would prefer to see that n reasonable program that
would permit service down to 100 gross tons be acceptable for the
overall training program. -

We .do not mean for a minute that the Cadet should serve his
entire sea service' aboard a small vessel, but we feel that their
present structure, their training shipsmond _la the case of Kings
Point, service vessels, it could supplement WWsea service require-
ments by the period of 1 or 2 months of service aboard these
vessels. Such service should not taint their overall qualifications
that they are acquiring through their normal source. We felt it
would be helpfulTparticularly.in view of the fact that in the case of
the State academies they faced an additional sea service require-
ment as a result of the STW convention, should it be enacted as
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our law, and we aimed in our thinking a contribution toward their
problem.

Mr. PAN8HIN. Thank you. Majority counsel.
Mr. Strrisa. Perhaps, Captain Mayberry again, if we could just

follow up on that. You used a figure of 100 gross tons. What sort of
vessels are yon talking about?

Captain MAYBERRY. They are utility craft, or what we call crew
boat& Most of our crew boats, of course, areunder 100 gross tons.
Those other vessels that are in that category are about 95 to 150
feet in length, and either carry4nostly freight or offshore goods or
equipment. They are essentially, supply vessels, if you will, only
smaller size.

Mr. Surma. But they are over 100 gross tons, are they not?
Captain IMAYBERRY. Yes.
Mr. Strrrza. I was just wondering what the reason was. What

training is currently available for the personnel employed now in..
the offshore marine industry?

captain MAYBERRY. That is one of the complaints and difficulties
that we face. We have various upgrading schools that the candidate
or a company can send them to and basically it is licerise prep, and
we don't feel that that type of training is adequate to provide an

ioverall career pattern. It just gets somebody employed in the serv-
ice to upgrade te, license, and it is very difficult,for companies to
sponsor the sort of training, unless there iirin.clustryWide participa-
tion where everybody is contributing to an overall training scheme,
While we find that certain companies have been disadvantaged asa
result of putting people through programs at their expenw, only to
see them fly away to somebody paying a dollar more, or -ftetking
like that. So we need an organized straight program thaethe j?lAng
man can appreciate that there is a career opportunity, aji'd he can
embark on through a full uallfiedetiyitem.

Mr. Sums. Perhaps sake of the hearing record, this
organized program, what type o raining ,and training facilities
would be required by it, in other w rdst tootiofommexlate the per-
sonnel requirements right now?

Captain MAYBERRY. You have heard the testimensy of Mr. gjanel-
loni from Louisiana, where most of our members are.hounload
what is envisioned down there as a State-sponiored prOgram, with
classroom, vessel, and dormitory, and a reasonable pro am, 1 or 2
years long in length, where sea service could be acquired .0 specif-
ic assignment from the school.

Mr. Sums. Towboat handling?
Captain MAYBERRY. Yes. .

Mr. Sums. Light boat tiertifiggie? What would be the elements
of it?

Captain MAYBERRY. Essentially, the examination for the mate
and master of the offshore supply vessel contains all the ingredi-
ents that are required of the deep sea license. The Coast Guardhas
scaled down the examination questions to be more appropriate for
their equipment, but that it generally follows the same pattern,
and under the terms of SFW again, that difference no longer
exists. Those Officers serving aboard small vessels will essentially
face the same requireinents as the master of the large supertanker.
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Mr. Strrrza. Would you envision that this training would last,
what, 18 months, 2 years, 3 years?

Captain MAYBERRY. I would think until a trial basis, I would like
to think that it could be accomplished, because of our need, in a
year, but perhaps that short a program might not be adequate. It is
very difficult to say at this time.

Mr. Surma. Tell me what support, financial or otherwise, for
training 'is now. provided by the members of the Offshore Marine
Service Association. Or do you feel that this is really a Federal
function?

Captain MAYBERRY. Most of them have in-house training pro-
grams, and it has proven to be quite expensive, and worked to their
disadvantage, because they just trained an unlimited amount of
people that just scurried off into other fields, and it has discour-
aged them from investing their money. We have no ability to
organize the program through the association because in fact we
don't represent everybody engaged in the business, so then the

%association would be training for everybody in general, not achiev-
ing any direct results that would solve our offshore problems.

' Mr. Surma. Part of yOur problem is the Coast Guard ruling on
what is accepted as seatime to upgrade a limited license, is it not?

Captain MAYBERRY, Actually, we just felt that the sea service
requirements are too much. It is no longer realistic to expect the
young man to serve 3 years. And 3 years translates into 6 years
when you appreciate the vacation programs and normal other lost
times. To have him attempt to stay in one capacity for 6 years
before he finds any advancement. And you had mentioned Mr.
Biaggi's bill, H.R. 5164. Should that pass, that would serve to give
us a beginning of a career Pattern where the entry rating could see
pome immediate relief down the stream, without this long obliga-
tion of standing around and waiting for the time to pass. .

Mr. Surma. So really, then, there are two elements to this
problem, the first being the problem that is attempted to be recti-
fied by Mr. Biaggi's bill, which is the Coast Guard requirement for
upgrading a license, and the second would be the proposed_ training
facilities that you are recommending as part of this bill?

Captain MAYBERRY. You must recognize that in our opinion
anyway, Mr. Biaggi's bill goes a long way to solving the problem,
but it is a quick cure. It Alves the mess we are in, and training is
what is necessary ,to see the growth of vitality sand the influx of
new people to accomplish this 3-percent rate growth.

By the way, a 3-percent rate growth in the industry translates
into 110 to 125 vessels every year; 100 vesselsof this size demands
1,000 licensed or certificated people, and we faced this over the last
7 years. Every year the industry cough; out another 100 or 150
vessels, all with the attendant requiremelt for certificated Person-
nel and licensed personnel,, and we have just been unable to meet
this demand, and so Mr. Biaggi's bill is just, "Hey, we are going to
allow you to apply catch -up, but it does not do anything for the
merchant marine, and I would like to include us in that term, as
far as training is concerned.

Should there be some vitality in our deep sea merchant marine
fleet, we don't look for the Kings PQjht or the State academies to
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fill any function with us, because their training would be fully
utilized if the merchant marine expanded.

Mr. Surma. I understand.
So one element definitely is the socalled Coast Guard problem,

which Chairman Biaggi is attempting to resolve now in his legisla-
tion?

Captain MAYB ERRY. Yes.
Mr. Surma. The second element is training:The committee

seems to be in an awkward position with respect to training be-
cause, as you know, the Studds committee repprt did not give much
recognition. Why was there no input from you people during the
'Studds committee hearings in the 95th Congress?

Captain MAYBERRY. We examined Mr. Gianelloni's statement
before Mr. Studds, and through conflicts with other things we
ailed to testify there, but we felt the elements of our concern were

firmly captured in testimony that would be before Mr. Studds, and
'I cannot go further, I guess.

Mr. &Thu: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
AbCoot. Does/minority counsel have questions?

Mr. Loam'. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Captain . Mayberry, on the first page you mention the serious

shortage of able seamen. Do you have any documentation of any
studies that project those shortages?

Captain Kamm. The able seaman shortage on deep sea ves-
sels?

Mr. Loscn. Yes.
Captain MAYBERRY. No, I don't have any, real numbers, but Ir

have heard both at the Coast Guard and all the national maritime
unions this hue and cry, and I witnessed their great effort to
pursuade Mr. Itietggi to provide relief in this other particular bill.

Mr. Loci. Of-course, you have no real documentation of that,
and that is not really your problem, is it, able seamen for deep sea '
vessels? 4

Captain MAYBERRY. No, it is not.
LOBCH. To meet your problem, though, the majority counsel

asked all the proper questions in that regard, the real problem is
not the entry of the able seamen, but the license procedure and the
time it takes to get somebody qualified to bliffrester or crew on a
supply boat; is that correct?

Captain MAYBERRY. That is Correct. What I tried to, and perhaps
it is wrongful of me, the committee is well aware of a lot of our
problems that affect the merchant marine, but I tried to tie in the
shortage that the State academies and Kings Point faced for the
longest while, that there was no place for them to go, and we tried
to avail ourselves of their training, and met with these frustra-
tions. But I also tried to emphasize that not all officers will come
from State academies, nor would it be appropriate that they did.
T4e other source, of course, is the upthe-ladder effect, and by
t ing to identify that able seamen are in great dearth, I am trying
to point out that there is no feeder source for offices at the present
time.

Mr. LOSCH. The Biaggi bill, though, will go a long step to solve
your immediate problem?

Captain MAYBERRY. It will give it a shot in the arm, ye0, sir.
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Mr. LOSCH. Thank you, 'Captain Mayberry. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. Au Com. Are there further questions by counsel?
Mr. PANSHIN. Captain Muth, I have a couple of questions for you,

similar to those I asked Captain Mayberry. Approximately how
imany Academy graduates would you estimate are employed in the

barge and towing industry that you represent?
Captain Mum. We do 't have any fair estimate of how many we

have. Most of those that shave encountered in my 4 years with the
association have had posi'ti'on in management, and for the number
that I know, I 'coul nt hem on two hands.

Mr. PANSHIN. SSoo far as you know, did they come into your
industry in management positions, or did they start out on the
water?

Captain Mum. I think most of themand this is my own guess-
timate nowcame in at the management level, into our industry.

Mr. PANSHIN. Would you propose that service in the barge and
towing industry count toward satisfying the maritime-related
option of the proposed service obligation?

Captain Mum. Yes, indeed.
Mr. PANSHIN. Thank you. I have no further questions.
Mr. AuCoIN. Mr. Figari, what is the Propeller Club?
Mr. FIGAHL I am national president of the National Propeller

Club. It is to promote the American merchant marine and ship-
building indtistry in American waterways, and I am the national
president. Throughout the United States we have between 17,000
and 18,000 members.

Mr. AuCoug. How do you characterize your membership?
Mr: FIGARI. Pardon?
Mr. AuCom. From what ranks do you draw your members?
Mr. FIGARI. Basically maritime industry.
Mr. AuConi. Basically management ranks?
Mr. FIGARI. Management, pilots, masters of vessels, and so forth.
Mr. AuCom. I have no further questions, and I appreciate the

testimony of all three of you gentlemen. Thank you very much.
Mr. &ream Our next witness is Mr. Lejeune Wilson, represent-

ing the International Association of Drilling Contractors. I under-
stand yop are accompanied by Mr. Jon Bedperik.

STATEMENT OF LORNE WILSON, VICE PRESIDENT, PERSON-
NEL AND TRAINING, SEDCO, INC. (DRILLING DIVISION),
DALLAS, TEX., ACCOMPANIED BY JON BEDNERIK, DIRECTOR
Off' GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS, INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF DRILLING CONTRACTORS, HOUSTON, TEX.
Mr. WILSON. Yes, Sir. I am Lejeune WilsQp, vice president of

SEDCO, Inc., an international drilling contractor. I am also vice
'chairman of the offshore committee .of the International Assoc'-

. ation of Drilling Contractors. I am accompanied by the director of
government affairs, Mr. Jon Bednerik. We have some jirepared
remarks, of which you have a copy. Those represent the views of
the association. After those are presented ta'you, you may ultih to
questkon either of us es representatives of the association er to me
as a representative of my company, singe we have some experience
in the employment and knowledge of the Academy graduates.
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The International Association of Dri Contractors-1ADCis
a Houston, Tex., based trade group representing over 1,300 member
companies throughout the world. We have 621 contract drilling
companies who perform virtually all of the exploratory and produc-
tion drilling for oil and gas producers, including the major oil
companies, and over 10,000 independent producers.

As of September 1 of this year, IADC members owned a total of
459 mobile offshore drilling units-- MODU's and barges. The prin-
cipal role of the drilling contractor is to provide the highly sophisti-
cated drilling equipment and the trained personnel to operate it for
the leaseholder who is exploring for hydrocarbons or geothermal
resources. The vast majority of crew members on our MODU's are
industrild peisonnel who have taken their training and experience
from drilling on land and transferred their skills to offshore loca-
tions.

In the spring of this yea, the Maritime Administration
MarAdof the U.S. Department of Commerce asked IADC to coop-,
erate in a manpower supply and demand study. Our industry as-
sist4d MarAd in the distribution of thtir questionnaire, and we
understand that a significant number of returns were sent to
MarAd.

It is important that this subcommittee understand that our off-
shore drilling units are, not included in the recently published
study entitled, "Workforce Supply and Demand Stay, 1979-1988,
for the Offshore Oil and Gas Exploration Support Crilft Industry."
We recognize that the supply boat industry is in need of additional
licensed maritime manpower. Our own segment of the offshore.
industry, hov4ver, doesnot face the same heavy demands, nor do
the same sources of supply provide the industrial personnel we
require.

A brief description of the major types of MODU's may be helpful
to the subcommittee's understanding of the distinction.

The simplest type of offshore craft is the submersible barge. This
non-self-propelled Oargels floated to its location on a dredged or

. natural canal or towed to its shallow water location and ballasted
dawn with water until it becomes bottom-supported. It then corn-: mences to drill as if it were on land.

In deeper waters, the jackup rig is used. This unit consists of.a
barge with long legs attached which can be cranked down to the
sea floor and serve to elevate the barge containing the drilling
equipment above the surface .of the water while engaged in drilling
operations. These units are typically non-self-propelled.

In the deep waters and more hostile environments, a semisub-
mersible is used. This unit floats in the water and may be self-
propelled or have thrusters to Eisist in maintaining its precise
location over the well bore if the unit is located in an area that is
too deep to anchor. The unit has a barge-like base which is flooded
t6 lower the center of gravity and produce a more stable base from
which to drill. The deck is still vtell above the surface of the sea.
Watet and wind are able to flow through the supporting structure

/rgith ease, and this type of unit is little affeqted by sea and weather
conditions. A small maritime crew is required, made up of princi-
pally limited licenses.
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A drill ship is like a conventional vessel, except a moon pool or
cutout center is provided through which the drilling operation is
carried out. This type of unit also maintains a small maritime
crew, but with unlimited conventional licenses.

A mobile offshore drilling unit spends most of its time in a
stationary location, and when nonself propelled units dre moved,
they are under the supervision of the tugboat employed to relocate
the unit.

With regard H.R. 5451, IADC has no pressing needs for addition-
al maritime personnel with unlimited licenses; however, my own
company toes interview graduates of the various maritime educa-
tional instMitions, and some personnel are hired from this source
even though most of the industry's personnel needs are for indus-
trial people whose background,' training and interests are not today
reflected by the curriculum of these schools. On the other hand,
our limited experience so far indicates that a select number of
maritime academy graduates, particularly from the U.S. Merchant
Marine Academy, have found excellent career opportunities in off-
shore drilling by pursuing the industrial route as opposed to the
conventional maritime officers roles.

We understand that the results of industry's responses to the
Mar Ad study questionnaire will be published in the future and
that they will show that only a small number of openings for
maritime personnel with unlimited licenses are anticipated in the
offshore drilling industry. Hopefully, our response will not deter
consideration of increasing enrollments at the maritime academies.
We respectfully submit, that the overall benefit to the Nation and
our industry could in time exceed the original expectations of
stippying only maritime officers.

We thank the subcommittee for this opportunity to appear today
and will be happy to answer any questions that we can.

Mr. Au Com. Mr. Wilson, you are vice president of Personnel and
Training with SEDCO, a firm based in Dallas, Tex. Would you
describe your firm's activities to the subcommittee. What is the
nature of your firm's operations?

Mr. WILSON. We are one of the largest international drilling
contractors in the world. Depending on how you measure it, we are
in the top four, if not the first.

Mr. Au Cowl_ Do you know how many academy graduated you
employ?

Mr. WILSON. How many do we employ? We employ approximate-
ly 50, of whom 26 are with us hired directly from the academies as
they graduate. iv

Mr. AuCoiti. Are most of those from State academies or the
Federal dcademy?

Mr. WILSON. Perhaps I 'could best answer by placing a little
broader scope of the subject. We have hired direct from the acade-
mies a total of 83 graduates. Today we have 26 on the payroll, of
whom 21 came from Kings Point. There is a retention rate for us of
31 percent.

Mr. AuCoiti. Wait a minute, go over those figures again. You
hires: 83?

Mr. WilsoN. We have hired 83 direct from the academies. We
have hired others.
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Mr. Ati Com. A you talking about last year?
Mr. WILSON. r the,past 7 years.
Mr. Au Com. Over the past 7 years you hired 83 academy gradu-

ates?
Mr. WILSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. Ati Com. From the State academies as well as the Federal

abodes!? 1
Mr. WHISON. Yes.
Mr. Au Com. And over the last 7 years you have a retention rate

of what, percent"
Mr,WILsoN. Thirty-one.
Mr. Ati Com. Thirty-one percent?
Mr. WILSON. Yes.
Mr. Au Com. How do you calculate that?
Mr. %WON. We hired 83, and we have 26 left on the payroll.
Mr. Mew:. You could have hired 20 a year ago and have 100

percent of those. You could have hired fifteen 8 years ago and have
100 pftftnt of those. How do you arrive at that figure?

Mr. WIISON. I arrived at It in connection with the study of all
types of college graduates that we made, spanning.the last 10 years .
actually. The purpose was to see how our retention rates in these
otherother caftories as well as the maritime academies compared with
the ovmea retention. rate of drilling personnel themselves.

Mr. LICOIN. This is interesting. With 83 cases, it ought to be
le for you to know how long each of those individuals stayed

on, each individual. What was the average stay with each individu
al? -

Mr. WILSON. It is fairly difficult to' answer, because we had a few
, who lasted only a few days or a few weeks, and decided that they
were in a radically different business than they wanted to be in.
Then we have others who are now approaching middle manwe-
went status, who have been with us since the very *ginning. We
have no way to arrive at a meaningful average. t.

Mr. AuCoiw. Of course, by lumping them altogether, that is not a
meaningful figure either, is it?

Mr. WUJION. Well, it is meaningful to us, because it means that
we have retained a higher percentage of Maritime Academy gradu-
ates than we have of our own drilling personnel.

Mr. AuCoiN. Based on how you calculate that, do you -find any
distinctions between State academies and the federal academies?

Mr. Wilsow. Yes. We have had much lower retention rates for
State academy graduates.

Mr. AuCom. For State academy graduates?
Mr. Wilson. Yes.
Mr. AuCom. Can you quantify that statistically?
Mr. Wireon. Sir?
Mr. &rem:, Statistically, how does that come out?
Mr. WILSON. Twenty-one out of the 26 we have on the payroll

now that were hired right out of school are from the U.S. Mer-
chant Marine Academy,

Mr. Meow. Let me have that figure again, 21 of the 26 you
hired from the Federal academy?

Mr. WILSON, Twenty-one sf the 26 we now have on the payroll
came from Kings Point. The other 5 came from Massachusett.
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Maritime Academy, New York Maritime Academy, and Cal Mari-
time Academy. ,

Mr. Au Cony. How long have they been with you?
Mr. WILSON. Two of the Massachusetts Maritime/Scademy grad-

uates have been with us for about 5 years: The Cal Maritime
Academy graduate has been with us about 2 years. The New Yor
Maritime Academy graduates about 1 year, or less than 1 year.

Mr. AuCoiN. What sorts of jobs do they fill for you when th
are first employed?

Mr. Wmaort. We start them out in what we call an engineer
trainee program, regardless of whether they are third mates or
third assistant engineers. This program is approximately an 18-
month program to teach them all of the rudiments of the operation
of a drilling rig, both from the industrial side and the limited
amount of maritime skills required. At the end of this program,
they are sufficiently endowed with skills and knowledge to fit into
the normal drilling or limited maritime capabilities that we have
aboard these units, and from there we work right up through the
heart of the business toward a career.

Mr. AuCom. I have no further questions. We appreciate your
testimony.

Mr. WILSON. Thank you.
Mr, AuCom. Vice Admiral Trimble of the Lake Carriers' Associ-

ation, President of the Lake Carriers' Association. We welcome
you.

STATEMENT OF VICE ADM. PAUL E. TRIMBLE, U.S. COAST
GUARD (RETIRED), PRESIDENT, LAKE CARRIERS' ASSOCIATION

Admiral TRIMBLE. it is a pleasure to be here. I am Paul Trimble,
President of Lake Carriers' Association, also a member of the
advisory committee of the Great Lakes Maritime 'Academy. The
association is comprised of 17 managements which own and/or
operate a total of 130 vessels on the Great Lakes. With minor
change, the Great Lakes vessel industry heartily endortes H.R.
5451.

In recent years, vessel operators on the Great Lakes have experi-
enced a critical shortage of licensed lficers. This has meant costly
vessel delays and inconvenience to shippers, all in detriment to the
economy insofar as the movement of vital bulk commodities is
concerned such as iron ore, coal, grain, limestone, cement and
petroleum products.

Traditionally, the main source of officers has been those who
have come up through the hawsepipe, but in this day and age of
sophisticated technology that source is drying up and the industry
is finding it more and more necessary to turn to the maritime
academies for qualified officer personnel. These are fine institu-
tions and deserve the support provided in thetAll under discussion.

The Offici,of Maritime Manpower, U.S. Maritime Administra-
tion, recentlrconducted a study of Great Lakes manpower require.
ments for sleek and engine officers through the year 1987. The facts
revealed by, that study are startling. They indicate that if the
present trend continues, considering attrition of the current work
force, the demand 'for vessel capacity an#ofher related factors, the
shortage as a percentage of demand for deck officers will, by the
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year 1987, be 48.16 percent and for engineering officers 38.81 per-. cent.
This trend must be overcome if the economic benefits to be

derived froin Great Lakes transportation are to be realized. The
lake shipping industry is working with The Great Lakes Maritime
Academy to expand .its capacity in relation tp the indicated long-
term need for deck officers and engineers. Of course, we will con-
tinue to try and attract graduates of other maritime academies to
serve on Great Lakes vessels. With some alight changes, H.R. 5451,
if enacted, will assist in 'providing qualified officers.

Under section 1304(c)(2) of the bill, the Secretary is directed to
provide each maritime academy or college guidance and assistance
in developing courses on the operation and maintenance of new
vessels, equipment and innovations being introduced in the mari-
time industry. Thereafter, extensive provisions are made for
courses of instruction of navigation and marine engineering and, of
cows% the furnishing of training facilities.

Nowhere in the bill, however, is th a specific provision or
encouragement for providing simulatio equipment which in recent
years has proven to be one of the t valuable aids in training
marine officers, both deck and engine.

I urge, that the bill be modified to authorize the provision of
simulation equipment and maintenance, in , lieu of a training
vessel, where appropriate. This will not only save taxpayers dollars
but will improve the quality of training and provide a better meek
tire of ability in less time than is possible using training ships. We
can take a cue from the success of simulators in the aviation
industry. .

Provision for simulation equipment could be made by adding a;
subparagraph under section 1304(b). .

The provisions in the bill for student loans have a great deal of
merit. They should increase the likelihood that those who do
attend an academy or. college will truly become maritime officers.
For that 'reason we beleive that the Secretary, in entering into
agreements with individual academies or colleges, should not limit
per se the number of students to.whom such loans will be granted.
That should be a matter for the administrators of the individual
academies or colleges who are the persons best able to judge the
required enrollment in relation to the demand for merchant
marine officers. While it may not be practical to spell it out in the
bill; at least the committee report should indicate that all students
enrolled in the various academies and colleges are eligible for
student loans without restriction as to number.

It is noted that as a condition to receiving any paynients or the
use of any vessel, an academy or college must agree to require,
prior to graduation, that a student pass the examination for an
entry-level merchant mariner officer's license. This is grossly
unfair both to the institution and to the student. First, it is the
administrators of the academy or college, and not the Coast Guard,
who are best quidified to determine if a student's acadeniic achieve-
ments warranis entitlement to a degree. Second, vessel officers
are professionals in every sense of the word and in no other profes-

n, be it doctor or lawyer; is a student denied his degree because
of failure to pass a Governmeht licensing examination.
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Licensing in these professions are both necessary and desirable,
but one who has demonstrated academic proficiency should be
denied his degree because of a Government licensing requirement.
I believe the objective sought can be adequately handled through
the proposed obligated service or loan repayment procedures.

Another matter of concern is the fact that with respect to stu-
dent loans and subsequent service obligations, no distinction is
made between those who attend the academy at Kings Point and
those who attend State academies or colleges. In the latter cage the
student must beir the full cost of tuition and other related ex-
penses, which is not the case with Kings Point' Yet the loan
repayment obligations and service requirements imposed upon the
student would be the same. This is an inequity which could well
discourage enrollment in regional and State academies and colleges
and should be corrected in the legislation.

The Naval Reserve obligations imposed by the bill may or may
not be attractive to prospective students. The bill is not clear as to
whether this is or is not a mandatory obligation. The language of
the bill is that the student, upon graduation, must apply for and, if
tendered, accept an appointment. as a commissioned officer in the
U.S. Naval Reserve. If such is to be the obligation of a graduate, we
believe he should be given the option of electing appointment to
the Coast Guard Reserve, as well as the Naval Reserve. After all,
while there has always been close liaison between the Navy and
the Merchant Marine, the Coast Guard is perhaps closer to the
actual operation and maintenance of merchant vessels.

In conclusion, as the recent study of the Office of npower,v
U.S. Maritime Administration indicates, the -shortage f licensed'
'officers on the Great Lakes is acute. Regional or State ademies
appear to be the most viable answer. Therefore, with the c anges
recommended, H.R. 5451 has the endorsement of the Great Lakes

O. vessel industry.
Mr. PANSHIN. Thank you, Admiral Trimble.
On page 3 of your statement, you paint out that the bill does not

specifically provide for simulation equipment, and recommend that,
"the bill be modified to authorize the provision of simulation equip-
ment and maintenance in lieu of a training vessel where appropri-
ate." What sort of simulation equipment are you talking about?

Admiral TItISIBLE I -was trying not to be specific as to the de-
tailed equipment, whether it be such as CAORF at Kings Point, or -
whether it be Sperry such as at LaGuardia or some other make of
equipment. There is equipment today that is availabte, and today's
technology would take the equipment at LaGuardia, for example,
and with the developments since that was installed, and perhaps
with the addition of color, could provide quite an adequate simula-
tion equipment, considerably less costly than the one at CAORF.

In other words, for $3 or $4 million, as compared with the cost of
a training ship, one could get almost the equivalent as far as
training, It might even be superior as far as training for emergen-
cies, the sort of thing that we all are interested in, to assure that
we have adequately trained officers to cope with the job of running
a ship.

Mr.. PANSHIN. In this regard, with respdct to simulators, what
impact, if any, do you see with regard to the proposed international
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convention on training with respect to qualifications of offliers
service do the Great Lakes?

Admiral Tenons. Perhaps that is one of the motivations for this -

recommendation. The requirement of that agreement calls for 12
months' sea time for cadets, and that is going' to be a problem for
most of the Sate maritime academies. ,

At present on the Great Lakes, for example, we are taking care
of the see time for the ,Great Lakes Maritime Acadimy, and for a
namber of cadets from the coastal academies and Kings Point, but
we are practically at a saturation point; we'have reduced vessels in
service,,it means a reduction in the number of cadet berths. We are
-almost doubling the capacity of the Great Lakes Maritime Acade-
my, so we seep real problem as far as providing cadet berths. We

. are working with the academy trying to change the seasonal av
ability of cadets so they won't have to all come just during
summertime. If we can phase them in over a longer period, we
get better use of what we have. f

Getting back to yOur question more specifically, the training
requirement was 12 months or .equivalsnce. What we don't know is
what the Coast Guard is going tb accept as equivalent, but weare
'hopeful that simulation equipment can help to fin part of the bill

-Mr. PANSIIIN. In yopr opinion, should simulators be ,allowed
substitute for I'll of these -training or only a portion?

Admiral Towels, I dunk ought to be substitutable for at least
half of 'the training.' The nothing like getting your feet wet; I

quite adequately.

mean being onbofird sin and seeing the ship work and given a
chance to try out the various equipment,. various jobs on the vessel.

Mr. PANSHIN. Thank you.
Last Thursday, Admiral Rector, of the Great ,Lakes Maritime

Academy, indicated there is a difference betNeen the CoastGuard
examination for prospectiVe third mates for the Great Lakes ,as
contrasted ith a deep sea license. Is this correct?

Admix TRIMBLE. We have a diffirent requirement on the lakes
for our o icers. They have to have a pilot's .ficende instead of a
mate's lice , so at the coastal academies far deep sea ships, I am
sure it is an examination, for third mate, whereas on the Great
Lakes it is in examination for first-class pilot. That would be the
distinction.

Mr. PANSHIN. Does this kind of difference also apply to the Coast !
Guard examination for the prospeOtive engineering officers?

Admiral THIMBLE. No, it does not.
Mr. PANIIIIIN. Does this situation fordeck officezt that you have

described create problems for you in recruiting from academies
other than the Great Lakes Maritime Academy?

Admiral TRIMBLE. It does present a problem, but we have been
able to work out procedures to' bridge the gap. For example, the
Coast Guard, within limitations, will give an open-water license,
will permit a graduate of one of the other academies with it third
mate's ticket to sairopenfwater only, not -in the restricted waters, .
until he gets in the necessary trips for those waters and passes his
pilot's requitement.

Also, we have instituted certain training courses, at least at One
maritime academy that has shown an interest in this, to familiar.:

e.
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tab their cadets with Great Lakes pilotage water and nilqtage Prob-
e* labs. Industry is supporting that program.

Mr. PANSHIN. Top have testified that it is unfair to require the
same length of service obligation for graduates of the State acade-
mies as it is for Kings Point.

In your opinion, is the proposed 5 years' length of service fair for
Kings Point graduates?,

Admiral Tatramic.-Yes, I think so.
Mr. PANSHIN. If that is fair for Kings Point, what length of

service would you sfe as fair on a prorited basis for State academy
graduates?

Admiral TRIMBLE. Half that time I am in favor of the obligated
service. I would really like to see it 5 years for the State maritime
academies; I think it would help us. But I was pointing out from .

*the point of view of equity it seems there should be some considera
tion shown for the fact that State cadets, by and large, are paying
for their entire tuition less the subsidy that is given them. So
probably 5 for Kings Point and 2 for State academies would be in
order, though still not completely equitable.

,Mr. PANSHINe Thank you.
The bill would allow for the establishment of regional academies,

a proposal that has been advanced in particular for the Great

Lake:aced

inio you in favor of a Great Lakes regional ,maritime

Admiral Teams. Yes, I am in favor of a Great Lakes regional
academy. We don't have enough demand for officers on the lakes to
support more than one academy.

One other State is talking about establishing a maritime acade-
my. And that was just announced within the last month. But a
regional academy since we call it the Great Lakes Maritime Acad
emy is a regional academy in name, but in fact, it is not. So as far
as other States on the Oreeit Lakes are concerned, they have to pay
the out-of-state rate for tuition, and there is no special advantage
or inducement to the students of that State to -go to the Great
Lakes Maritime Academy at Traverse City.

Mr. PANSHIN: For the benefjt of the hearing record, what is the
other State on the Great Lakes that is considering establishment of
an academy? ,

-
Admiral TipuBLE, The. University :of Wisconsin at Superiorthe

brahch of the, University of Wisconsin at Superior, which is a State
institution. I can't say it has the State blessinii. It has been An-
`flounced by the chancellor of that branch institution. ,

Mr. PANSHIN. Do I understand you correctly in speaking in
behalf of a single regional academy that you would see 4V single
regional academy as being stronger than twe individual State. acad-
emies?

Admiral Timm. Yes, and cost-wise there is nb justification for
another academy.. .

Mr. PANSHIN. You described certain advantages- to a regional
academy. Do you foresee any disadvantage?

Admiral TRIMBLE. Well, I suppose disadvantage -Wise the problem
would be to get other States to-participate financially in supporting
the academy. Right off, that would.be a disadvantage. But we don't
know for sure that Michigan, which is the State that is supporting
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the present academy would want to go regional. That is in the
process of discussion at the present time.

presently reads, adequately provide for tlielts ishment of such a
Mr. PANBHIN. 41:10 the provisions of the letilit H.R. 5451, as it ,

regional academy?
Admiral TRIMBLE. They do.
Mr. PANSHIN. On page 5 of your testimony, you speed with

respect to the Naval Reserve obligation and indicate that the obli-
gation as set forth in the bill could be clarified. Just what sections
of the bill are you specifically recommending as needing amend-
ment?

Admiral TRIMBLR. Welt, I don't have the bill before me, but the
language of the bill, as I recall et,, and as tVe-read it, requires that a
student before graduation must apply for, and, if tendered, accept,
appointment as a commissioned officer in the Naval Reserve.- Not
,all the academies --for example, Great Lakes, has a Naval Reserve
training prpam, so the fact that a .graauate is required to apply
fot a Naval Rwerve commission even though he. has not had the
Nivel Reserve training, is the part V feel needs some clarification.
In other words, if he has gone through the Naval Reserve training
Program, I presume the Navy would, have a claim on him, but if he
hasn't, it is kind of hard to see why he should be required tip apply
for a Naval Reserve commission..

Mr PANstine. Thank you for that clarification."
You also testify about the proposed requirement that students

from both the Federal and State academies pass Coast Guard -ex-
amination prior to graduation.

As I understand youi statement on page 4, you make no recom-
mendation in this regard concerning Kings Point Is that correct? '

Admiral Trinkuu.s: That is right.
Mr. PANBHIN. Why not?
Admiral Timms. I guess I thought that I was testifying for all

academies. I didn't make a distinction between Kipgs PointI
didn't mean toand the State maritime academies.

Mri.PArtsinie. in reference, then, as I read your testimony, to the
State maritime academies, you would appear to recommend that
the section that deals with the requirement for license examination
be amended to make chjs requirement a part of the loan agree-
ment, itself.

If this is correct, why do you oppose the condition in the first
place and then propose that it be made a part of the loan agree-
ment for State maritime academy students?

Admiral 'raisins. I said I thought the objective sought could be
adequately handled through the .proposed obligated service or loan
repayment; either onein other words, the object is we should
require something from him. I do not recommend the requirement
be made rart of the loan repayment, but rather the objective will
be achieved as a result of the repayment procedure or obligated
service. In no other profession is there a requirement that the
license be passed in order to get the academic degree. We feelthere
are two different things here. One is getting through the academic
requirements and the other is qualifying with the Goveriment for
a license.
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Mr, AuCom. Admiral Trimble, let me thank you for your testi-
mony.

Does minority counsel have questions?
Mr. AUCOIN. I appreciate your testimony. Thank you.
[The following was received for the record:]

QUESTIONS OF MR. AUC0IN TO THE LAKE CARRIER'S ASSOCIATION

1. With respect to the critical shortage of licensed officers on the Great Lakes.
(a) How.chd this situation come about? Does employment on the Great Lakes tend

to be as cyclical as deep-sea employment?
(b) How long have you been aware of this situation. and what have you been doing

about it?
le) Do you have difficulty recruiting graduates from the federal and state mari-

time academies (other than the Great Lakes Maritime Academy) for service on the
Great Lakes? Why? Have you been more successful in the last year or two

(d) What percentage of the licensed officers currently sailing on the Great Lakes
are graduates of the federal and state maritime academies (other than the Great
Lakes Maritime Academy)? What percentage comes from the Great Lakes Maritime
Academy?

(e) In your view, would it be more appropriate to expand the capacity of the Great
Lakes Maritime Academy to meet your shortage, or encourage the other academies
to motivate students to sail on the Great Lakes and offer certain specialized courses
to this end?

(f) How do you feel about academy graduates satisfying their service obligation
through shoreside employment ifjobs on the Great Lakes are going unfilled/

2. What support do the members of the Lake Carrier's Association give the Great
Lakes Maritime Academy: (a) Financial support? (b) Training vessels" (c) Equipment
or supplies? (d) Service on an Advisory Board" (e) Other support?

3. What other maritime training institutions are there on the Great Lakes" What
support do the members of the Lake Carrier's Association give to them?

4. With respect to the concept of a regional maritime academy:
(a) Does the Lake Carrier's Association suppoit such academies?
(b) What are the advantages of a regional maritime academy over the training

institutions now in existence?
(c) Do the provisions of the bill adequately provide for each academies?
(d) As a practical matter. how would you envision that such an academy would be

established and function'
5. You have testified that it is unfair to require the same length of service

obligation for graduates of the state academies as for Kings Point.
(a) In your opinion, is five years fair for Kings Point graduates?
(b) What length of service would be fair for state iicadenty graduates?
6. On page 3 Ot your statement, you quite correctly point out that the bill does not

specifically provide for simulation equipment, and recommend that the but be
modified to authorize the provision of simulation equipment andmaintenance in
lieu of a training vessel where appropriate.' This will not only save taxpayers
dollars but will improve the quality of training and provide a better measure of
abilitym less time than is possibleusigg training ships."

(a) What sort of simulation equipment are you talking about?
(b) What would be the cost of such equipment?
(c) In what instances would such simulation training provide, as you say, "A

better measure, f ability in less time than is possible using Training Ships"? Have
you reached a consensus on this with the Coast Guard?

(d) In this regard, what will be the impact, if any, of the proposed International
Convention on Training with respect to the qualifications of prospective officers for
the Great Lakes?

LAKE CARRIER'S ASSOCIATION RIRIFONSEs TO ADDITIONAL QUERrIONS ON H R 5451

I. (a) The critical shortage of licensed officers on the Great Lakes stems from
several principal factors, namely, block retirement of those who started sailing
during World War II; changing lifestytbe of our society, especially the younger
element; and labormanagerrient cpjolaaft features matenally increasing vacation
time.

Also, a recent change in the interpretation of Coast Guard regulations has in
creased the need for vessel personnel.

Employment on the Great Lakes does not tend to be as cyclical as deep sea
because of its more direct relation to the national economy By and large, shipping
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is carried out under long term contract arrangements for raw materials needed for
the steel industry, coal for utilities, etc

(61 The industry has been aware of some elements of the problem for a number of
years but the matter did not come to a head until the increased vacation time
requirement entered the picture and also a change in interpretation of regulations
by the Coast Guard that commenced during the past year.

To document the extent of the problem, industqfjoined with Mar Ad in preparing
an Officer Supply Study for the Great Lakes Tfie results were published about a
year ago and provided a more authentic basis for action. Recruiting activity has
been stepped up not only with the various maritime academies but also in high
schools for applicants to attend the Great Lakes Maritime Academy A full-time
recruiter is now employed at GLMA, an industry promotional film for recruiting
purposes has been prepared, the screening procedure at the Academy has been
improvgd for new applicants, and the Academy is well on its way towards expand-
ing to meet the offiser supply demand assigned to it by the industry The other half
of the requirement is expected to be met by coastal academies and hawsepipe
sources.

(c) We have had some difficulty recruiting graduates from the other maritime
academies for service on the Great Lakes because of the lack of knowledge about
lake shipping and the Great Lakes, as well as the fact that officers coming to the
lakes have tolualify as pilots We have been more successful in the last year or two
because of a more effective recruiting program and also because the Coast Guard
has issued open lake licenses so that officers coming from other sources can sail in
an officer capacity while getting in enough time through the critical channels to
qualify for a pilots license.

(d) As of January 1, 1978, 6 percent of our licensed officers came from other
maritime academies while only 2 percent from GLMA The other 92 percent
came through the hawsepipe. Those, percentages are somewhat misleading because
GLMA has only been in existence for lees than 10 years and its officer output has
been very limited Also, the hawsepipe sources are drying up.

Further, the percentages indicated do not reflect the large number of officers that
came into the lakes from coastal academies this year. I do not have those figures
available to update the percentages indicated at the outset of this question

(e) Actually we are doing both. GLMA is attempting to expand to meet approxi-
mately one-half of our officer requirements that we foresee for the next ten years or
longer, and other academies are working to fill the remaining numbers along with
hawsepipe sources Some of those academies are instituting specialized courses for
those interested an sailing on the lakes One point must be kept in mind, and that
is, successful recruiting for officers to come to the lakes solves only part of the
problem. Retention is even more important Looking at the results of the study
published by your Committee within the past 2 years, you will note that GLMA has
the highest percentage of graduates remaining at sea of any of the academies. That
statistic is somewhat distorted in that GLMA has only been in existence for 10
years.

(/) We would prefer that the service obligation be filled on seagoing. jobs to the
extent available before going to shoreside employment. I feel it is going to be
awfully difficult to define and enforce this requirement insofar as shoreside jobs are

. .concerned
2 (a) LCA provides financial support to GLMA (6) The industry provides for cadet

berths for trainees from GLMA, as well as for cadet! from coastal academies We do
not have a training ship per se (c) Surplus equipment is made available to GLMA
4c1) LCA and the industry are represented on the Advisory Board (e) LCA and the
industry attempt to provide political and public support for GLMA.

3. Other maritime training available on the lakes falls into the following catego-
ries union conducted schools for -officers, MarAd radar and firefighting schools,
LCA schools for unlicensed personnel and some upgrading for officers The union
conducted schools are financed by the industry through labor-management con-
tracts. MarAd schools are paid for on a per capita basis for attendees. LCA spon-
sored schools, are paid for by the industry Where appropriate they are offered

through local adult educational programs
4. (a) LCA supports the concept of a regional academy.
(01 A regional academy hopefully would have the support of the various Great

Lakes states and would have wider sponsorship and promotion within the various
state schools. Presumably resident tuition rates would be available to students from
the participating states.

(c) /4.R. 5451 adequately provides for a regional academy
40 1 would visualize that any other Great Lakes state interested would adopt the

academy as if it were a resident institution and treat it like any other state
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educational facility. Another approach, probably more practical, would be for a
reciprocal agreement to be made between Michigan and any other Great Lakes,
state to train people for maritime service III the same manner that agreements are

' made for the education of veterinarians and doctors for those states which do not
have such schools.

5. (a) Five years seem appropriate for Kings Point graduates because that number
also applies to the various military academies.

(6) In . fairness, I suppose the length of service fiir state academies should be in
proportion to the amount the individual pays-for tution compared to what he pays

4. at Kings Point That approach may not be practical, so I would recommend three
years sea service, as a compromise, with %horeside service only if sea jobs are not
reasonably available.

6 (al I visualize a modern version of simulation equipment similar to that used at
LaGuardia but in color

lb) Such equipment would coat in today's dollars approximately $4 million and be
susceptible of being maintlined at a very nominal cost This is much more practical
for the state academies than the sophisticated CAORF installation at Kings Point

69 The Coast Guard and Maritimi Administration, both with responsibilities in
the training field, are wrestling with the equivalency features of the IMCO Treaty
this is also being discussed, with the state maritime academies and I believe thatIKings Point has even done stuilion the matter. This approach is new to the Coast
Guard so I am sure that agency will proceed carefully before agreeing to aoy Change
from the traditional approach. As I stated in my statement, we can learn.a lot from
the aviation industry, which has long utilized simulation training so effectively. An
early version of simulation training was used very effectively during World War II,
the attack teacher for anti - submarine patrol vessel crews

iThe Committee may be interested in a proposal that is being discussed with the
Coast Huard and MarAd at our industry's annual joint conference with its Canadian
counterpart to take place late in February 1980. Representatives of the Coast Guard
acid MarAd, as well as their Canadian counterparts, will be commenting on that
proposal, as follows, at that conference

QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR GMAT LAM v!SSEL PERSONNEL

PrO6lerflBecause the human factor is involved in over 75 percent of marine
casualties there is a need for a thorough review of qualification procedA4or deck
and engineer positions, both licensed and unlicensed, including job r mente,
training and examination.

ProposalThat responsible government agency or agencies contract with India-
try and labor participation for:

(I) A review of present grade requirements, including education, time in grade`
and examination procedures for ,background, but not as a guide. This review would
also identify statutory requirements or constraints.

(2) A review of results of other studies. such as equivalency for simulation and
other techniques, to minimize duplication

(3) A determination of deck and engineer grade requirements for lake shipping.
(4) The development of a qualification program, such as education, experience,

hands-on or simulation training, and physical standards to meet grade require.
ments

(5) The development of grade examination procedure to determine qualification
and requalification where appropriate.

Objective. To assure the quality of personnel needed to operate today's and
tomorrow's lake vessels with safety and dispatch.

(d) The impact of the IMCO Convention is dependent upon how` the Coast Guard
interprets the equivalency features and also whether they try to apply it uniformly
to thefril.and .segments of the industry, in addition to the ocean trades. I have
serious nUEP witltattempts to equate time in grade with experience as the
Coast Guard has attempted to do over the years Simulation training providei an
excellent and effective alternative. as well as a more adequate basis for determining
license qualifications.

Mr. AuCom Our next witness is Rear Adm. William M. Benkert,
preiident of the American Institute of Merchant Shipping.

Admiral, will you come forward, please? I want to welcome you
to the committee.'

AdmiralBirmsais. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Au Com
a

. Before you begin, Admiral, let me point out that s.

the House is cinder the kminute rule, and we have amendments on
' the floor. In a few minutes, I am going to have to excuse myself

once again and try to return as quickly as I can. So if that occurs
in the midst of your testimony, you will know why.

STATEMENT OF REAR ADM. WILLIAM M. BENKERT, USCG (RE-
TIRED), PRESIDENT, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF MERCHANT
SHIPPING
Admiral BENKERT. Thank yo vi{ for your courtesy, Mr.

Chairman. .
Mr. Chairman, my name is William M. Benkert. I am the presi-' dent of the American Institute of Merchant Shipping, AIMS, a

national trade association representing 28 companies which own,
operate, and charter 190 American-flag bulk vessels aggregating
over 8 mil n deadweight tops and serving U.S. foreign and domes- A--
tic ocean commerce.

I app to very much the opportunity to testify on H.R. 5451,
legislation concerning maritime education and training. AIMS and
its members have long. recognized the importance of and been.
committed to the highest standards of education and training for
seafarers a? a necessary part of safe vessel operations.

To this 4nd, we commend the subcommittee's efforts, both last
year in oversight hearings on the Federal role in maritime train-
ing, and, now in H.R. 5451, which embodies recommendations aris-
ing from the oversight hearings.

AIMS supports this legislation and believes that it provides .a
sound base for the continued support fot and development of the
National and State maritime training programs. We are particular-
ly interested in this legislation becauseour members regularly hire
graduates of these various programs.

We strongly support the provision under section 1304(bX3), which
would permit the 4ecretary of Commerce to authorize additional
funds to meet the increased costs of fuel oil for training vessels.
Actual shipboard experience is an essential part of any maritime
education p and we believe that the ability of the academies
to continue this pect of the curriculum is imperative. Without
proposed Govern t assistance, the rapidly escalating cost of fuel
oil will jeopardize the State schools' ability to provide sea time,
which will become even more important in the future with imple-
mentation of the International Convention on Standards of Train-

., ing, Certification, and Watchkeeping for ',Seafarers.
AIMS supports section 1303(h), which/would require Kings Point

`recipients of federally assisted maritimb education and training to
serve the national interest of the United States its some defined
defensd or conunercialgmaritime capacity for 5 years.

We believe that such an bligation, which is comparable to the
-require nt of other Fede service 'Academies, 'provides a firme
ration e

r
for this expenditu of Federal funds.

Under section 1304(f)(1) arding loans to students at State in-
stitutions, we recommend t t some provision be made.for annual
adjustment of the loan amount to take into account the impact of
inflation. , , .
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proposed express obligation of the students to apply for ;
val Reserve commission and to serve the United States in a

efinedcommercial maritime or military capacity following gradu-
ation provides 'mple reason to increase the loan level to compen-
sate for inflation effects.

In addition: we feel that it would be advisable to the extent
Federal funds are directly or indirectly provided to any maritime
training institution to, protect the public interest by ensuring that
there is appropriate return for these expenditures.

AIMS believes, that the relative degree of taxpayers' money in-
volved in other institutions as compared to Kings' Point, should be
taken into consideration in evaluating the return to the country.

in this context we believe that the obligations of State school
studentswhatever Congress decides orishould be less onerous
than those applied to Kings Pointerf, and that language added
specific fly allowing excuse from the obligations in the ev nt they
cannot be fulfilled for reasons beyond the students' control.

'Again, AIMS supports favorable consideration of H.R. 51 by
the committee, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my written statement.
Mr. AuComr. Admiral, let me interrupt at this point. You have

concluded youi written statement. The subcommittee now stands
in a brief recess until I have an opportunity to get to the flobr and
return; then, I would like to hear whatever else you have to say.

Admiral BENKERT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AuCoor. We will stand in recess for 10 minutes.
[Brief recess.] 1
Mr. AuConi. The subcommittee will come back to order.
Admiral, you were about to present us with additional views. We

would be happy to hear them at this time.
Admiral BENKERT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I don't know, how

to put this exactly, Mr. Chairman; it is a personal view.
Mr. AuCoor. Nobody has been shy so far in putting their opin-

ons forth.
Admiral BENKERT. I have never been known for that, either, Mr.

Chairman." But there is one section of this bill, Mr. Chairman,
which I must admit, as a former serviceman for many years, sticks
in my craw.

Mr. AuConi. What is your service background?
Admiral BENKEICT. I am a retired rear admiral from the U.S.,

Coast Guard.
Mr. AuConi. What section of the bill do you have objection to?
Admiral( BENKERT. I have reference to the bill o page 8, at the

bottom of the page, and it has to do, Mr. Chairma with the area
dealing with Kings Point graduates and their oblig Service and
the fact that, as it says, if I may quote just briefly, "If the Secre-
tary determines-- -

Mr., &Com. Are you on line 20?
Admiral BENKERT, Line 20, on page 8; yes, sir.
If the Secretary determines that any cadet or graduate of the academy has broke

the agreement specified in paragraph 1. the Secretarr of the Navy may order th
cadet or graduate tdliactive duty to serve' the unexpired portion of' his service
provided by the agreement as determined by the Secretary., but not less than three
years
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My pitch, Mr. Chairman, is very simple. It appears to me in this
ppaarrtticulai. case service in the Armed Fortes of the United States is
being viewed as sort of a penal colony, and I object. I don'tthink

Mr. Au Com. I understand the point you are makirig, If, however, .
the Federal taxpayer, on the basis of a national defense argument,
is being asked to provide full funding for the education of Kings
Point midshipmen, and therefore is making an attempt to ask for a
service obligation within the merottant marine, you pould argue
that we are making the merchant marine a penal institution for
those graduates.

The point, is one way or another we want a service obligation to
the country; then, -your argument could be equally directed to the
merchant twine.

Admiral
nine.

Well, then, perhaps, Mr. Chaiiman, it is se-
mantics; maybe it should be written another way. I just have the
feeling that the way 'it is written, an individual who doesn't live up
to thg agreement, which he signed and agreed to before going to
the Icademy, is going to be put in the Armed Forces for 3 years'
active duty as a penalty, and I havt a deep-rooted feeling against
this.

Mr. Chairman, I think there are alternatives to that. For exam-
ple, repayment of the cost of the individuals going through the
academy at King's Point might be a possible alternative.

Mr. ATROIN, What about cadetswhat do they call students at
the Coast Guard Academy, cadet's?

Admiral BEN10ERT. Yes, sir.
Mr. AuCotN. What happens to a cadet who spends 2 year at a

the Coast Guard Academy, and then drops out?. Does he have to
serve his obligation? 4

Admiral BENICERT. If he doesn't complete the course, Mr. Chair-
man? I don't know what his obligation is right now, sir, and that is
an honest answer. They have changed this several times over the
years, and I just don't know what the obligation is at the present
time.

Mr. AuCom. I think the minority counsel has a Coast Guard
baCkground.

Mr. Losat. At least during the period from 1964 to 1968 there
was no obligation on the part of the student if he dropped out in
terms of a military service, although during that .period the draft
was at its acme and people were dodging the daft as best they
could if they left the academy.

Mr. AUCQtN. What about now?
Mr. LORCH. I don't know if that has been changed since. It would

seem to me that there woukdrt., he that effort to chapge it now that
they have gone to an all-volunteer military, but I am of sure.

Mr. AuCotN. Counsel tells me there is a representatile of the
Coast Guard here. I am just naming one of the services. Is there, in

'fact, a representative from the Coast Guard here? I am asking if
there is a representative of t'he U.S. Coast Guard in attendenee.

Commander McCowEN. I am not knowledgeable of the situation
you have spoken of at tha.academy.

Mr. AuCong. Could you identify yourself for the record?
Commander MuCowEN. Commander McCowen.
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Mr. Au Cow. What is your ,position with the Coast Guard?
Commander McCovizrr. Merchant Vessel Personnel Branch

Chief.
Mr. AuCour. You have no knowledge about this matter?
Commander McCovarr. Not of the current situation concerning

dropouts at the Academy;. no, sir.
[The following was received for the record:]

PROPOS= CHARMS TO RIM/LAMM) FOR THE CORPS OF CADETS

B. The Superintendent,may accept voluntary ons of cadets
C. First or Second Class cadets who reswn or re disenrolled or dismissed

be transferred to the Individual Ready ' in he rating of QM2 or
QM3 (SN if disenrolled or dismissed for reasons of con ct o aptitude) for a period
of service equal to their service as a cad (this is in a ce with 14 USC 182(b)
and is referred to as "Cadet Incurred Obl ice") except as follows.

(1) Cadets with prior service in the U or SCGR shall revert to their prior
enlisted, status and complete the remainder of their active duty obligation. They
shall then be transferred to the inactive CG Reserve to complete the ;remainder of
their six year obligation required by 10 USC 651 or cadet incin;red obligated service
whichever is greater. 4(2) Cadets with prior enlisted service in another Armed Force shall revert to their
prior status and be transferred to their former branch of service.

D. If it is deemed to be in the best interest of the service the Superintendent may
recommend to the Cdtnmandant that, if cadets are separated. in accordance with
Paragraph 6-2-02 C, they should be ordered to active duty for a period of time equal
to their cadet incurred obligated service. Cadets with prior service in the USCG or
USCGR who still may not have,completed their full stx-year obligation required by
10 USC 651 after serving their required cadet incurred obligated service shall be
transferred to the Individual Ready Reserve (RQ) to complete the remainder of their
obligation.

g Cadets who have completed their course of instruction and are qualified to
aocept a commission but do not do so shall be transferred to the CG Reserve as a
QM2 and ordered to active duty for four years.' The four-year obligation shall
commence upon disenrollment.

Mr. AbCong. Well, we will attempt to find out not only for the
Coast Guard, but the other academies.

Admiral, you pose an alternative, and it is one that is worth
laying out for the subcommittee's consideration.

Adiniral Birxxsirt Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AuCour. I want to assure you that there is no intention here

to indicate in any way that service in the Navy or any of the
Armed Forces is a punitive ste_p_. I think you pt the idea of the
subcommittee's intention here. The whole idea is to insure once an
investment has been made by the taxpayer in the name of national
defense, that there be some form of service obligation; so it is not
meant to be punitive at all.

Do you have additional comments?
Admiral BINICERT. No. I had nothing other than that to add, Mr.

Chairman, to the prepared statement.
I understand what you are saying, Mr. Chairman, and I do fully

_agree. with the concept of the obligation as a result of the training,

'Mr. AuCon i. Minority counsel?
Mr. 1Loscu. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral, I recognize that the members of your association are

primarily in the domestic trade and therefore have no obligation to
provide space for training of merchant marine cadets. However, it
would be helpful to-the committee if you could poll your members
to fend out what space might be available if we fciund that we were

7
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in a crash for at-sea training and might have to look to the domes-
tic operators to provide some of that training. Could you poll your
members?

Admiral BENKERT. Yes, sir,
Mr. LoecH. Thank you very much.
[The following was received for the record:]

de AMERICAN INSTITUTE OP MERCHANT SHIPPING,
Washington, D.C., February 29,1980.

Mr. RON LOSCH,
Deputy Minority Counse, Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee.
House ofiteprasentatives, WkItington, D.0

DEAR MR. Loscii: During p nation of our testimony on H.R. 5451 before the
Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on Maritime Education and Training, you asked if we
could poll our members to determine if additional berths could be made available
for carriage of cadets. The question was based on the possible impact of the 1978
STCW Convention requirement (when it ultimately comes into force and is imple
mented by USCG regulation as a deck officer licensing prerequisite) that all officiers
in charge of a navigational watch have, as a minimum, '"approved seaeervice in the
deck department of-not less than three years . . . ", of which two years may be
substituted by special training to satisfaction of the admnistration. Such a stipula-
tion would create, under e traditional U.S. system, a unique difficulty for Federal
and State academy deck ets only who normally accrue from five to nine months
of approved seti-setvice d ring the time now allotted for their sea year, as opposed
to the STOW one year m unum term.

This issue leas been ongoing consideration by our Maritime Training Committee
and your concerns and questions were laid before the Committee during January 22
meeting.

If the problem was a-ack of berths for cadets, there is no doubt that AIMS
members and other ship operators, under equitable arrangements, could carry more
cadets. However, several members indicated that because of academy scheduling
problemsand a lack of cadets for assignment, ships available for carrying cadets are
sailing without them. Probably more importantly, however, the base problem is not
one of available berths; it is one of a need for allocation of more future time in the
training schedule of deck cadets to permit them to get 365 days on articles. The
nIternative...af course, under STCW Article IXEquivalents, is an administration
accepted traininlirrangement substitute for a portion of the one year approved sea
lance.

Also, specific to your question is the fact that the Maritime Administration has
ecently made an in-depth analysis of the total U.S. flag fleet to determine available
cadet berths,:the feasibility of adding berths through rebuilding/redesigning exist-
ing ships, the:involved cost factors and related matters We feel certain this very
important contribution to your efforts has been, or could be, made available to the
Committee. "

We trust these comments are responsive.
Sincerely Sours,

W. M Boatirr, President.

Mr. LOOM. If we could step back in your career to your Coast
Guard period, and tell uit a bit about ,the IMCO convention and
equivalency. You were heady& the Coast Guard delegation to the
IMCO Conference, were youliot?

Admiral BEaRT. Yetyliwas the head of our delegation at the
Conference o e Stairds of /Training and Watchkeeping in
1978.

Mr. Loam What, in yo ur opinion, is the basis of this equivalency
requirement in the convention and where should we look or what
should we be doing to try to develop an equivalency standard so we
can meet the requirements of the convention at a reasonable cost,
And without any undue delay?

Admiral BENKERT, Well, I- would like to giVe 2 cents' worth of
background, on the development of those particular areas of the
convention.

A
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As I am sure you are aware, the Standards of Training, Certifica-
tion and Watchkeeping Convention was developed as a result of
about 6 years" of meetings at IMCO, in Undon, a minimum of two
per year in order to develop a draft convention..

The United .States was the strongest of the proponents of the
development of that convention. The United States, for a number
of years has been speaking loud and clear that what4we needed on
vessels world-wide were, people who are fully trained, capable, and
experienced at operating vessels worldwide to eliminate, among
other things, accidents resulting in problems of safety and prob-
lems of pollution.

So this whole format ofthis convention was aimed at coming to
some level that would be agreed upon internationally as a basis for
the training, qualification, and experience level of personnel in the
.variolis' merchant marines worldwide.

Well, in the course of development of that convention, obviously
you encounter a u ber of different views from differe t countries;
people have di rent ideas, and there are some compr ises made
in certain are , and so forth, in order to get som hing that
everybody can agree is.a good product.

We felt we got a damn good product out of that conference and
that convention. Several of the provisions that have been men-
tioned here today, and I know have been mentioned earlier in your
hearings, are the sea-time requirements that are specified in that
convention for personnel who qualify for certain grades of licenses.
One of the major problem areas, and we realized this at the time
we were negotiating that convention, was going to be this business
of 1 year of sea time being required for people who were in a
category similar to those going to our Kings Point Academy and to
our various State schools to become eligibile for licensing as third
mates, and third assistant engineers. This sea-time requirement
was- an area that we knew would be a problem primarily because
we don't have that in existence at the present time in our own
country.

Nevertheless, it was quite obvious to me, and I think to our
delegation,^and to everybody else that the United States had been
preaching qualification of people, so we could not very well say,
'well, OK, we want all these- nice things to happen, but sitp. want the
sea time to be put at a very minimal amount here so we cart live
with it in our own counter.

What happened Was acceptance of the 1-year sea time, but at the
same time there was placed in the convention an article which was

." developed, because a number of countries would have difficulties
with some of the specific provisions of the convention. The article
was an equivalence articleI think it is article 9 of the conven-
tionwhich permits administrations to make certain determiga-
tions of equivalence.

It incorporates the concept of equivalence for sea time,,equiv-
alence for training, equivalence for all the types of requirements
That are encompassed by the regulatory items that are in the
convention, itself, sir.

.1 am sorry for the lengthy background, but I think it is impor-
tant in any approach to this particular item or anything else
having to do with that conyntion that you understand how and
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lwhen was developed, as well a some of the provisions which we
may not be able to comply with h this, this instant, today, in this
country.

I personally feel that in the case of the sea time, for example, I
think there are many ways that Kings Point, that the State acade-
mies, and any institutions that are training people for the purposes
which they espouse can come up With sea time and in certain cases
can come up with equivalence to at least a portion of that sea time
which we could in good faith consider acceptable under the terms/ of that convention.'

Mr. LOSCH. Yes, sir. Who deterinines this equivalence, and what
review does the IMCO central office, so to speak, have over the
determination?

Admiral BENKERT. WhEit would be required simply of the United
States would be for the Coast Guard; which is, I presume --1
assume upon the ratification of the convention and it becoming
part of our law, that it would be implemented by the Coast °lard;
that the Coast Guard would be the determinant, if you will, for the
United States, of these equivalence concepts, and that all that is
necessary is a notification by an adininistration to the IMO secre-
tariat, saying here is what we have done and why, and we consider
it to be in compliance with the provisions of the convention.

Mr. LOWE. In you opinion; would simulator time be a possibility
for a portion of the seatime requirement? '

Admiral BENKERT, I think that is a ibilitY; yes, sir. I would
, certainly want to couch'that in terms w kind of simulators we

are talking about, but, in general, simula as those de-
scribed earlier by Admiral Trimble, for exa pie, the
ence today, I would say yes.

Mr. Lose. Thank you,.Admirlil. I think t t is all.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AVCOIN Admiral, I appreciate your testimony and thank

you very much for it.
Admiral BENXERT. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AVCOIN. At this time, I would like to call two witnesses

representing the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy Alumni Associ-
ation, Mr. W. McNab Miller III, accompanied by James ii Yocum,
the 'predident of the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy Alumni Asso-
ciation.
1 Gentlemen, we welotbe you. It is good to see you again, Mr:

Yocum.
.0

STA'T'EMENT OF, W'.' McNAB MILLER III, ACCOMPANIED in
JAMES H. YOCUM, PRESIDENT, US: MERCHANT MARINE
ACADEMY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION, AND REAR ADM. PENROSE

AO ALBRIGHT, DIRECTOR, NAVAL RESERVE LAW PROGRAMS,
AND A MEMBER OF THE NAVY MARITIME PLANNING POLICY
GROUP

Mr. MILLER, r. Chairman, members of thead hoc subcommit-
tee, as you aldy know, Mr. Yocum, I would like to point 'out for
the benefit of the subcommittee, the presence of Rear Adm. Pen-
rose Albright, whop like myself, is a civilian attorney in private
practice, but is also the director of the Naval Reserve law pro-
grams, and, as a collateral duty, is with the Navy Maritime Plan-

.
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ning Policy Group. He is a Kings Point graduate and member of
the Alumni Legislative Committee, and we have asked him to
appear with us today if there are any questions from the commit-
tee regarding the Navy. Reserve aspects, which we have discussed
in our presentation.

The graduate body of the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy appre-
ciates the opportunity to express our views regarding this bill, and
we are here speaking on behalf of approximately 15,000 profession-
als at sea in the Armed Forces and in other fields of the maritime
industry.

To understand the bill's purpose, it is important to consider not
only the role of maritime education and training in this day and
age, but the. history of Kings Point and the efforts of the U.S.
Merchant Marine Academy Alumni Association over the past 2
years to obtain a legally enforceable obligation such as is now
before the committee.

The bill before us today purports to be all-encompassing and
touches many areas of maritime training, including those affecting
the State maritime academies. Because of time limititions, our
comments here will focus primarily upon those matters affecting
Kings Point, nd I would also point out that I will highlight certain
aspects of the testimony and leave some of the details and the
citations for the written record, which is already before the com-

. mittee.
Kings Pointers are presently serving on U.S.-flag merchant and

naval vessels on the seven seas, on .our inland waterways, on
oceanographic and offshore drilling vessels, 1n our fishing fleet, as
pilots in the Panama Canal and in our Nation's ports and water-
ways.

EqUally important. Kings Point graduates are providing :leader-
, ship for the, rnaritinle industry in executive posts with shipping

companies, shipyards, maritime labor organizations, and in posi-
tions with Federal and local governmental maritime agencies.

ha-:. I would like to briefly address maritime training today.
The needs of the country and the world at large necessitate

viewing the oceans not, only as a means of defense, transportation,
and communicatim but also as critically important sources of
food, energy, and minerals. Mining the oceNr for minerals, fishing
the seas for food, and drilling the ocean floor for oil pose ecological
problems. The use of increasingly larger ships for the carriage of
petroleum and liquid gas has resulted in serious safety threats as
wellies potential environmental ,problems.

As this committee is aware, recently a single gallon of liquid
natural gas recently escaped from a shoreside storage facility at .
Cove Point, Md., on the Chesapeake Bay, and caused an expliDision
that destroyed a blockhouse and killed a man; the industry today
has ships carrying hundreds of thousands of gallons of liquidnatu-
ral gas across the seas, through congetited shipping lanes and into
heavily poptflated port areas.

Evidence, also, the collision recently between the oil tanker
Burrnah'Agate and the freighter Mimosa near Galvesto Fhe
sels collided on November 1-40 days ogowith 32 ad or miss-
ing, and the Burmah Agate is still afloat and burning.

27.1 4 . .
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Because of these serious safety and ecological threats, the large
and small maritime nations have reviewed and strengthened the
requirements for the training of merchant ships' officers.

The concerns of the Congress and the Nation and this committee
go far beyond the requirement for just an original merchant
marine license for a deck or engineering officer. As important as
training competent seagoing watchstanders is, it takes more train-
ing and experience to prepare for management positions than
merely produce junior engineer and deck officers.

This is the challenge before the subcommittee and is the chal-
lenge that Kings Point should meet. As West toint seeks to train
generals and not second lieutenants, and Annapolis trains future
admirals and not ensigns,.Kings Point must train leaders for an
ever-changing, ever-developing maritime industry, our fourth arm
of defense. of

We are proud of the record of service of,Kings Pointers in places
and in times of national emergency. However, we want to insure
that every graduate of the Federal Academy repay the country for
his nr her edudation.

The alumni association has repeatedly sought passage of a legal-
ly enforceable mandatory service obligation. Our most recent
effort, which culminated in one segment of the bill before us today
was in June 1977. We attached to the written submission we gave
you, a copy of the draft bill that we proposed 2 years ago.

A primary purpose of this bill is to create the 5-year obligation
as return on our investment in the training of midshipmen. As
parsently worded, we sear that it may not be legally enforceable.

At a minimum, *e suggest that the statute should include, as we
proposed 2 years ago, the acceptance in writing by candidates of
the condition that if the requirements of the bill are not met, he or
she will "serve upon such terms and conditions prescribed by the
Secretary of the Navy on active duty."

We also suggest that similar to existing legislation in force for
Annapolis, West Point, and the Air Focce Academy, this bill should
cover the issue of legal minority. The case law pertaining to indi-
viduals involuntarily brought on to active service in the military
specifically points out that the individuals previously entered into
contracts between -themselves and the military agency, and that
claims that the contract is invalid or has been breached must be
decided under the traditional notions of contract law. Because of
the important ,attached to the agreements signed by candidates,
for appointment to Kings Point and the State maritime academies,
we would recommend that*here be additional language such as we
suggested put into the bill.

We have also given you suggested language as to the enfoice-
ment procedure, which modifies the pro language only slight-
ly, but we think it is more clear an provides the Secretary of
Commerce with more flexibility.

We are also very concerned with t failure of this legislation to
address the concept of maritime tr fining from an overall stand-
point. The type and quality of_training of future merchant marine
officers and the industry as a wkole_involves the coordination of
several different programs, FedeA1-;-'State, and industry, and the

c
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desirability of establishing appropriate criteria 'should be addressed
by the Maritime Administration and the U.S. Coast Guard.

The earlier testimony today of Mr. Gianelloni and Ca ta,in May-
berry about offshore and the towing industry's, in pa at we Ilk
are concerned with. For example, this bill, like the law it r els,
permitS the Secretary to enter into support agreements wi h
many maritime academies or colleges as there are States. hus,
instead of concentrating upon coordinating and =prow the re-
sources the Nation already has, the bill merely restates in nearly
exact language the concepts of the original act as passed in 1958.

We also hard from Admiral Trimble, who said the University of
Wisconsin may be establishing a regional academy at Superior, yet
this is apparently without Maritime Administration input or con-
trol.

This Nation now has the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy_,serv-
ing all States and territories, State maritime academies in Maine,
Massachusetts, New York, Texas, and California, an academy for
training on the Great Lakes, and several industry-union training
facilities focusing upon one or more aspects of maritime officer
training. NeVertheless, this bill does not encourage coordination of
all existing training. Rather, it permits further dilution.

As it is new, there is more Federil money going into industry-
union training over which the Maritime Administration exercises
no oversight, than into the State maritime academies, to whom this
bill is partially addressed. To illustrate, as recent hearings before
this committee have pointed out, the total Federal expenditgre for
industry-union schools during the period 1950 through 1977 was
approximately $39.5 million, while for the State maritime acade-
mies it was $37 million.

The Maritime Administration further estimated that nearly 74'
percent fiE the funds paid in fiscal 1975 to eight major industry-
union tilling programs by subsidized companies came from Fed-
eral funds.

No State maritime academy wears to receive as high a percent-
.

age of its funding from Federal funds as do at least some of the
industry -union schools.

While we do not have records on industry-union schools as a
whole, the amount of Federal subsidy money received by one school
in 1977 was reportedly 53.2 percent of the schoofts total expendi-
ture, this amount having nearly doubled since 1975.

The incongruous situation exists that wheteas more Federal
money is going to industry-union training than,lo the State mari-
time academies, this bill does not address the tibeds to coordinate
overall national priorities and expenditures. As we pointed out in
our testimony, Massachusetts received 36 percent of its funding
from Federal sources; California, 28; Maine, 21; Texas, 21, although
I believe Admiral Harrington testified last week, according to his
figures, Massachusetts received only 2.6 percent of its funding from
Federal sources. I don't know which figures are correct. I got them
from two different sources.

In the absence of a comprehensive and coordinated approach, the
number and type of training facilities, quality of instruction, dura-
tion of the training programs and the success of this Nation in
meeting the challenges of modernization and international compe-

l.
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titian will not be determined by the Federal Government. based
upon eduational goals, standards, and needs, but rather upon the
desires of those who direct these various programs, plus the mini-/
mum requirement set by the U.S. Coast Guard.
/This is also evidenced, in .part, by the report that back in 1970,
when the Maritime Administration was cutting back on the
number of cadets' subsidies at the State academies in older to
reduce the number of officer graduates in light of projected job
availability, at least one industry-union training operation
expanded.

We are also concerned about the need to coordinate training
because of limited employment opportunities at sea. We strongly
favor sea duty in fulfillment of the service obligation requirements
and would like to se6 all graduates of maritime training institu-
tions provided this opportunity.

M this subcommittee is well, aware, and as hearings held by a
House subcommittee pointed out, the maritime officer unions con-
trolling employment on almost 90 percent of the U.S. documented
vessels effectively closed their membership books during the period
1970 to 1976 to graduates of Kings Point and the State maritime
academies because of insufficient available jobs.

The impact. on our seagoing employment is oluious. Whereas
approximately 94 percent of Kings Point's graduates went to

ourbefore the books were closed, and approximately 94 percent of our
most recent graduates have gone to sea, during the period of clo-
sure as few as 37 rcent of our graduates were able to get seago-
ing positions on dociihtented vessels. We have no assurance that
this will not occur again in 1982.

Ware patticularly.concerned with language of the proposed bill'
which would further limit available opportunities. One section of
the bill noted in our written report limits opportunities in erriploy-

, ment to U.S.-documented vessels. This would preclude servi'e on
vessels owned by the UniLed States or State governments as well as
on other American-owriedvessels.

We believe that the Secretary of Commerce shou ld have the
latitude to determine what lies in the national interest and be able
to regulate the service obligation of those trained at-Federal ex-
pense, whether it be on seagoing commercial vessels, on oceano-
graphic vessels, in fishing and mining, or. in sh Eder or.gther
maritime-related industries. This bill does not presen 've the
Secretary of Commerce that latitude.

We recommend for this reason the inclusion in the bill of the
language "upon terms and conditions prescribed by the Secretary,
and we identify the place where this could be inserted, to also
allow the language instead of limiting it to U.S.-documented vessels
that it be: "air a merchant marine officer on oceangoing, inland,
offshore, or other vessels." .

We would like to point out an additional possible benefit of this 4

change. 4Ctur Nation has long been concerned about the availability
of effectively controlled U.. ships, those which are American
owned but sailing under foreign flag.

The Marine Engi ers Beneficial Association already heitase)execut-
ed contracts to pla American officers on some of th vessels
and has correctly 'nted out that American crews on such vessels

2'
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increases the likelihood of compliande with an American demand
for the vessels' return in time of national emergency. .

We believe that this concept should be further expanded by
giving the Secretary of Commerce the option to allow graduates of
Kings Point and the State maritime academies to sail on these
same ships. These graduates who have commissions in the U.S.
Naval Reserve could be called to active duty in time of national
emergency, and $his would lend substantially to the control of such
ships.

We would also like to comment upon the maritime-related indus-
try option set forth in (a) of the same section. Assuming the addi-
tion of our proposed language regarding the Secretary being able to
establish the

proposed
and conditions," we believer the present bill's

language is adequate.
We understand the Maritime Administration is proposing Ian-

guage which would allow such nonseagoing service to not exceed 3
years except in national emergency. We are not opposed to the
topcept suggested MarAd but believe this language might pre-
vent the Secretary from requiring 5 years at sea except under
exceptional circumstances.

We believe. that the same result intended by MarAd may be
more simply obtained by 'giving the Secretary the authority to
establish acceptable service.

The maritime and defense needs of this Nation require a compre-
hensive review of maritime education and training laws and poli-
cies such as is being given to those pertaining to subsidies.

National coordination and control of training and employment
opportunities is desirable to justify Federal expenditures and maxi-
mize the *return on investment. It may even be appropriate to
consider assigning certain roles to certain training institutions
such as having one train for oceanography, one for fishing, tifiother
for mining, et cetera('

In this way, training expertise may be concentrated, professional
development enhanced, and competition for available seagoing em-
'plo Brit billets virtually eliminated.

Academy can be compared very favorably to t e in use at the
e admissions procedures used at the U.S. Mer t Marie

military service academies. The language of section 1303(c) implies
that an unfair advantage in the selection process has, in the past,
been given to relatives of alumni. ,

We do not believe that this is th4 case and consider the wording
a negative approach to the goal we all seek in a fair - admissions
proeass.

schools
-

All of higher learning are concerned .with the establish-
ment of appropriate criteria for selecting candidates for admission.
The suitability or those candidates for meeting the goals of the
institution is obviously a high priority.

Personal factors indicative of excellence and motivation in the
maritime industry should be available for consideration in the
selection process. As this subcommittee knows, applicants with sea
experience have been given more consideration than relatives of
alumni.

We believe that m rs of the immediate family of all -mari-
time industry perso are, as a class, likely to have a greater
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familiarity with the maritime industry and hence have a hi skier
motivation factor.

In this regard Congress has gone on record favoring such selec-
tion criteria of close relatives. This is evidenced by the fact that
each year up to MO qualified children of members of the Armed
Forces may be appointed each to West Point; Annails, and the
Air Force Academy,

We recognite the congressional concern of wanting all candidates
judged by the same standards. and we approve the concept. We
believe this is being dope. However, we fear that this sentence, if
left in the bill, would actually serve to discriminate against mem-
bers of the imtnediate families of Academy alumni.

For example, as between two groups of virtually identical candi-
dates,' those related to Academy alumni might well be 'refused
admission, for fear that their appointment might' appear to be a
preference. In the abaelice Of some highly identifiable and objective
factor favoring such persons, they might be discriminated against,

As Congress and this committee have previously recognized, the
Intional defense of this Nation depends in part upon the coordina-
tion and ..operation of the Navy, Coast Guard, and the merchant
marine, particularly iraime of war. .

It is for this reason the merchant marine is called the fourth
arm of.defense.

We are proud of the over 380 alumni now serving on active
military duty, among whom are ail admirals, including the. Vice
Commandant of the U.S Coast Guard.

Because of 'thet, importance of this role, the speed with which a
modern war can be upon us, and they increasell significance of
peacetime preparedness, we would suggest certain changes to the
bill.

We pointed out in here that certain language we suggested could
be added which would broaden the shoreside training oiSpskrtunities
of the midshipmen.

Mr..AxiCoiN. Mr. Miller. I am going to have to interrupt you at
. this point. We are nearing the final time period for this vote that is

on the floor right now,. so we are going to have to stand in recess
'until I make that vote and return.

Thank you very much, The committee is in recess for 15 minutes.
[Short recess.]
Mr. AtiConi. The committee will come back to order.
You may resume your testimony, Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. Yes, sir. As we were discussing, the midshipman

training prior to graduation is obviously a critical area we are
concerned with in order to maximize the return of this Federal
investment. We feel in order to en4burage naval training arid co-
ordination, that the Secretary of Commerce should be given the
latitude of using other Federal training and transportation -facili-
ties in order to reduce duplication of effort and overall Federal
expenditures.

We identify specific language for inclusion.in the bill on our
written report, which we feel would broaden the shoreside training
ppportunities_of the midshipmen, permit the use of military facili-
ties for national defense training such as *Firefighting and damage

g 7 6
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control, enhance their potential in the maritime industry and.give
the Secretary greater latitude in training placement.

We also have additional language with regard to establishing the
midshipmen as having the same status as midshipmen at the
Naval Academy except for certain limitations:The language ap-
pears on page 15 of our submission.

We point out that the purpose of this proposed paragraph is to
place midshipmen at the U.S.,Merchant Marine Academy on the
same toting as midshipmen at the Naval Academy insofar as
practichle with respect to matters such as use of military trans-
portation and facilities while under orders, discipline, medical care,
hospitalization, death benefits, veterans' benefits, longevijrin the
Armed Forces, civil service credit, et cetera, the only ception
being active-duty pay and allowances prescribed in title 37, U.S.
Code. for all other purposes, he or she will have the same obliga-
tions ind benefits as a Naval Academy midshipman. .

I would 'nt out briefly off my written testimony, you were
asking a qu ion previously with regard to

Mr. AuCom. Where are you in your testimony?
Mr. MILLER. I am on page 15. I am addressing an issue related to

midshipmen training, which is not in this material. The prior
speaker was asked a question- -

Mr. AuCaN. Why don't you finish your statement and come
back, and make additional views? We will then have questions and
answers.

Mr. MILLER. We also have additional minor revisions and sugges-
tions which we have set forth in the written submission we would
offer for your consideration, which we believe would improve the
language of. the bill with regard to the Naval Reserve obligation
and training.

uld also like to address the issue of the superintendency of
the U).. Merchant Marine Academy. We would offer for the com-
mittee's consideration the addition of a new subsection which
would provide certain qualifications for apptiintment as Superin-
tendent of the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy and for the term of
the appointment. The language is set forth in the written state-
ment, essentially providing he shall be appointed by the President,
byand with the' advice of the Senate,for a term of 15 years with a
reappointment provision. d,

The foregoing has similarities to the statute set forth for the
West Point and Air Force Academy. There are matters of pay not
set forth and would need to be considered before implementation of
a final bill.
. We feel it is essential that the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy
be directed by an individual with maritime experience gained from
,employment in the marine industry, ashore or afloat, or from
gervice in the U.S. Coast Guard, Navy, or National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration. We believe that the determination of
the Superintendent should be for ill fixed fern.' in order to permit
rotation such as occurs at other service academies.

We also have suggested certain changes to the bill to reflect
midshipmen as opposed to A cadet.

In conclusion, the record Of the US. Merchant Marine Academy
and its graduates is one in which this Nation may take pride as we

,
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collectively face the challenges that confront this industry, the
Nation, the economy, and our national defense. We look forward to
a cooperative effort with Congress, the Maritime Administration,

ithe State maritime academies, the industry -union schools, and the
maritime industry, as a whole, to meet these challenges.

(Mr. Miller's complete'statement with attachments follows:]
BIOORAAICAL SKETCH OP WALTER MCNAB MILLER III

c
Walter McNab ( "Mac" Miller III was born in San Antonio. Texas. on March 10,

.1943. He graduated from Douglas MacArthur High School in San Antonio in 1961
and was tendered appointments to the United States Merchant Marine and Naval
Academies as well as a first alternate's position to the United States Military

Accepting an appointment to the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy, he graduated *2\i
Academy. ,

in August, 1965, with a B S. in marine engineering, a license as Third Engineer
Steam, Any Horsepower, end ,a commission as Ensign, U.S.N.R. Following his ac-
ceptance into the Marine Engineers Benrcial Association, he sailed on various
cargo, tanker, and container vessels for tlib next three years in fulfillment of his
Kings Point service obligation. During this period he raised his license from Third
Assistant to Second Assistant Steam, Any Horsepower, with an endorsement as
First Assistant Engineer; he sailed in each of these capacities, including First

tint.Asis
Following his entry into Georgetown University Law Center in Waellon, D.C.,

in 1969, he served as an editor of the law journal, and graduated in 1 2, with a
J.D. degree. From 1972 to 1974 he served as a law clerk to a U.S Dunict Judge in
the Southern Districeof l'exas,'Houston Division. and was employed from 1974 until
.1977 with the law firm of Vinson, Elkins, Seeds, Connally & Smith where he
engaged almost exclusively in an admiralty practice. He is presently associated with

6 four other lawyers in Houston where he engages primarily in an Admiralty and
Civil litigation practice. He is a member of' the Houston Port Safety and Advisory

, Council and is Assistant Chairman of the Council's Committee on Traffic & Naviga-
tion Aids. Licensed to practice in Tevs, the District of Columbia, and several
federal the Supreme Court of the United'States, he is a member of
various prof nal associations including the American, Texas, 'Houston. and DC.
bar assoclat s as well as the Maritime Law Association of the United States, the.
Propellor Clab, and the Houston Mariner's Club.

He priniently, holds the rank of Lieutenant Commander, U S.N.R., and is an
Assistant Training Officer us:Military Sealift Command (floe Gulf 110, Houston,
Texas, with 114mb/fixation assignment as Commanding Officer, MSCO, Gulfport,
Missiamppl. In addition to regular duties, he is presently preparing Alic
mobilization manual in conjunction with another officer (a grathlaID'el the New
York Maritime Academy)
i Miller has been actively involved with the Kings Point Alumni Association on
legislative-related matters since approximately 1972. has been n'oininated for the,
position of National Vice President. and is President of the Houston Chapter of the
Alumni Association. .

He is marred to the former Helen E. Keller of San Antonio, who spent several
months at sea with him following their marriage in 1968, and he has three Children

i
STATEMENT OF W. MCNAB MILLER III ON BEHALF OF nit U S MERCHANT. . i

s
k MARINE ACADEMY ALUMNI ASSOCICTION i /

Mr. Chairman, Members or the Ad Hoc Subcommittee on Maritime Aducatton and
Training. ism*

as The graduate body of the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy at Kings Point appreci-°
ales this opportunity to express our views regarding this bill On my own behalf, 1
am honored to represent over 15,000 professionals at sea, in the Armed Polies. and'
in other_fields of maritime industry as well as the memory of the' 14. who have
given their lives for this nation. .

To understand the bill's_putpose, it is important to cohstder not only the role of
Maritime Educition and Training in this day and age, but the history of Kings t )
Point and the efforts of the II S Merchant Marine Academy Alumni Association
over the past 10 years to obtain a legally enforcible obligation The bill before U8
tally urports to be all encompassin g and touches many was of maritime training
includ ng those affecting the State Mantime Academics -Because of time limita-
tions, ur comments here will focus primarily. upon those matters affecting Kittgs\Point nd its graduates

c
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Kings Point .
The US Merchant Marine Academy was established in 193t and made perma-

nent by Act of Congress in 1936 From its establishment to the present, the Acade-
my has graduated over 13.000 wellrained Merchant Marine and Naval Reserve
officers Kings Pointers are serving on U S. flag merchant and naval vessels on the
seven seas, on our inland waterways, on oceanographic and offshore drilling vessel y!
an our fishing fleet, as pilots in the Panama Canal and in our nation's ports a
.waterways Equally important. Kings Point graduates are providing leadership for
the marine industry in executive posts with shipping companies. shipyards. man.
tan; tabor organizations. and in positions with federal and local governmental
inaritime agencies The alumni of Kings Point are proud of the record of the
Merchant Marine Academy, and itsgraduates Nevertheless, we cannot rest on past
accomplishments Rather. Kings Point must, like any educational institution,
change to meet challenges of the present and the future

)1)
Mart e training today

dewingeels of the country and the world at large necessitate eaing the oceans
not m lv as a means of'defense. transportation and communication, but also as
cnticall important sources of food. every. and minerals Mining the ocean for
minerals, fishing the seas for food and drilling the ocean floor for oil pose ecological
problems The use of increasingly larger ships for the carriage of petroleam and
liquid_gaslias resulted in serious safety threats as well as potential environmental
problems

The industry has become not only vastly complex but in many respects, more
dangerous You may recall that a single gallon of LNG, "Liquid Natural Gas-.
recently escaped from a shoreside storage facility at Cove Point. Maryland. on the
Chesapeake Bay and caused a horrendous explosion that destroyed a concrete
blockhouse and killed one man Our industry today has ships which carry hundreds
of thousands of gallons of LNG across the seas. through congested shipping lanes.
and into heavily populated port areas We also have concerns over pollution and
vesselisafety that result from the use of huge oil tanker's. Evidence of the colhaion
between the oil tanker Burmah Agate and freighter Mimosa near Galveston The
essels collided on November 1'1%9 with 32 dead or missing The Burmah Agate is
still afloat an burning, having spilled thousands of tons of 'oil into the Gulf

Because of serious safety and ecological threats such as I have mentioned. the
..Jarge and small maritime nations have reviewed and strengthened the requirements

411Pror the training of merchant ship's officers
The United States has been in the forefront at meetings of the International

Maritime Coordinating Organization fn advocating that high standards be set by the
United Nations' agency for the licensing of ship's officers When implemented, the
new standards will mandate changes in the training programs of all Maritime
traming institutions to ensure a minimum of one year s shipboard experience prior
to the granting of an original license

The concerns of the Congress and the nation go far beyond the requirements for
an original merchant marine license for a deck or engineering officer As important
as training competent seagoing watchstanders is it takes more training and experi-
ence to prepare for management positions than merely produce Junior engineer and
deck officers This is the challenge before the Subcommittee and is the challenge
that Kings Point should meet

This challenge has been recognized by a prior gress which made Kings Point a
four -year institution even though Congrfss knew hat during World War 'II deck
and engineering officers were trained is as little s ighteen months As West Point
seeks_ to tram Generals and not Sec d Lieu ants, and Annapolis trains future
'Admirals and not Ensigns, Kings Po nt must 'tram leaders for all ever changing,
ever developing maritime 'industry. o r fourth arm of defense Indeed,, Kings Point
should be a University-of the Seas
Mandatory service obligation for Kings )Dint graduates
-We are proud of the record of service of Kings Pointers in place and in times of

national emergency. However. we want ro ensure that every graduate of the Federal
Academy repay the Country for his or her 'education .

The Alumni Association has repeatedly sought paisage of a legally enforcible
mandatory service obligation -Our most recent effort, which has culminated in one
segment of the bill before us today, was in June. 1977 Attached for your considera
non is a copy of our draft bill to show you how seriously we regard this matter, both
now and in the past

A primacy purpose of Spetion 1:303(hi Mill pages 8 and 9i I" to create a five. year
obligation as a return on our federal investment in the training of Mid3hipmen As
presently wordeiwe fear it might not be. legally enforcible

f) *.V.
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At a minimum we suggest the statute must include. as we proposed in June oft
1977. the acceptance. in writing, by candidate) of the condition that if the require-
meats of (i) through (iii) of Section 1303(g)(1) are not met, he or she will "term

, upon. such terms and conditions prescribed by the Secretary of the Navy, on active
duty". We also suggest that, shall at to existing legislation in force for Annapolis.
West *Point, and the Air Force Academy, this bill should *tress the issue of legal
minority jricluding the provision "If-the Midshipman is a minor and has parents
or a guardian, he or she may s*n the -agreement only with the consent of the
parents or gustrclian.' See 10 US.C. 4348, 6959, 9348.

Candidates for admission to rings Point or to the State Maritime Academies do
not WO= independent contract for active duty in the armed forces. The case law
pertaining to in involvuntarily brought onto active duty in ,the military
specifically points out that the individuals previously pntered into "dontracts" be-

. tween themselves and a military agency and that claims that the cont is invalid
or has been breached must be decided under "traditional notions of tract law." ,
U.S. v. Grimley, 137 U.S. 147, 11 S.Ct. 54, 34 L.Ed..636 (1890); Peavy v. artier, 493 '
'F.2d 748 (5th Cir. 1974); Meyers v. Parkinson, 398 F. Supp 727 (E.D. Wis., 1975); :
Adams v. 'Clifford, 924 F, Supp. 1318 (1 Hawaii 1969). As one court noted, "The
etatemenrof acknowledgment of the understpnding of service requirements consti-
tutes the heart of the ,* contract." Meyers, supra, 398 F. Supp. at 730.

Because of the impTertance attached to the agreement signed by candidates for
appointment to Rims Point (and the State Maritime Academies), we would recom
mend the .Inclusion of the foregoing languifge, if only out of an abundance of
caution.

We also propose the following 1 in lieu of that in subsection 1303(hX2)
8, lines 201hrough Page 9, line 2): "If the Secretary determines that any

'paw or graduate of the Academy has not fulfilled the agreement as pec
fled in paragraph (1), the Midshipman or graduate may be ordered by the Secretary
of the N to active duty to serve the unexpired portion of service provided by the

t (as determined by the Secretary of Commerce), or to serve three
whichever is greater. In'hardship cases, the Secretary of Commerce may waive or
defer, inwhole or in Part, the requirement-of this paragraph."

We believe this expresses the intended meaning and provides the Secretary of
Commerce with' more flexibility concerning waiver in hardship cases. It should be
understood that it Midshipman or graduate who does not eccept.his commission may.
be required by the Secretary of the Navy to serve in an appropriate unlisted grade
or rating in the Navy' or Marina Corps. It is anticipated that this provisioit will be
administeredcomparable to tie Naval Acade y's administration of 10 USC6959(b).

Lack of comprehensive maritime training cone t -

We are concerned Nth the failure of thii ation to address the concept of
maritime training from,aa overall standpoint type and quality of training of -
future. merchant mariners and the industry a a whole involves the coordination of
'the several different programs, federal, state and'industry, and the desirability of
otehlishingieppropmate criteria should be addressed by the Maritime Administra-
ttienvand Coast Giuird. For eintrapie, this bill [Section 1304(4 like the law ,

it repeals, permits the Secretary' to enter into support agreements with as many
maritime academies 6r. college, its titera are states; thus instead of concentrating
upon coordinating and improving, the 4wources the nation already has, this bell
merely_ restates in nearly >exact language the concepts of the original Act as passed
in 19N. -

This nation now has the United States Merchant Marine Academy serving all
states and territorial), state maritime academia; in Maine. Masichusetta New York.
Texas, ailtnCalifornia, an' academy for training on the Great Lakes and several
industryunion training facilities focusing upon one or more aspects or Maritime -s

officer education. Nevertheless, this bill does not encourage coordination of.existing
training; rather, it permits rther dilution.

As it is now, there is re federal money going into industry-union training, over
which the Maritime inistration exercises no oversight, than into the State
Maritime Academies to om this bill is partially addressed, To illustrate, as recent
Hollse hearings on Marai e Education and Training pointed out, dorm the period
1950 through 1975, the total Federal expenditure or induatiy-union hchoots Was
approximately $39.5 million for theperiod 1'950 through 19W while foe/ state mari
tune les it was approximately $37 million. Hminge before th Subcommit-
tee on Mer nt Marine , of the Committee on Merchant Marine and' Fisheries,
House ot Rep ntstive, 94th Congress oa, H.R. 1626. H.R. 9864, H.R. 10413, H.R.
10500 (Mariti Education and Training). 1915. at page 12 (hereinafter cited as
"1975 Maritim Education and Training Hearings"). 4'

.
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Tit Maritime Administration further estimated that nearly 74 percent of the
hods id in fiscal year 1975 to eight major industry-union triuning programs by
subsid companies, came from federal funds. 1975 Maritime Education and Train-
ing Hearings at p )3 . No State Maritime Academy appears to receive as high a
percentage of its funding from federal funds as do at least some of the industry-
union schools. New York receives approximately 25 percent (Oversight Report on
the Federal Governments Role in Merchant Officer Education by the Ad Hoc Select
Subcommittee en Maritime Education and Training, 1978, page 14 (hereinafter cited
as "1978 Oversight Reporrp, Massifchusetts 36 percent 11978 Oversight Report at pi.
161, California 28 percent (Id at p 18), Mainp 21 percent (1d. at p 20i wed Texas 21
percent ild at p 22) While we do not have records on

by
schools as a .

whole. the amount of federal subsidy money received by one industry-union school
in 1977 (318 millions was reportedly 532 percent of the school's total expinditurs,

' this amount having nearly doubled since 1975 (Approximately $985,900 was re-
ceived in 1975. lTio Maritime Education and Training Hearings at page 13
percent of $1,336.0001, as contrasted with the amount received in 1977, 1978 er-
sight Report at `p 251 The incongruous situation exacts that whereas more federal
money is g. oing to industrytirubn training than tO the State Maritime Aca rates,
this bill does not address the need to coordinate overall national priorities and
expenditures.

es In the absence of a comprehensive and coo nated approach. the number and
type of training facilfties, the quality of ruction, the duration of the training
programa, and the success ttliis action in meeting the challenges of rTiodernizatioq

_and international Competition will slot be determined by-the federal government
bailed ulon educational goals, standards. and needs, but rather upon the desires of
those who direct these various programs plus the minimum requirements of the ...

LI S Coest Guard This is evidenced in part by the report that when, in 1970, the'
Maritime' Administration was cutting back on the number of cadet subsidies to
reduce the number of officer graduates in light of projected job, avaeability, at least
one industry-union training operation expanded 1975- Maritime Education and
Training Hearings at p 68. ' a-

tfmploytnent opportetnities
The need for coordination of training on a national level is furth evidenced 'by

the !dotted number of employment opportunities at sea We strongly vor sea duty
in fulfillment of the service obligation req,usrements and would lie to see all.
graduars of maritime training institutions provided this opportunity The training

' and experience to be obtainedlby officers from actual watch-stand g is. in our
opinion, a keystone of professional development and a contribution this nation's
maritime strength ..

As this Subcommittee is well aware. and as hearings held by a Houie Subcommit-
tee have pointed put, the maritime officer unions controlling employinent on almost
90% of the United States documented vessels effectively closed their membership
books during the period 1970' to 1976 to graduates of Kings Point and the State
Maritune Academies because of insuffi cient jobs available on those vessels See 1975

'Hearings pp. 24-25, 83, 85, 92-93 (The technical procedures by which this was
accomplished are described in the hearings at pages 85 to 911 The impact upon our
sea-going employment is obvious Whereas approximately 94. percent . of Kings
Point's graduates went to sea before.the books were closed, and approximately 94
percent of our most recent graduates have gone to sea, during the period.of closure

* as few as 37 percent of our-graduates were able to get seagoing positions Id at 25
We have no assurance that( this willenot occur again in 1982 While shipping has
temporarily improved due to retirement -df many individuals whose maritime ca-
reers began during World War 11. the general decline of the American merchant
mange, cchipled with a tread (Coward larger vessels with reduced crews suggests only
further employment restPlctidos in the near fUture* -

We are ,particularly concerned with langubge of the propbsed bill. which would
further limit available opportunities an section of the bill limits employment to
Unit States documented vessels Sktion 1303ihxlsOSil (Bill page 8, line 41. This
would preclude service on vessels owned by the Untied States or state 'governemts

,' air well cis en ether American-owned vessels We believe that the Secretaly of
Commerce should hale latitude to determine what lies in the national !Wrest and
by abe to regulate the seisvice obligation of those trained ai federal expense, wheth-
er it be.on seagoing commercial vessels, on oceanographic vessels, in fishing and
mining, or in shoreside or othei maritime-related industries This bill does not. - ..r provide the SeCretary with that degree of.coordination.

, `line 25)'be edified by the insertion "upon terms
S4

d conditions prescribed by the
s To accomplish .the foregoing, we proe that tion 1303(1'01AD/ IBIll page 7,

4 modified
Secretary" and that in lieu of Section 1303ihX1XDX (Bill page 8, lines 3 and 41 the

411, *
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following language be used ."as a merchant marine officer on ocean going, inland.
offshore, or other vessels ..

We would like to point out an additional possible benefit of this change Our
nation has long been concerned with the avadabilitpof "Effectively Controlled U S
Ship. ". those which are American ned but sailing under foreign flag The
Marine Engineers Beneficial Associ ion already has executed contracts to place
American officers on some of th vessels and has correctly pointed out that
American crews on such vessels ncreases the likelihood of compliance with an
American demand for the vessel'- return in time of natienal emergency We believe
that this concept should be furt, r expanded by giving the Secretary of Commerce
the option to allow graduates o Kings Point and the state mantime.schools to sail
on these same ships. These gr duates who have commissions in the United States
Naval Reserve could be cell to active duty in time of national emergency This
would lend substantially to t control of such ships

We would also like to c ment upon the maritime-related industry option set
forth'in (ii) of the same ion. (Bill page 8. lines 5 to Si .Assuming the addition pf
our proposed language arding the Secretary being able to establias the "ten4s
and conditions.., we be e the present bill's language is adequate We understand
that the Maritime. A. imstration is proposing language which would allow such

.non sea trig servi to not exceed three years except in. national emergency We
are not o I 0, I to he concept suggested by MARAD but believe this language
might prey t the retary from requiring five years at sea except under excep-
tional circu n . We believe that the same result inkendeckhY MARAD may be
more simply olp-a ned by giving the Secretary of authority to establish service

The maritime and defense needs of this nation require a comprehensive review jot
maritime education and training laws and policies such as is being given to thfte
pertaining to subsidies. National coordination and tontrol of training a'nd employ-

e ment opportunities is desirable to justify federal expenditures and maximize the
return on investment. It even may be apprcfriate to consider assigning certain roles
to certain training, institutions such as having train for oceanography, one for
fishing, another mining. etc, in this way. training ex might be concentrated,
professional development enhanced, and,tompetition Available sea-going employ.:
ment billets virtually eliminated.
Kings Point astointnient eligibility eriterta 'I

The admilasidn.s procedum used at the U S Merchant. Marine Academy can
' compared very favorably to. thoise in uss at the military service academies The

language of Seaton 13031c) (Bill page 3,. Linea 22 to 241 implies that an u air
advantage in the selection process has in the past been given to relatives of alu ni
We do not believe that this is the case and consider the wording 'a neigi ve .,.,

approach tq the goal we all seek in a fair admire igna process All schools of higher s
learning are concerned with the establishment oMpropriate criteria for Selecting
candidates for admission The suitability of dime Candidates for meeting the goals of
the institution are obviously a bigh priority. Personal factors Indicative oftexcel-
lence and motivation in the'rnantime industry should be amiable for consideratitm
in the selection process As this subcommitteeknows, applicants with sea experience
have been. given more consideration thall relative) of alunini 11078 Oversight R,..n.
at p ID .

We believe that members of the immediate - familyfamily of all maritime industry
personnel are, as a class. likely to helve -a greeter familiarity with the merit)
industry and',hence have a higher racifrvatien faotior In this regard Congress
gone on record favonng such selection triterikof close relatives This is evidenced
by the fact that each pear up one hunched qaaliffs.4 "children of members of ad .
armed force" may be appoin eaah to West Point. AOnapolni. and the Mr Force
Academy See 10 U.S.0 4 434 X la 6954(bx IL 9342(1011 (Supp 19791

We recognize the Congr rot-concern of wantirig 411 candidates judged by the
same standbrds and we appfove the concept We believe this is being done Howev-
er, we fear,that this sentEnce. if left in the Bill. would actually serve to discriminate
against mem rs of thb immediate faithhes of AcAdemy alumni For example. as
between two u virtually identical candidate those related to academy
alumni might refused admiesilm for feqr that their appoirg ent might
appear to be a p me. in the absence of some highly identifiable 7a d objective
factor favoring such rsons, klzey inight well be discriminated against. ,
Nowt trainiqg'aid rdjnation'

As Congresiva t Oommittee have pteviously recognized, the National Defense
of this nation de in part upon the duration and cooperation of the Navy,
goat Guard Merchant Marine. pa ularly in time of war It is for this
reason the Men Mande is called the foa h are of defense. We ars-proud of the
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over 380 alumni now serving on active military duty among whom are 6 Admirals
including the Vices Commandant of the United States Coast Guard. Because of the.
importance of this ;tole, the speed, with which a modern.war can be upon us, and the
increased significance oc peacetime preparedness. we would suggest certain changes
to the bill .

Midshipman training prior to graduation is obviously. a critical area in order to
maximize the return an our federal. investment The Secretary of Commerce should
be given the latitude of using other federal training and transportation facilities in
order to reduce duplication of efforts and overall federal expenditures The addition
of the language. "shipping companies, military bases and facilities. govern-
mental agencies" to Section 1303(1,1 [Bill page 3, line 13) would broa the shore-
side training opportunues of the Midshipmen. permit the use of military famlittes
for national defense training such as for firefighting and damage control, eras/lase
their potential in the maritime industry, and give the Secretary greater latitude in
training placement.

We also propose that Section 1303(g) [Bill page 7 lines 4 to 8) be, replaced with the
following language "While enrolled at the Academy, Midshipmen shall be deemed
to have the same status as Midshipmen at the Naval ncademy except they shall be
entitled to only such pay and_allowances as authorized by, the Secretary or pre-
scribed in this Title or. when performing active duty in the Armed Forces pursuant
to competent orders, as may be prescribed n*Title 37, United States Code

The purpose of this proposed paragraph 'is to place midshipmen at the United
States Merchant Marine Academy on the same footing as midshipmen at the Naval
Academy insofar as practicable wit pee to matters such as use of military
transportation and facilities .while wider orders,' discipline; medical care, hospital -
ization, death benefits. veteran benefits, longevityem the Armed Forces, civil serv-
ice credit, etc the only exception being active, duty pay and allowances prescribed
in Title 37, United States Code For all other purposes, he or she will have the same
obligations and benefits as a Naval Academy Midshipman. >

Referring to Subsection 1303ifisISDNun Mill page 8, lines 12 -161, after "providect",
the followinfwording may be an improvement "That such active duty and any
subsequent Reserve obligation in such Service may, except as otherwise provided by
law, be subdtituted for the Naval Reserve obligation set forth in subparagraph (c) of
this subsection

We recommend that phrase "and other seapower forces" be inserted in subsection
1303(su (Bill page 3, line 5J after the words "merchant marine" While one of the
Academy's primary functions shall remain to prepare officers for service sn'the
merchant marine. it has ;and does serve a secondary role- relative to integration of
the Nation's total seapower forces b_y providing up to 1214 percentof its graduating
body to enter on acts in the Navy

Iii subsection 1303/f) (Bill page 6, line '24) we recommend inserting after "citizens"
the phrase "or nationals" This conforms to the language of 10 USC 6969(3) applica-
ble to the Agreement of Naval Academy graduates to accept a commission

US Merchant Marine Acadjimy Superintendency ^

We would also offer for fhe committees consideration the addition of a new sub-
.. section "1" to section .1303 (Bill page 11 between Imes 2 and 3] which would provide

certsr qualifications for appointment as Superintendent of the United States Mer-
chant Marine Academy and for the term of the appointment We 'Would propose the
inclusion of the following language :'The Superintendent of the Academy shall be
appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the 4enate, for a
term of five years, and may be reappointed fer,a further term not-to exceed an
additional five years The individual as appointed shall have a maritime backgoud
of expenence

The foregoing has similarities Will U S C $ 4333 (West Points and 10 U.S C'
§ 9333 (Air Force Academy) It is behMd essential that the United States Merchant
Maine Academy be directed by an ingividual with maritime e penence gained from
employment in 'the marine industryrashore or afloat or fro rvme in the United
States Coast Guard, U.S. Navy, or the National Qceanic an Atmospheric Adminis-
tration We also believe that the term of the superintendent "Itould be for a fixed
term in Order, to permit rotation as occurs ea military service academics.

Midshipmen .

*
,

Students at the U S Merchant Marine Academy are identified tis "Midshipmen"
rather than by the term "Cadet" We suggest that the bill be revised, to reflect this
by substituting term "midshipmen" at the following locations. ihittpage 3, line
8. 18. 24.'page Ti, line 16. page 6, lines 14-19. page 7,, lines 4, 7, and rage 8. lines 20.

'... 22. . .
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For consistency. we recommend the insertion of the term "midshipmen" in section
1:3014tdi (Bill page line L4f after the word "passengers" and before the word
'cadets"

Conclusion -
The record of the United States Merchant Marine Academy and its graduates is

one in whit ti this nation may take pride as we collectively face the challenges that
'confront this industry, the nation. the economy, and our National Defense We look
forward to a cooperative effort with Congress. the Maritime Administration; `the
State Maritime Academics. the industry-union schools. and the maritime indiustry
as a whole to meet these challenges

U S MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY

PROPOSED LEGISLATION tMPOS1NG SERVICE OBLIGATION

(Draft. June 27. 1977)

Note --Footnote, are at end of article

The attached`draft of proposed legislation will. if enacted. impose a service obliga
non on graduates of the United States Merchant Marine Academy (Kings Point1/4

Graduates of the United States Merchant Marine Academy are expected to serve'
in the American Merchant Marine or in the maritime industry for a minimum
period of fiye years in return for their federally funded education. This bill permits.
in the event the graduate does not accept maritime employment acceptable to the
Secretary of Commerce. that he or she may. at the, discretion of the Secretary of the
Navy. be ordered to active duty in the U S Nav'y for period not to red five
years 4

' As a condition of aPPointment to the United States Merchant Marine Academy
Each candidate or Midshipman who is a citizen or national of the United

States shall sign such agreements'as may be prescribed by the Secretary of
Commerce that. unless sooner separated. he or she will. upon tejms and conditions
as prescribed by the Secretary of Commerce -

11 complete the course of instruction at the Academy. an *sys'ess, 421'obtain anchnalatatn for at least six years following graduation an offl-

oad
cer's license in the United States Merchant. Marine. (grace period

'apply for and accept an appointment as a commissioned officer in the,
Uhited States Naval Reserve. or an Armed Force in which a regular appoint-
ment is accepted pursuant toot-limn below, and remain therein Until the sixth
.anniversary of graduation, if an appointment in t4ie regular component PI an 4Armed Force is not tendered end accepted. or if permitted zo resign as a
commissioned officer of a regular component before that anniversary, and

to for at least the five years ' imnariately after graduation serve the Nation-
al Defense and foreign and doznestic Commerce' by fulfilling one of the follow-
ing

III serve as a Merchant Marine officer on oceangoing. inland. offshore. or
other vessels. or

lap obtain and maintain employment. either private or p blic. in related
maritime industries -or professions. or saw marine science or

4111' accept an appointment and serve as a commissiq fficer of an
Armed Force of the Untied States or the National 0obani and Atmospher-
ic Administration.' or

perform any combination of to. 00, and uui above. sand
agree.ithat if the requirements of milli trough taxii above are not met.

and notwithstanding Section ri.11 of Title 10. United States Code, to serve. upon
such terms and conditions prescribed by the Secestary.of the Navy. on active
duty. but not for more than five years. including that performed pursuan't to

above
11 the candidate has not yet passed his or her eighteenth birthday and has parents

or a guardian. he or she may sign the agreerneet only with the consent of the
parents or guardian ,

oho " During such period of time.that a graduate IS carrymg. in akourse of further
trait:wig or education approved by the Secretary of Carnmerce for this purposg,.at
Jeast one-half of the normal fulltime academic workload as determined by the
institution. Chi obligations of ins fait and nasal. bul not las:ii, shall be suspended,
pros Wed. that such fiye-year period may also be extended for good cause determined
in accordance +kith regulations of the Secretary of Commerce

is'
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(c)" To be admit.t0 to the Academy. an appointee must take and subscribe to an
oath prescnbed bfthe Sebretary of Commerce If a candtdtte for admission refipses
to take and subscribe to the prescribed oath, the appointment is terminated

FOOTNOTES . .
A

The following footnotes indicate, generally. the source of language used. analogous concepts,
and/or purpose for drafting changes over prior drafts

' The concept embodies in (a) generally follows that reflected in 10 U S C I6959 (Atinapolat
10 U SC § 4348 (West Point), 10 U S C I 9348 (Air Force). and 14 U S C § 182 (Coast Guards
which impose obligation* upon cadets to Ill complete the course of instruction, 12) accept an
appointment and serve as a comntissioned officer for at least the five years, immediately after
graduation. (3) accept a Reserve commission for
Reserve obligation ) Adaptation% for Kings Point include (a) Prescribing of terms an conditions

have

of academic performance and poet - graduation employment by the Secretary of Commerce in lieu
of military environment andasoplicability of Uniform Code of Military JspitIce. do requirement
of obtaining and maintaining an appropriate officer's license so moo provide actual or potential
sea -going Merchant Marine officers in time of r or national) emergency, 131 obligation of
serving in approved. maritime- related civilian e loyment for five years. and (41 alternative
employment option of serving as a commission miter on active duty in an Armed Force or
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admit) ration (NOAA) The maritime-related civilian 1
employment is the primary purpose of the Kings Point training program. being intended in
peacetime to benefit the economic secant/ of the United States and to insure the capability of
provi,duag logistic support in time of war The inclusion of NOAA parallels 50 U S.0 App 4N(d)
relating to acceptable service of NROTC graduates and also recognizes the role of NOAA which
is also sponsored by the Department of Commerce

*Use of the plural contemplates possible need of Secretary to resubmit agreement to Midshei)-
nient reaching the age of majority after beginning the course of education and signing an initial
agreement. .

'Requirement of "obtaining" a license reflects a primary purpose of the Academy mie.
scribed in note I room Requirement of "maintaining" the license reflects an intentio to ,
provide a potential nucleaspf qualifiedofficers for national defenite. regardless of actual employ-
ment Requirement of six years is to parallel the am-year Reserve obligation required by all
academy graduates except Coast Guard As a practical matter, under the current five-yeas
license provisions. thii would necessitate at least one renewal and would provide a potential
nucleus for ten years The statutory language used expressly omits ally specific limitation. such
as "third" officer or "unlimited" horsepower This requirement is subject to die terms and

, conditions preecnbed by the' Secretary of Winner& and would polka adaptation as,ifational
4 requirements and U S' Coast Guard regulations necessitate . r

The nut -year 'Reserve obligation imposed immediately upon graduation is w9ried nearly
identically to the iReserve obligations imposed upon other acadetny graduates See note 1 supra

4"ivelear service obligation parallels active duty requirement for other academy graduates
See note l supra.

%awns taken from Declation of Policy of the Merchant Marine Act of 1936. 46 U S C
f ii01.

' 7 The applicability of service in NOAA is described an note 1 *V),nt /
'As the proposed statute reflects, the combination of employment activities is subject to terms

and conditions prescribed by the Secretary of CommOrce - J
The concept of contractually agreeing to service obligation ie drawn from 10 U SC .4348

(West Point), 10 U SC *9348 (Air Force), and 14 U SC § 182 (Coast Guard) In each service
academy, cadets formally enter their respective Armed Service at about the time of entering the
academy Should. they fail to, fulfill certain wised obligationa.diuch as completing the course of
instruction or accepting appointment as a commissioned officer, the ct., already being a
member of the service. may be transferred by the Secretary to the Reserve in an appropriate
enlisted grade and called to active duty for each period,of time as the Secretary prescribes but
not for more than (our years The language utilized herein provides 'that the Secretary of
Commerce will. establish the terms and conditions of satisfactory performance and the Secretary
of the Navy mays but is not obligated to, call theindividgal into active service The Secretary of
the Navy is further authorized to determine Whether dillsted or officer status is appropriate
under the circumstances. For example. the Secretary of the Navy inskelect to impose an
enlisted status for (I) failure to complete the course of instructiqn. (2) fe7ire to "obtain", but
not "maintain", a license, (3) failure ,to "obtain*, but not "nfaintain", appropriate civilian

, employment, or (4) failure to "apply for and 'accept" a Reserve commission, but not failure to
meet Reserve commitments sang rely+ over a six-year period Each of these breaches of

significant violation This would similar to the failure ef service academy graduates to accept
agreed obligation would arise be( or at aboilt the time of graduation and would indicate a

, their commissions as officers, thus resulting in their enlisted obligation ' ,

The Secretary might eleckto impose officer status for the breach of obligations initiated but
notOnaintained for the appropriate five- or sixyear period This might be used for example, for
(1) failure to ''inamtsiar a license for six yearn (2) for failure to "maintain" appropriate
employment for live years; or (3) failure to satisfactonly meet Reserverequirementa In the '

Ibsen*, of t)ie Unifoim Code of Military Jaitice. this would provide a 'Means for insunng.the
obligations initial), acCeptid are contained for the full five years Furthermore, the Navy, by
oldish* these graduate" in an oar iltatus. would obtain more benefit from the education,
training. and papersence than m result in preishated status.

ie rue language is subetanti verbatim to that of Annapolis, West Point, and Air .Force
Cowl Guard does not have a to filar, provision. See note I supra

i i The denim* and some of language permitting a temporary suspension of the running of

t % ,
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the Five-year obligation while engaged in training or education, well as the extension of time
for "good cam*" is drawn from 20 U S C §425(b)(3, which relates to the repayment of loans,
made under the National Defense Education Act

"The language of this provision is nearly identical to 10 USfC § 9346(d) (Air Force)

Mr. AuCom. Does that complete your statement ? -Do you have
additional views?

Mr. *Lux. The only additional comment which I wanted to
offer pertained to the prier speaker, Admiral Brnkert, who was
asked the question as to what was the practice at the other acade-
mies during ,the period of their 4 years there. I looked into thismatter

Mr. AuCoix. With regard to what?
Mr. Miume.With regard to their obligation, if any. I looked into

this matter 2 years ago and spoke with individuals at both Annap-
,olis and West Point! I don't know if it is necessarily the current
policy today, but the practice then was that if an individual mid-
shipman or cadet dropped out of the Academy during the first 2
years, he was released with no military obligation. Any time after
2 years, he wEisusually called onto active duty in an enlisted
capacity for some length of time, set at the discretion of the Secre-
tag.

'The Secretaries have the statutory authority that they can call
the individual into enlisted seMce anytime after he signs his con-
tract with the Navy or with West Point. The purpose of this is in
order to avoid having somebody start it the school and deliberately
drop out during a military 'confrontation in azi effort toe avoid
service obligation.
. Re are ready for any questions you may have at this time.

Mr. AuCom. We appreciate your testimony. You have made a
number of suggestiogs for amendments to the bill. I think these
suggestions deserve staff review, and I have instructed the staff to
do so. I want to focus my questions today on a number of these far
that reason, particularly the more technical amendments that you
have suggested.

I think at the outset of the question-and-answer session, however,
I should give, the alumni association an opportunity to speEk with
regard to a number of the criticisms that have been ballyhooed in
the press. I think it is only fair, as members of the alumni associ-
ation, that you, have equal time, and have an oppportunity to give
your side of the story, 'particularly to accusations made by the
Philadelphia Inquirer ii a most notable series of articles critical of
the institution that you represent.

So, in the interest of giving you that equal time, let me pose
some of the criticisms that I have gleaned from the articles as
have read them.

The first oneand I ,am quoting in each casethe Philadelphia
Inquirer said A

According Co Federal tax documents, the Kings Point Fund spent $3.546,264 for
program related disbursements from 1973 to.1976 Of that amount, the fund's tax-
exempt returns show, only $134,704 was specifically identified as contributions,
gifts, and grants to the Acadelpy student body....

It goes mi. to say, "The fund gave the Academy gifts and contri
butions totaling $141,590 in 1977. That same 3mar, it spent $979,650
on expenses related to the America's Cup RaP, held off Newport,
R.I."
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Would you care to comment on that statement in thi PhiladeL
phia Inquirer?
' Mr. MILLER. We will do so generally. Since that was not related 1

to the bill, I ;did not bring the statistics which would refute this
argument.

Mr. AuCom. Your testimony ranges across a broad spectrujn,
too, and I think since we are dealing with the whole area inihe
same spirit, I want to afford you this opportunity to have your day
in court and answer the Philadelphia Inquirer.

Mr. MILLER. We will be glad to submit:to yqi the exact break-
down of these figures that were reviewed by1r. We believe they
were highly inaccurate. Almost the entire amoun-rof money that
comes through thpilumni association is donated in one fashion or
another to the Acrademy, to the benefit of the institution and to the
students.

The Lundy Estate, almost all of the facilities that have been
bought by the association, the .contributions that have been made
to the various academic progfamMOincluding the -sailing vessels
identified as being owned by the alumni association, are there for
the benefit of the cadets and the maritime industry,as a wholes

I will be glad to provide to you a more detailed breakdown. The
'figures, the readings, and the statistics that were presented in the
article are highly misleading and very selective.

Mr. AuCom. It would seem to me that the statement that the
association spent .$979,650 on expenses related to the America's -

.-Cuti. Rice is a rather specific figure, not a gpneral accusation. Do
you have any commOht on that? IF that-anywhere close to themark?

Mr. MILLER. Personally I don't know. Just a moment.
Mr. Yocum. Yes, I think it is clohe. I don't have the figures with

_me, either, Mr. Chairman. We could, as Mac said, d think, gpt back
to you with any kind of that sort of documentation. I don't have
those numbers with me, either, but it is general knowledge, I
think, that to launch a successful defense of the America's Cup, it
takes about a million dollars.

Mr. MILLER. Also on, this, joint, Mr. Chairman, the alumni
purpose of gettitig..into any of the oat activities, that following
their acquisition- they. ate .used bST the Academy, and then are
subsequently sold at a later time, the 'attempt being. to make a +

profit froth the sale. Npw, In the year they were purchased; e
bottom line might not show the subsequent profit. Whether t
was overall profit from this vessel, I -don't know at this ti e. .

Mr. Yocum. I would add that we did end up selling the beats ast
year. We sold Courageous and Independence, and that waswhat
did we get? A million five, I think. At. any rate, we are not involved
with the America's4Cup in 1980. 1 think really by design we got out
of that business really 2-years ago. But it takes you a couple of

o'years to get out of the business.
Mr. AuCom. Whether it is $979,650 or $97,000; whatever the

amount is, are those contributions tax-exempt contributions??'
Mr. Yocum. Yes, a tax-exempt contribution to the Kings

Fund, as are any other boats that come into this foundation or any
college foundation that is set up to receive either moneys or other

/gets in kind.

gs5
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1 Mr. An Com. The Philadelphia Inquirer's artiole seemed to inch-
cate the was an inappropliate aspect to this kind of usage of tax- ,
eirompt utions to the fund, that this kind of tax-exempt

- , contribution is inappropriate. '
Mr. Yocum. I don't see anything` improper per se. I think,

though, when you do engage in receiving, say, boats to your chari-
table foundation, it immediately waves a red flag to the I. They
figure maybe that isn't a proper transaction, so I think what you
learn out of all that is if.you have a large transaction, you should
check it out with the-IRS first, and say, we would like to take such-
and-such a boat; haw do we do it? This is what was done.

I would add that the returns for' 1970's, I am not sure how
.-far through the years, have beee audited by IRS. They were
cleared, I am sure, trough 1976, and,that just came last December ,
23. ,, . . -

Mr: AnComr, I liaderstand that. The point the Philadelphia In-
, quirer is asking by inference at least, and I thought perhaps you

' would want to answer it, is whether it is more appypriate to use
money of that magnitude for sailing competition, as opposed to the
direct benefit of the midshipmen at the Academy.

Mr. Yocum. They get the benefit exentually/ They don't maybe
the year that the transaction is made, but they-get the befiefit
when the boat is sold. p

Mr. AnCom What has happen `th the funds that you have
..collected as a result 'of the sale ofth t?

. Mr, Must. A substantial amoun 't went into the Lundy
estate, which I believe was paid off wi he last year When we
are trying to bens fit the Academy and t e midshipmen, we have

limited available, options; we can either. ask everybody to donate
money directly, or we can attempt to do like vther colleges and go
out and get tax-compensated-type programs,. or we can go and ask
the.Pederal Governmept to please give us some more money so we

do something we think would benefit eryo .benefit
use the amount of direct contribu ns are% rily limit-

ed, we review the tax opportunities whi Congress has established
in order to benefit institutions of high r-training. We have had to
lbok at such things as donations of estates; we encourage people to
go into estate planning, which" is a tax deferral procedure which

' will benefit the Academy.
4Mr. Ix. I was an administrator at a private college, and I

a = uainted with estate planning, deferred giving and all of
ese methods of supporting an4institution, particularly within the

ranking of the alumni association. At Pacific University, where I
wbrked, we didn't have to invest first in a sailing vessel for the
America's Cup. It is possible to set up a deferred giving program

. for a major amount of targeted expenditure of a major amount of
money, close to $979,650, maybe, for, say, an initial payment
toward a simulator for _the ddditional training of the midshipmen,
which 'is of direct benefit to hem. Di that ever cross the alumni

Mr. MiLiz ia. It may have, believe id I am probably get the
association's mind? .

individual to speak on this point, because I get my information
long past- the decision time on this, since I was not involved, but it
was my unVerstandini that when the America's Cup concept came

9.
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up, and this was coupled with the period of time that we had the
200th anniversary of the United States what we were concerned
with doing was obviously trying to do something that would pro-
vide economic remuneration to the Academy and the midshipmen
at some point as well as to bring to the school some publicity and
attention which we felt was deserved, and this was one of the
concepts that was used.

Whether or not with hindsight it was the best concept, I person-
ally do not know,'butNit was with good intention that we entered
into it. ,

Mr. Yocum. I think the answer to that is that the simulator was
already in the Federal budgeybecause that was built really by the
Federal Government--

Mr.-AuCong. You mean the research'simulator?
Mr. YocuM. Yes.
Mr. AuCong. Kings Point midshipmen don't have access to that

for training purposes?
Mr. Yocum. Not on a regular basis, but I think as we look down

the pike in the 1981:4, they will, especially if the simulator time is
going to count on the IMCQ requirements.

. Mr. AuComt. That doesn't square with the information I received
during my visit to Kings Point. ,

Mr. Yocum, Well; that is very possible. This is just from my
.point of view. I think they should run that equipment 24 hours a
day; it is like putting on the third shift.

Mr. AuCotN. They have to pay for it. That is the problem. As you
have individuals the alumni association, of course, is a source of
funding for program enrichment at the institution. I wanted to

*raise that point:
Mr: Yocum. At the same time, the Lundy estate, which the

alumni association, in effect, purchased, could not be acquired by.
a the Academy. That half million dollars could not be put into the

budget for the school, so the alumni association ,pur-
sued that gealto provide eight adjacent acres to the campus fo
any possible future expansion and future need.

Mr. MILLER. Also, Mr. Chairman, I spoke just last week with th
director of the NMRC and was advised that there is a program at
the simulator which is allowing first classmen to participate in
some kind of a limited program. I don't know the nature or extent.

Mr. AuComt. If it exists at all, it is limited, because I rtmember
very well talking with a midshipman late into the night in one of
the halls at Kings Point. We sat down and had a lengthy talk and
one. of the things the midshipman indicated to me was he would
love to have the prOfessiOnal training opportunity, to have access to
that, simulator; but they don't. And if they do, then indeed it is
limited. And I think we need to think about these kinds of things
in that context, and I think you can see that is probably why, the
press gets on your back.

Mr. MILLER. Believe me, a year ago, when I was at the Academy,
I was all in favor of encouraging, the use of the simulator. The
problem was the available time. They were training pilots for use
up there in the Valdez area, and they couldn't squeeze midshipmen
in at that time.

2 "'
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Mr. AuCon9. They are offering time on a cost basis, and the
point is, a 4ot of organizations could help the institution on behalf
of the midshipmeh at Kings Point, including yourselves.

Let me ask you about this statement in the Philadelphia In-
quirer which you have referred to:

Although the Academy's fundamental purpose is to train officers for shipboard
duty, the Academy owns only eight lifeboats and three motor launches ft is the
alumni fund that maintains a fleet of 60 dinghies. 7 larger sailboats and two large
power craft at Kings Point

Does that seem .to be a fair criticism? It was meant to be a
criticism by the reporter at the Philadelphia Inquirer.

Mr. MILLER. I don't see it perbnally as a criticism. The situation
we have is if the alumni had not purchased them, either the
midshipmen would have been doing without or the Federal Govern-
ment would have to buy the vessels at taxpayer expense. We have
made available ...necessary dinghies and vessels for the use of the 4'
midshipman without having to burden the taxpayer, so in that
regard 1 think the midshipmen have benefited and the Federal
Government has saved money.

Mr. AuCoim. Does the administration have aocess to those vessels
whenever they need them?

Mr. MILLER. I think they are used almost exclusively by the
midshipmen. They are not reserved for anybody in particular.

M. AuConi. This is the opportunity for you to get those kinds of
facts on the record.

The fhiladelphia Inquirer states,
Although the alumni fund's tax-exempt status is supposed to preclude it from

lobbying, the fund spent $140.000 over 1$ months beginning in July, 1976, in a
lobbying effort to "save Kings Point- from two threatsa proposal by

then President Gerald R; Ford's budget advisers to charge tuition at the school, and
an inquiry by the Congress' General Accounting Office as to whether the Nation
really needs the Merchant Marine Acgdemy

What are the facts in that case? What would you say in response
to that?

Mr. MILLER. First of all, lE was dot prepared to address that issue.
1 will find the facts and statistics and give them to you, but,
generally speaking, the tax laws provide that we are allowed to use
certain sums of money for inforniation and for disseminating infor-
mation pertaining to the Academy; the alumni association, and
certain of our expenditures wereiutilized in that.

I don't think this would be regarded as lobbying. We have had
legal counsel that was involved on this aspect, and I am sure we
were in full compliance with the lavi.

Mr. Yocum. 1 don't know whether you know exactly where that
money came from. We ,have no secret about where it came from.
Some years back, people paid $15 io become a member of the
alumni association, $15 dues annually. However, you could become
a lifetime member...lay_ payingthis was 20 years ago$100, and
then it went n to $M.$500, and so on.

So that ino that came into the alumni association had no
bearing on the ings Point fund at all.

Mr. AuConv. Were those tax-exempt contributions?
Mr. Yocum, N in those days, no because dues were not made a

deductible item trlil about 2 years ago. So at any rate--
Mr. AuConi. A we talkinabout the period around July 1976?

00428 0-80-19
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,Mr. Yocum. We are. At any rate, that money was in our stock-
portfolio, most or which we cashed in to really support Project
ACTA, which at that time was set up to, I would say, successfully
defend the school from the period of the temporary lockout of
union-controlled jobs to graduates, which no longer exists, but our
midshipmen graduates could not get jobs, and there was a great
pressure to, well, you know, the easiest thing to do is throw the
baby out with the bath water, so we didn't want the Academy
thrown away by detractors; so we fought ,not only for the survival
but for the development of the school from that point on, and I
think things have corrected themselves.

We are very proud. I would say, equally proud of Lane Kirkland,
one of our graduates, the current president of the AFL-CIO, and
Captain Lowen, head of masters, mates and pilots, I would say, as
we are of our Captain Clark, the chairman of the board of Delta
Steamship Co., or Ed Heine, U.S. Lines. , -

At any rate, L think that expenditure was entirely worthwhile.
There was nothing wrong about it. There were no funds misused in
any sense of that word, because none of the moneys that were
given to a charitable fund were, in effect, used.

Mr. MILLER. We also asked for money and donations directly for
use in Project ACTA, and we received some sums of'money for that
purpose, which would not have been tax-exempt. I don't know the
breakdown, and I don't know what figures were used in the article.

Mr. AuCoug. You realize these statements are not my statement,
but statements which were put into the public arena by the press,
and I think are relevant to the discussion.

Mr. YOCUM. I don't know the reporter who picked up ,this twad-
dle, but apparently she started with all the disenchanted types
around the school.

Mr, AuCoug..Are there a lot of those? .. .
Mr. Yocum. Apparently one leads you to another. I don't know. I

don't, know the people personally she talked to. .

Mr. AtCom. Mr. Yocum, all I am doing, I want to make it dear,
is giving the alumni association an opportunity to respond to state-
ments that I think are highly suggestive. As we discuss this legisla-
tion, we all understand that these kinds of charges are in the
background, and a day in court seems to be perfectly justified, and
you deserve to have that day in court.

Mr. Yocum. I think the best statement she made was around the
moral obligation. I think it is a shame we don't have that codified,
and I told this .person that on the phone in about a 5-minute

,- \ conversation. She said, why are you so interested in moral obliga-
tion, in codifying if/ I said, why not,. because the moral obligation,
the way I analyze it, is not too little on the midshipmen; it is too
much.

That is a great burden for somebody to have a moral obligation
because is it to the Government, is it to your peers, is it to. your-
self? I think it just leaves everybody at sixes and sevens. If they
know exactly what is expected before they come into the school,
and they sign this intent, which they do at Apnapolis and West
Point, we have no problem.

Mr. AuCoug. I noted at the end of your testimony, in the conclu-
sion statement, that you refer to your willingness' to work in a

,-
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cooperative effort with all the interests involved. Do you think`the
recommendations that you have laid forward are in That spirit?

Mr. YOCUM. Yes, sir. -

Mr. Au Com. It seems to me that what you have done in your
statement, is to bait the industry-union schools. You have certainly
baited the State academies. Is that your definition'of cooperation?

Mr. MILLER. No, not at all I am not sure what you mean by
baiting.Ta-the extent that I feel that the industry-union schools
ought-th be brought under the total umbrella, I think this has to do
with the overall interests of the Nation, in trying to make sure
that we coordinate and make sure that the left hand, knows what
the right hand is doing. Now with regard to the State schools, I am
not at all sure what you mean by baiting them. I was just merely
suggesting that they too ought to have some sort of obligation.

Mr. Au Com, Let me take the State schools. Let me first of all
refer you to what I would consider one of the most objective studies
done on the status of maritime education and training, the over-
sight report this committee is working from. It indicates that the
subcommittee believes, after examination, that while many details
may 'need to be corrected, quoting from page 3, "while no master
plan has produced the current system of academies," that the
current systems basically sound. .

One could argue, for universal kinds of measures, but one of the
things this committee has to look at is the oversight report by the
Studds committee, and the cqnclosion that the committee reached.

Let_ me find the part of your testimony real-ding State acade-
mies. It would seem to me that if you have not baited them, on
page 12 of your statement, you have certainly offered some
thoughti that would- arouse their interest. Here, you are talking
about the Federal Government "assigning certain roles to certain
training' institutions," hating one train for say oceanography, one
for fishing, another for mining, and so forth. What that does, of
course, is to completely contravene the State accreditation system
of the State academies, their' own State chdrters, and I think it
poses a constitutional question. 4If that does not at least arouse the
interests of the State academies, I don't know what would..

Mr. MILLER. That wasn't our intent. What our intent was was to
look at the maritime training from a birds-eye view. The bill talks
about regional training centers. It talks about State schools. It
seems to contemplate that the Federal Government is...going to
involve itself in education and training at some type of various
institutions at places possibly yet undesignated. We have heard
testimony today abort facilities that are involved in the towing
industry, others that are involved in the offshore industry, some
that are concerned with fishing. .

Mr. AtiCom. How would you like to be a State a demy, say in
Texas, and he told by congress that your State acade y henceforth
is going to produce graduates and develop a progralthh exclusively
devoted to fishing? e

Mr. MILLER. Well, I am sure that if I were from the Texas
Maritime Academy, I would probably thin twice about-that.

Mr. AuConr. You wanted to know wh t I meant by my state-
ment that I think your testimony may alt some of the State
academies.

\
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Mr. MILLER. That was not the purpose. One of the concerns that

we have is we have had testimony from Other individuals associat-
ed with the State academies saying that the Federal Government
needs to come up with more money for building training ships.
They need to come up with more money for fuel oil. You have
heard this testimony last week, I believe, suggesting that you in-
crease it from $100,000 to $200,000 as the basic grant; that instead
of having limited number of subsidies, that you subsidize all the
students. What I am saying is that possibly in the overall concept,
the Federal Government might decide allright, let's encourage the
State of iC to set up a training institution for some particular
purpose, and if it is worked together and coordinated with them
and they agree, then you could use that as a particular training
institution for some specified purpose.

Yousmolild have the nationwide attraction to potential students
that the bill curreptLy requests. They have to bring in so many
students from out of State, so that instead of having conceivably
every training institution doing a little bit in a lot of fields, you
could actually improve the industry by making each school a
magnet in one field, by coupling the concept with such things that
the State felt it needed such as an increase of the basic grant, or
possibly.increasing the number of subsidies. These are things that
the alumni association has not analyzed or discussed in detail. We
would certainly talk with the State schools in order to think this
out before we could make specific recommendations.

The point that we were trying to bring out is that we think
somebody somewhere ought to give thought to this. Where is mari-
time training going in the future? We don't necessarily feel that
this overall concept has been thought through at this point in time,
and that is what we are trying to encourage.

Mr. AuCOIN. First of all, you are not talking about possibilities
in your statement. If you want a chance to clarify it now, I think
you should. You are not saying that the Federal Government
should possibly encourage the State academies to focus on narrow
specific missions;-you are saying that the Federal Government
should assign certain roles to training institutions. You are saying
that this Congress ought to consider the assigning of those roles, so
if you want to amend that testmony, I think now is the time to do
it.

The other point you may have just madeand I want to make
sure I understand thisis that at least this part of the testimony
may not be the opinion of the alumni association.

Mr. MILLER. No, sir, that is not what I was saying. What I am
saying is that from a national standpoint, there needs to be coordi-
nation. There needs to be perhaps consideration of an assignment
or roles. Now we are not saying that the Federal Government
ought to come down like Big Brother and say this is what you are
going to do, like it or riot. What we are saying is that there ought
to be an assigning of roles in the maritime training industry, which
is not being done today.,It is left in a hodgepodge fashion. There is
no one that is attempting to put together overall concept of
training.

Mr. .41.1Cong. Do you know what that reminds me of? We can
talk about desirability. What that really reminds me of is the
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Humphrey-Hawkins Act,, when it comes to jobs progiams. A lot of
people felt with great intentions that we ought to pass an all-
encompassing public works- jobs bill whenever :unemployment
reached a ..certain level. People from within your ranks in the
professions and industry descended on Congress and said: Look,
there are limits to how far the Federal Government ought to go in
trying to organize the world in what it conceives to be the perfect
manner, and with'all due respect, I think that while the theoretical
values of all-encompassing and universal coordination sounds desir-
able, it still in a practical sense weighs a lot with me as chairman,
of the subcommittee which says that the system that has developed
is working.

While I use the Humphrey-Hawkini Act as an analogy, I.see it
as an example of the problem of the Federal Government going to

.thelpert of Houston, saying that what we are going to do now in
terms of having a universal and national port policy for the United
State's is to designate the port of Houston as a port specializing in
grain shipping in 10-meter containers, and then the port of Galves-
ton for oil shipping in that region of the country: I would imagine
that would not set .too well with the officials of the Port Commis-
sion and the port of Houston, having the long arm of ehe Federal
Government assigning a rolein that fashion.

That 'is. the problem rthink that you raise when you get into
What theoretically may sound good, but in a'pqictical sense causes
real problems.

Mr. MILLER. One or the'croncerfis, Mr. Chairman, is if the system
were working well, then why for 6 ,years whs it necessary to ex-,

.clude newly all of the State and Federal academy graduates from
the O.S. documented vessels thit this bill purports to ;address? This
is part of the 'concern that I h#d, that if it were working well, then
canTent practices would be acceptable service, but there. has been
softie congressional concern with regard to shoresid tniplementa-
don of an obligation and jobs' in the maritime industry. .

Mr. AUCOIN. I am not trying to get in an argument, but rclo not
think'the Oversight Committee is saying that we have a utopia. I
think the Oversight Committee states the system is basically work-
ing. There may be problems of many kinds, including perhaps The
response of Kings Point onshore graduates who failed to respcmeto
the call'of the Federal Government during the Vietnam war crisis,
to serve in &sea capacity. That might also be a failure in the
system. We will never arrive at the point of perfection, I am sure.

Mr. MILLER. Certainly, but I am not sure that that is necessarily,
the case, that there was a failure. It is my understanding that
Congress elected not to pass RP emergency bill during the Vietnam
MEDI. Hence anyone that went to sea or into the Armed Forces out
of private industry would riot have had their jobs' protected upon
their return, so you are-asking.people to terminates career ashore
In order to return to the sea for a short period_of time of whatever
length.of time it .was, and then return--ashore when the maritime
industry was no longer having these sta-going job availabilities.

I would point out that during the period of say 1966 through
1969,i which was one o the critical areas; that the numbei- of
graduates from Kings nt that went sailing was from a low of
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96.8 percent to.'100 percent, so the graduates from the - Academy
itself that answered the call of the Nation was very high.

As r pointed out in my coversheet on my background; I gradu-
ated in 1965, and' sailed for 3 years. Nearly everydne I know out
of my class sailed during this period of time, so those of us that
were in the Academy during the Vietnam crisis went to sea and
fulfilled our obligations. Now whetherwany individual that may
have left the, sea sometime ago left his shoreside employment to go
back to sea and fill 'up a billet, I do not know the statistics on that.,
I don't even know if anyone has that data.

Mr. AuCoiN. Of course,:to the extent that happened at all, that
is the problem.

You mention on page 12 of your statement, and I am using your
terms:

The admissions procedure used at the U S Merchant Marine Academy can be
compared favorably to those in use in the inillt.ary service academies

Yet in the oversight report on page 4 it clearly states a firm
conclusion, based on the study that I mentioned; "The admissions
preference given to close relatives oG alumni should be ended."

On page 11 of the-oversight report it states:
Applicants'Who are dose relatives of a Kings Point alumnus active in the mari-

time industry receive a 2- percent bonus. Those who haie sailed on a U
merchant marine vessel as a, certified seaman for 6 months receive a 3-percent
bonus.

That is the adentage I think that a nuMber witneasea have.
testified ought to be ended. 1/41

Mr. MILLER. As I understood from this, the language of the
report says that applicants receiving the 2-percent bonus were close
relatives of a Kings Point alumnus active in the. Maritime industry;
not just being related per se was enough td give ,you the points.
The relative had to be' "active" in the industry. Again, the Concept!,
as I understand it, was they were looking for indicators of motive-
.tion and potential in,the maritime industry:

Mr. AuConv. Does being a relativenf somebody who is active in
the industry mean a higher motivation?

Mr. MILLER. Not per se, obviously.
Mr. AuCoir D Wt you think we ought to perhaps have: the

institution evaluate more concrete measurements than just simply
the hippenstance of one's birth, in making a judgment as to who
gets into an academy and whO does not?

Mr. MILLER. Certainly:
The problem we have 'here, 'though, is, from my information

based On the eligibility criteria for the various academies, you can
only quantify certain objective standards up to a point. You can
ask-for their SAT scores. You can ask for their class standing. You
'then get to a poi& where you run out of objective criteria. You

' have to look at othef subjective factors. How does he talk,, what is
, his family like, wher does he come from, does he have letters. of

. 'recommendation, what do., people say about him? In that area,
indicators of matitime training, background and experience obvi-
ously ought to be giveh some consideration. I. agree, I don't think
there.is any dispute on that 'that no one automatically ought to get .

. any percentage points just because he is related to anyone.

2 (.)
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Mr. Au Com. Then-thract of the pest practice the alumni
- association disagrets'with.. :-

Mr. MILIZR. Yes, we do. We do not agree that there ought to be a
fixed perc#..ritage given for any individual.

Mr. AuCom. That is exactly what the" language of the bill before
us does.

. ,Mr:MILLER. No, sir. We would disagiee with that. The language
-*.. Says that no preference elan be given. The problem we have

. there-- , .

Mr. AuCounsn't that the same thing? . I_

Mc. Mme sa: No, sir. I think that first of al) if you put it into the
statue you run across the problem of what happens, when you get ,
two individuals that are virtually identical in all respects and you
have to decide who fills that billet. ,

The concern, we haye is that the administrators, knowing that
the statute says, "Thou shalt give no preference," may.automatical
ly.exclude anyone that is related to a Kings Pointgraduate for fear
that somebody will accuse him of preference, or somebody will
initiate a lawsuit, and then'they are going to have to put together
something the equivalent of an environmental impact statement to
justify .why they gave are appointment to one person and not to
another. ,

Mr. AuCon.i. Do you mean to say that having statutory lilisuag. e
that sayS there shall be no preference would be interpreted to
mean that the tilt ought to go against the relative of theiKings
Point alumnus? I find that astonishing. ,. . le
' Mr. Miusa. I don't see what is so tenishing about it. What
would you do from an administrative tandpoint 1.yith two people,
and you.have to make a decision? Is there the concern that you
can be accused of preference Merely by appointing someone that ilo\

; related? . .

Mr. AUCOIN. I think if you have- a series of criteria that you
. consider in an admissions process, you can go through them and if

all things are equal, you can make a judgment call. I don't see
where you can argue that that ends up discriminating against the
relative.

. Mr. .Yocum. CarLI kind of jump in herefor 1 minute? . ,
Mr. AuComi.Yes. -. .

Mr. YOCUM. I hope that when you are up there you have a
chance to talk to Captain Jenkins,- who is the chairman of the

. admissionslepartment: _ 4-

Mr. AuCOIN. I did, yes. ,

Mr. Yocum. And he is a-very attractive black man wha I think
goes out of his way to go right down the middle on most decisions,
and in fact we have had many talks about trying to make the
Academy more national in scope, -going around and really trying to
recruit people from States from which we have no representation,
and maybe he told the story about going to New Mexico, where he
was looking for talented Indians, and he went to the schools and he
said the ohes who have the high SAT's} are really just not 'interest- 'ed in the sea.- .

So, you know, he just could not find an American didian out
v there who was interested iq going to sea, that kind of thing. I think

be Kas done a ppperb job,Arai I don't think he bends the standards.
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t I sim saying is he keeps thestandards high. You have to have
the Ars, ause it is unfair to bring somebody in who really
does not ha the scores. '

Mr. AtiCom, r. Yocum, you know that I am not saying that the
admissions director at Kings Point is an unprofessional person. He
deals with the policies that are laid down for him to work with.
The Oversight Committee speaks to the pointadvantage given to
relatives, and you indicated that the admissions procedures aren't
his, He deals with those. He is told what to do. He follows as best

. he can in a professional manner.
You have indicated those procedures can be compared favorably,

and I am indicating that the Oversight Committee report, which
comes from a slightly different perspective than you, has done a
study free of institutional loyalties. Sometimes I think that free-
dom of institutional loyalties can lend a degree of objectivity.

The oversight report indicates that there are problems, and that
is one of them. Another one is the ability to shop around for
nominations, and that is different than any other academy, service
academy, so at least according to the oversight report, there is

.:. another instance where the Kings Point admissions procedures do -
'not compare favorably to the other acadpmies. -

Mr. Yocum. True, but at the same time I am sure that is rem edi-
*and Iliope it is going to be corrected. .

Mr. AtiCoiN. And that is the spirit in which we are approaching
the entiTe"piece of legislation.

Yes, sir.
Admiral ALBRIGHT: Could I give you a concrete example here?

*,, The proposed. language is, "No preference to members of the imme-
diatediets family of Academy alumni shall be granted in 'selecting
cadets."

Suppose you haveand I am certain you will havesituations
where a child of.the immediate family of a Kings Point graduate
has-sailed salt for 6 or 12 months or so as a wiper or an ordinary
seaman, and you have another situation where a son or a child of a
person not a Kings Point graduate had done se. You would have a
situation there exactly where you would be giving preference to a
candidate who had sailed, because he was not a son or a daughter ,
of a Kings Point graduate where as otherwise you would not give
such credit to the Kings Point graudate's immediate family. I think
it is clear you will have such: situations arise under this language.

Mr. AtiCousi. I am not sure that -is the case at all. You have
referred to the case of a relative who. has had sailing experience. I
would think that sailing experience in that individual's case. would
be a motivation fa r, not the fact ffiat, lie was related to a Kings
Point alumnus. It would be on the basis of that, that one could
meaningfully argue that there is a motivation factor, not because
of the happenstance of his birth.

Admiral ALBRIGHT. It does not state that no preferehce shall be
givtn because they are members of the immediate family. It states
that "no preference to members of the immediate family shall be
granted in selecting cadets." So if you have any preferences what-
soever that are given, they cannot be given the immediate family
of Kings Point graduates under this language, as I read it--

A
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Mr. AuComr. You have raised a technical point that I will abso-
lutely guarantee you that the staff will look into. If it turns out
that there happens to be a relative of a Kings Point alumnus who
has demonstrated motivation on the basis of sailing experience or
something else, I am not going to deny that Kings Point alumnus'
relative through this legislation an opportunity to get in, in the
face of strong motivation criteria ,that can be adequately and-mean-
ingfully measured on other bases. We will fix that to the extent it
needs fixing at all. I appreciate your bringing that

Mr. MILLER. Mr. Chairman, I think perhaps our concern is obvi-
ously we are both lawyers and we may be overly concerned about'
what someone might do in trying to litigate it. We feel that the
standards and criteria and things like this are appropriately set
down by regulation, where they can be reviewed and considered by
an appropriate authority. We are concerned that by insertion of
the language in the bill, which I might add no other service acade-
my has in their legislation,. it could cause an unharlpy precedent,
which would lead to the detrimeneof anyone related to a Kings
Point alumnus. We may be talking about something that won't_
arise.

Mr. AUCOIN. You are not identical to any other service academy.
Mr. MILLER. No, sir, we are not identical.
Mr. AuCony. There are very important differences between your

academy and the other service academies.
Mr. MILLER. Are you suggesting, sir; then being a relative of a

West ?tinter is inherently, if they are given automatic credit, that
this would be appropriate, whereas it would not be for ours?

Mr.AuCoiN. No, the answer to that is no.
Mr. MILLER. But what I am saying, though, is that these matters

I think are handled at other academies by regulation or by. pblicy
decision without setting down in a statute.

Mr. AkCoiN. 1y jurisdiction deals with merchant marine educa-
tion_and training, not West Point, nor the other academies.

Let me ask you just two additional questions. You indicate on
page 11 that in lieu of section 1803, H(11(1)Xi), page 8 of the bill,
lines 3 and 4, the following language should be used: "` as a
merchant marine officer on oceangoing, inland, offshore, or other
vessels." The language that you suggest adding has to do with what
qualifies as a service obligation.

If I am not mistaken, the statutory definition of vessel means
almost anything above 5 tons, so my construction of your sugges-
tion is that you would then advocate the 'fulfillment of a service
obli:gation, if a person serves on anything from a 5-ton salmon
trawler to the Staten Island ferry 'or any vessel of that kind. Don't
you think that language is somewhat look?

Mr. MILLER. Mr. Chairman, what we have attempted to do i ur
.piTosal is to allow control by the Secretary upon his term d
conditions. If in any given year he felt that it was necessary f an
entire graduating class to go and spend 5 years on a certain t of
vessel, or in a certain type of industry, we feel that he should be
given that latitude based.on the national needs at the time that he
implements these requirements. What we were trying to do was to
give him the latitude and the discretion to determine what does
the Nation need. .

2 0,
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Mr. Au Com. With all due respectmy own view is that when it
comes td latitude, we have Had latitude in spades, when it comes to
merchant marine education and training. We have not had nearly
enough tightening of procedures, customs, and dictums and regula-
tions as a result of congressional action, so I feel that the statute
ought to be more specific, and Congress ought to assume more
responsibility in that regard. And in going in this direction I know
it causes some problems, but that is the view I have. We obviously
don't agree.

Mr. MILLER. To the extent that we need perhaps more impetus
by the Maritime Administration, or more coordination, I think that
we would agree with you. This is whyld years ago we again pro-
posed a mandatory obligation as we felt that it was necessary and
appropriate. What we are concerned with is if you limit what the
Secretary can do with these graduates, then you have a problem.

For example, the current language says U.S.-documented vessels.
Consider the possibility, that that MEBA has contracts covering
employment on American owned but foreign registered vessels and
you have an individual who graduates from a State or Federal
academy and who joins the union. The union wants to put him on
a ship that will not satisfy his mandatory service obligation. You
have a problem that the individual cannot do or go where the
union wants him to go, for fear of getting into trouble now with the r
Federal Government. What we feel is that the Secretary should
have some latitude in making these determinations.

Mr. Au Com. On page 15 when you are talking about the lan-
guage that you would add to section 1303(g), you indicate that the
purpose of that language is to place midshipmen at the U.S..Mer-
chant Marine Academy on the same footing as midshipmen at the
Naval Academy. You list a whole series of matters in which there
would be this equivalency. You named, several items including
veterans' benefits. Are you suggesting that the GI bill benefits and
such ought to be available as benefits to Kings Point students?

Mr. MILLER. There are no GI benefits available to them, as I
understand it. I-will let Rear Admiral Albright speak on that point.

Admiral ALBRIGHT. 'I am responsible for the wording of this
portion of our proposal. Currently, cadets and midshipmen at West
Point and Annapolis are not generally. entitled to the GI bill.
However, they may subsequently become veterans by reason of
such status under laws administered by the Veterans' Administra-
tion. It is my understanding that should they incur a service-
connected disability, while a cadet or midshipman, the y? may subse-
quently receive disability compensation pay from the Veterans'
Administration for that condition.

Mr. AuCom. If this were to be enacted and the definition of the
service requirement were left intact, this would allow maritime-
related industry service, and veterans' benefits of the kind you
describe would be available to an individual. working behind a
desk.

Admiral ALBRIGHT. I think you have to look at veterans' benefits
in the proper context. You have to realize, midshipmen. tits civilian
or as enrollees of the Academy, presently have the right to bring
suit for injuries they may sustain by reason of negligence of the
Goverment or its employees.
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You have .a number of other rights incident to the civilian status
of the midshipmen at the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy which
do not exist for cadets and midshipmen at West Point and Annap-
olis. Under the Peres doctrineFeres v: U.S., 340 U.S. 135 (19501
announced by the Supreme Court some years ago. the right to sue
for injuries would be taken away from Kings Point midshipmen
and replaced by veterans' disability benefits such as exist at that
time. s

Mr. AuCoiN. What is the answer to my question? -
Mr. MILLER. I believe you are referritig to graduates. Our propos-

al is only referring to the time they are midshipmen at the acade-
my. It firms up their status there. It has nothing to do with them
once they graduate. We are not talking about th% question at all

Mr. AuCoiN. I have no further questions.
Gentlemen, let me thank you for the time you have taken to

testify before the commjttee today. You have responded to what I
know have to be painful_ questions that the media have raised,
issues that have been h ht to bear long before this cornririttee
was ever constituted an &ably dating hack a number of years,
perhaps predating some o your own associations with the alumni
association. . -

It is a difficult area, and I hope you appreciate the spirit iri
which the questions were 'asked. You have had an opportunity to
respond to a number of those, and I think that is "very helpful for
the record. I appreciate the time you have taken and also the
responses to the questions.

Mr. MILLER. We thank you.
Mr. AuCoiN. I don't agree with all the responses, but I appreci-

ate them. .

Mr. MILLER. That ,is fine. 'We would be more than willing to
submit to you a supplemental response on those points. Since they
were not germane to the bill, we didn't plan in the beginning to
take this committees time with a rebuttal, so We did not bring the
statistics and the facts and figures. We would.be glad to submit
those for the committee's benefit:

. Mr. AuCom. They would be welcomed. Thank you very much.
[The following information was received for the record Questions

of Mr. AuCoin to the Alumni Association'sI
U S MERCHANT MARINE ACADE1

&MOIL ASSOCIATION. INC
Kings Point. N Y. February 1. 1980

Congresiman LES AUCOIN,
Chairman. Ad Hoc Select Subcommilt Maritime Education and Training House of

Representatives, Washington. DC
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN The Alumni Association of the Welled States Merchant

Marine Academy respectfully submits its further responses. as requested. to ques-
tions and issues raised at the December, 1979. hearings held on H R 5451

We will adds fiat those written mries posed subsequent to our testimony on
December 11, rws, and then'follow wi our response to other questions and issues
raised at /he hearings We will be gla provide such further responses as may be
appropriate or required to issues or qu lions from the Chairman. other Members of
.the Subcommittee, or as ,a result of further hearings to be held on this Bill

Question 1 What is the primary function of the U S Merchint Marine Academy'
Response Simply stated, the Alumni Association believes that the primary role of

the Academy is to tram highly qualified deck and engineering offices' for the U S
Merchant Marines who concurrently de commissioned officers an the United States
Naval Reserve and who ultimately will become leaders for this nation); increasingly
important maritime industry
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This fUnction is amplified more fully in the Mission of the Academy: .
"To graduate outstanding young Americans with definite ambitions to serve as

leaders in the United States Maritime Industry,
'?o impart tO them the necessary academic background and the fundamentals of

a nautical and military educition essential to a successful maritime career;
To develop in them a high sense of honor, upnghtness, and loyalty:

To instill in them a pride in their profession, and a determination to uphold the
treklitions of our Maritime 'heritage; and

"Through effective teaching, training, and guidance, to send them forth to their
calling with a deep respect and affection for the United States Merchant Marine
Academy and its Corps

Question 2. What is the primary function of the U S Merchant MarintVecademy
Alumni Assooiation?

Response. The Association's primary functions Are set forth in its Constitution
"The Alumni Association Shall exist to serve, assist and perpetuate the United
Sites Merchant Marine Academy, its Regiment of Midshipmen, faculty and
alumni, and the United Statis Merchant Marine The Association shall foster and'
encourage the development of the Academy and Merchant Marine and shall en-
hance the prestige thereof by acquisition, preservation: and dissemination of infor-
mation pertaining to their history, activities, methods and objectives, and shall
-render moral support and materialaid tit unto."

Question .7 What. role, if any, did the umni Association have in the position of
the Maritime Administration on this Bill. a) Did the Alumni Association meetwith
the Maritime Adminfatnition concerning the Bill? How often, and what was that
result? (b) Were the recommended amendments in your statement ejectoi by the
Maritime Administration?

Response -The Associatitin received it copy of H.R. 5451. in or around October,
1979, fallowing which there. was one meeting by an Alumni representative with two
staff members of the. Maritime Administration. In addition. there were several
telephone calls between two Alumni reprisentatives and one or more Mark] staff
members in November, 1979. In each instance, the communications were solely to
obtain and exchange views on the Bill and Some of its provisions and neither sought
to prepare or change, the other's position. In fact,.the Association's final position on
various matters did not occur until approximately tuber 8, 1979, following the
Association's completion of its internal review add c neiits procedure; .These
occurred long after ahy communications with MarAd and ence were not discuMed
with MarAd.

The results are evidenced b' written and oral presentations of the Maritime
Administration and the Alumni Association indicating that both are appropriately
concerned with the importance of the American Maritime Industry, and the value

.of maritime education and training. However, we do not necessarily concur in all
respects regarding the best means for effecting adequate training

Question 4 On page 9 you. say- "The need for soordinatiOn of 'training on a
national level is further evidenced by the limited number of employment opportuni-
ties at sea."

W.) I thought shipping was excellent at the present time Perhaps you can tell me
why there is a shortage of licensed officers on the Great Lakes"

lb.) Why would an American licensed officer want to sail on a U S owned/foreign
flag vessel?

1c.1 Would you put any tonirge limitation on your proposed amendment set forth
ore_page 11 of_)iourstatement

Response. The Chairman is correct in his understanding that shipping at the
present time is generally good, but seagoing employment historically has been very
cyclical, increasing dramatically during periods of National Emergency such as
World War II, Korea, and Vietnam, and decreasing severely thereafter Shipping
was very poor in the early 1960's and particularly following the end of the Vietnam
conflict

An analysis of shipping produced by the Maritime Administration in 1977 indi-
cates present emplOyment opportunities are due substantially to the retirement of
many seamen whose careers began during World War II. However, this is only a
temporary condition The U S merchant fleet has been decreasing substantially in
numbers over the past several years and the number of crew members per vessel
and per ton of cargo moved on new ships has been dropping drastically It has been
projected by some persons familiar with the industry that as early as 1982 the
present shortage of officers may be reversed This will lead to a possible surplus of
officers for our ocean-going fleet. However, employment opportunities should exist
for all where considering the many facets of the marineindustry utilizing licensed
ship's officers, i.e , inland, waterways and offshore drilling-
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The Great Lakes shipping situation is complex Indeed the Maritime Administra-
tion's "1977 Officer Supply and Demand Study for 1976-1985" projected no shortage
of officers for the Great Lakes. The Alumni Association is unable to identify "the"
reason for the shortage. However, there are various factors which we believe may
have affected this situation To illustrate, with some notable exceptions Great Lakes
vessel operators until recently did not actively recruit manners Outside that region -
Thus ocean-going ship's officers gained little insight and awareness of opportunities
on the Fakes.

During recent years there have been decided changes in the employment satiation
on the Great Lakes as well as the attitude of all parties involved. Not only are the
Great Lakes earners now actively recruiting personnel, but Kings Point has sought
diligently to contribute to the Great Lakei fleet's needs For example, approximate-
ly 10 percent of the graduating class of,1979 obtained employment on the Great
Lakes. Furthermore, the Academy has sponsored various diesel training courses for
Great Lakes marine engineers in an effort to help them meet the 'responsibilities of
a changing Net

With regard to the question of why an American licensed officer would want to
sail on a U.S. owned but foreign registered vessel The Association believes all
officeri would Prefeigisailing on U S flag vessels when adequate employment oppor- .
tunities are available. However, in the event that jobs are not available, American
officers may seek work on modern foreign vessels owned by 1.1S. companies In this
way they keep their skills intact and upgrade their licenses and prepare for the
time when jobs on American registered vessels become available. With their profes-
sional seagoing skills sharp,.rships officer personnel are obviously more readily
available for national contingency planning and mobilization However,, few Kings
Pointers have to date sailed on foreign flag ships

There is at least one additional highly significant factor to be considered The
availability and- reliability of the foreign flag ships in the "U.S. EffOieeleleCon-
trolled Fleet" for national emergency planning is the subject of muck/debate Were'
such veasels, manned by licensed American officers with Naval Reserve commis-
sions, these vessels could more reliably be included in contingency planning than is
presently the case.

With regard to the tonnage limitation: The Alumni Association feels that rather
than prescribe what may be an artificial tonnage limitation, it would be preferable
to stipulate "commercial vessels" upon such terms and conditions as the Secretary
of Commerce may prescribe. We ride the harbor and inland waterway fleets are
critical componenta df our national 15mmerce and we believe the Secretary can best
determine the needs of the nation at any given point in time

Question ,Tlie Chairman asked the Alumni Association to comment on published "
-statements asserting that from 1973 to 1976 only $134,704 out of $3,546,264 was
allocated as contributions, gifts and grants to the Academy's student body and that
in 1977 only $141,590 was allocated as gifts and contributions to the Academy-while
$979,650 waement on expenses related 1,4* the America's Cup Race.

Response. The Alumni Association afid its related activities Including the Kings
Point Fund) are supported primarily by graduates wit° give freely of their time,
expertise, and energy to benefit the Regiment of Midshipmen and the Academy, For
example, during the past five years the Association has contributed approximately
$2,298,595 to the Academy and its student body:

Through the Kings Point Fund, the Alumni Association provides financial support
to the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy in two main

1 Direct contribution to midahjpmen
Frograms

such as the student loan fund,
cultural activities,social function and athletics

2. Contribution of real estate, yachts, other small cra ft. maritime memorabilia
and other equipment to improve or expand the Academy's facilities.

The Fimd raises money from essentially three sources including direct contribu-
tion by the Alumni, special gifts from foundations and private citizens, and contri-
butions of material. '

The figures referred to by tge publication for the period 1973 to 1976 were taken
out of context and hence were misleading. Of total expenditures 43.6 minion)
approximately $1.2 million 'was contilbuted to Academy prograth support including
the sailing proijram, athletics and student loans. An additional $1 5 million was
invested in the America's Cup program.

With regard-to the investment in the America's Cup program, some background
history is pertinent in order to understand the purpose of the Fund's participation
This activity not only returned the investment expenditures but returned an addi-
tional $500,000 which was used to benefit the Academy rid Regiment.

In 1974, a group of yachting enthusiasts inquired as to the possibility of develop-
ing a program through the Kings Point Fund for building the vessel Mariner to
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defend the Cup. The concept was developed to build this sailing yacht and involve
tmdshipmen in various phases of the design, tank testing, and construction of the
vessel. The program was developed and opetated to ensure that only iirioney contrib-
uted for this specific purree would be used for the vessel. There was no diminution
of funds otherwise oontnbuted to the, Academy and the Regiment of Midshipmen.
The benefits to the Academy and its Regiment included national recognition for the
Academy, involvement of midshipmen on the tender and the testing and trails o
the yacht, and substantial residual financial benefits

In part because of Kings Points' involvement with the America's Cup competitio
the sailing program at the Academy has developed to the point where for the t
several years the Academy sailing team has been ranked as one of the best in t e
nation.

Question 6. The Chairman asked the Alumni Association to comment upon e
published statement that although the Academy's fundamental purpose was to tr in
officers for ship board duty, the Academy only owned eight life boats and th
motor launches while the Kings Point Fund maintained a fleet of 60 dingies, sev at

Jailer sailboats, and two large power craft
Response. The statement was incorrect as all of the vessels are owned by he

federal government which is responsible for their operation and maintenance. ur-
thermore, when these craft are no longer required for the Academy's sailing re-

they are sold and the proceeds used for other needs .of the Academy or
ment.
e sailing program is part of the athletic program of the Academy and as s ch

receives financial support from the Alumni Association through the Kings P. nt-
Fund.

Question 7. The Chairman asked the Alumni Association to explain the f
surrounding the assetion that the Fund spent taliexempt monies on lobbyi

Response. The Kings Point Fund spent no tax-exempt funds in lobbying. Ce
funds were expended upon 'public relations efforts, with the advice of tax attorn
but even for these purposes, the Fund only spent non tai-exempt contributio s,
many of which had been specifically earmarked by the contributor for such
pees.

Question 8. At the hearings the Chairman questioned the need for some of t e
recommendations presented by the Association, noting that the Oversight Re rt
concluded that the current system of.maritime officer training and education
basically sound.

7 Response. The Association's recommendations were and are inte- nded to provi e
for a stronger, national maritime training prgriram, one able to more effective
meet the requirements of advanced technology in our peacetime merchant martin
and the' needs of the nation during periods of nations emergency The Oversig
Report reported that 'the current system of maritime education and training
basically sound insofar as the mix of institutions brings into the merchant marine
persons with a healthy diversity of backgrounds, skills and goals. The Oversight
Report and' its recommendations did not specifically address major maritime prob-
lems-such as the shortage of available officers for manning the additional vessels
used during the Vietnam expansion or the shortage of job availabilities following
the end of the Vietnam War which resulted in the virtual closure of sea-going
employment to graduates of Kings Point and the several state maritime academies
during the period 1970 through 1976 The,Oversight Report noted that additional
merchant marine officers would be needed in a national emergency and suggested
certain remedies.

H.R 5451 contemplated, as noted by the Chairman in his opening statements, the
"most complete and thorough attention every accorded maritime education and
training". For these reasons and the fact that the totality of maritime training and
education is not being balanced in the best interest of the nation, the Alumni
Association feels that it is appropriate and necpeeary to consider major problems not
specifically addressed in the Bill. It is not the desire of the Association to encumber
an already highly regulated industry with additional regulation nor to encourage
federal incursion upon states' rights or state training procedures. However;because
of the taxpayer's activities, we feel'the national interest requires that this program
be efficiently and 'economically administered. To this end we urge,that the federal
government, through the Maritime Administration, exercise an oversight and co-
ordinating responsibility.

The Alumni Association for many years has advocated legislation requiring grad-
uates of the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy to serve in the Merchant Marine or in
the Armed Forces And thus favors that provision in' H.R. 5451. We note this
obligation would not differ from that of graduates or the other federal service
academies.
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Question 9 As indicated during the hearings, the Chairman was apps ntly of the
opinion that. based upon the Oversight Report, the question of eligabilat criteria at
the US Merchant Marine Academy had been considered very thorn ghly and it
was dee ed necessary to include statutory languige stating that "no reference to
snembe of the immediate family of the Academy Alumni shall granted in
selects cadets "

Respodse. The Association does not seek or favor the use by the A demy of any
criteria for appointment which is not reasonably related to the 4 ission of the
institution and the suitability of the candidate being considered

The Association believes it is inappropriate to place candidate gel tion cntena in
a statute However if the Congress feels this necessary. we would ggest that the
following be substituted for lines 22 to 24 of Section 1303(c) of R. 5451 "No
preference shall be given to any candidate because of family relatio ship"

Question 10 During the hearings the Chairman expressed inter in the degree.
to which graduates of the gcademy went or returned to sea in the erchant Marne
durup/ the period of the Vietnam expansion to meet the manpo emph6rtage then
existing .

Reponse Graduates of the Academy played an important r le in meeting the '
needs of the nation during the Vietnam Vikr period During the years 1966 through
and including 1969,47 percent of the graduates of that pert sailed in the Mer-
chant Marine while others served on active duty in the Arm Forces In January.
1966. 199 members of the Academy class of 1966 wrote the P Went of the United
States stating that their class was "anxious to do something oncrete in aid of the
war effort" They further declared that they looked forty to helping fill the
shortage of officers to man the ships being removed fronuthe reserve fleet. and
proudly stated that they "stand tea y. willing, and able to o what we can for our
Country" On March-4, 1966, the Alumni Association telegraphed the Secretary of
Commerce reconimending the advancement of graduation

With the full cooperation and support of the Alumni nation, the class of 1966
graduated two months early and the graduation date f the class of 1967 was
advanced by five months The Alumni Association also ade substantial efforts to
encourage graduates of earhet classes to continue sailMg tat sea or if ashore, to
return to help fill the shortage Beginning January. 1966, the Alumni Association,
through its publications, issued special notices to all Kings Pointers pointing out the
shortage of ship's officers The contribution such graduates made is also shown in

. part by the fact that on August 23, 1966. a graduate of the class of 1946 was killed
when the S/S Baton Rouge Victory was sunk due to military action while entenng
Saigon, Vietnam .

The number of Kings Pointers returning to sea during this period is not known.
although believed to be substantiar In this regard they followed the example of
other Kings Point -graduates who returned w sea to serve the nation during the
Korean War.

The Alumna Association is proud of the record of the Kings Point graduate body,
as the Alumni has made sagarricantfcontrabutions in-serving the nation and in. supporting their alma mater

We trust that the foregoing will be of assistance to the Subcommittee.
Yours very truly,

. , W MCNAB MILLER III, Vice President

Mr. YOCUM. Thank you very .much, Mr. Chairman. I hope you
. don't judge: the entire Academy, which we think is a national

treasure, by we three people up here. .

Mr. 'AuComr. As long as you don't judge the entire Merchant
Marine Committee from the chairman of the subcommittee.

Dr. Frank Trutneff, director, Human Resources, Masters, Matel
and Pilots. ..

Welcome. I am sorry ,to keep you waiting so long, but we look
forward to your testimony.

STATEMENT OF DR. HENRY. F. TRU.TNEFF, DIRECTOR Of
HUMAN RESOURCES OF THE INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
OF MASTERS, MATES, AND MOTS
Dr. TiarrNstrir. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, it

is a pleasure to be here.
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My name is Hepry F. Trutneff, director of human resources at
the International Organization of Masters, Mates, and Pilots, rep-
resenting Capt. Robert J. Lowen, our international president.

The Masters, Mates, and Pilots is an autonomous union, affili-
ated witli the International Longshoremen's Association, AFL-CIO.

The Masters, Mates, and Pilots is concerned with H.R. 5451, a
bill to provide for education and training for many reasons. Pri-
marily, we are a. professional ships, officer union, comprised in
great ,part of Academy and school ship graduates who have chosen
careers at sea. And in this role we are proud to represept the most
well-trained ships officers in the world w'ho entered the industry
through tha M.M. & P. They graduated from Kings Point, Maine,
Massachusetts, New York, Texas, California, the Great Lakes, and
the now defunct Pennsylvania Academy.

Mr. AuCOIN. Dr. Trutneff, I hate to.interrupt, but I have been
informed there are 10 minutes left for a tkuprum call and that will
be followed by a 5-minute recorded vote. I would like to be present
at that vote, and if you wnuld continue testifying, I will return just
as soon as I can go to the floor and record presence and my
vote. You can continue and counsel will followow the testimonyt

Dr. TRUTNEFF. Very good.
Our members are also the product, which is very important, of

civilian and military schools, including both the Naval and Coast
Guard Academies. .

Seconct the Maiters, Mates, and Pilots also trains and educates;
we have trained job entry licenses, and we have trained graduate
students. During the Vietnam sealift, when shortages in officer

. personnel were acute, the Masters, Mates, and Pilots trained 700
job entry offices at our own cost with no Government assistance.

This did draw, however, from benefits desired for 'the entire
membership, and I Will elaborate on that some, but today the
Masters,'NUtes, and Pilots no longer educates for original licenses,
leaving that role to the various maritime colleges.

Our focus is in the area of graduate level education, particularly
for the advancement, retraining, and furtherance of careers at sea.
We see this as union responsibility, an eminent domain area, for
our membership, preemptive to what other schools may be offering.
Our educational arm, the Maritime Institute of Technology and
Graduate Studies, known as MITAGS, Linthicum Heights, in Mary-
land, is already world renowned as the finest ingtitujtion for the
advanced education and training of licensed officers. 1

It is currently ip a state of expansion, doubling in size, installing
among other sophisticated aids, two of the most advanced full
bridge training simulators the state pf current technological art
has developed. And .by definition in R. 5451, MITAGS wadi be
classified as a civilian school.

So you see that vie of the Masters, Mates, and Pilots share the
concerns of this 463inniittee for quality maritime education ,and
training because we are the products of education and training,
emotionally involved and dedicated to the advancement of skills.

We are also dedicated to broadening the frontiers of maritime
knowledge. And for these reasons and by this testimony, hopefully,
we may provide some suggestion to improve upon H.R. 5451 so that
it may become d bill of true significance.
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Our initial problem is over some grave conceptual questions
raised in the context. How does one legislate for interest and
motivation? How can one legislate the compulsory job entry.. of
personnel to a civilian enterprise governed by world economics?
Perhaps these questions lead to a basic underlying question in

'educational philosoely as stated on page 2, lines 14 through 16,
that a purpose of H.R. 5451 "is to assure that the training available
at the Merchant Marine Academies is consistent with Navy stand-
ards and needs."

Is this to be interpreted as a naval-dominated curriculum which
in many ways is diametrically opposed to merchant marine train-
ing_purpose, methodology, lifestyle, and career planning?

Heuristically speaking, the American Merchant Marine has been
described as our first arm of commerce. his a part of the maritime
industrial complex, a civilian component of a very intricate amal-
gam of civilian and Government components comprising the com-
mercial structure in our free.enterprise system.

It is not military. Goals are different. Objectives are different.
Lifestyles are different. By that I mean the Navy, for example,
whose standards we are asked to emulate, represents more than a
careerit is a way of lifealmost a society within itself, having its
own career patterns and social structure.

On the other hand, the maritime industrial complex varies in
career opportunities; from the ships, themselves, to marine insur-
ance; the oil 'rigs, the fishing fleet, maritime .law, oceanography,
Government agencies, and a myriad of other subset industries
within the complex. Each subset enterprise has its own unique
career pattern from job entry to the top of the ladder -with be-
tween-group movement by individuals switching career goals.

The formulas are many, and prerequisite to some are advanced
degrees such as an MBA. J.D.. master of science, electrical engi-
neering, or perhaps a doctorate. Other careers require advanced
training in other skills. How this is achieved by each individual is
generally contingent upon his own planning and purse. It is not
provided for or built into his career growth pattern as the naval
structure provides with its own post-graduate school and appoint-
ments to prestige universities.

'Each segment of the maritime complex 'has its own unique reniu-
nerative structure, retirement policy, fringe benefit program,
travel and relocation policies, whereas the Navy is an industry
comprised of many subsets. All operate under uniform policy
within a well-defined military, social structure.

The point I am making is this: But for possibly navigation,
shiphanclling, seamanship, and marine engineering, there are few
professional subjects common to naval and maritime cadet mid-
shipmen.

If, on the othfr hand, the.phraseology in the lines cited simply
refers to naval science course requisite to naval reserve status,
then there is little pause'for debate.

Historically, in dines of national emergency, World War 11,
liorea, Vietnam, it has been demonstrated that all academy and
school ship graduates responded to. is with valor and commit-
ment. As naval reservists, licensed merchant marine officers, and/
or National Oceanographic Atmosphefic Administration, or Coast

66. On 0- 8o ---20
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Guard officers. The Coast Guard today remains a popular occupa-
tional choice of graduates, and perhaps it is only through oversight
that this agency is not mentioned in subsection (iii), page 8, lines 9
through 19, as an avenue of service commitment.

There is no quarrel with that purpose of the bill to exact a
bonafide commitment from Academy graduates and Naval Reserv-
ists and to impose penalties should a student default. However, is it
fair that the State maritime' colleges be painted with the same
brush? After all, there is much more commitment made by, a
student entering the State maritime college, and I can explain; I
would say this student has visited the institution, made a vocation-
al choice by investigation, and then, above all, sealed the pact with
a substantial financial tuition payment for which he or she is
obligated each of the 4 years.

This is not the case for Kings Point or the Academy entrants as
the bill would state. They need not make such emotional or finan-
cial investment on accepting appointment, and should they decide
to leave 'immediately or remain for a period of time, there is noi , financial loss: It is realized that Kings Point graduates are equal to
and rival the best school ship graduates, but this is not the issue or
the case in point.. It simply seems that far more severe and inequi-
table penalties are being imposed upon the State college students
in light of their responsibilities for tuition and board. .

Returning to the iscourse on basic philosophy, it was stated
earlier M this testi ony that career growth patterns of. many
business activities wit 'n the maritime industrial complex called
for graduate degrees. Yet this bill does not provide for career
growth through approved graduate study. There should be some
possible incentive provision for the employee in private or public
U.S. maritime-related industries, professions, or marine sciences, to
advance in a chosen 'careefiducationally.

This is in light, particularly if he is required by the passage of a
bill to be in such a particular position.

This, however, is somewhat tangential, let's say, to the original
basic problem, the "prime cause of this bill, namely, the attrition
among maritime graduates for sea-going careers. It has been sug-
gested by various studies that interest for sea-going careers waned
with the increased sophistication in school curricula. That is to say,
when schools such as California and Maine, for example, main -p
tained 3-year professional schools for job entry as ships officers
alone, and did not offer a baccalaureate or licence to pursue diver-
sified careers and/or graduate study, graduates were locked into
that occupational' choice for a career at sea.

Nowadays, the realities of life dictate that maritime academies,
colleges, must justify their existence as part of the State university
systems wherever they be located, and that singular career choice
curricula is far too limiting, particularly in times of industry de-
pression when sea-going jobs are unavailable.

If, however, the graduate does opt for a career at sea, then his
graduate school, in our instance, I would say, is M1TAGS, as previ-
ously cited. So then these be a few of the complexities, which do not
seem adequately addressed by H.R. 5451.

In another section, the bill speaks to the noncompetitive appoint-
ments of Academy midshipmen on page 3, lines 21 through 24, but
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fails to define what is meant by limited number and qualified
individuals.

May_it be suggested that qualified individuals be defined for the
purpose Of this section as individuals who attain at minimum an
academie competitive examination score no lower than that of the
ut-off point or loitest competitive scoring peer. This is suggested

as just one possibility.
The last suggestion is more directly ,related to the Masters,

Mates, atid Pilots membership as it refers to civilian nautical
schools per section 1308(a). We ask, would this definition include
pilot apprentice programs which have been in existence for many,
many years? You see, we represent most all the State pilot organi-
zations in this country. Now, what if our own professional school,
MITAGS, as previously cited, were to procure a vessel as part of
the training. process? Would this then bring the school under the
purview 'of subsection (b)? It would appear that this section of the
bill needs further clarification.

In closing, one thought does come to guild. These United States
are bordered by many seacoasts: The Atlantic, Gulf, Pacific, Arctic
and' Great Lakes. We are also insular when thinking of Alaska,
Hawaii, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam. We probably
have more seacoast than any other nation in the world.

We are'dependent upon trade and in a time of war the maritime
complex turns to being the first arm of commercewe say the first
arm of defense, or as others would say, the first capability and
sustenanceand, as such, this complex is as vital as blood to the
Nation's needs. A strong reserve cadre of trained professionals is) .

always needed in readiness, a ready reserve of merchant mariners
to keep our country strong and give logistic support to the armed
services.

And for these reasons, maritime education and training can
stand on its own, without buttressing by other agencies. Perhaps
thinking in terms of a merchant marine ready reserve might prove
to be a fruitful alternative or addition to the options provided.

If I can get off a little on a tangent, we saw, during World War
II, when that ,r erchant fleet we had at the outset of that
conflagration w omthandeered, we were the Navy. We are the
1108'ers who vided the nucleus for the U.S. Navy's auxiliary
fleet, the AP , the AKA, AP, AK, AO-AE; in fact, thl record will
indicate our eck officers and our engineers ran the amphibious
and service f , and thinking in those particular terms, we are
looking at these particular points in light. of a strong merchant
marine reserve.

Now, may I further suggest that the subcommittee, from various
diverse testimony received ,possibly consider an ad hoc committee
from the many maritime educators affected by this bill in order to
assist in guiding H.R. 5451 to eetve 'the Nation's interest in the
manner .for which it is intended.,

That is the end of our prepared testimony.
Mr. PANSH1N. Thank you for your testimony. I would like to offer

a comment on your testimony before I start the questioning. On
page 5, you -indicated that perhaps it was through oversight that
the Coast Guard is not mentioned in subsection (iii), page 8, lines 9"
through 19 of H.R. 5451. I lielieve.the Coast Guard is. The third
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option, the one to which you refer, speaks of service as commis-
monad officers on active duty, in air Armed Force of the United
States, and the Coast Guard is defined as one of the Armed Fora*,
of the United States.

Dr. Titumuirr, I was thinkinr of it under a different de-
partment there. That. you know, wasn't specifically stated..

Mr. PANSHIN. I-wasn't absolutely sure, Myself, mid I checked this
morning before the 'hearing and was assured by the Cook Guard
they are one of the-Armed Forces.

Dr. TannigrF. That ia gratifying to know.
, Mr. PAN801/41. Your comments concerning' section 1301 the policy ,
section; you take issue With the wording as4t presently is set .forth.
Do you' have' alternative wording to suggest, and, if you don't have
st today; we would be happy to receive it for the record.

Dr. TRIITNEFF. I would be delighted to comply with your request. .

It was just that the possible strength of the wording in its current
fordid,suggest kind of a blanket.

[The following was received for the record:]
INTERNATIONAL OROANIZATION OF MASTERS, MATES & PILOTS,

New York, N.Y., December' 12, 1979.
Hon. Las' riuCorti, -

Chairman, Select Subcommittee on Maritime Education and Trainin& Committee on
Merchant 'Marine and Fisheries. US House of Representatives, Washington',
D.0

Dana CONGRESSMAN ALICotts: Per)gur testimony on H .R. 5451, Tuesday, December
lb it was stated that Sec: 1301, es 14/16, page 2 was urtlear and in need of
further refinement. It was then requested that we submit a possible.re-write of this
problem section for your further considerations.

May we tugging that the sentence lines 11 thrtsugh 16. page 2 which reads: "It is.
the sense of the Congress that the ecretary of the Navy should work with the;
Aasiatantgecretary of Commerce for maritime affairs and the administratprs of the
several Merchant marine acaderniel to assure that the training available at these
academies is consistent with Navy standards and needs?: Be changed to read: "It is
the sense of the Congress thatothe Secretary of the Navy should, work with the'
Assistant Secretary of Commerce affairs and the administrators of the
several 'merchant marine academies assure that the training available at these

, academies is consistent with standards und'iteeds of the times, as mtuallf agreed
upon by all agencies concerned.'

The hAorr,1.rackground on the job entry training of original 3rd Mates per
formed by this Orgartinition at goverment request during the Viet Nam crisis.
which you also asked for will be forwarded in the near future.

Sincerely,
HENRY F. Tatrrrtarr,

Director, Human Resources.

Mr. PANstriN. There are a number of areas where the bill does
need further amendment. You are not the only one who has com-
mented on that section, and we would be appreciative of receiving
your suggestions on it.

Further, on' section 1301 in particular, you may 'already. know .
that the Maritime Administratiou and the Navy have proposed to
amend this section. At. this time, it is not clear how Ix will be
reported outtby the committee.

In thi, regard, do you believe that the Federal and State acade-
mies shot td offer naval science training he that' their graduates
may be called to active duty in the U.S. Navy during times of
national emergency, or do you believe that such 'training should be
more limited, with a view to having such graduates be knowledge-
able in naval matters hut'iltirving in the irierchatit marine during
such time? 04--
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Dr. Tau'NEP,. We are particularly prejudicial, I guess, whatever
word one wants to use, toward the concept of a strong Meichant
Marine Reserve, and having been a former 1108'er orld War II
vintage, myself, we see ourselves as possibly being of t assist-
ance to the Navy who does have t eir own attrition pr lerns,'at a
time through service possibly with The craft which we fu ction and

. man so well in the service forces; and amphibious fleets, which_ we
did then and possibly could be4nost useful in it this time.

Also, when you speak to a strong Merchant Marine Reserve, I
must come back and say it does seem to be another option the
committee could think of in terms of an alternative option because
we go back to the time of the Vietnam crisis, for example, where
not only did we have our own cost in pocket to the union, by
Government askance, train 700 more people, for the industry, but
we did- go out to the farms and countryside and take 300 more
former members out of retirement.

Of course, they came hack and then with the devolution of the
sealift and block obsolese ne within the industry, all of a sudd it
became much like the N vy had at one particular time with his
horrible hump question at they had, and where do the young-
sters go who graduate fro academies during such times as these,
and one can empathize w th their particular position. There is no
job within the civilian co plea, no job within

Mr. PANSHIN. Dr. Trut eff, this may be in part a confusion in'
semantics, but both the, aritime Administration and the Navy
last week testified in fav r of a Merchant Karine Reserve, U.S.
Naval Reserve. Is tha..th type of Merchant Marine Steserve you
are speaking of, or is it so ething different?

Dr.. TRUTNEFF. No, it is e same, the Merchant Marine' eserve,
but, as we were a partici ant in the Partners-at-Sea Symposium,
this is the way we would refer it, though, is through a partner-, ship, not where one party more or less dominant over the other,
but with a true realization that the merchant marine is an equally
capable partner in such a Union or arrangement. --

Mr. PANSHIN. It would he helpful for the hearing record if you
would briefly describe the Vietnam era entry level deck officer
training program that your union conducted, and if you wish to
provide a fuller description for the written record, we would he

' happy to'receive that.
Dr. TRUFF. In capsule farm, I can state that it wasTNE actually

the birth of what is now WAGS. It started at the, I thiiik, Lard
Baltimore Hotel was one place.. I would have to go back and do a
little more research on it, bijt it was at the Government request
that we did .train job ,entry people at this particular time, and I
think what was germane to the discuseion here today, as I saw it
and. just brought it up on the particular point, was the fact it wad
one reason why we could not have consistent job entry 'flow of
graduates from the various academies into the industry once this

idevolutpranrocess started not only from the sealift but also mat-
ters of block lesc*fice, of which we were aware within the
industry, i itional period.

I will get g to you on that.
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Mr. Au Com. If you will do that, Dr. Trutneff, I would appreciate
it. We appreciate ydur testimony today, and thank you for waiting
so long to appear as a witness.

[The following was received for the record:]

QUESTIONS OF MR. AL1COIN to DR. TRUTNEW

Question 1. On the first page of your testimony:you say "Primarily. we 'are a
professional shire officer union, comprised in great part of Adademy and School
Ship graduates who have careers at sea" From your experience with Ahem people
over theye,ars. would you respond to the following questions:

, a. Overall, how would you rate the training provided by the federal and state
maritime academies?

Answer Good
b. Are there areas of professional expertise where you have found them to be

deficient?
Answer. The area of Mange Labor Relations explaining mission, purpose,

' hiring practices, areas of influence, contractual agreements and shipping life styles
in cohabitation aboard ships with other seagoing unionsthe independent comps-' nies and the non-affiliated companies. The newly graduated third offices entering

' the merchant service should know more about his shipboard work and shipmates
than he doe* His ignorance in these eco/social matters- often leads to errors in
judgment and strained relationships.

c. Are you in a position today to make any suctions as to hew the training at
the federal and state acadeinies could be improved upon ?' . ,

Answer. I firmly believe that requirements and provisions be made that ingot's-.
tors in maritime/seagoing subjects spend two weeks on a'seagoing U.S. flag mer-
chant vessel every two years as _part of their in-service continuing education. They
might serve either* licensed officers or as observers. This would be on a paid basis
of course, with payment coming either from the shipowner when the officer serves
as a member of the crew or from thek academy when serving as an observer.

iThe purpose of this provision is rathir obvious. For an instructor to remain
empathetic and in ongoing awareness of the practices-and attitudes afloat *eociated
with his spltyonsjte association is ever necessary. Par too often practical
applied skill subjects are presented in a detached, pedantic stylelacking also in
current application and treatment.

Also, see answer to questions 1(d) and 1(e).
el. As you, know, these men are criticized for not making a career at sea. Is this

criticism justified? Z.
e Why do some of these men come ashore after a short period of time?
Answer. Please indulge me in a rather lengthy discourse on these questions.(d)

and (e), which are difficult to separate: Answers may be found in the psychological
areas of personality and vocational choice theory which I addressed in two papers:
(1) H. P. Trutneff, "A Comparative Study in Occupational Choice Using the Mod
Rep Test with Groupe of Maritime Cadets," National Maritime Research Center,
Maritime Administration, Kings Point, 1971; and (2) my doctoral thesis. "A Longitu-
dinal Study in OccuMional Choice with-the Clams of 1974 USMMA, A Companion
of the Mod IterTest Ind F Scale Scores and Categorized Criteria, 1974. The thesis
was funded NMRC project, an extension of the 1971 study and but a part of the
complete study which compares three maritime academies.

Briefly in th studies poimilar vocational choice theories were tested as they ,
related to maritime cadets D. E. Super for one stated that' occupational entry was
akin to applying for and entering a specialized school such as medicine, law, or
engineering and that implementation was the training period while job actualiza-
tion was fulfillment of career goals with graduation and entry into profession
Subsequent changes made by* career entrant would be organizationalnot profes-
sional Few, if anyi.rould give up or change from the career they trained for.'

It was hypotheskethat maritime academies were specialized schools like law,,
medicine and engineering ergo the theory should be equally applicable to them

In the 1971 study, the freshman to senior cleans in three maritime academies:
USMMA; Massachusetts; and New York Were compared using the Mod Rep Test a
projective, idiographic, morphogenic instrument, modified to annwer the needs of
maritime careersand especially designed and proven to test theory citedparticu-

D E Super. Self Concepts in Vocatlbnel Development, in Career Develomnent & Self
Concept Theory. Super, et al New York College Entrance Examination Board. 1963. Monograph
No 4,1:
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tarty that seniors chile to graduation identify more strongly with seagoing careers
than they did as freshmen. '

Findings generally supported theory, the seniors scoring higher and more songrti-
ent with seage carte particularly at Massachusettswith-one eXception At
the -USMAA t noongruence was noted, the seniors scoring dramatically
lower for seagoing came than th8 freshmensignifying extreme loss of interestn
seagoing careers eve ith job actualization imminent. . , .

The 1974 st as longitudinal in that it followed thethe freshman ate of the
1971 study am as seniorsin all three schools. This eliminated 'one uncontrolled
variable of the 1971 study, that of different class groups. . , .

Again, findings were hal:11411y similar to the 1971 study. z

Another eminent vocational theorist.. E. Bordih. stated that 'patterns of' interest
vary with the degree to which the subject accepts an occupational- stereotype as self-

' descriptive and that changes in tarter will occui..with changes in oknowlefts of the
occupational stereotype.2

This theory would appear to hold true in the case'of USMMA cadets where It was
found that the greatest periods of cadet attrition. occurred. (,111Vithin a week'after
entry; and (2) during and after sea implementation period,. ' .

.. ...

Only USMMAhas provided t'reality testing"cadets shipping on actual merchant
vessels. The world as it is, plus interactions favorable/unfavorehle With crew,
impact heavily on the occupational stereotype. It had been demonsfrated in occupa-
tional title tests performed by Schwimmer among USMMA cadets that "Captain of
a passer vessel;', scored higher on the career prestige ladder, than "Master of a
freighter"

nge
ten short, many youngsters who see themselves all, "Csin of the Love

Boat" have their fantasies shattered once they ore sent to sea. The State school-

, (ig greater espnt-drorpa among classmates a sheltered' school environment.
on the other hand. provide but floating classrooms,

e e rooms. a. field terip adventure.

May it also be noted that at the' time of the 1971 study and also in 1974
'Massachusetts (in 1973) went to a, four year college: The Class of 1974 was its first
tour year claw Scoring the highest for seagoing careers in both studies bears out
the observations noted on page 6 of our original testimony concerning three year
programs and school sophistication presented to your Committee.

One other element least often discussed but much in evidence is the theory of A.
H. Maslow which integrates self-actualization with a human need hierarchy. The
gratification of basic needs is pre-requisite to job self - actualization.' Close to the top
of the needs ladder behind hunger and shelter are sexual needs. The deprivation
and non-conforming social life associated with seafaring life and identifiable
through "reality testing" by USMMA cadets at their pivotal ages must be realized
as a deciding factor in changing the knowledge of, and consequently congruence
with this occupitional stereotype.

, - Although this be but a capsule treatment of the reasons associated with both
cadet and career attrition, within a short time aftet graduationa third phase was
suggestaal beyond the 1974 study. This would follcny-tm oiz the graduates of the three
academies tested, seeking caiser 'patterns in the Maritime fieldnow 5/6 years
removed from_graduation. ;..

The IOMM&P through its research arm if given financial support and encourage-
ment_wpuld be particularly suited to doauch a follow-up study. The - results would
provide factual evidence not only as. to how maritime graduates self-actualize, but
could provide some understandings as to shipping life styles in number of years,
trends and behaviorial patterns. It could ascertain whht may be expected, of, Ind for
how long of various academy graduates. .

information ie needed for maritime career planning by both management
i

A fo indepth proposal may be easily provided.
and t 'unions, yet, it is presently unknown.

, .
,

As a fitting cerollary to the findings presented above, it may help, to realize that
faculty feelings may at times prove to be counterproductive and merely reflect and
reinforce an opportunistic philosophy. This is substantiated by" the following state-

publithed in that school's newspaper, quote: "The biggest thing help yourself oUt,
raent extracted from a printed interview of bne of the stn school professors

to make some kind of preparation while you're still atschool he especially if you
don't plan on going to lee as a full time career, for like 20 years. Ybu must realize
that eventually you're goineto have to come ashore. You should keep your eyes
open for something else you might like to do while you are still here at school, and

2 E. Bordin, Theory of Vocational interesta as Dynamic Phenomenon," Educational Pay-
sbologiad Measurement. 3:1943, 49-66. -

'A. H. Maslow, Motivation and Personality. New York: Harper, 1954
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take advantage of the various people at the college who have a background in these
fields. Yoh could set up some kind of program for yourself while you. are sailing.
With vacations of four months you could get a semester in at some college and work. .

i ,
towards. a masters degree. So that when you do come ashore you are Dilly pre -

Question 2. On, page 2 of your statement you indicate that "the Masters,. Mates
and Pilots no ledger educates for original licenses, leaving that role to the various
maritime colleges Our focus is in the area of graduate level education particularly
for the advancement re-training and furtherance of careers at sea." hi this regard.

a. Your tic 1 has been structured to complement the training provided by the
federal and te maritime academies.,Is this correct'

Answer. Y ...:--- 4
b What of training does your school provide? ,
Answer. Upgrade in licensing, re-training and reinforcement of skills; new tech-

nology; engineering supplements; LNG supervision; emergency medical technician
with Life Support System (CPR) training; management techniques in shipboard
administration; advanced electronic .technique-, advanced marine cargo stowage/ v.

and advanced collision avoidance trainingamong others
Ma of 'the technological subject areas employ sophisticated simulators of the

latest operational design. An LNG simulator and'the full bridge operations simula-
tor currently in process of construction .

e How is your school funded? Is there any cost to the student?
A rcichure will be sent to you in the near future.

r. By contributions from member compalties contractual agreement without .

to the student either for tuition or room and board. .-
, d. You have made it Very clear gat you perceive this area of maritime education
and training as a union responsibility. Why?

Answer (1) Unions have prime responsibility for the cpiality of perionnel provided ;
for contract companies and, therefore, we believe that the obligation for tptigLand
quality of this edcuation and training is an area for joint management/uhion
dision. In our case these decisions are

_is
by MITAGS trustees, half of which:

are union and half management. The direction of advanced training, therefore, is
kept in step with industry needs laid, projections. This would. not likely happen if
the mission for training were left to management alone.

12) Witp more than ,000 members, lidding up to millions of hours and days worth
of practical and theoretical profeesionel seagoing superv,lsory experienceWho else
is mi eapaPle, possesses such a vast frau% of +reference, the body of knowledge
necessary for Such a leadership role in the advancement of deck officers' maritime
education? There is no other service or agency capable of ch

(3) This system of; contractual *ding and joint rvision has provided at
MITAGS the best staffing, most advaiiftd 'technological aining hardware and one
of tee bestiithouse study-oriented residences in existen

(4) MM &P men work on a wide range and type of v Is from break - bulk, to Ro-
Ro, tol.A.SH,lo tanker and need" specialized trkinineo particular type eophistica-
tions. Say, a containeemate for a. number of. years is terminated because his
company failehis basic skills license him to work tart ere, but specialized training
is helpful to master the Obviously diver& work Skills f the job and build the self-
confidence needed. It is our responsibility ta provide in hese areas.

(5) Recently the Coast Guard sent 3 flag rank office to MITAGS to examine our
training methods and technology for the purpose of advanced training of their own
officers and men. .

e Does the so-called Supplementary Traininirprovided by the Maritime Adminis-
tration complement or duplicate the training provided by your school'

Answer Duplication is noted in the areas of radar training (collision avoidance),
gytatunning and firefighting to name a few

I Understand that there -are other union training facilitieb and am curious
wbether there is any overall coordination as to what schools offer Tehat,courses"
Should there be?

Answer Where is no coordination, and none Is needed. Each union pursues subject
areas relevant to its specialized areas Some overlap is .expected. Some unions'
believe in training for original licenses. Whatever, the leas intervention the bettei,,
inasmuch as these schools and curricula are determined by industry-wide contrac-

. tual' arrangements and is an area of labor management relations that government
has traditionally stayed out of\

Question On page 2 you indicate that "by definition in HR. 5451 MITAGS.
would be classified as a civilian school."
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. How do you arrive at this conclusion? If you are rifernfit to Section i308, that
is a restatement Of the old Civilian Nautical School Oct which is currently law if
you came under the Act before, you would come under H.R. 5451

b. As far as I'm aware, the oaly provision of the bill that could affect you IS
Subsection 1309(b) which generally authorizes the Maritime Administration to lend
You surplus shipboard equipment if your school is found to be an "approved mer-
chant ;name training school." Do you agree'

Answer. Yeti-
Question 4. Let me see if I understand your comments with respect to the student

commitment proJisions of the bill Essentially, you are saying that as the students
at the state maritime academies do not receive the same benefits as the students at
the federal academy, flume* dictates that they shoi cUlLiot incur the same obliga-
tions.

. Is,that a correct statement?
Answer. Yes.

.
It If that is the case, are you recommending that this Committee amend the-stare

academy loan obligation provisions' so that they are generally pro-rated to thee
benefits received, as compared with the benefits and obligations of students at the
federal academy?

Answer. Inasmuch as funding seemed to be a sore point and viewed differently by
the many state academies, we suggested an "ad hoc committee of maritime educa-
tors" be formed by you to address these sensitive areas and hammer out some
sensible common solutions (if possible).

It was suuftted that an alternate option' for mandatory. Reserve status in the
Merchant Iftrine Reserve Camponent of the USNRsay five years with two weeks
Oer year active training dutybe a realistic alternative to the mandatory commit-
ment options presented in the H.R. 5451 (some which appear to us to be not too
realistic)..

c More than one witness has recommended that both the federal and state
academy graduates be permitted to sail on U.9 owned, but foreign flag vessels, as
part or all of their at-sea obligations. What are your views on this?

Answer. We view this as generally unacceptable in present circumstances but
with mixed emotions. It is an area .that needs much moce,thought and study and
Anther development.

Mr. AuComi. I would like to call Hazel Brown, President of the
Harry: Lundeberg School' of the Seafarer's International Union.
Hazel, we welcome you before the subcommittee today. I want to
indicate to you as well that I am son.), it has taken,so long to get
you to the witness table, but I think you can understand why. We
look fdrviard to your testimony.

STATEMENT OF HAZEL BROWN, PRESIDENT, HARRY
LUNDEBERG SCHOOL, SEAFARER'S INTERNATIONAL UNION '

Ms. BROWN. Thank you. I feel that this is fairly appropriate. This -
is really, a man's world, and so for the lady to be the wrap-up
speaker is not unfamiliar to me.

Mr. AuCoiN. That is not the Chair's intention. Think. of it in
terms of being a cleanup batter.

Ms. BROWN. Very good.
Mr. AuCom. With a high priority on this.
Ms. BROWN. As President of the Harry Lundeberg School of

Seamanship, an industry school sponsored jointly by .the Seafarer's
International Union and its contracted$ompanies, I wish to discuss
some broad concepts of maritime education which may be relevant
to our deliberations on H.R. 5451.

During 1979 we have graduated approxintely 1,300 trainees
who have entered the maritime industry for the first time in entry-

,: rating jobs aboard deep tea, Great Lakes, and inland waterway
vessels. These young men and women attend a a-month general
course prior to taking their first trip. They are all encouraged after
achidVing adequate sea time to return to the' Lundeberg School to
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begin their advancement up a career ladder in the industry which
includes phases of work experience and training. These young sea-
farers realize they will attend our school as many as seven or eight
times during their career. The initial training prior to employment

_serves' only as a basic orientation to the industry, an attitude
development period, and an opportunity to make realistic choices
according to their interests'and abilities.

We recognize that when a person is going into the industry for
the first time he really does not know what he might be facing.

While these entry-rating seafarers are attending the school, they
are studying side by side with upgraders, seasoned seafarers and
boatmen who are back at Lundebeig School to improve their
know ge, skills, and techniques. During 1979 over 2,000 up-
grade in the deck, engine, and steward departments have attend-
ed co rses at the school. These professionals seek self-improvement,
adva cement of their rating, acquisition of a license or additional
trai g for pew equipment or shipboard operations.

Thi advancement of the crewmembe up the career ladder has
been commonly called, move mhnt up the hawsepipe. These seder=
ers are professionals. They are long-term employees and seek a

. career, not just a few years of experience aboard ship as the
ste_ppingstone shoreside positioris.

The bill, 'H.R: 5451 is a response to much-needed change. It
begins to address some of the areas of concern, but seems to pre-
sent solutions based totally on past experience and the existing
system. There are many exciting things happening in education
today which should be given some consideration for their possible
applicatihn to maritime education and training.

The maritime industry has been changing rapidly over the past
20 years. With these changes have come technological, organiza-
tional, and environmental conditions never existing before. The
advent of automation/mechanization and reduced crew size has
created changes in. Job responsibilities aboard ship. ' e tasks re-
quired during the normal watch in the engine r, are quite
different from those of a watchstander just 10 years e chief
steward with as few as four members in his depa nt has to
learn the newest food handling and food preparatioir techniques.
Making prepackaged foods tasty is a real challenge even' with the
help of the microwave oven and cafeteria-style feeding. The Quali-
fied Member of the Engine Department--QMEDhas special skill
requirements when he is faced with a diesel powerplant rather
than the more conventional steam plant.

These are just a few examples of the need for changes in training
methods, techniques, and especially format. Even though all the
shipboard systems require more technical knowledge to operate,
the seafarers upon their return tell me that many Of the so-called
automated systems fail during the voyage and manual operating
procedures are often necessary until shipyard repairs can be made.
This requires the knowledge of the manual system in addition to
the advanced technology of the electronic and computerized equip-
ment. There is a need for a

,electronic
of theory and practical

training with the new equipment in much more depth than demon-
strations and observations can provide. The seafarer needs real
experiences or relevant simulations.

3
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The concept of the training vessel with a huge .crew of cadets
seems like an unrealistic solution to training for our present needs.
The economics and present conditions would suggest that duplica-
tion of costly facilities and equipment is diluting the total effort of
maritime education and providing quantity at the expense, of qual-
ity. The realities of the industry must be considered and teaching
methodology commensurate with skill requirements should be pro-
vided.

Young people today have had very few opportunities to partici-
pate in the real world of work during their adolescent years. They
need employment experiences pHor to accepting the full responsi-
bilities of an officer aboard ship. If the youth has not had such
opportunities, the educational institution should have a program
which provides such learning experiences. Being a leader first re-
quires some close working relationship with an experienced leader.
Most behavior and skills are learned from models/journeymen. The
training vessel concept provides peer working experiences but is
not the reality of the maritime industry where the young recruit
must work alongside the older seafarer.

Contact with all segments of the industry must be an integral
part of maritime training. The industry consists of many segments.
Of these, management, labor, and governmental agencies play sig-
nificant roles and must be understood and dealt with in meaning-
ful wayi.iihe training must be industry-oriented and not molded to
fit educational and institutional constraints.

Maritime education institutions most be a part of the industry.
They need active participation in the concerns of the user of their
graduates. The graduates should be prepared for real jobs with
adequate skills to handle these assignments:Active advisory com-c-
mittees are essential. These committees should consist of maritime
educators, union, management, and Government representatives.
The committees should annually critique curriculum and help to
establish goals and objectives so that the manpower needs of the
maritime industry are being met.

Seafarers of the future live in the real world which today in-
cludes marriage, a home and cpmthunity, as well as a job. The
seafarer's life is not entirely male-dominated today. At the Harry
Lundeberg School almost half of our teaching staff are female.
Learning to cope with the seagoing lifestyle and still maintain
social contact is essential if the retention rate of young people
aboard ship is to improve. Providing a more realistic environment
at the training institutions might be a worthwhile first step in this
evolutionary procest.

Today's graduates often require additional specialized training.
Several companies have sent maritime academy graduates to our
school upon graduation to learn the "him to," practical hands-on
training prior to putting them in responsible positions such as boat
handling and engineering. The graduates have adequately passed
the requiredUSCG evaluation procedures, which are written ex-
aminations, but they are not always able to prove competency in
the required skill areas. Knowing the theory of boat handling is
quite different from demonstrating one's competency in boat han-
dling.
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Our courses are taught with a competency-based education meth-
, odology. The examinations are task-oriented and require the dem-

onstration of an established level of. competency. No one gets a
towboat operator's license until he can perform the competencies
required of a boat handler as established by our management
advisers. It would be hard for us to feel safe on the highway if most

r- -drivers of vehicles had passed only the written part of the exam,
but this is similar to what management is asked to accept from

. many of the maritime graduates. ,
Maritime training and education does need to be reevaluated.

The present financial conditions make it imperative that learning
experiences be provided utilizing the most economical and mean-
ingful procedures, equipment, and facilities. By encouraging more
-articulation between maritime educators and the .industry which
employs the products of education, the needs of the industry may
be better defined and then addressed in more relevant ways.

I appreciate this opportunity to express the educational philos-
ophy of the Harry Lundeberg School, recognizing that it offers a
nontraditional concept of maritime education, in comparison to
what we have talked about today.

Mr. &Com.' I do recognize that, Hazel, and r appreciate the
statement that you have just given to the subcommittee. I want to
also note that when the staff of the subcommittee visited your
institution, it was extremely, impressed with not only the philos-
ophy of education there, but also the personnel who are in posi- .
tions of authority there. I want to acknowledge that at this point.

Ms.BsowN. Thank you.
Mr. AuCom, You have offered a number of valuable points to

the subcommittee. Wha would like to do to spare you time at
this late hour is to foc ' the major questions I had in mind, and
then perhaps allow you respond in writing to the remainder, so
that we do not keep you here all night. Let us proceed on that
basis. .

On page 2 of your statement, you have indicated, using your
words:

There are Many exciting things happening in education today which should .be
given some consideration for the possible application to macitune education and
training.

My question is, do you believe that the training at the Federal
Maritime Academy, to the extent that you have been able to ob-
serve it, gives the necessary recognition to this era of rapidly
changing maritime technology?

Ms. BROWN. Not adequately.
Mr. AuCom. If that is the case, in what respects would you see it

being deficient?
Ms. Bpowx. I think there are several areas that really need to be

addressed in regard to the learner and the methodology of educa-
tion.

Mr. AuCom. You are talking about classroom teaching methods?
Ms. BROWN. Yes, that being one area. There are a lot of things

being done in individualizing instruction which can help a person
reach his potential. There is a lot being done in the area of open
entry and open exits. When people learn more at their own rate,
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they have some self motivation. Compentencibased education is
being used widely in vocationaltechnical schools.

Mr. Au Com. When you say a lot is being done, you are talking oiv
about lots being done in the educational field?

MS. BROWN, In education, yes.
Mr. Au Com. You are not saying a lot is" tieing done in those

areas at Kings Point?
Ms. 13a0vm. No.
Mr. AuCom That is the deficiency?
Ms. Baoww. Yes, and I also see, as I tried to mention before

about the training vessels, and some of the equipment. Our concept
is one of rotating people in and out of the industry over a period of
time, where they are actually in the real world, they are working
on the real equipMent. Even if we tried to construct simulators,
about the time we had one built it would be out of date, and so
there is nothing any better than some of our very old concepts,of
working with someone on the job, I think we need to.address more
of that. I am in support of simulation-type training where it can be
kept relevant, but I think that we need to do a lot more of getting
the cadets out into the real world as soon as possible.

Mr. AuCorN. What role do you see for simulators then in train-
ing both unlicensediand licensed personnel?

Ms. Breowri. I would 'hope that initially they would be used for
examination in some form, because we have no type of proficiency
examination, to me that is a first step. We have to make sure that
the people are really able to perform before they get' that license,
and then I would think that it could be used in some forms of
training, in cooperation with real experience.

Mr. AuCorN. These are very expensive. If you believe that chang-
ing the technology can put these simulators out of date almost as
soon as they come off the assembly line, then are you pretty
skeptical when it comes down to the bottom line about the use of
simulators?

Ms. BROWN. Very much so, especially if you try to simulate one
type wine I guess you realize there is no standardization in our
fleet, ana even with a certain class of vessel, every time a new ship
even under that same class comes out, there is new and different
equipthent onboard. So to try to provide a total-type simulataI
think would be unrealistic, and not cost-effective at all. But there
are certain, types of training aids that can have computerization
and simulation included which are smaller components, which
would be a lot leis expensive than total grand-scale things like we
have in CAORF, which is beautiful, but no one could afford to
continue to duplicate that kindlof thing or to keep it up to date.

Mr. AuCoiN. Especially' when using resources for other second-
ary_or peripheral purposes?

Ma. BROWN. Yes.
Mr. AuConi. Do you use simulators i our training program?
Ms. Baovor. We build our own. We spend the money for

all those kinds of gadgets unless we can u them for a period of
time or modify them on our own. So our instructors got really
involved and we have designed our own for the engine room con-
sole: It is no one particular type_of simulator, but it is a compila-
tion of all the different-type things that our people might be faced
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with in the area of gages and autortiatic shutdowns and so on. So it
is not any one system, but it includes all the components of a
system, and it has a teaching console so-that you can put trouble
into it, and the people can trace the systems and come up with
whatever troubleshooting they need to do.

-Mr. Au Coot What-did it cost?
Ms. BROWN. With all the materials, there are miles and miles of

wire, timers and all, it was less than $30,000.
Mr. Au Cong. On page ;4 of your statement you say, "The training

must be industry oriented and not molded to fit educational and
institutional constraints."

What do you mean by training needing to be industry oriented?
Ms. BROWN. The industry has a variety of needs, and one thing is

quite unrealistic, and that is the availability of manpower. Having
our school associated with the Seafarer's Union, I realize they need
manpower on a daily basis, and so our program is set up so that we
have people graduating every 2 weeks, meaning that an available
source is there. Just in the constraint of graduation coming only at
a certain time of year, and then having all those people available
for job placement one day, that is just not relevant to the industry
needs in the area of manpower.

Mr. AuCOIN. You obviously think your program is industry-ori-
ented. What programs or institutions do you point these remarks
toward?

Ms. BROWN. I think that we respond to every industry need. We
have been training in the area of liquid natural gas handling for
about 3 years now, knowing that some of the companies were
constructing those ships. We have instituted special training pro-
grams within a month's notice, because a certain company needed
some qualified manpower to run a certain new type of equipment
on board. I heard in testimony today that a program may be
started in 1983 after the concept was created in 1979 or something.
I mean, we would not stay in business if we did not react to the
industry, end-when,they ,havg a,speciflo need, they have -a new
piece of equipment comb* out; you cannot take 2 or 3 years to
develop a program to meet that need.

Mr. AuCOm, Why do you feel it is necessary to tell the subcom-
mittee that maritime training must be industry- oriented, andApot
molded to fit educational Arnd institutional constraints, if you"feel
that that is not a problem at your institution? You must see this as
i problem somewhere else, Where is it that ybu see that' as a
problem?

Ms. BROWN. In every academ I visited.
Mr. AuComr. t includes Kings Point?
Ms. BROWN. A the States academies, yes.
Mr. AuConi. Do u agree with Mr. Brown of Gulf Oil that at

Kings Point the mi s 'pmen are being confronted with educational
overkill?

Ms. Bilowri. No, I am too much of an educator to make that
statement.

.rMr. AuConi. More academic training than is needed to Meet
their professional and, industry- oriented ---

Ms. BROWN. I think that the 'course offerings may not be appro-
priate.
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Mr. AUCOIN. Pardon me?
1

Ms. Bitowsr. They may not be appropriate for the needs.
Mr. &WAN. What may not be? k.

Ms. BROWN. Some of the course offerings may not be appropriate
for the needs. I am not familiar with each of the course titles, but I
do know that the young men that We have had at our school, after
they have graduated from the State schools or the Academy, have
gone to our employers, and they sent them to us for retraining. We
even had to go through management courses to teach their how to
be a:leader in dealing with a crew. And so I Would guess thakthose
courses were not adequately covered. ,

Mr. AuCom. I have no further questions at this time. Minority
counsel has a few questions.

Mr. Loscii. Thank you, Mr.Chairman.
In your opening statement yob say that the school is sponsored

jointly by the Seafarer's International -Union and its contracted
companies. Could you elaborate on that? What do you mean by
jointly sponsored?

Ms. BROWN. Our school is sponsored by a trust, and we have 133
or-134 companies which are party to our school, and they have as
much input as the Seafarers Union does in what we db at the
school., In fact, they are the advisers to the programs, and we
depend on them as the people who would designate what the
curriculum content should be.

Mr. Loam. All your revenues, then, all your budget comes out of
the trust fund, the training trust fund established by the SW
collective-bargaining agreements for these member companies?

Ms. BROWN. Yes.
Mr. Loam. How many members or how many billets are subject-

ed to this-collective-bargaining agreement, approximately?
-Ms. BROWN. I really do not know, with all the different segments

of the industry.
Mr. Load. For the record, the datiNve have from the Maritime

. Administration indicates that there,are about 5,000 billets covered
by SW collective-bargaining agreements, in which the trust fund,
the training trust *fund: proInsioneapply. Does that sound_abmit
right? That would indkate about 10,000 SW seafarers.

Ids. BROWNS Are you including inland waterways end Great
Lakes?

Mr. 418CH. No, these would be in the dry cargo. This "is all the -.
deep0.1 vessels.

s.
y to

BaOwN. That might be. We alek04train foi all our industry,
river and inland waterways companies well. They are -part

. the trust fund as ell
Mr..Loscii. you know what the annual or the daily trust fund

contribution
Ms. BRO

the Ward

Mari
Mr. hitilrdtileritlalisue ?Lithe recod;dr, the 5,000,n billets that re

and tankers, the daily contribution seems to be $3.65. Does
seem to be in the ballpark?

Ms. BROWN. For deep sea?
MrLoscii. Yes.

It varies per contract company. It is not an across-
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MS. BROWN. I would guess so.
Mr. Limit, Then just to run through these 'numbers for the

record, these 5,000 billets at a rate of $3.62 a day for 1 year would
be about $6.6 million contributed by the members of your organiza-
tion to your budget. Does that seem about right for the deep-sea
contributions?

Ms. BROWN. That is saying that every ship is running and every
one is totally crewed. Every ship is not sailing every day, nor are
alfgae members at work.

Mr. Loma. This is billets under contract to SIU?
Ms. BROWN. Yes, but we do not get paid on the fixed contract

basis. We get paid on the day worked.
Mr. LOSCH. Then approximately what is the contribution from

your member companies on an annual basis?
Ms. BRowN. It varies according to the industry.
Mr. LoecH. The deep-sea vessels theit, is it something more or

less than $4 million a year?
Ms. BROWN. It is less than that. I Roe:know where you got

that re. 1- -

Mr.
figuLosca

I ran it through the num rs, the 5,000 billets times
the daily contribution...times the number of days in the year, and
these are Maritime Adminititration statistics.

Ms. &town. I am saying that that is the total maximum. That 'is
every ship under contract, it was sailing and the full complement
of all the crew were onboard working every day.

Mr. Loma. Could you provide us then with what you would
believe would be an accurate accounting of the contributions front
deep-sea vessels to the Lundeberg School budget?

Ma. BRowN. Sure, it is public record.
Mr. Loom. Yes, I know that, but if you would like to just clarify

for our own benefit what the amount of moneys are being contrib-
uted by these operators. What we are really concerned with here is
the breakdown, into subsidized and nonSubsidized, because these
subsidized shares are underwritten by the Government to the tune.
of aboutiS.8 percent as a Federal contribution to this element of
the collective-bargaining package, and about one-fifth of the total

'number of billets under contract to SRI are subsidized billets,
whici' would indicate a Federal contribution to your school's
budget of about $1 million a year, and when we are talking about
Federal subsidies to the various training schools, we siould evalu-
ate all the aspects of the subsidies. Frankly it looks like we are
getting a bargain out of the union schools in our cost evaluations.
It appears that they are the lowest for graduates of all the schools.
So these questions are cprtainly not hostile, but .I.think it would
help us to get the cost benefits laid out on the record.

Ms. BRowN. Certainly the total number of people that we train
each year is significant.

Mr. Losat. Yes, and that is what I am saying. The cost per,
graduate is very low in comparison to some of the other schools. I
have not had the opportunity to visit your facility, and I hope that
in the nett several months perhaps I can get out there and look at
it. I know that you have quite_ a few boats out there, both skipjacks,
yaclits,'and whatnot in your maritime museum. Are they used for
training or are they a different part of your operation?
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Ms.Bitowm. The historic vessels are not in the water. They are
not used for training, and they are part of the maritime museum,
which is not part of the Lundeberg School. There is a separate
museum corporation.

Mr. LOSCH. Is the SS Dauntless part of the museum corporation
or a traitiinfacasel?

Ms. BROWN. The Dauntless? It is part of our training fleet, and
we use it for teaching the steam cycle, and we also use it on
occasion for housing.

Mr. LOSCH. We had some questions about the inspection steed-
ards for these various vessels. Do you have any problems with
Coast Guard inspection of the Dauntless? Are_yoji, subjected to
passenger vessel requirements or otherwise7.1rou had any
problem in that regard?

Ms. BROWN. Under the Nautical Scixfol Ship, Act, if we were
, using it as training vessel under that tot, yes, we would have
difficulty,

Mr. LOSCH. Passenger vessel standards? '-
Ms. Bitoww. Yes, it would have to be.
Mr. LOSCH. Have you had any problems meeting those standards?
Ms. BROWN. We have met with the Coast Guard, and they are

mostly concerned about fire and safety regulations:
Mr. Lolicm. But it has not caused you any undue hardship, the

specific standards?
Ms. BROWN. The costs of inspections are very high.
Mr. LOSCH. What other training vessels do you have besides the

Dauntless?
Ms. BROWN. We have vessels more appropriate to what we are

training right now, irhich are people for the inland industry and
harbor. We have a river push boat that we got from the Gulf area, 'A
and we have a harbor tug. We have a tank barge, and we have four 't
other barges which we use for handling and many other small,fter,
vessehi.

Mr. Loom. Just going back to the issue of financing again, ate
all your contributions coming from your training fund, all your
operating budget contributions? Do they come from your training
fund?

Ms. BROWN. Yes.
Mr. Loscm. Then why in the tax return for the Transportation

Institute dated June 30, 1978, do they show docking and mainte-
nance of the Dauntless at $27,800?
:,14. BROWN. I cannot speak for Transportation Institute.

Mr. Loscm. Are you aware of the transfers of these funds to the
Dauntless or to the Seafarer's International school?

MIL BROWN. The transfer of funds?
Mr. Loom. It seems that in the lax year 1978, and it has shown

up in 1977, that the Transportation Institute transferred funds to
maintain the Dauntless.

Ms. Baowm. Oh yes? They had borrowed the Dauntkss. It was
docked in Washington. I thought were speaking of recently.
Back in 1977?

Mr. Lamm And 1978.
Ms. Haowm. Yes, it was docked in Washington and the Transpor-

tation Institute was using it at that time.

(

r
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Mr. LOSCH. Do you know what they were using it for?
Ms. BROWN. No.
Mr. LOSCH, Was this some kind of charter arrangement?
Ms. BROWN. Yes.
Mr. LOSCH..Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Ms. Brown.
Mr. AtiCOIN. Ms. Brown, thank you for your testimony. I appreci-

ate your coming, and I appreciate the ideas you hat* left before
the. - subcommittee today. The subcommittee is going to stand in
adjournment. I do want to observe that a number of witnesses have
suggested over the course of the 2 days of hearings not only
number of ideas about the legislation befo the committee, but
also a number of amendments. Having heard this wide variety pf
opinion 4nd suggestions, I think that additio al hearings will be
required, and thus, it is my intention to cond ct additional hear-
ings after the first of the year. The committee 11 bring in some of;
the witnesses who have already testifie0 -And ve them speak not
only to ideas that have been developed ,here, b t also to informa-
tion the committee has asked for and expects to receive in a short
period of time.

I also intend to have witnesses from other anizations, who'
have not testified thus far, and I will announcer e date of those

. hearings at an apptopriate time after the first of e year. ,' .
Ms. Brown, one final question of you. I am so I ntglected-to

ask you this earlier. Do you or do you not stiho this legislation?
I would not want to let you go without responding. '

Ms. BROWN. Basically I support it because I do of see any hope
of doing the kinds of things that I propose at t moment, hut,
could not help but make a part of the record that there are some
'other things going on other than the traditional pe of academy
program, which the Government seems to be in sup rt of.

Mr. AtiCom. You are in basic support of the bill? rcf.

Ms. BifowN. Basically, yes.
Mr. AtiCotN. The committee stands adjourned.
[The following was received for the record:1

QUESTIONS FROM MR. ikpCoor TO Ms. HAZEL. BROW

I Overall, it would appear that you are recommending more m dime industry
input into maritime education and training that is conducted byte Federal and
State Academies?

(o) If this a fair statement?
(6) Would the various elements,of the maritime industry be willing to take the

time and effort to provide Such input?
2. On page 2, you say "There are many exciting things happening in education

today which should be given some consideration for their possible application to
maritime education and training's

(aJ Do you believe that the training at the federal maritime academy gives the
necessary recognition to this era of rapidly chapging montane technology? If not.
why is it deficient?

(bi How about the training provided by the state maritime academies?
(ci Does the tocalled Supplemental Training provided by the Maritime Adminis-

tration at Regional Training Centers assist in this rard?
3 On page 2 of your statement, you indicate gist"These professionals (your

studentio seek self-improvement, advancement of their rating, acquisition of a
cense or additional training for new equipment or shipboard operations'

(al Does the Lundeberg School provide any Coast Guard license preparation
courses?

(to If so, what are they?
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e.On page 6 of statement you indicate that "Today's graduates often require
additional training. Several companies have sent maritime academy
graduates oar.school upon graduation to learn the 'how to'. 'practical handson
training to putting them in responsible positions such as boat handling and,
engineering'',

fah) theseWire them people graduates of the federal academy, the state academini, or
bot

00 I should think they would have received adequate training in boat handling
and engineering at the academy from which they graduated. Why was it necessary
to provide them with additional training?

(c)-Do you charge for such training at the Lundeberg School?
(d) Does the so-called Supplementary Training provided by the Maritime Adminis-

tration fill a real need in this area?
(e) Whiit.type of training does your School offer that the Maritime; Administration

does not?
(f) Should such training be provided by the Federal Government or private Indus-

trY?
5. I am itery interested in your statement on page four that: "Active advisory

committees are essential. These committees should consist of maritime educators,
union, management, and government representatives. The committees should annu-
ally critique curriculum and help to establish goals and objectives so that the
manpower needs of the maritime industry are being met."

,(o) Do you believe that the Advisory Board of the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy
is adequate in this regards?

(6) kio far as you know, how is this I-Unction handled by the state maritime
academies? If they have advisory boards, are they, in your ?opinion, doing a proper
ioh?`

.
AMMO To Foxsconio gut/mons

Lie) Yea. I feel that the Federal and State Academies should have much more
input. from industry. into the quality and type of training taking place in the
schools. Technical panels and/or active advisory boards should meet frequently to
indicate the technical needs of the industry, proposed apd anticipated industry.
changes, and to critique curriculum and performance objectives.

If the industry was actively participating in the education process, le guest
lecturers, discussion leaders seminar leaders, the graduates would be more

of the industry and the industry leaders might tend to be more supportive
in .mally 'assisting the sehools and in hiring the graduates.

EP Industry leaders are very busy with their own concerns but many do recognise
the need for motivated, qualified manpower. They seem wiping to participate when
the meeting. are of substance and results may be forthcoming.

2.(a) The process of course development seeing slow. Changes take place rapidly in
our industry and training must precede or at least keep pace with new construction.
Pew automated equipment coats so much that the officers must be prepared prior to
taking charge of these new vessels. One example is the advent of diesel power,

=pa sea vessels. Equipment la also verrexpensive.
(6) M our maritime training schools do not have adequate access to the

training aides. Re& school has its speoiallitapnient but finances hinder
Us from each having all the equipment we would like.;;

Also, there as no significant source of maritime instructors. Some schools have
been able to attract young instructors with new techniques while others attract the
retired military men who have not been aboard the new commercial vessels and.are
teaching with they .learned many years ago.

lc) The MarAd Training Centers are meiMing the officers to meet regula-
tion* for updating license in the use of radar. The refighting schools sponsored
by MarAd are a great benefit to .4he entire industry. Environmental regulations
make it impossible to have firefighting schools in many areas. We must transport
our seafarers to Earle, New Jersey for firefighting training. I do notfeel that
MarAd should expand its role in training so that it would duplicate training already

tby private or state schools
eee! a Luadeberg School we offer courses which prepare seafarers and

boatmen for licensed positions. At the end of the coulee, the sestarers can take a
Coed Guard exaralhation. Them are not just prep courses but also include theory,
boat handling, industry economies, leadership and communication.

(0 Original Towboat Operator, uninspected vessel, 200 miles. 2nd Class Towboat
Operator, =inspected vessel, 200 miles. Ida/ter/Mate Uninspected Vegans not over
800 gross tons upon oceans. Towboat Operator Oceens over 200 miles offshore.

O
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Celestial MI%!u.itiun First Class Pilot Assistant Engineer LJninspected. Motor
Vessel Chief' Engineer Unimpeded Mofor Vessel

nil. The graduates were-from the State Academies and the federal academy
, %to The graduates had been hired by deep sea 'and inland waterway towing
companies They had the necessary. USCG license but did not have adequate boat or
barge handling skills to satisfy the unique needs of the companies Also they were
unfamiliar with the prertill,work routines and lifestyle of boatmen The engineers
were capable.watchstanders but needed,inore hand; practice to be diesel mechan-
ics They all needed very basic skillr 1K -communicating with the Crew and planning
the work, routines.

The academies de not have the equipment used in the inland industry so the
graduates were unfamiliar with,handlineougs and barges

1, The upgradirig and retraining courses are offered free of charge to all seafarers
working aboard equipment under SI1 contract

idi The only areas I am familiar with are firefighting training and radar observer
So in tesOonse to this qUestion. I think not

lei Attached find a catalog of course offerings. I will mention a few here, Able
Seaman, Lileboatman. Quartermaster. Fireman. Watertender, Oiler, QMED. Marine
Electrical Maintenance. Pumproom" Maintenance and Operation. Automation. LNG
Safety. LNG All Ratings. Maintenance of Shipboard Refrigeration Systems, Welder.
Diesel Engines: Assistant Cook. Cook and Baker. Chief Cook. Chief Steward. Origi-
nal Towboat Operator. Mate/Master. Celestial Navigation, First Class Pilot. Chief
Engineer, Tankerman, First Aid

4 We also offer academic course& study skills. Math. Reading. English; Political
Science. Social studies, Literature. Psychology. Biology, Industrial Relations. Sail-
dig, Art .

if3 I feel the private sector is doing a more relevant job in the education area The
needs of industry keeps the private schools more efficient and relevant I would
personally not recommend an expansion of tie federal government in maritime
training

a to% I feel the Advisory Board of the U'.S Meichant Maritime Academy is
adequate as a prestigious "body I`secommend that technical panels and/or sub-
advisory boards also be established to advise and assist the nautic science, and
engineering departments, These technical' panels could critique prog ms. coarse
content. and provide a closer liaison with shipping company personnel

On I am unfamiliar with them but never met any industry represent tives who
served on any I have just recently been asked by Maine Maritime Academy to serve
on a one day evaluation panel to be held in 'February. HMO

[Whereupon, at 6 p.m., the subcommittee 'was adjourned, to re-
convene at the call of the Chair'.)
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MARITIME EDUCATION Aiff:RAINING ACT

MONDAY, APRIL 28, 1980

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, AD Hoc SELECT SUBCOMMIT-
TEE ON MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF THE
COMMITTEE ON MERCHANT MARINE AND FISHERIES,

Washington, D.C.
e subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in 'room

1301, Longworth Building, Hon. Les Au Coin (chairman of the sub-
committee) presiding.

Presedt: Representative 'Au Coin.
Staffikesent: Leonard Sutter, Dan Panshin, Ronald Losch, and

Suzanne hn.

This ranting we are holdi the third, and what will be the
Mr. Au OWN. The committee/ 1r please come to order.

final, day of hearings on H.R. 5451, the Maritime Education and
Training Iipt of 1980.

I think It should be observed that every recodification effort of
this kind involves a number of drafts as the legislation is attempt:
ed to be peifected. This bill is no exception.

Indeed, it represents the most comprehensive effort in the area .

of maritimeieducation and training since the.Merchant Marine Act
of 1936. ,?

In order to enact this legislation in the 96th Congress which is
the Chair'it intention and the committee's intention, not to mention
the intenti.01 the full committee's chairman, it is now necessary
Oat we move hout further delay.
lit order to accomplish this, this latest draft of the bill, dated

April"2y.1980, was sent_to every witness who appeared at. our
December homing% and with it was a request for written com-
ments.

The committee staff and I have analyzed all of these written
comments extremely closely, in order to narrow the issues. We
have called today representatives of the U.S. Navy, the U.S. Coast
Guard, and the Maritime Administration to appear this morning to
answer questions.

Gentlemen, I want to welcome you to the committee today, and I
want to say that the subcommittee appreciates your being here this
morning and appearing as a panel.

The Navy, the U.S. Coast Guard, and the Maritime Administra-
tion have submitted Wei comments with respect to the- draft in
question.

Also, each of you has received a copy of the wr itten comments
submitted by the other two ti overnmtnt agencies in the panel that
you are.participatitig in this morning.

(319)
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The subcommittee has a number of questions for each of you, in
order to attempt to reconcile any differentes that may remain.
However, if any of the witnesses not being questioned has any,
comment, at any time, I urge you to speak up. We will take your
silence on any interpretation, or any comment as acquiescence or°
endorsement of the statement of the person who is responding.
..Do any members of the panel have any questions as to the

procedure we will be following this morning? Once again, I want to
thank each of you for being here.

For the purposes of identification let me identify the witnesses.
The witnesses are Hon. Samuel Nemirow, Assistant Secretary of
Commerce for Maritime Affairs, Department of Commerce; also
Rear Adm. Henry Bell, Chief of the Office of Merchant Marine
Safety of th.Coast Guard, and Rear Adm. Frank Collins, Director
of Logistic Plans Division, the Department of the Navy.

STATEMENT OF A PANEL CONSISTING OF: HON, SAMUEL NE-
8 MIROW, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF COMMERCE FOR MARI-

TIME AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE: REAR ADM.
HENRY H. BELL, CHIEF, OFFICE OF MERCHANT MARINE
SAFETY, U.S. COAST GUARD; AND REAR ADM. FRANK C. COL-
LINS. U.S. NAVY, DIRECTOR, LOGISTIC PLANS DIVISION, DE-
PARTMENT OF THE NAVY
Mr. AtICOm. Mr. Nemirow, I note that you have two associates

with you, and I think it would be appropriate if you identify them
for the record and for the subcommittee.

Mr. kstntow. Yes. If I might make a'brief statement. I have ho
formal remarks, but I would like to concur in the statements that
the Chair just made about the endeavors of this subcommittee, and
the efforts it is undertaking to recodify the many statutes which
now exist pertaining to maritime education and training.

We look forward to the efforts through the remainder of this
Congress, and working as directly with you and the staff as possi-
ble in coming to a bill which can be presented to the floor for
adoptionpti on in this session.

We do look forward.to this effort.
I have Mr. Arthur Friedberg, who is responsible in the Maritime

Administration in Washington for maritime education and train-
ing; and also Mr. Howard Casey, who is the Astirig Superintendent
of the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy.

I hope their presence will enable us to answer any question yoti
may have, in the detail that is required, so that we can movie
forward.

Mr. AuCoiti. We appreciate that, and we welcome both men to
the panel.

Let me begin by posing some questions to both the Navy and
.MarAd. Section 1301 of the bill sets forth the policy of the Mari-
time Education and Training Act of 1980. Now, 1;oth the Navy ind
MarAd have recommended a complete revision -of this section, and
each of the degepartments have submitted identical- Tanguage for this
revision, and for this purpose.

I have,the text of the proposed amendment before me. I must say
that I do not necessarily disagree 'with the rationale for the sug-
gested amendments, that is, that the primary role of Federal and
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State maritime academies i# to train and license officers for the
U.S.- ag merchant marine.

A itionally; there . would a ar to be no dispute between us,
and e agree that it would neficial for the students at these
sch Is to receive naval science training.

B t the fund tat questions posed by your recommended
poi' y section are, Why. is such Navy science training limited under
th language you proposed to the Merchant Marine Reserve, U.S.
N = al Reserve? Because that is the thrust of your language as I
re d it in your suggested revision,

ould either the Navy or MarAd respond to that *question?
Mr. NEMIROW. au not sure that we do not have a problem here

o drafting on our part. It seemed to us that particularly this
tement of policy in 1301 should identify that the major objective

f the Academy is to train merchant marine officers.
In order to train merchant marine officers, we should be training

a cadre of people competent to serve in the Merchant Marine
Reserve, and I do not think that it is exclusive of service in the
Navy, where e say, service in the Merchant Marine Reserve.

I think we dvavy, naval auxilliary, whatever that mans
today, and Merch anne Reserve, Naval Reserve.

I do not think it is intended to be restrictive. .

Admiral COLLINS. I W01.114 certainly . To me, the Merchantal
Marine Act of 1936 speaks of the mere t marine as being pre-
pared to serve as an auxiliary of the N in time of war; and for
that reason it appears to me that honing in on that .iri out initial

' paragraph, pointing out that the primary purpose of the academies
is to train officers in the efficient operation of merchant marine
ships, while in addition we would like them sufficiently indoctri-
nated in naval science to be able to perform duties either as Naval
Reserve officers, should a mobilization require an augihentation of
the Navy, but what we consider even more importantly now, the
ability to operate merchant ships in conjunction with and in sup-
port of Navy ship operations.

..... - For that reason, to me, the defining of purpose as training riot
only for merchant marine officers, but as Naval Reserve officers,
makes a lot of sense.

Ar. WALK. Let. me call your attention to subsection two in the
proposed zunetidinerit. That is line 6, and the language I referred to
is the language which says; in the operation of merchant marine
vesselsso that the substance would read: .

The Secretary of the Navy should work with the Assistant Secretary of Commerce
for Maritime Affairs, and the head of each State maritime academy to assure that
the training of Mere merchant marine officers at the U.S. Merchant Marine
Academy and at the State Maritime academies, includes Jirograms for naval science

itraining n the operation of Merchant Marine veils having naval and military
auxilliary. and lhat Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps for the training
of future naval officers, insofar as possible, be manual at designated State
Maritime academies, consistent with Navy standards and needs.

It seems to me that that language really limits the Navylimits
the Navy by focusing aloost exclusively on the new, proposed
merchant marineU.S. Naval _Reserve.

Why would the Navy want to be limited in that way? Why would
the Navy not want to be able to designate an individual who is
going through the Merchant Marine Academy as a potential officer
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for the Naval Reserve, and others, perhaps under this new pro-
gram, as potential officers in the U.S. Merchant Marine-Naval
Reserve?

Admiral COLLINS. I do not read it as being exclusive. It may very
well appear that way, but it says that the training of future mer-
chant marine officers includis programs for naval science training
in the operation of merchant marine vessels as a naval and mili-
tary_ auxiliary and Naval Reserve officers, if they so desire.

I think that is one of the constraints that we would like to see. It
would seem that attendance at the Academy would indicate a
proclivity for being in the merchant marine. But at some point, if
one should elect to become a naval officer find take his commission

, hr the Navy, we would certainly welcome-him.
i It should be a voluntary function, we.believe.

Mr. AuCong. Let me ask you this: In the bill, section 1303(fX1Xc) f
and section 1304(gX2), allow students to serve commissioned
officers on active duty in the Navy, and if accep , to serve for a
number of years following graduation. t

, How could they do that if they were limited in their curriculum
to having just naval science training for the Merchant Marine
Reserve? ,..

Admiral COLLINS. Once again, I really do not read that exclusive
languqge.

Mr. AuCom. Let's assume it }vas exclusive. Would that not be a
problem?

Admiral CoLuNs..lt could be.
Mr. AuCom. It is your testimony, then, that in the view of the

Naity, it should not be exclusive? There ought to be an option?
Admiral COLLINS. Yes.
Mr. AuCom. So whatever comes out of the subcommittee, you

would still like to see that as an option?
Admiral COLLINS. Yes. ' . e"

Mr. AuCom. Mr, Nemirow, do you concur with that?
Mr. NEMIROW. I concur with that with no problem.
Mr. AuCom. Admiral Collins, in the December heArings, Captain

Leopold of your stiff testified on H.R. 5451 and the'relationship of %

the U.S. Merchant Marine to the U.S. Navy. Captain Leopold dis-
cussed the new Merchant Marine Reserve program, but some as-
pects, I must say, were not entirely clear.

They remain unclear to a number of members of the lubcomrrilt-
tee, and the chairman of the subcommittee as well. I would like to
ask you a few questions, so that I can comp to abetter understand-
ing of this proposed new program and just what the change entails.

What is the naval midshipman status of cadets at King's Point
today?

Admiral COLLINS. The naval midshipman cadet status as it re-
lates to what, sir?

Mr. AuCom. Do they have Navy midshipmen status, or do they
not? And if so, to what degree?

Admiral COLLINS. They have Navy midshipmen status to the
degree that they have an option to select a commission in the U.S.
Navy reserve and in the Merthant Marine Reserve; and for that
matter, if they are shifted to a NR.OTC program, to go the path
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and be commissioned in the Navy, they have an option of serving
as a Navy reserve officer.

Mr. AUCOIN. Mr. Casey, I wonder if you might respond to that
question?

Mr. CARRY. As I understand the question, Mr. ,Chairman, it re-
lates to whether or not the midshipmen are, for example, midship-
men in the Merchant Marine Reserve, U.S. Naval Reserve, versus
some other component of the U.S. Naval Reserve.

At the moment, it is nclear as to what the intent is. Presently,
there is no Merchant Marine Reserve, U.S. Naval Reserve status
for a midshipman. He is a midshipman in the U.S. Naval Reserve.

Mr. Au Com. He is 'a midshipman in the U.S. Naval Reserve.
That is the answer I wanted to receive.

Mr. CASEY. He can, on graduation, of course, elect to go into the
new designator, or he can go on .extended active duty as a Naval
Reserve line officer.

Mr. &lam. Mr. Nemirow, what is the Navy midshipman status
at State maritime academies,. other than those enrolled in the
NROTC units?

Mr. NEtenaow..I believe they have no status in the Naval Re-
serve. I stand to be corrected on that, but I know of no status in
the Naval Reserve for the cadets at the various State schools.

Admiral Cowin. Unless they elect to get into the NROTC aspect
at the State maritime schools.

Mr AuCotri. They have Navy midshipman status only if enrolled
in an NROTC unit? o

Admiral COLLINS. Yes, sir. I wojid- agree with Mr. Nemirow.
Mr. AuCom. How does it differ, within State academies, or does

it, between thoie who receive Federal assistance and those who do
not?

Mr. NEMIROW. As to your earlier point, as to the status within
the Naval Reserve, there is no difference. -

Mr. AuCou4. If the current draft of H.R. 5451 is enacted, how
will the midshipmen status of students change, Mr. Nemirow.

Mr. NEMIROW. Under the current draft of the bill, at least my
--reading of the .bill, technically it would -riot change. I am not

. positive on that. .
Perhaps Admiral Collins or Mr. Friedberg might want to address

that.
`I believe the ladguage of the bill, as I have read it does not

change that status.
Mr. AuCou4. Admiral Collins?
Admiral'ColiaNs. I would agree.
Admiral Bell. We made a technical comment on that point.

AUCOIN. What would be the_ practical differences between
aP tad a miclah1A)man, US. Naval Rearm, as opposed to a
p , Merchant Marine Reserve, U.S. NavatReserve?

Admiral Collins?
Admiral Counts. I do not think the difference would be other

than semantic?
Mr. AtiCum. Then why have a new program? Why have this new

reserve p ? We are not here to legislate semantiekt.
Admiral s. I think probably to identify more clearly the

desire that the merchant marine officers will be primarily serving
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in the merchant marine in support of a naval auxilliary program,
rather than in a status where in the event of mobilization, they
could all expect to be scooped up and put into the Navy on active
duty. That is my understanding of the primary reason.

Mr. Au Com. So were any midshipman --or any person in the
Merchant Marine Reserve, the U.S. Naval Reserve, in the event of
mobilization, that person could stay within the occupation that he
is serving?

Admiral COLLINS. That is correct.
Mr. AUCoIN. And his vocation would not be interrupted in the

event of such mobilization?
Admiral COLLINS. That is the intent of it. Once again-- .

Mr, At;Con§1. How does the Navy gain by that proposition?
Admiral CouJNs. We feel the Navy is advantaged in having

licensed officers in the merchant marine, who throughout their
sailing, are encouraged to establish a unique relationship of train-
ing and association with the Navy that permits them, in the event
of mobilization, to act in more effective concert with the Navy.

Mr. AuCong. Sam, do,ou have a comment to make?
Mr. NEMIROW. Yes.
I think the comments of Admiral Collins are most apt. I would

also say-that the Merchant Marine Reserve program is a program
which has been established recently, quite independent of this
legislation, and I think recognition of that program

Mr. &Cong. The committee recognizes that.
Mr. NEMIROW. Recognition of that program within the context of

this legislation is important.
Mr. At;Coug. Is it recognized by statute anywhere?
Mr. NEMIROW. I believe it is not. I. believe it is 'a regulatory

procedure which has been adopted within the Naval Reserve pro-

Grto identify a certain category of reservists as Merchant
ine Reserve.

The important point is, I think as Admiral Collins has said, that
we maintain this ongoing relationship between the merchant
marine and the Navy.

I think therei is no question'especially for the need for the
merchant marine support for Navy operations; particularly in rein-
forcement, resupply.

I also believe that the continuing communication between the
merchant marine officers and the Navy is critical, if we are to
continue our obligations into the future; and I think the Merchant
Marine.Reserve will serve us well.

We have found in the past that merchant marine officers have
found it 'fficult to maintain their status within the Naval Re-

e traditional Naval Reserve programs. For example, they
have not been able.to attend the Naval Reserve meetings, because
they have been at see sailing. You do not t credits for sailing.
You get credit for going to the meetings.

I think the Merchant Marine Reserve program will avoid those
kinds of technical problems which have d 'yen people out of the
Naval Reserve program who have merchant marine backgrounds.

We are o_ptimistic.
Mr. I, see some merit to the program. When was it

implemented by regulation?
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NEMIROW. I think it has been in existence technically for
several years, but I believe it was just this April that it became
fully operatives, I believe it goes back probably to 1972.

But the major impact of that program is now being felt,luid has
just been, since April of last year.

Mr. Anemic Is it true_ that no committee of Congress has ex-
plored the whole policy question involving this program, and in
fact, Congress has not spoken on the subject?

Mr. *miaow. I think it is true that the Congress is aware,
throughlthe various hearings such as this, of the program; but it is
als6 accurate that, at least to my knowledge, Congress has not
spoken legislatively. or definitively on the program.

Mr. AUG:illy. That is why I had a number of questions on this
Program today, and I have a few more.

I would like to know how the naval science curricula at the
Federal and State academies will change, or have changed since
April, as a result of the merchant marine program?

Mr. Naiimow. I think they have not.
As to when or how, perhaps Mr. Casey can answer that.
Mr. Odin. No; Mr, Chairman, there have been no significant

changes in the naval science curriculum. At the U.S. Merchant
Marine Academy we have four courses in naval science: Introduc-
tion to naval science; naval weapons; and two courses in naval
operations.

We have an additional course for those who are go ing to elect to
go on to active duty, which is a more advanced course on Navy
practices and so forth.

But it has not significantly changed our curriculum.
Mr, AnCoug. Do the cadets who are opting for the merchant

marine program, take courses in weawnry?
Mr. Cam. Yes. It is a required course in the core curriculum, a

course in naval weapons.
° Mr. AuCinn. Admiril Collins, we are curious about the practice

with regard to the State academies and the NROTC programs.
liave there been any changes in their naval science programs?

Admiral COLLINS. No, sir, not to my knowledge.
Mr. AuCent. Mr. Ne , in your remarks about the merits of

the Merchant Marine Resee program would this allow at a time
of mobilization, persons who have opted for the Merchant Marine
Reserve who find themselves on shoreside duty, continuing to serve
on shoreside during a time of mobilization?

Nestutow. I think it depends on what our requirements are.
I within certain limits service should be to support services
at be they 4n the merchant service or in the Navy service.

I believe the answer to that is yes. Is that an accurate answer,
Mr. Friedberg?

Mr. FIUKDRICRO. Yes.
Mr. AuCong. I think you would agree that leaves a pretty broad

. range ofjobs that could be rformed shoreside in the time of a
mobilization. A person could be a senior executive. at a shipping
company on shore, and mobilization could be before this country,
and that person could continue to sit behind his desk, simply

'because of a whole at of circumstances that puts him on shore in
the first place.
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Is that wise?
Mr. Nithintow. I do not know that it is unwise to have le

managing steamship operations in the event of a milita ntin-
gency. I am not sure that it is unwise that some of the manage-
ment take place on shore.

Mr. AuCon.t. But isn't it wise for the Governme to be able to
make some choices here? Is it wise to have that rson insulated
and beyond the reach of the country's call a mobilizatibn is
ordered?

That is the question. Mr. Nemirow. I do it believe he is beyond
the reach of the Government if the Government elects to

Mr. AuCom. Could you explain how that is the case?
Mr. NEMIROW. The technical regulations as to how this program

is to work are really more familiar to Mr. Friedberg, and perhaps
he can address that.

Mr. AuCom. Mr. Friedberg?
Mr. Fautnasau. First of Ail, the maintenance of a U.S. Naval

Reserve, Merchant Marine Reserve come on for a number of
years after graduation is conditioned on to individual having a
certain amount cif sea time for

AuConi/ Let me just interrupt there. A person can serve
, shoreside fo 5 years, can he not, and then after 5 nare, he must

be ree in order to maintain that comMisAn. Isn't that
correc.0

Mr BERG. With regard to the Merchant Marine Reserve,I 41

U.S Naval Reserve, if he goes straight shoreside, he will ultimately
have to decide either to resign his commission, or move into an

'unrestricted line commission, that is, shift to another reserve cam-
ponent.

e Merchant Marine Reserve-- -
r. AuCon4 I want you to repeat that so I am sure I understand

Mr. Fittayszao. It is my understanding with regard to the reten
tion of a Merchant Marine Reserve, U.S. Naval Resetite commis-
sion,, for individuals who have just graduated, for a number of
years following graduation, that if the individual goes into shore-
side employment, that individual will be faced with a need to

Marine Reserve, or to shift to a different Naval Reserve corn
decide to have his commission lifted, or give it up in the Merchant

nent.
A condition for retention of a 1600series commission, Merchant

Marine Reserve, is a requirement that the individual spend a cer-
tain amount of time at sea for a certain number of years following
graduatiob.

Mr. AuCotN. Admiral Collins, do you have anything to add to .
that?

Admiral CoLuNs. No. I would just like to emphasize the point .
that Mr. Nemirow made, that the needs of the service during times
of mobilization certainly would governwhether or not we allowed a
person who had a skill or talent that we needed in the Navy to
remain ashore or not.

I do not think that we foreclose any pdssibility so/ calling a
person who has a commission, a U.S. Naval Reserve co mission, to
active duty in the event of mobilization in the event of need.
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As I say, the whole thrust of the program now is to state an
intent to let people, licensed officers who elect to go this route, to
remain at sea in the merchant marine. But it does not foreclose the
possibility of them being called to active duty.

Mr. AtCom. Thank you, Admiral.
Is it correct, Mr. Nemirow,' that the primal y purpose of these

naval science programs under the Merchant Marine Reserve is to
produce officers who will serve on,, active duty in the Merchant
Marine Reserve? Is that a correct understanding?

Mr. Nzmntow., I think that from the sense of the discussion, they
are to serve in the merchant marine. I also happen to believe
personally from the events wefrive been witnessing that it is
n for our merchant marine officers to be as familiar as
reasolab y possible with Navy requirements and Navy training.

I think the purpose of the act, since 1936, which we are sure will
be reinforced here, is that we have a merchant marine capable of
serving as a Navy auxiliary.

If you are going to provide that function, you have to be familiar
with what the Navy is doing, and able to communicate on an
immediate basis with the Navy, if that i.A.Auired.

I think that should be encouraged, an certainly not discouraged
Mr. &Com. Is there, to any extent, a secondary purpose to

produce officers who will serve on active duty in the Navy?
Mr: NEAUROW. The answer is yes. .We have in the past had a

number of midshipmen who, upon graduation, have gone directly
into the Navy. It has been fairly limited in number, but there have
been some. ,

Again, that' is a benefit of the program, although it is not its
direct intent. : .

Mr. &Com. The committee has a number of questions with
regard to the students' Naval Reserve status under sections 1303(c)
and 1304(h). These are questions for both the Navy and for Marad.

At this point I would like Len Sutter of the staff to conduct the
questioning.

Mr. Surma. Section 1303 of the bill provides that any citizen
who is a cadet at the Merchant Marine Academy may be appointed

.. by the Secretary of the Navy as 'a midshipman, U.S. Naval Re-
serve, including the Merchant Marine Reserve. These U.S. Naval
Reserve students may be commissioned upon graduation as ensigns
for service in the U.S. Naval Reserve; including the Merchant
Marine Reserve or the U.S. Coast Guard Reserve.

Similar provisions provide also for student at the State marl-
time academies in 1304(h). Now the Coast G rd is formally advise
ins that section 1303(c) should be amended compel the cadets at'
King's Point to apply. They recommend that the section be amend-
ed so that the cadets must apply for midshipman's status. Other- -
wise, they say that the payback provisions of 1303(f) are not en-
forceable. They may have something.

If you look at 1303(c), it just reads: "Any citizen of the United
States may be appointed by the Secretary of the Navy." They want
a provision in there that would turn it around that would fequire
the cadet to apply for midshipman's status.

First, I would 'like to ask the Coast Guard if the comments are
enough for understanding the proposed amendments that were
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made by the Coast Guard staff at one of the meetings held along
the way? This appears to be a technical amendment. As a matter
of law, I am not sure that it is necessary. I am just sort of curious.

First of all, do I read this amendment right? And second, why
wasn't it applied to section 1304(h) concerning the State schools?

Admiral Bzu. I think it was intended to bothit was point.
ing out in our comment that there is an anomaly here both in the
Maritime Academy and the State schools where the bill makes the
provision that the Secretary of the Navy may with consultation
and, everything, call this individual up for active duty service to
discharge part of his obligations.

But the way we see it, he is a private citizen in respect to that
call-up until he has applied for the status of a midshipman, U.S.
Naval Reserve.

I think it may be a technicality, but I think it is an important
one. If the fellow does not apply for and is accepted as a midship-
man, U.S. Naval Reserve, I do not see what authority you have to
call him up for active duty.

We thought there was a loophole.
Mr. Surma. We appreciate the help you have given us over the

weeks.
Sam, how do you feel about that one?
Mr. NEMIROW. I wasn't confused when the question started, but I

am afraid I might be now.
I have read the language on page 10 of the redraft which re-

quires that each individual who is appointed as a cadet is to apply
for an appointment, and accept if tendered, as a commissioned
officer in the U.S. Naval Reserve or the U.S. Coast Guard.

I think we had indicated in proposed substitute language that we
would say the U.S. Coast Guard Reserve or other Reserve compo-
nenta of an armed force of the United States at least 6 years
following graduation from the Academy.

So I read the language on page 10 to say, each cadet is required
to apply; and I read the language on page 9 to say that any citizen
who is a cadet may be appointed by the Secretary.

So the Secretary may or may not appoint, and each cadet is
required to apply. I may be misreading the relationship of these
two sections, but it seems to me the obligation to apply is clear on
page 10, and the option for the Secretary to accept any particular

det is set out on page 9.
hope I am accurate.

16, Mr. Sunk& Admiral Bell, does that dispose of your problem?
Admiral BELL. No. 1, 1 think the question still remains. I do not

see anything in here that requires cadets on entry to apply for
midshipmen s status. He is required to applyhe signs an agree-
ment to say he will apply for appointment as a commissioned
officer. I do not know if that covers as a subseta midshipman
during the period he is a cadet or not.

If it does not--
Mr. Surrez. Could I interrupt ?'The Chairman's time is very

busy. I appreciate the time and effort, but we have reached an area
where we are in a technical arda. There is no disagreement be-
tween any of the parties, is there, that the cadets should apply, in
both the Federal academies and the State academies, that the
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cadets be required to apply for an appointment as a midshipman,
and -if offered, 'accept it? And then the same thing upon gradua-
tion?

Then we can work this out in a technical drafting session.
Admiral BiLL I subscribe to that.
Mr. NESIIROW. I think the point Admiral Bell raises I now under-

stand. Under the existing draft, the midshipman during his time at
the Academy is not subject to the provisions on page 10. What page
10 requires is, if on graduation he is offered a commission, he must
take it.

Admiral Bell's point I think is a valid one, that we should make
this obligation occur earlier in the process during their tenure at
the Academy.

Mr. SUMS. But this is technical and we can work this out.
Mr. Nettiniow. 'I agree with Admiral Bell that that can be done.
Mr. PANSION I have some questions dealing with the service

obligation section for State academy graduates. That is 1304(gX2Xd)
of the bill, page 21, of the April 2 draft.

This is a question really for all three. For State academy gradu-
ates who have received the MarAd student incentive payments, the
April 2 draft specifies that the 3-year service obligation pertains for
the civilians at sea, or shoreside options, but 5 years if they select
the active duty option.

On further reflection by the subcommittee and staff, it seems
that perhaps. the length of service would be more applicable and
equitable if' it were the same for all three options.

Admiral Collins, would there be any problem for the Navy with
'regards to a 3-year tour of active duty fqr State academy gradu-
ates?

Admiral COLLINS. No, I do not think so.
.Mr. PANSHIN. Mr. Nemirow, given the difference in amounts of

Federal assistance by graduates at the Merchant Marine Academy,
contrasted with those for the State academies who receive Marad
incentive payments, does the service ''obligation of 3 years seem
equitable to you and your agency for those State academy gradu-
ates?

Mr. Nxbiniows The quick answer is, 3118, 3 years is acceptable to
us. As you know, we originally thought treatment of that obliga-
tion as a loan would be adequate. Three years is acceptable. And I
also think your point of consistency between these various provi-
sions is well taken, and would be a useful change.

Mr. PANSHIN The matter of the loanat the December hearings,
especially on the part of the State academy superintendents, was a
point of some discussion and controversy, and that is, why we now
have a draft that deals with the service obligation.

I think theri the question is, if we go to the service obligation, is
3 years a good and acceptable length of time?

You have said your initial reaction is yes. Do you have any
range of time that would seem fair? Is 3 years acceptable as it is?

Mr. Ninifireow. Three Is acceptable to us. We noticed in our
review of this redraft these differences in years that are spelled out
on page 21. We could live with either the fotraulation in the bill as
it is now redrafted, or with your suggestion. We thought that since
this was a debate that arose out of hearings before the subcommit-
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tee, it was probably best resolved by the 'subcommittee and the
staff.

We find the formulation you are now suggesting acceptable.
Mr. humeri. Admiral Bell; since one of the options for a State

academy 'graduate is to go on active duty in the Coast Guard or
Coast Guard Reserve, would sr&year tour fall within the range of
current Coast Quad programs?

Would that create any problems for you?
Admiral Btu. No sir, it would not create any problems.
Could I ask one question? So far as I understand it, you propose

that the incentive payments shall be some sum not to exceed a
maximum. Is this correct? The way I read it you say each individu-
al studentpage 20, lilies 12, 13-10 to 14. I presume the intent of
the subcommittee is that they will receive an incentive payment,
and is it the intent of the subcommittee that any payments per se
would incur the obligations for service you have noted in the bill,
or would this be for the maximum incentive pay?

Mr. SUITER. The intent was that a $1,200 so.called subsidy that
the State student now receives would be continued, but in the form
of a student incentive payment! Does that answer your question?

Admiral- No, sir. That will be the only payment? There is
not a possibility of a student receiving $600 a year in lieu of $1,200
if we can use those sums? If he only receives $600 in lieu of the
$1,200, does he incur the same length of service obligation? That is
basically my question.

Mr. SUITE& Have you ever paid a student, Mr. Nemirow, $600 a
year, under the $1,200 a year student subsidies'?

Mr. NOWWW. No, we have not. We have been paying $1,200 a
year. I assume where it says, incentive payments not to exceed
$1,200 a year, that it might be feasible Omit we could double the
number of payments and give $600 each and still be consistent
with the language of the draft.

That would not be what we expect to do. We have administered
'the program in the past on a $1,200 per student basis, and that is
what we would expect to do in the future.

Ur. Strom. I want to thank you for pointing out that language.
It will be corrected in the next draft. I see what you are reaching
for.

Mr. PAN81111N. Admiral Bell, certainly the 3 years was formulated
with the expectation that it would apply to those students who
received $1,200 a' year for 4 years.

In its remarks that have been transmitted to the subcommittee,
the Coast Guard has indicated that 'it feels that a 3year obligation,
given the amount of assistance received, even up to the $100 a
month, 48-month total, may be too long.

1-ivonder if you and your staff have pursued that further to a
m a t t e r o f f onulating any recommendations for a different length

r--4time,thatIrou feel may be more equitable?
Admiral BELL No, sir, I have not. Reviewing it, I do feel that we

were not able to justify it on a pro rata basis. And other than
pointing that out, we feel this probably is a policy matter as to how
you want to arrange the bill and the obligated service.

I just wanted to point it out to you. We have not formulated any
other regime.
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Mr. PANSION. Thank you, Admiral Bell.
Mr. Au Caw I want to turn to the definition of merchapt marine

officer. This is section 1302, page 4 on the committee April 2 draft.
Section 1802 is the definitional section of the bill. There would

appear to be home problems with the definition' of merchant
marine officer as set forth in section 1302(6).

The genesis of this definition was a MarAd recommendation, at
the December 6 hearing, that the bill include a definition' for
merchant marine officer, and another for maritime acadeihies
which are colleges. The result of those proposed amendments would
be that schools such as the Louisiana Marine and Petroleum Insti-
tute would qualify as a maritime academy, or that their graduates
would qualify as "merchant marine officers."

This was followed by a King's Point Alumni Association com-
ment. The association testified, "It even may be appropriate to
consider assigning certain roles to certain training institutions
such aa.having one train for oceanography, one for fishing, another
for mining, et cetera. In this way training facilities might be con-
centrated, professional development enhanced, and competition for
available sea-going employment billets virtually ended."

The result of these two recommendations in my judgment would
severely exacerbate the current and projected shortage of fully
licensed merchant marine officers, and as a result, I think I can
say that in the minds of the members of the committee, the sugges-
tions were dismissed.

MarAd's recommendations would also necessarily raise expecta-.
tong on the part of training institutions, such as the Louisiana
school, people in the towing industry; and other small vessel oper-
ations.

At the February 25 hearing on MarAd's authorizatiOn bill, Secre-
tary Nemirow admitted that this agency had no present intention
to fund schools such as the Louisiana school, raising the question of .7
why such expectations ought to be lifted in the first instance.

This subcommittee is very well aware that the so-called M. & 0.
industry, tow-boat operators, and operators of other U.S,.-flag ves-
sels under 1,000-gross tons' have some peculiar and unique prob-
lems; we know that.

This committee is also aware that some of the' problems are
being addressed in this Congress and in other subcommittees of the
parent committee thatve are a part of.

H.R. 5164, a bill under the jurisdiction of the Coast Guard Sub-
committee chaired by Mr. Biaggi of New York, would amend cer-
tain inspection and manning laws applicable to small vessels carry-
ing passengers or freight, for hire and for other purposes.

It is for those reasons that I believe it would be prudent, to say ,
the very least, to wait until the next Congress, or until that sub-
committee moves that legislation, before this subcommittee holds .
indepth hearings on this range of problems. .

Without such hearings, I think it would be extremely rash- for
the subcommittee jp accept the recommendation of MarAd and
Navy for the defined term, merchant marine officer.

In view of the history of this proposal, I am frankly surprised to
find that the Navy and MarAd are again recommending, in the

WON o.-86.---21
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face of the April 2 draft of this piece of legislation, this very same
definition.

I would like to ask you Admiral Collins and Mr. Nemirow, first
you Admiral Collins, why the Navy reports this definition?

Admiral GOWNS. We feel that with the increase in the number
of offshore drilling rigs and other areas of endeavor that are sup-
ported or supplied by smaller vessels, that 1,000-ton definition is
really restrictive as far as recognizing the fact that these smaller
than -1,000-ton gross ton vessels are ships which require the skill of
a person designated as a merchant marine officer.

Mr. AuCom. Sam, why does MarAd continue to insist and press
for this definition, given the history that I have just cited?

Mr. NEMIROw. 1 am not sure that I should say that we are
continuing to press or insist. I think that raises this to a fairly
significant level. There are a couple of points I would like to make.

First, as I indicated in my testimony on the authorization, it is
not our intent with the money which would be authorized in our
1981 authorization to fund additional schools such as the school in
Louisiana. That is a separate issue there between the authorization
issue and whatever issue we are discussing here.

If I can go on for just one moment- -
Mr. AuCom. There is a significant question of the leverage when

one changes definitions. There is a question, then of leverage on
authorization, and leveragelon appropriations.

Mr. NEMIROw. No question, but I would like to go on. I am glad
we both recognize that. . ,

The next point on this bill is that I would like to, if we can, for
the consideration of the subcommittee, separate out the question of
funding additional schools for unique types of services, from the
definition of merchant marine officer. 1,

The definition of merchant marine officer was changed by us in
several ways, and not only the 1,000 or 100 gross ton change. For
example, we read the committee draft on page 4 to -limit qualifica-
tion of a merchant marine officer to those officers who are serving
on documented vessels.

Public vessels of the Unitdd States, Naval vessels, for example,
would not be encompassed within the term documented vessels.

So we thought that change was important. We also had a ques-
tion in the definition concerning 100 versus 1,000 tons. We believe'
that the training and the experience of the Merchant Marine Aced-
em lid and important for people who serve on the Great
Lakes
1 0

who serve on the inland rivers on vessels less thltn 1,000
tons.

As I say, we look at that issue separately from the issue of
funding additional State schools, or schools for special purposes. I
think I would concur in what Admiral. Collins has said in his
indication that there is a value in having these people on the
inland waterways and,Great Lakes in vessels less than 1,000 tons.

I would recommend that for the committee's consideration, inde-
pendent of the school funding.

Mr. AuCom. We do have a jurisdictional question at the very
minimum. There is another bill before the full Merchant Marine
Committee, assigned to another subcommittee, and that bill isnot
exactly rocketing through the House at this particular moment.
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I would have to indicate that I think it would be a rash move for
this subcommittee to take steps in that direction in a way that I
think would be clearly seen as, and probably would be, undercut,
ting the jurisdiction and the work of another subcommittee.

That is at least one major problem with the proposal.
Admiral BELL. I do not know if it is right to volunteer, but there

are a couple of points. Being familiar with 5164, I am not sure of
the conflict. I see no conflict between what you are doing here and
the purpose of that bill.

But I might go on, sir. I think one of the problems, other than a
couple of technical pr blems which we can address in a redraft is
with respect to e eering and operators, it seems to me we have
two things at s e in the definition. One is that you desire the
graduates of the State schools end academies to apply for the
highest license for which they are qualified. I think that is one of
the intentions in talking of an unlimited license. Certainly it is not

, the intent through some quirk in the drafting of the legislation
that he could spend 4 yearf education and come out and ask for
a motorboat operator's license. I think it is your intent that he
apply for the highest unlimited ocean or engines over 441004horse-
power. Then We get mixed up, beck when we talk aboutvihitever
we call it, involuntary servitude of these graduatesI do feel in
that case that any restrictions on the size of the vessels they can
perform their service, or as a valuable member of the merchant
marine should not be restricted. I would subscrihe to the idea that
if the man has obligated service to perform, land he cannot find
shipping, in the deepwaters, that in the towbo&t industry, M. & 0.
indiiitty, there are excellent jobs he is capable of performing.

The two things are separate. In the redraft, if the two things can
be recognized separately, then we do have to address the question
of serving your obligated service down to 1,000-ton vessels. But we
still insure that the man gets the highest license for which he has
been qualified. t -

'Mr. AuCom. I appreciate your 'invent. Let's comeback to the
variation on ttie concept of service obligation in just a moment.

In. the meantime I am wondering how MarAd and the Navy
might feel about a definition that would roughly read as follows:

The term "merchant marine Of means a person who holds a
license issued by the U.S. Coast Guard which authorizes his service
as, (a) a master, mate, or pilot aboard any U.S. documented vessel

__of 1,000 gross tons and upwards which operates on the open seas,
or od the Great Lakes; or (b) an engineering officer on board any
U.S. documented vessel impelled by machinery of 4,000 horsepower ..

and above."
Could MarAd or the Navy comment on that definition?
Mr. NEMIROW. I will make one comment and then I would like to

hear "a" again.
The comment I woidd make is, we still have the documented

vessel problem, and I wonder whether that is the intent of the
committee, to maintilbothat distinction between documented and
public.

Mr. AnCone No, it is not the intention of the subconimittee.
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Mr. Nsr.uaow. I thought I would ask so I can be clear. That is
very helpful. I just raise that question as a technical drafting
question.

Could I ask you for "a."
Mr. Au Com. A master, mate, or pilot on board any U.S. docu

mented vessel of 1,000 gross tons and upward, which operates on
0 the open seas or on the Great Lakes.

How does the definition strike you? The Chair likes th precision
of that definition, and I am wondering if Mar Ad don so well.

Mr. Nntntow. I think it accomplished what I understand to be
the Chair's wishes concerning this definition.

Mr. Au Com. How do you feel about the definition?
Mr. NI:miaow. I .have the same problem I have with our defini,

tion, and perhaps, without having a chance to study the language,
because it is so precise, my problems are heightened a bit. I would
prefer that the definition be broader in scope, and more along the
lima that we hive recommended. I understand that might not' e
acceptable to the committee. ..

Hbwever, I would kill press the committee to reconsider the
definition which we have put forward, knowing that the definition
that you have just read to us accomplishes in a very specific way
what I understand to be your purposes under the redraft.

Mr. AuCouq. Can the Chair assume that MarAd is not violently
mpposejl to the definition? .

r,'Ngstntow. Someone once said: I don't get violent; I geteiren.
But I don't mean that.

-We would hope we could get more consideration of our language.
I think, for purposes of this bill that the language which you have
rea4 to us is language we can operate under and can administer .

and understand, I think, clearly at this point.
So from a laziguage, technical, and legislative point of view, the

language can,be administered and is understood, I think, clearly by
the Maritime Administration, and I think that is one of the pur-
poses of these' hearings.

Mr. AuCom. And the Navy? ,
. Admiral COLLINS. I do not think I could express it any more

eloquently that Mr. Nemirow has. .

Mr. AuCom. Admiral Bell, what is your view about broadening
that definition to bring 'Mewls in the manner that Mr. Nemirow
and I were discussing?

Admiral Boum I see no problem, sir. If he has an unlimited
license,. he would be qualified to serve. That is the criteria. The
documented vossel I do not think is the right criterion.

Mr. AuCom. The staff and I are discussing some of the implica. ,
tion of trying to approach what we were discussing, Sam, by
adding public vessels to this definition.

One of the first questions that comes "up is, are there additional
types or vessels that might be' included by language of that kind..
that we did not contemplate in the discussion we just had?

I am wondering if the panel can tell the committee what specific
types of vessels would fall under a definition .that would include
public vessels in addition to U.S. documented vessels? ,

z
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Mr. NEMIRoW. I' think we 'can provide the committee with a
`specific draft of what we ,mean, or language on what would be
included in a definition or description of a public vessel.

I think for our purposes here it would include baiically military
vessels, Coast Guard vessels, and the Military Sealift Command,
vessels oil the rolls of MSC. J also assume that for some. of our
vessels in the national defense fleet, if we are broken out under
GAA arrangements at some point in the future, they are also
treated as public vessels; and the same is also true with the acade-
my training vessels.

Those are the kinds of ships that are. undocumented ?hips that
would fall within the definition.

Mr. AUCOIN. And reasonably fall within the embrace of that
definition.

Can either of the other panelists suggest ,any other examples
that come to your mind?

Admiral COLLINS. Yes, sir. Perhaps the National Oceanicand
Atmospheric Administration vessel&

Mr. Anemic Sam, would you work on that?
Mr. Nzuntow. There are alsoome State-owned vessels that are

used for research. But we can provide a list. If not examples, an
exhaustive list.

Mr. AuCom. Let me move to the question, Admiral Bell, of
service obligation.

What you were discussing earlier was an additional wrinkle to
the suggestion that this subcommittee has made in its approach to
service obligation. We had set lip a series.of steps that one would .

have to reach to meet one's service Cbligation, the first being deep
sea; the second being military; and the final one, and only in a
final instance, shoreside.

What you are suggesting is, for the lack, of a better term, option

be ply
1(a). If deep sea is military is. option 2, and shoreside
is option 3, then your s tion would a t labeled 1(a), which
is to

p
say, in the absence of positions in the deep draft fleet, it might

be desirable to allow the meeting of a service obligation in these
smaller vessels- which normally are less than 1,000 gross tone.
, That strikes me as a very creative suggestion. I am wondering
whether you would like to amplify on that point, sinceI more or
less cut you off a moment ago, or whether you think thitt summa-
rises it.

And I would like to hear from the other panelists.
Admiral Bzu.1 have nothing to add to
Mr. AuCoirt. The thrust of this is that ifit the hest flolicy to

devise a system of steps for service obligation, thrusting people into
a sea capacity to the greatest possible extent, and making sure that
we get to the natpticized option, the shoreside option, only as a
last resort, and 'g sure there are plenty of possibilities along
the way.

That sounds like an interesting suggestion to me.
Mr..Nemirow, what is your view?
Mr. plratiRoW. Not to belabor the point, if we were to extend the

definition section of the merchant marine officer in the manner
that we hate suggested, then that problem would not arise in
option 1.

9
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Since the definition ve have presented is one that we could, I
think, live with; we could also live with an expansion of .option 1,
to permit service aboard smaller vessels to be qualified under the
service obligations. I am not sure however what would trigger that,
Mr. Chairman. .

You said ih your preliminary remarks
Mr. AuConi. Before you get there, Sam, let me put it this way:

Youmuld not have to change the definition of merchant marine
officer in the manner that you want in order to have a service
obligation structure of the kind I have just described, because even
leaving the definition in the manner I was discussing, you could
still have a service obligation indebtedness this*v.

Frankly, a person who ends up shoreside, if/I am not mistaken,
after 5 years, must be retested in some manner in order to be
relicensed. Is that esse0ally right?

Mr. NEMIROW. There is a renewal. I am not exactly sure.
Mr. AuCon. Admiral Bell indicates it is after 5 years. If option

1(a) were to be followed, the same would be true; but in that
Instance, the advantage over option 3, which is the shoreside serv-
ice, is, that person is still holding duty at sea, even though he may
be close at shore

Mr. Thnintow. I believe under the current licensing procedures
of the Coast Guard, sine the person would be receiving an unlimit-
ed license, with Option 1(a) in existence, or without 1(a) in exist.
ence, anyone who serves in a smaller vessel near shore would still
be sailing on his license.

Therefore, relicensing would hot be required. But to your point
on 1(a), if we use your definition for the definition section, we
vitotied- not object to adding 1(a) here. The only question I would

for representative staffs, perhaps,. is how wp identify that
point in time when service under 1(a) qualifies.

Mr. AuConi. How would you identify that point in time when
option 1 is not reached?

NEMIROW. I think the Point you made in your reading of a
proposal about 1(a)'was that at such time as service aboard mere
chant marine vessels over 1;000 gross tons is not available, then
someone could qualify under 1(a). I am not sure how we find that
point.

Mr. AuCont. At what point do you anticipate, in the absence of
1(a), allowing someone to go through all the steps to shoreside
service? You must make some distinctions, and then determine
that point somewhere along the way. You must be prepared to do
this.

If that is the case, then what is the great difficulty in making a
determination in triggering option 1(a)?

Mr. Nittfincow. I raise for your cdnsideration the question of
whether the items spelled out on the bottom of, page 21 and the top
of page 22 are really a series, or whether they _run in parallel?

Mr. AnConi. Explain to me a little bit more fully what yoU mean
by that question. Are you raising the question as to whether each
of these options are coequals?

Mr. NEMIROW., I think as to options 1 and 2, they are. As to the
question of shoreside, that can only qualify after a determination
that other employment is not available.

.141
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Mr. AUCOIN. So then the answer is that it is a little bit of both;
options 1 and 2 are coequal. They are concurrent, and then there is
at some point a determination as to whether s person is allowed to
fulfill his. service obligation, or escape it, depending on how you
view the mattar, in a shoreside capacity.

That requires a determination on the part'of your agency, wheth-
er we want to call this new suggestion 1(a) or 1-2(a), it has to be
triggered; a determination'has to be made.

It would be up to you. You havoto do it anyway. What ,is the
great difficulty?

Mr. NEMIROW. As I prefaced our remarks earlier, I hope our
respective' staffs could work out appropriate language for 1(a), and
I raise a question only as to how we find out where these trigger
points are.

Mr. AUCOIN. There is an enormous significance attached to how
you make the determination. It is not simply a technical drafting
question.. The subcommittee is very anxious to put the thrust, not
shoreside, but seaside, and if that is the understanding we have
between us. then there should not be any problem whatsoever in
structuring this in that manner.

Mr. NEMMOW. I was going to say, not only is that our under-
standing, but the thrust is in what we would prefer in terms of
service by our graduates..

Mr. SUIVER. Admiral Bell,, there is a small problem. If a man
graduates. from one of the acadetniesi he has an unlimited license.
That man also undertakes certain, objigaitns.

One of his obligations is that he Will 'ntain that license for 6
. years. In order to maintain that licettieifor Oryears, he would have

to make one renewal of the license.
It is my understanding, and I would like yolk to confirm it for

me, that if he doei not sail, on that license; in order to have that
license renewed, he must take a complete examination all over
again.

Admiral BELL. It is dot it 'simple yes or no. For the deck officer,
he takes apartial exam. But he-h7,as to have some degree of service
during the period of his license.

Mr. Surma.. That service duzing,the peted- of the licenseat
what tonnage limitation? Is there a requirement that goes beyond
a limited tonnage, or can he run a ferry

Admiral BELL. It is unlimited. it doeithot require y size, Eir.
Mr. Surma. He can actually operate a small v I, and that

would qualify to renew his license?
Admiral, BELL. Yes.
Mr. Surma. Plwe continue.

orAdmiral BELL..ff the engineer, he does not need service. The
engineer is based on horsepower, not on route or size of the vessel.
So there is a difference between the deck and the engineering
people to that extent.

Similarly, that is one of the probleMs I think we are dealing with
this morning, the horsepower and the gross tonnage do not neces-
sarily match. Most of the boats you are talking about are in the
mineral and oil industry, a great majority. do require an engineer-
ing officer with an unlimited license. They have large horsepower.
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They 'are very powerful, even though they are below the gross ton
limit.

So there is a disparity of service if you leave the gross ton
restriction in the definition as no written.

. Mr. &mu. The only concern is that we would be putting a
pecson in the position of when renewing his license, if service was
fOr the deck officer less than 1,000 tons, and the engineer 4,000
'horsepower

Admiral BELL No, presuming he has been sailing.
Mr. &MITA. Right. Thank you.
Mr.'AuConi. rhave a question for the Coast Guard and garAd

with regard to a, recommendation to delete the provision requiring
State maritime academy training ships to be subject to passenger
ship inspection laws, and in lieu thereof, a proposal to go well
beyond that.

I am not sure if members of the panel have suggested ideas in
formal proposals or not. Admiral Bell, do you know if they have?

Admiral BELL I am not sure.
Mr:, NEMIROW. I have it now.
Mr. AuCoiN. Have you had an opportunity to examine it?
Mr. Nemirow. No, but perhaps if Admiral Bell goes first, I can

read it. . .

Mr. AuCom., Why won't you describe it?
Admiral BELL What we would propose, sir, is that ss of now,

there would be a specific set of regulations drafted, and go.through
the APA procedure addressing school ships of the category we are
discussing here, and putting them exclusively in that category.

The concern we see is that if they are not specifically identified,
and it is not identified that those regulations take precedence over
others, we get to the problem of the definition of passengers for
hire, in a passenger vessel, particularly a State school ship, where
it could be alleged that if a student contributes throughhis tuition,
and that tuition--part of it flows to the operation of thevessel, Sand
you go back to the courtcases talking about payment, or payment
in kind, we can get into a sticky question of whether they did not
have a passenger ship under passenger for hire situation, even
though I believe it is the desire of the subcommittee that the school
should continue to be inspected and regulated as they have been in
the.past!'
. That is %yhy we were trying to prepare to make sure to have

inadvertently, through the payment of tuition on passage of
moneys, this may occur, or for &het reasons, we did not invoke
some other law that the subcommittee never intended for the
safety of the ship or the cadets there on board.

Mr. AuCom. Admire). Bell, as 7 read this proposal, it goes far'
beyond State training Cm.-, els. It applies to vessels well beyond the
five training vessels of the State academies. It would bring in
vessels that belong to other Institutions!

Unless I read it incorrectly, it would not bring in the Coast
Guard's own training vessels, but it would go far beyond the State
academy vessels that you have referred to. That is kind of a sweep-
ing proposal.

Admiral BELL. I think you are referring to the large ships. The
sail ships, as we had originally thought of them as the chairman
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is -probably aware, there are proposals to use smaller tft for
specific training either suitable modified towboats, or sui ly de-
signed vessels that could be owned, by the school itself, or under a
lease or something.

What we are trying to do is not just focus on the vessels that we
have currently, butt° prevent any future proposal, if they come up
with a specific training vessel with their own design and construc-
tion and cost, not to have that tripped up by some law inadvertent-
ly because of the way moneys were passed or the vessels was
specifically used.

Mr. AtrCon4. Isn't the Coast Guard's feeling that a position of
this 'kind ought to apply, or be targeted on, the training vessels of
the State academies?

Admiral BELL. I think the answer is "yes," but I do not under-
stand what the period meant.

Mr. AuConi. End of statement.
Admiral BELL. You would not exclude another class of vessel?
Mr. AUCOIN. I want to know if you are trying to provide a

definition that deals exclusively with the training vessels of the
State academies, or whether you are trying to suggest that it would
be a good idea to expand this to apply to a range of other vessels.

Admiral BELL. Our intent was to use any vessel that is used for
training under the title which would be governed by this proposed
wording we have, for the reason I think I spoke-of before.

Mr. AuCon4. So any training institution, or ntaritime institution,
would fall within this guideline?

Admiral BELL. No. This was written within the definition. t think
e there is a liTit back herenow I am lost.

- Where we talk about, for other trainingother training institu-
tions where they were berthed on board. I think there was a limit
within the definition. Perhaps I can rely on---

Mr. AuCbtri. You mean civilian nautical schools?
Admiral Boa.. It was written within the intent of the bill, and

using the limitations within the bill. The only Other point I wish to
make, sir, is that in using language such as we have here, it allows
the Coast Guard to address the problems of training ships with
able-bodied young, men onlafrd, because they are somewhat of a
unique category.

young,
certainly do not have the problems that you

normally face in the passenger vessel, where you must address all
of these aging and physical characteristics of anybody that would
be on board.

Similarly, the midshipmen are involved in the maintenance of
the vessel. They are much more familiar with it. Wordings such as
this does allow those to be addressed' to the level of safety that is
necessary.

Mr. AuCott4. You are convinced that this additional level of
safety is really of paramount ;importance for the students who
would fall within the protection of this language?

Admiral BELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. AUCOIN. Would you name, specifically, the additional ves-

sels, and from what institutions they would come from, that would
be newly included under this language that are not included now
by this standard of the section?
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Admiral Bxu.. I auk advised that this language would encompass
any vessels that Kings Point operates that are not currently in-
eluded withinghe regulations.

-Mr. AuCoiw. Are there any such vessels?
Admiral Bxu.. The tug at Kings Point.
Mr. Au Cong. The tugboat?
Admiral BELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. Au Com. Is that the limit of thtexpansion? Are we talking

about one tugboat at Kings point? You are suggesting the amend-
ment for one tugboat?

Admiral Eau. Excuse me. According to the two experts here, we
cannot come up with any tither instance.

Mr. At1001w. There is no inclusion of the Coast Guard's training
vessel under this definition?

Admiral Eau.. No.
Mr. AuCotw..So you would operate under a lesser standard of

protection?
Admiral BELL. Different standard, s*
Mr. AuCom. Do you know of any standard that is equal to this

One, from a safety point of view? Isn't the passenger vessel safety
standard the highest standard?

Admiral HELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. AuConi. Can you think of any other that is equal te-it?-ik
Admiral BELL. As far as personnel protection, sir?
Mr AuCong. Yes.
Admiral BELL. No, sir.
Mr. AuCou4. Then that tells me what I need to know about the %t

Coast Guard's level of protection on its training veskels.
It was informed by the California Maritime Academy, in its writ-

ted comments -to the committee, in responbe to the April 2 draft of
the bill, that it is not subject to inspection as a passenger vessel,
but it is inspected under subchapter R of 46 U.S. Code of the Rules
and Regulations of Nautical Schools.

QM you explain that?
Admiral BELL. Yes, sir. That is what we were trying. to use, die

wording in here for. There is a specific subchapter within the
regulations addressing the nautical school ships. It tries to take
account of the fact thatof the type of vessel involved, the type of

" training people on board, the age, the ability, the agility, as op-
posed to a passenger vessel where you have essentially untrained,
uninitiated people whose health standard can range all the while
from a child to an aged and infirm. He must be accommodated.

It is not reasonable, I do not belieft to have to address the same
level of personnel of safety on a cadet training ship with able-
bodied young men, and hopefully, able-bodied instructors and offi-
cers, as you do on a standard passenger vessel, where you may
encounter any physical or mental condition of a passenger.

.1 do not find a parallel. That is why we have public nautical
school ships, in recognition of the facts I just spoke of I do not
belieye it is a lessening of the safety standard. I think it is a
recognition of the type of people on board. The same wby,we have
no lesser concern of the safety of the officers and the crew on a
cargo vessel, but the standards are lower in recognition of who is
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on board, their professional knowledge, their training and physical
ability.

pr. AUC0IN. I have the impression that what you are suggesting
is a tightening of the standards.

Admiral BELL. No, sir.
I do not see it thbt way. I consider it a continuation of our

current subchapter, permission to continue our subchapter ap-
proach to the inspection of nautical school ships, as opposed to
what I read in the,bill, that they want them to read passenger
safety standards, and I felt that was too restrictive, considering the
operation of the school ships.

Mr. AuComr. I understand you now. Would this-impact on small
crafts operated by Federal and State academies? Your aide is nod -
din his head, and you are shaking your head.

Admiral BELL. Let me find out. I am not sure, sir,maybe you
can rephrase the question to make it easier. I think it is tied into
this question of civilian nautical school ships, again, which we do
not have now, but which is defined within t

AuComr I was only interested in kn ing what the impact
would be, if any, to the smaller craft, not t e training vessels, that
may be operated by the Federal and S to maritime academies?

Admiral BEL. It would cover the\ towboat at Kings Point, and
perhaps I could defer to them, becaufe I am not sure if there would
be an impact.

Mr. AnCom. In the event of the 'towboat in question, are we
talking about krelaxation of current standards or, a strengthening
of current standards?

Mr. NEIROW. AS I listened to Admiral Bell this morning, it
seemed to be the intent of the Coast Guardthe fact that we have
all members of the ships, complement, both its crew and officers
that are physically fit, rather young peoplethat the standards
which are now set out for passenger vessels could be modified and
a4leviated.

Mr..AuCom. In reflection of that fact.
Mr. Nesintow. I recognize that the language is a step in the right

direction. I do have a question about the language.
It Says, such a vessel even if subject,to Inspection by some other

law, shall be inspected by special regulations promulgated by au-
thority of this section.

I take it what they intend is not two inapections but one, and
tbat inspection would be less rigid than the normal passenger
inspection. Because *hen you read this language, it. appears it
might be inspected twice under the special language, and-- -

Mr. Au m. Admiral Bell?
Admiral BELL The intent was; there would be only one inspec-

tion. It w uld be governed by only one set of regulations, or the law
that is de -ved from there.

So we ould not get into the anomaly of getting into it as a
passenger ship or oceanic . vessel. It is still a training vessel, and
would be covered by that set of regulations addressing training
vessels.

So it is intended once only, one status of the vessel.

I
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.Mr. Au Com. We have a technical question that seems at vari-
ance with the responses we just had. I would like Mr. Sutter to
explore that.

Mr. Strrrga. Admiral Bell, as I read this proposed sectioq 1308, it
would supersede the provisions in the bill that have been taken
from the Civilian Nautical School Act almost in Coto, and are also
in title XIII, so the inspection standards applicable to the vessels
that would normally come under the Civilian Nautical School Act
would be the requirement set forth in your proposed 1308?

Admiral Batt. Yes, sir, that is correct, if I understand your ,

question correctly.
Mr. SUTTER. It -would supersede the Civilian Nautical School Act

that has'been on the books for umpteen years?
Admiral BELL I believe they are in_ reference to the passenger

vessel standardltof 1940, or something which are, by current stand-
ardsthey do riot address -many of the items that we address in
maritime safety today, by calling out that one specific act, and not :
having it updated. . ,

So the standards in there are sothey do not truthfully address
the problems one faces today in the maritime world, and there-
fore--I will not say that peoplethey are following, the intent of
that act, but the words sure have changed over the years.

Mr. Surma. Are you referring to the Civilian Nautical School
.Act?

Admiral Batt.. Yes.
Mr. Strma. It is my understanding that is used as a deterrent to

keep unscrupulous people from going into business and using a
vessel for a training school.

Admiral au.. I think we are getting intoprobably you have
received Pie same complaints I, have, and that gets into square
riggers, tall ship organizations, the organizations that want to train
young men in going to sea on sail vessels. It is not that at all that
trips them up, or is intended to exclude them of that. It is the law
that talks of contributing for their passage or passengers for hire.

They fall within that category unless the training is giving 4c, the
young men without any renumeration involved. It happeqs to be
just the way the law is written, and the courts have interpreted.
We are not trying to address that, but it is a problem for those
people who want to train young men in going to sea, not as a
profession, but for character building, and for other reasons they
profess to exist.

That is outside our consideration today. It has to do with passen-
gers for hire, and renumeration thereof.

Mr. ',Fru. Would one alternative be taking your proposed defi-
nition and modifying it so it only applies to the five training ships
at the state academies? .

Admiral BELL. Then we leave in limbo,.don't we, the other ves-
sels that they might get, that they might wish to have for training
vessels? I wander what would be the status of those.

Mr. SUTTER. What is the status of those now? You must be
inspecting them under certain standards?

Admiral Bata.. To my knowledge, the State academies do not own
any vessels that are used exclusiy* -except the Kings Point
vessel.
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. Mr. NEMIROW. It is an ex-Navy tug, so it is a public vessel.

Admiral BELL. But you would be leaving in limbo, if you did that,
sir, an academy that obtained or bought or built a smaller craft for
training their cadets in ship handling or any other area.

I know several of the academies have proposals in or have looked
at doing just that. Then we come up with the question, these
vessels are in lifnbo, and I am not sure how they are inspected or
approved.

Mr, AuCoix. I understand your point. Having made it, let the
Subcommittee think about it, and we will see what we can do
about it. .

I want to turn to MarAd's suggested amendment to the substi-
tute for the existing section 1303 (bX3) through (g). 'This is a fairly
comprehensive amendment, and I have two or three questions re-
garding it.

First of all; I would note that in 3(aXi), the language of the
suggested amendment suggests that the number of vacancies allo-
catableresidents in each State should be proportional in Congress
to the representation from the State. & .

That does not indicate that the nominations must be on a state-
by-state basis. It leaves open the possibility of the whole shopping
around argument, and the criticism we have heard in the hearings
on this bill.

But that was only a point that I wish to note.
What I would like to know is how would your proposed system

for nominations and appointments at Kings Point differ from the
current system? .

Mr. NEMIROW. As you know, Mr. Chairman, I believe it was in
February of last year that we modified our existing regulations
concerning appointments to positions at Kings Point, in order to
avoid and perhaps respond to the criticism we have had in the past
concerning shopping around for appointments.

I believe that our regulations, which are now in force, remedy
that problem, and I believe that this language which we are now
suggesting for incorporation in the legislation would also remedy
that problem. .,

. So the answer to your question- is that the proposal set forth by
us in our most recent letter to you is not substantially different

ifrom the current admission policy and procedures but is signifi-
cantly different from the procedures which were followed up to
February of last ear.

Mr. AuCon4, But under this language, it is true,,,is it not, that if
nominations from a State do not reach its proportional representa-
tion within the Congress from that State, that the difference can be
made up, and that difference can be made up by appointments
elsewhere, and that a person can shop around elsewhere'?

Is that not the case?
Mr. NEMIROW. The way I understand the procedure to work, and

I think we can address the question of the language itself perhaps
once I say this, is that each state will be allocated a number of
positions based on representation in Congress, and if there were
unfilled quotas, let's say from Oregon, and there was an extra
position from Oregon, .five from Wisconsin, and one from Nevada,
those seven positions which have not been-filled presidents of the
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States, even though the quota would have permitted there being
filled, would then go in a national pool and the admissions office at
the academy would select the first &Yen candidates in order of
merit out of the national pool.

That is the way the procedure is intended to work.
Mr. AuGoir. I thank you for that explanation.
-Mr. PANSHIN. I have read your regulations that w published

last February, and I am still confused. It Beta the difference
between nominations and appointments.

My understanding, and this is what I want to check, is that your
current practice* that in the competitive process those who re-
ceive a norninaticet.are considered only from the State of residence;
is that comet?

Mr. bizatutow. Stage one, yes.
Mr. PANSHIN, If we back up and look at the nominations, a

person is not considered for appointment unless, he or she has a
nomination. In seeking such a nOmination, may that person obtain
that nomination only from his or her State of residence under
current practice?

Mr. NRAHROW. Under current practice, I am told no, but perhaps
Mr. Friedberg, you nil& want to address that.

Mr. FRIEDBERG. Under current practiceand to be absolutely
clear about it, the practice4existed prior to the previous subcommit-
tee's comment on this whole point An individual can get a nomi-
nation from any Congressman br Senator. What we have done is to
achieve the results that the StUdds report wanted by not consider-
ing the individual on the basis of what State the nominating Con-
gressman is from, but on the 'basis of what State the individual is
From.

So shopping around no longer has any effect.
Mr. PANSHIN. Would your, proposed amendment continue that

practice?
Mr. FRIEDSSRG. This nails it down.
Mr. PANSHIN. Isn't that satisfying only half of the Studds com-

mittee recommendation in that it eliminates appointments, or con-
sideration for appointments. from more than one State, but it
seems that a young person may still obtain one or more nomina-
dohs; that is, may shop around for nominaticins

Am I correct?
Mr. FRIXDSERG. The individual can Shop around, but I think its

was the Studds report's intent to eliminate any unfair advantage
and that has been eliminated.

Remember, ws still have the case ofin a mobile society, par-
ticularlysay servicemen's sons and daughters who may be main-
taining a residence in one State, while they have been located all
over the country, and in fact/. have difficulty getting nominations

II- or attention of their home State Congressmen.
It enables any Congressman to nominate anyone, but it does link

I the nominee to his State of residence. It eliminates the unfair
advantage. It does not bind Members of Congress.

Mr. PANSHIN. Isn't there then a flexibility for the U.S. Merchant
Marine Academy, that does not pertain to the other service acade-
mies?

3
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Mr. FRIEDBERO. I don't know about that in terms of the other
service academies.

Mr. AuCotN. Maybe Mr. Nemirow does. I am sure there must be
an answer on the part of MarAd to that question.

Mr. NEMIROW. Perhaps Admiral Collins would know how the
situation works at Annapoliii.

Mr. AuCom. Let me ask this question: Is it possible to get more
than one nomination? Yes or no.

Mr. NEMIROW. Yes.
Mr. AdCong. Admiral Collins, is it possible to get more than one

nomination to the U.S. Naval Academy?
Admiral COLLINS. Yo, it is
Mr. AuCom. So an -applicant from Oregon who wants to go to

the Naval Academy can petition his or her Member from the
Oregon delegation and secure a tioration, and also can petition a
member of a delegation from the State of Colorado for a nomin
tion and secure one?

Admiral CoLuNs.'N , sir, that is not correct. An applicant from
Oregon may receive ore than one congressional nomination but
they must all be m Oregon. For instance, an applicant may
obtain a nomination from his or her Representative plus both
Senators.

Mr. AdCom. Well, let's move aldng to one other. point. This is
the last major point I want to cover. , .

Once we are done with this, I would like to haie the cooperation
of each of your agencies to help in the final doctoring and technical
work on this bill by designating people who are capable of speaking
for your agency on matters regarding policy.

I would like the cooperation of each o( your agencies for the
provision' of such a person, so we can get this.done. and ready for
markup.

Can I have your assurance that you can do this?
Mr: NEMIROW. You will have our cooperation. We will try to find

such a person. , .

,,,,__Mr. AdCong. YoU will find such a person?
air. Nradiow;Yes, sir.
Mr. AUCo1N. And, Admiral Bell, you as well?
Admiral BELL. Yes.
Mr. AuCom. Admiral Collins?

.

Admiral COLLINS. Yes, sir.
Mr. AuCoiN. Thank you yery much, gentlemen.

. The April 2 draft authorizes the nomination of 20 cadets having
qualities of special value to Kings Point on a noncompetitive basis.
This sets also into a controversial subject. The provisiOn in the
April 2 draft results from the Studds committee, finding that al-
though the law requires all admissions to be decided by competitive'
examination, the prattice has been to permit the admission of
about 40 qualified students a year on a noncompetitive basis, for
such purposes as demographic balance as well as athletics and

,certain other skills. ,

The Studds committee recommended that the merits of this non-
competitive procedure should be examined,,, and that the matter
ought to be resolved_ in the recodification that we are going
through at the current time.
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In Mar Ad's written comments about the April 2 draft, the
agency proposes to substitute the words:, "limited number or for
the number "20 ". It uses as a rationale for that substitution the
Bakke decision of the Supreme Court.
in the Alternative you have requested that the number 40 be

inserted in lieu of the number 20.
I would like to have some additional jUstification l the first

suggestion' wad why you believe ill& 40 is bettei than 20, if the
open-ended discretionary authority that you seek in the first in-
stance is not granted*to you.

Mr. NEMutow. As to the second point, we thought it vias impor-
tant to indicate in the record some general zone number that we
had in mind. As you know, 40 is the number we have used in the
past

Actually, our,.lawyers have indicated to us that the specification
of a particular number, whether it's 20 or 40,..does raise questions
in their minds under the Bakke decision.

I haven't gone into that decision in any detail, but it has been
reconitnended to us by our lawyers that we not set a 'numerical
quota but, rather, establish in more general terms what we would
contemplate doing under that provision. What we have tried todo
here is avoid setting a specific number, and indicate at the same'
time to the committee, in a general way, the numbers of candidates
we have in mind at least at this time.

Mr. AuCotrr. I understand the desire of MarAd and /he Academy
to comply with the Bakke decision, and that this is a difficulty for
any educationaHrietitution.

The problem is, what does 'limited number" mean and how can
we prevent that from being abused. It seems to memid I don't
have the transcript of the previous hearing available to me at this
momentthat at least on one occasion a football player was ad-
mitted who fell belay/ the absolute minimum academic require-
ment at Kings Point. I think we discussed this, Sam, in a previous
hearing.

That's an example of an 'abuse, which brings up the question, if
we're going to go to language such as "limited number of', how can
this committee be satisfied that that latitude won't be abused, and
why not specifically take a number and find out whether it applies
legally or doesn't applx?

Mr. NEMIROW. I have no problemf in specifying the number, but
for the Bakke decision our lawyers have raised the issue. If-Con-
gress is satisfied that a number can be specified through legisla-
tion, which is not the case in the Bakke decision, that would not
create the kind of issues that are raised in that case, the specifying
of a number doe' not present a problem to us. We then address the
question of what the number should be.

Asa say,I have not researched the Bakke decision. Our lawyers
ha indicated to us that we should try to' avoid specifying a
numnir. If the Congress feels differently, then I'm sure the com-
mittee will specify it.

Mr. AtiCatN. Admiral 'Collins, how does the Naval Academy
handle the. question of allowing the entrance of midshipmen who
have qualities of special value, and admitting them on a noncompe-
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titive basis? How does the Naval Academy handle the same ques-
tion?

Admiral COLLINS. lin sorry, sir. I'm not familiar enough with
that to comment. I should be happy to supply it for the record if
you like.

[The following was received for the record:]

U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY ADADMEDM

The Naval Academy no longeriises the competitive exanunation as a method of
selection:They now use SAT,br acr scores fUrnished through the American College
Testing Program as one input toward determining eligibility. the applicant must
first receive a nomination which can be Congressional, Presidential or through
Secretary of the Navy auspices. Actual selection is then made by the Naval Acade-
my Admissions Board employing the SAT/ACT scores and factoring in such consd
erations as ranking in high school, difficulty of courses taken and grades obtained,
participation in extracurricular activities (both athletic and non-athletic). and rec.
ommeirdations of leachers and professional acquaintances. Selection is then made
on both scholastic ability and subjective determination of thrapplicant's aptitude to
undertake technical courses, his ability to complete the Naval Academy curiculum
and his officer potential.

Applicant* are encouraged to apply to each of their Senators as well as their
Reproentatives in seeking a Congressional nomination. In several states, a "pool.
ing" arrangement has been established within the state to preclude nomination of
applicants by more than one Congressman, thereby permitting the maximum
number of nominations to be fruitfully utilized.

Mr. Au IN. Admiral Bell, do you have any information on this
in- regard 'ther the military institutions or--'

Admi au- No, sir. Were on a competitive examination basis.
IN. Totally?

Admiral BNLL. As far as I know, sir. But I'm not in the "people"
business, and I would have to answer for the record, other than it
is competitive. I cannot speak now to that.

Mr. AuCom. Could you just consult with your staff to see if--
Admiral BELL. They;re not in the "people" business, either.

[Laughter.]
Mr. AuCom. ?thought we all were.
Admiral BUJ. Not that kind of people, sir.
[The following was received for the record:]
Altlite Coast Guard Academy cadets are selected via competitive examination.

Mr. AuCOng. Well, this is difficult. It depends on all-the choices,
and we'll have to think more fully about it and make a decision.

This will conclude the hearing. I want to thank each of the
witnesses for the thoroughness of your written comments, both the
formal ones as ;Mlles the informalvnes, and thank you as well for
the cooperation you have shown in today's panel. I think we have
covered a number of topics.

If any one of you at. this point has further comments on any
topic- we have covered today, Or any other topic related to this bill,
please feel free to make them at this time.

Mr. ?Imam. As far as our staff working closely together, I
think we can resolve any matters that needle be settled:

Mr. AuCom. Good; because we do have some technical complex-
ities, that do have to be worked out so we can proceed with the
drafting. That will be very satisfactory.

Minority counsel has a question or two to ask.
Mr. Loam. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

116425 0-80-13
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Just a couple of brief questions to '411 down the Administration's
position for the record. .

'The draft allows that all apparel for a training ship be included.
'What is the Administration's position on that? When the training
ship supplies all apparel as well as navigation equipment, they are
included, blocks and tackle, I would imagine.

Mr. NZM1ROW. Can you give us the citation for that?
,Mr. Loam. It's page 16, section 1304(cX1XAXD, lines 7 through 9. .

Nemniow. I think that's consistent with current practice,
and when we do make training vessels 'available they are made
available with all appropriate operating gear.

Mr. Loscti. Does that inchide all apparel? I believe that's in
addition. .

Admiral BELL. Well, if all apparel is charts, books, and instru-
ments- -

Mr. Loscx. I believe they're all separate, and apparel would
include blocksotackles, running gear, et cetera.

Perhaps Mr. Friedberg could help us along in our drafting,
whether or not the Administration would support that additional
equipment. I believe it's additional.

Admiral BELL. I'm not sure that it is additional, and that's the
point.

Mr. Lcisca. Should the Coast Guardshould the service on a
U.S.-foreign-flag vessel be creditable toward sea time? If, for exa
pie, we have two few vessels and too many officers or cade or
foreign-flag vessels as they are in the LNG vessels, the El Paso
vessels, with U.S. crews, should that be creditable toward sea time
for a U.S. license?

Admiral BELL. It is now for a license,air. As far as its holding of
the license, it is. lerether for purposes of this bill, for this service,
it is the wish of the committee that that be to fulfill that obliga-
tion. It has nothing to do with this licensing.

Mr. Losca. What I'm asking is, what is the Administration's
position. For example, the El Paso is running foreign-flag vessels,
LNG vessels, which are now manned by U.S. crews.

If an engineer was on that vessel, would that time be creditable
'toward sea time for his initial license?

AdtWral BELL. Certainly. '
Mr,:fLoscH. It would be either" for the license or subsequently for

the service obligation? Its a two-part question.
Admiral BELL. I can answer the first part, sir, that it ouid be

creditable. Whether the committee wishes as far as the ischarge
of obligated service, I don't believe that is for me to ans er.

Mr. Losca. You're 8104 that it's creditable towards licensing,
but it's a policy determination by the committee as to sea service
time?

Admiral BELL. In discharge of the obligations incurred under this
proposed legislation, yes, sir, thats correct.not the Coast Guard.

Mr. LOSCH. It has been suggested that training vessels be docu-
mented as public vessels of the United States, so that they have
expeditecl procedures in entering ports and whatnot and have cer-
tain additional privileges.

What's the Administration's position on.that?

3
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Mr. NEMIROW. They are undocumented public vessel as far as 1
know, if there is such a phrase as "undocumented public vs.

Mr. Loam. This was a suggestion made by some bf the State
school superintendents. Apparently they have some question as to
the classification of the training vessels and that they would prefer
an expedited procedure upqn entering ports primarily for customs.

I see Mr. Friedberg is nodding his head. Maybe he could help us
on that.

Mr. FRIEDBERG. I think you may want to talk to customs and give
them some tlirectives on this point that they will therefore, regard-
less of anything else, treat these vessels as public vessels.

The point is they are public vessels and they always have been
public vessels.

Mr. Loscti. So it would be custom's determination whether or not
theykiltgiven special privileges?

Mr. FRIBDBERG. And certain other agencies, yes.
Mr. Loscti. Under the civilian nautical school section, Section

1307, what would be the Administration's position on striking the
words "quartered on board any vessel,' lines 13 and 14 on page 25,
which would broaden the applicability of that section?

Mr. NEMIROW. I think it changes the thrust completely of the
language 'suggested by the Coast Guard concerning inspections of
the vessels. The vessels that fall within the definition suggested by
the Coast Guard are vessels that have quarters aboard and ace 15
gross tons and above. If you drop the quartering requirement 'obt of
this. language, you bring many, many other vessels within that
definition.

I think we would have to leave the suggestion you just made,
along 'with the proposal made by the Coast Guard earlier this
morning. -

Mr. Liven.. The primary objective of leaving that language in is
to inspect those vessels that are being-Used as living quarters at'
maritime schools?

Mr. NEMIROW. I wouldn't say that's the primary purpose, but if
you read that in connection with the proposal made by the Coast
Guard, we have accommodations and living quarters aboard that,
are somewhat different than the conventional inspection lalee*:..s.
passenger vessels.. _J.

That would not be so if you were to modify this language as I N
understand it.

Mr. Loscti. On page 27 the Secretary is required to assist any
nonprofit is given the option of assisting any nonprofit training
institution which has been approved by the Secretary of the Coast
Guard and Secretary of Commerce which offer arses meeting
Federal regulations for maritime training.

Are such Federal regulations in effect curre tly? Would this
require a new set of regulations? Do you have ndards for mari-
time presently on the books?, -

Mr. NEMIROW. There are a number of schools that offer certain
courses that the Coast Guard maintains regulations for, and also
maintains testing procedures for. Perhaps Admiral Bell can ad-
dress that.

6,
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But to my knowledge, but for some typical regulations, we do not
have regulations in this specific area.

Admiral BELL. I think, to answer your question, sir, as I under-
stand the drift of your proposal in context, it would not require any
new regulations. We currently approve the training institutions as
we do now for existing procedures.

Having said that, however, it would take a little while to study
the effects of your previous proposal to drop out the berthing on-
board restriction. This does make this a much wider field. So with
that one caveat, I do not believe it will take additional Federal
regulation to allow this portion of your bill to come into effect.

Mr. LOSCH. And following on that, those schools which have
courses meeting Federal regulations are eligible for excess of sur-
plus equipment from the Federal Government, and upon such
terms as the Secretary deems appropriate.

What is the Administration s position on providing surplus
equipment to nonprofit schools and what terms would you believe
would be appropriate?

Mr. NEMIROW. The purpose was to not spell out here in the
statute, I assume, the regulations under which -we might provide
excess property and make it available for various instructional
purposes. We have discussed this matter within the Administra-
tion. I notice you keep indicating what is the Administration's
position, and we have been around the Administration on this
point both with OMB and GSA, and we deem that, in appropriate
circumstances, for State training and other purposes, excess equip-
ment can be and should be made available. That is a new position
taken and one that has been batted around for a long time.

We look forward to using whatever resources are available to us
to upgrade some of the physical Equipment in the schools that are
now being tin, and perhaps in new schools. We have not reached
all the way down to the point of establishing the regulations pursu-
ant tO which these pieces of equipment will be made available. We
have determined that we will do it in the Administratiorf Precisely
wIlat schools, has not been determined.

Mr. LQSCH. That's the thrust of-my question. I just wonder how
broad these provisions are and the extent of current regulations,
what terms you think would)kappropriate. But you haven't really
done that yet.

Mr. NEMIROW. No. We have not made these pieces of equipment
available in the past, and we have agreed now that we will do that.
We haven't spelled out in detail what the terms are.

Mr. LoscH: In your discussions does it appear that the adminis-
tration believes these provisions should be interpreted broadly and
that surplus equipment should be given to various private and
nonprofit schools?

Mr. NEMIROW. Yes, and I think that's indicated by the fact we
have proposed in this most recent round a significant broadening of
the proposal the April redraft.

Mr, Loser Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

AuCorrt.,Thank you, and I want to thank, the panel again for
your cooperation today. We will be in touch on the' followup matter
we suggested.
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The subcommittee will stand adjourned.
[The following documents were received for the record:]

U.S. DEPARTMENT OP COMMERCE,

Lis Au Com,
Washington, .11r, April 21, 198

Hon. L
0.

Chairman, Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on Maritime Education and Training. Com-
mittee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, House of Representation, Washing-
ton, D.0

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is in response to your letter of April 3, forwarding' a
redraft of H.R. 5451 and requesting our views and comments. These we are provid-
ing % detail in the enclosure to this letter.

The redraft text is significantly different in a number of key areas from the
original text of H.R. 5451, both in substance and in phraseology or style. Regarding
major issues of substance, we have attemred, in our review, to accept compromise
solutions where possible. I can agree wit your solutions to the issue of shoreside
maritime-related employment for graduates of Kings Point and the state academies
and to your change in the service obligation and sanction for state maritime
academy graduates. Several of our comments on substantive matters request your
further consid9ration of the issues. 4.

We are also proposinj for your consideration a complete rewrite of the important
statement of policy in Section 1301, which we feel more appropriately introduces the
entire proposed new Title XIII. As worded in the redraft, the entire curriculum at
the maritime academies would be required to meet Navy standards and needs,
etreeses the training of naval of tiers at these academies, and does not mention th#
primary objective of the academies as training officers for service in the U.S.
merchant marine. We have, attempted to correct this with language which I believe
is in conformance with our mutual understanding of the basic role of the academies
and the sense of Congress concerning the joint interest of the Navy in these schools,
while also serving as an overall policy statement for the entirety of Title XIII.

- These and other mend are covered in the enclosure.
I will be pleased to appear before the Subcommittee on April 28 for the final day

of hearings
Sincerely,,

SAMUEL B. Nehnitow,
Assistant Secretary for Maritime Affairs.

Enclosure.

MANTIS'S ADMINISTRATION COMMENTS ON REDRAFT OP H.R 5451 "MARITIME
EDUCATION AND TRAINING Aar or 1980"

Section 1801, page 2, line 7 through page A line 6
The following text is recommended as a complete replacement text for Section

1301:
"Sec. 1301 It is the policy of the United Stares that merchant marine vessels of

the. United States should be operated by highly trained and efficient citizens of the
Untied States and that the United States Navy and the merchant marine of the
United States should work closely together to promote the maximum integtation of
the total sea_power forces of the United States. In furtherance of this policy: .

"(1) the Secretary of Commerce is authorized to take the stele necessary to
provide for the educition and training of citizens of the United States as officers
and car capable of providing for the safe and efficient operation of the merchant
marinrof the United States in the domestic and foreign commerce at all times and
as a naval and military auxiliary in time of war or national emergency; and

"Mt the Secretary of Navy should work with the Assistant Secretary of Commerce
for Maritime Affairs and the head of each Aitate maritime academy to assure that
the *Wiring of future merchant marine officers at the United States Merchant
Marine Academy and at the state maritime academies includes programs for naval
science training in the operation of merchant marine vessels as a naval and mili-
tary auxiliary and that Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps programs for the
training of future naval officers, insofar as possible, be maintained at deirignate4
state maritime academies consistent with Navy standards and needs."

Explanistion
Although the redraft version this Section has been somewhat reworded from

the original text in H.)5451, e naval training referring*s have retained the same
meaning as the original text. The commence in the Maritime Administration State-

Q...
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meat of December 6,.197e, continue to reflect our views on the naval training
referenced in this Section.

As worded, this Section, which is an important policy_preambie to all that follows
in the bill, stresses the training of officers for the U.S Navy at the Federal and
state maritime academies, and does not reflect that the primary role of these
schools is to train merchant marine officeroicapable of operating their merchant
ships in peacetime commerce and as a "nav nd military auxiliary in time of war
or national emergency." (Merchant Marine Act. l936, as amended; Title IDeclara-
tion of Policy, Section 101(b) i
See. 1$02($) page '4, lines 9-24

It is recommended tha the definition of "merchant marine officer" be revised as
follows:

" . the term 'merch t marine officer' means any master, mate, pilot, engineer,
or oeerator licensed by the United States Coast Guard to nerve on board U.S.
docufhented merchant vessels or vessels owned and operated by the United States
or by any state or territory, of over 100 gross tons."
Explanation

.

"- Since one of the principal objectives of the programs of the Federal end state
maritilne academies is to train individuals to obtain licenses issued by the United
States Co d* Guard, the definition of the term "merchant marine officer," for
purposes of this title, should not be more restrictive than the scope of activities that
such licenses is licensed to engage in. Graduates of the academies receive unlimited
tonnage licenses which by their nature entitle the graduate to serve in a broader
scope of the maritime industry than the draft language of this definition encom-
passes. Furthermerei it is in the national interest that academy graduates have the
ability to engage in as wide a range of sailing capacities as possible, due to the 4

periodic shortages of employment opportunities on vessels operating in the open.
seas or on the Great Lakes. The use of the term "any United States documented
vessel" alone excludes a great number of merchant vessels, including public vessels
owned and operated by the United States or by any state or territory.
Sec 18011)(11, page S, lines 4-10

It is suggested that this subsection be reworded id follows. c.

"(bill To be considered for appointment as i cadet at the Academy. an individual
must. be nominated for the year of appointment a Senator, a Member of the
Bureau of Representatives, the Panama Canal fission, the Governor of the
Northern Mariana Islands, or the Governor of Ame Samoa (until a delegate' to
the House of Representatives from American Samoa takes pflIce)7
Explanation

Proposed language change is to add clarity to this subsection Since the position of
Governor of the Canal Zone no longer exists, the nominating authority has been
designated as the Panama Canal Commission. Als4, it is proposed that the Mayor of
the District of Columbia be deleted as a nominating authority since currently
nominations are being made by the Delegate to the House of Representatives froth
the District of Columbia, and this official is included in the designation of each
"Member of the House of Representatives" as a nominating authority.
Sec. 120.1(02XA). page S, lines 11-14 / s

It is suggested that this subsection be rewarded as follows:
"(21(A) The Secretary shall establish minimum qualification requirements for the

individuals nominated pursuant to paragraph (1) and shall establish a system of
competition for the selection of qualified nominees for appointments."'Explanation

The purpose of the proposed rewarding is to make clear t the "minimum
requirements" refers to basic qualifications that the individual must meet, to be
considered for appointment to the Academy. It is also to 'char' at th 'appoint-
ment procedure is a two-step process. first, to determine tHat e i ual nomi-
nee meets the minimum qualification standards; and, second, that the selection for
appointment will be determined by an established system of competition fro
among such qualified nominees. .

.

Sec 110Sail011.4) through iG), page 5, line 2 through page 7. line 12 ,
The followingaubstitute language is proposed for these paragraphs: -
"(3)(A) Qualified candidates nominated pursuant to paragraph (1) shall be selected

for appointment to the Academy to fill vacancies established in accprdance with the
following allocations: ('

3 :1:
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Id The number of vacations allocable to individuals resident in each state shall
be proportional to the representation in Congress from that state.

"(ii) Two vacancies shall be allocated each year to individuals resident in the
areas and installations in the Republic of Panama, made available to the United
States pursuant to the Panama Canal Treaty of 1977 and related nts, tobe
filled by qualified candidates from limong sons and daugthers o citivens of the
United Staten

"(iii) One vacancy shall be allocated each year to an individUal resident in Duitm.
"(iv) One vacancy shall be allocated each year to an individual resident in'the

Virgin Islands.
"(v) One vacancy a allocated each year to an individial resident in Am

can Samoa, and ad 'on eh individual shall not be denied by reason of berg
a national but not a citizen the United States. . .

"(vi) One vacancy shall be allocated each year to'an ndivdual resident in the
Northern Mariana Islands,.and admission of such individual iihall not be denied by ti
reason of being a national butot-reithen.d the United Stated - e,,.

"040 Pour vacancies Muir be- allocated each -year to individuals resident in the
District of Columbia.

"(viii) One vacancy shall be allocated each year to an individual resident in the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. - __."-----

"(ix) Individuals receiving an appointment under the provisions of subparagraphs
(iii), (iv), (v) and (vi) above.and paragraph (4) of Section 1303(b) shall not be entitled
to hold any license authorizing service on any merchant vessel of the United States
by reason of graduation from the Academy until such individual becomes a citizen
of the United States.

"(B) The Secretary shall make appointments of qualified nominees to fill vacan-
cies established pursuant to paragraph (A) from among residents of each respective

phic subdivision ia the order of merit determined by the competitive system
dished under paragraph (2X13). in case vacancies remain after such appoint-

ments, the Secretary shal1,1111 such vacancies from among qualified nominees in the

Paragraphs lettered (H) and (I) should be relettered as paragraphs (C) and ( )
order of merit without regard to the area of residence of the nominees."

respectively. . /
'Sections 3(A) through 3(G) of the redrafeof the bill, refacing to the allocation of

vacancies and the appointment process represent a drastic departure from the text
of the original draft of H.R. 5451 and set forth procedures that are contrary to the
recommendation ,of the Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on Maritime Education, and
Traiiiirig in its Oversight Report issued in 1978. It also sets forth procedures that
are generally difficult to administer. The major thrust of the recommendation of the
Ad Hoc Subcommittee was that the state or other geographic area of residence of
the applicant should be the determining factor for the filling of vacancies and not
the OS of representation of the nominating. official. This was to eliminate an
applicant's use of multistate nominations to gain an unfair advantage in the admis-
sions process. The proposed redraft language of paragraph 3(A) makes clear that
vacancies to the Academy are allocated to states and other *graphic areas based
on

indi tials shall be appointed each year from among individuals nominated by

candidates' residency in such state or other geographit area.
P phs 3(B) through (3XG) of the redraft' provide that a certain number of

designated nominaing authorities representing specific geographic areas. This
would be difficult to administer if there are no qualified caridicfstes nominated that
are residenta of one or more of these geographic areas. The proposed redraft lan-
guage restates these paragraphs to make clear that these geographic ireas are
allocated a certain number of, vacancies to be filled, if possible, from qualified
nominees that are residents of Each of these geographic areas.

Linguage similar to that ptovided ivith respect to residente of American Samoa,
who are nationals but not U.S. citizen% has brken proposed for appointees from the
Northern Mariana Islands since the same considerations should be equally applica-
ble to individuals receiving appointments who are tesidente of this area.

Provision has been made for the allocation of one vacancy for an individual
resident of the monwealth of Puerto Rico which does not appear to havebeen
otherwise for.

Under the raft version of H.R. 5451, the selection of qualified candidates that
were not a to fill vacancies based on their state of residence is limited to
the vacancy °cable only to the fifty states. The original draft included the
vacancies allocated to the othef designated geographic areas 'm this selection proc-
ess. The *posed

al draft.
redraft of relettered paragraph (3XB) adopts the approach of the

origin
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The pro vision of paragraph (3XB) is also intended to clarify the procedure
t ents will he made: first, to fill vacancies front among qualed nomi-
nees, in the order of merit, who, are residents of the state or other geographic area
to which the vgancies apply; and, second to fill any remaining vacancies from
among qualified nominees, in the order of merity, without reference to the residence
Of the nominees.
Sec. 1.10ROXVIN), (relettered 49,1(0), page 7, line 15

It is proposed that the phrase "not more than 20" be changed to "a kmited
number of.
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Explanation \..!
In the Supreme Court decision on Bekke. establishment by the school in question

of a numeric quota seaside was a major point of objection by the Court which found
the school's minorities admissions procedure to be faulty. For t reason. the
Maritime Administration, in Its original comment on this subparagrap , proposed
use of the phrase "a limited number" rather than a specific value. Past nence
has shown that to achieve effective results of the objectives of such appot ents,
approximately 40 noncompetitive appointments of qualifiedindividulls have been
necessary. The actualimumber of noncompetitive a pointments vanes from year
year If the Subcommittee nevertheless decides to pecifyba particular number, the
number should be "40."
Sec. 10103(144KEt page 8; Imp 1-10

It is proposed that this paragraph be reworded as llOws:
"(B)...,Any individual receiving instruction under the authority of this paragraph

shall receive the same allowances, and emoluments (to be paid from the same
appropriations) and, subject to such exceptions as shall be jointly agreed upon by
the Secretary and the Secretary of the Interior, shall be subject to the same rules
and regulations govern* admission, attendance, discipline, resignation, discharge,
dismissal and grachiation as cadets at the Academy appointed from the United
States:"
Explanation

In ti& Marital.* Administration's Statement, dated Ijgcember 6. 1979, it was
pointed out that the close of thg parentheses in this par aph should be after the
word "appropriations" rather than after the word "Interior." M'arAd's proposed
change was adopted in the redraft of paragraph 1303(bX5X13). but the change was
not made in redrafting this paragraph. The addition of the words "appointed from
the United States" at the end of this paragraph restatscilie lahguage that was in
the original draft of the bill and that appears to be significant in the interests of
clarity. Commas have been inserted to set off the words "subject to such exceptions
as shall be jointly agreed upon by the Secretaiy and the Secretary of the Interior"
also in the interests of clarity. The word "and" on=line 7 has been deleted as
superfluous in the prdposed redraft of this paragraph
Sec. 1.90.04HAI through (C4 page 8, line 15 through page 9, line 10

The following text is rfommended as a substitute for Section 1303(b)(5kA)
through (C):

"(5XA) The President may designate not more than 12:lividuall, from nations
located in the Western Hemisphere, other thaw the United States, to receive in
struction at any one timoat the Academy No more than two individuals fro
one nation may receive instruction at one time. Individuals so designa
entitled io the same allowances, and emoluments (to be paid from the same pro-
priations) and shall be subject to the same rules and regulations governing a mis-
eon. attendance, discipline, resignation discharge, dismi I and graduation as
cadets at the Academy, appointed from th United States.

"(B) In addition, the Secretary is nut rued to permit u designation by the
Secretary of State a sponsor, not more th 3U persons at an one time from foreign
countries lo receive instruction at the Academy A forei country sponsoring a
cadet at the Academy under this section shall reimburse t e United States, at a
rate determined by the Secretary, for the cost of providing ch instruction, includ-
ing the same allowances and emoluments as received by pe ns appointed from the.
U,nited States. unless a written iditiver of reimbursement granted by the Secre-
tary

Subparagraph (D) should then be relabled as (C)
lb &planation

This text incorporates the Maritime Administration reco mendation that 30
foreign nationals may be permitted to attend the U S. Mari e Academy on a
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reimbursable basis However, the text imposes two limitations which we consider to
unnecessarily restnct the use of these appointments. The limitations are that no
more than two individuals at any time may be from the same nation. and that the
30 reimbursable appointments cannot be made available to Western Hemisphere
nations It is the intent of the Maritime Administration that these 30 appointments
be utilized an cooperation with the Department of State in the ititerest_of promoting
good international relations These 30 attendees at any one time tehnslate to an
average of less than eight appointments per year overall if appointments are made
on a regular basis The text would limit attendees from any one nation to no more
than two in any four year interval. a severely restrictive number in terms of use of
this provision for international relations purposes. Further, these are cost reimburs-
able appointments-and differ from the twelve existing Anierican Republics appoint-
ments which are in effect scholarships We see Rio reason for excluding the Ameri-
can Republics from these reimbursable appointments In our view the two limita-
tions should be removed in order to provide a more effective provision where
programs of international cooperation may be desirable
Sec 1.10Scii page 9, lines 14-2.!

It is proposed that this section be revised to the following
4 "Any citizen of the United States who is a cadet at the Academy may be appoint-

ed 1:,;, the Secretary of the Navy as a midshipman in the United States Naval
kteserve (including the Merchant Marine Reserve, United States Naval Reserve) and
-may be commissioned upon graduation from the Academy as an ensign in the
United States Naval Reserve (including the Merchant Marine Reserve, United
States Naval Reservei."
Explanation

In each of the parentheticals. the designation "the Merchant Marine Reserve of
the United States Naval Reserve" has been changed to "the Merchant Marine
Reserve, United States Naval Reserve" in order to conform the language of the bill
to the publicized title of this Naval reserve component

The word "and" .has been inserted before the word "may" on line 19 which
apparently was inadvertently omitted in the redraft text

It is proposed that the words "or the United States Coast Guard Reserve" at the
end of this paragraph be excised The paragraph provides an authority to the
Secretary of the Navy, but in peacetime the Coast Guard is not under the Secretary
of the Navy and reference to the Coast Guard is not relevant to this paragraph In
the past graduates from the Academy have been commissioned in reserve compo-
nents other than the U S Naval Reserve in an armed service other than the US
Navy This has applied not only in the case of the United States Coast Guard. but
also with respect to the United States Army, the United States Air Force and the
United States Marine Corps This is covered in a proposed amendment to Section
1303(0( 1)1C) below.

`Sec. 1.10.11c14 page 9, line 24

It is proposed that the words "allowances for" be deleted from this paragraph
Explanation

The purpose of this change is to conform the provisions of the bill to the current
procedure Annual appropriations of funds for the operation of the Academy include
provision for tale cost of furnishing of all required uniforms and textbooks to
midshipment at the Academy,
Sec. 1.10.1011A 10. lines 6-7

It itt proposed t at these ti4o tines be changed to read as follows:
Each in vidual appointed as a cadet to the Academy six months or more

a the date enactment of this Title, who"
Explanation

This paragraph addresses the effective date of the new service obligations on
entrants to the U S Merchant Winne Academy It is important that there be a
sufficient interval between enactment and the effective date of these service obitga-
teens on new entrants so that applicants can be adequately Informed in advariFe of
their commitments The paragraph may also be in technical conflict with Section 4
of the bill (page 30. line 18) which states "This Act shall take effect on October-4,
1980" depending on the actual date of enactment and the date which finally
appears in Section 4 The nomination and appointment procedure at the U S.
Merchant Marine Academy extends over a six to nine month interval prior to an
entering class reporting in July of each year Recruitment and selection at the state
academies similarly covers a span of several months prior to the individual report-

ti t
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ing dates at each state academy. We propose that a minimum sixmonth interval be
provided in the Statute before these service obligations are effective so that informs-

4ion material can be prepared', distributed and all applicants can be adequately
informed. An identical change is proposed in Sec. 1304(gX5) on page 23, lines 7-9
relative to the state maritime academies. Furthei, the word "to" is more appropri
ate in line 6, in the 'context of this sentence. It makes clear that the provisions of
this paragraph apply only to cadets appointed to the Acadenfy after the effective
date of this paragraph.

Sec. 130SalX0, page 101 line 18 through page 11, line 3
It is proposed that this paragraph be amended as follows:
"(C) to apply for, and if tendered, accept an appointment as, and to serve as a

commissioned officer in the United States Naval Reserve (including the Merchant
Marine Reserve, United States Naval Reserve), the United States Coast Guard
Beserve, or other reserve component of an armed force of the United States for at
least six years following graduation from the Academy."

4
Explaiation

The purpose of inserting the parenthetical phrase "including the Merchant
Marine Reserve, United States Naval Reserve" is to conform this paragraph to
Section 1303(c) gf the bill. It is also proposed to add to this paragraph a provision
that the obligalion to accept an appointment as and to serve. as a commissioned
officer in a reserve status may be fulfilled in any other reserve component of an
armed force, such as the United States Army Reserve, the United States Air Force
&serve or the United States Marine Corps Reserve Some Academy graduates elect
to serve on active duty in another branch of the armed forces and while they are on
active duty and for a period subsequent to the completion of their tour of active
duty they are members of the reserve component of that service. -Under such
circumstances the individual should be found to have complied with this obligation
if the period extends over six years following graduation from the Academy.

It is also proposed that subparagraph (ii) of Paragraph (C) be deleted on the basis
that active duty as a commissioned officer in an armed force of the United States or
in the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is more appropriately
considered within the purview of paragraph (D).

See 1$08a1XDO, page 11, lines 7 and 8
It is proposed that this subparagraph be, amended to read as follows:
"(I) as a merchant marine officer on a United Statesdocumented vessel or on a

vessel owned and operated by the United States or by any state or territory,"
&planation

As pointed Out in the Miiritime Administration Statement, dated December 6,
1979, the reason for proposing this additional language, is to insure that service as a
merchant marine officer aboard public vessels owned and operated by the United
States or a state or a territory, but which are not United States-documented vessels,
qualifies as fulfilling this obligation option.

Sec.1304174XDO), page 11, lines 9-10
It is proposed that this subparagraph be amended as follows: .

"(ii) as a commissioned officer on active duty in an armed force of the United
States, or in the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration; or"

Explanation
As noted above in connection with the discussion of paragraph (C), it appears

more appropriate to deal with periods of active duty in 'paragraph (D) since it
relates to compliance with the obligation of the Academy graduate "to serve the
national er the foreign and domestic commerce of the United States." When
an Academ graduate enters on active duty, the individual does so in a reserve
status so t t dunng the tour of active duty, the individual is simultaneously
serving as a commissioned officer in a reserve component slid serving on active
duty Accordingly. that period of active duty is creditable to the fUlfillment of both'
the obligation imposed by paragraph (Cl (a sixyear obligation) and the obligation
imposed by paragraph (D) (a five-year obligation). If the tour of active duty is less
than six years, the individual is required to maintain the reserve commission until
at _leastsix years following graduation in order to comply with the obligation
established by Paragraph (Cl. If the tour of active duty is lees than five years. the
individual is required to make up the balance of the five-year obligation established
by paragraph (D) by employment under siibparagraph (DXi) or subparatraph (Mn)

I
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See. 1.108(1)(1XEL page 11,, lines 17-18
It is recommended that the phrase "at intervals determined by the Secretary" be

added at the end pf this paragraph
Explanation

In the redraft of this paragraph of the bill, no reference has been made to the
frequency of reporting on. the compliance by the individual. It is proposed that the
intervaliereporting be left to the discretion of the Secretary.
Sec..1801d. page 18. lines 1-6

It is proposed that this subsection be modified to read as follows:
"(h) The Superintendent of the Academy may confer the degree of Bachelor.. of

Science wi any graduate who has met the conditions prescribed by the Secretary
and who,ti *tp citizen of the United States, has passed the examination for an entry-
level merchant marine officer's license. but the degree shall not be denied to a
citizen who is not permitted to take the examination solely because of physical
daquefification
Explanation

The purpose of this modification is to make provision that a citizen cadet at the
Academy who has developed a physical condition dunng the period of matriculation
at the Academy which renders him or her disqualified medically to sit for a license
examination in accordance with .Coast Guard regulations is not precluded from
resew the Bachelor of Science degree solely as a result of such physical disquali-
ficatio

It is of considered equitable to deny a degree to an individual who is not allowed
to sit or the examination through no fault of the individual, but has met all other
requirements for the award of a degree,

Sec. 1104(0(2), page 17, lines 11-18
The "following text is recommended for lines 11 through 13 on page 17 of the

redraft:
The Secretary may pay to any state maritime academy an amount determined

by. the Secretary to assist in paying for the costa of all fuel consumed.'
Explanation

Lines 11 through 13 of the redraft read' "(2) The Secretary shall pay an
amount . . . equal to not less than one hal of the costs of all fuel . Since
funding is subject to annual authorize appropriation actions of the Con-

, the language of the redraft'appears inappropriate add in conflict with
budget procedures. Therefore, we are recommending alternate text

Sec. 1804iCX1XA). page 16.* lines
pne,,3 of the redraft should be revised by substituting tlrfferm "paragraph (1)(B)"

in 'auto( "paragraph (2) ", since "paragraph (1XB)" actually describes how vessels
obtained by,the Secretary. The citing of "paragraph (2)" would appear to

ve bee inadvenant typographical error.
See. 1704(eXIXB) page 18. line 1

The word "shall" on page 18, line 1 should be changed to "ma,:

Exilkination
Paragraph (3) of subsec tion 104(c) permits the Secretary to arrange for training...,

iluujddbente of state maTitne academy students on U.S ships other than the N.
training ehipe, in shipyards, plants, etc. Subparagraph (B) would require the

to pay r trans tion and travel if the Secretary were to arrange such
aig. Use of the wo !shall" would prevent the Secretary from making any
training me is unless funds for transportation and travel were author-

lied and appropriated, even if the state academies or the individuals were willing to
take adiantage of possible arrangements in the absence of rederal funding.

oce;1$04(dX11, page f8, lines 54
Comment

Page 18, lines 6' and 6, of the redraft state that "The Secretaryinay enter into an
agreement. which shall be effective for not more than 4 years....

Our existing agreements with the academieli. Copies of which have been previous-
ly .provided to the-Subcommittee, contain an automatic year-to-year renewal clause,
under which the agreements are automatically renewed unless terminated by either
party. We have concluded that the proposed wording does not preclude the contin-
ued incorporation of this type of renewal clause in the agreements. The renewal

36'2
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. clause was introduced an 1969 ely to eliminate a significant paperwork flow in
the periodic reissue of coin e contractual documents At no time do the agree-
ments extend beyond a four year effective interval.
Sec 1.10.Wsit, page .00. lutes .1-8

It is-suggedted that the language beginning on line 2 be revised toread
" . territories, or both, sqpporting such academy The number determined by the

Secretary shall not at any time exceed onea4ird of the total number of students
attending such academy

Explanation
The language of the existing statute is intended to place a limit on the Secretary

with regard to the number of out-of-state students the Secretary can require a state
academy to admit in order for the state academy to be eligible for the $100,000
annual payment The redraft language places this limit also on the individual
academies We do not concur with this change It is not our intention to place an
upper limit on the number of outof-state students voluntarily enrolled Maine
Maritime Academy. for example. voluntarily enrolls a large percentage of out-of-

, state students and may be serously affected by the redraft language Therefore. we
are recommending the above revision. . .
Sec I 104102rEt. page J line 9
1-1t is recommended that the phrase ''at intervals determined by theSecretary" be

added after the word "paragraph

F:Iplanahon
In the redraft no reference has been made as to the frequency of reporting on the

compliance by the individual It is proposed that the inarrvals of reporting be left to
the discretion of the Secretary An identical recommendation has been made on
page II, line la. with regard to the Federal Academy

) ,
Set 1.104toir1)tt) and rut page 11. line a through page V. line I

It is proposed that subparagraphs al and be revised as follows
al as a merchant marine officer on a United States-documented vessel or on a

kessel owned and operated by the United States or by any state or territory.
*410 as a commissioned officer on active duty in an armed force of the United

States, or in the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, or'
E.xplonation

As pointed out in the Maritime Administration Statement, dated December 6.
l970, the reason for proposing this additional language is to insure that service as a
merchaM marine officer aboard public vessels owned and operated by the United
States or a state or a territory, but which are not United States-documented vessels.
qualifies as fulfilling this obligation option

Also, it appears more appropriate to deal with periods of active duty an paragraph
11/1 aince it relates to compliance with the obligation of the Academy graduate "to
sers the national defense of the foreign and domestic commerce of the United
States When an Academy graduate eaters on active duty. he does so in areserve
status that during the tour of act)* duty ,the 'individual is simultaneously
aersing' as a commissioned officer in a reserve Component and serving on active
duty Aci.w.dingly. that period of active duty is creditable to the fulfillment of both
the obligation imposed by paragraph iCi la six-year obligation/ and the obligation
impased by paragraph iDI is three year obligation) If the tour of active duty is less
than .ix sears. the individual is required to maintain the reserve commission until
at least six .sears following graduation in order to comply with the obligation
established by Paragraph IC)

Sts ? page it fusel P-1.?
It is proposed that this paragraph read as follows
1."e 'Tit 4.ubsection shall apply only to individuals first eqtering a state maritime

academy six months or more after the date of enactment of this Title Section 6 of
the Maritime Academy Act of la:ia i46 U SC i3Si shall continue to apply to
rods iduals who first entered a state maritime academy prior to the date of applica-
hilii of this subsection

r,.raaination
The purpose of this.rewording is to provide a sufficient interval between enact-

ment :.ind the effective date or these service obligations on new entrants so that
if pia ants can be adequately informed in advance of their commitments An identi-
cal change ssroposed for Sec 1,00:lifoi I i on Page 10. lines 64, regarding the Federal
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Academy. These changes would be particularly necessary if H R. 54M were to be
enacted in the ring or early summer before freshman classes actually report to
the academies but after moat processing is completed under currently existing
terms.
Sec. 1304(h). page 2.?, lanes 1991

It-is recommended that the 'words "of-the" on lines 16 and 19 be deleted and
replaced with a odmTna and that the phrase "or the United States Coast Guard

- Reserve" on tines 20 aad 21 be deleted.
Erplanalion

Paragraph (h) provides an authority to the Secretary df the Navy, but in peace
time the Coast Guard is not under the Secretary of the Navy,.and reference to the
Coast Guard is not relevant to this paragraph. In the past graduates from the
academies have been commissioned in reserve components other than the US
Naval Reserve in an armed service other than the U S. Navy. This has applied not -
only in the case of the-United States Coast Guard, but also with respect to the
United States Army, the United States Air Force and the United States MarineCorps

1$O80), page Q lanes 9-14
e following' text, following the word "training" bn line 9, is recommended

co krning procedures for making surplus marine equipment available to approved
f non-profit training institutions:

,"by making shipboard equipment and other marine equipment owned by the
United States which have been determined to be excess or surplus. available pursu-
ant to sections 202 and 203(1) of the Federal Property and Administrative Services
Act of 1949, as amended, to any such institution for instructional purposes."'
Explanation v.

The Maritime, Administration did not comment on this paragraph in its original
form as contained in H. 1, since discussions were still underway with other
agenciedinterested in the dui ion of surplus equipment. It has been determined
that the appropriate sections of rid Property and Administrative Services
Act of 1949, as amended, should ply.
Sec-. 1808(dA page 2& lines 1-6

Section 1308(dt3Which provides r employment and campensa 'on of faculty mem-
bers should be amended to cla fy that the Secretary, or the = n to whom he
delegates his authority, is sol responsible for determining a Ity salaries. We
recommend.that the following text be added after line 4:

"provisions of chapter 51 and subchapter III of Chapter 53 of such title (relating
to classificatien and General Schedule pay rates). Notwithstanding any other provi-
sion of law, the Secretary is authorized to establish such compensation schedules
without further authorization or negotiation "
Explanation

Addition of reference to subchapter. HI is technical in nature and reflects earlier
bill drafts, ,

For the record, we would like to ,pfter the following background information for
our pro amendement. Subsection 1308(d) is in need of revision because it does
not i-e problEms previobsly identified and communicated to the Subcommittee.
It is recommended that the original WA of H.R. 54M. Section 1309(d). as modified
by the proposal in the Maritime Administration Statement dated pecember 6,1979,

.tit_pages 18-19, be substituted. -
The faculty of the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy were Adminie rative Enrollees

in the US. Maritime Service with ranks, ratings, compensation and allowances at
rates similar to those provided by law for the U.S: Coast Guard. Effective January 1,

& 1962. pursuant to Publib Law 87-93 (63 Stat. 954), Administrative Enrolleee were
changed to General Schedule or Wage positions with compensation as for other
Federal civilian employees, except for the faculty. The statutory authority exempt-
ing the faculty and its legislative history indicate the Congressional intent that
compensation for the faculty should be similar to that of the civilian faculty of the

_IP U.S. Naval Academy. It is of special note that the compensation of the civilian
facultyof the U.S. Naval Acaderpy isfixed, and not negottlited, by the Secretary of
the Navy. -of

The Merchant Marine Academy Faculty Salary Schedule is established to include
48 steps, corresponding to the first 48 steps of the Naval Academy Schedule, Much
are increased to T20 percent of the Naval Academy schedule in recognition of the
12month year at the Merchant Marine Academy. (The Naval Academy fias adjusted
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its salary schedule to 120 percent to compensate only those faculty members who
work a 12-month year.) For some years the American Association of University
Professors has shown that the average compensation for each faculty rank at the
Merchant Marine Academy has the highest rating out of ten poseible ratings for
academic institutions awarding the baccalaureate or equivalent degree.

The Merchant Marine Academy faculty labor organizations, during negotiations
around 1971, proposed to change the number or steps from entry to the top of the
grade and the percentage factor for adjusting the Naval Academy Faculty Salary
Schedule from 120 percent to 133ttpercent to compensate for our 12-month year

The position of the Department of Commerce was that the union's proposals were
nonnegotiable and several grounds were cited.

The union appealed the agency decision to the Federal Labor Relations Council.
The Council rejected the Department's asserted grounds and specifically held that
the union proposals were negotiable and not contrary to (1) the Merchant Marine
Act, (2) Office of Management and Budget directives, (3) various pay acts. or (4)
agency regulations. With reference to the Superintendent's lack of authonty over
faculty salaries, it was determined that the agency should provide representatives
who are employed to negotiate Due to other matters arising between the Depart-
ment and the faculty labor organization, salary negotiations have not yetetaken
place. Copies of-the Council's decision, FLRC No 71A-5 of November 20, 1972, have
been provided to your Subcommittee's staff.

Notwithstanding any other provision of law, clarification is desired of the intent
of Congress with respect to negotiation of faculty salaries. Section 1308(d) of H.R
5451 would clarify and change the cie4onal premise for determining the system of
faculty pay. The work "authorization' would clarify thet the Secretary may fix the
faculty pay and need obtain no approval or concurrence of any other. agency; for
example, the Office of Personnel Management. The words or negotiation reverse
the Federal Labor Relations Council decision concerning negotiability so that the

'A salary schedule is not itself 'able but the words "notwithstanding an other
Provision of law' would c fact that negotiations on the salary scheclule are
not needed an impact imp ementation pursuant to title VII of the Civil Service
Reform Act of 1978 is would be consistent with removal of the dollarfrom
negotiation,

The reason for this ropesal me as follows'
Negotiation of sala 'es is incodsistent with the basic authority of the President to

control and fix salan of Executive Branch employees. No reason ever has been
advanced to justify an ption to this fundamental principle for the Academy
faculty.

'like existing .law contains a reasonable standard'capable of being applied with
fairness, as has been done ierthe past The Congress clearly indicated that faculty
compensation shAild be similar to that of the civilian faculty of the U.S. Naval
Academy. The Sfcretary of the Navy fixes, and does not negotiate, the compensa-
tion of the Naval Academy civilian faculty.

The necessary exception from theGeneral Schedule compensation system by no
means provides any sis or argument to justify negotiation of faculty pay The
exception is required. because of the impcesibility of testing college leve, i teaching
professionals and the need for some flexibility in order that specialized individuals

Ate brought aboard as needeLf:r the unusual requirements and schedule of the
Academy.

In our opinion, events over the last decade show that the issue of Academy faculty
compensation has had and will have serious adverse CQUSeqUeriCee for the Academy.
The compensation question has stalled resolution of the normal issues of personnel
policies and practices and working conditions in the established program of elderly
employee labor .relations An extensive period of negotiations may be expected
which would disrupt the highly concentrated classroom teaching of our -cadets, i e,
four years of college completed in three with one year at sea. The very atmosphere
needed for health labor-management relations based on maiml respect and a com-
mitment to common goals has been tainted by the diffraction of the compensation
question. v-s

Additional comment Conversion of former atimaustratsve enrollees to the USMS to
civil femme status .L

We note that this redraft omits completebeand repeals the statutes pertaining to
the conversion to civil service position of former adminstrative enrollees in the
United States Maritime Setvice, Carry-over of certain portions of the statute; was
contained in ',She original text of bill H.R. 5kNo. as Section 1307 The Maritime
Administration Statement dated December 5n979, beginaing on page 17, explains
the background of our concern for retention of certain protections for the employees
affected, as well as continuation of certain disclaimers of benefits to such employees
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There has been further discussion between our staffs on the need for explicitly
retaining. the carry-over language in the new statute Your staff advised that not
carrying forward these old statutes would in no way deny to former employees those
protections which were conferred in the about-to-be-repealed statutes or revive
benefits to which those employees were not entitled Your staff further advised that
the legislative history of H.R. 5451 could make clear the ,sense of Congress that
repeat of the old statutes is not intended to eliminate the protection for these civil
service employees affected or revive entitlement to denied benefits We believe it is
possible that former administrative enrollees may be employed in other Govern-
ment agencies. and issues related to their conversion to civil service status may still
arise Thus. we prefer retention of the prior draft text of Section 1307 However, if
the carryover provisiens of the old statutes are omitted from and repealed in the
final text of H R 5451i, we consider "important that the legislative history of H R
5451 clearly express the sense of Congress on this point.

DEPARTMENT OP THE NAVY,
OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS.

Washington, D.0 April 41, 1980
Hon Lzs AuConv.
Chairman. Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on Maritime Education and Training. Com

mime on Merchant Marine and Asheries. House of Representatives. Washing.
ton. DC

DEAR MR CHAIRMAN Your request for comment on a redraft of KR 5451. a bill
"To provide for eMication and training in maritime subjects" has been assigned to
this Department by the Secretary of Defense for the preparation of "'report express-

,
ing the views of the Department of Defense.

The purpose of this bill is to state the national policy for maritime education
provided at the federal and state level and to state Certain procedures to be followed
relative to the administration of the United States Merchant Marine Academy at
Kings Point. New York, The Department of the Navy, on behalf of the Departmeel
of Defense, strongly supports the redrafted bill subject to incorporation of the
changej.. below

The following recommended changes. along with rationale. are presented for your
consideration

a Page .1 Sec 1,101 Delete entire sectiori and replace with the following text for
Section tao'i,

"Sec 1301 It is the policy of the United States that merchant marine vessels of
the United States should be operated by highly trained and efficient citizens of the
United States and that the United States Navy and the merchant marine of the
United States should work closely together to promote the maximum intergration of
the total seapower forces of the United States. in furtherance of this policy

"(11 the Secretary of Commerce is authorized to take the steps necessary to an
provide for the education and training of citizens of the United States as cabers "w7
and crew capable of providing for the safe and efficient operation of the merchant
marine of the United States in the domestic and foreign commerce at all times and
as a naval and military auxiliary in time of war or national emergency

"t2i the Secretary of the Navy should work with the Assistant Secretary of
Commercemfor Maritime Affairs and the head of each State maritime academy to
assure that the training of future merchant marine officers at the United States

0Merchant Marine Acaadeniy and at the State maritime academies includes Pro-
grams for N44:1 Science training in the operation of merchant marine vessels as a
naval and 'tory auxiliary and that Naval Reserve Office Training Corps pro-
graelis for the training of future naval officers, insofar as pqssible, be maintained at
designated State Maritime academies consistent with Nevi standards and needs "

Ration k
As orded, this Section, whi important policy preamble to all that follows

in the bin. stresses the traini of off aws for the U S. Navy at the federal and state
maritime academies and d not reflect that the primary role of these schools is to
train merchant marine off rs capable of operating their merchant ships in peace-
time commerce and as a " aval and military auxiliary in time of war or national
emergency ".

b Page 4. Line 22.-4 Delete "of not leas than 1.000 gross tons which operates on
the open seas or on jiht..61eat Lakes" and replace with or vessels owned and
operated by the UniterStates or brny state or territory, of over 100 gross tons"

3
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Rdtionale
The use of the term any United States documented vessel" alone excludes a

great number of merchant vessels, including public vessels owned and operated by
the United States (i.e.. MSC vessels)) or by any or territoruGraduates of the
academies receive unlimited tonnage licenses which their Rkture entitle the
graduate to serve In a broader scope of the mariti industry that the draft
Jangugge of this definition encompasses.

c. Page a Line 18.Delete "of the" andveplace with '
Line 79.Insert "and" before "may".
Line 21.Delete "of the" and replace with ",".
Line 28 --tDelete "or the United States Coast Uuard Reserve"...

Rationale a
In each of the parentheticals the designation "the Merchant Marine Reserve of

the Uiited States Naval Reserve" has been changed to the "Merchant Marine
Reserve, United States Naval Reserve" in order to conform the language of the bill
to the publicized title of this Naval Reserve program.

The work "and" has been Inserted before the word "may' on Line 19 which
apparently was inadvertently emitted in the revised text. it is proposed that the
words "or the United States Coast Guard Reserve" be deleted. The paragraph
provides an authogity to the Secretary of the Navy, but in peacetime the Coast
Guard is not under the Secretary of the Navy and reference to the Coast Guard is
not relevant to this paragraph.

d. Page la Line 2041 Replace entire text as follows, "A commissioned officer in
the United States Naval Reserve (including the Merchant Marine Reserve, United

- States Naval Reserve), the United States Coast Guard Reserve, or other reserve
component of an armed force of the United States for at least six years_ following
graduation from the Academy:
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Rationale .
In the pest, graduates from' the academy have been commissioned in reserve

components other than the U.S. Naval Reserve, in anearmed service other than the
U.S. Navy. This has applied not only in the case of the United States Coast Guard.
but also with respect to the U.S. Army, the U.S. Air Force and the U.S. Marine
Corps.

e. Page 11, Line 8.Insert "vessel" after "or on a vessel owned' and operated by
the United States or by any state or territory, of over 100-gross tons". , ,

Rationale
Same rationale ahLubPiriragraPh
f. Page .21, Line tari3.-- Replace entire text as follows: "a commissioned officer in

the United States Naval Reserve (including the Merchant Marine Reserve, United
States Naval Reserve), the United States Coast Guard Reserve, or other reserve
component of an armed force of the United States for- at lexst six years following
graduation from the academy".

Rationale
Same rationale as subparagraph 2 d.
Line 24, After "vessel" insert "or vessels owned and operated by the United

States or by any state or territory,, or over 100 gross tons."

Rationale
Same rationale as subparagraph 2.b
g. Page 24 Line /ftDelete of the" and insert ""
Line 19 Delete "of the" and insert ",".
Line faDelete "of the United States Coast Guard Reserve".

Rationale ,
Same rationale as subparagraph 2.c

Sincerely
L C. Lierrika,

Captain. JAGC, U.S kat% Director., Legislation.
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CALIFORNIA MARITIME ACADEMY,
Vallejo. Calif. April 15, 1980.

Hon. Lits AoCons.
Chairman. Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on Maritime Education and Training.
Washington, DC

DEAR Corroasassioat AoCoirr In accordance with the provisions of your letter of
April 4. 1980, which exclosed the draft of H.R. 5451, 1 wish to request a change in
wording to th6 draft proposal.

Section 1304(cX1*ANvil on page 17 of the draft bill reads as follows "(vii shall be
subject to Ale vessel inspection laws of the United States under the same terms as
are passenger carrying vessels or vessels carrying passengers for hire

The Training Ship Golden Bear, as a public nautical tchoolship. is currently Or
subject to inspection as a passenger vessel but is inspected under Subchapter R of
Chapter I. Title 46, U S Code of the Rules and Regulations for Nautical Schools
Placing the Training SW Golden Bear under passenger inspection regulation's could
require ipereases in ma *ng retsirements such as additional radio operators and
junior *etch officers an costly .structural changes to install remote controlled
water-tight doors, stairwil encjaSuies and motorized lifeboards as a few examples

The draft bill does not %peal- Subchapter R of Chapter Ito Title 46, U S. Code It
is considered that it is not your intention to change existing inspection require-
ments The present inspection system is effective, reasonably complied with and
provides for proper safety of students in a maritime environment

It is strongly recommended that the following %ubstitution be made in lieu of the
present Section 13041cNIXAXvi). "(vi) shall 6e subject to the vessel inspection laws of
the United States under the Rules and Regulations for Nautical Schools

Section 1304(a1)(A).(i) of Draft Bill 5451 requires the Secretary to provide support
for public nautical schoolships including appmpl. charts, books, and instruments of
navigation

Charts, books, and navigation instruments and equipmeilt are currently being'
furnished in a satisfactory manner and meet the present training requirements
aboard the Training Ship However, apparel such as mooring Lines, running rigging
and *cling are not furnished, and consumables are not-provided

It itienmended that subject section be reworded to read as follows "til shall be
repaired, reconditioned, and equipped (including supplying ell apparel, conSumables,
charts, books, and instruments of navigation) ds necessary for use as a training
ship;" , -- . 4Sincerely,

J P Rim,
Rear Aithiral, USMS, President..

. MAINE M4RITIME ACADEMY.
Casten, Maine. April 15, 1980.

Hon. Lc; AVCOIN,
Chairman, Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on
Maritime Education and Training.
Washington, D.0

Desk Ma CHAIRMAN. Thank you for the abstarriaty9tsoo pomment on the revised
text of H.R. 5451, sent me under your letter of 4 Apri There continues to be a
'number of concerns I trust can be resolved before the bill is sent along to the House
for passage, but overall it seems to me to have been drafted to accommodate a
number of the suggestions my colleagues and 1 made last December 1 trust that' my
further comments submitted herewith will assist you in the final draft It is essen- s
tial, I feel, that we attempt to clarify these matters while in the process of rewriting
the basic legislation, rather than being obliged to pursue further amendments Sett a
/later date.

. I. With reference to the basic annual grant of $25,000, or $100,000, as stipulated in '
Sec. 1304 IcIX 1r as equated to sums furnished to each academy for its maintenance
and support by the respective state (states) or territory, the situati n tuda, is almost
ludicrous.

State appropriations are now in every case well over the multiple million level
and clitabing. In She case of Maine. the apPropriatiqn is over- 2.5 then, andin that
of New York over 5 million per Year Although other pro isions he,bill auttforize
potential expenditures by the Secretary for fuel supplies, uipment and training, it
is this *milk appropriation which continues to jp ricret.e expression to the

of of support and it is most obviously in no Way equal I would lik& ..
to reco edd that the annual payment be stipulated as no less than fifteen percent

544 0-40-24 3°-?
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of that appropriated in the preceding year b the respective state legislatures. or a
minimum of $270,000 whichever IS greater is change would go far to demonstrat-
ing in the most immediate and striking fashion that the federal government recog-
nizes the support the states are providing the academies and wodld consciously
implement the saint of partnership implicit in the relationship between the two
sovereign entities

II In 1304 tcit2i the language providing fuel support to the academies changes the
formula from the cost of fuel utilized in training cruises. to not less than one half of
the cost of all fuel consumed by any vessel while being used for training purposes I
would suggest that the provision of not less than half the cost of fuel leaves open
ended the po#ntialP'cost to the academies to the point that at some time in the
future they may still face bankruptcy. if obliged to bear half of the cost of ship
operations I respectfully request that the text of the bill be changed to state as
follows

'mo The Secretary shall pay to any state maritime academy an amount deter-
mined by. the Secretary which is equ 10 the costs of all fuel consumed by any
tessel furnished under paragraph ill While such vessel is being used for training
purposes by such academy. except that the Secretary will not be obliged to proide
fuel for the dockside upkeep of the vessel while not engaged in the annual training
cruise periods .

Ili I would like to suggest two changes in the text which would eliminate some
potential for federal interference in the academic freedom of the state academies
The first arises from some ambiguity in the test of Sec 1304 4)121 Which gives the
Secretary authority to require a one third proportion of "out -of- state' students at
the academies The wording of lines 23 and 24 of page 19 is sufficiently imprecise as
to suggest the Secretary may require the admission of specific individuals rather
than a quotti of non-resident students In order that there be no question of the
limited authority of the Secretary regarding the standards of admission to the state
academies, I suggest the text of lines 23 and following be /mended to read

State maritime academy shall agree to admit to such academy on the
requirement of the Secretary a number of individuals who meet the- admission
requireinents of that academy and who are citizens of the Unitd States and

My second comment is with the requirement that studenwobtain a license as an
officer in the Merchant Marine of the United States as a pondition of graduation
AsI maintained earlier in testimony before the committee. I consider the qualificat
Lion for graduition from the academies to be a matter of individual academies'
privilege. not necessarily Mated to the licensing process The requirement to pass
the license examination prior to graduation will disrupt the academic calendar and
possibly have a deleterious effect on student moreleand behatior I would propose
that a time limit such as three months after graduation be allowed in which a
student who received federal aid must complete his licensing qualificationi. or face
being called to active military duty under the penalties outlined in Section 130
Igm3i. IR 22. line 101

The effective text: found on pg 21. line 3-7 could be amended to read as follows
B1 to qualify and obtain no later than three months following graduation from

the state maritime academy. a license as an officer in thelMerchant Marine of the
United States. and to maintain such license

IV With regard to the service obligations proposed for graduates of Kings Point.
as contrasted with those proposed for graduates of the state academies, it still
appears that there is a considerably more onerous requirement for the latter. when
the financial obligations the state academy graduates are forced to meet on their
personal account are taken into consideration I would suggest further that an
opportunity is being lost for the creation of a meaningftil merchant marine reserve

. by unduly limiting the period during which graduates of both types of institutions
are required to maintain current licensee and be aiailable for reserve duty I would
suggest the following requirements in the place of thcise currently in the draft bill
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I further recommend that the language relating Section (DXi) should be expanded
-to allow service on domestically owned foreign flag registered vessels of the United

- States. While this change may not be of great importance at the present time. when
jhere is a shortage of officers for the domestic flag fleet, this situation is not
historically the prevailing situation a majority ,of the time The inclusion of the
foreign flag alternative will encourage officers offthe merchant marine to remain at
sea during genes, of domestic officer surplus, rather than to utilize the escape clause
providedwi (Min) to work in shoreside marine related employment.

I would also recommend that consideration be given to expanding the Secretary's
authority to grant this exception. by adding the following phrase to page 11 (line 13)
and page 22 (line.5):

"Secretary determines that such service is a satisfactory alternattte to service
tinder clause (i) or (ii) or this subparagraph, or if the Secretary determines *oat
service under clause (i) or (ii) of this subparagraph is not available to such individu-
al; and . ."

Finally in this regard I would suggest that in Sec. 1306, language be added
authorize the establishment of a,merchant marine reserve register composed of all
licensed merchant ntirme officers, to be subject to call to servic in the merchant .,

Marine in times of national. emergency as detailed by the President, and further,tht
the authority of the Secretary be amended in Section 1305 to provide additional
training on maritime subjects to the persottnet of the merchant marine. personnel of
the4 =reheat marine reserve, and to individuals preparing for a career in the
Merchant Marine of the United States. %. .,

If the suggestion above are not considered feasible, there remains some confusion
in my mind as to the intent .of the service requirem t of the present text on page
21 (&c. 1304(gX1XD) beginning line 19, particularly t t of provision (ii) calling for
service as a commissioned officer on active duty pure t to subparagraph (MO, in
that the basic length of service required in subparagraph D is three (3) years, and
that in subparagraph (C) is five (5) years. Furthermortk since NROTC requirements
for active service upon completion of the scholarship program is only four (4) years,
it would appear that the five (5) year requirement of Section (C)(ii) * more onerous.
than warranted and may justify reconsideration.

V. I have two suggestions relative to the training vessels supplied by the govern-

, recommended before that the training yawl, being the property of the United
meat to the academies. One relates to the documentation, of the vessel on which I___./

States government, be documented as- a Public Veeeel of the United States. The
purpose being to simplify documentation and procedures in visiting foreign ports
and to reduce domestic paperwork on clearing from the returning to U.S, ports. This
is no way need prevent the U.S. Custom Service from Inspecting returning vessels

- for legitimate purposes, but' it would guarantee favored treatment abroad where
courtesies are generally extended to U.S. Public Vessels.

The other problem is the Coairt Guard inspection of all floating equipment used in
training * passenger vessels. I have no quarrel with the general requirement of
1304 of (C31)(AXili) that the training ship designed to carr3athe student body as a
whole should meet this requirement. A,

,Hov/ever, when we attempt to utilize smaller vessels, such as surplus Navy tugs
and other small displacement units for alternative- training, it 'is impossible to
modify these vessels to meet Coast Guard requirements and still preserve their , .'
unique characteristics. -

An exce_ption seems to be granted in Section 130T(c)(1) in. the provision of a vessel
or other floating equipment :'other thazi,a vessel of the United States ,Navy or )he

, United States Coast Guard used by or ifi conjunction with any,civilian nautical
school." The definition of a civility' nautical school exPressly 4xcludes the U.S,

. Merchant Marine AcadernY and the state maritime academies. I would suggest tbat.
if' my reading of this text is correct, i.e., that a civilian nautical school may use
surplus U.S. Navy or Coast Guard vessels without meeting Coast Guard regulations

.r
1. . 0 .) '
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for primmer vessels. that the same phraseolOgy be applied to the section dealing
with Coast Guard requirements of vessels operated by the state academies Section
1304(01)(13). pg. 17. line 10, would be amended to stipulate that vessels supplied
under this paragraph when utilized for training purposes, shall be silbject to Coast
Guard regulations for safety and seaworthiness to an extent compatible with their
dignett purpose

VI. Finally, one minor qualification ,of the right of the Secretary tp provide
surplus and excess property to the state academies, I would sdggest the text of
Section 1308(h), lines 9 and 10 of pg. 27, be modified to read..

"training, by making vessels, shipboard equipment, marine equipment and other
property owned by the United States which have been . ."

This modification would entitle the various institutions to acquire useful equip-
ment, office machinery, furniture and possibly vehicles, when available, to support
the overall program, rather than be limited strictl "marine equipment" as the
text now prescrities. -

I trust that the suggestions above will meet wit he approval of the committee
and that they may contribute to the overall imp merit of the proposed legisla-
tion.

Sincerely,
E: A. Ronazas,

RADM. USMS, Superintendent.

MASSAcHUSCITS MAIU'r9111 ACADEMY,
Buzzards Bay, Mass.. April 15. 08

Hon. Las AUCoIN,
Chairman, Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on Maritime Education and Paint
Washington. AC

DEAR CONGRESSMAN AdCoitt: This is fir rssponse to yo kind letter of 4.April 4
offering me yet. another opportunity to comment on the °et recent draft of H.R.
5451, the Maritime Education and 'Training Act of 1980. Nolte of the parties con.
corned with the drafting of this important piece of legislation, especially myself, can
complain that he has not had the opportunity to be heard on this important matter.
My somments on the current draft of H.R. 5451 yill be brief and to the point.

Riference Sec. 1304, (d). (B). (2), p. 17, Line -14:through 15

Comment
I note and applaud the change from may pay".to "shall pey"sover the earlier

draft with respect to the Maritime Administration s 'responsibility for pa ent of
fuel oil consumed by training ships on cruise I urge that the words "shat be
retained in the final legisiat' Also, please refer to my answer to question o. 5 of
Enclosure (I), previously mi ted to your office.

Reference Sec. 134, (d) p 18. Lines 13 through 21

Comment .
I am disappointed th the latest draft does not incorporate the recommendations

for increased Federal peort which I and my chieftxecutive-officer-colleagues of
the state academies an colleges have exprOsed before your Subcommittee In this
regard, please refer to y Statement of 6 December 1979 (pp 3 and 4) of Enclosure
(23.

Alsci it seems to me that the second section of this paragraph (lines 13 through
211 is ambiguous. Suggest rewording as follows:

'The amount of each such annual payment shall be equal to the amount fur-
nished to each academy

is
its maintenance and support by the State or Territory

in which such academy es located or, in the case of a regional academy an amount
equal to the amount furnished to such academy for its maintenance and support by
all States or'Territones, qr both, cooperating to support such academy. except that
each such annual payment shall' not exceed $25,000. or $100,000 if such academy
meets the requirements of subsection (0 421"

Reference Section 1391, (f), (2), p. 19 (Lines 21 thru'g5) and p. 20 (Lines 1 thru 6).
Comment

Again. I am disappointed that-the latest dra(Ldoes not incorporate the views that
I have previously expressed on this .point In this connection pletuie refer to my
answer to question No 7 of Enclosure No (1) and to my Statement of 6 December
1979 (pp 7 and 8) of Enclosure No. (2).

With further 'reference to the phrase "determined by the Secretary" (p 19, line
241. I am not clear as to whether the Secretary will determine the number of
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individuals to be admitted or the specific individuals to be admitted auglgest that
this sentence be reworded as folloWs:

"(2) As a condition to receiving an annual payment of any amount in excess of
825.000 under subsection (di. a State Maiitime Academy shall agree to admit to
such academy individuals in such numbers as the Secretary shall determine, who
are ',/

Referen Section 1304 (g1. (1), (Al, p. 20 t Lines 15 and 161

,Con t
iiab surprised and keenly disappointed that wording of this subparagraph is

unchanged from the original version As you may recall, the 1978 Oversight Report
of the Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on Maritime Education and Training comment-
ed that the "Distribution of student subsistence allowance quotas mong envies
was arbitrary, their imposition was not permitted by the wording the w, and
the quota policy has not been properly incorporated into agency re atio As
you also know, the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Maritime A irs recently
testified before your subcommittee that at was his intention to maintain the present
cadet subsidy allow based on the s

The following data. vided to me by the Maritime Administration. illustrates
anego ocalled "1965 level of enrollment rule "

dramatically the inequity of the present subsidy distrroution formula.

1/440twi toollt
US OW
graduates

1919
%OA o?"tas

Worm 425 91 110

154 22 , SO

Maine 633 133 ISO

Massadseetts 872 190 77

New Yak. 792 416 251

texas 232 -- 32 35

TAW 3.108 584 673

. 1 4.1 0 DkCatqt 31 Ill9 s'
-,

For the past several years the Massachusetts Maritime Acadeiny,.has been the,, '
"largest single nonFederal source of new Merchant Marine officers in the 'United
States. We are the only state academy which annually..produces more new officers
than the number of subsidies received. To put it another way, each of the other five"
State academies has a subsidy allocation which exceeds the total of each year's
graduating class. itr

In light of this evidence, I urge your subcommittise to reword this subparagraph
to assure that there will indeed be a "fair and equitable" allocatiou'of the student
incentive payments in the nature I should like to offer this rewording of' Section
1304 (8), ilf. (A), p. 20 (Lines 15 and 16)

"(A) Allocated among the various state mantime academiesin numbers which are
proportionate to each academy's total enrollment of U.S. citizens ,withm e overall
number of such student incentive payments made available to all state
determined by the Secretary." a 1,...

You. careful and thoughtful consideration of my views on this significant legisla-
tion is deeply appreciated .,.

Sincerely, e a \ i
Lot Heitainctor4,

siwe dear Admiral, USMS, President.

(The enclosures to this letter have been placed in-the subcorarnit-
tee files.). t . . ,

GREAT LAKES MARMME ACADEMY,
Traverse City, Mich., 41pn1 14. 1980.

Congressman Lts AtiCoisi,
Chairman. Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on.Marsorne Education rind Training,
Washington, D.0 t. .

DEAR .Cor4mutaster4 AuComs I appreciate the opportunjty to submit writ 4.
comment/roe this redraft of Jilt 5451. h veryt general I am ve well pleased with e
legislation, however, there are several areas I would like to see modified, if possible

37.0 .,
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On page 10, lines 14-17 "to obtain before graduation from the Academy a license
as an officer . tThese same words are used on page 21. lines 3-4.)

I would hope that this does not mean that a cadet at the Great Lakes Maritime
Academy can t graduate if he/she does not successfully pass the licensing examina-
tion During committee hearings, Academy superintendents t quiteforcefujiy
on this issue and the difficulties inherent in such wording

With reference to page la lines 7 -1t In earlier testimo of mine and others,
there was expressed a strong feeling that stipens, with the proposed service obliga-
tion, should be made available to all applicants admitted. This se1444o....lioes not
reflect that expressed viewpoint

With regards to the topic on page 17. lines 1-4 in respect to training ships
meeting vessel inspection laws, I fear that this wording will unnecessarily restrict
the use of Certain small vessels serving a very valid training function. These vessels
could not 'possibly meet the vessel inspection laws for passenger ships or vessels
carrying passengers for hire An example would be small tugs used for dock bump
mg exercises that have no berthing and no galley aboard. They are used for only a
few daylight hours per day. in the very best part of the season, in protected waters,
and by only a few cadets at *time it seems that more reasonable inspection
requirements should be applied Co vessels used in this way

Finally. I am -indeed disappointed that the desperate need for Alp hgndling
simulators at state academies is not addressed at all in this proposed legislation

Again, I am grateful for the opportunity to submit these written comments
Perhaps in your review of these comments and those of other academy directors.
you will, see your way' clear to modify the draft of H.R. 5451 to recognize these
concerns

Sincerely. %-

GEORGE B. Rwroa,
RADA USMS.-Director

Sure UNtvesarry or New Yonx, MARITIME COLLEGE,
Fort Schuyler. Bronx, NY April 16, 1980

Hon Lis AuConi,
Chairman, Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on Maritime Education and Training,

House of Representatives. Washington. D.C.
DEAR a AuConi Thank you for the opportunity to submit written comment on

the d of H R 5451. the Maritime Education and Training Act of 1980, enclosed
m o letter of 4 April 1980 ...

Maritime College is pleased that your "current thinking" reflects many of
the nits on which we testified, and is in our opinion and significantly improved
re-d Among the revisions that we believe represent constructive changes are

1 The statement of policy commencing page 2, line 7 This establishes an appro
pna perspective , . .

2 The elimination of the "loan' concept as a .gubstitute for the Cadet stipend for
subs )

e prodtsion of an allowance for transportation to be paid Co a Cadet traveling
u er orders for the purpose o receiving shipboard training. .

,4 The provision for payrn t by the Secretary of not leas than one-half of the
training ship fuel costs for aining cruise {Especially appreciated!}

Th Mantime Coll as carefully reviewed the revision There is erielosed
.suft WI amendments which we believe will further improve the Bill.

ank you, Mr Chairman, for the privilege of contributing to the formulation of
this significant legislation We at Fort Schyler admire the time and effort that you
have personally invested in this work and the acumen demonstrated in the conduct
of the hearings and decisions when confronted with conflicting points of view -

Fair winds for H R 5451
. SHE tricti H Knozzy,

Rear Adm . USN ire: i President
Enclosuire

COMMENTS ON Revisen H R 5451

P 1$,L 1Suggest. that in enabling thg Secretary to'furnish aleming ship that
the word may be re¢lsiced by shall

Rationale is that State schools have lokked in an instruction mode which/ includes
scheduleirprogrand, and personnel fol °Orating their training ships
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P 16 L 7Autho(iXes the loan of a training ship that is ". equipped (including
supplying all apparel, charts, books, and instrements of navigrationi" while P 17 L 7
allows the loan of the "vessel (including equipment r.

Suggesttbtrefore that'P 161A add "and equipment" after "navigation"
P 17 L LPlaces the traitung ship in the category of "passenger carrying vessels

or vessels carrying passengers for hire." -
This is not,en current legislation to our knowledge and was not in the first draft

bill. . ,
The implication of classification as a passenger ship is ,higher costs of..tquipment

and perhaps level of manning. This must be an increase in cost to the Secretary
who shall maintain the, ship in good repair an is the authority who shall subject
the violet to inspection as a pasgenger ship

We have no objection to this higher classifi ion but we have little confidence in
the administration s realistic effort to meet th costs required, as the Committee
knows from testimony on the current authorize n Bill. " .t.,

A reasonable compromise to avoid costs exceeding training skim needs would be to
add P 17 Line 17 after "hire, such terms being adapted to training vessel needs "

P 20 L 4 -5-- One-third is too highsuggest change to onefifth.
P 20 L 13Fixes the incentive payment at $1,200 We believe that this fixed

1. amount will loner or later need adjustment, just as the $1200 ROTC payment is
being considered. .

Suggest that the wading' read "net to exceed $1.200. as adjusted for the cost Of
,. lotirig or equal to ROTC payments."

P 20 L 15Allocates the incentive payments in a "fair and equitable" manner
,.., What is more fair and equitable than to add "except that no State all non shall

be less than that in recent years " ,
P 21 L 3The cadet cannot guarantee he will obtain a license. The coil e cannot

require it for graduatiog. Suggest change "obtam" to "seek".
P 21 6Requires the graduate to maintain thelicense for "at least 6 years " We'' know of no rationale 'for 6 years ,that overrides the license period of 5 years,

> Perhapsthere is some remote-assumption that the 6 year term of Benue cotrorns-
' sions is relevant, but the reasoning escapes us. .

Suggest that the6 on page 21 lane 6 be changed to 5. .
. . We do not comment on the 6 years on page 21 line 12 since that is a service

commission period. is

. P 21 L 17Includes an active duty alternative of five years for State school
a duty on line 21 We believegraduates, which contrasts with the three J

that the three years line 21 governs, and that ve on line 17 should be three
,It would be gross in utty to expect five years from State school graduates after a

maximum incentive df 800. when compared to five years for federal academy
' graduates. _ s - .

,. P 22 L 13Threatens that the Secretary of the Navy may order a former studeni
in non-compliance to active duty

Suggest there be an alternative that the "Secretary (of Commercel may order
such individual...0k repay the mcentive payments."

P 22 L 12The two year provision is inconsistent with the policies presently in
% effect at several Service Academies. It is our understanding that: .

U S. Militiiry Academyno penalty unless refuse a commission
U.S. CoaseGuard Academyno penalty until proximity to graduation
U.S. Air Force Academyno penalty until First Clas(seniorl year.- _ _
Apparently.,only the Naval Academy commences a penalty after two years -
Suggest the Secretary be given the same latitude to administer this that is

..- -granted the service, rreteries
..,..-

"'
t--"" li '

TEXAS A & M UNIVERSITY ft' GALVESTON:

. r mrrattu. CAMPUS,
Galveston, Tex., Aprt1.14c 1980.

An. Lot AuCotN,, ,; .

G1Mrrnan. Ad Hoc Select Stibconunittee on hiarttune Sducattoo awl Trastung.

letter of Atiri1.4, 1980, is acceptable in pnnci le to' the Texas Maritime College
Pima Co, Natuistatait AvCoter il.R 5451 as tten, wiry transmitted by your

Washington, LIG ,

It, is my recommendation that the Maritime Administration discuis witb repre-
sentences of each institution the allocation, of incentive payments to the various
Maritime Academies and Coil egdi before the specific number for each is deter-

I'? mined. This would appear to be Tri keeping with the philosophy of "fait' and equita-
, ble manner" aadescribed on page,20, line 15 and 16.

t
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I wish to commend you and your subcoeunitree for the efforts which have pro-
duced the current edition of H.R. 5451. In my view the revision appears to have

dreee
most *Scant objections expressed by the Maritime Colleges and

aActdemlle
*

the December 1979 hearings, and is /hi improvement in the legislation
affecting Maritime Education and Training.

fu
It is my hope that we shall see H.R. 5451 enacted into law in the very near
ure.

Sincerefy, <

lizrorwis G. HAYNES,
RADM, S Dean. '

STA yr bouisiAtiA,
Exec x Deemerteprr.
Bat Rouge. April 14. 1980.

Hon. Les AuCter, ,
Chairman, Ad floc Select committee on Maritime Edo tots and Ttaining.
Washington, AC a

DEAR List Mr. V. J. a oni; III, Director of the Louisiana Mariiie and Petro
imam liskitute, has inf cid me of a proposed revision of HR. 5451, the "Maritime
Eduesiion and Train' Act of 1980r I am concerned that several pr6visions of the ,
proposigurseiaviiten will ve a seriees -impact on the small commercial vessel indu
try in

The small commercial vessel industry is very extensive in ti e'State of Louisiana.
There are 'approxihiately 3,000 vessels in the offshore marine
service industry alone. To assist in duals in qualifying for nimpime positions on
small commercial vessels, the State established several trainiairprograms. The
most ambitious of these progrants is the vocational-technical training at the Louis!

. aria Marine and Petroleum Institute in Hournii,`Lodisiana.
The proposed revision of HR. 6451 would exclude small commercial vessels from

its coverage by defining "merchant marine officer" as one who serves "on board any
United States documented vessel of not less than 1,000gross tens which operates oh
the open seas or the Great Lakes." (Section 1302(b)i The proposed revision would
also appear to exeludV vocational- technical :shoo* from the definition of "state
Maritime **limy." (Section 1302(5))

1 feel this' important legislation has been drafted too narrowly /a address the
problems of only sa small segment of the maritime industry (i.e., large deep sea .

valets) and fails to recognize the needs of the numeroun small commercial vessels
our inland and offshore industries. he - marine, training problem facing *ere,
impels are constantly increasing due mainly to the ever increasing training require-
ments of the Coast Guard. I would appreciate your Notts to amend the legislation ,
to include small commercial vessels of lees than 1,000 gross tons and vbcationa
technical train nt institutions. If Mr. Gianeltoni, or Mr. Rai David Midboe of my
personal staff 4504-342-279D, can, be of assistance on this matter, please do not
hesitate to call on them. .

With best vilifies, I am,-
Very truly,yours, - . '

Devin C. Tuns, Qbvernor.

' ' 0 STATE OP LOUISIANA.

"g C[ LOUISIANA MARINI & PETROLEUM Irterrrinz,
Chauvin, La.. April 11. 1980.

Representative Les AuCom,
Chairman, Ad got Select Subcommittee on Maritirne EducatiOn and Training,

. House of Ripresentatwes. Washington, D.0 . ,
DEAR ATIVI.AUCOIN: In my testimony `before your subcommitteeron 11

,December, 1 9,1 stated, We were very upset when not one word was mentioned in ,
theSubcommittee's oversight repbrt (95th Congress, Serial' No 95-El concerning the .,
unique marine training problems faced by the State of Louisiana." :

. . -ir ...<
f , ONLY OVER '4000 GROSli TONS

hereto and their testimony I was under the impression that the fadel government
w -With the Maritime Administration's workforce study (sever* iee attached

- had finally come] to the realization that the "merchant marine" w considerably
broader than just our deep-sea foreign commerce fleet.

. .

I
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The Maritime Administration study establishes the offshore m ineral and oil sup-
port fleet personnel shortages at 8,567 licensed:and/or certifiet1 persons These
shortages could lay up 36 percent of the vessels of this marine sector (page iii of
workforce study} if marine laws were strictly enforced.

However the proposed changes to HR 5451 would exclude any federal recognition
for comprehensive training for this sector of the- n(arine industry This is accom-
plished by defining }Sec 1302160 merchant marine officer "as licensed persons who"
serve on board vessels of not less than 1,000 gross tons

The Maritime Admintstiation study ipage 3) establishes the fact that 'at present
land this would change attar the ]JS Senate ratifies the Tonnage Admeasurement
Convention} only five (51 of the 2,851 vessels in this sector are over 1,000 VOSS tons

Appendix A of that same study also verifies that training for these vessels sunder
1,000 gross tons) will be even more critical when the U S Senate ratifies the
proposed IMCO Convention on Standards of Training Certification & Watchlceeping
of Seafarers

is A DEGREE NECESSARY "TO BE UCEN1EV A MARINE °mote

The definition of "State Maritime Academy" proposed in Sec 1302(5i may be
interpreted as requiring a training prOgram culminating in a degree The State of
Louisiana had decided to keep its marine training program who* professional and
vocational in nature similar to the industry/union schools.

We feel that the additional academic rectiniements, e g English, History, Econom-
ics, etc, do not sufficiently add to the competence of a licensed marine officer to
Justify the .increased time.required to obtain that degree. j.outsiana has' therefore
decided to provide professionaLmarine training which is vocational in nature rather
than acitdensic

We would prefer if the definition in Sec 1302(51 stated on its face that a degree
; program was not necessary for federal recognition if a national need issbeing met

oisArioNAt. NEED

In this regard. the enclosure gives a breakdown of those enrolled in our "Core
Program" in Marine Operations, by residence upon beginning trakrung You will
note that only 35 percept of the cumulative total are fro Louisiana and only lg
percent of the currently active students are Louisianians

With this large a majority being non - Louisiana nati the student body is
definitely national in scope. Also we are meeting a as oral need by providing .
training to thixte directly Involved in energy production o our Csitinental Shelf

We hope that you reeogruakthe national significance of what she-State of Louisi-
ana is titters:Ming to do with the LouisianaMarine.& Petroleum Institute We
therefore request that consideration be given to modifying the two definitions, in
theproposed,revision, sa referred to aSove_ and as discuaed in our previous testiino-
rey

Truly. 1 "
V l'GiANritoal III, Director

[The attached Andy:submitted with this letter has been placed' in
the subc,einmitiee files.] ,

a , rdAL YEAR I98Q Cusiut.ripvk N
a

STATE OP RAS1DENCE OF coke STUDSNTS

Lowlifana, 11: Panama eanisslie. 6. Florida, 2, Texas, 2, Maine, Marylanti, I;
Tenifeesee. 1, Arkansas, 1. M welts. 1 New Hampshire. 1,, Nebraska, loilkw
Ydrk. 1; Kentuck, I; and fieorgiii. 1.

Acnv,e' coax STUDENTS AS OF APRIL 1, 1980

Canal Zone. 4, Louisiana, 2: Arkansas, 1. Tenn Maryland. 1, Maine. 1, and
dratitts,

-\*
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U.S. MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY,
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION, INC.

41°
. Kings Point, N.Y., April 171 1980 iii>

Hon. AuCcerk
Chairman, cAd Hoc Select Suliinmittee on Margime Education and Trains's&

4Les . .

HOWE of Represen tatives, Waskargton, DC
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: We appreciate you letter of April , 1980 and this opportu-

nity to comment on the revised draft of the Bill proposed as the Maritime Training
and Education Act of 1980. *-

Foithe.consideration of the Suncomwintee our comments follow:

Appointment to the U.S Merchant Marine Academy N
.

fa) On page 6 lines 9 through 25 and page 7 lines 1 through 12 in sections B
through 0 applicants to the Academy are mandated on an annual basis from the
Canal Zone, Guam, American Samoa, She Virgin Islands, the Northern Mariana
Islands and the District of Columbia. ,

Comments.it should be noted that in the pest there have been few, qualified
C andidates from some of these area. We therefore suggest that the words "shall be
:gi:?inted" w sections B through G be deleted and replaced -with "may be appoints

(t)) On page 7 lines 19 through 22 in iection 1 the intent is to insure se preference
is_given to an applicant from, the immediate family of an Academy alumnus,

Comment. The Alumni of Kings Point feel that if enacted into law this section
'will result in derig qualified candidates admission to the Academy mereiy"be-
cause members ofIbeir urimediate family ate, alumni. On the other hand eve do
agree that no preferential treatment should be accorded applicants for appointment '
an suggest the present language of section I be deleted and instead the following
wording be used "No preference shall be grdhted in selecting individuals for ap- '
poietraent as cadets.because of race, creed, color or family relationship,"

r, Comporntionof the U.S Merchant Marine Academy Acadimic Advisory Board
On page 14 lines 23 through 25 and page 15 lines I and 2 an section op the .,

membership of the Advisory Board is provided for. i
Comment.The Alumni Association feels that _graduates of the Academy are s

., particularly well qualified to advise the Assistant Commerce for
' time Affairs and the Superintendent on the course of in ruction. We note the

Maritime Administration by General Order issued to the stn maritime academies
requires that representatives of their alumni be appointed tothe advisory boards of
throe* institutions. Accordingly we recommend that in line 25 after the word "Acade-.
my!. and befom the word ."who" the following be Inserted. "including the President
of the Academy's Aluinni Association or his designee " f

Authorisation for Federal assistance to a regional maritime acahny .

On page 15 lines 16 through 25 provisiori is made for the establishment of ..

regional maritime academies which would be eligible for federal assistance. (Section
130400): ; . , ,_

Comment.The Alumni Association believes that exietipg-maritime lining inste
tutions are aequate in number and facilities to meet the current an ferseeable
requirements of the US Merchant Marine The language of this section would
encourage the establishment of additional academies which are not needed. We
recommend that this section 08041he be deleted. .

4o I.,Authorization for, Federal assistance to nonprofit manhole training. institutions
On page 27 lines 4 through .14 Federal assistance is authorised under certain'

conditions foanye -profit training institution which has been jointly approved by
the Secretary of erce and the Secretary df the department in ;which the U.
Coast Guard is o ating. . , ..,

Comment. Thefunds and etber arnis o federal assistance for maritime training \
are limited by budgetaryconatraints We lieve that the language Qf this section
re(emng to nonprofit institution& will e -wage the establishment, pf io
unneeded maritime training institutions as well as to provide federal assistance
training-institutions now existent which do not, now receive direct federal support.
The liketj, result would be to decrease federal funds "for the federal and state
maritime gadernies through the transfer of pall of their . present fending- to "non-
profit" training institutions Under these circumstances the greatest loss ivill be
that of tbe.nation fof file quality of the maritime eduCatien provided at Kings Point
and the six state maritime academies will be, diminished We strongly recommend

i, that the, language 'non-profit training institutions" be deleted froiq Section 1308fiv
,.. .

- , , I ,
. -,
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Pay for cadets at the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy
On pie IQ Imes 4 and 5 section (e) "Cadets ai the Academy shall receive,po pay

from the Secretary."
C,ornmentDuring World War II cadets a t the U S. Merchant Marine Academy

were paid at the same level as the Cadets /Midshipmen at the military service
academies. In a future period of national emergency it would be appropriate that
Cadets at Kings Point again be paid. We therefore recommend that the referenced
provision be deleted.

Definition of merchant marine officer
On liege 4 lines 19 through' 24 the term "merchant marine officer is defined for

the purpose of Sec. 102
Comment Ths requirement for service on a vessel of npt less than 1.000 gross

tons operating on the open seas or on the Great Lakes in order to be considered a
merchant marine officer is unrealistic and not in accordance with current practice
The limitations by -tonnage and areas of operation would automatically exclude all
service on inland waterway vessels s e Mississrppi River, harbor craft. off shore
dnlling service craft and other commercial craft of small tonnage These vessels and
their crews are part of the U S Merchant Marine and officers serving on such .
vessels should not be exclused for the purpose of the proposed legislation .

We trust that you will find our comments constructive and,that the Bill can be
amended as may be deemed appropriate In 'light of the information hrovided

If we can be of further assistapce in this or any other matter we are al your
disposal.

Sincerely,
t.

MILTON G. IsIivrtesmins4. Jr..

irtegislative Representative.

THE AMERICAN WATERWAYS OPERATIONS. INC.,
' Arlington, Va., April a 1880.

HoN. Lra AuCoiN,
Chairman, Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on Maritime EducationWraining,

House of Representatioei Washington, D.C. . .
. lama Me. Cnatutssi. The American Waterways Aerators. Inc ,,representing the
interests of the U.S. barge and towing indust , wislfes to submit comments on H R
5451, the Maritime Education and Training A of 1980.
,,We are supportive of the draft of H R. 5451,- closed with your letter of April 4,

Ipso to this Association. The oplz suggested amendmentt we wish to make are as
_

follows (underscored):
Section 1303(g) (1) and (2) on page 12 of the draft:
". . . (1) on any 141sel owned or subsidized by the United States. such training to

be accreditecr-toward the onboard experience required for obtaining the license under
Section. MOW/01XB) of this Title;

"(2) on any other United States documented veseel if the owner ch vessel
cooperates in such use; such -training to be accredited toward the onbWrci experience
required for obtaining the Impese under Sectso 180.10(1)(B) of this file and . "

On 1304(cX3XA) (i) attallii) on page 17 of e draft'
" . (i) on any-vessel owned or subsid)zed United States; such training to

be accredited- toward the onboard experience required for obtaining the license under
Section 1.10.1)(f1XB) of this Title; '

a "(ii) on any other United States documented vessel if the owner of such vessel -
cooperates in such use; such training to be accredited toward the onboard experience
reared for obtaining. the burr under Section 1$03(1)(1XB) of this Title: .. "

The inclusion of the suggested language would servo to epcourage cadets to
engage in training on commercial vessels,, under such terms es' the Secretary may.
require, and enhance and widen the scope of such training.

We might point out the absence of the parenthetical language, to wit; turider,buch
terms as the Secretary may require) in Section 1304(cX3XA). We do not know
whether the emission was intentionalor inadvertent.

Respectfully, ,..-
-N -Hutota D Mum,.

Slice President, Gopernment Relations.
1

I
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J ' PrPSHOMI MAkINE SERVICE ASSOCIATION.
New Orleans, 1.4., April .14, isga.

Hons. Lis AuCcitu, .
Chairman, Ad Hoc Sekct Subcommittee on Maritime Education and Training

7'
Washington, D.0

Dana MR. CHAIRMAN: The Offshore Marine Service Association deeply appreciate
this opportunity to provide farther comments on the proposed Bill H.R. 5451 intend-

; ed to revise the laws pertaiqing to Maritime Education and Training.
The Association and its members have deep concern with the bill a4 presently

drafted and believes that its Worthwhile intent to de training and soutces of
qualified manpower will be narrowly limited to the *tent that oily a small portion
of the United States Merchant Marine will be served.

W. have estimated that there are nearly 10,000 vessels less than one thqusand
gross tone which all have serious eh rges In manpower resources. Definition six (6)
in Section .1802 restri the def "on of Merchant Marine Officer as a person

the language in line page 4 be amended to read 100 gross tonli, as requested by
licensed to serve on I of over 1,000 gross tons. We respectively suggest that

suggesting this limitation, for n t aboard smaller vessels would bent.-
this Aseociation. MarAd and We believe the Coast Guard has erred in

fit the cadet at the Academy or to schools. Further, it must be pointed out that
the present draft'is flawed in that a license for "operator" is not written in that
tonnage nor is the license to engineers written in tonnage, but horsepower. By
reducing the tonnage to one hundred, both operator and Engineer would be correct
statements.

Definition 5 on page 4 also causes some concern. By defining the State Maritime
Academy, as an academy or college, it leaves the connotation that the program
cielcribed in Section 1305, 1307. and 1308 would require programs leading to a
degree. Such a program may be deemed appropriate for the existing Kings Point Or

. State Maritime Academy; but it would serve no useful purpose for the majority of
professional seamen who rewire valid training for adienoement.

We would suggest that Section 1307, which establishes the "civilian nautical
i school" is unnefeesatily testrictive and aontaine archaic language from anaher day.

Lines 13 and 14 on page 25 requires that individuals being trained be "quartered on
board". la this day and age the obligations for meeting such recitiirement is neither
cot effective or practical in that the numbers of candidates must of necessity be
limited by the size of the vessel and pMibitive costa maintaining such a plant. Uses
of simulators, radars, andboiler systems are beat used in shoreside classrooms and
ashore dormitories. It is accordingly sted that the words "quartered on' board
any vessel" be deleted from Section 4307.

Again we would wish to thank you. for this opportunity to comment.
Very truly yours, a

Capt. W. A..Marssear,
Executive Directbr.

LAKE CARRIERS' ASSOCIATION.
Cleveland Ohio, April la 1980.

Hon. Las AvCne. ,
Chairman, Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on Maritime Education and Training,

. House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
DCA& MR, Clianamm: Thank you for yourVetter of April 4, 1980 and revised H.R.

.5451. There were several aspects of the original bill that I was very caficemed about
and I find most of these concerns still exist in the revised bill.

SIMULATION equipmENT ristremeroegrriants

The recent IMO) Agreement on manpowet and training includes a requirement
that, cadet sea tints be invreased to 12 months. While there is a provision !or
equivalence, this is not spelled out, nor has a usable interpretation of this prot'ision
been furnished by the Maritime Administration or Coast Gurard.IIThe net effect of 12 months sea time on state maritime acs mien without a
training vessel. bad each academy will be in that position e long en view of
obeel t stir ingress_ mg fuel costs, will be catastrophic. 'f'h is a simple. co0
efibctiv remedy. Um7ho6m simulation equipment for training in lieu of the much A
more ly training weals, costly as to first cost, operation and maintenance
Shaul on...quipment was used most effectiyely by the Navy in World War II for
anti marine training (which 1 participated in), haii long-been used for flight .

.
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training and is currently being used for advanced, sophisticated training by the
Navy.

As long as maritime training legislation is being revised it should look ahead
beyond the IMCO Agreen*nt that is already facing us. Simulation training is
recommended by both MARAD and Coast Guard See my letter dated_Felhmary
1980 to Dan Panshin attaching paper by Mr Arthur W Friedberg. Director, Mari-
time Manpower, Maritime Administration I am attaching a copy of that letter and
katement fos your convenience

To providir for the simulation equipmedt alternative I -recommend the following
subparagraph be inserted on Page 18 "icX4) The Secretary may provide any state
maritime academy meeting the requirement of Subsection an with appropriate
electronic simulation equipment for officer training in lieu of a training vessel

' CADET SUBSIDIES

I will repeat what I stated during last year's hearings "The provisiOns in the Bill
for student 'loans have a great deal of merit They should increase the likelihood
that those who do attend an academy or ,college will truly become maritime officers
For that reason we believe that the Secretary, in entering into agreements with
individual academies or colleges. should not limit per se the number of students to
atom such loans will be granted That should be a matter for the administrators of
the indivlduaracademies or colleges, who are the persons best able to judge the
required enrollment in relation to the demand for merchant marine officers While
it may not be practical to spell it out in the Bill, at least jhe Committee report
should indicate that all students enrolled in the various academies and eyes are
eligible for student/loans without restriction as to number "

The wording of igX1XA/ on Page 20 indicates no change in the present method of
providing cadet subsidies in-spite of the recommendations of the Ad Hoc Committee
in its report of academy visits two years ago

Not providing for subsistence to each cadet is inconsistent with the requirement
of igX2X0 on Page 21 that each graduate must serve thibe years. Thni-ioxiequitabla
unless each graduate has received a cadet subsidy.

OBTAINING COAST GUARD LICENSE PRIOR TO GRADUATION

tonI will repeat my comments during the indicated hearings: "It is noted that as a
&lion to receiving any payments or the use of any vessel an **easy or collage

ust agree to require, prior to graduation, that a student pub threxamination for
loan entry level merchant mariner officer's license. This is grossly unfair both to the
institution and to the student. First, it is the administrators of the academy or
college, d not the Coast Guard, who are beet qualified to determine if a student's
academic evementa warrant his entitlement to a degree Second, vessel officers
are professio in every sense of the word and in no other profession, be it doctor
or lawyer, is a s ent denied his degree because of failure to pass a government
licensing examinati Licensing in these professions are both necessary and deem-

....able, but one who h monstrated academic proficiency should not be *flied his
degree begun* of a g went licensing requirement. I believe the objective spught
can be adequately ha died through the proposed obligated service or loan fepay-
ment procedures." ,

Subparagraph (gX2X 1 is out of line with academic practice and hould be deleted.
The three-year service lured of Subsection (D) provides all the centive needed

I appreciate the continued opportunity to comment on this impo t legislation.
as well as your aggressiveness in pushing it through the legislative hop n

Sincerely.
'Pm,. E. TROUILE.

Vice AdinirriPUSCG fret.), President.

(The attachmentslo this letter have been placed in the subcom-
mittee files.
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Hon La AtiCots,
Chairman, Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on Maritime Education and Draining com-

mittee on Merchant Marine and Asheries. House of Representonues, Washing-
ton, DC

Dewit MR CHAIRMAN The American Institute of Mercgant I ing (AIMS1
deeply appreciates this opportunity to comment on the of H ft 5451 We
hope our views will be helpful in the effort to refine this important legislation
1. Coast Guard inspections -

If the IOU weight of the passenger vessel rules were to be strictly adhered to. few
training vessels would be able tO stay in busnass We agree that basically speaking.
such vessels should maintain a safety level comparable to tharrequired of paswnger
vise However, it is essential for the statute to give the Coast Guard some
d tionary authonty to make exemptions, as appropriate Flexibility in applica-
tion of passenger vessel rules is particularly important on smaller specjal purpose
units which are highly productive and desirable for personnel training purposes 'and
are cost beneficial
2. Cost of fuel 4

With regard to the Feddlltl Government's support for the cost of fuel for training
vessels, we respectfully submit that Hiking the contribution to one half the cost
will prove inadequate We urge that the full cost.of fuel consumml while the vessel
is being used for training purposes be paid by the Secretary.

Definition of merchant ingrine officer 64

We question the need for including a new definition of merchant officer. especial-
ly the unprecedented and illogical one found on page 4 of the bill If a definition is
deemed necessary for some reason, we would be glad to assistjn, drafting an
appropnate one. .

4. Sermolobligations
We cdllimend the Committee forrecognming in this re-draft the disparity between

the Federal support 441/4 King's Point and the state academies by providing for
different service obligations. While a step in the right direction, the three years
should, in our xiew, be reduced still further to achieve the proper ratio,

Thank you again for soliciting our views and please do not hesitate to let us know
if you would like these comments amplified or if we an assist in any other way

Sincerely.

376 k
AMERICAN INSTITUTE Or MERCHANT SHIPPING. '

Washington. DC, Apr#1 :H. 1980

W M SENIOR?, Y'resident

t UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-OUPERIOR, '
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY-PHYSICS,

Hon Lsa AtiCols,
Suptrior, Wis . April 18. 1980.

' Chairman, Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on Maritime Educatio% and Trainini,
House of Representatives. Washington. DC

Hos Um AtiCon4: I was sorry. to learn that there will o be an opportunity for
me to testify before your Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on ritime Education and
Training. Here is my brief written testimony.

Briefly, ma ,I suggest that on the basis of (a) maritime cation is a function of
the state, and (b) regionalism in post-secondary education limits diverifity and re-
sults in very difficult recruitment problems, lines 15, 16, and 17 after "or,, page 4.
CAT059, be deleted. .

Thebe words, "Segional maritime academies and colleges" (which are probably the
brainchild of a 1978 subcommittee which had little representation from the Great
Lakes arta) should not appearin Nit. 5451.

My extensive work in regional higher education in Wisconsin, Minnesota.
Iowa. and Michigan fora period of five years as a director of resource personnel and
implementation grants from the National Science Fokndation leads me to' the
conclusion that regionalism in igher education. to y the least, is unrewarding
and very, very difficult I h ly recommend that MARAD eiQourages state mari-
time academies. not regi al, for the Great Lakes, but only as manpower needs
dictate. In my opinion, University-level maritime academy. modeled after Texas
Maritime. is needed now or the Great Lakes to complement the existing Junior- s
College model at. Traverse Both academies area heeded to meet existing and

.0
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oject maowern
eecs

tthat aWsnst Mariimel t:e Unversi fgnzriurwoul
now

benefit of all the encouragement and the support of MARAD
When H.R. 5451 is with the above deletions, I trust MARAD will again

returirto its role of helpingping in the development of new state mantime academies to
meet manpower needs of the US Merchant Marine " onallism" will no Ipitger
block progress in maritime education on the Lakes. and the rights of the sta%s in
maritime edudatiortwill be once again secure. "

RespectMly submitted.
GORDON 0. C BrscH, Ph. D tk.p. '17).

Professor of Physics

Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING ELE-;
WENN OF MARITIME APPROPRIATIONS AU-
THORIZATION A cr

MONDAY. FEBRUARY 25, 1980

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, AD Hoc §mscr SUBCOMMIT-
TEE ON MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING, OF THE
COMMrrrEE ON MERCHANT MARINE AND FISHERIES,

Washington,
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:32 a.m., in room

1334, Longworth House Office.Building, Hon. Les AuCoin (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives AuCoin and Emery.
Staff present: Dan Panshin, Len Sutter, Ron With, and Suzanne

Bohn.
. Mr. AuComi. The subcommittee will come to order.

This morning we commence hearings on the maritime education
and 'training elements set forth. in H.R. 6554, the authorization
request of the Maritime Administration for fiscal 1981. These ele-
ments generally pertain to the U.S. Merchant Mirine Academy,
the State maritime academies, and the so-called itupplementary
training conducted by the Maritime Administration. -
* The subcommittee also is in the midst of a series of hearings on
H.R. 5451, the Maritime Education and Training Act of 1980. I
anticipate that we will have 1 more day of hearings on that piece
of legislation, a piece of legislation that is one of the more far-
reaching bills of its kind concerning maritime education and train-
ing in the history of the Merchant Marine and Fisheries Commit-
tee.

H.R. 6554, the Maritime Administration authorization bill before
us this morning, will fund many of the legislative initiatives set
forth in the Maritime Education and Training Act of 1980. There-
fore, the elements of the bill before us today require closer scrutiny
than is usually the case.

Indeed, until Congressman Murphy appointed this subcommittee
in the 95th Congress, it would appear that the major emphasis of
the annual authorization hearing was on other elements of the
authorization request of MarAd. This is readily understandable in

.view of the dollar amounts involved in maritime education, but as
a result there is an open question whether maritime education and
training activities of the Maritime Administration have been re-
ceiving the attention and scrutiny that they deserve. If these activi-
ties have, in fact, been neglected, then-this subcommittee intends
to rectify that situation, for U.S.-flag Merchant vessels can only be
as,good as the professional personnel who crew them.
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When I became chairman of this Subcommittee, I began-to famil-
iarize myself with the statutes pertaining to maritime education,
and training. This was a very interesting exercise. What struck me
is that case law pertaining to maritime education and training is
just about nonexistent. As a result, the Maritime Administration.
appears a enjoy unusually broad discretionary authority in the
education and training area.

In recent months, my own education in these matters has been . .

markedly enhanced by three events iti particular. The first was a
rather unflattering series of articles in the Philadelphia' Inquirer
dealing with the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy. While many of
the points raised in these articles are not relevant to either H.R
5451 or the bill before us this morning, some of them do require .

further investigation by the Congress.
Second was the investigative visit I made to the U.S. Merchant

.Marine Adademy last fall, allowing me to see The Academy and its
programs at first hand. I must say that in many ways I was
impressed.

I also found the hearings our H.R. 5451 enlightening, and the
subcommittee is grateful to the witnesses who cooperated by fur-
nishing facts and recommendations within their own spheres of
expertise and interest in those hearings.

The committee requires facts if we are to discharge our responsi.
bilities with respect to this legislation and, the part of this legisla-
tion that we have the responsibility to scrutinize. This necessarily
includes facts to resolve certain questions that have ariseri.during
the course of the hearings on H.R. 5451:Among them are these:

One, the Philadelphia Inquirer reported that it cost the Ameri-
can taxpayer $42,000 to educate a student at the U.S. Merchant
Marine Academy. In December, Secretary Nemirow testified that
the cost, quote, "excluding modernizations now being incurred" 'is
$32,188. The difference between the two figures of $10,000 is sub -
stantial.and must be resolved before we complete action on this
bill. ,

Two, the Maritime Administration proposed. an amendment to
H.R. 5451 that would allow designation of training institutions like
the Louisiana Marine and Petroleum Institute as State maritime
academies, but fam unaware of any provision in the authorization
bill before us that would assist in funding such schools.

Three, the Maritime Administration has made provision in the
authorization bill to fund the administration of the proposed stu-
dent loan program for students at State maritime academies. Pro-
vision -has been made, even though there is no statutory authority
for the loan program, and this subcommittee has not yet deter
mined the merits of such a loan program. The burden falls on the
Maritime Administration to demonstrate to this committee's satis-
faction that this action is not presumptuous. ,

Four, the so-called Supplementary training provided by the Mari-
timeAdmirflatration i$ an area where we enter these hearings with
a dearth of information, to say the least. Testimony on H.R. 5451
would indicate possible duplication with programs offered by
others, such as State academies and unions, and there are certainly
divergent views concerning what is needed and who should offer
this type of training. We\require factual information now, not only
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to pass upon the authorization request, but also 'for dealing with
H.R. 5451.

Fifth, I am especially concerned with the pi.opotiel to impose a 5-
ear service obligation, on thg graduates of both the U.S. Merchant

e Academy and the State maritime academies. This strikes
me as a classic example of what, in the nautical sense, would be
called a two-pot system, to use a seagoing term. In general, it
seeps to me that the markedly different levels of Federal support
and attention for Kings Point, by contrast with those accorded to
State maritime academies, represent a substantial ineggity..

These are only a few of the issues that we will be expidring today
in this hearing. I enter these hearings with an open, but, I must
say, a curious mind, and I am determined to fairly and' thoroughly
examine the maritime education aspects of the MarA4 authorize-

- tion 4111, at the request ,of Chairman Murphy and also fitllowing my
own interests. So let us approach our task in a constructive and
cooperative manner. The committee will be satisfied when we have
received detailed and comprehensive information, but only' then.
These are the ground rules.

1 .,
(A copy of the bill follows:]
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IN TEE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

PEDWABI 20, 1980

Mr. Maim of New York introduced the following bill; which was referred to
the Committee oa Nerehant Marine sad ruberies
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H. R. 6554
To authorise. appropriations for the fiscal years 1981 and 1982 for certain
maritime programs of the Department of Commerce. and for other papaws.

r.

A BILL
To au,orise appropriations for the fiscal years 1981 and 1982

for certain maritime programs of the Department of Com-

merce, and for othetpurposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Sinate and House of Represenia-

2 lives of the United States of America in Conyeass,ateembied,

3 That this Act may be cited as the 7Maritime Appropriations

4 Authoritation Act for !local Yeani1981 and 1982".

5 8sc. 2. Antis are authoriiited to ke "twisted with-

6 out fiscal year limitation as tle appropriation Act nisi pro-

7 ride for the use of the Department of Commerce, for the .

8 fiscal years 1981 and 1982 is follows:
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.1 (1) For acquisition, construction, er reconstruction

2, of vessels and construction-differential subsidy and cost

3 of national defense features incident to the construe-

4 tion, reconstruction, or reconditioning of ships, not to

5 exceed, $135,000,000 for fiscal year 1981, and such

6 sums as may be necessary for fiscal year 1982;

7 (2) For payment of obligations incurred for operat-

8 ing- differential subsidy, not to exceed $347,697,000 for

9 fiscal year 1981, and such sums as may be necessary

10 for fiscal year 1982;

11 (3) For expenses necessary for research and de-

12
3veloyment activities, not to exceed $28,750,000 for

13 fiscal year 1981, and such sums as may be necessary

14 for fiscal year 1982: Provided, That of' the amounts

A 15

16

17

18

4 19

20

21

22

23

24

25 '

authorized for research and de; elopment there is spe-

c cifically authorized $10,000,000 for the sole purpose of

, conducting a sealift readiness exercise prior to the end

of calendar year 1980, with a report on the outcome of

the exercise made to the appropriate committees of

Congress prior to February 1, 1981;

(4) For maritime education and training expenses,

not to exceed $26,763,000 for fiscal year 1981, includ-

ing not to exceed $18,201,000 for maritime training at

the Merchant Marine Academy at Kings Point, New

York, $6,680,000 for financial assistance to State
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4

5

6 $38,864,000 for fiscal year 1981, including not to

7

8

9

10

1/

"12

13

14

15

16 fits authorized by law, and for increased costs for public utili-

17 ties, food service, and other expenses of the Merchant Marine.

18 Academy at Kingi; Point, New York.

384
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marine schools, and $1,882,000 for supplementary

training courses authorized under section 216(c) of the

Merchant Marine Act, 1936, and such sums as max he

necessary for fiscal year 1982; and

(5) For operating expenses, not to exceed,

exceed $7,208,000 for reserve fleet expenies, and'

$31,06,000 for other operating exienses, and such

sums as may he nebessary for fiscal year 1982.

SEC. 3. There are authorized to be appropriated for the

fiscal year .1981 and 1982, in addition to the amounts author-,
ized by section 2, of this Act, each additional supplemental

amounts for the activities for which appropriations are au-

thorized under section 2 of this Act,,as may be necessary for

increases in salary, pay, retirement, or other employee bene-
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Mr. Au Com. My 'col eague Lester Wolff was unable to attend
thisi.morning's hearings Ile, however, would like to subMit a state-
ment, and without any ibjections, it will be included in the record
at this point.

{The following was wed for the redardli
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tragedy of the "Milo 'Merchant"; could have been averted with more 'aperient:IA
and better trained personnel, American companies register' their ships with foreign
countries, manned by foreign. crews. dad then "accidents" release, millions of gallons
of oil into the oceans. polluting thetn and American as well as foreign shores, Mr'
Chairmen, we must end this potentially catastrophic subservience.

A partial solution lies with continuing the progoams, or the United Statei Mer
chant Mantle Academy. The Academy is responsible for an integral part of the
defense of our country Upon graduation, cadets are designated officers in the
Merchant Marche /Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps. In the event of war: erne-,
nently qualifiedoflicers will be present on board our merchant ships and will also
serve on our Navy s warships and supply vessels.

. These officers will have undergone the extendivend rigorous training pr evided
by the Academy There are three savor curricula offered by the Academy nautical
science for the preparation of deck officers. marine engineering for engineerin g..
officers. and a dual degree which provides certification An bdth nautical science and
maritime engineering Subjects studied -include-containerization, chemical transpor-
tation..and environmental concernc.which are highly_achianced -technical aspects Of
.nlantime commerce as well' as codftes in the humanities which contribute to the
development of well-rounded young men and women who are loyal and dedicated to
the United'States of America '.

itiirthermore. the Merchant Mprioe Act;deray requires a. conclusive cemprehen-
sive examination to etteluate the professional competence of its prospective gradie
atee Of the Tour other federal service academies. only..the Naval Academy offers a

` similar method of evaluation Thus it is possible to maintain high peofermance
requirements for those seelung Merchant Marine commissions

A Hoard of Visitors. consisting of two Senatop and three Memfiers of theHouse
of Representatkes. visit the Academy annually.liaving chaired and !periled on this
Board.fbi the past seven years. and being privileged tp now serve, 1 have had the-
opportunity. to observe closely, the Operations of th#'Academy The Academy has
demonstrated through the years. the effectixebess dt its programs and the-necessity
to cotitinue them I am proud of the Academy, of its iniministraters and faculty, and
particularly proud of the outstanding young men ,anil women midshipmen I see

v regularly in my home District They, come f m all over this great -nation and are a
credit to their families; their schools and to each and every member her who has
had.a part in their appointments. 4

'As mandated ft 6554, the Academy will receive an increase for Fiscal Year
1981 of slightly,more 'than one million dollars This 6 29'o-increase is clearly lieltiw
the nation's inflation rate and wilVrepresent a reduction in mine programs. licrwele
er, °Ibelieve and have confirmed that this funding level will be sufficient to ade-
quately maintain the important programs ana high criteria of fhe Academy. There-
fore; In ,ifet requesting any increase an the proposed authorization. only the
strong support by ray, colleagues, of the recomroendatiortrof the Maritime Adminis.
%ration -

Mr. Chaitnian, I strongly ,assert my support for H R 6554 ,

Mr: 'AuCcail. I would' now-iike to call our first witness, the,'
Honorable $amtiel B. Nemirow, the Assistant Secretary of -Coen-
mere for Maritime Affairs.

Sam, we welcome you, to the conimittee.i hope you understand
. , the thrust of these heating's.

,FOIL MARITI AFFAIRS. DEPARTMENT OF.COMMERC
,STATEMENT 011ivi

V
EL B. NEMIRQW, ASSISTANTttMIJ -SECRE TARY

Mr. NoinaOw. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. You /opening state -'
ment is most clear to nie. I would like -to soy that we do appreciate
the interest which you haveshown toward the proper functioning
of the merchant marine acadmies and the various tyaining pro-
grams we administeras well as your attention to the-pro grains of
the State schools. I welcome your interest and this careful study
which you and ,your staff have keen undertaking, -pal!ticularly in
light 'of the Philadelphia inquirer articles. We believe, as I statedr
in the hearings you hell in December, that our record. is a most
acceptable record in the administration of,a most adequate, institu-
tion, and I Am certain that as a. result of tikese hearings and the

,
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other eft arts yo have undertalfen that we will. have an opportuni-
ty to:demonstrate at to you and to the committee.

I would' turn my attention now directly to the issue of our
authorization which now appears before this committee.

Appropriations authorizatione requested for maritime education.
and training in this budget request total $26,763,000. The requested
authorization provides for operation of the U.S. Merchant Marine
Academy, financial assistance and program support to the State
marine schools, and for supplementary training authorized under
section 216(c) of the Merchant Marine Act of 1936. The goal of
these activities is' to provide and maintain a program to assure
trained and efficient personnel for the U.S. merchant marine to

°meet the demand for deck and engineering officers in the foreign
and domestic waterborne commerce of the United States, and to
provide a military auxiliary .in time of war or national emergency.
I will briefly, describe each of these three education and training
programs and the 190 funding required lb centinue, these pro,
'grams.

The Merchant Marine Academy at Kings Point, N.Y., offers a 4-
yeai undergraduate program which leads to a bacheloi of science
degree and to a merchant marine license as a third mate or third
assistint engineer. In addition, cadets may be enrolled as midship-
men in the U.S. Naval Reierve and may. be commissioned upon
graduation as ensigns in the U.S. Naval Reserve as required by the
Secretary of the Navy. The Academy graduates about 250 new
fficers annually. , .

sum of $18,201,000 is requested in the fiscal year .1981
budget for operation of the Academy.. This entails an increase of
$1;069,000 alcove the 1980 authorization, basically for the following
purposes: -

First, .$724,000 is required to coverthe October 1979 'pay increase
and for other unavoidable cost increases at the Academy.

Second, $208,000 is for midahipnien support service. The increase
is necessitated by a rise in average enrollment at the Academy.
Enrollment has increased from an average of 1,041 in 1977 to 1,115
in .1979 due, to redu4ed attrition. The 'requested fund would cover
the dosts of uniforms, textbooks, and food service for the increment
of students.

An additional $137,000 is required for an additional instructor to
train deck officers in newly required electiical engineering courses,
and for 'additional heating costs and -custodial services for new
facilities at the Academy constructed as.,part.of the ongoing mod-
ernization pzogram.

The modernization pilgram funding level is $3,360;000, which is
$320,000 below the fiscal year 1980 level. Projects planned for 1981
include replacement of the outdated and operationally u9reliable
steam propulsion. laboratory, construction of a new public works
building, and coMpletion. of the barracks project to replace portions.
of the utility. system and to provide for fire protection that will
meet 'current standards. The ,proposed 1981 total would also cover
seawall repair arid replacement, consolidation of media and audio-
visual activities in the Bland Library, plus architectural engineer-
ing related to 1982 projects.

3 9
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The Maritime Administration also assists six States in the train-
ing or deck and engine officers by'providing grants of $100,000 to
each school, making subsistence payments to selected cadets, and
providing suitable vessels to five schools for use as training vessels.
Federal costs for the schoolships cover maintenance and repair to
meet U.S. Coast Guard certification requirements and American
Bureau of Shipping standards-otinsurability.

Also, $6,680,000 is requested in the fiscal year 1981 budget for
the State school program. This is $5,603,000 less than the amount
authorized for 1980. The 1980 authoiization included $1,998,000 for
training ship fuel costs which were rot appropriated. In addition,
the fiscal year 198Q authorization included $3,500,000 to replace a
schoolship for the Massachusetts Maritime Academy and $305,000
for reduction of the maintenance and repair backlog on the school-
ships. The 1981 request was reduced by these amounts, less an
amount retained to cover the increased costs of maintaining the
larger replacement Massachusetts skip.

- Finally, the Maritime Administration operates small schools in
each of four regions to provide certain ship operations training not
generally available from other sources Courses are available in
collision avoidance radar, loran, gyro, and shipboard firefighting.
Specialized marine diesel engine operating and maintenance
courses are offered at the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy. The
sum of $1,882,000 is requested for continued operation of these
schools, an increase of $11,000 over amounts currently available
froth appropriations.

Mr. Chairman, as you indicated in your opening remarks, you
have a great many issues of particular interest to the committee. I
have tried in my opening statement to present a general overview
of our budgeting for fiscal year 1981, and 1 look forward to your
questions and, hopefully, satisfying your concerns in the course of
this hea?ing. Thank you.

Mr. AuCom.,, Thank you, ,Mr. Nemirow. Of course, we cannot
deal with this legislation and the issues in it without, at certain
points, talking also about H.R. 5451, and so throughout my ques-
tions we will be bouncing back and forth between the two, which
leads me to my first question.

As introduced, H.R. 5451 sets forth service obligations for stu-
dents and graduates of both-the Federal Maritime Academy and
the State maritime academies. You lenow as do 1, that these provi-
sions were taken from H.R. 603 and 604, bills sent up as executive
communications dated, I think, last September, or September of
1978. fr

It turns out that there is some general public questioning as to
the genesis of this legislation that I have referred to. As you know,
with respect to H.R. 604 concerning the service obligation Q u-
dents at the Federal Academy, th Philadelphia Inquirer is o the
view that the Kings Point Alum Association wrote the bill The
newspaper reported, quotethis s a quote within a quote" 'A
group of us in the Alumni Assoc' tion wrote the bill and took it to
the Maritime Administration,' . Nottingham said. 'They steered
it through the Department of Defense, which concurred with the
Departmentof Commerce on it, and it was submitted as an Admin-
istration measure.'
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What I would like to kno', Sam, is if that is a reasonably
accurate scenario of the events preceding the submission by the
Administration of this executive communication, and if not, I
wonder if you might like to tell us about the sequence of events in
your own words.

Mr. NEMIROW. I would say that given the general character of
the article in the Philadelphia Inquirer and the approach to care-
ful reporting that was taken there in general, I finfrthis statement
to be as accurate as anything else in the article. That does not
make it accurate.

Mr. Au Com. That does not necessarily, sn the face of it, make it
inaccurate either.

Mr. NEMIROW. If I can continue, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Au Com. Please do.
Mr. NEMIROW. In the course of appropriation and authorization

hearings about 4 yeas ago, the then Deputy Assikant Secretary,
Howard Casey, who is nbw Acting Superintendent, had a dialog
particularly on the Senate side, as I recall, in the Appropriations
Committee concerning the advisability of a service obligation. That
was something that had been discussed within the Maritime Ad-
ministration for several years, and no specific. action on it had been
taken. In the course of those hearings, Mr. Casey committed him-
self to the presiding Senator, whose name at the moment I cannot
recall, to submit through the Administration a service obligation
bill for Kings Point. At that time, I know of no pressure, demand,
request, or coordination of that statement or that answer with the
alumni.

After thot commitment had been made on the part of the Mari-
time Administration, we engaged in the process.of drafting legisla-
tion. In the course of that drafting, we did have meetings with
interested parties, including some staff people on the Hill, includ-
ing people at OMB and including members of the alumni associ-
ation. It was in the course of the technical drafting that they did
participate, but the decisions were not theirs. As is so true with
most things that go on at the Academy, the deCisions are madb
either in Waihington by the Maritime Administration or at Kings
Point by the Superintendent.

Mr. Au Com. So when you say "we," you mean Mar Ad, when you
refer to who it was that was doing the drafting?

. Mr. NEMIROW. Yes. As a matter of fact, at the time, I was the
General Counsel of the Maritime Administration. I personally par-
ticipated in a number of drafts, and I personally participated in the
course of that drafting in one meeting and several telephone calls
over language with lawyersefrorn the alumni association.

I do not recall ever meeting with either the president of the
alumni association or any of the people you normally associate
with the alumni association. They were lawyers, and it was techni-
cal issues that we were discussing.

Mr. Au Com. Why would it be desirable to consult so thoroughly
with the Kings Point Alumni Association and not consult with
representatives of the State academies, because that latter category
is one category you omitted in your list of those who were brought
into the consultation process? They are affected too, as you well
know, and this committee has heard that they feel a 5-year service
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obligation, rightly or wrongly. based on the extent of Federal sup-
port to them, is unfair, being as it is equal in its obligation to that
imposed on Kings Point graduates. Why would they be excluded?

Mr. NEMIROW. Well. I do not think that they were excluded, first
of all. Second. if I have those series of events in historical perspec-
tivein my mind, at that time this committee-tr.its predecessordwas
considering a different course of action vis-a-vis the State acade-
mies; namely,the question ofand also OMB. as well. was,consid-
ering a different course of action treating the State academy/
Federal dollars involvement as a loan, which would be paid back.
At that time, the service Obligation w4A treated -differently vis-avis
the State academies. and it was not until later% the process that
the service obligation language was expanded the way it has been
to include as directly as it now does the State academies.

That having been said, the other answer to the question is that
the representatives of e allimiii association and other parties
contacted us concerni u w we were drafting legislation and what
we were intending to ... We had no contact that I person ally know
of from the State academies. The meetings that I have referred to
in my earlier statement are meetings that I attended personally.
Now, whether or not any one on the staff met with the Sate

, academies on this language, I cannot testify to that this morning.
Mr. AuCon4. Sam, tell me why is it, because this is something of

a mystery to the Chair, that the alumni association, a group of
private persons largely, is consulted and brought into policy.ques-
tions of this kind to such an extremely deep extent.

It seems to me that everytime I turn around I find the alumni
association being consulted on one thing or another, and in this
event, public officials, that is, the State academy people who are
affected by this service obligation apparently were not consulted to
the same degree. Why is it that everytime I turn around I find the
alumni asliociation always there, cpnsulting, bringing their lawyers
in, offering advice, and many times that advice being heeded?
What is the deal here anyway? .

Mr. NEMIROW. I know you have a lot of issues that you would
liketo pursue, but I think that issue really blows out of proportion
the involvement of the alumni association.

Mr. AuComi. How is it blotom out of proportion? '
Mr. Newitow. I thought glad indicated in my statement about

the involvement of the alu ni association that they were, not, in
my recollection, involved in he policy decision in any way; that
they contacted us concerning he drafting, technical drafting of the
legislation. They were not involved in the policy decision, and I
would say nearly every policy decision .that is made vis-a-vis the
Merchants/Marine Academy without the involvement of the
'a ltitnni association. It is din- ult, apparently, to get that message
across, but that is a fact. The alumni associatiodis not involved on
a regular basis with the policy decisions that are made vis-avis the

. Merchant Marine Academy.
They were, in this context, allowed to participate in the technical

drafting of some of the language of the 'bill which was ultimately
submitted. That knot unusual. Almost any private group that hat,
an interest in legislation and would like to participate, especially'
on the technical side. is welcome to do that at the MaritiMe Ad-

e.
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ministration. We find, franikly, that it ultimately, saves our time
and the time of the various committees of Congress to have at least
tried to work out some of the technical aspects of these bills prior
to _presenting them to the Hill for consideration.

Mr Au Com. Your testimony to the committee then is thfit it was
not the alumni association's idea that the service obligation. for
State academies be identical to the -Kings Point obligation, and
that instead of a subsidy to the students of State acadeggee, that
there would be a conversion to a student loan instead? That was
not an idea born of the alumni association at Kings Point. Is that
youx testimony?

Mr. Nitunnowifrtro my khowledge, the alumni association did not -
dictate or in any± way,control that decision.

Mr. AuGQIN. Well, of course,-they did not dictite. Was that their
= strong position, though, within the consultation process?

'NEpintow. I participated to a certain extent at the time.. I
was a little confused by your statement, and- the reason I am
reluctant to answer it directly is I do not know what their position
is. They-were 'so directly and so intimately involved that I do not

. even knave what their position, was with any detail. S I cannot ,

', answer yes or no, whether what you just said was their position or
-not, because I do not know. . t

Mr. AuCtuN. You were there in the drifting Orocesi?
Mr. Nusuitow..I was there in thesprocess of drafting legislation

which the.Maritime Administration had proposed, and the position
in the bill, that came forward from the Administration was the
Maritime' Administration's position.

Mr. AuCoiN. You were in the consultation process? .

Mr. Ninantow. I was there in one meeting Which was held in my
office when I was General Counsel to review the text of the bill.

Mr., AuCong. Who was in charge of the consultation process with
all these groups before MarAd reached its ---'

Mr, NEMIROW. I do not know that there were ,any.
Mr. AuCaN. No one was in charge?
Mr. Ninuntow. As I indicated to you, it was several years ago

thafMr. Casey, who was then Deputy Assistant Secretary, testified
before the Senate that he would lx" submitting a bill on a service
obligation.

Mi. AUC0IN. I understand that.
Mr. Nemutow. From that time, Mr. Casey was very concerned

that the Maritime Administration machinery produce that bill,
because he had committed to provide it to the Senate, which we
ultimately did.

Mr. AuCong. You were General Counsel. It was your responsibili-
ty to develop the legislation, is that not correct?

Mr. NEMIROW. It was the responsibility of my office; yes, it was
my responsibility. .

Mr. AuCong. And you cannot tell me, after you went through a
series of consultations, what one of those groups that you consulted

-with recommended in terms of the two points that I raised?'
Mr. Nasuitow. I do not recall suggesting that I went through a

series of.negotiations or, consultations with anyone. I said I attend-
ed a meeting which .wian held in my office.

,
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Mr. Au Com. Well, wait a minute now, Sam. Let us make sure
this hearing gets off on a sound and constructive footing. I.clo not
want these hearings to be negative in ahy sense,of the word, but I
do want' them to be thorough and I do want information, complete
and detailed, on the record. I am not after anyohe's hide; I am not
grinding any axes. This committee has no intention of that kind.
But I do expect some answers from MarAd, and,. frankly, this
committeeand I am referring to the full Committee on Merchant
Marine and Fisherieshas not had adequate information about
what goes into the maritime education quotient of the authoriza-
tion bill or the procedures within your agency, and I expect some
answers.

. You just testified earlier in your statement about a consultation
process. With no malice intended toward you whatsoever, I want to
know who was consulted and who was arguing what. That is my
prerogative, and I am asking you the question; I expect the answer.

Now, where did the Kings Point Alumni Association stand on
this question` of the State academies and their 5-year obligation and
also on the changing of the subsidies to loans?

Mr. NEMIROW. If I might preface my remarks with just one
statement, I understand the spirit in which you are undertaking
these bearings, and there is no problem that I kno1,9;d-arbbtween
the chairman and myself on these ,issues.

Mr. AuCoiN. There is absolutely none.
Mr. NEMIROW. And I can assure you'that there will not be any.
My statement was and continues to be,' and I hope it is clear,

that the policy decision was not made in the course of any consul-
tation with the alumni association that I know of. Also, at the time
the alumni association was involved in my presence with the issue
of the technical language in our proposal on the service obligation,
the service obligation and its impact on State schools did not, to my
recollection, come up.

I will be very happy to review with other members of the staff
who had met with the alumni in that period of time, what the
,character of those conversations were and whether the - service
obligation and conversion of a loan to a service obligation was
discussed with the alumni.

But at the level that I icipated at, which at the time was a
fairly high level in the ritime Administration, policy attitudes
of the alumni association were not even discussed, to my knowl-
edge, and were certainly not controlling.

Mr. &Com. Please provide that information to the committee.
(The following was received for the record:)

STATE MARINE SCHOOL SERVICE OBLIGATION

The Merchant Marine Academy Alumni Association has not been consulted by
the Maritime Administration regarding any aspect of policy or legislation on service
obligations for state manne school graduitft- and there is no record of the Associ-
ation ever commenting on any aspect of this program However, the state marine
school superintendents were individually notified in January 1978 of the Adminis-
tration's intentions to institute a service requirement and to convert direct assist.
ance payments to loans forgivable if the Federally subsidized graduates meet a
service requirement Two of the state marine school superintendents commented on
the subject of service obligations dune hearings held by the Ad Hoc Select Sub-
committee on Maritime Education and Training of the 95th Congress on April 24, .
1978. which was prior to the Administration forwarding bills in September 1978
Further, the state marine school superintendents were furnished copies of the

ea 3{)r,
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Administration's bill tifiarding the state marine school service obligation prior to
the annual Maritime Administration meeting with the state school superintendents
held in December 1978. The proposed service obligation was an item (nett* formal
agenda for that meeting as well as for the meeting with superintendents held in
December 1979.

Mr. AuConr. You kno*, I am sure, what I meant when I referred
in my opening remarks tq a "two-pot" system, to, use the seagoing
term. My definition of a two -pot system refers to discriminatory
treatment of some sort.

I understand the term comes from the past-practice aboard, ship
where officers were fed bettor- food from one pot and the men
received inferior food from another, and it has come to mean
discrimination of some sort.

In your opinion, would you characterize the provisions in H.R.
603 and 604 as providing that kind of discriminatory treatment
one for the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy and one for the State
maritime academitis? I refer to the service obligation based on the
amount of Federal assistance provided to the students that attend
the two different kinds of institutions. you do, I would like to
know why, and if not, I would like to know why.

Mr. NEMIROW. I think that basically in all of our programs, if
you want to call it a two-pot system, the State schools do not fare
as well as the Merchant Marine Academy; that is the design of the
process. We have had several. discussions with the State schools,
and I never expect in this context that everyone wi'l be satisfied.

The cadets at the Merchant Marine Academy at Kings Point are
totally federally assisted; they have a unique obligation to the
Federal Government as a result of that. The students at the State
schools are only assisted to a certain percent, up to $1,200, and
only a certain number of those students are affected by Federal
programs in terms of funding.

If you. want to call it discrimination between the State and
Federal graduates, then there is discrimination, but there is dis-
crimination based upon major differences and major undertakings
by the Federal Government. I do not believe, in this context, that
that is mistaken; I think that happens frequently.

If there are different classes and different obligations vis-a-vis
the classes, it is not, discrimination in the legal sense. There are
differences.

Mr. AUCOIN. Well, there are differences, but the question is, Is it
fair? We have the ability to change those instances where there are
instances of unfairness. As a point of curiosity, I am asking you
how it can be *defended that the same service obligation would
apply Ito graduates of the two distinctly different kinds of acade-
mies based on the extent of Federal support.

-Mr. NEMIROW. My recollection of these bills is that while the
service obligation may be similar, the penalty for failing to comply
with the service obligation is quite distinct. I think that in the case
of the State schools, you have a repayment of a loan obligation as a
penalty for failure to serve. In the Federal academy, you are sub-
ject to being called to active duty by the Secretary of the Navy.

I think there is a recognition, at least on the penalty side, of the
difference_in obligation and difference in financial assistance to the
cadets at Kings Point and the 'cadets at the various State schools:
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Mr. Au Com. The draft executive communication on,this authori-
zation bill states, in part, as follows:

Funding is requested in 1981 to provide for a program to convert State maritime
academy student ellowances:te a forgivable loan program conditioned on subsidized
students meeting prescribed military service and employment requirements.

It goes on to state
The legislative anthority for this program is set forth in H.R. 608°., 604, and 5451.

I.find this a surprising statement. Seldom have I seen an admin-
istrative agency quote bills pending before the Congress as legisla-
tive authority for proposed action.

I am curious as to how Mar Ad can point to bills in the hopper,
the fate of which, at this point, is unknown, I think, to any of us,
and certainly the form of final passage of those bills is unknown to
any of us. How in the world can Mar Ad cite those bills as "legisla-
tive authority'to proceed in this manner?

Mr. NEMIROW. I had the germ of that question during your
opening statement, and it did trouble me, because as a technical
matter, I know that I cannot disagree with the Chair on a proce-
dural matter: .

Mr. AUGOIN. My statement itself troubled you, or that I caught
you on ie troubled you? ' ,

Mr. Nzanaow. Now I will try to tell you why we are not caught,
if I might. .The budget process, as you know, in the Federal Govern-
ment is a very difficult one, because we are asked, on the one hand,
to speculate as to what our requireinents are going to be for a
budget which will go into place 2 years from now.

If we do not budget for everything that the Congress enacts,
immediately after enactment the Congress comes to us and says,
"Why are you not implementing this legislation?" Then we say,
"We do not have enough people." It is a wonderful process, but it
puts us in a very difficult position.

' Just as an example, the budget call, as it is referred to, for the
1982 budget has already been made. We a e now trying to budget,
through the OMB process, our budget for year 1982. We have
to take into account what we expect the ngress may do; other-
wise, we are not going to have the fired staffing or funds,,,
available to implement these programs. I

In the course of the 1981 budget p we were able to con-
vince the Departnient and ultimately 0 , on an ongoing bdsis,
that in our judgment there was a very lx probability of legisla-
tion along those lines being passed.

Mr. AuCom. -Whom did you talk to?
Mr. NEMIROW. Pardon?
Mr. AuCom. Whom did you talk to? If do not recall your. talking

to me.
Mr. NEMIROW. At that time, I did n speak .with you about it.

11 down at your office in
which you see theie things? .

=GROW. Well, unfortunately, at is part of the process. In
here, I am asked to tell ou how many.shipe we are

'n. 1982 at a hearin which is going to be held
tomorrow.

Mr. AuCom. Right now, I am king about conversion to a
forgivable loan program, and it wou d seem to me that the are

Mr. AuCom. Do you have a crystal
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certain people on the Hill that you could all to find out the
probability of such a matter. I certainly know that there was no
contact with me. This committee would have jurisdiction over that
question. I do pot believe my staff had any contact.

Mr. NEMIROW. If I might, Mr. Chairman, just to indicate what I
think the nature of this problem is between us, it is really one of
timing. I think that at the time this buclg,et was.prepared, you were
not serving as chairman of this subcommittee; I would have to
check that.

The process, as I suggested, is really one of timing, and it has
been our judgment that we would need these people in this time

. frame. I can assure you that one of the biggest problems we have
in the budgeting process is people and funds for people. Every
single slot that we try to fill with a new body is reviewed in great
detail 10 times before it is ever presented to the Hill.

These two positions were deemed to be warranted, whjCh is
amazing in and of itself. 1

Mr. AnConi. With that, I would agree. Still, you would' have to
that you have no legislative authority for this est, and to' #

say that you have legislative authority under t lls in the
hopper is stretching imagination, I think, to some degree. Would
you not concur in that?

Mr, Nsmizow. I would say that those three bills in the hopper do
not provide legislative authority for us to carry on those programs.

Mr. AnConi. Ergo, you are minus legislative authority, if I am
not mistaken.
. Mr. Nammow. To implement the program, not to ask for the
people or the funds to implement a program if the program is
enacted. +1°

Mr. AtCozzg. One of the things that bothers this committee, of
course, because of the history long preceding yoli, is when MarAd
begins to take steps that presuppose actions on the part of the
Congress and puts Congress in a corner on policy questions and
pretty much preempts policy questions that Congress ought to be
deciding itself.

. It is an irritant, and it predates you. I am not singling you out,
but I would have to say that it is an irritant and it is one that I
hope that you Sam, will note, because presumptions of that kind
are _presumptuous.

Mr. NEMIROW. I understand the comment. I believe that what we
were trying to do *as not to impose a policy on the Congress,
because we know that we have failed on that in the past; that is
always a very difficult thing "to do. I thirik, simply, what we were
trying to do was to prepare for carrying out a program which 1PO
believed was going to be enacted.

If that is erroneous, I agree with you that we do not have the
authority to establish such a program. But I still believe that...this
committee can act on the authorization 'permitting us to establish
these positions.

Mr. AuConi. It can; whether it will is another question, but it
can.

Mr. NEMIROW. I did not want to be presumptuous. [Laughter.]
Mr. AuCoill. From the information that your staff has furnished

to the subcommittee, t would appear to me that the proposed
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student loan program, the one thfit you want, would be more
expensive to administer by your agency. Let me giveyou an exam-
ple.

The justification for part of your authorization request concern-
ing the proposed student loan program is to enable you to "main-
taro financial records of amounts owed the Government on de-
faults, amounts repaid, and the computation of interest charged on
thebalance, and institute and administer collections from students
and graduates in default."

Let me ask you this: What would be the savings to the taxpayers,
in your judgment, if the above functions did not have to be per-
formed by your agency, if the Congress were to legislate a uniform
service obligation not involving student loans for Kings Point and
the State maritime academies; a single progran rather than
having a two-function pfbgram? Is there not a cost savings involved
there?

Mr. NEMIROW. There is a cost savings, I think, after you get over
the initial costs of certain implementation and new program imple-
mentation. After the first couple of years, the cost savings would
probably relate alinost directly to live additional people which we
contemplate will be needed to administer the program.

I think there will be sonie startup costs; we are going to try to
computerize the monitoring and enforcement issues. Those soft-
ware costs-of developing the modelI do not remember the
number; I think it is $200,000 to $300,000. After you get over that
initial period, the costs that you are talking about are the costs of
maintaining positions, and they are not senior positions, but that is
the cost.

Mr. AuCoui. Has there been. any expenditure out of any discre-
tionary funds whatsoever under MarAd for any preliminary work
in setting up the computerization for that program, or any prelimi-
nary work for thacprogram? .

Mr. NEMIROW. Not to my knowledge; no.
Mr. ALICOIN Could you consult with your aides behind you to

verify that fact?
Mr. Npantow. I heard a whisper say "No."
Mr. AWour. The Kings Point Alumni Association and MarAd

have proposed the service obligation program for the J.S. Mer-*
chant Mlirine Academy. I would like to suppose just for a moment
that Congress decides to legislate that proposed programonot only
for Kings Point, but also for those State academies.

In that event, would you anticipate problems in implementing
ithe legislation; in other words, implementing a standard service

obligation program for all of the schools? If you do, I think .the
committee needs to know, the nature of the problems that you
would anticipate', so we can' have a specific idea of the kinds of
programmatic difficulties you might have.

Mr. Neadittow.As a preface to my remarks, I might say that I do
have some concern when you say again that the Maritime Admin-
istration and the alumni association have Rroposed legislation. I
believe, that we have Noposed legislation. The committee which
preceded this comraitteeproposed legislation. You have asked the
alumni to comment on it, and they have commented on it.
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Mr. &Conf. Sam, I am , not trying to reargue the same old
argument. I am referring here to the alumni association's state-
ment of support for the service obligation program; I did riot men-
tion the legislation here. As you well know, they did make such a
statement in the hearings on 5451 when they were held, and that
is what I am referring to.

Mr. NEMIROW. I understand; it is just the way the record ap-
pears.

AuCoiN. You did not like the juxtaposition.
Mr. NEMIROW. Now, to the answer to the question, If I can

remember the question, the implementation of a uniform program
of service obligationagain, the difficulty is going to be maintain-
ing records on location and employment of all graduates, whether
they be State schools or Kings Point; that is just expanding the
data base, I suppose, once you have a mechanism for getting names
into a jiate base.

I suppose there will be some problems in coordinating our ma-
chines with the State school machines, but I do not think that that
is anything that cannot be overcome. I think the problems in
relation to what is qualified employment and what is nbt qualified
employment will be the same for Lhe State schools and the
Academy.

I think that in f administering the program, it would just
be a broader program h more people to locate and more people
to monitor. But I think t if you enact the same standard for
State schools and Kings Point, it is only a matter of size and not a
matter of any Significant distinction in terms of how the, program
will be administered.

Mr. &Cont. Well, are tare not fairly substantial questions of
cataloging the records and the equipment to, process the records,
whether it is microfilm or whatever else may be involved? Have
you contemplated the capital costs involved in that as well as the
operational costs?

It seems to me that there is a myriad of problems here that could
escape the eye. It is easy to say that we can do these things, but if
you really start thinking about how it would shake out, we are
talking about a fairly complicated procedure, it would seem to me. r

Mr. Nraninw. Yes; I think we are, and I think we should not
understate how complicated the procedures are. Iithought the ues-
tion went to whether we could administer a State school p
as well as a Federal program. The answer I tried to give was ' yes";
it was just a matter of magnitude and perhaps some other prob-
lems.

It is a most significant undertaking to administer a program at
all. Clearly, you need to have a machine data base in order to do
this. You need some technical people and machine capability.

I am assluning at this point, and would Shave to check this, that
our current machine capability could accommodate a new program
in order to perform this functiop. I am not sure whether our
current machine could do that, but I belieye it could.

Mr. &Conf. Now, these added. functions that would be involved
here would fall within that $300,000 request. Is that not accurate?

Mr. NEMIROW. For the startup period in 1981; yes.
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Mr. AuConr. And you are confident that all the problems and '
difficulties that you are conjuring up in your own mind now in
response to- my-questions can be met within that dolllic figure?,

Mr.',NEmutow. In 1981.
Mr. AuCoiN. %that do you estimate the costs would be in subse-

quent years, not in specific dollar amounts; but twice as much; half
as much. less, or more? ..

Mr. NEMIROW. Again, we will have to presume that you pass this
legislation. I would think ,that in the initial 2 to 3 years, there max
be some increase. As I say, the 1982 budget call has gone out and I
have not seen it at this point. I do not know what that number is. I
think there might be an increase in this category,; and.I think it
will level off after the first 2 to 3 years to something not more than
the $300,0Q0. .

Mr. AuConr. Staff has just given me information that apparently
was on the basis of conversations with your staff, and the indica-
tion` are there that the dollar amounts, extended out to 1985,1-
would go from $300,000 in 1981 to $151,000 in 1982, $111,000 in,
1983, $126,000 in 1984, and $157,000 in 1985, and the positions
would grow from two to five over that same time fraine. Do you
vouch for those figures?

Mr.- NEMIROW. I cannot comment on the specific figur6. What I
was trying to say in my testimony does square with those figures,
and that is that there would be some initial costs* which will roe-
unique startup costs. As the program goes on, we have expected
that people will be added, but the startup costs will have already
been covered and the progtarri will get less expensive as tithe g
on as opposed to more expensive, because you will be dealing
basically with people, not new programs and new machines.

Mr. AuCoor. Would you anticipate that the problems, and there-
fore the costs, would be greater,_ the same, or less if you had to
implement one program for the Federal academy and the State
academies, as opposed to two?

Mr. NEMIROW. Well, if the question is as straightforward as it
seems to be, a unified, otie-program system would, it seems in my
mind, be less sive.

Mr. AuCoi . So'it is reasonable to assume that there would be
additional is and more expenpe by converting to a student loan
program fo State academies alone?

Mr. NEMI W. I would think that there, would be additional
expenses incurred. Without taking issue frith what is the proper
policy approach, I think that this decision is not one that could be
made on budgetary terms alone, basically because the amounts of
dollars involved to administer either of these programs, both of
these pr s, or one of these programs are not overwhelming.

Mr. AuCottr: I want to come back to the alleged two-pot system
on service obligation, and relate that to the point I made in my
opening remarks about the costs involved to educate the cadets at
the various academies.

If we accept your figure of $32,188, which incidentally I aM
unable at this point to acceptif we accept that amount, though,
as the amount that it costs the Federal, Government to educate a .4
student at the Federal academy and we use the figure 9f $4,800 for
State maritime academies, then on a pro rata basis, if the service
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Iiifobligation for ngs oir.it graduates is 5 years, using that pro rata
basis the service obligation for graduates of Sta academies ,would`
be 9 months. Does.that surprise you in any way.

Mr. Noupow. No. 'I think wetried-in our ussions with your
staff to supply you with backup information on \ here the number

- of $32;188 came from. .1 ,zn concerned that we were not able to
satisfy you, evidently, that that number has s e basis in fact.

I thought we bad tried to indicate, particular to members of
your staff, the derivation of that 'number in some tail.

Mr. AuCopi. We can. get into that'question later;
Mr. NzaIntow. rwmild. hope we-do not. -

Mr. AcCont. But xve will. .
Mr. Plzsutow,OK:
Mr. AUCOIN. What I am getting at here is the qu tion of service .

obligation, and sonte'degree of equity. I have no co lusion on this;
I am just exploring a subject out of fascination and me degree of
curiosity.

'If we were to take the $32,000 figure and compare to.the $4,800
'figure that I cited .for State academies, and look a the extent of
Federal commitment to cadets in those two kinds of cademies and
then apply the- same ratio to the Federal service ligation,, the
State acMemy graduate would really have an obli tion, as com-
pared to the 5 year .obligation of the Federal academy graduate, of
only 9 months.

Ohviottaly,. 9 months is minimal, hardly measur le, and not
realistic. That either says something about the ex t of Federal
support, or it says something about the inequity the service
obligation. I am wondering if you can respond to tha from either
of those two vantage points, or perhaps both.

Mr. Nzatutow. First of all, on the service oblige n and. fits
derivation of the numbers, I take it that your $4,800 umber for
the State academies refers to those subsidized, if we call them
hat, students at the academy who receive it direct, subsidy df.

$1,200 a year. You do not take into account in that u mber any
other expenses incurred by the Federal or State Gove ment fore
educating these cadets.
- There are expenses such as the requests that appear fore you
todaythe $100,000 for academy expenses plus the add 'oral ex-
penses for schoolship maintenance and repair, and expenses for
schoolship acquisition. There are many other items which go into
the education of a State cadet which are not included in that
$4,800 number. So, I think that our numbers are not the same and
they are based on different assumptions, first of all.

ond, I do not know whether-it is necessary to have the 'same
of service obligation on th' State schools as exists on cadets at

ings Point, and we discussed that earlier. I thought it was your
suggestion, that the same servi e obligation would be appropriate.

If it would' not be appropria , that is a matter which is before
this subcommittee in the course of.the various pieces of legislation
it is now considering.

Mr. AuConsi. Obviously so. Y would ?agree too, though, would
you not, that in terms of determ ning What is fair in the length of

.a service obligation for these cad ts, whereas State academy cadets
may be receiving Federal assis lice over and above the Federal
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subsidies, the Kings Point eduCation figure also does not include
certain items involving rederal support as well, includi a perhaps
the modernization. program? Would you not agree?

Mr. NEMIROW. It does not include the modernization iprognim
and certain other major repair programs, but it is a much more
comprehensive number,

Mr. AhConi. One could really jack up the cost of educating
Kings Point cadets as well by including some of these programs.

Mr. NEMIROW, Not as significantly as you could at the State
schools. Ks far as this debate is cqncerned, I understand your point,
and I think that the State schools are notletting the same kind of
support from the Federal Government that Kings Point is.

I finil nothing inappropriate'aboin that, and if it is the wisdom of
this committee to impose a different service obligati6n on State
schools, or no service obligation on State schools, such legislation

_ could certainly be administered by the Maritime Administration;
we have no objection.

.Mr. AuCoot. Administered and supported?
Mr. NEMIROW. Frankly, I think we could support it. I would like

to talk to the State schools about it, because 1 think that in that
context, they are probably the losers, and I think we ought to
discuss it with them before we take a position before this corBmit-

. tee.
Mr. AuCopt. Let me make it clear that I am not trying to argue

against the service obligation, because I certainly hope I estab=
lished at the initial haarings on 5451 that I strongly'support a
service obligatidn.

What I am trying to deal with here is what is reasonable; what is
fair, and what is equitable, given the extent of Federal support to
the different categories of graduates from thise academies. One
way to measure that, of course, is the extent of the Federal com-
mitment to the education of those students.

One way that -my staff and Hooked at was to measure the
dollar commitment, and then use the same ratio and look at what
that would do to the service obligation. In doing that, we ended up
with 9 months, as compared with 5 years. As I said just'a moment
ago, that is obviously totally impractical.

Let me pose a propositioh to Am. What if the Congress' were to
double the allowance, just h theticallyand I am not committed
to this, but 1 am interested in discussing' it for' students' at the
State academies from $1,200 to $Z400 a year? This would come to
about $9,600 in 4 years' .

At $9,600 on a pro rata basis, the service obligation In State
academies would be 1W' years, using that same ratio. One could
easily round that off to 2 years, and then you would have a 5-year tl'- .

2-year service obligation, and maintain the principle of the service' lib
obligation, and then be able to argue that that`servich obligation
perhaps bore some relationship to the extent of the Federal Gov- ,
drnment's assistance to the students, remembering, of course, from
the beginningthat the service obligation is derived from the propo
sition that graduates who benefit from this support and this educe-
Lion have some degree of responsibility to serve the country as a
consequence.

6
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Mr: Nzatirtow. I think that if you go about doubling the allow-
ance for the cadets, you might as well triple; then we could have
two for one and it would be easier to administer. You could prob-
ably. get 21/2 years vis-a-vis 5 years, as opposed to 2 years versus 5
years, and that is an easier thing to administer.

Frankly, on that calculation, I would really have a couple of
comments. First, if we were going to increase the funds available to
the Maritime Administration for paying these allowances to cadets
at State schools, my preferenceand again I would have to talk to
the State school people about itwould be to use *hose funds to
pay a greater number of allowances than we. are now piOng.

As you know, a great part of the problim we have had witWthe
program is that there are certain qualified, funded cadets who
receive alldwances, and at the same school there are cadets who do

- not receive allowances. So, to double the 'allowances to the cadets
who are already getting them and continue to deny them to the
others just compounds a problem which we have had in the past.

Leaving that issue, there is always the question of fiscal con-
straints and budgetary problems, which we can discuss forever, but
those are always problems before this committee, particularly
when it considers authorization bills.

Finally, I think that in this whole context, I would like to com-
ment that I believe it is a littl narrow to look at this issue in
terms of how much the aovernm t is paying. I happen to look at
the graduates of Kings Point an the graduates )of the various
State schools as a very important asset of the United States; and
particularly in terms of its national defense and ifs national secu-
ritir. .

.

think that in recent months, that has come home to us even
more than it has in the past. I think that the service obligation not
only serves as an opportunity for thate cadets to work off their
obligation to the Government, but it also provides the GovernMent
with access to some very competent and capable people who could
be most important to our Government in times of need.

e . So I' think you have to look at both si&s of that, and I say that
with great sincerity; it is more and more obvious to ue as the days
go by,

- Mr. Atieoug. Well, I think the recent vents clearly bring out the
need for the service obligation, from national defense point of
view and from several other ipoints of vie . . .

. pose on the sdhiect. Does it not
a graduate of Itings_Point, who
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t you are proposing than does a
receives only a small Federal
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indicating to them a d the world that we care less about them or
that they are less v unble or needed by their Government than
someone who at n Kings Point

Rs far as I co edited, Kings Point is my priinary responsibil-
, ity in this ar , Ow obligation is fair and acceptable and, I

think, s be i poSed. I think we ought to look at the State
school issue separa ly, and I think we should look at it with the' representatives of e State schools on hand.

Mr.' AuCoiN., W 11, would agree. that it ought to be looked at
separately, but it Is ought to be, looked at .in relationship with
witat we are doi n a policy sense with the U.S. Merchant

rine Academy.
t me turn to no her subject; this has to do with the Louisiana

M rine and Pet le Institute. You will recall that during the
he ring .on H.R. 545 , you were kind enough to recommend that
th definitional sect on of that bill be amended ttv include the '
to s "merch m ine officer" and "maritime academies or. col-
le

ese pro
by the witness
In, fact, as I

rzend Petroleu
under the to
college,--and t
Tied to give si

Mr, NEMIR
reviewed the
bill. From w

' Mr, Au
efforts in ,t
funding to

- program,
less asking 4dr--aiit
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t the State maritime academy student loan

have not approved yet, but you are neverthe-
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lar proposal.
ow that might have happened and how it is

ng this; testifying in support of it in the' previ-
vein the authorization bill I find no request for

ere is a leap in yourustatenient from our testi-
dressing the specific definitional section of that
h we indicated that the definition should be

b enough to in lude that type of an institution.
ere is no statement that I recall, having been at that time or

Silt that simply because any institution might qualify under the
de nitionitl section, the Federal Government would fund any

unts for assistance in those institutions. I think that is a sepa-
;Matter.

first question 4, who qualifiet from a statutory sense, and
the second question is, does the Federal GovernMent and the Con-
gress wish to expend resources in order to enhdnce that qualified
applicant.
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issue of that particular institution was not before the Maritime
Administration.

Mr. Au Cong. I beg your pardon? I did not hear your last state-
' ntent. ."

Mr. NEMIROW. I believe that the issue concerning'that particular
institution was not before the Maritime Administration at the time
that this particular budget was prepared, but I consider that to be
a secondary point.

.Mr. AuCong. Let us then-;be clear, for the record and for all those
who might be interested in' this question. The recommendation you
gave to the subcommittee, in the hearing on H.R. 5451, to expand
the definition of State academies in a way that would include that
institution and others like it in no way represents a recommenda-
tion by MarAd that it be so designated, nor is MatAd prepared at
this point to recommend authorization of whatever financial re-,
sources would be necessary to create and designate and operate it
as a S le academ_y. Is that correct?t

Mr. ebt1ROW. That is a correct statement.
Mr. uCoix. I want to thank you, Sam, for promptly furnishing

me the information that is set forth in my memorandum of-Febru-
ary 21 to the members.

The first observation I have about that is that the subcommittee
is almost totally dependent on your agency for the information

,that will determine what action we will take, both with respect to
your authorization request, as well as for the information Tram
your agency for our work on 5451.

Because of that I think it is extremely important at this hearing
to go over iri some detail the information you have furnished the
subcommittee in the memoranduth I referred to. On the second
page of that memorandum, we have the language provided by

- section 2(4) of H.R. 6554.
I am quoting (4):
For maritime education and 'emitting expenses. not to exceed $26,763,000, includ-

ing not to exceed $18,201,000 for maritime training at the Merchant Marine Acade-
my at Kings Point, New Ifdrk, $6,680.000 for financial assistance to state maritime
schools, and $1,882,000 for s plemeata training courses authorized under Section
216(c) of the Merchant Mari Act of 1336.

That is the Ian
What I want to ow is is the Maritime Administration author-.

izedto reprogram fun between those three activities that I have
just mentioned and cited figures for, as long as you remain within
the total authorized amount of $26,763,000? Is that the way it
works?

Mr. NEMIROW. As to this specific issue of this training item in
the program,. I believe that we can reprogram from one item to
another, but in order to-do that, I believe, and I halo to check this,
we must dear a through appropriate people within the.administra-
tion, and the cognizant committees of the Hill.

Mr. AuComr. You can reprogram subject to approval from what
quarter of the administration?

Mr. Nitstiaow. My recollection of a reprograming action which
has been takenand I believe it would apply in.this instance as
Wellwe make a dete*-rnination that reprograming is necessary.
We go through our own budget people; we goup through.the OMB
process, through the Department first and then through the OMB
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process. Then we are required to notify' various committees on the
Hill of our intent to reprogram.

It is'possible, but obviously it Is not contemplated at the -time we
submit a budget. I am quite certain that the Merchant.Marine and
Fisheries Committee, at least, would be informed of any reprogram-
ing action we might consider. ,

Mr. AuConr. I may:1.1 "ve missed this in your response, but did
you indicate that this happened in the past, reprograming of
fairly significant amoun ?

Mr. NEMIROW., It has happened, but n'ot within this program. I
believe that there was a reprograming actionand I would have to
look this up for you, franklyin this category of about $30,000 or
$60,000 within the past few years. There was a reprograming that
seem]; to stick in my mind of not a significant amount. It is not
something that we conventionally or typically do. . .

. Mr. AuCoiw. Your understanding is that you can reprogram any
amounts that might be necessary, subject to consultation with com-
mittees in the Congress and authorities within the Administration?

Mr. NEMIROW. You cannot reprogram entire budget items; I
think you have to get new appropriations: I think there are limits

..- for administrative purposes,.at least, of $250,000. ""

Mr. AuCortr. With respect to the Federal Maritime Academy, I
noticed that you are requesting an increase -of $1,069,000 over the
amount authorized last year, and this change results from seven
things. The first is an increase of $208,000, associated with in--
creased Midshipmen enrollment.

How many additional studfhts will be attending the Academy in
fiscal 1981? : .. .

Mr. NEMIROW. I went over this issue myself this .morning be-
cause, technically, the enrollment has not increased; the attrition
has decreased. The enrollment is basically static, but from 1977,
the onboard enrollment has increased from 1,041 to 1,115 in 1979.

Mr. AUCOIN. Could 'lave those figures again, please?
Mr. Nzasntow. 1,041 in 1977, and 1,115 in 1979. .....

Mr. AuCong..1 votice that OMB cut $16,000 froM this request.
Can you tell the committee, why that was?

Mr. Nratmow. From the request on the $208,000 for midshipmen
support? .

Mr. AuConz. That is rdi understanding.
Mr. lisostaow. On that sUbitem?

.Mr. AuCont. Yes. ..
.

.- .

Mr. NEMIROW. No; I cannot, but I will check it. I believe it had
something to do with travel of midshipmen to either meet ships
when they are at sea or to various functions; I think it was a travel
item.

[The following was received for thrd:1
The $16,000 reduied from this request was for additional funds for midshipmen

travel related to the reduced level of attrition.

Mr. AuConr. So, even though you have a static enrolhneht and
not an inc enrollmerit, you are asking for an authorization
increase of $208, -

Mr. .lizhnnow. Because the onboard strength of the corps is
greater than it hat been in recent years. .

Mr, AuConi. Because of the decrease in attrition?
ti

4`I3
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Mr. NEMIROW. Yes.
Mr. AUC0IN. The second element in this overall million dollar-

plus %guest is $264.000 for an electrical engineering professor for a
revised curriculum. What revised curriculum are we talking about,

-and what newly required electrical engineering courses are there
for deck officers to make this item necessary?

Mr. NEMIROW. I cannot explain it; I do nut know. I can try, but I
think I had better not. I would rather submit that to you in
writing.

Mr. AuComi. If you would, I would appreciate it. I would also like .
to know about the need for revising the curriculum at this particu-
lar time and if, in any way, this is related to the enrollment factor
that we both cited a moment ago.

Mr. Nstautow. I believe that as to the last one, I am comfortable
in saying it is not related. As to the others, I would like to submit,
it for the record.

Mr. AuCong. That would; be fine.
[The following was received for the record:] 4-

RZVISION or CURRICULUM

The deck officer curriculum has been revised to institute a requirement for
additional engineering science and electrical engineering waives. Expanded use of
electronic navigation and automated bridge, systems has necessitated additional
instruction in electrical engineering and applied electricity. In addition, new ship

'types require a more detailed- knowledge by deck officers of the mechanics of ship
structures, particularly pertaining to cargo loading and storage. The curriculum
revisions in no way - to to the increased enrollment levels now being experienced
at the Academy due to reduced attrition. The additional curriculum requirements
are proposed to better prepare deck officer candidates to sit for the Coast Guard
licensing examination which now covers' more material on engineering science and
electrical engineering as well as to meet the purrently increasing everyday demands
of their. .profession in this area.

Mr. AuConi. The third element in the increase for the Academy
is $60,000 for; aditorial services. Can you explain that one? Appal.-
ently, this is not contracted out, but is apparently being performed
by Academy personnel: .Mr. Nonaow. I think it is a combination. Again, on a specific
item like that, I would prefer submitting something for the record.

Mr. AuCorti. When you do, if they, are'contracted out, would you
indicatefor the committee why that is preferable from a cost point
of view to using personnel?

Mr. Nnnaow.. I will try. That seems to be a philosophical debate
which goes on within the Administration and budgeters on an
mmual basis as to whether we should contract out or provide the
services in-house, not -only In our budget, but in every budget
know of.

I will be glad to try to address the° question.
[The following was received for the record:]

CORP COMPARISON 07 XTODIAL &RR

A cost comparison showed that selected custodial functions could be contracted
out for about the same cost as direct hire of personnel. Funds for contracting out
were requested in furtherance of the President's program to restrict or reduce
Federal Government.

Mr. AuComi. A fourth element in the million-dollar request is .

$51,000 for heating oil for new facilities. What new facilities are

4'.
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you talking about here? Are they part of the, modernization pro-
gram?

Mr. Nszdniow. Part of the modernization includes constilbction of
a new public works building; this is in the 1981 budget. I think,
also, part of the modernization has included upgrading , a greet
number of these heating facilities, and I think it is attendant to the
modernization prOgrain that some of these increases occur, as well
as increases in the general cost of fuel oil.

Mr. AUCOIN. This is a new building that is under construction
and near completion?

Mr. NEbtlitoW., We have in our modernization program for '81 an
item for construction of a new public works building.

Mr. AuConi. Andit will be heated with heating oil?
Mr. Nsitmow. Evidently.
Mr. AuGOIN How large do you expect that budget item to groiv

over the course of the next several years, geared as it Is to heating
oil?

Mr. NE MO*. Somewhat in proportion to the growth in my own
budget in my own household, I suppose. I would not want to give
you a number, becau9e it might scare me.

Mr. AuCong. Heating oil, of course, is highly lnerable to cost
increase. It might be one that could be looked t from a different
point of vit./ from an alternative energy stand int.

Mr. Nzbintow. I think you-would have to 1 k at converting all
heating at the Academy, and whether that ht be an advisable
step and what tthe costs incurred in that mig . I would be very
glad to do that. Most of the heating is done n a centralized basis,
but we will look into other means of heating.

[The following was received for the record.

. ACADEMY HEATING

The Academy currently used a marine boiler i led in the 1940's for both
centralized heating and educational purposes. The filer is capable of being fired by
either fuel oil or natural gas. In'the interest of stm ping the Academy fuel budget,
natural gas is used .when available. However, the env as a commerical users is
forced off natural. gas during the winter months m the end of November to the
beginning of April when homeowners era given erence over commerical users.

An alternative method of fueling the boiler b coal or coal sllurrry was consid
wed as fuel oil coats have escalated. Conversi to the use of coal would require
provision for delivery systems and storage installation of pollution control
systems, and additional maintenance to fled boiler and to remove the build up
of ashes and slag. Due to the enormous capi i investment required to convert to
coal, this alternative hasbeen discarded for th time being.

In uns. the Academy .contracted with DubinalittdellBloome Associates to
conduct an hi-depth study to determine met of conserving energy and reducing
operating costs in existing and proposed A any building. Serveral of the meow
mendations set forth in the study, have been lamented and others continue to be
one of the/primary objectives of the maintenance and repair and modern.

For
izatiqn programs.

exaunPle, a relatively small in t having resulted in oonsiderable.cost
savings was the installation of individual fired hot water heaters throughout the
Academy. This decision permits the coin ete shutdown of the boiler plant ihr five
month of the year from May until = ter. Another example was the replace-
ment of single wooden hung we owe with modern double pane thermal
windows in the ks and in the buildings as each has been renovated.
Replacement of the ndows has read in significant fuel cost savings and contin-
ues to be an im element in demy moderation plans. MAO, most modern-
ization projects have uded or are lanned to include the installation of lower
ceilings And double d oyer type tries in a further effort to reduce heat loss.
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The 1975 study suggested investigating the use of solar domestic hot water heat-
ers. A solar energy project encompassing the entire dormitory complex with the
capacity to provide an estimated 50 percent of the annual dormitory energy needs is
currently being studied in conjunction with the Department of Energy. Design work
for future renovation and construction projects will include a solar energy feasibil
ity evaluation by the architectural engineering design firm. Such an evaluation will
be required for the design of the new pubic Works building.

Mr. Au Com. Item No. 5 is nearly half a million dollars for the
October 1979 pay raise and the =tit item is $320,000 pay raise
absorption taken from the niodernization program.

On the next page yOu informed the subcommittee that the total
amount authorize& for the Academy for fiscal 1980 did not include
the 1980 pay raise increases of $285,000.

My question is, was the October 1979 pay raise $285,000,
$455,000, or $320,000, because I cannot understand the apparent
difference in the three figures you have given me.

Mr. NEsintow. I think we are talking about different years. I
cannot follow you in your memorandum. Unfortunately, I am not
as familiar with it as you are. But the numbers that you give me
seem to indicate that the lower number was a 1980 number and
the authorization we are looking for this morning is for a 1981
budget.

Mr. AuCom, Take a look at the memo on the second page, if you
.,have it there. '

; Mr. Nxisiaow. I do.
Mr. AuCom. Item B-5 cites the October 1979 pay raise, and that

/ uses the $455,000 figure. Item B-6 'cites the pay raise absorption
taken from the modernization program which* is $820,000.

Mr. Nzumow. Can I interrupt? I cannot find ,you on this page.
I now it. ,

Mr. AuCom.A.pd thealurning a page,,under C, you will find the .1

history by fiscal year. u have five years cited there for .1976
through 1980, and then a footnote which indicates that excluded is
the October 1979 pay raise of $285,000.

What we have here .are three figures dealing with a pay raise
that seems to me to be the same pay raise. I would like to know
what that .pay raise was. If I am mistaken somehow on these
figures, could you clarify, them ,for me?

Mr. Nauntow. The problem seems to arise out of the fact that
the number we are talking about in this budget is the fiscal year
1981 cost of the 1979 pay raise and the iteais that you have refer-
ence Win this memorandum are the 1880 costs of the October 1979
pay raise.

Mr. &Com. You are going to have-t4 play that past me .one
more time. I do pot understand:

Mr. Nzuntow. The number of $285,000, which' is on page 8 Of
your meihorandum, is a 1980 fiscal year cost of the 1979 pay raise,
1980 cost was $285,000. That pay raise, given the number of peollie
employed, the grades of those people, what positions they are -
ing in fiscal year 1981 is going to cost us more than it- cos; us in
1980. But it is "still bailed on the increase which was granted in1979. - "

Mr. AuConc. That speaks to the $285,000 figure. Which of the
two figures then applies to that same cost adjusted for the next
fiscal year, the $455,000 figure or the $320,000 figure?
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Ms. NISUROW, It is $455,000 figure that is the number t2fat
pertains to the i f pay raise.

Mr. AuCo en we areJeft with the mystery of the $.820,000

w. The 20,000 figure apparently was a, reprogram-
m the modern' = tion funds which had to be Used for pay

absorption since we had no funds for the pay' raise of 1979.
We reprogramed in 80 $320,000 in order to ply the- employees
the amount to which hey were entitled.

Mr. AuCom. Tel a layman what a pay/ raise absorption is
Mr..Nntritow. A y iraise absorption s mething the Govern-

ment has man to wor ks. out whe the Congress, in . its
wisdom, adopts a pay raisefor all F eral employees below a
certain level and then they do not thorize or appropriate any
funds for paying for that increase., other words, you absorb it.
Somewhere in y ur program youliave to find the necessary funds
.to pay the . = . 'le at the leveY at which they were entitled by
statute. to rece income, eyed though you are not appropriating
any money to that - -

Mr. AuCo 1 . So you . it out of the modernization program?
, Mr. N 1 1 . w. Yes, . I believe that was the reprograming
process that went - .ugh the process we went tough earlier.

Mr. A s . You eve, or are you certain?
Mr. N )1 . W. would have had to, so Relieve it did, The

answer is - .
N.

Mt. r How oftei have you re .1 amed funds from your
mode . II for other pu , . _ _

The -

pr for
this uesti

,,

in your testimony on this
re I I' r, ing question in on 5451, you indicated that
this .4 .

a
$ .1 capacity bfsically is for small adjustments, up or

d . ' ' -merit,. and forth, to make small adjustments, and
. .. u indicated there are times when' you have to go for a

amount, you laid out the procedure for whiit you do.
: u r how o you reprogram funds from your modernization

..i,,,
J for 4 er purposes?

N , i . w. Thu is the only occasion that I know of. I do not
ve ., actions in genera/ I think it is against the

of this
, ring

process. .

. AuCorr. I would agree with that.
,Nzuntow. And it does not make any conventional sense for

once you are funded for a certain level. I do not think it is
t Congress intends, and while I am not really being magnani-, I am Concerned that we do something Congress does not

tend. It does nohelp us in the twig run.
From time to t.ime, we are confronted with no options. That is

the situation we had here. I think we very rarely pursue any
reprograming actions, and if they are of any magnitude we inform
die Congress.

Mr. Ar.CoiN. Of course, you do not have to if it falls under
$250,000. <

Mr.,Nsumow. That is my understanding.
Mr. AuCom. I would like- you to provide for the committee all

the occasions you have 'reprogramed . under $250,000 since, say,
1872, and see what that shows.
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Mr:. NEMIROW.. Within this category of budget items?
Mr. AuCOIN. Yes.
Mr. .NEMIROW. Fine.
[The following was 'received for the record:)

.REPROGRAMING ACTIONS

Within the modernization program, reprograming actions have been taken to
adjust for differences between actual project costs and budget estimates, and for
year-to-year slippage of individual projects due to delays in contract awards or
shifting of priorities in project accomplishment. in addition to these minor repro-
gramings and the reprogramings that have been reviewed and approved by the
Committee on Aperopriations, Subcommittee on State, Justice, Commerce, the Judi-
ciary and Related Agencies, the-fallowing actions have also been taken with regard
to the modernization program.

Fiscal years 1972 and 1973: Data Not available Budget records and work papers
have been disposed of.

Fiscal year 1914 $86,000 reprogramed from waterfront improvemen.t projects to
maintenance, repair and operating requirements.

Fiscal year 1975: No reprograming actions taken.
Fiscal year 1976 and TQ: 3571,000 reprogramed from the O'Hara Hall project to

midshipment costs for increased costs of food service, and for additional mainte-
nance, repair, and operating costs.

Fiscal Year 1977; $232,000 reprogrammed from electrical distribution systems
renovation projects to maintenance, repair and operating requirements.

Fiscal year 1978: $336,000 reprogramed from maintenance, repair and operating
requirements into the modernization program for additional costs of classroom and
dorm modifications ($56,000), O'Hara Hall furnishings ($50,000), Crowninshield Pier
renovation ($10.000). electrical distribution systems ($19,000), lend Fulton Hall addi-
tion ($201.000).

Fiscal year 1979: $63,000 reprograimed into the modernization program for addi-
tional costs of renovating Delano Hall from maintenance, repair and operating
expenses.

Mr. AuCong. The seventh and final element in the proposed
increase is $589,000 for something called net unavoidable operating
cost increases. This is almost half of the total proposed increase
and I would like to know just exactly what a "net unavoidable
operating cost" is. Why is it unavoidable? Why is it net, what do
you mean, and how do you justify it in more detail?

Mr. NEMIROW. I think we can give you a, listing of the items that
come under 'diet category. Mainly, they are fuel and energy related
items.

The list folKvle: .

OPERATING COST INCREASES

Net change in personnel costs
Utility cost increases
Major repair and service contracts.
Food service contra .
Heating oil and natu gas
Postal cost increase an tal fend transfer
Midshipmen uniforms an xtbooks
Supplies
Nonrecurring costs.

$56,000
51,000

460,000
296,000

74,000
86,000
42,000

524,000

Total 589,000

Mr. AuCter. What percentage do you guess would those two
items make up?

Mr. NEMIROW. Of the operating cost increase? -
Mr. &Com. Are we talking about 90 percent? ,

I
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Mr, NEMIROW. If I am guessing, I would say 85, 90 percent. I
would like for the answer to be more specific for the record. But I
think that is a respectable number.

. Mr. AuCOIN. What other things besides fuel alid energy related
things are unavoidable?

ROW. I think there are certain fixed costs that escalate
in terms of the equipment, services that are performed, food serv-
ices.

Mr. AUCOIN. The longer you are on heating oil, the more you are
going to have to have this budget item in future authorization bills.
It is an unavoidable net operating cost increase.

Mr. NEMIROW. I suppose we can propose that we add to this or
other budgets several tens of thousands of millions of dollars to
convert the current plant to a mbre efficient plant. I am not sure it
would be entertained.

Mr. AUCOIN. I am not offering that amendment, but I am point-
ing out a vulnerability of your operating cost, and that is a huge
vulnerability.

What we have done is gone through several of the major ele-
ments that add to the requested increase of $1 million, and that is
just- tlie increpike over the base of $17 million authorized and appro-
priated last year, and expended at the Academy. My staff and I are
having difficulty with the form of the information we have received
from MarAd. We are trying to understand whether the $17,132,000
has been spent, and in what manner it has been spent.

What I would like from you, Sam, is a concise comprehensible
delineated fact sheet or sheets that would show where the fiscal
1980 funds were supposed to be expended, where, in fact, they were
expended,- and where the fiscal 1981 funds are planned to he ex-
panded, showing in each of these' instances where the increases or
decreases are. I would also like a similar fact sheet for State
Academies and your so-called supplemeAtal training program.

Mr. Nistutow, I am not sure that I can provide that kind of
detail in response to your question about the State academies. The
information will

Mr., AuComi. To the extent that you have difficulty, with that
request, and it is a request the chairman makes and it is informa-
tion that the committee needs, to the extent that you have difficul-
ty with that, if you would work with my subcommittee staff in
solving it, I would appreciate it. W0 need the information.

did not have it this point. I know has been working
Mr. NEMIROW. I have no problem that. I am only sorry we

. directly for some weeks. We will try to change the format and
make it

[Thefollowing was received for the record:]

!drama EDUCATION AND TRAINING, 1980-81

The table below shows the amounts appropriated for fiscal year 1980, now esti-
mated Or fiscal year 1980. and requested for 1981 for operation of the Merchant
Marine Academy, and for the State Marine Schools and Supplementary Training,
programs. The amounts in parenthesis reflect the total planned funding levels
which are composed of new budget authority and funds carried forward from 1979.
Carryover funds are associated with Academy modernization projects which were
not conOisciad fbr in 1979 but are planned for award in 198x, completion of the
program to ;establish marine firefighting field training facilities on each of the
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seacoasts as approved in the 1978 budget, and for onetime pay raise absorption in
1980.
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Mr. AuCom. You have been quite responsive and I want to make
that very clear. The difficulty we have is assimilating the informa-
tion in a form that makes it usable in an optimum way to us in the
committee. So we are dealing here with form more than anything
else. That is what I hove reference to

Mr. N
earlier

Mr. A
Before

Departm
mistaken,
by the De
pretty whopping

What is the
unscathed an

Mr. NEMIROW- Well, the big item in the State academy budget,
as we had requested it, was construction of two new schoolships,
and that was approximately $170 million. That is a big item to cut
out. When you cut,out that item, it takes care of nearly all of the
decrease. Other items eliminated were related to that schoolship
construction program,..and because they eliminated seven positions
which would have been needed to undertake the construction and
design of those vessels, and, finally, we have proposed that we
pursue a program of training with ship simulators in order .to
comply with *new IMCO requirements The Department of Com-

w. I think the form that you just referenced in your
Its can be complied with.

IN. I would appreciate- that.
get off of this, I would like to note that the Commerce
did not cut a single one of your requests, if I am not

the Academy, whereas the State academies were cut
ent from ;208 million to $14 million. Thal is a

t.
tification for that: the Federal academy being
State academies taking a cut of that magnitude?

*an ii-16---ter 4.1
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amerce would not agree with funding thatto the level we had
relpiested, but they did agree to the funding of a simulator on an
experimental basis, on a kind of pilot ,isrojt basis, and ultimately
0MB thought this was not the year to' do that.

Mr. &Copt. So what we haveI underatand the point, first of
all, about the ships. It is a large budget item. I am sure that cut
was not specifically for the State academiesthen on the question
of the simulators, which is a significant question, especially with
IMCO requirements coining, the original request was for six. The
Department dropped it to one and 0MB eliminated it entirely.

Are you concerned that we are really preparing now for some-
thing that we can probably see on the horizon % terms of adequate
preparation for seagoing personnel, the traiping1of those seagoing
personnel? I recognize that you are hamstrung by the little man
with the green visor down at OMB, and a lot of us are frustrated
by that. You do not have to characterize them at all for the public
record today. But are you not concerned when you pre cutting
training ships, and when you are cutting simulatora, that we else
betting to the point where we are going to find ourselves in a
potential crisis if we have these higher standards passed on an
international basis through the IMOO Treaty?

Does that bother you?
Mr. NEMIROW. It does bother me. I have been concerned aver

that IMOO Convention for some time. This particular item, both
the schoolships and simulators, and especially .now in reference to
the simulators, I personally appealed to the then Acting Secretary
of Commerce and met with him to come up with one on a demon-
stration project basis. I then personally appealed this to 0MB and
had one of those meetings they like to have to explain to 'them
what I thought the importance of this item was.

Ultimately, I lost. That is part of the process. We may think of
the people at 0MB as green visor people. I do not think 1 would
want their job either, telling all of us we cannot have the money. It
is part of the process and a part I do not particularly enjoy. But
they have a tough job to do as well.

Also, at that meeting with OMB:, where we discussed the need for
this in the 1981 budgetit was *reed that it would be stricken
from the 1981 budget without prejudice to a reinstitution of a
similar request for the 1982 budget, and I expect we may be reinsti-
tuting it for 1982.

Mr. AuConl. You expect you may be requesting what?
Mr. NEMIROW. was saying that the elimination of this item

from our budget 1981 was specifically without prejudice to
reinstituting that requ 0 82. As I indicated earlier this morn.

the 1982 budget call has already been issued.
Mr. AuConl, On the State academy part, you are requesting $6

million for fiscal year 1981, a decrease of $5,600,000 from last
year's authorized budget. As I understand it, that change results
from three items, first dbncerning nearly $2 million for fuel oil that
was not funded. I would like to defer comment on that.

Mr. NEMIROW. By the-eengress, I believe that was. I believe that
$1.9 million was authorized.but not appropriated.

Mr. AuCom. That is right.'
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The second elehient concerns the $3,
Geiger., I think that item ie selfexplanato

The third and final element is a d
for something called reduction of schools&
What is thii amount? What is this item?
and is there; in fact, a backlog of major

Mr. NIMIROW. Not today.
Mr. Atictimr. What is the $305,000 for?

." -Mr. NEMIROW. That is what was eli
budget. In that time we had been falling
that request for $305,000 to the commi

Mr. AuCOnc. Can you tell the emu&
thinking OMB had, in the elimination of
allowances that you requested for the Grea
chusetts Maritime Aqadlmies? What was th

Mr. Nimintow: Money. At far as I can tell
Mr. AuConc. I understand that.
Mr. Nitsrmow. Really, I think as far

ditcuision, related to additional items of.
Each additional item reqiiited special
under a burden to not increase the various
they understood our request. We made it q
ly for monetary reasons they did not agree,

Mr. Avant'. The Massachusetts Made
of students that received the allowances. Is,

Mr. NZMIROW. Just a second. I will have
Mr. AuCon4t. Is it among the lowest?
Mr. Nzionow. Yes.
Mr. AuConc. This was an attempt to try
Mr. Nxiaaow. Yes, and as you know,

that take place within the executive, bran
know some of our friends in the State sc
worried about them. So I am perfectly hap
these out

. Massachusetts, their assigned quota is 7
the bottom. Texas is 85. Michigan is 50.

Mr. &Conc. What was the reason tha
haierrerve you for the cut from six o

to go along with the demonstratio
was their reason? What was the argum

Nzlestwow. There is a question, as y
'ma of simulator training under the
I1VICO Convention,, and what kind of
acceptable has not been defined within

., have been working with the Coast Guard
ourselves, of course, in trying to define
equivalency.'There was some debate as
IMCO purposes might not ber premature.
the initial concern.

I then requested that ultimately we
operate one of these simulators on an ex
to demonstrate that they work and th
equivalency testing. That is hoar, it got
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Initially it was taken out completely, and then ultimately it Was
taken out completely.

Mr. Au Com. Is it safe to say that this is a cause that You pressed
with unusual effort and vigor, this effort to establish at least one?

Mr. NEMIROW. I do not like to say this normally, but the answer
is yes. I recall meeting at 6:30 with the then Acting Secretary, to
specifically ask that he reconsider the question of simulators, and
he did, and he gave us one on dfinonstmtion basis.

Mr. AuCour. But lost later. What was the rationale that OMB
gave for cutting the fuel off allowance that you requested earlier? I
indicated that I would return to that.

Mr. NEMIROW. They did not give .me any rationale. My recollec-
tion, historical recollection, is that OMB has not, in earlier bud-
gets, agreed that these fuel differentials should be funded through
appropriated funds, and my recollection is that in the 1986 budget
it was the Authorizatibn Committee that included that, later to be
deleted through appropriations. But OMB has not in the wit, in
my recollection, supported an appropriation request to cover the
cost of schoolships' fuel.

Mr. AuConv. So what we have is just a conflict on the part of the
budget managers in the administration as to the propriety of that

formof assistance, and we can expect that to be a continuing point
of opposition. Is that accurate?

Mr. NEminow I believe so. It is not a question of whether it is .

proper. The phrase you used, the budget manager, is the appropri-
ate phiase. In the way they are managing the budget they feel that.
these additional items of significant cost should not be funded
through Federal appropriations.

Mr. AuConi. I want to move to the question of the cost'of a.
Kings Point education. As I mentioned in my opening statement, in
the Philadelphia Inquirer, the cost of $42,000 pet strident, at the
U.S. Merchant Marine Academy was cited. We indicated in our
exchange this morning that you have pegged the figure at $32,108.

You testified that in arriving at that figure, the costs, excluding
the modernization expenditures now occurring, brings you`to that
figure. I have found that it is fairly easy for the committee to
compute the Federal cost for the State maritime academies,
i&dertainly not the case for the Federal Academy. I Would lik
focus on this for a few additional minutes.,

When I raised this question last December in a hearing on H.R.
5451, you and Mr. Friedberg responded at some length to this
question, and I was:puzzled, at your teatimony at the time, and
when I went over the hearing transcript on that dialog it, did not
clarify my understanding of -the question in liny substantial way.
So I would like to try it one more time.

On page 23 of the June 15, 1977, 'GAO reportentitled "The
Federal Role in Maritime-Merchant Marine Officer Education," we
find the following quote,, to determine the cost in Government,
one takes the total amount of Federal expenditures going to each
academy and the number of students,- and computes its Federal ,
coston an individual basis for each academy."

That strikes me as being a straightforward approach, and I.
would like to apply it to this little problem we have beforeus. You
are requesting $18.2 million to continue operating the Federal
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.Acad.einy for = 1981. You have also informed the subcommittee
that the Pell Academy has all enrollment of 1,100 students.

If we take e GAO approach and divide the requested funds_by
the enrollme t, we get an annual cost of $16,545, or about $66,000
for 4 years. ut you say this does not exclude the modernization

PIET w. We say it does exclude. Our number of $82,1t8 is
footnoted the table that you were given, that excludes modern-
ization an major repair costs.

Mr. Au lie. But of the $18.2 million requested, I understand
that $3.4 on is to continue the' modernization program at the
Academy So if we subtract that $8.4 million from the $18.2 million
we get $ 4.8 million. Then if we use the GAG approach, we divide

. that $1 8 million by the enrollment of 1,100 students, and we get
an ann cost of $13,000, or about $54',000 for 4 years. So what I
have d ne is made the adjustment 3rou have asked,-and still arrive
at a much in excess of the 432,000 figure that you testified
on in December hearing when you tried to make an estimate of.
what felt the cost would be at Kim Point.

that adjustment and still came up with more than
$82, i i i . How do 3rou respond to that?

Nituntow. Leaving the GAO approach aside, there is another
that we indicated to you at the time, and at this time, and

th are certain other major repair costa. Those, to my knowledge,
the only two major items that have been eliminated in our

tion of the $82,188.
I have not, fortunately, or unfortunately, had the occasion to

to this number for myself from any of the original data. The
umber which I have been giving repeatedly is the number which I
ye given you. I do not have a hidden agenda in my pocket. The

number I have for my planning pu is $33,188. I would be
happy to have our staff and your sit down together and tell
you the 4tems of cost which comprise the $82,188.

Mr. &Cow. Well, Sam, I think that would be fine, because I
would like to get that resolved. The reason it is significant, is the
whole controversy of costa, free education, what the value of a free
education at the Academy is, and a whole associated series of
questions that have emerged as a result of that controversy. I think
you are just as interested in establishing some of these facts as this
committee is.

Mr. Nazintow. I find the whole process to be very helpful. I have
no objection to it whatsoever.

[The f011owkig wits received for to record:]

Cosi. eas 1979 GRADUATS U$MMA

There are a number of acceptable but different ways to calculate the average cost
per graduate at the Merchant Witw Academy. The primary considerations involve
the annunptions made with n o the costs a ly attributable to Acad.-
niy operations and the enrollment'figures to h those costs are allocated. The
$32,108 figure is,based on an annual average enrollment including midshipmen who
are at pea compared to the graduating clam the during the three years that the
midshipmen in that clam are actually on board at the Academy. Another calcula-
tion based on the same annual average enrollment but excluding midshipmen who
are at eta compared to the graduating class site during the same three years that

, those midshipmen are on board produces a scot per graduate figure for the class of
1979 of114.020. This latter method is shown below and ii felt to be a reasonable
approach.
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Mr. AuCon4.1 want to switch to student subsidies at Kings
Point. Some of the students at the State maritime academies re
ceive subsistence allowances of ,209 to assist them in the cost of
things such. as room, board, unit' i s ,,textbooks.

You have informed the sp i s,.. i i mittee t t since 1971 MarAd has
been rovidinit673 such allowances for h year's entering class.
How did the Maritime Administration am at the figure of ft73
allowances? Is that the same number of allowances that were
provided when the Maritime Acadeiny. Act of 1958 was enacted?,

Mr. NialIROW. The number was derived, I believe, in 1971.. At
that time there was a concern that *ere were more officers being
graduated than were required, and the Government was funding,

. in one way .or' another, more people Than it had to NO. We then
tried to determine what a logical base here would be for purposes

. of student allowances at the schools. They used for that purpose; I
believ 1964. How that number was derived was a mathematicalt
type utation. The number came out to be 673. That number
has been plied since 1971. It is not a 1971 number. It is a
reversion back to what I believe was a calculation of 'what it should
have been in 1964. That is the number we have been using since.
That is the number we are using today. .

We have, fromtime to time, suggested int` teases in that
.
iitimbei.

The number has been constant since the early seventies. ,
Mr. AuConi. When was therefresh my memory. When were

the Great Lakes Maritime Academy and the Texas Academy estab-
lished? Do you recall the dates?

Mr. NIglaROW. I think that they were OW971I sin wrong.
The Texas was 1962, and Michigan was 196 _.

Mr. AuConi. Both of those were established prior to the ceiling
of 673 student allowances? s

Mr. Nastutow. Both were in being at the time the ceiling was
established.

Mr. Avant. lit-ihere been any other academies since the
time the ceiling was established? : . .

Mr. Namitow. Can Lenora that I:0,11011g not for our purposes?
. Mr. AuCons. What do you mum by that?

Mr. Nammow. I don't like to comment on the world in general.
which I may not be aware of and I think there maybe institutions
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that consider themselves maritime institutions that are not on any
list I have seen.

Mr. Aneour. When you reach the point of recommending the
Louisiana Institute as a maritime academy, I am assuming that
concurrent with that there would be an increase in .the 678 figure
as well, just on the basis of fairness, would you not agree, when
that moment does arrive?

Mr % Niusuirow. Fairness in this world is hard to find.
Mr. AuCours Let me rephrase the question.
If MarAd should, now that it has indicated that it is all right to

expand the definition so schools of this kind can have the expecta-
tion of qualifying, and you know that expeOtatiOn will be created
by your recommended amendment, if that should happen, and
MarAd should then make gOod on the expectations that it has
aroused, it would only seem fail', would it not, to increase the 673
figure, sosthat we are not pulling these numbers from other, acade-
miesofor student allowances?

Mr. NIOUROW. That would seem fair.
Mr. AuCoor. That would certainly seem fair to the Chairman.
Sam, I alalrunderstand that if a student receiving an allo ce

at a State academy loses that allowance for any reason, those f ds
revert to the Treasury, rather than going to some other aced my
that might, as we have already pointed out in other be
short in student allowances on a relative and comparative is
that correct'? II my understanding correct?

Mr. Nnuaow. I believe that is correct, illy the course Of any
cular year. If someone were to drop out in mid-year,.

would be the general receipts of the Treasury. However, I lieve
that the allocation technically, and I have not been co fronted
with this, to my knowledge, but I think the allocation cpn be made

other words, that position is not lost.
to another student in the next fiscal year.

position
. r. &Wont. Staff tells me that it is staff's unde mg that
tltkt is not correct, that if the funds are taken away, ill = they are
lost, and riot protecV. Will you consult with your istants?

Mr. NEMIROW. I lc, as I indicatedI believe the i ney islost
for that year, biA.thatoota position is reassigned the ext year to
another, incoming member of the next class. So t umber re.

is mains constant every year at 673 But if it is not I expended in
one year, all of that is not expendedit is reallocated at the

A of the next school year.
Mr. AuCont So then if a student attends for a fourth of the

Year, and then drops out, three-quarters of the subsidy would be
returned to the Treasury, and the following year the slot is still
funded for some new student that comes in?

Mr. Nimmow. The number of 673 continues tolhe the number,
notwithstanding the fact that a student may drop out during the
course of any year. r

Mr. AuCon4. But if we agree that the total dol commitment to
sustain the 673 figure is sound, would it not sense to meet
the needs of other academies that are short n -receiving fewer
student allowances than others are? I am sure rays could be found
to put those funds to work in that fashion, ra r than having the

0
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money revert to the T ury and be lost. In, the example I gave
you it would he lost for t uarters of a year.

Mr. Nzuntow. We wout be happy to look at tlat. It is emuch
broader issue. Unfortunately, when you invofv,4 yourself in these
kinds of prophesies, once- the Government money is considered
spent, it is late' recovered it goes into general receipts. You cannot
augment your budget by recovering expenditures. If there is a way
to administer this program differently, we would like-to know it,.
and we will look into it.

Mr. AoComi, Is your authority, for the proceduie that I just
mentioned, one based on your regulatory powers. and specifically,
is it based on 46 CFR 310? That is written by the MaritimeAdmin-

-istration. I know you do not recognize that by number.
Mr. NEMIROW. Not off the top.
Mr. AuCorn. And if you can -respond, and give tis the informa-

, Lion at a later date, I, would appreciate if. I want to be sure -that I
am clear . , . .

Mr: NEMIROW. I do have it here, 46 CFR 310.
Mr, AuConc:. It is reverting to the Treasury on the basis of the

regulation .

Mr. Netintow. I believe that is not the base. We- can answer: that
in detail.. This is simply how we iMpleibent the admission and
training functions of the Merchant Marine Acadeniy, some issues
as they relate to the State schools. I think the reversion of this
money-to general receipts is a matter of general Government policy
Gove mentwide, whenever Government funds axe not completely
spen because of the failure of the kind we are talking about. We
will look into it. I do not think it is but of these regulations, but
gen ral budget law of the United States. -:

Mr. AoConk Could you also tell us, in the past few jeers, what
annual runotuit'of dollars has reverted in this fashion? The -subcom-
mittee would like to have some sense of the total amount of dollars
that have reverted to theTreasury through this procedure.

Mr. NEMIROW. Fine. We will endeavor to do that. st
Mr. AtiCotn. The significance of it is, I think, fairly clear. A lot

of the academies are screaminif because they are not getting
enough assistance. We have t e disparities, and I think it is import
tant to establish. r

What I would like is the ount Of dollars thlt has reverted to
the-Treasury, or has been reprogramed.

Mr. NEMIROW. I understand the ituestiOn. I think 'there is no
reprograming of money. I do not think we cab reprogram that
money, because I believe once it is lost it belongs, s to speak, to.
the Treasury. Bid we will look at that as well.

[The following was receivedjfor the record:] .

7 MONEYS APPROPRIATEDi :-
The Operations and Training appropriation, which includes fun4 & for payments of

allowances to state marine school- studentk, is a no-year appropriation and funds
remain available until expelkded. Accordingly. no fonds made, available for allow-
ance payinenta revert to the Treasury. The number of new allowances granted each
year is Hinted to 673, and payments accrue to the individual cadet for up.to four
years. hiarAd's budget request,to the Congress includes an estbette of attrition that j
will take place over the course of the funding year. These 'hates invariably
result in small surpluses or shortages in the amount budgeted compared to actual
payments from.year to year. In general, funds appropriated f f . the state mariner

1 r)Ar 4,
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ackool program remain in this program. Unused allowance fund" could be used for
mthtenance and repair of echoolships or, conVersely, echoolship maintenance and
repojir funds could be used to make up a shortage in allowances. However, no funds
have been reprogramed into or out of allowances during the last five years.

Mrs AUCOIN. You have requested $1.8 million for so-called sup-
plemental training in fiscal 1981: I would like to look at that fqr a
moment.

Let me start with the information you furnished to the commit-
tee. That is information set forth in that same,memorandum to the
members of the committee, the February 21 memorandum. I note
that the itemized cost for the four regional training centers add up
to $1,188,000, whereas you are requesting $1,884,000 for this activ-
ity. What is your intention with respect to the difference of
$669,000? Where and how 'do you intend to use those funds?.

Mr. NEMIROW. I Understand that there are other programs which
are not Included in the courses offered at those four regional
centers, such as the marine diesel engine operating and mainte-
nance course, which we provide at the Academy. That is not in-
cluded in those four regional center courses.

Mr. AuConc. According to the memo I have, it is included.
Mr. NEMIRow. According to, the memo you have, you are right.
Mr. AtCom. But the information comes from MarAd, the

to last page. We are using your figures. We have repeated them
repeated th$ information you have provided the committee for the
benefit of the members. This is your information. According to you,
it is included.

Mr: NEMIROW. I think that number is probably right, and I am
probably wrong.

Mr. AuCota. So then how do we get at this $669,000 figure? How
., will it be used?

Mr. NEMIROW. t really do not know that in any detail. I hear
that there is some radar equipment requirement that is not includ-
ed in those items and that there are some other training aids
which will have to be provided. Next question As how they reach
the level of $700400, and my answer will be I am not sure.

Mr. Avant/. But you will find out and let the committee know?
Mr.. NEMIROW. Yes.
[The following was received for the record:]

EXPNNDITUREB

$1,882,000 was requested for the supplementary training program of which
$1.183,000 was for annual operating costs of the region schools. The remaining funds
are for program direction and administration ($113,004 a program of systematic
replacement of equipment at the region schools ($410,000). and for training aids and
training materials for the firefighting program ($176,000).

Mr, AuCont. Looking at those same costs that I juit referred- to,
in\what instances, if any, are they net costs, left over after the
charging of tuition or some other similar fees?

Mr. Niuraow. I believe from thug figures that they are not net
costs and that I do not believe there has been a reduction for any
user charges which may have been imposed. Again I would have to
look to budget experts and go back to your earlier question as to
whether user charges which are recovered in this context are
moneys which stay within the program or whether they are
moneys which also go to the General Treasury. 'I believe they go to
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the General Treasury and I believe that will ultimately answer the
question you have,

Mr. AUC9IN. I am seeing a couple of heads nodding and a couple
of heads shaking behind you.

Mr. NRMIROW I am right. I must say you are at an advantage
over me. I cannot see them nod or shaking their heads. It is a lot
less confusing.

Mr. AUQOIN. In ,our prepared statement this morning, you
stated that the Maritime Administration operates small schools in
each of the four regions to provide certain ship operations training
net generally available from other sources.

Can you give the subcoMmitteS an idea of what you mean there,
particularly that ambiguous term "generally"? That is a very flexi-
ble word that can cover a pretty broad range. What do you mean
by that?

Mr. NEMIROW. I think the courses that we offer, the radar range
and the others, are uniqUe and they are focused tbr the require-
ments of seagoing operations. They are used for renewing of li-
censes. There are radar courses taught at various institutions
around the country. I believe one is taught at the University of
Washington. They do not focus direptly on radar at sea. To that
eittent,- our course is rather unique: As a matter of fact, our course
is rather unique. As a matter of fact, I think one of our professors

_was at the University of Washington. Our program has much more
'of a focus.

Generally there are courses of this nature carved out not with
the degree of specification they'are in these regional centers.
Marine firefighting, I am sure there is firefighting taught at var-. ious institutions around the country. But the focus of our firefight-
ing is to include marine fires, fires at sea, fires on ships, developing
specific means of extinguishing those fires.

Mr. AuCom When you provided your written response to the
record concerning questions raised on H.R. 5451, you furnished the
subcommittee a list of various nonprofit maritime education and
.training institutions' around the country. Do you have a copy of
that material?

Mr. NEMIROW. Yes., I do.
Mr. AUCOIN I would like to ask you which of theie nonprofit

maritime education and training institutions offer the following
cornea I would like to list them.

First; collision avoidance radar?
. Mr. NEMIROW. I am not sure that I can answer with the kind of

care you would like me to. I hope I know what we do in our
training centers but, in justice to the record, I would like to submit
it for the record if you would.

Mr. AiliCom. That would be fine, and if you" would include in
that response the schools that offer courses in not only collisi6n
avoidance radar but all marine gear and ship firefighting. What
the subcommittee is trying to do is determine the duplication, if
any, and to what extent there is duplication in education programs
provided by MarAd on the one hand, and other Sources readily
available elsewhere.

(The following was received for the record:]
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e..,MaaAo TRAINING COUitS12

In weral, while similar facilities ..may be installed. in some institutions, the
clientele and training objectives are different. Mar Ad training courses are offered
on a non-discriminately basis to insure that all personnel who require such training
are able to obtain such training. Non-profit maritime education and training institu
tions offer courses as follows in collision avoidance radar. marine diesel, and ship
firefighting.

COLLISION AVOIDANCR RADAR NAVIGATION

The Maritime Institute of Technology and Graduate Studies (MUGS) facility
conducts radar training simile? to the training provided by Mar Ad's regional
'schools. However, this training is only available to members of the Master, Mates
and Pilots Union. Similarly, the Staigiicademies, with the exception of Great Lakes,
California and Massachusetts conduct subject training for their own deck students.
The Great Lakes, Massachusetts and California academies conduct the classroom
portion of the curriculum only with the hands-on part being given at our regional
schools. At the present time, only Texas and Maine Maritime academies make the
subject training available to seagoing deck officers but on a limited not-tointerfere
bads with their basic academic programs.

riazakarrino
The key labor union schools and the State academies conduct only the classroom

portions of the firefighting curriculum. Mariol's regional firefighting schools con;
duct the field training. Both segments are required for coarse completion.

DM=
This Supplementary Training PrOgram, which incorporates both cognitive and

manipulative education on medium and low speed diesel engines, is only conducted
at the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy.

Mr. AuCoiN. As you well know, hearings on 5451 indicated a
lack of unanimity on the need for your supplemental training
programs. The subcommittee is aware Of the fact that continuing
education is primarily a union function, whereas other people feel
it ought to be a totally Federal function.

I believe it was the (ulf Oil Corp. that thought it should be in
the framework of existing academies. So, what we have here cer-
tainly is not a consensus and within that area of controversy or
difference of view, the extent of duplication ,is rather significant.

You have been very patient. Will you hold on for one additional
moment?

We are almost, done. I am sure,you feerlike:you"have made a
visit to the dentist. Pleasure will arrive in a few, moments. We will
be done shortly. '

You are in the midst of that modernization prOgram that 'we
mentioned at Kings Point. Froni all accounts it-is an extensive one.
From the information provided to the subcommittee staff, this
prograni started in 1972 and through 1979 you have obligated
something in the order ofin excess of $15 million, over $15.5-

Niracteiis 4million. That correct, is it not?
Mr ow. The $15.517 million. .

-

Mr. Au IN. For the record, what does obligation mean? Is that
legal commitment? Define what the nature of -the obligation is.

'Mr. Nviiaow. -These funds %hat we have reference to here, I
. believe, relate to work that has .either now been completed or is in

various stares of completion at 'the moment. They are ongoing
projects which have all, to my knowledge, been awarded, and they
are now underway or completed.

Mr. AuCon4. For those same years, .1972 through 1979, can you
tell the subcommittee how much was authorized and appropriated?

4
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Mr. NEMIROW. No; I cannot from the materials that I have. I do
not know how much of thatwhether we met our target in each of
our annual authorizations and appropriations. I just dontknow. I
know there were some carryover moneys in a couple of the years
involved and I would be glad to prepare a chart to show the
amount appppropriated On a fiscal year basis if that would be helpful.

Mr. At1C0IN. That would be helpful and the subcommittee would
app it.

the Bowing Via received for the record:)

MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY MOOERNIZATION PROGRAM

Audonrabon WOMAN

- 1919 $3.485.000 83.331.000
1918 . 4.023400 4400.000
1911 .... 3.39000 3.176.000
1916 2.580,000 2,680400
Ironton mkt 840.000 840.000
1915 . 2.117.000 2311,000
19/4 1414.000 1.479.000
1913 915.000" 915.000
1912 995,003 995,000

Mr. AtiComi. Has your obligation in excess of what was author-
ized and appropriated, been made up by, say, the alumni associ-
ation? ,

Mr: NEMIRO'W. No. That is a criminal violation. No; I am sure it
-is not in exam of that which has been appropriated.

Mr..AuCon4.1 recognizelhat, but the point I would like to make
is that $15 million for modernization seems like one big piece of
change,, articularly for an institutiaothe size of the Federal Mari-
time Academy.

What was the process that you used to determine the need for
that, a program of that magnitude, and what projects were in-
cluded within it? Fifteen million dollars, and you have an
went of 1,100 students.

When I was a college administrator, I worked on a campus with
approximately a thousand-students. If we had a $15 million mod-
ernization program, we would feel like we were riding a gravy
train.

Mr. Nnintow. This was not a 1-year program. I know you can
that. .

. . AUG:um If we had that over' a 25-year period we would have
bee riding a gravy train.

Mr. Nnintow.1 da not know when that institution was built or
what the state of repair was.

Mr.. AuCoiN It was the finest university on the west coast,
specifically Pacific University.

Mr, Nonnow. But in 197Of 1971, it became obvious that major
repairs and a program of major repairs were necessary at Kings
Point. The buildings were all aging. They had been built to earlier
Codes, building codes. They were in quite a bad state of repair. We
developed in.I972 what we perceived as a 10-year program for the
,modernization of facilities at the Academy. We presented it to the
Congress. I believe it was presented as a package at that time, and
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in our annual authorization since then. It is a major program. You
were up there recently and I am sure it is most visible to you the
kind of renewal done. It was a program we determined was neces-
sary in order to maintain that institution as a physical plant, and
it is one that we have been undertaking with the ass(etanoe of the
Congress ever since.

AuCont. It was the alumni association, was it not, that put,
forward the funds to purchase that large tract of property adjacent .
to the campus? Those were not Federal funds?

Mr. NIMIROW. That is correct.
Mr. AuCoix. What was.the size of that expansion?
Mr. Nicisutow. To the Government?
Mr. AuCoix To the alumni association.
Mr. Nzmutow. I do not know. That is not because I did not know.

It is because I do not recall.
Mr: AuCoix. Let me move to the final series of questions for this

morning.
One of the things-I have done since taking this subcommittee of

the Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee is thumb through
the catalog for Kings Point for 1979 and 1980. I found it interest-
inf. I would like to discuss a couple of things I found for a few
mmutes. I want you to know that I never dreamed thtit I would be
thumbing through the catalog of Kinp Point Academy until this
subcommittee became far more than obscure when the press began
to point out all the controversies.

Mr. Nettutow. It may be obscure to some, but it is not to all of
US.

Mr. AvCoix. Have you ever thumbed-through the catalog?
Mr. Nzausow. Yes; I have
Mr. AuCont. On page 120 the following appears, medical and

dental care is provided at the Academy by the U.S. Public Health
Service. Am I correct that free medical care is provided by the
Public Health Service? Do you know if that is a factual *statisnent?

Mr. Nzatutow. As far as the cadets are concerned, yes. It is an
expense of the Academy to maintain the facility and the

i-nittiQ personnel aboard. It is reimbursable to the Public Health
Service..

. Mr. AuCont. Do'youlactor that into the $82,000 figure that you
provided for the statement of cost per cadet for educating and
putting that cadet through the Federal Academy?

Mr. NUUROW. I believe so, but I am not sure. I indicated earlier
that'perhaps the best way to get to the bottom of the question is to
go line by line and indicate to your staffhave our staff meet on it
and tell you what that comprises.

Mr. AuCont. There is free medical care nevertheless?
Mr. Nntutow. To the cadets, yes.
Mr. AuCont. That is a difference, too, for the purposes of the

record, between the Kings Point cadet and the State maritime
academy cadet:They have no such comparable benefit.

Mr. N112411R0W. I am not sure what arrangements they have.
Again I am not sure that the subsidized cadets, if you can call
them that, do not qualify for medical attention. I am sure the State
school superintendent can answer that.
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Mr. Au Com. On another section, while assigned aboard ship,
midshipmen are provided quarters, meals and currently $351 per
month by the steamship companies less certain minor charges
which vary with company.

With respect to quarters, meals, and the $351 a month that is
paid for each cadet, is this paid by the steamship company?

Mr'NEMMOW. Yes.
Mr, Au Con4. And so this does not show up in any way as an

expense of the Federal Academy in the authorization bill, is that
correct?

Mr. - Nemmow. Yes.
Mr. Au Com Is the steamship company which incurs that cost

reimbursed in any way by the Federal Government?
Mr. NEMIROW. I am trying to determine. Some of that expense

may be recoverable through operating subsidies, if it is a subsidized
operator. Not all the cadets sail on subsidized vessels. Our con-
struction program specifies certain numbers of crew quarters and
certain ratings and crevnnembers who are eligible for subsidy. I

,

know there is always a footnote that sawio US. Merchant Marine
Academy cadets, if and when carried.Tdo not know if any items of
subsidy is available to a subsidized operator if he has cadets on a
particular vessel. It is a good question. I just do not know off the
top of my head.

Mr. Au Com. Will you please provide that for the subcommittee?
[The following was received for the record]

OPERATORS Rimetiassmorr FOR CAnirr MAIMING

Operators receiving operatintdifferential subsidy payments receive partial reim
bursement for costs of providing berths for Merchant Marine Academy midshipmen
and Caihoon School (MESA) cadets. Nonsubsidized operators do not receive any
Federal essistance for trainees.

And do so in specific terms, because if it is true I would like to
know in detail how it is that that might work, that arrangement
might work.

Mr. Nitsunow. I know in detail how it would work if they are
eligible. I know on the" rating there is always a footnote that

Mr. AuCong. Spare yourself the explanation of detail.
On page 13 and page 133 in the catalog there .are references to

the National Maritime Research Center, which I visited when I
made my stay recently a the -Academy. On /page 13 the catalog
states that the location of the Center on She campus enhances
faculty research opportunities, and enrichell the program for mid-
sWpmen thiough infusion of itate cif the 'art knoisledge through
the Academy educational and research program.

On pap 133 it is listed in a way that suggests that it is one of
the faculty departments at Kings Point.

The question I have on the basis of that is, first, is the National
Maritime Research Center one of.the departments of the Academy?

Mr. Nesuaow. No. .

Mr. 4uCoIN. How is the National Maritime Research Centei
funded?
, Mr. Illamptow. It is funded through our authorization, which will
be heard by the committee tomorrow, but not as part of the 0 and
T items in the Academy budget

:r
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Mr. Au Cone. Then it would not be partthat item, that authori-
cation item, would not then be part of the maritime education and
training element in the authorization bill that we are considering
today?

Nammow. Correct
Mr. Au Com. How can the catalog make such a statement if that

is the case?
Mr. Naannow. I am not sure of the statement you are referring

to.
Mr: AuCam. The 'statement I mentioned .suggesting that this is

somehow an integral part of the educational program at Kings
Point.

Mr. Num:ow. I do not have the booklet, but on pag'e 18 there is
a general statement, 'according to what you indicated, that it is a
continuing resource available to staff members, professors, et
cetera, and it upgradestheir ability, knowledge

Mr. AuCont. And enriches the educational program for midship-
men.

Mr. NEMIROW. To the extent that it enriches the professors, we
hope they are enriched enough to have some of that trickle down
on the midshipmen. The reference-you made to page 133that was
the page, was not?

M. AtiCoim,Yes. . .

Mr. Newitew. It seems to be erroneous, as you read it. It is not a
faculty de rent of the Academy.

Mr. AUIN. The reference on. 133 is this, it lists the National
Maritime Research Center in the same section that it lists all the
academic departments at Kings Point, which I think clearly is
misleading You know, and I know you know, because it came out
in previous hearings, and I know you know I know, that this is a
source of bitterness among the cadets at Kings Point. They really
feel denied the opportunity to participate, and make use of the
facility, and a lot of them told me when I had a late night rap
session in one of the halls, where we talked from 8:30 to nearly
midnight, 'about the pluses and Minuses of .the Academy. A lot of
them told me they went into that place with the full expectation
that they would have, access to that on an academic basis, and
found something altogether to the contrary. I would like to see that
rectified.

Mr. NEMIROW. We will take that into consideration. There are
certain constrainta on the operation of that facility, and in the mat
it has been a factor that it has been made available to the midship-
men. We will review that at your request.

Mr. AuCone. Can you tell me also, while we are on the subject,
how it is in what way, that the faculty takes advantage of this
facility? Howdid the faculty take advantage of the facility, and to
what extent?

Mr. NEMIROW. I am not sure.
Mr. AtiCone. I am not sure,sither. -
Mr. NI:miaow. To what extentI am not sure.
Mr. AuCouq. I have the distinct impression that it is not to any

great extent, but I would like to have that response ap well, be-
cause if that suspicion is true, then even the statement on page 13

. of the catalog is misleading, and again subject to some,bitterness.
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Could you tell the committee, on the same question of this facili-
ty, what that acronym is?

Mr. NEMIROW. CAORF.
[The following was received for the record:]

CAORF

Since the establishment of the National Maritime Research Center (NMRC) at
Kings Point in 1971, several members of the faculty have served as project inana
ers for specific research projects involving basic maritime technology and human
factor studies. Selected faculty members provided technical advice on the develop-
ment and early operational implementation of the ComputerAided Operations Re-
search Facility (CAOREIvVirtually all of this work has been performed on a part -
time basis while still maintaining a significant teaching schedule. Unfortunately,
the elimination of the Exploratory Research program in the 1980 budget and 'the
limitations on faculty availability for nonclaasroom activities without replacement
faculty have forced the curtailment of Academy involvement with the NMRC.
Nevertheless, several midshipmen continue to be engaged in independent study
projects at the NMRC each quarter. This work, which involves gathering and
.processino data for CAORF projects and participation in the analysis of research
outputs, is conducted under the supervision of Academy faculty. In 1979 a selected
group of faculty and midshimen participated directly in a pilot study of the
feasibility of using simulators,M,training, purposes in conjunction with a project to
evaluate license certification standards. A follow-on project will be conducted in
1980 and will involve 10-15 midshipmen. CAORF is not used as a training device.

Mt. AuCQIN. What percentage of the operating time is made
available for training students, dd you know?

Mr. NSMIROW. It is not used as a training facility for students.
Mr. AUCOIN. Not at all?
Mr. NEMIROW. Some students may participate in training, either

public or private training, but it is not used as a training facility,
Mr. AuCotN. For Kings Point cadets?
Mr. NEMIROW. Correct.
Mr. AuCom. Is it used at any time on a time purchase for State

academy cadets?
Mr. NEMIROW. 1 do not believe so. It is used on a time purchase

basishas' been used in the past, for certain specific experiments
or tests that have been run by various private institutions.

Mr. AuCoiw. Could you give me a couple of examples? ,

Mr. NEMIROW. One of the testa that was run, and I guess you
*we seen that facility, was that they did a model of the harbor at
Valdez to see what constraints there would be on accommodating
large sized tankers, and there was a great deal of testing of person-
nel, geographical, and other constraints, through that computer
aided system in order to determine what kinds of vessels could use

y the facility at Valdez for oil.
. AuConsi. On the question of faculty access to the facility, I

would like to have some quantifiable figure of a percentage of time,
or something that would give meaning to that assertion in the
catalog, that the faculty uses this facility in some way to upgrade
themselves, and therefore in sonie way to enrich the students. Do
you, understand?

Mr. NEMIROW. I do. There is a little confusion in my mind
between the use of CAORP as a physical entity, and the NMRC
and their resources. They are not exactly 'coextensive. But we will
try to answer within that Constraint.

Mr. AuConi. It is baffling to the subcommittee as well. So we
would appreciate the information.
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[The following was received for the record:]

OPERATION, or CAORF
Manpower limitations make it necessary that Academy facility maintain regular

teaching schedules and permit participation in National Maritime Research Center
activities only on a part-time basis As a result, the participation level has been
restricted to one or two faculty members for three to six hours per week at any
given time. Direct faculty involvement in CAORF projects currently amounts to no
more than five percent of CAORF operating time.

Mr. AuCOIN. Minority counsel has a couple of more questions. I
wanted to indicate that the Chair has the intention of recessing in
about 7 or 8 minutes.

Mr. *Loscii. Just to follow up on the chairman's question about
simulators, you originally requested money for five, and that was
cut down to one. On the argument you wanted one simulator to
evaluate equivalency, are you going to make that evaluation on
CAORF?

Mr. graniow. I have not thought about that. I itippose we will
use CAORF as an example as to vhat simulators can do to provide
equivalency.

Mr. Losor. Would yoU, given that Kings Point students want to
evaluate and reduce the level of personnel as to. the effectiveness of
the simulators?

Mr. NEMIROW. We have not_at this point, to my knowledge,
developed a specific program for the use. of CAORF in making
these determinations. I think the thrust of what you are suggesting

findquite logical, but that is one way to d out if it works, to have
training on it. It is an interesting comment.

Mr. LOOCII. How did you arrive at $5.5 million? Are there com-
mercial simulators available at that cost?

Mr. NEMIROW. I assume the type of simulator we are talking
about would be available at the price, at the time we were talking
about it.

Mr. Loom. When 0MB cut the $27 million for the five simula-
tors, did you consider as an alternative, to go back to Congress and
0MB as to providing this simulator time rather than a direct
purchase, a leasing arrangement?

Mr. Nixtmow. I did not at that time. As I say, I did discuss it
personally. We thought we would like to use this device. I thought
the amount of money involved, once you got -down to one simulator,
would be money well spent to proie MEWS coming out of the IMCO
Convention. I have not looked at other commercially available
simulators' and their ability to be used for this purpose. But I do
believe that the Coast Guard is now in the process of doing that, in
consideration of implementation of the IMCO Convention, if it gets
ratified by the Congress.

Mr. Loscii.drhe IMCO will press our existing resources to the
dr. level in terms of providing adequacy, in terms of time and train.
f int?

'Mr. NEMIROW. Yes, and then some.
Mr. LoecH. In that regard, how much mileage do we have left in

the schoolships? When are we going to face The critical, question of
buying two new schoolships?

Mr. Niratiiow. In the 1982-90 time pericd.
Mr. Loam So you have maybe 5 years before it becomes critical?
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Mr. NEMIROW. No. We have two, for some 8f the ships. My
recollection is that the nominal useful lifeif- we can use that
phrase in this contextfor at least two of the ships,is to expire in
1982. Several of the remaining vessels, in terms of useful "training
purposes, should expire in the 1990 time frame. We are in that
time frame of 1982 to 1990, whether we are going to address new
ships, whether we are going to share ships, whether we build two
new vessels, or whether we go to classroom simulators.

We think that new schoolships supplemented by simulators is
the way to go.

MrLOSCH. It looks as if you do not get the money available you
will be faced with the critical question, at least in the next 2 years,
on at least some of these, is that correct? In order to have a ship to
meet 1982 requirements you have to begin the process right now.

Mr. NEMIROW. Yes. It is the same kind of problem we have with
the Bay State. You get to the point where you can stretch the
facilities so far and feel safe that it is manned with cadets. We 'got
to the point where we could not even show that it was seaworthy
at the time it was taken out.

Mr. Losca. On this issue of providing maintenance and repair for
the schoolships, that is MarAd s responsibility, is it not?

Mr. NEMIROW. Yes.
Mr. IABCH. It was alleged in Admiral Rodger's testimony, "five

years ago such items as paint, mooring lines, metal stocks, engine
spares, electrical spares, wire, gatites, packing and gasketing equip-
ment were provided as part of the Government's responsibility for
the upkeep of these ships, but this year many essential spare parts
have been disallowed. Last year it cost Maine Maritime Academy
$30,000 for items . that the Maritime Administration has conve-
niently reclassified as consumables."

Are you aware of this reclassification process?
Mr. NEMIROW. Not specifically, but I am not surprised, that that

is probably an accurate statement.
Mr. Loom. What would be the effect on the maintenance and

repair of these ships if you .are nickle and diming it to get money
on some of these repair parts?

Mr. NEMIROW. As far as that is concerned, the ships are seawor-
thy and in class. As far as expendables, they are probably running
short. I think our obligation is to maintain a ship in class and in
service under Coast Guard standards. You know that the class
items for ABS and the Coast Guard do not include some of the
items you just listed in the statement you made quoting Admiral

Rters.

. LOWE. Thank you....
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AtiCoot. Mr. Nemirow, thank you for your testimony this

morning. I appreciate your responses to the questions. On those
questions that you are forced to provide written answers to, if you
would do that as quickly as possible, the subcommittee would .ap-
predate it.

Thank you again for your testimony.
The;aubcotnmittee will be in recess until 2 o'clock this afternoon,

at which time we will meet in Longworth 1302; which is not this ,
committee room.
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We stand in recess. -

[Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m., the subcommittie recessed, to recon-
vene at 2 p.m., the same day.]

APTICRIKION SESSION

Mr. Au Conc. The Subcommittee on Maritime Education and
Training wilt reconvene.

This afternoon's resumption of the hearings brings together four
witnesses from various State maritime academies and colleges.

I would like to call forward Rear Admiral Rizza, president of the
California Maritime Academy; Rear Admiral Rodgers, superintend-
ent of the Maine Maritime Academy; Rear Admiral Harrington,
president of the Massachusetts Maritime Academy; and Rear Ad-
miral Kinney, president of the State University of New York Mari-
time College.

Gentlemen, we appreciate your taking the time to be with us
today for these hearings. recognized most of you at this morning's
session when Mr. Nemirow was appearing as a witness. I think you
all were here, and if you were not, I will repeat my greetings now.
I think you would prithably all agree that it is time that some

-sint of the Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee, in con-
sidering the reauthorization of the MarAd bill, give particular
attention to this crucial area of maritime education, and that is
what this subcommittee, with its own jurisdictional responsibility,
is doing with regard to this portion of the reauthorization bill
today. Your testimony will be very helpfkl to. us in this respect.

I would like to ask each of you, if you would, to summarize your
statement, rather than read it line for line, and I do that for a
number of reasons. First, to give us maximum time to ask ques-
tions. The statement will be entered into the record fully so that
you will have that on record. But the questions are impOrtant, and
the answers to them are important because I recognize, even
though r am calling you forward as a panel, you as State institu-
tions have similarities and you also have differences. An answer
from one of you to a question that r might pose might not be the
same answer that another one might have and, therefore, we might
get into a lengthy question-and-answer session this afternoon. And
for that reason, we need to allow as much time as poisible for the
questions and the answers.

So, with that understanding, and with that assurance td you that
the Chair recognizes similarities and differences among the State
academies,1 look forward to your testimony.

At any time during your testimony or the summary of your
testimony, if you would care to preface, or to add as an addendum
to your remarks comments pertinent to any subject discussed this
morning, it would be most welcome because a lot of territory was
covered, as you well know.

lead off the panel:
What I .would like to do at thiatime is to call Admiral Rine to

Admiral Rizza, we welcome you back.
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STATEMENTS OF PANEL CONSISTING OF REAR ADM. JOSEPH
P. RIZZA, USMS, PRESIDENT, CALIFORNIA MARITIME ACAD.
EMT. VALLEJO. CALIF.; REAR ADM. E. A. RODGERS. USMS,
SUPERINTENDENT. MAINE MARITIME ACADEMY. CASTINE.
MAINE; REAR ADM. LEE HARRINGTON, USMS. PRESIDENT.
MASSACHUSETTS MARITIME ACADEMY, BUZZARD BAY.
MASS.; AND REAR ADM. S. H. KINNEY. PRESIDENT. STATE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK MARITIME COLLEGE. FORT
SCHUYLER. BRONX, N.Y,
Admiral RIZZA. Thank u for inviting me back to another hear-

ing. I will skip the pre
r

naries and try to get to the main points.
Let me start out emphasizing the critical nature of the time

to our State maritime academies and the importance of this legilla-
don to their health and their potential for survival. To us, the
tremendous escalation in the cost of fuel oil has assumed preeini-
nent importance.. It is my urgent recommendation that the entire

'mount of the fuel oil cost for the annual training cruises should
lb paid by the Maritime Administration as a fair share contribu-
tion to the cost of educating officers for the U.S. merchant marine.
our recognized fourth arm of defense. The State academy training
vessels are U.S. public vessels conducting officer's raining for
youngAnen and women who will be licensed officers of the U.S.
merchant marine. Most of them also will be officers of the U.S.
Naval Reserve. U.S. suppcirt of the International Maritime Consul-
tative Organization Agreement doubling the exiting U.S. Coast
Guard sea training time requirement poses even Jmore severe and
impossible financial problems for our State academies in the imme-
diate future.

This continued escalation in oil prices,at this time is very unfor-
tunate. I think the cost of fuel oil now exceeds what the States can
fund. The States are now funding the major portion of the cost of
education and training 'or cadets in the State maritime academies.
The Federal contribution has lagged behind the amo t con-
tributed by the States and the arno id by the cadets intuition
and fees. In the eyes of the States, the al Government is not
contributing its (air share. The financial bur grows daily, and
the cost of fuel oil is a major factor.

As I testified previously, I think that the IMOO ConventiOn
agreed upon by the United States is inappropriate and unfortu-
nate. We all desire to improve standards. but the big emphasis on
time at sea as implied by the convention is disproportionate to the
emphasis. that should be put on the quality and type of training
received by a cadet aboard a State whoolidup. It should be obvious
to anyone who has had much experience in the training of ships
officers that the quality, intensity, and type of training that a cadet
undergoes aboard a schoolship is far more effective and important
to the development of a third mate than his mere presence on a
merchant ship as, a cadet observer under training. The quality of
the training received by a cadet aboard a merchant ship for 10
months does not compare to the intensity and quality of training
provided a cadet at a maritime academy aboard a training school-
ship for 6 months. The primary role of the merchant ship is the
carrying of cargo and passengers in a highly competitive interna-
tional trade. Under those circumstances, the practical training a
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cadet receives is very limited. In other words, we feel that a six
months training aboard' a schoolship should be accepted as equiva-
lent to a year as en, observer on a merchant vessel. .

On board a training schoolship, and I am going into some detail
here, the cadet actually performs ftinctions, rather than only ob-

carving them. He can maneuver the ship, anchor the ship, and
moor the ship. A training ship can spend time stopped, conducting
boat drills and shiphandling drills, while a ship makingpilioneY
cannot afford to stop. Casualty drills, disassembly of equipmrint,
and maneuver's cannot safely gr practicably be performed on a
merchant ship whose mission is cargo port to port. There is no
comparison between the time spent ih an organized and intensive
instructionalprogram aboard a training schoolsbip and time spent
merely obseirving watch routine.aboard a commercial vessel.

Aboard a schoolship, there is a 24- hour- per-day program dedi-
cated to intensive and comprehensive training and instruction, all
under the critical eyes of coippeterit licensed instructors. In the
course of the three cruises a &dot ,goes on, he .or she moves
through the ratings from seaman to watch stander. This training
provided at sea includes a preliminary period of intensive shake-
doWn training, and subsequent advanced underway training. Var-
ious schoolship- training kctivities, such as emergency and boat
drijls, man ovqrboard, deck damage control drills, abandon ship,
Williamson turns, radar navigation, engine maneuvering, engine
change over from maneuvering to cruising and vice versa, rubber
docking, anchoring and getting underway, towing, linehandling,
signaling, steering, piloting and celestial pavigation, lookout watch,
electronic navigation, various casualty exercises, and a host of
other training.operations which are conducted with the objective of
achieving mastery orthose subjects and tasks, rather than merely
satisfying operational or inspection requirements.

The long. ocean legs are filled with a daily routine of supervised
watch standing drills, simulated crises situations, and-a full sched-
ule of professional instruction. Seniors serve as watch Officers with
a licensed faculty member in the background for safety purposes.
Other cadet responsibilities include operation and maintenance of
the vessel and its power plant repairs when necessary; and the
supervision and training of underclassmen. Every effort is made to
insure thit midshipmen develop the technical skills required to be
a competent marine officer.

The California Maritime Academy has proposed to the.US. Mari-
time Administration and the U.S. Coast Guard a compromise solu-

tion, a comprehennive program of "equivalency's which would satis-
fy the IMCO Regulations. We intend to use our current 30 weeks- -

4 monthsof sea time in conjunction with a period of intense
simulator training, practical trainingn smaller, more economical
vessels and laboratory periods abp_ard the -training ship and other
ships to meet the requirement. We are convinced that the above
approach will produce a far more skilled and experiencid officer

one who merely, rides and observei.
liaveral types. of simulators and models will be used to accont-

pditi the 1-year sea time equivalency. A radar simulator will be
used to give the students training and experience-in collision.avoiri-
ance, coastal piloting and rules of the road. A computerized tanker

I
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loading simulator will be' used o'train and give experience in the
loading'idikharging, stability, trim and stress of the liquid cargo.
Models and ship's cargo, container, lash and Ro/Ro ships. A low-
speed diesel engine room simulator will provide qualification train-
ing for engineers and orientation for the deck in-Wahl n. The use
of the above simulators and Models will allow the tudent mach
more'ppportunity for real cost effective and efficient ime training
and experience than many times the same 'period of routine ex110-
sure aboard a ship. In addition, no environmental dangers exist, so
the student will be totally responsible for the activity.

Training and'experience aboard smaller vessels and tugboats is
the most efficient way to develop seamanship skills and shiphan-
dling ability. Vessels from 30 to 90 feet in length are excellent for
the training of young officers. With smaller vessels, skills and
techniques can be developed over a period of time by repeating
various maneuvers, while building up In vessel-size.

The California Maritime Academy already has taken initiative to
i add The required simulators; lengthen its training cruise to the
tt aforementioned 7 months and improVe the quality. of practical'

training. We ha* no daybt that this ptogram meets the intent of
the l_year or equivalent provisions of the International Conven-
tion. The California "Maritime Academy, therefore, concludes that
much more effective and .cost effective training can be accom-
plished in the combination of activities described above rather than
maintaining a strict adherence lo the stated requirement of 1 year
at sea.

I would like to point out that theft superb training media offer
the Best posSible training available to officers of our merchant
marine, with no expenditure of fuel and no danger of,environmen-
tal damage froni takes that occur 4n the learning process.-At
this juncture, the grwould be wise to invest the necessary
funds to place on ur camPas a shiphandlinsimulator. The Con-
gress also would well advised to invest in engine room simula-
tors for the State academies. My preference .would run to a marine
slow-speed diesel engine, as our industry, under the press of rapidly
rising fuel costs, now is following the rest of the world in that
direction. The costs of these training systems ale modest, indeed, in
the light of the rising cost of fuel oil and the mounting worldwide
public -concern for our environment. I might say that if these
simulators' prevent I/lie accident, the cost of that accident could
buy many simulators. Thee simulators can d the, training job.

The time is long uverctue° when simulatorust be utilized in
training to- supplement the present training. The quality of Or
merchant marine officer can be improVed substantially through the
use of simulatorsies a supplement to present training. In my view,
required trainimM jiimulators would greatly reduce the casualties
at sea resulting in wings in the m'ions of dollars to the mari-
time industry and to the public. The initial cost to the Government
of providing simulators to the State maritime academies for train-
ing cadets and for the maritime industry through the continuing
education .program would. be relatively insignificant compared to
the cost of all concerned of the casualties at sea that could be
reduced or eliminated as a result of training on simulators. There-

emphasise strongly 'that the Federal Government should

p
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provide to Maritime Academies funds for the initial purchase of
simulators to be. maintained .throagh funds from the continuing
education ppgram.

This discussion of simulators provides a natural lead into the
topic of what I would -call "Continting Maritime Education." The
Academy has an extensive and growing program of continuing
education for the maritime industry. We intend to develop this
program In conjunction with the maritime industry; providing
traihing to meet the upgrading standards and certification require-. meats of the U.S. Coast Guard, and the rapidly changing technol-
ogy in the maritime industry.

I should point out that our continuing educatioi program funds
itself. We are providing a vital service to the indhstry at little or
no expense to the State or Federal Governtnents. Consequently,
there is no need for the Federal Government to become directly
involved in providing such a service in direct competition with
established institutions of maritime education and training. 1 be-
lieve that the Federal Government should enter into continuing

-maritime education only if the courses are not available from other
educational or training sources. Certainly, that is not the case on
the west coast, where we can continue to meet this need at little or
no expense to the taxpayeplay using the facilities of the Maritime
Academy. I believe Allat Wherever possible, this function should be
encouraged and performed at the established State maritime acade-
mies with little expense to the Government. By little expense, I
mean that the State Maritime Academies may require financial
assistance to initiate a program or to fund expensive simulators
that cannot be funded from any other source.

It has been apparent for several years to us at the California
Maritime Academy that changes in educational and ;training re-

. quirements would be initiated by the United States and by IWO.
Our Department of Adult Maritime Education was established in
1974 to-accomplish our fundamental goal of developing a complete
rogram of continuing maritime education and technical training.

in the first 5 years of this
presented in 1979.

California Maritime
and a neighboring

uterized tanker
to reproduce

ignfficant growth has been experien
program, building up to a total of

Early in 1979, with the assistance of t
Academy Foundation, the shipping compani
electronics firm, the Academy developed its
loading/discharging/ballasting console design
tanker cargo handling operations. It effectively conveys a compre-
hensive understanding of tanker operations onboard an automated
70,000 dead weight ton tanker.

The tanker simulator is used in training our midshipmen in
tanker operations. We have also developed a 5-day seminar for
junior officers of t ker companies. Additional computer capac-
ity is being added tote ker simulator to make possible the
development of an advanc sophisticated tanker senior officer
course, which will be offered to the maritime industry early this
year.

Also nearing completion is the installation-el a radar simulator
laboratory. By mid-1980, a Radar Observer Certification course will
be offered to the maritime pulflier"
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A Diesel Engine Operation and Maintenance course is currently
offered two to three times a year. This course will be significantly
improved by the completion of a Marine Diesel Engine Room Simu- ?
lator in 1981.

Two popular courses presented several times a year are the
Lifeboatsman Certification Course, which is approved by the U. S.
Coast Guard, and Emergency Medical Training for Seagoing Per-
sonnel, which is apprOved by the U.S'Public Health Service.,Grad-
uates receive the certification, respectively, of those two Federal
agencies. .. .

Another course which is presented several times a year is Tan-
kerman Training, which is designed to prepare maritime personnel
to successfully, pass the U.S. Coast Guard examination for Tanker-
man endorsement on their seaman's papers.

Maritime/Admiralty Law, Marine Terminal and Stevedoring Op-
erations, Marine Machine Shop Practice, and Marine Welding and
Burning are a few of the other classes offered.

I might say that our tanker simulator as it is being developed
now is the most advanced in the world. There is nothing like it as
far as I know,

Regarding the Maritime Administration's proposal to build sever-
al modern training ships for the shared use of the State maritime
academies, 1 must admit to some ambivalence of view on this
subject. The, concept of a modern training vessel equipped with a
variety of machinery admittedly is extremely attractive and ,desir-ta.
able. However, with a one-time allocation of about $3 million to
provide inore modern conditions, our prest training ship could be
improved significantly to provide a reasonalzly satisfactory training

. ship form the time frame of 7 to 9 years. fWe hai,e succeeded
through a major initial effort of staff and students in significantly
upgrading our ship from a World War II hulk to its present accept-
able status. A one-ttme allocation of $3 millibn for upgrading our
ship would be considerably more economical than building a new
training ship at the present.time. As I stated, upgrading would.
extend the life of the present training ship for up to 9 years.

We use our training ship on a, year-round basis oo campus for
the practical laboratory training of our . If we did not have
the use of a training ship as a dockside la ry, the Academy
would 'have to build onshore, at exorbitant COS , the marine plant,
ship's machinery and equipment equivalent to a shipboard labora-
tory. The use ofthe ship in this fashion era daily is one of
the_ primary means which we would utilize iii order meet the
rm00 requirements for 1 year at sea. So we would w' to retain .

our training ship for a dockside laboratory even if new shared
vessels were constructed. .

1 believe I have emphasized those areas of importance, and I am
ready for questions now.

[Me following was received for the'recordl
STATEMENT OF REAR OM. JOSEPH P. RIZZA, USMS, PRESIDENT, CALIFORNIA.- MARITIME-ACADEMY

.--------Mr Chairnwt, distinguished members .of the Ad floc Select Subcommittee on
Maritime cation and Training and ladies and gentlemen:

It Or indeed, a privilege for me to'appear bef9re this group for the second time in
9..Har to expend on my previous testimony concerning what I consider essential to
the future of Maritime Education and Training. It also will present an opportunity
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for the Chairman and, the members of the Ad Hoc Subcommittee to follow up on
their individual questions or to inquire along new lines

Let me start out by emphasizing the critical nature of the time to our State
Maritime Academies and the importance of this legislation to their health and their
potential for survival. To, us, the tremendous escalation in the cost of fuel oil has
assumed Pre-eminent importance. It is my urgent recommendation that the entire
amount of the fuel oil cost for the annual training cruises should be paid by the
Maritime Administration as a fair share contribution to the cost of educating
officers for the U.S. Merchant Marine. our recognized fourth arm of defense. The
State Academy Training Vessels are U.S. Public Vessels conducting officer's train-
ing for young men and women who will be licensed officers of the U.S. Merchant
Marine. Most of them also will be officers of the U.S Naval Reserve. U.S. supp6rt of
the International Maritime Consultative Organization agreement doubling the exist-
ing U.S. Coast Guard sea training time requirement poses even more severe and
impossible financial problems for our State academies in the immediate future.

This continued escalation in oil prices at this time is very unfortunate I think the
cost of fuel oil now exceeds what the States can fund The states now are funding
the major portion of the cost of education and training for cadets in the State
Maritime Academies. The Federal contribution has lagged far behind the amount
contributed by the States and the amount paid by the cadets in tuition and fees In
the eyes of the States, the Federal Government is not contributing its fair share
The financial burden grows daily, and the cost of fuel oil is a major factor.

When I first came to the California Maritime Academy in 1972, the cost of fuel oil
was $3.00 to $3.50 per barrel. At the current price of $22.00 per barrel in San
Francisco (plus barging and 6% state sales tax), the cost is over $300,000 for our
training cruise For the last three years. we have fbund it virtually impossible to
estimate the increase in fuel cost a year in advance. Past experience would indicate
a 15% increase could be expected as a conservative figure.

As 1 testified previously, I think that the IMCO convention agreed upon by the
U.S. is inappropriate and unfortunate. We all desire to improve standards, but the
big emphasis on time at sea as implied by the convention is disproportionate 'to the
emphasis that should be put on the quality and type of training received by'a Cadet
aboard a State schoolship. It should be obvious to anyone who has had much
experience in the training of ship's officers that the quality. intensity and type of
training that a cadet undergoes aboard a schoolship is far more affective and
important to the development of a 3rd Mate than his mere presence on a merchant
ship as a Cadet observer under training. The quality of the training received by a
Cadet aboard a merchant ship for ten months does not compare to the intensity and
quality of training provided a Cadet at a Maritime Academy aboard a training
schoolship for six months. The primary role of the merchant ship is the carrying of
cargo and passengers in a highly competitive international trade. Ulader those
circumstances. the practical training a cadet receives is very limited: In other
words, we feel that six months', training aboard a scboolship should be accepted as
equivalent to a year as an observer on a merchant vessel

We are not in agreement with the IMCO requirement that State Academy cadets
must spend one year at sea training rather than the six months which have always
been considered adequete in the past The Coast Guard, in my opinion. has not
given adequate weight to the vast experience in maritime education and training
which is available for the asking from the State Maritime Academies. This failure
to consult the State Academies has, in mhopinion. got us into the potential position
of possibly having to double our at-sea time, and, consequently, doubling our fuel4oil
consumption to meet the new IMCO requirements creating an impossible financial
burden on the State Academies.

On board a training school ship. the Cadet actually performs functions. rather
than only observing them. He can m*neuver the ship, anchor the ship. and moor
the ship. A training ship can spend time stopped. conducting boat drills and ship-
handling drills. while a ship making money cannot afford to stop Casualty drills,
disassembly of equipment. and maneuvers can not safely or practicably be per-
formed on a merchant ship whose mission is cargo port to port. There is no
comparison between the time spent in an organised and intensive instructional
program aboard a training school ship and time spent merely observing, watch
routine-aboard a commercial vessel.

Aboard a schoolehip. there is a 24 hour per day prwrain dedicated to intensive
and comprehensive training and instruction, all under the critical eyes of competent
licensed instructors. In the course of the three cruises a cadet goes on. he or she
moves through the ratings from seaman to watch slander This,training at
sea includes a preliminary period of intensive shakedown training and s uent
advanced underway training Various schoolship training activities. such as emer-
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gency and boat drills, man overboard, deck damage control drills. abando ship,
Williamson turns, radar navigation, engine maneuveriqs, engine change over m
maneuvering to cruising and vice versa, rubber docking, anchoring and getting
underway, towing, linehandling. signaling, steering, piloting and celestial naviga-
tion, lookout watch, electronic navigation, various casualty exercises, and a host of
other training operations which are conducted with the objective of achieving mas-
tery of those subjects and tasks, rather than merely satisfying operational or inspec
non requirements

The long ocean legs are filled with a daily routine of supervised.watch standing
drills, simulated crises situations, and a full schedule of professional instruction
Seniors serve as watch officers with ii.licensed faculty memberin the backgtound
for safety purposes Other cadet responsibilities include operation and maintenance
of the vessel and its power cant repairs when necessary, and the supervision and
training of underclassmen ry effort is made to insure that midshipmen develop
the technical skills requi to be a competent merchant marine officer

The California Maritime Academcy has proposed to the U S Maritime Adminis:
tration and the U S Coast Guard a compromise solutiona comprehensive program
of "equivalency" which would satisfy the IMCO Regulations. We intend to use our
current 30 weeks 17 months) of sea time in conjunction with a period of intense
simulator training, practical training on smaller, more economical vessels and labo.

Jatory periods aboard the training ship and other ships to meet the requirement
We are convinced that the above approach will produce a far more skilled and
experienced officer than one who merely rides and observes. Furthermore, doubling
our sea time woullt in an inefficient increase in our consumption of fuel oil
resulting in an impossible financial burden on the State and making it impossible to
include the extension 'within the four year program.

Several types of simulators and models will be used to accoinplisk the one-year
sea time equivalency A radar simulator will be used to give the students training
and experienCe in collision avoidence, coastal piloting and rules of the road A
computerized tanker loading simulator will be used to train and give experience in
the loading, discharging, stability, trim and stress of the liquid cargo Models and
ship's cargo gear will be used to aid training in cargo handling aboard dry cargo,
container, lash, and Ro-Ro ships A low-epeed Diesel Engine Room Simulator will
provide.qualification training for Engineers and orientation for the Deck midship-
men The use of the above simulators and models will allow the student much more
opportunity for real cost effectiu and efficient time training and experience than
mariy,times the same period of routine exposure aboard a ship In addition, no
envirrinmental dangers exist, so the student will be totally responsible for the
activity i

Training and experience aboard smaller vessels and tugboats is the most efficient
way to develop seamanship skills and shiphandling ability. Vessels from 30 to 90
feet in length are excellent for the training of young officers. With smaller vessels,
skirls and techniques can be developed over a Reriod.of time by repeating various
maneuvers, while building up in vessel size. The student can be completely in
control as there is no danger of significant damage, as is the case with a large ship

. The California Maritime Academy Alm* has taken initiative to add the re-
quired simulators, lengthen As training cruise to the aforementioned 7 months and
improve the quality of practical training, We have no doubt that this program
meets the intent of 'the one year or equivalent provisions of the International
Conventiqn The California Maritime Academy, therefore, concludes that much
snore effective and cost effective training can be accomplished in the combination of
activities described above rather than maintaining a strict adherence to the stated
requirement of one year at sea.

While on the subject of simulators, I would like to point out that these superb
training media offer the best poSsible training available to officers of our Merchant
Marine, wilt no expenditure of fuel and no danger of environmental damage from
mistakes that occur in the learning process. At this juncture, the Congress would be
wise to invest the necessary funds to place on our campus a Shiphandling Simula-
tor The Congress also would. be well advised le invest in Engineroom Simulators for
the State Academies. My preference would .run to a Marine Stow -Speed Diesel
Engine, as our industry, under the press of rapidly 'rising fuel costs, now is following

ithe rest of the world in that direction The costs of these training systems are
modest, indeed, in the light of the rising cost of fuel oil and the mounting world-
wide public concern for our environment.

The time is long overdue when simulators must be utilized in training to supple-
ment the present training. The quality of, Qui- Merchant Marine Officer can be
imgb.oved substantially through the use of simulators as a upplement to present
training In my view, .required training on simulators would greatly reduce the
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casualties at sea resulting in savings in the millions of dollars to the maiitime
industry and to the public The initial cost to the government of 'providing ifimula
tors to the State Maritime Academies for training Cadets, and for the maritime
industry through the continuing edtication program, would be relatively ins4nifi-
cants compared, to the oat of all concerned of the casualties at sea that could be
reduced or eliminated as a :result of training on simulators. Therefore, I emphasize
strongly that the Federal Government should provide to maritime acaclenties funds
for the initial purchase of simulators to- be maintained through the continuing
education' . In order to. enforce the use of simulators, the Coast Guard
should euPPle sit Written examinations tiyeelpiiring demonstration of profi-
ciency on a simulator orby certification_ of completion of an approved course on a
simulator.

This discusenon Of simulators provides a natural lead in to the topic of what I
would call 'Continuing Maritime Education." The Academy has an extensive and

/rowing program of continuing education for the mantime industry We intend to
co tin to develop this program in conjunction with the Maritime Industry, provin-
in training to meet the upgrading standards and certification requirements of the
U Coast Guard, and the rapidly. changing technology in the Maritime Industry

J should point out that our continuing education program funds itself. We are

Federal
a -vital service to the industry at little or no expense to the. State or

Federal Crovernment. coneeciTitly, there is no heed for the Federal Government to
become directly involved in providing such a service in direct competition with
established institutions of mantime education and training I believe that the Feder-
al Goieturnent should enter into continuing maritime education only if the courses
are not avaffable from other educational or training sources. Certainly, that ikrtot
the case on the Wer# Coast, where we can continue to meet this need at little or no
expense to the taxpayer by using the facilities of the Maritime Academy I believe
that wherever possible, this function should be encouraged and performed at the
established State Maritime Academies with little expense to the government. By,
little expense, I mean that the State Maritime Academies may require financial
assistance to initiate a program or to fund expensive simulators that can not be
funded from any other source.

It has been apparent for several years to us at the California Maritime Academy
that changes in educational and training requirements would be initiated by the
United States and by IMCO. We also recognize that the maritime- industry has
achieved rapid technological advances. Our Department of Adult Maritime Educe
tion vas established in 1974 to accomplish our fundamental goal of developing a
complete program of continuing maritime education and technical training. Signifi-
caqt growth has been experienced in the first five years of this program; building up
,to a total of 43 clean presented in 1979

Early in 1979, with the assistance of the California Maritime Academy Founda-
tion, the shipping companies, and a neighboring electrOnice firm, the Academy
developed its computerized tanker loading/discharging/ballasting simulator. This
unique device is a computer driven cargo and ballast console designed to reproduce
tanker cargo handling operations. It effectively conveys a comprehensive under-

. standing of tanker operations on bojird an automated 70,000 DWT tanker.
The tanker simulator is used in training our midshipmen in tanker operations

We also, have developed 'a 5-day seminar for junior officers of the tanker companies
Additional computer capacity is being added to the tanker simulator to make
possible the development of an advanced, sophisticated, tanker Senior-officer course,

'which will be offered to the maritime industry early this year.
Also nearing completion, is the installation of a radar simulator laboratory By

mid 1980, a Radar Observer Certification course will be offered to the maritime
public,

A Diesel Engine Operation and Maintenance c ourse is currently offered two to
three times a year. This course will be significantly improved by the completion of a
Menne Diesel Engine Room Simulator in 1981.

Two popular courses presented several times a year are the "Lifeboatman Certifi
ication Course." which is approved by. the U.S Coast Guard, and "EmergencyMedi-

cal Training for Seagoing Personnel,' which is approved by the U $ Public Health
Service. Graduates receive the certification, respectively,, of those two federal agen-
cies.

Another course which is presented several times a year is "Tankerman Training,"
whith it designed to prepare maritime pereonifel to successfully pass the U S Coait
Guard examination for "Tankerman" endorsement on their seaman s papers.

"Maritime /Admiralty Law," "Marine Terminal and Stevedoring Operations,"
"Marine Machine Shop Practice," and "Marine Welding-and Burning" are a few of
the other classes offered.
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I would like to turn my_attention now to the provision in your Bill which woulll
change the current subsidy to a repayable loan, which would be forgiven if the
graduate serves in a recognized component of our maritime industry. We support
the mdasure because it seems inherently fair. At the same time, it is scarcely fair to
grant the subsidy to one cadet and deny it to a classmate. Nor is it fair to peg the
subsidy at a fixed rate when inflation is constantly at work.

We take the' position that students be permitted to voluntarily resign without
penalty during 'tie first two, years. Encouraging students to flunk for any reason
simply is not acceptable pedagogic-11 philosophy. Some students find, after a year or
two that they are not suited to a nautical career, and they should be permitted to
withdraw without stigma for their own good and for the good of the profession':

While abuse of this,prlvilege is a possibility, it is nbt a likely one. Even with the
-subsidy, our students must pay approximately $2,500 per year for room, board.
tuition and uniforms. A studsit asking only general education courses at CMA for
transfer could do so much more economically at other state colleges with fewer
disciplinary restrictions. As you know, generous federal financial support is availa-
ble to any student who can show financial need.

Again, the California Maritime Academy strongly supports the provision of thg
Bill (Section 1004(0 Which provides our, Maritime fiervice Cadets with the status of
Reserve Midshipmen, U.S. Navy. This provision *extremely important in the event
of a national emergency, as our source of officers Ionian the ships of our Merchant
Marine (the fourth arm of defense) should not be impaired by the actions of
individual Draft Boards acting within the Selective Service System. In this connec-
tion. we 'also support the U.S. Maritime Administration's recommended change to
Section 1304(a)(I) which would encourage the Secrgtary_ of the Navy to establish
NROTC Units at thevarious State Academies. Since a U.S Navy Instructor Group
already is ass4ned to each campus, the cost of this program would be relatively
insignificant. Entering students would then be elieble for NROTC scholarships and
commissioning as regular, officer of the U.S. Navy gpon graduation.

Regarding the Maritime Administrations propogal to build several modern train-
ingships ter the shared use of the State MantinteiAcade mies, I must admit to some
ambivalence of view on this subject. The concept of a modern training vessel
equipped yrith a varietrof machiner', admittedly, is extremely attrattive and
desirable. However, with a one-time allocation of about three million dollars to

e more modern conditions, our present training ship could be improved sig-
n* to provide a reasonatily satisfactor1 training ship for the time frame of

seven to nine years. We have succeeded through a major initial effort of staff and
students in significantly upgrading our ship from a World War II hulk to, its present
acceptable status. A one-tune allocation bf three million dollars for upgrading our
ship would be considerably more economical than building a new training ship at
the present time. As I steed, upgrading would extend the life of the present
training ship for up to nine years.

We gee .our training ship on a year-round basis on campus for the practical
laboratory training of our Ca&ts. If we did not have the use of a training ship as a
dockside labo?atory, the Academy would have to build on shore, at exorbitant costs,
the marine plant, ship's machinery and equipment equivalent to a shipirgard labora- t r
tory. The use of the ship in this fashion on a dailybasis is one of the primary means
which we would utilize in, order to meet the IMO requirement for one sea.
So, we would wish to retain our training ship for a dockside laboratory n if new
shared vessels were constructed.

Gentlemen. I am grateful for the opportunity tonhare with you my views on
Maritime Education .Do you haveny questions for me at this time?

Mr. AuCom. Thank you, Admiral. We will hold off on questions
until each of the panel has testified.

Admiral Rodgers, we will take your testimotiy now. '
Admiral RODGERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Congressman

Emery and gentlemen of the staff, I appreciate the opportunity to
offer my thoughts on the Maritime Appropriation Act for fiscal
year 1981.

I will lust skip through and make few points. The first one is
that the appropriation of $6.68 million as,opeposeci in the 1981
MarAd authorization bill for Site Maritime academies represents
a tourniquet approach to squeeze these fine schools out of exist-

- once. A little arithmetic will show that after taking away the $3,5
million in the 1980 MarAd bill that went into tisk Massachusetts
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sclioolship, bringing that out of the reserve fleet, that the 1981 bill
represents a .1.5-percent decrease, also if you look back over a 5-
year period of time, ybu will find that the only increase that went
toward the State academies was raising the cadet subsidy from $50
to $100, and it took nearly 10 years to get that through.

So, in other words, the amount of funding to the State academies
over many years has not kept pace with the inflation rate. A single
example, I would like to point out that by the Maritime Act of
1958,'the Federal Government's share to maintain Maine Maritime
Academy represented 33 percent of our budget and today it repro-
tents only 16 percent. So you can see that constant erosion over the
years.

In addition to the inflation factors that g o into the operating
budget, I think you should be aware, and I just want to touch on
some of the things that Admiral Rizza touched on, is that there is a
great expenditure required for technical equipment for Maritime
training. These are over and above anything that would be re-
quired for the normal college education. At the Maine Maritime
Academy, we already have our radar simulator, collision avoidance
radar system, omega, loran, and satellite navigational equipment.
We are just now purchasing a diesel engine simulator. We also
have a tanker simulator. We do not know what the impact of the
IMCO standards on training and watchkeeping will be, but we are
sure it is going to require additional expenditures, and I will not
touch on the additional seatime because I think Admiral Rizza
touched on that very adequately, and all I can say is that simula-
tors are very definitely one of the answers. We cannot afford to run
the training ships any more.

I would like to point out that if you would look at the exhibit in
my statement, the last page, that at Maine Maritime Academy in
this coming year we estimate $1.172 million just for operating the
training ship. Now, out of a total 1?udget of about $6 million, you
can see that that represents a tremendous amount of money. If you
look at the fuel oil cost of $325,000, which incidently represents a
very austere cruise, we have cut down from years ago when we
used to travel 12,000 miles to 8000 miles this year, going as slow as
we can, and even if the' Federal Government were to provide the
funding for that fuel, it still would only represent about 30 percent
of the total cost of operating the ship, The wages and these, other
fictors that go into it represents a great burden for us.

So I cannot emphasize too strongly the importance of pioviding
that fuel oil Und the necessity to continue with these sclipols. I
believe that I could probably be more specific on the cost of fuel oil;
in my opinion, we need right now about $1,7 million between the
State academies to even get through the current year. Last year,
the fuel oil at this time was running about $18 a barrel. It is
presently going for a little more than $30, and at $12 a barrel
increase, it represents on the order of a $140,000 impact on this
year's cruise costs which was not budgeted at the beginning of the
year. It has become so severe, that I have visited our Governor and
since the State cannot help he has offered to write to the Gover-
iors of the other States having maritive_academies and our con-
gressional delegation in an effort to in political support for addi-
tional Federal assistance.
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1would now like to touch on the training ships, if I might, for a
minute.

A committee member this morning used the term "nickel and
diming us to death." ,i would say they are pennying us to death..
Every time we turn .around, there are things that the Maritime
Administration Used to provide for the ship that they do not pro-
vide now. There is just not enough money appropriated, and cer-
tainly where the construction of new ships are being delayed,,,these
ships are getting older and with inflation going up, it is incredible
that no additional moneys have been made available for the main-
tenance of the ship. .

Again that is becoming a tremendous burden for the academies.
As a taxpayer, I have to admit that the cost of running a ship for

strictly training is difficult to justify. As' you can see in my state-
ment our cost is41.1 million, and by the time the Federal Govern-
ment puts its share into it, it runs close to $2 million. That does
represent a tremendous amount of money per student for training,
but there are no alternatives at the moment. There are not enough
operating ships to put our cadets on as they do at the Kings Point
school. I think that someone needs to look at that, to find a way
that we can use these training ships to generate some income to
offset cruise costs.

I realize that I am stepping on some very sensitive areas here,
but it does need some kind of study to see if there is not something
we can do.

For example, I just wrote recently to the new Under Secretary of
Commerce for Foreign Trade Development suggesting that Maine
Maritime Academy was iNilling to use the ship as a trade develop-
ment promotion ship. A national effort with exhibits in order to
generate income from the exhibitors and help to stimulate trade
which would help to build our merchant marine. I think it needs
more Federal attention. That is just one thing that might be done.

I think another thing that might be done is That some of our
training ships might carry military sealift cargo and thus help to
offset the cost tows by providing fuel oil or wage assistance or
something of that sort. I do think that a study is needed now and
that we should not just continue to pour money into the ships and
talk about building new ones solely for training.

Gentlemen, I think, as I say again, Admiral Rizza touched on all
the other items, and if I do not make a single point here today, I
would like to emphasize the urgent need for additional support, No.
1, for oil for the cruise; No. 2, for additional moneys for the ,
maintenance of the ship, and No. 3, I urge that additional moneys
be made available for an increased number of cadet subsidies to
the academies. Maine is not as bad off as Massachusetts but we
still only get 150. We bring 190 students into the academy, and
there are some students who are desperately in need of this subsi-
dy.

I might also comment on the statement this morning, and that is
when a student does not qualify for that subsidy or when he gets
the subsidy and leaves the school, it does not come back the next
year. It is lost for the complete amount of time. 4

Mr. AuCoug. Would you repeat that, Admiral Rodgers?
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Admiral RODGIES. Yes. The way it works in Maine Maritime
Academy, we get 150 subeidies and those, are allocated by name for
a particular student. Now if a studedrops out, that subsidy is
not available to another student either that year or next year.

In other words, it is lost from here to eternity. next year we
get another 150 but that is for another freshman c but those
that came in last year, if they do not qualify at initial go-
around, they do not qualify.

Mr. AuCont But that is the same point that Mr. Nemirow made
this morning.

Admiral Rowans. That is not the way I understood it.
Mr. AuGoix. After a lengthy trip to reach the point, I think he

finally came down to the point that the slot still remains funded. If
you have 150 slots, they are funded next year, but say one of those
150 this year were to drop out at some point during the year, you
would lose the money that would be allocated through the subsidy
for that year, but next year you would get full funding for another
150:

Admiral RODGERS. But as far as the freshman class this year
they are lost for 4 years, _yes.

Mr. AuConz. I think tMt a careful reading of the record of this
morning's testimony will bring that out, but it did take a long time
tog et to that point, I agree with you.

Admiral RODGERS. I am sorry, then I missed it.
I think that summarizes my testimony. Thank you.
(The following was received for the rd:j

Swum= ay Res ADM. E. A. RoDoi USW, SIWIRINTikniNT or MARINE
WET= ACADZKY

Mr. Chairman .and Members of the Committee, I appreciate this opportunity. to
offer my thoughts on the Maritime Appropriations Authorization Act for fiscal
1981. It affords me another opportunity to review the circumstances of the sit tion
as viewed from the perspective of a state maritime academy and to present you
matters which I believe are of serious consequence. I trust that my remsrks, '11 be
accepted in the same constructive spirit tn which I present them and that by
wonting trier we can preserve and improve an essential element of national
maritime ort.

The appropriation of $6,680,000 as proposed in the 1981 MARAS auth tion for
state maritime academies and, dler* repreeenta a tourniquet app to squeeze
these fine schools out of existence. After subtracting the funds all ted in this
fiscal year budget for the activation orris(' Massachusetts echool shi the appropri-
ation represents a 1.5 percent decrease over fiscal year 1980 and o y a 42 percent
increase over five years ago. VirtuAly all of this ingress* can be ttributad to the
doubling of student subsidy from 150 to 1100 per month. Megrim ile. the delivered
cost of oil for operation of the training ships has increased from 11.75 per barrel to
a current estimate of somewhat more than $30 per barrel, 'a minimum of 265
percent and the cost of living has increased by more than percent during the
same five year period.

In addition to inflation factors, we are faced with the to keep abreast of
technical advances through the purchase of special trai mg equipment such as
radar simulator, collision avoidance radar system, satelli and Omega navigation,
diesel engine and tanker simulators: Although we do n know what Coast Guard

Iltegulations will emu* from the 1MCO Standards of mg and Watchkeepirig, we
can be certain that compliance will necessitate co derable additional expense.
Another factor of great concern is the constant shifti of maintenance and upkeep
expenses on the traning ship over to the academe eve years ago such items as
pamt, mooring lines. metal stock, engine' spares, electrical .spares, wire, guagee,
peeling and paketing equipment were provided part of the government's respon-
sibility for the upkeep of these ships, but this, ye many essential re parts have
been disallowed. Last year it wet ?thane Mert' e Academy $30,0® for items that
the Maritime Administratio_p has conveners reclassified as consumables. The
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Academy's coat of operating and maintaining the training ship for fiscal ar 1981
is estimated at $1,172.000 A breakdown of these costs is 'appended as E habit A

A review of the budget trend for the state academies makes it obvious hat the
time has come for the states to rise in protest and demand more sable,
treatment from the federal government. A recommendation has been made to the
governor. of Maine to urge the governors, of other states sponsoring maritime acade-
mies to join in a united effort through dengressional delegations and other avenues
to bring the federal share of support to the state academies back in line with the
concept adopted by the enactment of the Maritime Academy Act of 1958, through
which the federal share represented one third of the operating budgets of these
schools. !Note. Capital costs even 'though they require considerable funding for labs
and equipment solely for maritime training are over and above operating budgets
and are not included in any of the costs referred to above ) Hopefully, testimony
such as this will shed sufficient light on the desperate plight of the state academies
to cause the Congress to provide ample relief to make these state lobbying ineasuree
unnecessary

Even with the increased funding requested in this statemens, the cost-benefit
ratio to the federal government of the state maritime academies Ts the most favora-
ble initial license program of all alternatives presently supported directly or indi-
rectly_ by the government. In order to see this more clearly, it is recommended that
the Maritime Administration be required to show as a Separate item in the budget
the sum of money paid under o Ming differential subsidies for training. 1 contend

rethat a study will show that th taxpayers would not be responsibly represented by
'the Congress if through a ref 1 to reverse the tide of federal indifference, the state ..
academy system should fail. Time is running out rapidly

To be specific, I recommend that the appropriation to the state academies be
increased by $2,450,000 in order to provide $1,700,000 for training ship fuel; 8600.000
additional for training ship upkeep, repairs and materials essential for operation
and maintenance: and $250.000 for subsidy allowances for additional cadets Recent
MARAD studies which predict a shortage of officers in the ocean and Great Lakes
Trades through the 1980s. justify this increase in the numbers ofcadets authorized
to receive the uniform, book and subsistence subsidy With the additional support
the federal share of the cost of state maritime academy training would be improved
although, still considerably lees than it waif when the 1958 maritime academy act
was enacted.

Since the cot of maintaining and operating a ship solely for training has become
so expensive, it' is imperative that we look at the altermitives both short range and
long range In the short range, there are no suitable alternatives, Ance there are
not sufficient berths available aboard commercial .ships to accommodate but a
relatively small number of State academy students. The concept of having acade-
mies share a ship would not appreciably decrease the cost factor and would add a
tremendous complication in scheduling. It would be far better all around to author-
ise the academies to utilize the training ship for commercial purposes in order to
offset somewhat the operating costs This activity would also provide an oppoftunity
for students to participate in courses and qperations that would enhance their
knowledge of the business aspects of commerce. The small amount of cargo and,
passenger service that could be accommodated during cruises wuld have a negligible
effect on U.S. flag, commercial business and in fact it most probably could be
directed toward stimulating trade that would eventually benefit U.S. flag calomel.-
cial operations. If these limited operations proved successful. it might well lead to a
private enterprise as a long. range solution. I can envision the possibility of a
company contracting with an academy to crew a ship configured for trade promo-
tions, cargo and. passengers, as well as cadet training. We should also study the.
feasibility of putting the academy training ships under the operational control of
the Military Sealift Command for the purpose of carrying military cargo dieing
trainiqg pruises.

Another significant expense which is potentially threatening to the State acade-
mies is the IMCO agreement on Standards of Training and Watchkeeping which
would require a doubling of sea time for deck cadets.* now appears that simulators `,-
will be ruled acceptable as equivalent to some or all of the additional six months sea
time. This approach is much more reasonable andlloceptable thah more training
skip time, but unfortunately simulators are very expensive and Federal finanical
support will be required. Two types of simulators, electronic and model ships are
presently being used today for upgrade training. Both of these approtiches should be
applied in develdping simulators for initial license training. Hopefully, some fund-
ing is included in MARAD's fiscal year 1981 11&D budget so that development can

initiatednitiated as spoil as possible. Maihe Maritime Academy has completed the pre-' limmary design of an 80 foot multi-purpose training tug and we are presently
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investigating the feseibidty of including features that will also permit it to operate
in a large ship simulator mode. It is expected that a proposal for R&D support will
b./submitted to MEAD this spring.

Maine Maritime Academy is also very active in offering several continuing marl.
time education programs for fleet officers. Experience indicates that this area of
maritime training can be sell:supporting and, therefore. no Federal funding Is -
considered necamarit

is
y.

sumiaary recommended tkat Focal year 1981 State maritime academy
aPPsallnaisaPs be *synad by $2,460,000 and that authorization be granted to
permit the use di

_
the training ships for commercial purposes as an (experiment

toward offbetting the high operating expenses of these ships.
Attachment.

muffin A._peoopeetioe operating ship State of Maine. fiscal

Personnel costs (including benefits)
Trave l
Food mink*
Bunker fuel
Supplies and expense.
Electricity
Fuel oil (&mestic)
-other utilities (water, sewerage)
Capital costs..

Total
'gamma of permanent crew write in shaman!.

4+

$4, 88640000

MOM
325.000
185.000

82,000
40,000
14.000
5,000

$1.172,000

Mr. AuCoiw. Thank you very much, Admiral Eodgers.
We would likb now to hear.from Admiral Harrington.
We welcome you, too, sir.
Admiral BARRINGTON. Mr. Chaii:man, Congressman Emery, I am

delighted to appear bsferriour subcommittee this afternoon.
In my years as president of the academy, it is only the second

time that I have had the opportunity to comment on the all impor-
tant authorization bill. The first time was in 1973. I appeared
before your parent commV.ft at that time, requested, your help in
increasing the number oVcadet subsidies, the amount of the sukei-
dies, and asked for your help in forestalling the schoolahip consoli-
dation plan that was tHbn on the minds of the Mar4d Administra-
tors.

By appealing directly to Congress, the amount of that subsidy
has been increased from $600 to $1,200. By appealing directly to
Congress, we have received the money to have a new training ship
for the Massachusetts Maritime Academy. Without the intent and
the help of the Subcommittee on Education and Training, and its
parent committee, Merchant Marine and Fisheries, the State acad-
emies would nowhere be near as healthy as they are today.

In' 1876, as you know, Mr. Chairman, the Congress of the United
States, in order to provide a strong merchant marine for our na-
tional interest, enacted legislation to encourage the assistande of
State Maritime Acidemies. That original bill provided the training
ship for each State that would set' up an academy, and an appropri-
ation of $25,000, if each State would match that $25,000.

The thrust of the legislation was a 50-50 percent matching in the
appropriation of a State Maritime Academy. In 1891, Mnssachu-
setts did pass a law that provided for the Massachusetts Nautical
Training School, 'and appropriated $25,000 to match the $25,000
that the Federal Government gave us.
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Today, 90 years later, the Federal Government's appropriation
has increased four times, and the Federal Government now gives
us $100,000. In that same 90 years, the Massachusetts share has
risen to $4 million, 160 times the original $25,000. Massachusetts is
contributing $40 to every dollar that is contributed for the mainte
nance of the State Maritime Academy by the Federal Government.
You get $40 back for every dollar that you contribute to a national
asset, namely a maritime academy:

I sugggest to you, Mr' "Chairman, that you probably cannot find,
in any area of the/Federal budget, where a return on Federal
dollars comes in that abitrtdance. As a matter of fact, most of the
projects that involve a Marriage of the State and the Federal
Government have the Federal Government share many times
larger than the State's contribution.

Now,. of the $4 million appropriation that ran our Maritime
Academy last year $500,000 of it was in our 1980 subsidy account,
our fuel account. Exactly half of that $500,000 was spent for our
cruise oil, $250,000. We are a college with a landbase, a land
campus, and a ship campus, and next year my request for that
appropriation for fuel to the State legislature in Masschusetts
amounts to $800,000. -

Again, $400,000' for ship operation, $400,000 for land campus
operaf Now, the State of Massachusetts, like many of the
States, e facing fiscal crises situations, in view of rampaging

,inflati , and the State leadership of our Ways and Means Com-
mittee in both branches is going to start seriously considering
cutting back the amount of money that they are going to give to
our academy for cruise purposes, or the elimination of it complete-
ly, and when that happens the Federal Government is going to lose
the Massachusetts Maritime Academy. i

Now, in the testimony offered this morning, you heard, you
yourself addressed the situation where there are 1,100 U.S. citizens
being trained for licenses in the Federal Academy, and MarAd has
requested $18.2 million to train those 1,100 citizens.

&tithe same time you have three times that amount of citizens
in "the combined State academies. You have 3,100 U.S. citizens
training for that same license, and they are asking for $6 million,
just one-third of the amount,-to provide for the academies.

I ask somebody to take a look at the figures, and see where the '
taxpayers are going to get the better break. .

Finally, I would address myself, as I alwaya do, to the question of
Federal subsidies, and the currellt distribution formula used by the
Maritime Administration.

Mr. AuCon4. You have a strong view on that subject.
Admiral HARRINGTON. I do, yes.
When a sister academy, one-half our size, receives 33 $1,200

subsidies more than we do each year, .when an academy three-
quarters our size .receives 73 subsidies More than Massachusetts,
and when an academy comparable in size to us receives 173 more
Federal subsidies than we do a year, I think it is time to address
that unfairness.

Now, the distribution formula is based on the 1965 enroljillent of
the academies, and I have stated before to this comma that
when the manpower study of 1970 indicated to the Maritime Ad-

.
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ministration that there was going to be an overage of officers in
the decade of the seventies, in order to cut back the number of
graduates they were turning out, they used the 1965 enrollment
f4ure, and in that year, Maine had 150 in their freshman class,
New York had 250; and we had 77. But that was 5 years before $18
million had been invested by the State of Massachusetts in build-
ing an academy that could accommodate 850 students. it was too
late by 1971 ,to use a 1965 figure of enrollment. But now it is 1980,
and somebody ought to take a look at the fairness of the distribu-
tion formula today.

I have asked in my statement to increase 4he amount of subsi
dies, so that MarAd can give every cadet that comes to our State
Academies, in accordance with our present enrollment.

I do not ask my fellow presidents at Maine and New York to give
up subsidies. If I were in their position I would, just as they are
doling, hold firm to the number of subsidies that they have. It is up
to a higher power, it ig up to the Maritime Administration, or this
committee, to either apportion the subsidies fairly in accordance
with present enrollments, or to increase the number of subsidies so
that all cadets entering our academies can receive them.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for your indUlgence.
[The following was received for the record:)

TATZMINT OP PRZSIDINT Les HARRINGTON. MANIAC/MEM MARITIME ACADEMY

Mr Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am privileged to appear
before you to offer testimony on the Maritime Appropnations Authorization Act for
Racal year 1981 Seven years ago, in March 19'13, I and my colleagues representing
the six State maritime academies, had the first opportunity to present our views
directly to you on this most important matter of Federal appropriationstaffecting
our schools At the time we expressed our common concerns as regards inadequacies
in the annual amount and the total number of student subsistence payments as well
as Maritime Administration plantconfirmed at that same hearing by the Assist-
ant Secretary of Comm for Maritime Affairsto reduce the number of training
ships available to the envies. Appealing directly to the Congress, the State
academies have successful] pursued these concerns with individual and collective
initiatives over the past se n years to increase the annual student paymedts to
1200 dollars and to fotestali hoolship consolidation. Without the keen interest and
staunch support of this, Su mmittee and its parent, the Committee on Merchant
Marine and Fisheries, cam sc ools would not be nearly as healthy as they are today
We are hopeful that this onct opportunity to impact on the Federal budget
process will be equally as productive as theofirst. but not so long in corning.

Merchant Marine icers I should like to highlight some figures for your considera-
tion

way of illustrating the cost effectiveness of the State schools as a/source of new

tion in arriving funding allocations for the education and training elements of
the Maritime Appropriations Authorization Act for fiscal year 1981. As of 31 Decem-
ber 1979 the U.S Merchant Marine Academy at Kings Point enrolled 1,110 stu-
dents, having graddated 258 new officers in the Class of 1979. The administration
has requested 18.201,000 dollars for the U.S Merchant Marine Academy at Kings
Points for fiscal year 1981. At the end of December 1979 the State academies and
colleges had a combined enrollment of 3.111 U.S citizen students, and graduated
584 new officers in the Class of 1979. The administration has requested 6,680,000
dollars for the State marine schools in fiscal year 1981 Based on thses figures,
think it would be reasonable to conclude that the State ,academies represent not
only a valuable national asset but also a tremendous bargain to the taxpayers.

In testimony submitted to this Subcommittee last December sm H R. 5451, the
Maritime Education and Training Act of 1979, 1 indicated that the Federal govern-
ment's share toward the operation of the State schools had declined dramatically
over the past 30 years or so to the point where in 1979 the annual Federal grant of
100.000 dollars represented only 276 per cent of the 3,620,000 dollars appropriated
in the same year by the residents of Massachusetts for this school This disparity
will widen in fiscal year 1981 as the Commonwealth increases its appropriation to
3,923,000 dollirs while the Federal grant is unchanged The increase in the State
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appropriation is largely attributable to the devastating effects of increased fuel oil
costs for the annual training cruises As one step toward rectifying this lidialanoe
in the respective levels of

usuerporte

I should like to reiterate in y previous recatnmen-
dation that "the costs of f *I or annual training cruises should be borne by the
Maritime Administration as a'fair-share contribution to the costs of education
fUture officers for the American Merchant Marne." It seems to me thit supplying
the training ships with fuel for training cruises would be a logical extension of the
Maritime Administration's ownership in and responsibility for the maintenance and
repair of these vessels I estimate that the total cost of fuel oil for the training ships
of the five salt water academies would amount to 1,504000 dollars annually at
current prices

The Massachusetts Maritime Academy has encountered a high and impregnable
wall of resistance in its efforts to bring about an updated Iind equitable formula for
the distribution of annual student subsistence allowances since the so-called 1965
"level of enrollment rule waiKarbitrarity imposed on the State schools by the
Maritime Administratipn in January 1971 I have pited in previous testimony the
"special circumstances' that have enabled certain other State schools to be excepted
from a formula which has been honored more in the breach than in the observance
In addition to displeasure, I must express amazement and puzzlement at the recent-
ly announced intention of the , Maritime Administration to perpetuate a policy
which allocates 77 subsidies to his schoolwhich graduated 190 new officersin
1979at the same torte that it allobates subsidies to each of the other five State
academies in numbers which exceed the total of each schools' yearly graduating
class I trust that this Subcommittee will redress this obvious injustice in my view,
an updated and equitable formula would allocate subsistence allowances in propor-
tion to current-1980, not 1965enrollments at each school, be tailored to overall
officer supply-demand requirements of the maritime industry as projected. over a
five to ten-year period, and assure a reasonable degree of stability in the operation
of the State schools by allocating subsidies over a minimum five-year period with a
"no-cut" Provision during this time

In view of the Federal government's modest investment in the education of
Merchant Marine officers at the State schoolsas compared with other institutional
sources of supplythis Subcomittee may wish to consider appropriating funds to
cover annual subsistence allowances for all students currently enrollbd at the State
schools My calculations indicate that the annual appropriation for such payments,
predicated on a ceiling of some 3,100 students, would amount to about 3,700,000
dollars, or approximately 1,100,000 dollars over the requested appropriation for this

-= item tit fiscal year 1981. 1 propose this alternate approach to resolving the "subsidy
problem" for your approprigte action -

-Thank you for your interest and consideration 1 will be pleased to answer any
question that you may have concerning my testimony.

Mr. AuCoiN. Thank ydu, Admiral.
Admiral Kinney, we welcome you, too.

. Admiral KINNEY. Mr. Chairman, it is a great pleasure to be
before you today.

I W111 abbreviate my remarks. May I commence, hbwever, with
one bit of philosophy, which shows the State's primary problem?

The Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Maritime Affalri, in
response to a question from the Chairman this morning, made a
statement to the effect that Kings Point is my principal responsi-
bility.

To me, this is analogous to he Secretary of the Navy testifying
to the Armed Services Committee that the Nava cademy is his
primary responsibility, and in effect saying o not give a darn
about the Navy ROTC or the Officer Can ate School. I submit

= that urour problem.
I believe it is an administrative problem, .and not lir. Nemirow's

alone, for whom have a great deal of respect. The Maritime
Administration should be concerned about every source of educe-
tion and training of merchant marine officers for our Nation, Fed-
eral, State, industry and union.
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mission as the Federal. academy, to educate and train for unlimited
license as third officer. As President Harrington pointed out, .the
five schools enrolled in 1979 about 3,300. The Federal academy

Five of the six State schools, including New York, have the same
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enrollment is about' 1,100, thus, the States with three times the,
enrollment are supported in total at one-third the Federal level.

This comparison, three times the enrollment at. one -third sup-
port, is strong shorthand testimony to the .point that the Federal-
State partnership in maritime education and training is strained.

At our own budget hearings in New York, I am asked about
progress in making known the very fundamental problem that our
State taxpayers are supporting all the inflation that rising costs
and increasing complexity have inflicted.

Our State University Chancellor, Doctor Clifton Wharton,
chooses his words well, and he reluctantly advised the assembled
campus presidents that our university faces a budget crisis. Mari-
time colleges are expensive schools. In the New York system, when
they figure the cost per student, they will conclude that the mari-
time college costs about double per student that of a college of arts
and sciences.

,., I would emphasize that the State University of New York faces
considerable financial problems as the result of a very austere
budget which the Governor has delivered to the legislature, and
which I personally do not believe is going to be increased.

Now, if I may, I will comment on that collective $6.68 million for
all State schools. Most conspicuous by its absence is a request to
fund fuel for the Federal training ships. Federal support for fuel
was authorized in 1978 by the Congress in amendment to the
Maritime Academy Act of 1958. Not once since then has the Ad-
ministration requested funds to implement the intent of the Con-
gress. It appears that the Administration has no intention in doing
so. For the information of the Committee, the fuel costs to New
York for the summer training in 1979 was $229,200. The estimated
cost for 1980, is $283,700.

Also missing from the Administration request is a beginning to
the improvement of training at State schools by the use of simula-
tors. The enthusiasm of the U.S. Coast Guard and the Maritime
Administration to improve training irywesponse to Intergovernnien-
tal Maritime Consultative Organizition Standards and other im-
peratives, seems to be unbounded.

Unfortunately, they do not put their money where their mouth
is. The State schools need radar observer trainers, diesel engine-
room trainers, and shiphandling simulators, no less than other
activities.NWhat better way would there be to implement desire for
better standards, and to demonstrate Federal-State partnership
than by capital equipment support? .-

The $6.68 million is broken down to three line items: grants,
cadet support, and ma' tenance and tepair of vessels.

$100,000 each.. I ew York, that $100,000 will be matched by
The $600,000 gran money presumably goes to six schools at

about $5,700,000 State funds. That $5,700,000 is all maritime, and
the partnership ratio, as you see, is quite lopsided.

The total amount for all U. S. maritime service cadets of $2.6
million for uniforms, textbooks and subsistence is figured on the

v.
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basis of $1,200 per year per cadet. Mr. Chairman, that $1,200 per
year is less than half of the cost, without tuition, to those cadets, of
the maritime education.-This support does assist the,cadet, without
doubt, but it is not assistance to the State bchOols. It is a straight
passthrough, with no administration or teachinW overhead. An in-
crease, however, in that amount, for the cadets is certainly war-
ranted. I would think it should be doubled.

The third item of support for State schools is the maintenance
and repair of vessels at $3,480,000 total. Annusilly our ship trains

'700 cadets at sea. This 'ship is a large, valuable effective invest-
ment. It should be kept in a state of good repair for merchant
marine cadet training, and for national use in an emergency.

The $3.48 million total for all training ships simply cannot re-
flect the maintenance and repair requirements of the schoolships
as displayed by the professional surveyors' report on the material
condition of these ships. There should be a deliberate program of
professional survey of material condition of the ships; and a survey
of the costs to repair and maintain seaworthy similar-sized ships in
comme,rcial service. The budget program should be adjusted accord-

. ingly.
The States cannot be expected to perform repairs to assure -the

life of the ships., The State's efforts should be made by proper
vessel support, and New York for one, would be pleased to work
toward this end, a planned repair and training conversion program
for multi-year support. To do less than properly maintain the
schoolships, is to shorten the remaining life of these aging vessels,
and hasten the dilemma which their final voyage to the yard for
scrapping is going to pose.

Mr. Chairman, I believe that,, it is Federal policy to have a
merchant' marine, and to promote that policy by assistance to
States to maintain State schools.

Thank you for the opportunity to present the views of one of the
partners.

[The following was received for the record:)

PREPARED STATEMENT SY ADM SHELDON KINNEY, PRESIDENT OP THE STATE
UNIVERSITY OP NEW YORK MARITIME: COLLEGE

Mr Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee. I am SheldonvIiinney. Presi-
dent of the Maritime College of the State University of New York. located at Fort
Schuyler, where the East River joins Long Island Sound The Maritime College
appreciates the opportunity to appear before your Committee to testify on the
Maritime Appropriations Authorization Act for Fiscal Tear 1981.

Our information is that this Act includes a request for education and training
from the Maritime Administration to support
U S Merchant Marine Academy..... . .:.:..... $18,201.000
(6) State Marine Schools ..... 6,680,000

Five of the six State schools, including New York, have the same mission as the
federal academy to educate and train for unlimited license as Third Officer (The
sixth school is primarily for Great Lakes operations.) The five schools repoked an
enrollment in November 1979 of about 3,300 The federal academy enrollment is
about 1,100. Thus the States with three times the enrollment are supported in total
at one-third the federal level,

This comparison, three times the enrollment at one-third support, es strong short-
Mind testimony to the point that the federal-state partnership in maritime educa-
tion and training is strained It is only recently that the State *hook have been
invited to Hearings' on the Authorization. Mr Chairman, and the growing imbal-
ance in support is a basic reason for our appreciation of the opportunity to be heard.
At our own bi4dget hearings in New York, I am asked about progress in making
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known the very fpnehunental problem that our State taxpayers are supporting all 4.
the Inflation that rising costs and Increasing complexity have inflicte4. Our State
University Chancellor, Dr. _Clifton Wharton. chooees his words well and he reluc-
tantly advised the assembled campus-nresidentsthat our University faces a "budget
crisis." We have not expanded the Maritime College since our collective planning
established our Cadet quota. We have not expandenrollment; but our school
costa have multiplied, and federal support should pace. -

Now, if I may, I will comment on that collective $ . million for all State schools
Most conspicuous by its absence is a request to fund fuel for the federal traininngg

ships. Federal support for fuei authorized in 1978 by the Congress in Amend-
ment to the Maritimeadenyy ct of 1968. Not once since then has the administra-
tion requested funds to implern t this intent of the Congress. It appears that the
administration has no intention request fuel support, so, Mr. Chairman, please
consider our meet in the nce of support from our silent partner. (For the
information of t Committee, e fuel east for the summer training in 1979 was
3229,200. ThPatimated cost for 1980 is $283,700.)

Also missing from the administration request is a beginning to the improvemerit
of training at State schools by the use of simulators. The enthusiasm of the U S
Coast Guard and the Maritipe Administration to improve training in response to
Intergovernmejital 'Maritime Consultative Organization Standards and other im-
yeraeives, seam take unbounded. The State schools need radar observer trainers,
diesel engineroom Miners, and shiphandling simulators, no lees than other activi-
ties. What better way would there be to implement desire for better standards and
to demonstrate federal-state partnership than by capital equiprribnt support?.

The $6.68 million request is broken Bowan to three line items:

Grants
Cadet support
Maintenance and repair of vessels

8600,000
2,600,06t0 '
3,480,000

Total 6,680,00U

Taken one by one, these sums show the reluctant level of administration support
for the State schools.

''he $600,000 grant money presumably goes ta six schools at $100,000. each. In-
New York, that $100,000. will be matched by about $6,700,000. State funds. Please
remember that the Maritime College has but one mission as a specialized college;
we are not a campus that does several thingsand, inciliga. maritime. !'hat
63,700.000. is all maritime, and the "partnership ' ratio, as , is quite lopsided.
The grant amount does not consider size or dedicatiorf or State fending lithe pelt
were matching funds at even five to one, the State could see -Uit indeed this
interest in maritime education and training for a better merchant marine is demon-
strated.

The total amount for all U.S. Maritime Service Cadets,of $2.6 million for uni-
forms, textbooks, and subsistence is figured on the basis of $1,200. per year per
Cadet. Mr. Chairman, that $1,200. per yeir is lees, than half of the cost without
tuition, of the maritime education. The current costs have recently been provided to
your Committee. In this case, we are thinking only of Cadet assistance. This support
does assist the Cadet, without doubt, but it is not assistance to the State schools. It
is a straight pass through with no administration or teaching overhead. It would be
very nice to enhance the assistance to the student, but, in all candor, the increase
would not at all benefit a State Maritime School. This of course does not mean t
the ochr,' does not hilly support an increase in the payment to Cadets to um
that more nearly reflects the true costs of those items which the scat states
should be defrayed. Such increase is merited and should be made.

The third item of support "for State Schools" is the Maintenance a Repair of
Vessels at $3,480,000. total.

The U.S. government's veqsel lamed to New York as the Trai Ship PIRE.
STATE is a 5334ocit steamship of 17,650 tons displacement. An al y, that ip wii
train about 700 Cadets at sea. This ship is a larp, valuable, e ive investm
should be kept in a etate.of good repair foe merchant marine et training and for
national use in an emergency.

The $3.48 million total for all training ships simply c of reflect the m te-
nonce and repair requirements of the schoolehipe as displayed by the profession
surveyors' report on the material condition of these ships. There should be a
deliberate program of professional survey of the material condition of the ships and
a survey of the costs to repair and maintain seaworthy similar-size ships in commer-
cial service. The budemt program should be adjusted accordingly. The Maritime.
Administration at the Rmonal Offices and headquarters has the professional talent
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survey for to contract such survey) and to schedule this program It will show
at more funds are required for this function to support the federal investment.
e States cannot be expected to perform repairs to assure the life of the ships The

tates, not the federal government, staff the ship with licensed officers and crew,
but there is a Jimit to the State staff and their ability to do repairs as well as
maintenance The States' efforts should be matched by proper vessel support. and
New York for one would be pleased to work toward a planned repair and training,
conversion program for multi-year support To do less than properly maintain the
schoolshtps Is to shorten the remaining life of these aging vessels and hasten the
dilemma which their nal voyage to the ,yard for scrapping is going to pose

Mr. Chairman. I be ye at it,is Federal Policy to have a merchant marine. aid
to promote that policy by rice to States to maintain State schools Thank you
for the opportunity to present the views of one of the Ruiners.

Mr. AuCoiN. Thank you, Admiral.
I want to thank the entire panel for the statements you have

made, and to say that it is helpful W' the Subcommittee to have
testimony from the heads of the various state academies in consid-
ering this aspect of the MarAd reauthorization bill. _A--

ilkI hope you enjoy the opportunity, because the committee appreci-
ates the contribution you have made.

I have a nqmber of questions and I, would just like to proceed
. apace, if I may, at this time.

Let me ask this question of each of the members of the panel.
Admiral Rizza, you have already made the statement on page 2,

4 paragraph 3, of your testimony, that hands-on training, rather
than with a training vessel at an academy such as a kind of vessel
that your academy provides, is superior training for a student tt
the alternative that, for example, the Federal Academy cadet
receive.

I would like to ask each of the other three panelists if they share
that concern and would want to briefly augment their reasons why.

.Admiral Rodgers?
Admiral RODGERS. Yed, sir, I certainly do concur in that state-.

ment and I think all we need to do is to look at the record. The
Coast Guard authorized 6 months on the training ship as compared
with the year at Kings Point, where, believe 10 months now is
acceptable, if you look back over the years, certainly back to World
Wars II, you will find that the- graduates of the State academies,
with our type of training, have done a very commendable job.
Fu ermore, I challenge, and I have done this to the Coast Guard,
to fi d any evidence where our graduates have contributed to any
of t e casualties at sea, in the first couple of years out of the
academies where that training'would have been reflected.

I think, looking at experience, and records of that nature, cer-
tainly tells a lot better ,story than some theoretical aspects of
training into the future. / ,

Mr. AuCoiN. Admiral Harrington, do you have anything on that?
Admiral' HARRINGTON. it is a very proper question that you

addressed. It has been a long debated topic, long debated subject.
On the one hand, you have the advantage or the cadets sailing

and working on the modern ships that they are going to sail one
day, rather than on an antique schoolship.

That, in my opinion, howeve that advantage is far outweighed
by thejact that our cadets are i olved in a training program with
officer* in a continuous basis, icers that are members of the
faculty of our academy, that kno the cadets, that work with the
training manuals, that have been brought out rather than a cadet

45k;4
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to go aboard a training vessel, and to become an isolated individual
left alone and unattended; in our situation, they are supervised
and ained by our own faculty, by our.pwn licensed personnel, and
I 'that that time- tested procedure, is the better of the two.

r..AIJCOIN. Admiral Kinney?
Admiral Knittsx. I draw the comparison, Mr. Chairman, to Navy

training treat I was involved in as "a commander of ships, squad.
rons, and forces and as head' of education and training in thirNavy,.
that is, the fact that the hands-on training of the schoolship is the
finest training I have ever seen. In other forms of training Su as
the Navy's, you are normally- looking over someone'e.shoulder.
are aboard someone else's ship and watching that person &his jo
in the main. . , 4

In the schoolships, every function is perfo i s by a cadet. A
- cadet is on the wheel, 1. cadet is on the th u ttle.o You .have a

licensed officer on the bridge and, one in the eroom for the
safety function but that person is keeping han = off unless there

to be danger tf
The gradual transition during three cruises from the 'wiper and

seaman, up to the watch officer level, is to me extremely valuable.
Mr. AuCone. Each of you has indicated that you would like to

have Continuation of the training ships. I think 'each of you have
also indicated that increased Federal assistance for the deployment
and installation of simulators is desirable.

Each of you hits also indicated that additional student allot-
ments, as well as increased subsidies, is available, and each of you
has spokeh to the increases that yOU are faced with, fuel oil tosts,
and have asked faadditional Federal assistance there. We cannot
do it all. I mean, that is just the flat truth.

I think each of you knows that. We ought not tend any-
thing elee-

In fact, it is questionable whether we can do an of those addi-
tional things that you testified to this afternoon. I would just
simply pose this question.

At a time when the budget is t' et ought to be tighter, given
the economic picture, and you ar4-Torced choose among the
variet broughty of things that you bught forward in your skoppinelist
today.

Which, among those things, do you consideethe most crucial,
knowing that in identifying some one of those, it may have to even
bapartial funding for even that.

But I would like to hear you respond that, because that would
"give the subcommittee a sense of your "ority, and your sense of
importance on each of them.

Admiral Rine?
Admiral RIzZA. Without doubt,, the most critical item in the list

which, will affect the future of our school fiend the expense of our
school is fuel oil. We absolutely have to have fuel oil or I believe
the schoolships will go down the drain.

And two, after that, in order to keep current, and improve .our
standees, and also -to provide most cost effective and effective
trainint, we must have simulators. The simulators will signifi-
cantlyand I underscore significantlyimprovethe training that
we are 4oing now.

N..
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I believe those two are vital and I could recognize that it we
cannot do everything, I would drop the rest.

Mr. AuCopt. Admiral Rodgers?
Admiral RODGERS. The first priority has to be fuel oil.
To be perfectly honest with you I do not have enough !honey in

my budget this year to run my cruise. I have a meeting with my
trustees coming up ,this week, I foresee, a very, very significant
increase in the student fees, just to cover that item this year, and
then next year the same thing, and I think the law of diminishing
returns is going to put us out of business if we have to do that for

another year or so. .

So that fuel oil is extremely critical, our simulators are impor-
tant. I have a hard time on the second choice, although I think
our- -}

Mr.'AuConi. I am just asking you for one choiv.
Admiral RODGERS. One priority, an right. Fuelloil-
Mr. AuCOIN. Admiral Harrington?
Admiral HARRINGTON. In the area of subsidy, Mr. Chairman, I

am after principally k fair, distribution of the number of subsidies
that are provided. Even without any subsidies, I think our ,cadets
are getting a very wonderful education at a very minimal cost. The
idea of the concept of the Federal Government providing a fuel
allowance to sail our training. ship is a very natural_ extension to
me of the originil act of Congress. The original act of Congress
that will provide a training ship.

It seems to me that fuel, to move that training ship, belongs
there.

When the Maritime Administration came into existence in 1942,
all of a sudden they said, we now want you to have a land campus.
We want you to have adequate dormitories and mess rooms ashore,
but there was no mention of thy contribution to build a land
campus for us.

The land campus that we have was built and paid for by the
State of Massachusettir

I have a $51/2 million classroombuilding that is going to open its
doors in September with one-half a million dollar ,simulator in it
bought by the State of Masstitnsetts. It seems to me that with fuel
oil escalating. the way it has, thet.this would be a very natural
place, a very natural extension of the federal commitment in
support of our academies in relatiOnship to providing us training
ships.

Mr. AuConi. Admiral Kinney?
Admiral KINNEY. A divided thought,
Fuel immediately comes to mind but fpm the Federal -Govern-

, ment's point' of view, if there are not adequate repairs to these
ships, there will be nothing to burn .the fuel in.

Mr. AuCom. Let me.ask you this:,'The fuel oil, problem is gding
to be with us beyond this next yeah., and I am sure if you put
yourselves in the shoes of those budget managers downtown and
also in the Congress, you can see that What we are dealing with
here,.gis an entirely new kind of endeavor by the Federal Govern-
ment in meeting this,expense. . ,

i
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It may he right, or it may be wrong, but that is the way budget
planners would look at it. I see no possibility of those costs getting
less.

Is it your position that the Federal Government in assisting with
fuel oil should, based on some principle, other than just the eco-
nomic straits that you are in, support 100 percent of your fuel
needs or is it your position that the Federal Government should
just recognize that you have an economic problem, as you would in
the case of any other cost factor, that it happens to be supporting,
and meet those economic challenges 9n some kind of percentage

-As there something intrinsic about the fuel problem that leads
you to believe that the Federal Government ought to provide 100
percent of those costs?

Admiral RIZZA. I believe the Feder rnment should provide
100 percent- of the fuel, not because it an economic problem, but
because it is a st$port for a U.S. ship owned by the U.S. Govein-
ment, training merchant marine officers for the U.S. merchant
fleet. -

Thtse merchant marine officers are training for a merchant
marine that is considered by the Congress, a fourth arm of defense,
and also is something that is necessary for our economic well-being.
On that basii alone, I think that the Federal Government does owe
support to the ship with fuel oil. The economic situation is just
another factor that contributes to our crises now.

Mr. AuCoin. How much Nis the price of fuel oil gone up in the
last 5 years?

Admiral RIZZA. I came to our academy in 1972, we were paying
about $3 a'barrel. My fuel oil bill was around $40,000. It is now up
around $300,000, just for the cruise. And we have cut down our

We used to dc 15,000 miles. We are down to 10,000.
Mr.. AuCoin. So almost a tenfold increase in 8 years?
Admiral RIZZA. And from what I am reading in the paper, we

can expect another 10 -to 15 percent by next year, and I do not
know where it is going to end.

Mr. AuCo1N. That is going to be difficult to sell to,'maybe not the
authorization committees, but to the appropriations committees of
the Congress. .

Admiral RIZZA. We have to have a merchant marine, and I think
if we have to have a merchant marine, these schools are bssential,
you will not have the merchant marine without these academies.

Mr. AuCo!N. Let me ask you this, Admiral Rine You have
spoken again today about the value of simulators in Maritime
education and training and you made an excellent statement when
you testified on behalf of H.R. 5451.. You made another eloquent

. -statement today about simulators. ,
, Looking down the road, trying to look out on the horizon as to

where we ought to be in the field of maritime education and
training, say, 25 years from now, or even-30 years from now, is it
possible that simulators can provide the lion'sAshare of the training
of seagoing men and women?

Admifal RizzA.- In my opinion, it you are speaking 25 years
simulators will provide the bulk or the lion's share of training.
Look at the airplane industry, we are way behind the airplane
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industry. We can do much better with simulators. There is no
excuse for the collisions and the casualties we are having at sea.

The little bit money spent on simulators will, in my view, signifi-
cantly reduce the casualties and. problems we hive at sea.

I thin k. that almost all the training in 25 years will be on
simulatlFs. The airplane industry has already achieved that They
do all their preflight, training on simulators, and they do very
excellent training.

We ate really behind the times. I think it is time people in
training,tecognize that.

Mr. Au Com. And if what you say is true, we are not only behind
the times, but we are wedded to an energy source that is very
unreliable in terms of supply and also unreliable in terms of costs.

Admiral RIZZA Yes.
The oil factor is serious. We are out there churning up that

ocean with that ship from point A to point B, wasting a lot of time,
, man-hours, for some simple exercises that could be done much

bette on a simulatormuch more effective on a simulator.
- I th k it is long overdue, and I think we ought to get on the ball

. and ally move in that direction.
Mr. AUC0IN. Admiral, I appreciate that comment.
I am wondering if theie is dissent or agreement among the other

three of you on that-questiOn? ,
As briefly as you can.
Admiral RODGERS. Certainly no dissent.
Mr. AuCong. You do or do not.
Admiral RODGERS. I do not dissent. *I.

But the basic problem is Federal support. The fuel problem is the
. most visible at the moment. But what we need is additional sup-.

Port.-4 I would like to say that my feeling is that the Federal Govern-
:.. ment should-finance that portion of the total program which we

;,could call training and the State and students take care of the
.basic education as you would in any college and if we looked at it
from that point ibf view, the Federal contribution would be consid-
erably more than what it is at,the present time.

Just look at,theappendageto my statement there;
r would like to make one more comment on a statement that you

made, about not finding 'enough money to do any of ith and after.,
listening to thietestimony this morning, I recall something like $3.4 Nt

, million of that l8-plut million continuing capital programs as
Kings Point, And I thmk the country and the academies-and every-
body would lk, much better served if that was put to keeping the
State academies aflOat here at the present time.

Ia' . Certainly. if the State academies failed, the alternatives to the
Federal Government are such that it is going to cost a lot more
money aheth/r it be at the Federal or the so- called industry
schools. .

Mr. AuC94N.-Ailmiral Harrington? . .

Admiral. HARRINGTON. Again, you -would address a fair queition
of what ai going to happen up and down the road with respect ,to
the cost of fuels; where it is going to end, I do not know.

I not have the answer.

4:. )
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I would guess if it continues to go the way it is going, the Coast
Guard is going to have to give serious thought to the sea time that
our cadets put in.

Mr. AuCoin. The standards are going to go up for seagoing
personnel, and we have cost problems and supply problems of fuel
and so forth.

So would you agree then that, looking on the horizon, trying to
get dut ahead of events, that those of us who are concerned about
maritime education ought to be thinking about simulators, and
they do present as much potential as Admiral Rizza indicated.

Admiral 114hRRINGTON. Yes.
As far as t e 100-percent contribution in a marriage with the

States, to provide academies to train men for oar national marl-
. time power. It would Seem, in view of the economic Problem caused
,by the escalating fuel costs, if you cannot pay 100 percent of the
increase, that you would pay a share of it. That you Jpould join

e State, and say we know you have a problem and we are
going to help you out a little bit because we provide the ship and
we think that maybe the fuel oil follows along naturally with
them.

Mr. AtiCong. At this point, any share would be helpful?
Admiral BARRINGTON. Any share would be helpful.
Mr. AuCong. Admiral Kinney.
Admiral KINNEY. I would dissent on the question of simulators.
Mr. AuCong.You would or would not?
Admiral KINNEY. I would.
I believe you can complement and to a degree supplement ship-

board training with simulators but you cannot replace it. I would
think that particularly for an initial license the ship will have to
play the major role, and I would compare it to-the fact that the
airlines can use a simulator very effectively to take la trained pilot
and. transition him to the 747 but they are not going to give him
his basic training in a simulator.

I do not think that the simulators can hope to.replace the basic
shipboard 'training. 41-

As to the Federal contribution, I think the Federal Governmenk'
faces the question of, do they wish to tAke 'advantage of a veil'
reasonable source of merchant marine officers or do they wish to
lose it? ih

If they do not give adequate support to the State schools they
will lose it, and from what I read in the Maritime Administration
manpower studies and from what I know of.the manning situation,
our Nation cannot afford to lose the State schools.

We heard a lot of conversation today about the size of the Fed-
eral academy. We New York, are 93 percent of that size. I think it
would be poor economics on the Federal Government's part tb lose
that source' and the other State schools as well.

Mr. AuCoik. Admiral Rizza; you seem to want to add all extra
word oh that as you were listening to Admiral Kinney.

You are welcOme to.
Admiral RIZZA. Simulators are important. They will not com-

pletely take the place of training at sea, but they can reduce the
amount of timft that we are spinning wheels out there, and make it
more effectiVer and efficient.
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No, it will i ot replace it completely, but effective simulator
training can be accomplished. I have done it before in my experi-
ence, and I have seen significant improvements in the training
accomplished.

Mr. Au Com. Admiral Rizza, what did you think of the estimate
of Mar Ad's cost estimate of the one simulator for demonstration
purposes thilt it was able to clear past the Department of Corn.
merce? .

I think it was talking in terms of $5 million. tap squashed that
but it did get past the Department of.P.,ommerce.

I raise that question in looking at your testimony on page 3,
when yon talk about the several types of simulators, radar simula-
tors, tanker siinulatori, and all the rest.

How adequate was Mar Ad's request even on 'a *demonstration
basis?

millionI$ $5 cwithin the order? ,
Admiral RizZA. I believe Mar Ad was referring to the ship han-

aling simulator. I am not aware of what if would cost. My research,
in -looking at a ship handling simulator ih 1978, 1 got the figures
about $3.5 million, when I talked 'to the people who built the ship
handling simulator at La Guardia Field.

Now, I do not have all the faets. They probably have better facts
on that. but my original inquiry, when we were looking at it was
$3.5 million to proved ..,:,,,;,..,.mulator something similar to the One at
La Guardia.

Mr. AuCoiN. If you had . i .= simulators, tanker simula-
tors, slow-speed diesel simu tors, and o t you are talking
about, we are talking abou for other academies = well, we are
talking about hbrrendous = ital expenses. .

Do you reallythelieve t t this is a practical sugg on to bring
to the Congress?

Admiral RiZZA. Yes, I do.
Mr. AuCon4. How can A be economically defended, given the

budget realities that we face?
How can you tell tills committee, enable this committee to con

vince others in the Congress that that is cost-effective over the long
run?

Admiral RIM. Well, soone or later I believe we have to have
them. i 1 Fe have a tanker simulator which we developed ourselyet
and raised the money for. It was a top job. We developed a comput-
erized tanker simulatc3rovhich in iny view I do not know of..any-
thing as advanced in the world. The tanker Compahies are so

- interested in it. that they are. sending their people to the Academy '
1 for this training, we are charging $100 a' day for each person. You

can do almost any operation on this tanker simulator that you can
do on a tanker without the risk of damage.

It also can be used for research in building, tankers, or tanker
_piping systems, stress, trim. That is a tanker simulator, that costs
_%iswell, of course, a lot of it was given to us.by one of the oil

companies. °,

We put in about $200,000 that we had raised. The compelling, if
not inevitable conclusion stemming from oil company participation
in our tanker simulator courses is that the companies understand,
that hot only is maritime academy tanker operation training inad-

)
. .

°

.
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equate, but also subsequent shipboard training on tankers is Mad-
equate at this time to effectively train third and second mates. Our
experience ,in training potential and existing third mates on the,
tanker simulator substantially reveals the inadequacy of existing .

- training modes and the superior training capability of our tanker
simulator. .

Mr. AUCoIN. We are talking about Federal money for all the
academies?

Admiral RtzzA. That gives you some idea of what that costs.
The radar simulator costs a couple of hundred he-

diesel simulator will cost about $450,000.
miMr. AuCo. Why is that more dollarwise than what e are

doing right now?
Admiral RIZZA. Let us take the tanker simulator. If we can

prevent one spill we have bought many tanker simulators, and it is
important that the tanker companies think. it is that important.

This is one example, and it is a good concrete example. You take
a ship handling simulator, if that can prevent one collision at sea,
you have bought a number of ship handling simulators. There are

se
too many accidents at sea. There are too many collisions at sea,
and in my view that is uncalled for.

Most of them are personnel errors.
I think that the simulator will significantly improve the training

and give us duality. Who can tell how many collisions, how mangy
casualties, that we will avoid, and count up the 'costs?

4That is about the best Way could argue that.
Mr. AvCoIN. Let me ask ou another question, Admiral Rizza,

and then I have questions of other witnessed as well. You have
switched your testimony from a discussion of simulators to the
continuing education program that MarAd optrates.

Admiral Rau. Yes. .

Mr. AuComi. I focused on that this morning as well with Mr.
Nemirow in the witness chair. As you piobably heard, I am par-
ticularly interested in those areas where this program duplicates
programs and educational courses that can be found elsewhere.
Because to the extent to which there is duplication, that is a' clear
waste of funds. .,

whoir I want to look at this whoW section of the authorization bill from
the point of view of finding where there can be cost savings and
maybe apply shifts of funds to other purposes. Maybe this is one of
them.

But there needs to be a showing first, and as you heard today, we
are in the position of having to wait on MarAd.to;get back to us,
with information indicating where some other. institutions are of-
fering courses that are similar to ones that MiciAd, in its regional
continuing education centers offers. .

But maybe you have different.perstive, or maybe you have
a clear perspective, and`mpaybe you could help provide the answer,
maybe any of,the witnesses could. ,

On page 5, Admiral Rizzat, you mentione&the -west coast, and
indicated that you can meet many of,..11W needs at little or no
expense to the' taxpayers by tieing facilities at your maritime
academy. . .

V
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That would imply that you are offering many of the 'courses at
the regional continuing education center that Mar Ad operates in
San Francisco. Is that true, and can you give us an example?

Admiral ItizzA. The only course that I know Mar Ad is operating
on the west, coast, is the radar course. We will open our radar
course in August, because our building is just finished; and radar
has just been put in.

I do not know that they duplicate any course that I have. I have
a great demand on the west coast by the industry .to provide
coursekfor them, and we are &Ong it. Now, they are paying for the
courses, and it is at no cost to the State. If I get a little money to
initiate these courses, and particularly, for example, the simu4-
tors, they will pay for themselves in repair and maintenance by the
money that I am bringing in. I can not care run those courses on

d State money.
Those courses are paying for themselves, and because I am in the

financial crunch I am in, I am using some of the profits of those
courses to cut down my operating expense at the Academy. There-
fore I am eager to expand our adult education program.

Mr. AuCoiN. The only course that you are aware of that is being
offered at that particular MarAd regional center is radar?

Admiral RIZZA. That is the only one I am aware of on the west
coast.
. Mr. AuCom. And it was there, prior to the time you embarked
upon your program which has not yet started?

Admiral RIZZA. They were there many years ago. We started our.
program about 5 years ago.

Mr. AuConi. How does yours differ from the radar course oper-
ated by MarAd?

Admiral RIZZA. MarAd has a program' where a man goes to
school so many hours and fulfills his require ents for an endorse-
ment on a license.

I think that is 5 days or 3 days, whatever it t , am not sure. We
will start ours in August: We provide more than just the minimum
requirement that he meet Coast Guard requirements for a license.
We are going to train our midshipmen in many other aspects of
navigation rather than just one short course that MarAd is doing.

You can do pilotage, navigation, rules of the road, collision avoid-
ance, courses on the radar simulator daily for a variety of training;
and because we own our own radar, we can put our midshipmen
ihrough a whole semester of that. irhereas, at the present time,
they go to te MarAd school because we do not have one and in 3
days ,they Allify for a Coast Guard license.

They cannot get the practical use out of that I think that one
could get out of it to i?nprove the quality of trainihg.

Mr. uCoiN. How much is your program going to cost your
instittition? -

Admiral gizzA. I am t g to think of what it costs us.
It costs .us, the rAdar c , let's see, I think it is about $400,000.

We put up a building an bought the radars, because I did not
have room, the whole p ckage wiyiclassvoom and the radars,
About $400,000.

Mr. AuCorN. AntaMarAd course- qualifies a person to meet.
the minimum Coast Guard staddards?

K
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Admiral RIZZA. Ours will do it too, when we set it up.
Mr. Au Com. Why invest $400,000 whe u are financially

strapped, when you already have a facility t Mar is operat-
ing?

Admiral RIZZI.. Because we cannot get the fup benefit out of It.
Mr. AuCong. Why? '
Admiral RIZZA. Three days, in my view, isfiot enough.
Mr. AuCon4. Well, it is enough for our Coast Guard stan4lards, to

pass the Coast Guard examinations.
Mr. AuCong. Wow much money are you going to spend to get

that 16 percent of quality?
We are in a tough budget situation.
Admiral RIZZA. We had another problem using MarAd's facili-

ties,
We could not get our' people in there because of the great

demand for the school from outside the maritime academy, and we
had a hard time scheduling our people in there. Now that we have
458 students, it would have been extremely difficult.

Mr. AuCom. So then there is a problem of the regional center
.being overbooked?

Admiral RIZZA. Yes.
They were overbooked aPpnrently, but we could do a lot more

with that radar pimulator than just go down there 2 or 3 days to
pass the Coast Guard minimum requirements. There is more poten-
tial to the radar simulator than that.

Mr. At/Comi. Do any of the other witnesses know of examples
where there may be duplications of courses being offered under
MarAd's regional continuing education -progism that could he
found else*here?

Admiral Rodgers?
Admiral RODGERS. Yes, sir, at Maine we have had a radar simu-

lator and are offe4g courses for students, not only- our own
students, but to industry st eras coming in. The reae that we
got it is due to the distance teen Maine and New York, it would
eat up more in travel dx noes than it would be worth to send
students down there, and the Coast Guard is requiring it so we had
to get it just because of the geographical location.

Since we have had it, we have tried to use it in our continuing
education program.and we do have fleet officers coming, to courses
occasionally.

In all fairness, I could not possibb meet at the State academy,
the complete demand. In other words, I think there is need for
both, even though there is some duplication. I would say that we
are not only running the radar courses but we are also running a
license upgrade program. We can break even on our programs so I
find it. difficult to understand why the Federal Government has to
subsidize the Federal facilities for the fleet people who can well
afford to go to them and pay the full cost. ,

Mr. AuCoIN. Admiral Kinney.
Admiral KINNEY. Just to show thttt State schools are different,'

the Maritime Administration came to us three years ago to investi-
gate the possibility that we take over the radar simulator training
in the New York alp and after Tramining it, we concluded Mat it
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was not in our interest and we would prefer to have them continue
their service because we serve two different constituencies.

When it comes to the training item under examination, I would
separate them from my testimony on H.R.5451 with respect to
continuing education. I think that the sums that are in this budget.
for such things as firefighting are essential to the State schools. We
could not hope to conduct our own firefighting school, and I believe
those facilities are essential to us, and are%available to many pgpe-
gories of mariners, and that this is a service that MarAd quite
rightfully performs.

Mr. AtiCom. What about theI think I posed the four different
areas for Mr. Nemirow: Loran, Gyro, you mentioned the firefight-
ing, how about these areas?

Do you find, is it your opinion that there is duplication there or
that MarAd's' continuing education program is filling a need in
each of these fields?

Admiral KINNEY The firefighting, the only alternative would be
the Navy, and it is quite difficult to make an arrangement to go to

, a Navy port to share-the firefighting facilities with them.
Every cadet on board must complete his firefighting training ,e

before his first experience at seirThe installations are- expensive
and complex and we rely heavily on that MarAd form of training
to qualify our cadets.

AuCOIN. Well, from the comments you have all made,
would have to reach the conclusion that there is not much in terms .
of savings to be had from whacking gut that. portion of the authori-
zation request from MarAd. It sounds to me that there is plenty of
usage there, and minimal duplication, if I am weighing your value
judgmentsvorrectly

(4

Let me ask you this, Admiral Kinney, and you, Admiral Harring-
ton.

1,1

I understand last year that New York and Massachusetts
academies shared a training ship. How did that work out?

Do you want to flip a coin to see which of you goes first?'
Admiral HARRINGTON. When you borrow a training ship, it is not

quite like borrowing an automobile, Mr. Chairman. There are--;
there were tremendous year-round problems connected with it. We
are very grateful to New Yor r I ding us their vessel. We
accomplished our sea training, an did .up in a very fine Is
fashion. . . .

But there were tremendous problems. I would hate to live
through another borrowing ship summer.

Mr. AuCong. What were the problems? /
Admiral HARRINGTON. Well, the location, putting our peal:0Am /

the ship, going down to New York to make the transfer, sailing our /
officers Ever froinjEurope, so our engineering officers would be
familiar with the plant, making sure that we did not doanythini
to the owners of theshipsto make them unhappy, that it wotpld
be in perfect condition when we returned it. ,

,

Mr. AuC.on4. Of course, that is something thakyou do with Your

diniral HARRINGTON. Yes; it is uncoMfortable when .ymi have
own ship? ' /

.
, ,. egne else's property.

, .
AuCom. Admiral Kinney, how did You think the experiment

worked out?
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Admiral KINNEY. Mr. Chairman, a highly dangerous practice.
I feel extremely fortunate that no lives were lost nor *is any

seriously injured in this rapid transition, one school walks off
and one school walks on. It would be one thing if you were simply
talking about licensed officers, who are professionals, moving on a
ship that they do not know. But to take cadets, who as I mentioned
earlier, man all, the facilities on that ship and operate every flw-

* tion of it, and expect th m to go to a ship that is net their own,
when they, in effect, ar apprentices, and operate that ship, is
courting disaster.

Mr. AuConsi. Was not t the experience that a Kings Point
.cadet finds when he goes to 4n- the Kings Ppint program?

Admiral Kikitipy. He is looliing over the shoulder of regular
personnel, and dtpending on the ship he's on. He ma? or may not
be able to lend his hand to it. He is not operating the ship.

Mr. AuCoui. What about this question when your class goes to
sea for 6 months, in the first instance it is unfamiliar with that
ship just as much as the cadets from Massachusetts would be? Why
is there not the high risk of danger in that instance? .

Admiral KINNEY. The cadet has been raised in that same plant.
If he is an engineer, for example, his first cruise at sea, he has
traced all the piping, he knows the location of every valve, lie is
thoroughly familiar with the entire engineroom, before he is ever
permitted to turn that valve. I would hope that if the, Federal
Government feels it has to share ships,. they would realize that the
safe way is a nucleus manning of Federal personnel who are' the
permanent operators of that ship And where the schools move
aboard, as persons under training, perhaps with their own instruc-
tors, but they are not the basic operators of thal-ship. '1

14r. AuConi. Since this is a serious proposal that has been made,
Please amplify for the subcommittee what you would feel would be
necessary as a minimum, for that nucleus of personnel, to provide
that safety margin.

Admiral KINNEY. The minimum numbers of persognel?
One could debate that all night long, but it woulcrbe the magter,

chief engineer -
Mr, AnCotN. You have a concept in mind, so give me an idea.
Admiral KINNEY_ Master, chief engineer, your 'principal mates/

and senior engineers, and such basic personnel al the electrician, eo
the bosun,' the ship's officer, those key personnel that, in effect,
could safeguard the ship while the manpower came and went.

I do not advocate this. I believe that the presence of a training
ship in each school produdes a far better product But if it were
necessary to consolidate then certainly there should be Federal
manning that is year round.

Mr. AnCom. I appreciate you comments on that
Admiral Kinney. how o e -vessel, the training vessel, that

your academy maintains?
Admiral KINNEY The Empire Statek was built as the President

Jackson, and 'commissioned as the transport Barrett, in the mili-
tary sea ransport service, 'in 1952.

Mr. N. 1952?
Admiral KINN/Y. Yes, sir.

4
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Mr., AuComN. I am not familiar with these ;1.tters; when do you
project the end of its useful life?

Admiral KINNEY. Mr. Chairman, it is a direct function of what
. does the federal Government wish to spend to preserve it. .

I could* see it die as quickly as '2 ears at the present level of
fundineek I could see it extended ther 10 if adequate repairs
and main ante were accomplish .

Mr. AUCOIN. How much would be adequate in ,the case of your
vessel?

Admiral KINNEY. In our.particular ship, and I would be happy to
give you a list of those items that I consider critical now for repair,
we are talkint42 1/2 million to put her in shape, and $1 million
annually to maintain her No small sums, but when you compare
that to the alternative of constructing a new ship or converting
one, I think it would be money. well spent.

(The following was received for the record:]
. .

. TRAINING SHIPS REPAIR

Mr...; i
> -

Chairman, t may be helpful to youl Committee if I amplify tiny recovenda-
tion thia to prolong the useful life of the, present training ships. funds be appropri-
ated to adequately repair them As a specific example. I can cite a summary list of
repairs currently required by our training ship, together with their costs, and then
estimate the annual repair cost once the backlog of needed work is accomplished

. The_ following repairs and upgrading are currently required by Empire State. Ca;
estrmaled

1. Replacement of deteriorated lifeboats.., .. .. ..'.- 8350.000
4 2. Renew wooden decks on 01, 02, and.03 levels ... .... ... . . . 500.000

... S. Scaling, painting, and possible renedial of major sections of engine\ room tank top plating 100,000
4. Complete overhaul of dampers and controls for the ship's heating,
ventilation, add air cooling systems ... 100,000

5 Install adequate bilge oil and water separator. . .. .. 100,000
, 6 Renew heating coils in 6 fuel oil double bottom tanks . 200,000

, 7 Major overhaul of cargo handling gear, including winches, booms,
' wires.blocks, etc ... . ..... 7..... ..... . .. . . ... . . _ . , 100,000
8 Install,sniall fla411 type evaporator for 'training and to supplement
and backup present antiquated evaporators - _ 17,000

..9 Major replacements of deteriorated sections of fresh and salt water
piping and electrical cable ..... ... ... .. . .. .... 2S00.104,

. 10. Replacement of antiquated fire protection systemem ...... ... . .

11 Major overhaul for both boilers, including casing and insulation
replacement .. .. 100.000

12 Upgrade of boiler combustion control and burner management
system. both boilers. . . , 300,000

13. Electnq motor and controller repair ... ..'...... . 50,000
14 Major dverhaul of lifeboat davits and winches.. 150.000

... ..... , .... . - 2,525,000,Total.
Once these repairs are accomplished, we estimate thaP an annual average repair

cost to keep the ship in safe operating condition would be one million dollars
4 ($1,000,000). }Mile this may sound high, it must be balanced against the cost Of new

construction. replacement, or conversion of hulls younger than the present training
ships. For comparison, a check with commercial shipping companies which *pirate
relatively modern vessels indi tes the following approximate repair allocations-

A For medium-size general rgo shite.'81200 per day $438, r r per year
B For intermediate-8i* Leiner ehips: $1400 per day-8511,1 1 P er year .

. C For mediumeize passenger ships: $1900 per day-8693,504 per year
The above coats do not include extraordinary expedses dub to casualties and age

of the vessels nor replacement of obsolete equipment. .
The Empire State is an intricate oldef vesselk--formerly a troop transport On.

training cruises the ship Awn* approximately 700.Cadets and 100 crew and staff A
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realistic repair budget should be about 32800 per day S1,000,000- per year, after the
major repair and/or upgrade items are completed

Mr. Au Com. Admiral Rodgers?
Admiral RODGERS. l.agree with the 2- to 10-year span depending

upon the level of Federal support. The one thing that I think we
need to look at though is that a lot of people think that sharing a t
ship is going to save a lot of money, and I po not believe that is so.

As a matter of fad, the Maritime Administration has right now,
the results of a study that we ,put together between us and we
propOsed this so- called nucleus crew, and the concept of who would
operate it and so forth. Therwere. as I

crew.
remem , dozen peopleer

in the nucleus cw. But when you stop and
r

ider the fuel oil..
the wages for the crew. and that the problems e would inherit by
rotating that ship it is not a good alternatives. For instance,
wants to cruise during September and October when we are trying
to get our school year underway?

I do not think there is any savings -involved and I think there
would be a tremendous disruption.

I am all for trying to preserve our training ships.
Mr. AuCom. When do, you project the end of the useful life of

your training vessel?
You,,Admiral Rodgers?
Admiral RODGERS. New York and Maine Shave sis ships .and

they're basically the same. So that it is roughly to 10 years
depending on the level of Federal support.

Mr. AUCoIN. And what level of Federal support at a minimum is
necessary, to extand it?

Admiral RODGERS. I do not have the figures that Admiral Kinney
qiioted but just from talking with my ship captain and chief engi-
neer, I believe that it is pretty close to the same figures that
Admiral Kinney quoted.

Mr. AuCom. Admiral 11' t

Admiral RIZZA, Owl ship
It was built in 1940. It

used as an APA during
turned over to the Calif°

Mr. AuCom: What 'do
Admiral Rim I prof

40 years old.
a cargo-passenger combination. It was

e war, and laid up after the war. It was
is Maritime Academy in 1970.
u project?
, if we had $3 !million 'to modernize it I

would project 7 to 9 years. It is a troopAip. It is unlike the other
academy. ships. Their ships have staterooms. The ship has been
placed in the good condition* it is in by the work of the midshipmen
and the staff and faculty. '

We did not receive the ship in as good condition as other acade-
mies have received their ships. Our ship was an old hulk, in bad
shape, with little equipment and no spare parts op it, and I think it
was unfortunate that we hid to use our midshipmen almost around
the clock just to get it ready for sailing. With an additional $3
million for modernizatioA, we will have a training ship that will
last 7 to 9 years, and I think that is better than buying a new ship.

Mr. AuCom. And without that, how long?
Admiral RIZZA. I would say five to six years.
Mr. AuCoiN. Does California need operating subsidies as welt?
Admiral Kinney indicated that- he needed $3 million on top of

that.
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Admiral RIZZA. We need more funds for adequate maintenance.
We are older than the other ships. Most of the maintenance on

our ships has been done by our midshipmen, aid that is not quite
fair to hay then do alj this kind of work. The credit for the good
condition of our ship today goes mainly to the faculty and midship-
men%

It willow, in my opinion, in good shape. It is still a troopship with
bunks, two or three tiers high, but for training it is adequate.

If we could just modetnize that ship, we have a good trai ing
ship for 7 to 9 years.

niMr. AuCo Admiral Harrington, IpaSsed over you becse ou
have the unique situation in your training ship, you have got aI
was going to say a new one. You have a different one.

J-Iow long do you expect it to last? Do you have projections on
that?

Admiral HARRINGTON. I am glad you changed the word, new to
different.

The vessel that we are talking about, Mr, Chairman, is a sister
ship of the Barrett. commissioned and built at the same time 1952..
Now, it can be argued that a ship in mothballs, and this ship has
been laid up for many years now, it can be argued that a year in
Mothball condition is worth 3 years of operating the shipc-,or vice
versa , 1 ,

with.
Much will depend upon how well the ship was laid up to begin

Thebids, by the way; Mr. Chairman, on the Geger for the
reconditioning job, were opened last Friday, and they came in, the
lowest bidder came in $400,000 higher than the $3.5, million that
the Congress appropriated,

We are going to have to scale down the projects that we hope to
accomplish

" I would expect, however, that with that massy being spent on a.
reconditioning situation, that we can look , forward to a longer
length of service time than either New YOrk or Maine with their
current vessels. I.

I recall when taking over the aging knipire State as the Bay
State back in 1972, as part of the program to stall, and to prvea,,,...,
the.consolidation of the schoolships, we took over a very aging ship, G.:.
the Empire State. The experts, u experts told me chat we would
get 10 years of cruising out ofit. We got just one hilt of that

Now, again, Admiral Kinney as right, the\ length of service de-
pendsmtirely upon what, kind of money.y_ou are going to put into
the a=a1 overhaul of the vessels. But rwould expect that with
the Geiger as a replacement vessel, that our problems, have been
solved for a decade.

Mr. AuConv. Let me ask a question aboia.the problem' that we
have dealt with now, in two hearings, and that is, student alloca-
tions and subsidies.

If we were to try to solve the problem of disparities betweenthe
institutions by trying to mandate more funds for student subsidies,

but also involving a reallocation ttr some degree, in other words;
increasing the total number for all for the totality of all Stitei
institutions; bu also doing some marihe redistributiorn do you
think it ,,W i,,Would healthy n the total scheme of things looking

11
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beyond it, from purely a parochial point of view, because undoubt-
. edly. some of you would lose some allocatidns and some of you

would gain. .

. In terms of the overall scJeme of things, to strengthe
ail "die State academies as a whole category, you think

... that would be a wise move as- unwise move? ,
Admiral Rizza? r

Admiral RIEZA. We would like to see them increased. We receive
110 subsidies and I took _in a class of 170 students last year. 1 am
not as bad off as Massachusetts or Vexes. I am worse off than 'the
other two States: 11.

I 'would like _to see:the number of subsidies for the maritime
academies increase. After.all, it is a diffefent era, a different time

. and according to MarAd studies, we are going to need more mer-
chant 'marine 'officers.

At the academy in California, we are thinking of increasing our
student population mainly because we are forced into heavy budget

'cuts, and I have to make up for those heavy budget cuts by ',ring-
ing in more students at no extra cost to the'State, with no ihrther
inereasein personnel.

Mr. AuCom. What if we increase the total allocations which I
understand. i$ $13; is that the figure that came out this_ morning?

AdMiral R1ZZA. I believe-it is 673.
Mr, AuCotioN.What if ve increase the total for ill-State acade=

Wee on one hand, and them on the other hand enacted is some
redistribution. of allocations among institutions to 'do two ;things;
First, give a larger commitment to the State academies per se, but
second, try to eliminate -some of the peaks and valleys, not com-
pletely, but to some degree, as a second step.

How would that strike each of you?
Admiral BIWA. I think I would like to see that done because I do ,

not think I could go any lower than lam now, and perhaps I would
get more. I really need more, and I thiik the rest of them should
have it, too. .

Mr. AuCom. But some of you may get fewer under that formula-
tion if that were to occur. .

Admiral ROZA. I think it = unfair to have a certain of-
people with subsidies and other people that cannot get sabsi-
,dies. Particularly since, case,--everyone of the graduates get-
jobs-

1 would like to see more subsidies, and I think with the ProPoliti
you make, I would probably get more subsidies, so in that case I
think I would go along with your proposal," -

Admiral RODONEtS. I would like to see more subsidies but 1 cer-
tainly would not went to seem lose any. So if I had to answer your
question, I would have to look at what you are talking about in
specific terms. Because I need about 30 more, and I would have to
continue _to argue to justify that, 1 would like for a minute to goback

Mr. AuCom..Onercond.
How many more, e you need, Adn nal Harrington?

4P Admiral eons. I need.about 30 ore.
Admiral arm& l need about 200 more.

4'69
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. Mr. Au Conc. We have about 30 here, and he has about 200. He
has a need; and you both have a want. But in terms of trying to

' ,' bring some. more equity into the situation, Could you not see the
justice in the equity of maybe increasing, the total number of
,allocations for all the State academies, arid maybe some of the .
increase would fall greater, on some academies than others, just
because Of the pr,qblems that they are in?

Admiral RODGERS. Sir, think it is an unfair proposition to put,
to us because of the'history. of the way it got there.

As-I mentioned in a previoustearink --
Mr: AuConr. Admiral Harrington dolls not think that is unfair.
Admiral RODGERS. We could argue that, but r am pot going to get

into that. I can only say that in the midsixties, the Maritime
Administration was encouraging the growth of thi State acade-

. pies. There were ships that were short of officers, and we were
being told that there 'was going to be a new maritime building,
program, which finally 'came* Odt In the seventies, and that there'
divas going to be an increased need for qfficers. That is why Admiral
Harrington got a new campus, that is why' all of us built up to
some extent. . . 1

But at any rate, 5 years after that the Maritime Administration
in 1970 forecast a decreasing requirement for officers and set
quotos for the State academiesthe only ones who were affected by -

>their. cutbacks were the Staff academies. I think it shod have
been proportioned between the Federal academy and the State

' academies. Not only did the . Federal academy survive unscathed,; but during the same period of tiitte thelndustry schools came into
being and there is a considerable amount .&money, Federal money,
going in through the operatiqn -differential subsidy, to those
schools., In all fairness, wshould io back and look at the total picture.
The, State academies have been hit hard and the only way to .
balance that now is to bring us all up to par.

Admiral HARRINGTOti. Mr. Chairman, I think you're on absolute-
1 y the right tr,gk.

The first thing to do is to increase the number of subsidies
presently 'givta' by x amount, simply to drive out the 673 figui.e
th$ seems einbedded in stone as far as the administration is
concerned, and then it is only fair and logical to apportion those" '
subsidies,in the light of current enrollment at the academy.

If I were the Secretary of Commerce, I would ,not do it tomorrow..
I think is important to point out, God forhidrif tkere were a
declaration of war tomorrow, ag far as the value of 'these State
academies Li concerned, to our Nation, and ti) the amount of
moiFys support that we are talking about, if that were to klippen

Morrow, the first directive that would come out of Mead's ad,
." inistration would be to double the 'enrollment of tie academies,

and Ito reduce the amount Of, time that it uldlalee us to turn out
licensed officers.
. My plan then would be very appealing to the Federal, to the
,Maritime +Administration, and to the Federal Government. Why do
1968a07 to have subsidies apportioned to me by a 1965 enrollment in

. Mr:AnC,ous. Admiral Kinpey?

'
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Admiral KINNSY. Mr. Chairman, as y
have adequate subsidies. We had 251
size, and will held that size and

All of ourplanning has been
. I would agree with the other
training is fulfilling a natio
criminate when the raitnpo
uates will be needed.
at- the. Federal acade

. small subsidy, and
school gets zero for

Mi. AuCeow.
I will throw
If someone

. .

can see by my silence we
1965 because that was our

still hi've 251..
y on that basis.

perintendents, however, that our
need, and I see do reason to Ills-

er studies indicate that all, these d-ra
tion
ve a

should one person get a free edu
and others, as USMS ets rrace

de at a/State.en a shipmate right alon
e same preparation.

me pose a final series of questi
open to any of the witnesses.
ugly objects tp an answer, they

their /own response.
.., If not, keep your pea and I will understand that to be basically
agreemenSI 8th anxious to bring the hearing to a conclusion this

-afternOan. It is approximately 4 o'clock.
want hi come back to the question of simulators for a moment.

. pose -this question: Should every academy have a simulator, a
. ship's bridge simulator at least?

Admiral Jitiontx., May I say that I would "answer that depending
. upon priorities. To me, it is not a first priority...We have worked .

into the simulator . situation backward. The U.S. representatives,
' lagreed to an IMCO change, which I still consider to .be entirely

unnecessary. ,./
Mr. AuCptit. The Cliair is well aware of your view on, that. ,,

Admiral KINNEY. And having conunited to that reqUirement by .
'the Nation, hbw are you going to achieve it when it . obviously -
cannot be achieved with sea time in schookships, then what are
'the-substitutes, and all of a sudden simulators ircome popiola

Mr. AuCom. Do you think every academy should have one?
:Admiral Knotax-Ilighly desirable. .

They,will. produce improved training but probably not the basic
requisite training. . X

AdiniralRODGESIB. I would' say highly desirable,, hut 'not my first
PRaity. ' , .'

There aie two :ki,pds of simulators, the small boat model, type- Mid
th'e electronic simulator. The former is a lot cheaper than the
latt5r otte, bu I think MarAd should study both of those and come

Mr. AuCo . Who should have paid for the. nitial .acquisition,
up withIPM a lot cheaper than that $5.5 million.

capital costs; the 4tates?
. Admiral RODGERS. I think if the Fideral Government is going to

impose a greater amount of sea time and training--:
Mr. eA*Com. Is there anything that you think ithe States ought

not td be paying, for? , ..
Admiral Ronorats. Again, going back to the way our. budget has

been growing and th9opercentage of theState support, the Zvi ence
is there. '

It is the Federal share that has been decreasing and the tate
has been taking up for a long Lime.

1

chime in with

6..
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Mr. AtICOtti. Who should be paying for the operatibg and- main- .
te. nance Costs, if the *Federal Government should pay for the acqui-
s, hort?

' '. Admiral RODGERS. I think that the schools should take care of
that

Mr; AuCon.i... Does. anyone disagree with that?
[No iesponse
Mr. AuCon.i.

a
Do you have any estimates of what would be in-

volved in the total cost to have simulators Ofship bridge simulators
in the various State academies across the country? .

Any estimate? ..

You ha4e estimated Maybe $5.5 millioi3 for ones vAdmiral RizzA, I still think it is $3.5 million: At least the price
quoted to me by the people who made the one for LaGuardia was
34 million. I think that each 'of the maritime academies should
have one.

Mr. ApCoot: Admiral Rizia, 16 :we ask you these 'additional
questions. on, simulators, and the other gentlemen can respond, too,
because' you seem to be. the strongest .of, the advocates for this
apprbach. ..7t

If you had' the simulators; how fully do yrai think that you could
use them? . - . .

Hew much time,- for example, could be occupied wit the train-
.

train-
- intcoof your students on sole& kind of a percentagd has& that this.

s n ? -
Admiral Rat& The simulators would 'be by the Maritime

.. Acad'any 'eadeta,and when Mailable for simula r training for the
----- industry. Income .froin industry use will be to :maintain that

"simulateiland possibly make, a profit, alsd. .
Mr. AuCanv. How mucc.h.rif the time, then, in f actual training '

ofthe.stuclents?" - -1P-' '. ' . _ °
Admiral Rizzi. That.is.a hard questiOn. I think I would be way

off bzi guessinttjus%eboit autich fimo.' .- . -1
But when I. talked about simulators et our, saliool. I am looking

at the,income.thatis coming' into 'die wedeln& froni the industry
for m = tenant* of the siinulirtors.. . . ,._; .

Mr. trCopi...But yci are asking for the Feder Government to
.9. make inritment 'in the aNuisition Iiif.: So e that then

beco reventiefor,you., rather' thalljust, as idu onal tool. It
# enti Y erent. ..._ .' . . 1

A . Weil, it an ichitatisinal`tOol, but then &has to
be Mined and re andlsee money coming in--for Iiiiiintt6

aid repair frolri coii cohducting for the industry.
r. AuCoirr But you have to 'make a case for what conseqUeitts

at is going to have in. a ,positive se , for the educational pro-
AM> before iiou: are' ever going to be

i
bte to get Congress to go

°ALividliiriza. Primarily, it will be r the midshipmen, and IPrimarily,

r-e-.\'
strongly that it would make a s" cant improvement in our

. , particillarly for people who ave never even beep to sea.
Mr. uCCIIN. 19ihat percentage of the ,progrim do 'you think is

popsible? , .

-.., Admiral }him l'ain guessing. I would probably give you a poor
`answer. .

..
..

.
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Nr. AuCorti/. Welt, we mill wait for the next hearing then.
Admiral Rizzi., Let 'me think about it and write you a letter on

it. ,

Mr..AuCorn. OK, that wouldfie fine.
(The following was received for the record:]

itutiCaroat .
_

The percentage of time that the simulators would be occupta by our,students is
. as 'follows: . . ,....

Tanker simulator - . . .. 76 .
Radar simulator 70.
Diesel engine simulator. .- . _ . ... . ... ...... .'.., . ..... . .... . , . 95

'Mr. AuGom. I wonder if, after listening to today's testimony, any.
of you would° like to offer any additional views or( anything that
has been said so far ipat would -assist in the development of a
meaningful. hearing record. on this portion of the reauthorization

. min
You hays, heard variatrof things staled.

" Is tteri anything else that/you have been wanting to say, that I.
have, hot let you say, based on the questions that I framed.thir
afternoon? ,-

No* Is your chance. . '
''''' Admiral Harrington? A .

Admiral HARRINGTON. If I have translated the attitude of the A

chairman of this committee, it is. a very sympathetic one to the
n&eds of the academies. Again, the message thatl bring to you is
tlfat the Federal Government is getting quite a turn Tor the
moneys they do invest in the state.maritime academies.

Mr AirCont. Anyone else? e

fdifiral RODorata. I would just like to compliment the chairman
o the percepiions that are behind the questions. In the years of

mg here, I think that we are getting a pinch fairer opportunity.. ,

present our story than we ever .had before, and I thank ydu, sir.
"Mr, AuCont. Gehtlemen, let me thank you for taking the time to
me. before us. .. .,
The minority counsel I understand his one, quest -an.
Mr.-twat. Yes, Mr. Chairman , .
This is a quick gne. .

I would like to addrets it to all the members of the pallet.,
perhaps to Admiral HarriBgton first. .

,If we were successful, if the committee is successful
,
in getting .

fuel\subsidy for fisml 1981, should there be any instructions ,in the
authorization as XV how to allocate this money to thi various
schooli and whtAter or not the Mich' an school should also receive
an alloal ion gi err necessarily that ey do not have a full train-
ing crew?,

Admiral INGTON. I think it would be difficult fdr the com-
mittee to imp those,directions, and it Would be a simple matter-
for maritime wo ing with MarAd.. t

Mr. LO8CH, You would leave it to the discretion of the Secretary?
Admiral HARRINGTON. Yes, I would. t

Mr. LOSCH;Eieryone agree on that?
,(Nodding beads.)
Mr. Loscu. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

4 73
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Mr. Au Com. Thank you, gentlemen, for your testimony. ..
. .

I also appreciate Your comments about the sympathetic ear.
Keep in mind that a sympathetic ear does not necessarily mean

agreement, but I- appreciate your doming, and the subcommittee
stands adjourned.

[The following was received for the record:]
NORTHwESTERN MICHIGAN COLLEGE.

,

. ' . THE GREAT LAKES MARITIME ACADEMY,
... Traverse csty. Mich . Febitary 19. 1980.

MR DAN PANSHIN. . .Director. Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee On Maritime Educahon end Training.
Washington. RC

DEAR MR. PANSHIN Thank you for your letter of February 12. 1980. inviting
testimony on the education and training elements of the Maritime APpropriations
Authorization Act for fiscal year 1981 In your letter you state that the amount
requested for state schools breaks down as follows

Grants.. , .. . $600.000'
Uniforms. textbooks and subsistence of cadets I. \ 8.600,000

. .. . .Maintenance and repair of vessels ..... ... ... , , . , . 3,480,000

Without a more detailed breakdown of the money requested for state schools. it is
,difficult to comment intelligently on this aspect Of the budget

There. is one area that needs to be brought to your attention in the event thatit is "

+ mg Thalia& been proved many times over by com 'al airlines and. more to the
not addressed. There is very little question about tirlue of simulators for train-,

point, the US NaVy If the funding of shiphandling simulators is not addressed in
-this budget, I believe that attention should be given to using some of the $3.480.000
allocated to matutenance and repair of vessels for the purchase of shiphandling

' simulators. While there are those who believe that cadet training ships are a very
valuable way of instructing cadets. there is no question in my mind that shiphan-
dling simulators would be far more cost effective than moheys '§pept 9n inainte
nonce and repair of old training vessels.

To conclude this letter, I would like to address the umber of subsidies assigned to
each Academy In view of the proposals in HR. 541 o require Es 'service obligation
for cadets who have received subsidies. it is m l belie . as stated in mi testimony on.
F1,11 :451. that the number of subeitlies should be equal to the number of cadets
admitted:war yea? At the Cireat Lakes Marini e Academy the number of admit-
sions reeach year is based on the.futtu needs of the induSt Because qt* this. all our
cadets will have employment cippdrtunities upon graduation. There fk much to be
said for the orderly operation of this Academy that would be made possjble by all
cadets being in atteclance under the same conditions Therefore. I strongly encour-
age providinsubsidies for all admitted cadets and not some lesser number

Thank you ibr the opportunity to ubmit this written statement
Sincerely. . , .-

.. -- Gtoaci B RECTOR.
Rear Admiral. (ISMS.

#
....

. ,41... .
-

' Director

.

STATEMENT ay KENNETH G HAYNES. REAR ADMIRAL. {ISMS. DEAN, TEXAS
MARITIME COLLEGE% GALVESTON. TER

Mr Chairman and Members of the Committee: The opportunity to 'submit this
statement to the Subcommittees sincerely appreciated. A number' of significant
changes have taken place in the history of maritime education and training in
Texas. with the latest being .the identiflation of the Texas Maritime College as an'
academic component of the Texas A&M University at Galveston The: record will
ihow steady and consistent improvement in all aspects of education and training. a
cdnsistent emphasis upon academic excellence, and a vigorous effort td continue-a

:IC highly productive dialog& with the niaritimeoindustry. *
I Youfwril note in this testimony that a midontY of theMaritime Service Cadets

enrolled in the Texas Maritime College as license option students are nanreSidents
We are pleased that the attaaction is nationwide. as jeflected,in the rolls, however. ,
financial support currently provided the Texas MaritimeSollege. in which 66% is

.. prov4ded by the State reflects otherwise. Theee appear to be other inequities in the
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'ego of training vessel, costa of fuel, oil and in the allocation of Uniform,
Textbook and Subsistende AlloWances.

The Texas Clipper, built in 1944, has an estimated end of useful life in 1985, as
shown in Table 111-10, page 43, Oversight Report' of theRFederal Government's Rob
in Merchant Marine Education. As of this date the hull is sound, and the main
propulsion machinery and auxiliaries continue to provide adequately for the care'
fully planned summer training cruises. As the ship grows elder, upkeep and =into'
nance costs can be expected to increase. Following is a representative sampling of
sgnificsnt repair or replacement items, most of whit are not currently funded: ,

Needto ppgrade electrical power. Primkry power is di Nt current with alternat-
ing current provided by add-on inverters. Power failures, which affect lighting, air-
conditioqipg, and all other "Wel" services} are the rule. Alternating power source
limitations restrict the addition of electrically powered training devices.

Need to improve fuel tile repair or replacement of boiler input air
heaters and installationof atominition.

Modernization of ications systems to provide for single -side band shipto.
shore communications, modern VHF ship-tship systems; and cornmekial commu-
n ications satellite access to provide for training.

Complete paint removal from all bull and topside areas, not previously preserved,
and repainted with a long term preservative.

Extensive replacement of hot and cold water supply and drain system piping
tiros.whout the ship..

Replacement of the x-ray machine in the surgery and provision for a film develop-
ing capability.

It is to be noted that the Central Region Maritime Athanustfation. organization
has beep and continues to be highly supportive; however, limas available to the
Central Region for the Z.ahpper repair and maintenance have not kept pace
with the need as the ship contin to age.

The estimated end of useful life in 1985 of the Texas Clipper provides 'sufficient
time for realistic_ planning for replacement. The Texas Maritime College would
suWport the operation of professionally stared, fully dedicated $raining shire to be

. shared with our colleagues in the presumption that tbe training vessels would
incorporate state of tbe industry training opportunities for both deck and engine
cadets. Particular reference is made to automated bridge and conning station con-
trols, current state of the art navigation and communication systems, and proflul-
sion systems that would provide the opportunity for engine cadets to train in the
use of both steam and motor vessel operatiqp.

# The cost of fuel oil and its impact on tbe operating expenses of the state maritime
academies has been attested to regularly aevery,subcommittee hearing in recent
memory, and so it is not news. To restate the case, the Texas Maritime. College paid
$3.14 per barrel for bunker "C" in 1971, in 1979 paid $18.50 per barrel, and expects
to pay considerably higher prices with, each succeeding year. The extent to which
the State can be expected to carry_ this ever increasing burden is not without limits.

Training cruises of the Texas Clipper are now restricted to an itinerary requiring
no more than 8,000 barrels of bunker "C." This effectively limits the area to the.
Caribbean, Gulf of Mexico, with an occasional visit to a limited selection of ports In
the western area of the North Atlantic. lining would be improved by adding the
eastern North Atlantic and Mediterranean Seas to the itinerary, made possible if
additional fuel oil funds become available.

Exclusive of Federal grants and Federal studek assistance administered through
Texas A&M University, financial contributions to Texas Maritime College tire anew
tiaUy unchanged from those identified in the Oversight Report on 'the 'Federal
Government's role in Merchant Marine Officer education which were 66 percent
from the Stet*, 21 percents from tip Federal Government, 13 percent from students
and 0.7 percent from private contributions.

which is-not available to all United States Maritime Cadets of record is
This institution is firmly committed to the philodophert: any "subsidy" plan

discriminatory. On balance, a loan ,plan seems to be more desirable than a grant if
payback provisions which will protect the interests of both the grantor &id the
grantee can be tinted. In the case of a loan, the contract should be made between
the two parties wit/P111 paybdck provisions defined in the loan.

No detail 'of the loan can be contingent upon any academic degree granted by 1
Texas A&M University; i.e., the 'student will "graduate" when all degree require-
ments as defined in the catalog under which the student was admitted has been
satisfied. The catalog does not and will not retylire the passing of an entry level
maritime service license as a degree requirement.

t
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Texas Mantime College is currently allocated 35 subsidies in the form of the
Uniform, Textbook and Subsistence Allowance awarded to the top 35 first term
Maritime Service Cadets in theentering class.

The 35 subsidies, reduced from 50 in 1967, Are a reflection of a date when
enrollments were at an all time low From that time, there has been-a steady
increase in the number of enrollments of Maritime Service Cadets to the current
yeat in which 14 Maritime Service Cadets commenced their first term in the
academic year 1979-1980 Of the 241 Mai-Kora Service Cadets currently enrolled in
the Texas Maritime College, 111 or 46 percent are receiving the Uniform. Textbook

t and Subsistence Allowance It is to be noted that 127 or 527 percent are non-
resident studehta, and of these, 61 are currently "subsidized " This is tobe compared
with 50 Texas State residents.

Timing simulators are as important to the professional future of the maritime "
'- service as tik are to the airline industry and the armed forces The training

provided to the crews of nuclear powered submarines is a case in point
Not eAly are simulators of great value to the Maritime Service Cadet, but to the

upgrading of the capabilities of the professional mariner as well Simulators are
needed for deck officer training, engineering officer training, and for training in
both bulk and liquid cargo operations improvement in all facets of maritime service
onerptions is possible through the added use of simulators, not the least of these
beink-shipboard safety . a

Cost will prohibit unilateral acquisition and installation by the individual states,
however, a form of cont sharing with the state, the federal government and industry
sharing proportionately is attractive

Texas A&M University at Galveston has decided to establish ti Maritime traininl
and Safety Center as' a matter of the first priority A radar simulator is
and, in use, and several navigation safety and low visibility piloting,relateefforts
have been defined Improved ,preventive miontenance routines and improved tech-
niques for diagnosing serious machinery malfunctions early on are also being con- j

a:tiered

Educational institutions are judged to be uniquely qualified to lead the continuing
education effort required by the maritime service The broad base -established--
through the education and training of maritime service officers, the almost univer-
sal acceptability by the industry, and the opportunities available through organized
researchaprovide a most attractive environment. There would as well be the rein-
forcement accruing to both communities as the professional manner is brought into
close association with the prospective Junior ofliter ui an educational surrounding.

, 00° °*

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF MERCHANT SHIPPING.
Washington. DC, March 7,1980

Hon. LEs AnCont,
Chairman, Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on Maritime Education and Training. Com-

mittee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, US House of Representatives. Wash-
ington. D C

EDUCATION AND TEAMING PORTION OF MARMI0i AUTHORIZATION BILL,' H 6554

DEAR MR CHAIRMAN With the average merchant marine officer now over 50
yeirs of age, an influx of highly qualified merchant vessel personnel will be needed
in the relatively near future The Maritime Administration is being relied upon to
assist in the education and training of maritime personnel through continuing aid
to the federal and state maritime seademies and offering certain supplementary
training courses. t.

The demand for these facilitielis high and will be significantly higher in the
yea,rs ahead as Dew and expanded Government requirements fq/specifir maritime
education and training take effect Specifically, we anticipate- Increased require-
ments for radar and firefighting training and for other skills and capabilities as a
result of imminent. Co -Guard regulations. Additionally, as you are aware, the
anticipated coming in force and implementation several years and, now of the
C,onventioikon Stan rds of Training, Certification and Watchkeere for Seafarers
will have the eff of increasing the time. which must be spent. y individuals
training at. sea r engaged in equivalent training programs) to qualify for certain
officer positio Existing firefightini radar facilities and the academies' train-
ing ships already over-taxed and Consider the Administration's budget re-
quests in ese areas to be at absolute mimimum levels,

:burl this Committee's heanngs,on H,R 5451, AIMS testified that Government
assia9Mce in meeting the skyrocketing cost of bunker fuel was imperative to ensure

6
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that the schoolships could continue to operate. We would hope that'll:ft 6559 could
contain authority for such assistance.

ist summary, AIMS urges that the authorization level for maritime. programs be
increased to (Allow the maximum possible appropriations foi fuel assistance and
education and training facilities. The United States places a high value on having a
skilled cadre of merchant mariners, as is evidenced by the extensive scope of
Federal Government requirements for personnel qualifications. &CMS believes that
it is appropriate and desirable for the Federal Government to provide a commensu-
rate degree of financial assistance to ensure that adequate education and training
facilities are available on a non-dscrimmatory basis ,

Sincerely
W. M BENKERT, President.

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OP
MASTERS, MATES & PILOTS,

New York, N Y , February a, 1980.
Hon Les AuCoid,
Chairman, Ad floc SeleclASubcommittee on Maritime Rducat;on and Training, Com-

mittee on Merchant Marie, and Fisheries, Lengworth House Office Building
Washington. D.0

DEAN CONGRESSMAN AuCom: The International Organization of Masters, Mates
and Pilots. tIOMM&P), autonomous affiliate of the International Longshoremen's
Association, (ILA), AFL /CIO reqaests that this letter be entered into the record of
testimony rendered on the maritime education and training elements of subject bill
_Central to the concerns of the IOMM&P is its very reason for being. The

IOMM &P is the largest professional deck officer's organization in the United States
, ,with more than 7000 members. It includes better than 90% of all deepwater deck.

officers; virtually all State pilot organizations.frem Maine to Hawaii to Mika; the
Panama Canal Pilots, and; a strong inland, tug, barge, harborcraft division In short,
we are a unvp of highly educated, well-trifinea professional mariners.

As such, the IOMM &P represents both the entry level to, and the culmination of
career goals. We are the vehicle for the implementation of learning, the livelihood;
the NM, present and future of hundreds of graduates fron..the combined academies
who enter the masitime jolt market every year. We are in essence a .working
representative alumni association for all the echo's Kings Point, Maine, Massachu-
etts, New York, Texaspindralifornm, and again, as such, voice many concerns for
their welfare.. -*

Primarily the Masters, Mates and Pilots are in agreement with the state acade-
-lilies' requests for additional funds to oover both the sky-rocketing fuel costs and
adequatmaintenance and ugkeep,of the training vessels The increased sea train- A

ing standapds prbposed 1MW; the tent Middle East situation; the present
realization the. ,a strong U S Merchant Manne is desirable, "at, fourth arm of
defeifse"ka logistic lifeline; nil these factors address the need for a cadre of young
well-educated well-tsainbd officers to man the ships The 'federal and state acadd-
MISS are the primary sources of these ships' officers. Therefore, the Masters, Mates
and Pilots support Admiral Rodgers' proposal that a minimum M $2A50,000 be
added to the state maritime academy appropnations for fisca ar1981 in order
that these schools may be able to adequately perform their missions of sea
training on their respective school ships:
. There is one point on wing) the IOMM&P must disagree th MARAD and

state academies and that is in the .quest foi full bridge smuts ri at each of the
respective state academies Using the ball park figure of $3,500,000 per sinililator
suggested in testimony, six simulators (which would include Great Lakes) could add
up to $21,000,000. Provided that this is a- firm figure with no overruns, the overall
cost is, nevertheless substantial and unnecessary.

The IOMM&P would like to stress for the record that ps own training institution,
the Maritime. Institute of Technology and Graduate ite Studies (MITAGS) is presently
in process of building and housing two of the most sophisticated full mission
shiphandling simulators in the sworld One of these will ,be the only simulator.
capable of motion around a six degree axis. These simulators will also be corn*
mented by MITAGS' new cyrogenie simulator all of which representithe ultimate in
current simulation technology. These are training simulators, designed as such,
drawing from the collectiie professional frame of reference provided by the Mistnrs,
Mates and Pilots and th it contract companies, and supplement numerous simula-
tors currently in use. All dire simulators have been and aqe being constructed with
private fiends provided b contractual agreement with member shipping companies
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The two full mission shiphandling simulators will be operational in 1981 Ar-
rangements can be made for time shared training on a cost basis by the state and
the federal academies.

Per the tesimony of Mr Nemirow on February 25. 1980, not only did the Depart-
ment of Commerce cut five simulators from MARAD's proposal, but subsequenay
the Office of the Budget denied authorization of the une remaining simulator. aFfd
the resubmission of same until fiscal year 1982 Simulators. therefore. do not seem

, to qualify as a priority budget item for fiscal year l9S1 in any event
It would appear to the IOMM&P that when confronted with such overriding

problems that the proposed IMCO standards generate. focus must be sighted pn the
pooling of resources. sharing and working together Furthermore. what better sup-
plementary simulator training could be provided than that conducted and created
by experienced ships' officqgs drawmr from a broad frame of reference

In this regard. Captain 46wen. International President. would like to extend an
open invitation to this Select Sub-Committee on Maritime Education and Training.
to .i.u.sitIMITACS at such time- as the full mission shiphandling svulators become
operatighal, to experience plerseitally the quality of trdlhing which we rigidly main-
tain-It"'

This' concludes our testimony on the specifics of H R Wil4, per subject of this
letter Thank yOu for this opportunity to once more share our views with you in the
afelt of maritime education and training Andby the same token, we compliment
yoa. Congressman AuCoin. for yodr dedication and interest in the cause of maritime
educationto the young people upon whose-education and training the vitality of
the U S Merchant Marine. our first arm 9f commerce. depends

Respectfully and sincerely. A -
HENRY F TiVTNEFF. ph D .

btreemr. Human Resources

[Whereupon, ai 4:1 { ., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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